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ALL THE NEWS THAT
FITS WE PRINT

Yang

Dr.
Many

NAVAL COMMANDER
IN CHAPEL

Notice

Cigarette
Dorm On Fire

Sets Newest

ways

.Molgatrjyd Schlitz "40

like

Most of

to see a

good

fire,

straight

news

this issue's

Swne

stuff.

not.

is

at the publication
leave it to our readers
to decide which is which.

there are a large
number, like 51. of people killed
as there were in this particular
fire, it was learned by the Orient
this morning.
Several enterprising students earned their tuition
by roping off a space and charging
admission, although it is said that
President Stills frowned upon this
practice because it is the inalienable right of every citizen to see a
fire,
especially such a big one,
without having to pay.

At J. 15 a.m. this morning one
of the greatest fires in the history
of the State of Maine took place
when Moore Hall, Bowdoin Colnewest Dormitory, caught
to the ground,
fire and burned
causing 51 students to lose their
lives and breaking up three poker
games, and one crap game. The
reason for this, said one competent observer, was that most of
the crap players have been forced
to leave college because of the
war, which was making it very
hard for them to make a living
for themselves and they thought
they could do better in the ,:i-my.
The Tcason for the fire was that
somebody threw a lighted match
and nobody
into a wastebaskct
paid any attention to the resultlege's

Graduating Classes

Awakened

often

At a meeting held

last

Monday

the

as

I

Odist.

was shooting the deuce, the

!

fire; everybody grabbed
money, and took the win-

\

the ground. When
I finished the roll,
but lost, despite the fact that I
was very hot at the time. After
that I watched the fire."

dow route to
we got down,

I

The firemen displayed great

Commencement
George A. Burpee

New

ville.

'44

Orator

is

of Bronx-

York.

John F. Jaques '43, Portland,
was chosen as Poet, and John E.
Hess '44 of Houlton was named
Historian.

One of the dead, temporarily regaining consciousness before passing into oblivion, said, "Tell my
draft board that I'm sorry I can't

The Commencement Committee,
chair manned by R. Kimball Eastman, Jr. '44, of Salem, Mass., is
composed of the following men:
John F. Jaques '43, Portland;
Frank D. McKeon '43, New Haven,
Conn.; George A. Burpee '44,
Bronxville, New York; George W.
Hutchings '43, East Natick, Mass.;
Robert W. Brown '44, Ash Point;
and George W. Craigie, Jr. '44,

it, but I am dead from being burned in the fire and will be
unable to report as requested."

make

intrepidity and skill in their jobs
by venturing into the charred remains of the dormitory and removing bodies, also charred, and
still warm from the fire, which had
heated them up considerably, or
naturally they wouldn't have been
dead, as seems only logical.

elected

David John Brandenburg '43 of
Larchmont, New York, was chosen

rug took
for the

East

'43 of

was

Mass.,

Marshal.

follows: "I started with a quarter
and was planning to rfrle it to
fame and fortune. However, just

freshmen trapped in shower baths,
and one pair of dice. They* also
helped two poker games, including card tables, down from nearby pine trees, to which the games
had been forced to move on account of the fire, which made it
very difficult indeed to plav poker
inside because of the heat, debris,
etc.

George W. Hutch ings
Natick,

It is not known as yet whether
any more deaths are going to result from the survivors who are
not dead yet but are in the infirmary, recuperating. Quizzed on Cumberland Mills.
President of the Class of 1943 is
The fire attracted quite a crowd this subject, Doctor Jansen, Coland lege. Dr., said he didn't know, but Robert W. Morse; vice-president,
from everywhere around

about the campus, for people

al-
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Swimming Coach,
Ardent Collector Of Antiques
Bob

Miller,

Page 2

William A. Beckler,

secretarytreasurer, John F. Jaques; and assistant secretary-treasurer, James
D. Dolan. Jr.

]
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Titlotson,
Coach Miller forsees the return
but strong side of the old New England kitchen,
combination living-room dinthe
shows
of a man's interests usually
Bob Miller, ing-room kitchen which was the
itself in his hobby.
center and the hearth of the home,
for instance, whose official busigolf, as a fuel saving device. "In those
ness is varsity swimming,
and Drowning 1-2, is unofficially days one felt free to call on his
The family
an ardent antique fan. His 14 neighbors anytime.
room house in Topsham is com- was in the kitchen and the housewith antiques wife did not stop work throw
pletely furnished
which he has been collecting for down her apron, dry her hands,
and rush into the front room for
some time.
a half-hour of stilted conversation
He knows antiques and the when she wanted to do something
story behind them, and he feels
realizes with regret,
else." He
that a study of the times that pro- however, that one cannot enterduced these antiques has an eco- tain properly in the undersized
they
nomic significance today. If
kitchens of modern houses. The
had no bathtubs, he says, neither old kitchen, Bob says, was furthere
did they have breadlines;
nished with a couch to relax on, a
of
was no starving in a land
pot on the stove, and no gaudy tea
time to
plenty, and there was
The old kitchen at its
service.
practice hospitality and good fel- best is to be seen at the Mansion
lowship. We, today, are in a con- at Governor Dummer
Academy,
tinual rush in spite of time-saving
where the old Revolutionary .War
did they have a more

By Paul Eames
An unexpected

Chardon,

Lauga Will Give Concert
On

Tuesday, April

at

6,

3.00

p.m.
hi
the Moulton
Union
Liounge Professor Frederic £. T.
Tillotson will hold an informal
discussion and analysis of the
music to be played at the trio
concert on Wednesday evening.

,

The

concert of the 1942-43
of concerts of the Brunslast

series

wick Chamber Music Society will
be given on Thursday evening,
April 8 in Memorial Hall. The
concert
will
feature
Norbert
Lauga, violinist, Yves Chardon,
violoncellist, and Frederic Tillot-

in

Ph.

Rameau

(1683-1764)

,

SUN RISES

i.

drenched waters,

This week. Sun Rises, lacking
anything, petty or otherwise, to
complain about, will have to resort
to looking into the future of Bowdoin College and maybe inserting a
few reminiscences, on the side. As
far as the future is concerned.
Bowdoin. as the few remaining up-

s

-

'

Brahms (1833-1897)
ii.

By Dick Hornberger

Allegro con brio
Scherzo: Alegro molto
[

Continued on Page

2 ]
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RED CROSS DRIVE
WELL SUPPORTED

to enter active service
Corps, his duties

Navy Air

The

final results of
the
in by next week.

drive

should be

1— Chapel,

Thu. April
Ashby.
Frl. April

2—9.00

Doctor

on "China and Russia," on April 1 3, on "China and
Great Britain," and on April 20, on "China and the United
will speak

or have been reserved (deferred)
from National Service and assigned to college to study—»in most
cases at government expense.
Money is a. factor which a qualistudent
needn't
fied university
consider in war-time England, as
government scholarships or bursaries, in numbers limited only by
national requirements^ are easily

States."

The Tallman Lecture Fund
,

available, regardless of the financial status of the student's family.
Well over half of the students now
in British universities are wholly

part supported by the government or other scholarships.

or

in

Deferments are granted for approximately the same reasons that
American college students are
now being deferred (under the

new directive sent from Selective
local
Service Headquarters to
draft boards three weeks ago)
to provide
the country with a
needed supply of trained techni-

—

cal

and

armed

services, while in

The under age group

land consist
|

of

men

J

j

I

|

I

i

to 11.00 a.m.

Chapel, Professor Leith presiding. Robert Duffy '46 and Coleman Metzler '46 will sing

"Quando Corpus Morietur" by
Pergolesi.

—Chapel, The Dean.

Sat. April S

Sun. April 4—5 o'clock Chapel.
Professor Arthur Darby Nock,
M.A., LL.D.. of Harvard University. The choir will sing a Bach
choral, "O How Cheating, O
How Flea ting."
Mon. April I Chapel, Professor
Thayer.

fore becoming a lecturer at American colleges, Dr. Yang attended
the University of Wisconsin and
later George Washington University,

1930-31

H. R.

Engunder 18
in

BROWN

—Enrico Bompiani, Univer-

sity of

Rome

(mathematics)

1931-32—M. R. Ridley, Balliol College, Oxford (English literature)
1932-33— Donald B. MacMillan,
Bowdoin '98 (anthropology)
1933-34—Stanley
Casson,
New
College, Oxford (classical arch-

GIVES

PAPER FOR WTTAN

tions for the position

to college to finish

nell University (chemistry) (sec-

taken out pf were called for by Crawford B.
Thayer '44, Chairman. All nominations were declined because of
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
lack of time to carry out the duties or because the nominee was
leaving College soon. The ChairIn Public
man then resorted to appointment, and Paul H. Eames, Jr. '46,
was appointed secretary-.
Speaking Emphasized
Professor Herbert R. Brown
read a paper written by him on
The privates of the United the subject "Experiment in Con'States Army Air Force Technical
temporary Fiction." His reading
Training Detachment No. 22 are
was followed by a formal discusbeing trained with a view to
sion of the subject. The meeting
'eventual officership, and with this
then adjourned to the kitchen for
purpose in mind, are being given
refreshments and informal discusjan intensive course in Oral Comsion. There were 16 undergraduposition much more broad than
ate members at the formal meetthat given in English 4.
ing, and
Professors Brown and
The first two assignments are Coffin, but the attendance was
similar to those in English 4. The much greater at the informal
or be

ond semester)
1937-38— Robert H. Lightfoot, New
College, Oxford (Biblical litera-

college for the duration.

ture) ((first semester)

1938-39— F. C. Horwood. St. Catherine's Society, Oxford (English

Army Work

literature

1939-40— Moritz J. Bonn, London
School of Economics (economics)

I

(second semester)
Ernesto Montenegro, Na-

1940-41

—

tional University of Chile (LatinAmerican relations) (second se-

I

mester)

1

1941-42— Edgar W. Mclnnis, University of Toronto (Canadian

,

men

give oral readings for voice

history)

1942-43—Yung-Ching Yang, President of Soochow University
(Chinese civilization)

Tentative Plans Are

gathering.

and give a talk with notes
from their individual reading as-

Crawford
F.

signments. After this the work
has a marked difference from col-

Jaques

'43

B.

Made For Commencement

Thayer and John

acted as hosts of the

meeting.

The Witan

legiate course.

is

an

Tentative plans for commencement have been drawn up, but

organization

limited to thirty members comprised of English majors, for the
purpose of hearing and discussing
works written by the members.

make a study of personality as reflected by speech, and analyze
voice recordings. They also prepare a list of subjects for the next

these will not be disclosed until
they have passed the faculty and
been approved. The date will not
be definitely set until the graduating class decides whether or

Since few English majors are still
in College now. anyone interested
assignment, an impromptu speech
in attending the meetings may be
of exposition of some term, device,
considered a member, and anyone
or technique related to one of
is welcome to come.
their other courses in the general

They aim for clear explanation of technical ideas, with
the idea of making orders connected with their technical duties
clear to untrained men with whom
they may work.

not to have a "Class Day." Nothing has been decided definitely aa
yet.

program.

Hubbard HalVs Illumination At Last,
The fruits Of Long Labor lor Light

The men will use preliminary By Moigatroyd Schlitz '49
i(3) one thereby reaps the fruits of
instruction in the use of the miSending the librarians scamper- Overcompensation. Some of the
crophone in reading hypothetical
ing for their dark glasses, a spe- more ardent exponents of these
Orders of the Day from a mimeocially installed set of overhead views are reported to have mutilatgraphed collection, and recordings
mercury arc lights will flash on for ed their eyes considerably in the
Current Exhibit
of voices will be made and played
the first time this evening in Hub- process .their bulging orbs resemWalker Art Building
back to give the men greater faThere will be an exhibition of re" cility in the use of amplifying bard Hall at 6:45.5 p.m., ending the bling those of some nocturnal insects. They report daylight as exproductions of the four great satir- systems and making themselves six months blackout of the College
tremely painful. They plan to doLibrary.
Brue- understood over the system.
ists of European Painting
Their
Assistant Librarian Benneth J. nate their eyes to the Biology Deghel Hogarth, Goya, and Daumier next assignment will give
them Koyer
has
agreed
to
sing
"When partment upon their decease. With
full knowledge of the use of the
throughout the month of April.
the Lights Go On Again" as the their super-developed lumens this
loud-speaker system.
They will
group naturally had a vital intermeet in the Chapel and talk on highlight of the elaborate cere- est in the preservation
of dimness
Yung-Ching Yang, LL.D., Presimonies planned to inaugurate the
factors influencing weather
conin the Library.
dent of the Soochow University and ditions in
super lighting system.
a chosen locality.
But
the
winning
"Let
there be
Visiting ProfeS^br of Chinese CivJ
The
long
delayed
relighting of
After making a study of rhetoriFaction triumphed
Hubbard Hall was hastened by the Light"
ilization on the Tallman Founda- cal devices, each man will give
a
with the following potent argutragic
demise
last
week
of
two
three
minute speech on a subject
tion will give the Tallman Foundaments:
of his choice over the amplifying January Freshmen. It will be retion Lectures on three Tuesday,
(1) Most people can't read in the
system .outdoors from the Art called that these two, not realizdark.
evenings in April:
ing that the Library had been deBuilding steps. Each
man will clared a
"war zone" last Septem- (2) We'll take our darkness at the
April 6 China and Russia
give a talk in which he demonCumberland.
April IS China and Great Britain strates facility in handling ex- ber, entered the darkened building
at 9.33 p.m., last March 17, and, (3) Pepsi Cola is the drink for
April 20 China and the United hibits, maps, notes, and the like.
you.
as
Mr.
Koyer
so succinctly put it.
Blackboard talks are suggested.
States
Great credit is due efficient,
"They were never heard of again."
The final speech will be given
The decision to turn on the lights square shooting, level headed, Pon
outdoors, without an amplifying
Toter,
Superintendent
of
The final concert of the Bruns- system, and with the
marks the climax of a lengthy con- D.
hearers at
One faction fought Buildings' and Grounds (also of
wick Chamber Music Society will some distance from the speaker. trcversy.
Grounds
and
Buildings), who took
grimly
for
the
preservation
of
the
be given on Wednesday, April 7, in The speaker is in a hypothetical
personal Supreme Command of the
Memorial Hall. It will be a pro- position in which he must give semi-blackout holding that the will installation of blackout curtains at
to Knowledge was enormously
gram of trio music for violin, vio- rather complex instructions to a stimulated by the darkness. This 2.37 a.m., March 18, 1943, 13 minlarge group of men,
and have
utes after the loss of the two Janloncello, and pianoforte by Norbert
them thoroughly understood. This group summed up their arguments uary freshmen had been confirmed.
thus: (1) One can hardly see in the
Lauga, violinist, Yves Chardon, calls for application
of all rules
Said Totter at that awful moment:
violoncellist, and Frederic .Tillot- and devices the men
have been Library; (2) one consequently extaught, but it is not improptu.
son, pianist.
erts a superhuman effort to see;
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
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Professor Nock Will

Lasl Sundav
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a f| Prn0on
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i
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j
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tory at Harvard University. Professor Nock, in addition to his professorship, is also Secretary of the

Society of Fellows, an honorary society at Harvard which was found-

ed by President Lowell.

Nock

is

assume that it will in
deal with religion.

With
Nock,

all

we

April 1 to

some way

due respect to Professor
are taking advantage of
fill up the space covered

by this last paragraph: You see, if
this were left unwritten, there
would be a large-sized hole at the
bottom of the front page. This
would be considered bad journalism.

1

—

.

i

'

—

I

.

widely known
in religious circles as a distinguished author and teacher. At the age
of 30, he had attained a full professorship at Harvard, and for many
years has been considered one of
the leading authorities in his field.
It is not known what the exact
topic of Professor Nock's address
will be, but it is quite logical to
Professor

.

.

t

I

i

<v

a^aaaaaaanaaaaai

analaana

AU. and

The Visiting Professors on the
Tallman Foundation in previous
years have been:
1928-29— Alban G. Widgery, Cam-

president of the du Pont Company.

j

I

his

Since then he has lectured
of the country's colleges.
In 1935 he spoke at the University
of Hawaii. On his present visit, he
has lectured for the Quillian Foundation at Emory University in Atlanta, and for the Avro Foundation
at Duke.

many

(boys must register at 17 years
and eight months, but are not
aeology)
called up until they are 18) and
A meeting of the Witan was 1934-35—Herbert von Beckerath,
women under nineteen. When held
Wednesday evening.
last
University of Bonn (economics)
students reach these ages, they March 24. at the Theta Delta Chi
must register for National Ser- House. Since Edward T. Richard- 1935-36— Arthur Haas «L 1941),
University of Vienna (physics)
vice, and will either be sent back
son, Jr. '44 has resigned, nomina1936-37— Wilder D. Bancroft. Cortheir work unof secretary

f interrupted,
j

where he took

LL.D.

at

•

America

I

I

Dr. Yang has been in the United
States on this, his eighth visit to
the country, since March, 1941, and
has lectured at several schools. Be-

an

i

the Selective Service directs deferment with primary reference to
military needs.
*

is

amount of $100,000 given by Frank
G. Tallman, A.M., at Bowdoin, as
a memorial to the Bowdoin members of his family. The income is
"to be expended annually upon a
series of lectures to be delivered
by men selected by the faculty
either in this country or abroad."
Of these Bowdoin members of the
Tallman family, the first was the
Honorable Peleg Tallman (17641841), who lost an arm as a sailor
in the Revolution, was a sea-captain
and
shipbuilder,
banker,
member of Congress and the Maine
Senate, and an Overseer of the College from 1802 on. Other members
of the family are his son, Henry
Tallman, two grandsons, Peleg and
James H, and Dr. Augustus L.

Tallman of the Medical Class of
bridge University
(philosophy
1881. The donor of the foundation,]
of religion)
the late Frank G. Tallman, was a 1929-30—Charles G. E. M. Bruneau, University of Nancy
graduate of Cornell and at the time
(French literature)
of the donation in 1928 was a vice-

scientific personnel.

In England, however, the MinLabor and National Service trains and assigns men and
women to, both industry and the
istry of

At the next meeting the men

Sargent Gymnasium. Qualifying
examinations for V-12 and A-12.

"It is extremely doubtful if we
will reach the original quota, for
the college of $500 since there are

their full suport."

men and women who the Tallman Foundation will give the Tallman Foundation
Lectures on three Tuesday evenings in April. On April 6 he

tests,

Coming Events

the total.

only about 300 men in college,"
Professor Cushing explained, "but
we do hope that the men will give
Bob Levin and Dick Johnstone

37,000

lift in England's eleven universities are either under age for
military service, physically unfit,

are

.

m

the

Yung-Ching Yang, LL.D., President of Soochow Uniand the Visiting Professor of Chinese Civilization on

versity

Bowdoin

•

The speaker in Sunday chapef
this week will be Arthur Darby
Nock, Professor of Religious His-

-

(

;

the

We, a group of students here at
Bruns- Harvard, wish to tender an apolwick Air Station. Before assuming ogy to the Olee Club, the musical
command of the new airport, thi director, Mr. Frederic Tillotson,
speaker had seen several months of
and the students of Bowdoin Colservice in the Pacific, where h$
commanded the Destroyer Mac* lege, through your weekly newsFarland, which was bombed and paper. We wish it to be thoroughly understood that the opinion exnearly sunk by Jap dive bombers.
During the invasion of Guadal- pressed in the Harvard Crimson
canal by American forces, the Mao Is NOT that of the undergraduate
Farland, a relic of the first world body as a whole. We attended the
war which had been made over for concert at Sanders Theatre Sunuse as a tender and patrol boat, day evening, and we feel that it
was constantly under attack from was a splendid Job on all accounts.
Japanese ships and planes. The
Therefore, may we take this way
ship and its crew were lucky
enough to survive all the attacks, to express our appreciation to
but they had many a close call. Bowdoin for inviting us to particiTheir greatest damage was suf» pate with it in this excellent opfered when, attacked by nine divd portunity?
bombers, the last of the nine hit
The review of the concert In the
their stern with a bomb, setting off
Crimson was definitely unfair. We
the depth charges which were
stored directly beneath, and blow- realize this and are .ashamed. We
ing off the whole end of the ship. had thought that our paper would
The crew managed to bring their at least be fair in its criticisms,
boat to safety however.
but it Is evident that such is not
Commander Alderman told sev- the case. Charles R. Greenhouse
eral other stories which demon* let his pen run away with him,
strate forcibly
what American and must have 'dipped it in acid infighting men are undergoing in the stead of ink.
South Sea war; The crew of one
Not only was the review unfair,
plane which had been lost for sev«
eral days was finally discovered, bat it was definitely childish and
600 miles from any land, sitting on Wholly unworthy of a mature colthe wing of the wrecked ship{ lege student.
has
Greenhouse
singing "That Old Rugged Cross." acted in a hlgh-schooUsh fashion,
Comparing the Japanese and the* and we know very few secondary
Americans, the speaker express! schools that « Mild be proud of
ed the opinion that man for man, hinj. This childish sort of mudplane for plane, gun for gun, an
throwing between universities has
ship for ship, we are superior t
novels and
the foe. However, the Japs shouk been overdone by cheap
Greenhouse should
not be underestimated, since the3 movies, and
have accomplished many naval an« realize that today it is NOT the
military feats which show a skil smart thing to do. It is quite
and determination that may tak< clear that the reviewer, overyears to conquer. He brought two whelmed by his m n sense of immessages from the Pacific, one
portance im having a column of his
hope and one of determination. Thd
own and a chance to write exactly
hope is based on his theory that we
"*3
his eothusiare superior to the Japanese, an" what he .pleased, let
the determination, he said, is J asm run away with him. We are
prerequisite of victory, because th# *°t running the Crimson, but if
Japs will never give up.
we were. Greenhouse should be
When introducing the speaker to demoted.
the student body. President Sills
Again, let us, as fair-minded
said that Bowdoin and the United students, we hepe, apologize for
States Navy have always been on
an insult to your musical organirather intimate terms, considering
our many " graduates who. have zation and your director. Let us
served in this branch erf the serv- repeat that it was wholly unjustisay that we are
ice. He announced that there are fied. Let us
at present 348 alumni serving in ashamed to have stooped so low
the Navy and that 102 of the pres- as maliciously to malign a fine
ent undergraduates are members sister college. Let us hope that
of the Naval Reserves.
you at Bowdoin will not form the
opinion that you have every right
to under the circumstances, but
will consider that Harvard hangs
IS
its head in shame at the Crimson's attack, and is proud to have
your fine organizaSince William H. Elliot, co- worked with
chairman of the Bowdoin Red tion.
Very sincerely yours.
Cross War Fund Drive, has left
Fair-minded Students
college
with

of Bates Talks

they
Army or the Marincs>
mlroc
perclassmen once knew it. has no
stay in college longer, others duced the SDea ker at the afterfuture, for a few years at least.
get out quicker.
they
Professor
trvice
Death notices do not usually con- Along about
middle of the se- £2Lri L Z*rb7 of BaTes Coltain a resume of the symptoms and m ester, the exodus began, as draft
pfotew &rhy spoke on
causes of he ulnmate decease^ hoaads beg^ n to crack down.
JSTlitS
the victim under discussion
the 18 year old draft bill
time is to be had. He showed how
this one will.
passed.
easy it is to find, an excuse for not
s - r
doing a thing if you once decide
When the current semester be- you don't want to do it for some
The whole thing got started
reason. Using some episodes from
gan, there were even less men
laat year sometime, when a few
around. Many quit. In anticipa- his own life to emphasize his
unlucky characters who hapmeaning, he told of his experition of the draft.* In February,
to be twenty years old or
the much deferred Army Reserve ences selling books in the sumgot hauled iato the aervcame to the end of Its rope, and mers, when he was trying to work
TJua wasn't too serious
his way through college. He said
its members are no longer cutThere wore still plenty
some days he would try every
ting eight o'clock classes In orof guys left; the dining rooms In
der tja get a few minutes extra house on his way, making a numthe various fraternities were all
ber of sales, whereas other days,
sleep. As one of its members
fulL or •early so. Even last sumwryly remarked on taking his he found it exceedingly easy to
aaer, there were enough here to
convince himself that it was ableave, "The boys are dropping
the place seem like a colsolutely hopeless to go to this
like ties.'* And so they were; also
had! cars, and a little
li some
house for one reason, or that
like leaves la autumn. Fraterevery afternoon saw
house for another reason.
nity houses suddenly became
for Here Point
empty, or rather emptier,
After the sermon, the Chapel
and similar places to bask In the
the
la
Choir sang "Cruciflxus" by Lotti.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
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took nold of tne whole student
body Everybody physically capable
of it nopped into the Navy or the

M

Editor

ORIENT:

chapel th*

Talk In Sunday Chapel

roTllMiZerby
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Then came the
seemed to be on more
evcn keel Then the Reserve fever
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Lectures Will Deal With
Chinese Political Relations

Universities

Government Defines
Courses For Students
Deferred For School

officer of the

.

:

Work Of
is

'49*).

have been taken over by Richard
C. Johnstone. Although there are
no final returns yet Professor
Cushing reports that a majority
of the houses have pledged 100%.
son, pianist. It is free to students
One or two of the houses have
of. the College.
raised the quota to $1.50 per man
The program is as follows:
in order to make up for the deCinquieme Concert Royale, by J. crease in enrollment, thus raising

La Forqueray: Fugue
I.
machinery:
II.
La Cupis: Rondement
has been* restored
III. La Marais: Ropdement
sound economy? That these peo- period kitchen
in
the
basement.
Kreutzer
Sonata for violin and
more
ple 100 or 150 years ago had
piano, by Beethoven (1770Bob Miller first became intertime to spare shows in the slow
1827)
wncn
in
1921
ne
in
slcd
*>*?**
patient care with which their old>
i.
Adagio sostenuto: Presto
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
furniture was made.
ii.
Andante con Variazioni
in. Finale Presto
Trio in B major, Opus Eight, by

The following

Commander Alderman

commanding

vote in these elections.

differentand
stories
about

what had happened. One stated as

of
smell
smoke, the Brunswick Fire Department arrived at the holocaust
at 2 o'clock, in time to rescue three

by

told many
conflicting

Guadalcanal Island
Tuesday morning

England Stipulates

a bona fide communication from a
group of Harvard students, and
should not be confused wjtbx the
Schlitz
writings of Moigatroyd

Of Experiences

speaker was

Hold Elections In Union

Survivors, interviewed by this
reporter after the fire was all
over,

Tells

During Invasion Of

To

evening in the lounge of the Moulton Union, the remaining members
of the classes of 1943 and 1944 still
in College held elections for comIn addition to those who lost mencement parts and the Comtheir lives, many also were in- mencement Committee. It is still
jured, it is thought, from the large unknown as to whether or not the
number reported in the infirmary regular Class Day exercises will be
suffering from burns, which they held this May, but elections were
claim were sustained in the Moore held in the event that plans will be
Hall fire, and not in any other, carried through as usual. Only
there not having been any other
those men who will graduate in
was too large sized fires recently in this May of this year were eligible to
particular vicinity.

ing conflagration until it
late to do anything about it. They
did send one kibitzer out for a
wastebasket full of water, but he
stopped on the way to smoke a
cigarette, and only remembered
about it when the roof caved in
on his head 15 minutes later.

(Editor's Note:

is

We

date.

es-

when

pecially
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one of the most
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first
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page of this

this letter

we
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THE IHSISTEHT DEMAND FOR
EDUCATED MEN
"...

FUTURE OF THE ORIEHT
Like

other campus

all

face in
it

is

its

minimum

uals of broad, liberal education can be

gering problems of our times.

its

fields

iff

Until the beginning of this se-

was not insurmountable. But now, news about and of
dropped

interest to the College has also

We are confronted with

more space to fill and less
news with which to fill it. Hence, two,
same

in the

War Bond

advertis-

Orient abandon-

staff

wishes to see the

ed.

The paper continued

throughout the

last

publication

war, and will en-

We

deavor to do so this time.

shall,

however, have to make some radical
changes very soon.

been given to the

Consideration has
possibilities of cut-

the size of the paper or pub-

it less

was

frequently. It

agreed,

situation in Europe,

political

would be

.

Great Britain changed the entire structure of international finance and reached

influence the kind of food served, the

clothing worn,

Tom,

to whether

"The world
tellectually

page

fourth

to

the

Meteorological Unit. This change will
take place in the next issue.

The

reasons

from the point of view of
have been

difficulties,

enumerated above. Aside from

this fact,

feel that it is

part of our job to offer

facilities for

newspaper publication

Army

men, as have many other

college newspapers.

is

Two

books

rectly or side-swiped every

Both the

officers

one of the

concepts underlying our social structure;

Darwin's Origin of Species and the

Marx' Das

draft of

first

Similarly

Kapital.

the Diesel engine, and

radio

—to

cite

only the most dramatic of thousands of
basic inventions

—have remade not only

our manner of living but also our mode
of thinking and feeling.

"No

further evidence

necessary to

is

and

all

varieties

and

bne

of living resemble a
tissue of

it

and every

one of millions of other

From

wiggle simultaneously.

hoped taht such an un-

dertaking will help greatly to bring about

understanding

Army

between

the

numbers of broadly educated individuals

—

individuals

who

are intellectually

emotionally aware of the
,

new

and

kind of

world which the nineteenth and twentieth centuries

have produced and

who

are equipped to deal with the problems of
their times because they

understand the

this,

in

to deal with

our day

we

momentous

it.

Two

decades ago
that

are witnessing the most

race of

all

history: the race

between education and catastrophe. Oi

Unit.

probably

no

course he

was profoundly

right. If

our

But

we are

world with large numbers of broadly

to

future

for

suggestions

as

changes, and shall welcome any ideas
that

may

be presented by our readers.

educated

men and women, our

civiliza-

tion will follow the civilization of the

past which tumbled into oblivion because

they were unequal to the demands of

FAIRMIHDED STUDEHTS
The

r

s& j>a^&!L
A

editorial staff of the

Orient was

very pleased to receive the communica-
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Michal
the

J.

first

of the deaf.i of

Delehanty,

Jr. '20. IT?

ir,

Bowdoin undergraduate

to Jose his life in this war.

15 YEARS

AGO

Professor Little has completed
"Science of Physics,"
his book,
which is a text book for college
students studying first year Phys-

their times."

—President W. H. Cowley

of Hamilton College in the Hamilton

Alumni Review

of

March, 1943.

|

Beethoven has written.

Tour

veritable

Brahms Trio
'

phony for a

de

This

trio.

cert that students can

is

ill

a

is

The
sym-

reality a

in

is

It

Force.

a con-

afford to

miss."

and

furniture,

started

collecting

Unfortunately this was

again.

when

1928-89

prices

in

such

for

things were at their highest.

Bob

found attending auctions in the
a pleasant pastime.
Three years ago, when prices

summer

president of the College. The Sills
would have taken this house. Bob
says, had not Mr. Sills become
President Sills of Bowdoin College.

were

low,"

Coach

collecting

again.

"ridiculously

started

Miller

Since the restrictions on travel are

Since this house has 14 rooms
so strict, says Bob regretfully, aucto the six in the Cape Cod house,
Bob had to get a great deal more tion attending and antique seeking
are at an end. But he now has his

ready for th<»
it
ics, and has
The book is organized
house completely furnished with
from an entirely new point of
view which Professor Little has Ten Years Ago
antiques that are in harmony with
evolved from his teaching experithe spirit of old New England in
ences at Bowdoin.
The president spoke in chapel on the house.
(The following Irom Bowdoin the "juvenility of the student
!

printer.

!

He

referred to the "boy-

Occident.)

body."

jMotto of the Bowdoin "Occident ": "All the Nudes that's fit to

ish initiations" for

sprint."

an example.

Zeta Psi won

first place in the
fraternity track meet. In second
place was Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Chi Psi, Delta Upsilon. Theta
Delta Chi, Non-fraternity, Kappa

The fine system in the library is
ever popular, the number of those
taking advantage of this unique
opportunnity to the endowment of Sigma, Alpha Delta Phi, Sigma
Nu, and Alpha Tau Omega folthe college increasing daily.
lowed in that order.
President Sills laid the cornerThere will be a Frosh-Soph
stone of the new Bowdoin ChiroTrack
meet this week.
practic cafeteria.
The Mathematics Club sponsored a talk on a type of calendar
reform.

ConMpoadaat Reports itom Washington

C. P. a

[ Continued from Page i 1
figured one or two, maybe three.
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to
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No

cal cuts,

President
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Wed.-Thurs.

Mar. 31- April

Reveille

With Beverly

1

with

Ann

Miller

William Wright

-

also

News

anyway.
Stills,

when requested

WHAT KIND OF COLLEGE
CREDIT FOR WAR SERVICE?
When

today's collegians come
the wars to resume
their education, they are virtually assured of real academic credit
for their experience and training in

home from

service.

That idea

is

not new. Veterans

fective.

The American Council on

Education is giving leadership to
the drive to see that the program
takes hold before it's too late.
The Council is plugging for immediate action opposing "blanket credit" and approving the alternative program which was
lacking In 1918.

The

mobilization.

'

,

course
such
"blanket
credit" had nothing to do with
educational achievement or comIndeed,

with each other

colleges

in the

granted
credit
heroes.

the

vied
of

amount

returning

To

the veterans, however, this
was hardly a boon.
assigned to academic
levels
beyond their reach and
prompUy flunked out. In other
cases, there was no adequate recognition of increased competence.

enthusiasm

Many were

When peace comes this time,
leading educators are determinit's going to be different.
Service men and women have at
least four broad educational opportunities while in uniform.
There

leges

and

universities,

offers off-

duty education by correspondence.
Orientation courses and informal
off-duty instruction in camp recreation
programs likewise 'have
marked educational value.

The problem of educators is to
appraise such educational experience objectively and to grant
credit that does Justice to eductional standards and competence
of the veteran. Machinery to do
this has been blueprinted and
approved by important

institu-

tions.

now.

HELP WANTED

Short Subjects

WAAC

replace
we'll ever
get
to
again, not to say anything of the

which were last, which was
too bad and which will ~ut down

lives

our enrollment considerably mor 1
than somewhat. However, this is
war."

when

this

told

broken.

"I

liked

Hit Parade of 1943
with

John Carroll -Susan Hay ward
also

Cartoon

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

3

said.

on the
the
remaining student
body was to forget the affair as
soon as possible and go on with
their regular work. There was,
however, quite a lot of discussion
about it. The general consensus
of opinion was that Moore Hall
part

— DAYS — 3

of

how, seeing how much

built

April 4-5-6

Children

Hitler's

The general tendency

morning of the tragedy, and learning the names of the deceased,
was able to see the brighter side should never have been
of the situation, thinking probably
that it was just as well, since
most of them were on pro anyhow,

News

boy," she

that

April 2-3

Fri.-Sat.
la-

with

Tim Holt

Bonita Granville
- Otto Kruger
H. B. Warner

Kent Smith

also

News

any-

had cost,
and how much it would cost to
bury the dead. Casualty lists have
and very likely would never have not been made up yet as nobody
gotten off anyway. Furthermore, has bothered to keep an accurate
only one out of 13 graduate.
alidentified
stiffs,
list of the
Parents of the burned arrived though it is definitely ascertained
on the scene of the fire early to- by members of the Math Departday, and there was much sorrow ment that fifty one lost their lives.
among all of them. Mr. John Further pertinent facts may be
Junkovich, of Hoboken. N. J. was found on page six of this issue.

Short Subjects

it

Wed.-Thurs.

April 7-8

Shadow Of

A

Doubt

with
Teresa Wright - Joseph Cotton
also

News

Cartoon

Demand

for accounting and auditing assistants has become so
great in Washington that the government will hire any person with
two years' education in accounting
at any time and without a written
examination. The pay is $2,433 a
year, including overtime.

There are numerous new opmen and women

portunities for

with two or more years' technical education in agriculture,
too. Laboratory and field positions are opening in Washington
and throughout the country at
$1,970 to $2,433 a year. There's
no written test for these jobs,
either.

Other technical jobs are available to those with a single year of
appropriate college study in chemistry, geology, geophysics, mathematics, metallurgy, meteorology,
physics or radio.

EDUCATION ELSEWHERE
This business of being a master
race isn't as simple as it looks. For
instance, you have to acquire a lit
tie knowledge to supplement
born superiority before your

feriors notice the difference.

security

for

BOWDOIN GLASSWARE.

inin-

Also,

your mastery may slip away from
you and need recreating later on.
Or so it seems from Nazi actions in Poland, reported through
channels that may not be dls
channels that may not be disclosed

The plan would work simply. On
demobilization, a soldier,
or
other service man or woman would
apply to the Armed Forces Institute for examination and guidance.
The Institute would obtain full information on the person's record,
then test him to measure his educational competence and special-

how

Dean Vixen,

being faced on a
issue
of 1918 got credit when they
came back. But the way Amer- small scale already, the Council
points out. Casualty cases are beican colleges and universities go
ing demobilized in numbers now a
about it this time may be new
military secret. Chances are many
and much better.
more such cases will be seeking reAt the end of the first world admission to colleges before long.
War, colleges lavished credit on
When general demobilization
students returning from service. It
was "blanket credit" then. The comes, the Council says, it will be
black another move
amount depended only on time too late to
for "blanket credit." The battle
served under arms or rank at demust be won on every campns
is

He

losing three" sons.

mented: "It was kind of a tough
break; they were good kids, but I
got six more back in Hoboken,
and the wife's young yet; they'd
have got it in the war anyhow."

an opinion for the press,
is understood by us to have said;
Mrs. Mortimer Bartlolmess, of
'It is too bad to have lost such a Trinidad, whose son Jasper, was
fine building, which I don't know one of the
victims,
was heartto voice

ized achievements.

educational institutions do not supply the

fore the end of this semester.

word was received

i

,'

Moore Hall Fire

or another. The Armed Forces Institute, cooperating with 79 col-

changes will be made in the Orient be-

looking

students on the same terms.
The discipline standards of the
Navy will be maintained.
all

,

fact

H. G. Wells trenchantly pointed out

than

have com-

of semesters

larger

this

grows obviously the demand for

through, and

Further

will

number

are hundreds of technician and officer candidate schools. Almost half
,of all enlisted personnel go to one

tissues

ment

closer

pleted a total

ed,

are anxious to see this project carried

College and the

exer-

lished college organizations and
fraternities which are available to

equivalent semesters, so that up-

on graduation they

petence.

the invention of the electrical dynamo,

nature of their era and have the equip-

a

setting-up

'

Of

students of the Meteorological School

it is

swimming and

Students who are selected to cises, and who are able to devote
complete college training for the additional time to participation in
purpose -of qualifying them for college athletics or other extraactivities, will be perappointment in professional class- curricular
mi t ted to do so. Navy students
es of the Naval Reserve will be may, at their own personal expermitted to complete additional pense, join all previously estab-

—

interdependent not only

and emotionally.

single

to the

Dick, and Harriet could

economically and politically but also in-

turning over the

we

as

high school or go to college.

finish

snake: touch

mere mechanical

and the determination

put Q.E.D. to the theorem that the world

feasible at present.

We are taking one step which we be-

our

American homes to

into thousands of

lieve to be in the right direction, that of

for doing so,

ing.

the Far

and South America; that a coal
strike in Pennsylvania threw pressures
on the coffee market in Brazil; that the
abandonment of the Gold Standard by

however, that neither of these alternative
actions

way

his own
or his
boat.
Often when
Bob
brought back a piece of antique
furniture which was broken or
had parts missing, he repaired it,
found parts to replace those missing, or made new parts to match.
With his help the entire house was
furnished with antiques.
In 1928 when he came to Bowdoin as coach of swimming and
golf. Bob Miller bought the old
McKeen house in Topsham. It is
an old colonial type house, built in
1817 by a Mr. Frost for Dr. James
McKeen, youngesf son of the first

own
own

of the

published in 1859, for example, hit di-

issue.

Neither the College nor the editorial

r

\

|

individual

economy

affected not only the

Union in Paris.
There is a movement uni'

i

.

been
Royale has not
ful history. Miller felt it only na- Concert
tural that it, should be filled with played in New England before and
furniture made at the same time, is a set of rare compositions set*
by the same kind of men. Across for various instruments
of the 16th
the street from thus house lived an
old man who was an example of century by Rameau. Beethoven's
the fast-disappearing Cape Cod Sonata is the greatest work in
handyman. He has what is usual- that form. It is written for violy called "Yankee ingenuity": the
lin and piano, and without queskind of man who could build his
tion is one of the most difficult
house,
clock,

typical,

the dilemma of

down

war every informed

tered at the American University

Total Semesters to get a service flag for B ... ioi.i.
Chaplains
12
The sun dial on Hubbarl Ha'J
Medical and Dental
12
seems inconsistent with the new
Engineer Specialists
8
«
time.
Students who are selected for
vacation,
During the Easter

All Marines who are Freshmen
or Sophomores must take the V-l
Examinations, but
will be allowed to omit certain training to qualify them for ensections. Their entry into the gen- gineers for general duty, deck, or
eral Navy program on or about Supply Corps will be permitted to
July 1 will be dependent upon the complete additional equivalent seresults of this examination. How- mesters as follows:
ever, it is not expected that many
Those who had on
Will receive
will be eliminated.
July 1 completed
addlonal
The V-l examinations will have
7
1
morning and afternoon sessions.
6
1
The new Navy College Training
5
2
Program
will
be inaugurated
4
2
about July 1, 1943. Qualified stu3
3
dents enlisted in Class V-l (ACP)
2
3
and Class V-7, U. S. Naval Re1
4
serve, will be ordered to active
Students called to active duty
duty as Apprentice Seamen under as Apprentice Seamen. Class V-l
this program on or about July 1, (ACP) and Class
V-7, under the
1943, with pay,
subsistence and Navy Training Program who are
uniform. They will be assigned to able to meet the requirements of
colleges with which the Navy will the Navy curriculum, which inhave contracts for. further train- clude compulsory physical drills,

as fellows:

difficulty

even four

duration.

FREDERIC TILLOTSON

Qualification

United States but also the economic and

the

creased because of a decrease in adver-

ting

all

of activity and thought. But even

before the

has

amount of space in the paper to be filled
with news has, on the other hand, in-

off considerably.

,

East,

The editorial staff of the paper
now dwindled to twelve men. But

this

t

recognized that the Smoo't-Hawley Tar-

meetings, because

of inevitable change.

lishing

has highlighted this

interdependence of nations and of

few and far between today.
These are but a few of the indications

ments

The war

other part.

are rather

three, or

In the

we have

century

past

program, reducing to a

of the simple fact that English majors

mester,

the

changed from a provincial to a global

its

f

i

and pre-dental students can be excused by Professor Kendrick. but
are urged to take it anyway. Anyone not planning to take it must
see Professor Kendrick.

Miller
i

j

'

course of

world in which every part of the structure of civilization depends upon every

care to attend

tising.

true because only individ-

is

equal to the huge complexities and stag-

demands upon the time of
its members. The Glee Club has already
made its last formal appearance for the
duration. The Witan, formerly composed of English majors, now welcomes all

who

urgently than

has had

The Masque and Gown
its

men and women more

today. This

'

editorial

past history. Looking about us,

narrow

to

ed

organizations,

easy to recognize the trend of the

times.

the nation and the world have

never in history needed broadly educat-

and business
departments, is today operating under
handicaps which it has rarely ever had to

Orient, both

the

yet not regis-

tered for the V-I2 or A-12 examination April 2, should do so
immediately, if he is not in one

I

on the part of these fair: minded
students of Harvard was an admirable
stand to take, and will, we believe,
strengthen rather than weaken future
Bowdoin-Harvard gelations.

ADVUTHINO 0Y

laciiu

Let

•

was

ture

ijtlUf PmUitben Rtprtttuutivt
tfMtoa

that the viewpoint

not that of Harvard as a whole. This ges-

National Advertising Service, Inc.

•

now

definitely

expressed in the Harvard Crimson

1

420 Maoioom Ave

[ Conti»^«*1 »om Page
[ Continued from Page
]
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Announcement of the enlarged
number of draftees to be called in- purchased a Cape Cbd Colonial
III. Adagio
to service calls attention to the house on the Cape on the edge of
VI. Allegro
fact that the enrollme-u of tli° the Plymouth Colony. It was built
Professor Tillotson has several
college will once more suffer de- in 1715 by a deserter from the
comments on the selections. "The
pletion.
British Army, and with its color-

j

|

Catcaae

clearly

Bowdoin-Harvard relations need not
become strained over this matter. We

Published Wednesday* during the Cbl)«ge Year by the Student*
Add rem nrwii communication* to the Editor
)f Knwdoin CoIIck*.
ami hiibM-ription ronimunlrationt to the Buaine*a Manaiwr of
the Kowdoin Publishing Company at the Orient Office. Siib«TiptionK, $2.00 per year in advance; with Alumnun, S3. 50.
Entered ait necond clans matter at the poflt office at Brun«wirk.
Mai ne.
I^fffllNTIO fox NATIONAL

shows

this letter

all,

that

'4ft

Roger Adams

Manager

C'irrulation

portant of
'44

Richard L. Saville
Lennart Sandquist

To

Bob

;

unwarranted attack was
merely one man's opinion. But most im-

COMPANY

PI'BI.ISHINfi

justified. It also'in-

dicates that the

H. Rlrhard Hornberger, Jr. '4A

Business Manager
Advertising Manager

and our

criticism of Professor Tillotson

'4ff

25 Years Ago

Professor flam gave an adiiress
on Russia at the meeting of the
Lewiston-Auburn Ro'ary Club last
Tuesday.
of the services.
The Bowdoin Chapter cf Delta
Upsilon gave a house dance on he
The V-l Qualification Examina- while.
I am especially grateful for your evening of March 20 in !;" d.ince
tions will be held April 20, and all
editorial in last week's issue of the hall at the house. Xelley s tort-eV-l men in or beyond their fourth
semester except pre-medical. and Orient where the Requiem was piece orchestra of Brunswick furprobably the last significant event nished music.
pre-dental students, will
be required to take it.
Pre-medical, the Glee Club will present for the
Four Bowdoin men have regis-

Anyone who has

Chamber Music

COMMUNICATION
the Editor and Staff of the
Bowdoin Orient
Among the most gratifying experiences 1 have been privileged to
enjoy at Bowdoin are the good will,
appreciation and support I have always received from the Orient.
This friendly and co-operative
spirit has indeed been, a contributory force in making our musical
ventures successful and worth-

Front

Bowdoin and Harvard.

that Bowdoin's indignant reaction to the
\V. (raltfe, Jr. '44

Bowdoin

writing of

seems to prove rather conclusively

It

R. Hlgglns '44

The

issue.

The

believe,

place between

Vol.

:

reasons.

SOLD BY THE ALUMNI OFFICE
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE ALUMNI FUND
These
a

glasses

make

Bowdoin man or

officials are underre-education of Polish
children of German origin to
make them appear superior to
the Poles.

seal

with Bowdoin Seal

a fine gift for a

for his bride.

There Nazi
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As the Nazi governor

Radom

of the
administrative district put

'The Germans in this country
must acquire a certain amount of
knowledge in order to appear superior.
Although their German
ancestors once came here as superiors, the German spirit must be
it:

Results would go to the college of his choice with recommendations for placing the student where he belongs.
created anew. The German children
The idea isn't in operation yet, who become Poles must again be
despite approval of many colleges, re-educated as Germans."
regional accrediting associations
There's a new prerequisite for
and the armed services. The spec- admission to Croatian univertre of chaotic "blanket credit" still
sities, according to the Nazi-conhaunts responsible educators.
trolled Zagreb newspaper,
The suggested credit program
Hrvatski Narod. No girt student
will be admitted to any univercan become effective only if and
sity unless she can offer proof of
when colleges take individual
12 months' service In the Nazi feand group action to make tt efmale labor service.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
IVY HOUSEPARTIES

AI Perry Takes Prize

DEFINITELY PLANNED

For "Sacrifice" Theme

By Harry LiiMtonuum
The Annual Stanley Plummer.
Prize Speaking Contest was held
CLINIC
Monday morning in Memorial Hall,
between George W. Craigie, Jr.,
Rumor; Campus Air Raid Warden
and Alan Perry. Because of the

Goodman or James
Will Be Chosen For
(iala

Gym

Military Swimming Exhibition In Curtis Pool
Magee Plans To Carry
DAY ELECTIONS
'44
For Spring Season
On
OF
HELD BY CLASS

Contrary To rumor, there will be
Ivy Houseparties this year after all,
n
announced last night by the
Bowdoin Student Council. After
giving the situation much thought,
the Council finally decided that it
a i> necessary lo student morale to
have relaxation of some sort before
the end of the semester. In accordanee with this theory, extensive
plans have been made for the af-

Dathern A. Paggetfs finely cofact that only these two contestordinated air raid defense maants were entered, the contest was
chine sprang into action when at
held privately
with
Professors
2:34.09 last Tuesday morning an
Brown, Thayer. Chase, Quinby and
enemy task force of some 57
Coffin. Alan Perry with his speech,
planes attacked the campus.
"Tomorrow Will Be Too Late" won
Seven of the attackers were
the prize.
brought down by members of
George Craigie spoke first on
the English Department, who
"Liberal Arts Today." In his talk,
stood on their roof-tops hurling
Craigie attacked the defenders of
invective.
liberal arts and liberal humanities.
tair.
Fact: The Professors brought down
Instead of the party starting on a Craigie stated: "If the war should
only six planes.
be
lost, liberal arts and civilization
Friday, as it did last year, there
B. O.
would be lost also. The war," he
will be a return to the old system
continued, "for all Americans by Rumor: Someone was seen enterof having it start on Wednesday
ing the Art Building last Saturall Americans, must come first."
and lasting for the remainder of the
day morning.
Granting also that liberal arts is
week. Incidentally, all this is going
to happen three weeks from now. a great aid, the speaker stated that Fact: This rumor is absolutely unconfirmed.
As to the orchestra which will play just as much can, and must in warBO.
at the customary gym dance, no time, be learned from life. This
arrangements have been made. It war, according to Craigie, is a bur- Rumor: Professor Mommy Teans
is known, however, that the Coun- den to be shared by all of us. "The
(no relation to Harold) has been
the farmer, the athlete,
cil has 2,000 dollars at its disposal scholar,
called in to consultation, by the
with which to hire a band, and the workman, all are equal in war.
Masque and Gown concerning a
they guarantee that it will be eith- Each one must give what he can."
Dance of Four Satyrs in the
er
lienny Goodman or Harry
In conclusion, George W. Craigie
Commencement Play, in his caJames, which, we think, is very noted that all colleges are being
pacity as Professor of Classics.
generous of them.
forced to alter their curriculum to Fact: The dance is a conglomeraWhen informed that there would war time needs. "The college that
tion of Calisthenician bounds for
Im' an Ivy. the various fraternities are not changing," said the speakwhich Mommy was called in that
immediately began to make ar- er, "should profit from the example
capacity.
of
Bowdoin
and
other
forward-lookrangements for orchestras to play
B. O.
institutions.
Education and
at house dances which will be held ing
will cut down
two nights during the week. Beta civilization can be very proud of Rumor: The Army
the Bowdoin Pines to build a
them."
Theta Pi announced the signing of
Kitchen so that men on K.P. will
The theme of Alan Perry's talk
Tommy Dorsey. while the Zetes
have someplace to go.
Claimed to have his brother Jimmy was, that in spite of all our buron the hook, but the Dekes were dens, we must make increasingly Fact: This is not a rumor.
B.O.
outbidding them. Other outfits ex- greater sacrifices. He stated that in
pected to appear are those of Bob spite of the average person's in- Rumor: A Navy bomber, missing
Chester, Count Basic, Glen Gray, herent patriotism many still inits way to the Brunswick AirJohnny Lung, and Tommy Tucker. dulge in such seemingly petty
port, recently made a forced
landing in the living room of the
Kager to help in every way, col- things as hoarding a few pounds of
Kappa Sigma Fraternity House.
lege authorities have volunteered sugar or buying illegally.
Continuing, the speaker stated
Before landing it jettisoned its
to obtain sufficient supplies of gas•
bombs.
oline and beefsteak which will be that we are too selfish. When peoobtained through black markets pie talk about US, "Us is you, and Fact: It did not jettison its eggs.
operated on the side by various the fellow next door, and your boss,
The Kappa Sigs had 'em for
members of the faculty. Despite and the grocery clerk, and I. We
breakfast Tuesday.
the fact that the celebrations do forget that you and I and our famB. O.
not officially begin until Wednes- ilies make up a part of 'the people'
There will be an Ivy
Rumor:
we're
talking
about."
day, Dean Vixen, in a midnight
Houseparty.
communique to the ORIENT, has
Perry attacked the complacent,
Fact: WELL?
guests
the "business as
as
instance

Man

!

|

on

usual,"

—

theory,
carefully worked out over a period
of many years, that not much is acit

is

too late."

complished
during
houseparty is, in a sense, molding the world to
classes anyhow. However, attend- your ideas. He stated *hat satisance will be required at Sunday faction with life comes only when
Chapel.

one

is in

made a

harmony

plea that

Burnett Asks Harmony

seek satisfaction

With World In Chapel

world, to be in

make

ourselves

with
of

all

in

life

and

it,

us who
try to

conform

the

to

i

In Chapel last Friday. March 26.
Professor Charles T. Burnett, Professor of Psychology, spoke on the
subject of getting along in the

and we should

I

net

1

ldea«.

is

it

3f

explain that learning to be in har-

BOND DAY

JOIN THE PAYROLL

mony

with the world, so that the
world conforms with your ideals

DO YOU DIG

i

MahatmaUandi

cial service.

has merely dwindled away to

As well as deciding which students are doing their greatest national service
by entering and
in universities, the Uniconverted into a game room and staying
versity Joint Recruiting Boards
a ping-pong table has been inalso urge students into shortage
stalled.
fields— radio-physics is the main
Fact: I wish they'd hurry up. I'm shortage at present and they debored.
cide where faculty merflbers can
B. O.
best be used.
Rumor: The back page of the
In general, teachers in scientifOrient will be turned over to the ic subjects who are over 25 are
members of the Meteorology deferred, and teachers over 35 in
Unit for purposes of their own.
other fields are left at their jobs.
Fact: They can have the whole In each case the faculty members
are individually examined by the
damned thing!
Joint Recruiting Boards, and the
BO.
boards then recommend deferMr.
Koyer,
Rumor:
Benneth J.
ment which has never yet been
looking into a dark (aren't they
refused— if they consider that the
all?) corner of the Library last
teacher is needed.
around
Wednesday evening
closAll students and faculty meming time, was heard to remark:
bers in England as well as work"What's coming off here?"
ing on accelerated schedules—
Fact We wonder.
must put in 48' hours a month in
the Fire Guard as every other
adult in England does. In addition
to this every man from 17 to 51
has to be a member of the Home
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Hobo Trellis, this reporter, while is still in use.
raiding their ice-box, stumbled upMiller had two" things in mind
on a pile of receipted bills which
indicted the above-mentioned in planning the course given here.
The
first was to teach every stumembers of the Bowdoin faculty.
dent in College everything that it
In Police Headquarters, Dittim
is necessary to know for self-presadmitted his full guilt and by way
ervation in an ordinary sea disof explanation, said, "The Presiaster. The second purpose of the
dent wouldn't raise my allowance.
course is to prepare everyone to
his fault." Trellis said,
It's all
pass any officer's swimming test.
"Dittim forced me into it. How
could I refuse to do what that Although these tests vary con-

it
foodless serves the silver lined miniature brute told me to?" Trellis, it was siderably in the Army, Navy, Air
calling
for
as we can think of off blackout shade which will be pre- reported, had tears in his eyes dur- Corps, and Marines, Coach Miland
are weekly having sented to him at the Hubbard Hall ing the hearing.
ler feels that his course is ade^
Ashless Fridays and beanless Sat- ceremonies tonight. The silver
Dittim, it was discovered had
linquate.
nrdays and getting spiritual nour
ing is a symbol of a brighter world been selling peas to Marie at the
It was with President Sills' apishment on Sunday's in chapel. to come.
Chi Psi Lodge for one point less. It
The situation, as said before, is
proval and expressed desire in
Benneth J. Koyer will be the re- is expected that some other frapoorly
cipient of a specially engraved 100 ternities will be indicted also. Chapel that every student avail
One member of a certain fra- watt Mazda bulb S mbol of his Trellis, your reported found, has himself of the opportunity to take
y
ternity thought he had a possible tireless cfforls to kindle the
very close connections with Delta Military Swimming, that the stusolution, but we have been urged
of Knowledge at Bowdoin.
Upsilon. However, Eddie Richards dent body was divided up and run
not to divulge to our public the re- For, although it is not
generally
of the D. U.'s denied having any through the 20-day course immesults of the experiment. However, known,
it was he who fought for
give
it is possible at this time to
ority rating necessary to the pur- connections with either Dittim or diately. To meet the military regthe essential facta of it. Annoyed chase of the new
mercury lime Trellis.
ulations that every man in Physiby the Navy airplanes which cir- light illumination. Said the tired
The trial will be held April 1, cal Education
periodically
be
over
morning
at
cled
his bed every
but smiling Koyer: "I was almost
1943, in the Conference A room in marked, a half-way examination
six o'clock, he got himself a shot- ready
to go to the Black Market."
gun and went up with the roof
the Moulton Union. The judge will in the course has been given as
Extensive reorganization is exevery morning with the hope of
pected in the Library staff as a re- be Jim Nasium, and the jury will well as the final test.
jacking himself an aviator, with
sult of the lights. Several student be made up of Robespierre. Jane
Miller says that he finds that
the ultimate intention of eating
assistants,
who have developed Russell, and various assorted flav- the average level of ability among
the body, if it could be discovered
mole-like eyes due to their long ors.
after the crash and was still in
Bowdoin men is fairly high. There
confinement in Hubbard's Land of
fairly good condition. Finally he
were only about 15 non-swimmers
Nod, have announced their intengot a shot and, taking careful aim.
wishes and their autographed phoin College, and these men were
he fired huh, too bad folks, we tion of taking six months' leave of tographs to add to the Library's
put through the program twice
know you want to hear the rest absence in Vergil's Underworld in
order to recover their ability to see collection. Mr. Koyer, not to be over, and in almost every case
of this facinating fable, but were
in the daylight.
confused with Charlllles Koyer.
afraid that it will have to be
they were able to pass the tests.
Dave Dimeye and his Dimout has been named the Hour of
Says Miller. "Every boy in BowDroops have been engaged to pro- Charm's Charmer of the Month.
College is now a swimmer."
doin
vide the hot licks for tonight's festivities in the main lobby. Ties will
be black. Popular, versatile Dim-
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CENSORED
j

eye will teach the guests the new
"Blackout Stomp." The couples
will revolve around a freshly dusted bust of Charles A. Edison, dohated by the G. E. Mazda Lamp

College
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POMEROY'S
Book

Store

have received a small shipment of Bowdoin
Jewelry and Army Air Force Sweetheart Pins

NEW BOOKS
THE FOREST and the FORT: Hervey Allen
THE YEAR OF DECISION: 1846—Bernard De

of Brunswick, Maine
Capital, $175,000
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have your friends know what you are doing?
hear of your athletic achievements?
have your girls get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus?
like to
like to

an easy and Inexpensive way.
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The

ORIENT

the College Oracle

is

and Reporter

Fred N. Gibbs, Prop.

Hears All - Sees All - Tells All - No Censorship
Bring Your Subscription Today
to the ORIENT Office - Moulton Union

MIKE'S PLACE
HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEER
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Phone 328-M for delivery

BARBER SHOP

Maine Street

MAINE STREET

Is

Send a gift subscription to the ORIENT to all your girls and
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere in the world. No extra
charge for foreign delivery.

Remember

BRANN'S
1SS

There

like to

HOME-MADE ICE CREAM

$8.50

W. CHANDLER & SON
BANK

Do you
Do you

Would you

We

FIRST NATIONAL

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

Corporation. Phil Spitalny and his
All Girl Orchestra of the Hour of

Charm

CANDY SHOP

The

Paul K. Nlven, Bowdoin 1918
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students for war service, but all
the students are civilians and remain in school uninterruptedly unwhatever
finished
til they have
training the government through
Recruiting
the University Joint
Boards has approved for them.

F.

College

|

Guard.
England has no such plan as our
Army Specialized Training and
Navy V-12 programs, where servicemen in uniform are sent to the
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COME ANYWAY.

Schlltz '49

Food is rapidly becoming a
major problem around Bowdoin.
Actually, there
is
no problem. sand!"
There is also no food. Bowdoin
Drastic action followed. Armed
students, for the past few weeks with huge shears for red tape, bulhave a11 &***> strictly from hunger let headed, iron-fisted Pon Totter
and man y ot her things. In fact, was as good as his word. He accom!l »e situation is critical, especially
plished in 13 dramatic days what
where this operative comes from. had baffled the College for six
\0* Monday we eat vegetables. On months. He demonstrated that the
Tuesday we eat no meat. \Vednes- best way to put up a blackout cur[*»*' ,s k::ovr asfoodless VVednes- tain is to get a ladder and put it
da >" because there s no ,ood on up. The rest is History (1-2).
[Wednesday, which is as good a
Indeed, Pon D. Totter well de-

welcome. colleges for part of their military
come training. They have many short
prepare
out the year. But never training courses which
than

in thirteen

+*"

mm

Hubbard

if

B. O.

not ?" Professor Burcommenced. He went on to

Absurd,

j

Seward Marsh.

PAY DAY

Sjf^

|

By Moigatrovd

Teach Privates

Runs

,

downtown about 11.30 last Saturday night. They were in a

It

world.

"Mold the World to Your

it,

MAKE EVERY

'Sfc^

t

harmony with

find happiness.

partially,

The exhibition will include the
various strokes taught in Military
Swimming, work in underwater
swimming, swimming with clothes
on, and with rifles, walking un-

1

i

were seen ferring students.
not wholly inebriated
Until December, 1942, English
college men even in non-scientific
subjects were granted deferments
group about the Tin Policeman for one year if the universities
in front of Chandlers, and were certified them,
but such defersinging "Silent Night."
ments have now been cut off, and
Fact: What! Only five?
it is at the present time virtually
impossible for male students lexB. O.
below 18
Rumor: The Moulton Union Sew- cept those considcrablv
or physically unfit) to study libing Circle has been sewing Little
eral arts courses.
Things recently. Gossip has it
Although women have for some
that CENSORED
time been subject to draft in
Fact: The boys get around, don't
England. until recently underage
they?
women college students had a free
B. O.
rein in picking their courses. Now,
Rumor: There is no Lake Bowdoin however, in a final tightening-up
this year. It just didn't material- of education, women who want to
non-scientific subjects are
ize. The Zetes are disappointed study
that their long-planned canoe admitted to universities only if
trip has had to be cancelled..
they are going to become teachers
Fact: Lake Bowdoin is still there. or do other essential civilian so-

Rumor:

,

,

i

B.O.
Five Dekes

fraterfor the

,

.

for

for each

'

;

I

they possi- the recent demands of John L.
bly can, and feel that they can sur- Lewis for $2 a day increase in
vive a whole week of it.
wages for miners.
In the past, classes have always
"We you and I," said Perry in
continued as usual during house- closing, "and the fellow in the next
parties but on this occasion there seat— have got to start doing our
will be a suspension of all classes,
part right now— tomorrow will be
because
the Dean's

S.

—

the winter.

der water, defenses against
Robert E. Miller, Coach of Swimsharks, jumping, making water
«- has *
* +**.**** wings from clothing while floatnity house are listed, and
Swimming Department to .take ing, an aquatic
sake of fairness now that there is
merry-go-round.
such a difference in the number of charge of instruction of the AWiy and work with the water covered
members in the various houses, Unit in swimming. The Unit has with flaming oil. This last will be
Po°l
& ve " £» of
the houses are also lLsted by the
the finale of the performance, beclasses in Military Swimming will
warned
Dercentaee warnea.
percentage
cause of the smoke the burning oil
n on Mond &t 13Q and 2
causes. It will show how tlie men
the
by numbers
In the list
Under the supervision of
column is headed by Alpha Delta Coach Miller, the actual instruction are taught to swim through, in,
and under burning oil without
Phi, Zeta Psi, and Sigma Nu with
will be detailed to key undergradharm to themselves.
six warnings each, while Psi Upuate instructors who have been insilon, and Alpha Tau Omega have
This exhibition has been planstructing for the past year and are
four, Chi Psi, Theta Delta Chi.
competent to take over a group ned at the request of President
and Beta Theta Pi have three. on their own.
Kenneth C. M. Sills and Mrs. Sills,
Delta Kappa Epsilon, Delta Upsiand because the public has shown
According to Miller, this follows
lon, and Thorndike have two, and
an interest in this work. Those
Kappa Sigma has no major warn- the Athletic Department's policy taking part in the performance
of offering to instruct the Meteorings.
are the men who are in Military
ology Unit in physical work. The
Swimming now, or who have passIn the list according to percent- current plans are
for the men of
Sigma (22 active the Unit to go by sections, two sec- ed through it successfully.
age. Kappa
members) leads with 0.00 percent, tions at a time and taking only one
A modified, course in Military
while Delta Kappa Epsilon (25)
week of swimming work at a time Swimming was given last spring
follows with 8.00 percent. Delta
before the other sections have had for the first time, and continued
Upsilon (20) with 10 percent, Chi
through the summer. During the
their turn.
Psi (25), 12 percent, Theta Delta
fall it became apparent through
Chi (25). 12 percent. Beta Theta
releases from the
War DepartPi (25) 12 percent. Zeta Psi (36),
ment and from the results of the
Black
Alpha Tau Omega Faculty
16.6 percent.
Pacific war that every man in
Alpha Delta
(17), 23.5 percent.
College should be taught to swim.
Phi (24), 25 percent, Psi Upsilon Market For Students
Miller has attended a number of
(15). 26.6 percent, and Sigma Nu
conferences at
which Military
(21). with 28.6 percent.
Swimming was discussed. These
By Moigatroyd Schlltz '49
At this writing there are 307
include conferences with
Henry
Reports of a Black Market in
men left in College, with a total
Ortland, Swimming Coach at the
Brunswick have been reaching
of 41 with major warnings: 13.3
Naval Academy at Annapolis. He
government
officials ever since rapercent.
attended meetings of the New
tioning went into effect last month.
Intercollegiate Swimming
ORIENT reporters have worked England
Association held in the fall, and
many thankless hours in vain at- studied
the swimming program at
Hall
tempts to solve the mystery surAmherst. In this program everyrounding this market.
one in college is required 'to take
[ Continued from Page I 3
Last week ,in a friendly visit at the course in "Commando Swim"I give you blood, sweat, and the home of Chick Dittim and ming," a ten-event program which

major warnings

!

j

Will

sent out for the mid-semester review of the second semester of the
1942-43 season. The numbers of

|

I

Swimming through

Swimming Department

1

j

itary

Basis

The major warnings have been

1

—

if

On Percentage

Sprinters: A. P. Cole, Jr., John
Donahue, Jr., of Mil- Foran, C. F. Metzler, Robert M.
True.
ton, Mass., was chosen to be chairHurdlers: Richard K. Bird, Bevman of the Ivy Day Committee. He
will also be assisted by Thomas A. erley L. Campbell, Donald PaCooper of St. Louis County, Mis- quette.
souri, and Robert N. Frazer of
Jumpers: Herbert Hanson,. John
Medford, Mass.
Schuhmann.
George A. Burpee of Bronxville,
Pole' vaulters: F. R. Sims, Jr.,
New York, is head of the Ivy Dance Curt Mathers.
Committee. The other men in this
Weight and Discus men: L. F.
group are Russell P. Sweet of Dan- ciarke, J. P. Donaldson, H. Dow,
bury, Conn., John E Hess of Houl- ryonald Lukens, Philip Parsons, Jr.,
ton, John R. Hurley of White E. A. Richards, N. R. Taylor, J. W.
Plains, New York, and Richard C. Taussig.
f
Johnstone of Waltham, Mass.
Unclassified: Joseph Chadwick,
President of the Class of 1944 is Paul Charak, L. E. Hart, J. R.
Richard C. Johnstone; Vice-presi- Merrill, H. Ramsey, D. Thorndent, William H. Elliot; and secre- dike, David Wilson.
tary-treasurer, Ross E. Williams.
Joe Carey, who has been sick recently will not be running this
spring, but Coach Magee plans tdi
English Universities
use him for throwing the jayelin.
When asked about our prospects
Coach Magee smiled and said, "Our
[ Continued from Page
]
spring meets will be for old times'
Each university in England has
sake, not for showing off.
You
its own University Joint Recruitknow. I think the Dean hit it on the
ing Board composed
Army,
of
head when he was talking to me
.Navy, and Air Force representathe other day. He said the team has
tives and chairmanned by a unievaporated."
versity member, with sub-committees in each scientific field composed entirely of faculty members.
Within the limits of National Ser- Paging
committees
vice
orders,
these
have the say-so in drafting or de- To Teach Starvation

Walter

in the Bowdoin Pool the Athletic
Department of Bowdoin College will present an exhibition of
Military Swimming. It will be open to the public, and will
show the public the things Bowdoin men have learned in Mil-

Major Warnings Listed

of:

Oil,

By Paul Eames
This evening at 8.15

wherever possible, subject to limitations caused by the war.

Poet.

j

to arrive

made up

of his class.

Distance runners: Richard H.
Joseph F. Carey of Dorchester,
Lewis, Clayton F. Reed, Philip F.
was elected class Marshal.
Gilly, Jr., Hugh Pendexter,
M.
Ivy Day Odist is Alan, S, Perry
Russell Christopher, S. Frederick,
of Barnstable, Mass.
R. Hewes.
Ross E. Williams of Scarsdale,
Middle distance runners: George
New York, was elected Orator, Branche,
Roger P. Adams, Richard
and James R. Higgins, also of
Davis,
K. L. Senter, C. Woods.
Scarsdale, New York, was chosen

-Mass.,

Morrell has announced
the Athletic Department
have Tennis and Golf Teams

Spring season as usual. A
schedule for both activities in being planned, and will be followed

spring season. "We are going to
lounge of the Moulton Union carry right on," Coach Magee into hold elections for Ivy Day sisted. "We haven't got a schedule
made up yet, but we probably can
parts.
Richard C. Johnstone of Wal- get a meet with Bates."
At the present time the squad is
tham, Mass., was chosen Popular
in the

|

invited all

that
will
this

will start training outdoors for the

men of the Class of 1944 still in
College met last Monday evening

,

preceding week end,

"Commando
Swimming" Will Be Shown
Burning

Mai
In another couple of weeks a
Although plans for Ivy Day are
and tentative, those shadow of Bowdoin's track squad

very vague

WW

—

Tennis And Golf Teams
Will Continue This Spring

IVY

RUMOR

Dance

ONLY
Deliver the

ORIENT

$2.00 a year
to:

Name
Address
City, State

The Orient
Brunswick

Office,

Moulton Union, Brunswick, Maine

Maine
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

ORIENT

And Only Rotogravure

Presents First

Section

(

One

of the earliest pictures of the

Bowdoin College Campus as seen

from Maine Street.
Another early picture of the Bowdoin College Campus. This one was
"

taken in 1876.

.

~*C

"

t#g

•

*.

««*

Another aerial view of the Bowdoin

Campus. Notice the

street car

on

the Harpswell Road.

A

fine hirds-eye

taken by the

like a tomb than
activity picked

]

more
a college. The
up somewhat

with the arrival or the United
States Army Air Corp Glee Club,
but this in no way affected the
remaining civilian population.
s

-

aerial photographer.

ever. Radar boys will still be inhabiting the decks, as we understand the Navy calls them, of the
Science building. Bowdoin could
even be turned into a prison camp
and we'd have some of Dahl's Bicycle Boys. As a matter of fact it's
practically a prison camp now. You
can't get out of town without paying your way.

Sun Rises
[ Continued from Page i
for days the place seemed

view of the Bowdoin College buildings and grounds,

ORIENTS

s

-

r

We

understand that our college will also be an army premed school which will add sub-

r

however, give a hint as to
the future. As things stand now,
stantially to the uniforms. Althe uinformed and the non-uniready we see them in the Chem
formed about equal one another. A
lab singing "I've been working
year from now what do you supon the Bunsen Burner, all the
pose Bowdoin will be like? Your
live long day."
guess is as good as ours, but the
s - r
chances are that they'll both be the'
The only non-uniformed creasame. The meteor boys will be here,
tures about will be young refugees
probably in greater force than
from high and prep schools within
walking distance, who wish to get
I

It did.

in as much college as possible before being called into the service
of their country. Sub-freshman

Bowling Bowl
7

Dun lap

Telephone

week end will see the campus
dotted with mothers wheeling baby
carriages, and babes-in-arms discussing college credits with the

Street
131

-M

Dean.
s

We

.

House needs

PHILGAS

-

r

.

does the cook-

editors of Harvard's daily

.
(

Watches

Diamonds

CLINTON

Clocks

146

mmm

Maine

St.

<

BERRIE

S.
Watchmaker and Jeweler

make

cracks about the Bowdoin Glee
Club, the Bowdoin Air Corps can
go down and clean the Joint out.

BrunswickHardwareCo.

I

conducting.
On Saturday at 2.30 p.m..
over Station WJZ, the Metropolitan Opera in Chicago will present "Don Giovanni," with Ezio
Milanov.
Zinka
i'in/.a
and
Bruno Walter will be the con-

s

-

r

s

-

r

Numerous other changes

girls

!

{

j

Dean Nixon had charge of the
He
chapel service on Saturday.
read part of a letter from an
alumnus of this .college of the
class of 1938. #

"This man." the Dean explained,
"was not outstandingly good or bad
work here at Bowdoin. He
got five "C's" and one "B" out of
his six English courses, but he has
written a letter that I wish all of
you could write."
This man took a job in a small
insurance business when he left
college and, although he did not
in his

care for the work, rose in the business and formed a partnership. He
had wished to take up writing, but
was unwilling to give up the security of his position because of his
family. He had tried writing on the
Reside, with indifferent success.
cently he broke up his partnership.
He asked Dean Nixon if he knew*
of any position which he could fill.

He wants work which

involves

writing, such as for a newspaper or magazine, and in which
he can serve under a man he can

some

will

tages of a liberal arts education,"

many

of course have to be made. For

Dean Nixon

expected that a
sum of $25 will be paid to anybody who will attend Sunday

technical school men could have
written such a letter. I have writ-

instant-*'

it

is

chapel.
-

r

Last week some headline writing

worker implied that we
had great difficulty filling up
twelve inches. This, as you can
learn by counting the words in this
article and dividing by forty, was

ORIENT

bad idea at

ten to

said. "I, doubt if

some of our alumni who have

contacts in newspaper and mags

slander of the vilest sort,
Next year's Tallman lecturer, sheer
the day we can't take care of
the good J. Conquering Lion, for- since
inches without the slightest
twenty
Ethiopia
of
Minister
mer Prime
trouble we'll quit the Orient, which,
will speak on Abyssinian Bureauagree, wouldn't be such a
all
we'll
cracy to an audience of high school

Brunswick, Me. sophomores and Westbrook

At Chapel Service

respect and admire.
"This man has unconsciously
demonstrated one"of the advan-

looking for dates.

.

ology School is getting ready. to
take over page four of the
ORIENT, to the intense joy of
its editors. Any time they want
the last three pages, it could
probably be arranged. ... We
understand, also, that the army
is going to start an extra-curricular Glee Club. Next year if the

ing best

The Music Department announces that the record of the
Ludwig Beethoven's
is
Symphony No. 4 in B flat Minor,
as recorded by the London Philharmonic Orchestra, r'elix Weingartner conductor. This may be
found in a new album in the
music room. This symphony is
today by the
to be featured
Symphony Orchestra,
Boston
Sergei Koussevitsky conducting,
in Carnegie Hall.
On Friday of this week in
Carnegie Hall, the Philharmonic
Symphony Orchestra under the
leadership of Fritz Reiner will
SymTschaikovsky's
present
phony No. I in E Minor. This
symphony is Album No. 122 in
the music ro.om. .It Is a Columbia recording by ihe Concertgebouw Orchestra,' Mengelberg
weeSt

ductor.

Everything of the old college
which remains will be run by the
Already the Meteorarmy

cater to Fraternity

RECORD OF THE WEEK Dean Nixon Speaks

that.

azine fields

and sent copies of

this

letter."

IT

TAKES BOTH
War Bonds
and Taxes
To Win This

War

wmmmm
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Johnstone, Elliot, Williams, Donahue Are
LAST CHAMBER MUSIC

Summer Freshmen May
Elect Many New Courses

CONCERT

Board Of Overseers Will
Meet On House Leasing

TONIGHT

The Board of Overseen wi-l
meet about the middle of April

Tillotson, Chardon And
Lauga Play Rare Set
Of Musical Selections

to officially approve the plan for
leasing the
houses
fraternity
f >r the duration. Upon this official ratification of the College's
offer, the approval of the individual house managements will
be hi order. Until this event, no
new developments can be expected.

Freshmen entering Bowdoin this coming June will be
wide number of courses including Economics, Italian,
The sixth and last concert of
Philosophy, Psychology, Spanish, besides the regular freshman
the current season of the Brunssubjects. However, the new men will not be urged to take
wick Chamber Music Society will
offered a

regular math,

science, or English for they will be getting these

be given this evening in Memorial
Hall, at 8.30 p.m. The conceit will
feature Norbert Lauga, Violinist;
Yves Chardon, Violoncellist; and
Frederic Tilliotson, Pianist. The
admission to the public is $1.10, to
men in uniform half-price, and
students of the College are admitted free.

subjects as soon as they are in one of the military training pro-

grams.
Thus men entering

for the

sum-

COLLEGE ACCEPTS 100
ENTERING FRESHMEN

mer
now

session, or trimester as it is
properly called, cannot expect many semesters of civilian
study, but while they are still reg-

.

uar undergraduates, they can have
a choice of the courses tney want
has
choice
to take most. This
nothing to do with regular requirements for a degree, and requisite courses must be completed
sometime in the future. Any men
who are definitely deferred from
regular
service will take the

•

.

V

nouncement of the plans of the
College for Commencement, and

Summer

Trimester,

—Rameau.

for

II.

mitted.

start

[

]

Continued on Page

By
*

Philip C.

the greatest work in that form.
written for violin and piano,
is without question one of the

It is

[

Applications for summer schomust be filed w^th the Secretary oi the Committee on Student Aid, Professor Livingston, at
76 Federal Street, not later than
forms
April
20th.
Application
may be obtained on and after
April 5th at the above address.
Awards will be announced shortly
after Commencement, May 22.

Awards will be based largely on
financial need. To be eligible for a
scholarship, a candidate must have
attained graduating rank in his
courses for this semester. Grades
will be given careful consideration in determining the amounts
a scholarship is granted, it
be relinquished if a student
should be unable later to attend
the summer session.
Professor Livingston
wiil
be
glad to answer questions of undersummer
graduates about
these

V-l TESTS

SUN RISES

to join, usuallygiving as a reason the inability to
spare time from then* work.

»

-

r

As a result. w« have noticed •
itriiti void In carapu* life. The
fimtoralslag of member* of the
various Greek letter chapters Is
esssmss eademvor, the ouUtandtag benedt of extra-curricular
activities, no* eerliaed sharply.

a

unity of the

There is posted on the top floor
of Massachusetts Hall a few sampie examination pages. These to-

units,

crisis

muck

to be desired. Undergraduseems to lack purpose
and direction, above all that
warm bond of Fraternity. There
is no rallying point, nothing we

uate

New members

of the editorial
staff of the "Bowdoin Quill" are
Edward T. Richardson '43, and

can cleave to, except perhaps the
Union cafeteria, at stated hours.
-

r

Throughout the country, when
the benefits derived from
seniors have consistently

listing

college,

put "Friends" at the top of the list.
If we subscribe to the belief that
one of the purposes of coming to
college is learning how to live with
one's fellow man, then we will be
ready to admit the seriousness of
the present lack of campus activity.
[

Continued on Page

2 ]

:

I

Branche Secretary

j

!

Last Thursday the Thomdike
gether with the math tests already
given should give applicants help in Club held a meeting in the D.U.
House where the club is now eatpreparing for the examination.
ing. Larry J. Ward submitted bis
resignation from the position of
Alumni Elections Begin
Secretary of the club because of
his draft status. The club elected
George Branche to fill the position.
According to Seward Marsh,
There had been planning and in"The Nominating Committee of
vestigation
for some time before
preparing
Alumni
Council
is
the
a ballot for alumni to elect four the meeting with regard to the senew members of the new delega- lection of a pin or key to represent
the Thomdike Club. The club voted
tion of the Alumni Council and
at this meeting to take as its offiexpress preferences for directors
cial jewelry a gold key. On the key
of the Alumni Fund. As there are
is to stand the seal of the college,
this year no vacancies to be filled
to indicate that the club is a part
on the Board of Overseers there
of the college, with the word
will be no nominations in that
line.
The committee will wel- THQRNDIKE engraved on it.
come any suggestions for nomi- These keys should be making their
appearance on campus in about
nations by alumni groups or individual*."
three weeks.
;

life

s

of contributions totaled $323.50.

Three hundred and eleven members of the college gave to the War
Fund, which includes all but five of
those enrolled in college at the time
of the drive. This means that over
ninety-eight and one-half per cent
of the college contributed to the
drive, which is a larger per cent
than it has been in previous years,
Professor
Cushing
announced.
While the total of $323.50 is relatively small, as compared to other
years, it is the highest per capita
yield to a Red Cross drive at Bow-

ported missing

Henry

Elliot: Life Secretary-Treasurer, Ross Edward Wiland Assistant Secretary-Treasurer, Walter Scott Donahue, Jr. The election was conducted by the Junior Class mem-

Jr..

'39.

Cap-

bers of the Student Council.

South

Pacific,

in

action

and has

Dick Johnstone comes from Waltham, Massachusetts. This is his

ALUMNI FUND NETS
$22,000 TO DATE

the
received
in

the Silver Star Medal. Randolph
C. Eaton '45 is reported killed, in
action in Tunisia. He was an ambulance driver of the American
Field Service.

tenth consecutive election to the
presidency of his class, since he
has held that honor since seventh
grade 1 in Junior High school. He
has been outstanding on Bowdoin's

The total receipts of the 1942
Bowdoin Alumni Fund campaign Championship

football varsity,

and

so far amount to more than $22,- is co-captain elect of the squad.
000, and contributions have been Recently chosen Popular Man of
received from more than 1200 his class, Dick is President of the
Ernest Loane, who with Mrs. alumni, Donald W. Philbrick '17, Student Council, Vice-president of
Loane visited the Campus recent- Chairman of the Board of Direc- the Zeta Psi fraternity, and is a
tors of the Bowdoin Alumni Fund, member of the Ivy Dance Commitly, has been flying on active duty
with the Flying Tigers, as well as has announced. The Fund drive tee. He has been often seen on
instructing in China. He has also was started last December, when the baseball diamond and hockey
made some 75 trips across the Hi- it brought in over $10,000, after a rink.
supplies
into special appeal to all Bowdoin men. ^
flying
malayas,
Bill Elliot, from
New Haven.
The Fund directors are aiming
China, and he will soon return to
Connecticut, is Vice-president of
China to continue this job. "The at a minimum of 2,500 .contribu- '44 for the fourth year in a row.
fighting tors and a total of contributions
only way that China's
He is co-captain with Johnstone
of at least $35,000, which would
[ Continued on Page j }
of the football squad. Vico-pivsiapproximately amount to the indent of the Student Council, and
come of an additional millon dolis a member of the Delta Kappa
lars endowment. The sum which
Epsilon fraternity.
has now been received is greater
R»ss Williams haijs from Scarsthan the receipts of the entire
campaign of any previous year ex- dale, New York, and is now the
class Secretary-Treasurer for the
cept the 1941-42 campaign.
As as result of the friendly com- third year. He was recently electBowdoin's commencement this
ed co-captain of the vars'tv swimyear will be the first time that petition of the 51 class agents, ing team, for which he is the star
achievements have been made,
alumni have net been urged to rediver, and he is President of the
some
whom
of
Chairman
Philturn, President Sills announced in
Theta. Delta Chi fraternity. He
a special dispatch to the ORIENT brick feels should be especially has a record of all A's in his
recognized:
Professor Emeritus
this week. As much of the cerestudies for all four years at Bow'90, Agent for
Wilmot
B.
Mitchell
monies as possible, however, will be
the Old Guard; Scott Simpson 03, doin and is a member of Phi Beta
broadcast over station WGAN.
Governor's Council of New Hamp- Kappa.
The traditional class and frater- shire; Charles
'14,
Walt Donahue comes from MilBickford
nity reunions and the CommenceMassachusetts. He is the
Portland; Paul K.
Niven
16, ton,
ment dance will also be omitted. Brunswick; Francis P. Freeman President of the Alpha Delta Phi
The Baccalaureate exercises will '22, Portland; Samuel A. Ladd, Jr., fraternity. Chairman of the Ivy
be held on Thursday afternoon. '29, Brunswick; Elias Thomas, Jr., Day Committee, and has taken an
May 29, instead of on Sunday. The *31, Portland; William D. Rounds important pert on the College
Shakespearean play, "The Winter's 34. Portland; David B. Rideout football and baseball varsities.
Tale," will be performed on the ter- '37, Portland;
Harry P. Hood, Jr.
The election, which was heTd in
race of the Walker Art Building on '39, Winchester, Mass.; and -George
Adams Hall at 7.00 p.m. on MonFriday afternoon at two o'clock T. Little *40, New York.
day, was attended by some 40 of
and will be followed by an informal
Contributions have
been re- the 46 members of '44 still, at
reception at the President's home.
ceived front Bowdoin men in the school.
.

•

COLLEGE OUTLINES

WAR COMMENCEMENT

New

examinations.
to be-

when
college community is

s time of

Ernest W. Loane.

life

liams;

H

I

)

I

[

Continued on Page 4

One week

]

previous to the class

elections the Ivy

j

|

j

:

Day

elections

were held. Chosen for the parts
were Richard Johnstone, Popular
Man; Joseph F. Carey, of Dor-

CLARK WILL LECTURE
ON ITALY'S PROBLEMS

DUE BY NOON MAY

ists are required to take this test.
mathematical test has already
been given and the individual results discussed with the students.
The Marine freshmen will not be
required to take the complete test. out some method by which BowIn their case, advanced mathema- doin men in the various branches
tics and physics sections will be of the armed forces might make
omitted. All members of the re- contributions so that each branch
serves must take the tests if they of the service might be representplan to go into the Navy College ed.
Training Program. It is probable
that men on probation will not be
given the chance to take the V-l Thorndikes Elect

A

2 1

Wins

tain in the China National Aviation Corporation and member of
the Flying Tigers, called on Dean
Paul .Nixon recently, while home
on leave. Rufus C. Clark '42 is re-

week. The aggregate

chester, Massachusetts,
Marshal;
Alan S. Perry, of Barnstable.
Mass., Ivy Day Odist; Ross Williams. Scarsdale, N.
Y.,
Orato;
and James R. Higgins, also of
Scarsdale, Poet.

Dr. Charles Upson
Clark will
speak on "Italy's Problems" on
April 19 in the Moulton Union.
During the last war Dr. Clark
spent 15 months in Europe in our
Military Intelligence. He has lectured at the University of Genoa
and as far off as KishinefT in Bessarabia. In 1940 he lectured in
Bucharest. Dr. Clark speaks five

The Ivy Day Committee, whose
Chairman is Walter S\ Donahue,
is also manned
by Thomas A.

French, German,
Spanish, Italian, and Rumanian.

ville,

,

Cooper, of St. Louis County, Missouri, and Robert N. Frazer,
of
Medford, Mass.

—

George A. Burpee, <,f BronxN. Y., heads the Ivy Dance
Committee, the other members of
In 1916 Dr. Clark went to Rome
which are Russel P. Sweet of
as director of the American School
Danbury, Conn., John E. Hess, of
of Classical Studies;
he volun- Houlton, John
R. Hurley, of White
ball, ScD., of the class of 1855, in
tcered the day we entered the
memory of Major Horace Lord war, spent several months on the Plains, N. Y.. and Richard C.
Johnstone.
Piper, of the class of 1863. It is Italian
and Balkan fronts, and at

]

May

PORTLAND CLUB

j

languages

5.

This prize, consisting of the annual income of $1,373, was established by the Hon. Sumner I. Kim-

SILLS ADDRESSES

I

'

',

Speaking

"off
the
record,"
these men are making plans for the President Kenneth C. M. Sills
current issue. Deadline for submiK will address the annual meeting
of
the
Bowdoin
Club
Portland
of
ting material is Monday, April 12.
Undergraduates are still urged to at the Portland Club this Wednesday. The occasion is known
as
enter original stories and poems.
"President's Night."
It
is
the
Short stories submitted to the
custom for the President to in-_
"Quill" are automatically entered
formally discuss the state of tne"
for the Hawthorne Prize. This is a
College.
prize of forty dollars donated by
Professor Robert P. Tristram Coffin
for the best undergraduate
short story. The editors of the
"Quill" have been trying to work

20

ination tests will be held on April
20. All Navy members of this program who have had four semesters
of college and all Marine Reserv-

!

this in

this

'42

Silver Star Citation

Professor Arthur Darby Nock of
Harvard, -who was to speak in
Chapel on Sunday, was unable to
Robert Goffin, speaking in Eng- come because of illness. However,
lish and French, a lawyer, natur- since he could not come, he took
alist, writer, of
mystery stories^ the trouble to send a copy of the
gastronome,
historian,
psyholo- address he had planned to deliver.
Henry G. Russell, of the Departgist, poet, and ichthyologist, will
speak in the Moulton Union, Sun- ment of Religion, read the address.
day, at 3.00 o'clock, on "Sabotage The scripture reading was from the
and the Underground in Belginii Apocrypha bock of Ecclesiasticus,
"Let us now praise famous men
and France."
Mr. Goffin was born in Ohlan, and our Fathers that begat us."
Belgium (near -Waterloo), in lbsr. The Golden text, "But some there The Commencement exercises will
He has written a number of books, be who have no memorial." was in- be held on Saturday at the First
Parish Church, followed by the
one of which, "At the frontiers cluded in the scripture reading.
"This passage," the address ex- Alumni luncheon in the Gymnasiof Jazz," was reviewed in Fortune
um.
"was
plained,
written
in
a
time
Magazine. He has had experience
with Belgian sabotage and he when all men desired to perpetuate
The complete Commencement
French underground, and so can their memory as long as possible." program and other plans will be
speak from experience.
The speech went on to consider printed in next week's ORIENT.
His lecture is presented by the whether the soldier who perished
"Alliance Francaise" of Brunswick in Pompeii in the volcano because
and will be followed by a silver no one thought to relieve him had
tea for the benefit of the French lived in vain. It also took up the
question "Was the social reformer
War Relief.
5
of Pompeii living in vain?"
Nowadays only a very limited
competithe
entered
in
Papers
number
of
outstanding
men
leave
April 12 Is Deadline
any memorial, but still we go on tion for the Horace Lord Piper
doing our duty and helping in our Prize are to be handed in to ProFor
Quill Issue
fessor Daggett on or before noon.
Continued on Page 2

Donald N. Koughan '45. Together
with Crawford B. Thayer, editorin-chief, and George W. Craigie

The Navy and Marine V-l exam-

j

shown reluctance

|

PLANNED

FOR APRIL

I

The Houses are tending
come struggling, isolated

ORIENT

[

j

]

I

suspend operations, notably the
Glee Club and the Debating CounIn addition, freshmen have
cil.

I

scholarships.

j

monition to college men is for the
first time in danger of being disregarded. The plight of every campus organization is a matter which
deserves consideration. Membership in these groups has been falling so rapidly as to cause some to

!

If

!

Phil Hoffman
"Never let your studies interfere
with your college education!"
Time-honored and sacred, this ad-

|

may

:

By

Rufus Clark

and

PIPER PRIZE ESSAYS

|

of the awards.

I

Continued on Page

fraternities

'

larships

In these days of lean pickings
for devotees of loan shows and
travelling exhibitions, the Walker
Art Building has had to draw upon
its own extensive resources of fine
color reproductions, but the necesny in the forms peculiar to their
sity is not without some advantrespective ages, the manifold asages. During April there will be
pects of debauchery, pride, pomshown work by the four great sa- posity, arrogance, and stupidity
European painting,
tirists
of
through which people perennially
Hogarth. Goya, and
Brueghel,
and wilfully keep themselves and
Daumier. nl fact, the instructive
others in "hot water." They share
possibilities offered by reproduca cynical irreverence for the "bigtions often exceed anything possishots" of the world and a warm
ble to original displays, and this
sympathy for Jacques Bonhomme.
group provides unusually interestSatirists have often been mising juxtapositions.
judged as sour fellows with numerSatirists are usually men of powous axes to grind because they
erful bias, and come to be rememspeak out more vehemently than
bered primarily for what they say,
the average man against the imthough they may be remarkably
becilities of life which cause perpowerful in design and expression.
Actually^, they are
petual chaos.
This is certainly the case with
men with a hypersensitive regard
So potent are their
these men.
for order, normalcy, decency and
ideas that they could be stated
common sense and plead for these
with equal force in the medium of
virtues by the inverse process of
words. In fact, one inevitably notes
exposing their opposites.
of
attitude
striking
similarities
the
Each of these men was, of
between, say. Goya and His countryman. Cervantes, between Brue- course, shaped by the particular
ghel and his equally socially-mind- problem of his age, because a satired contemporary and countryman, ist cannot work in the abstract.
Erasmus, and between Hogarth Brueghel lived in Flanders during
and Fielding who worked in Eng- the 16th century, and was conland at the same time, and be- fronted with two obvious problems.
tween Daumier and his colleague His fellow painters were abandonon the. Parisian journal called La ing their own great northern traCaricature, the great Honore Bal- dition, and were flocking south to
ape the Renaissance styles of
zac.
[

]

Blanks Due April 20

or paint, attack problems which are timeless, and as
men they have much in common.
Generally they are men of inbred
decency, with strong fellings of
righteous indignation against injustice, political corruption, tyran-

All the great exploiters of satire.

Continued on Page 2

Summer Scholarship

2 ]

]

/

Bowdoin's

the Thomdike Club contributed 100
per cent to the Red Cross War
Fund Drive, Professor Morgan B.
Cushing, chairman of the Brunswick drive, announced to the

Talk On "Underground"

and

in literature

Beam

Cram

All

Monday

evening the Class of 1944 held its final
officers of the class. Life President is
Richard Carlton Johnstone; Life Vice-president, William
Last

elections for the

.

April Art Exhibits Will Feature
Work Of Four Satirical Painters
-

were manned as follows:
At the President's House, and

To 1943 War Fund

and Piano.
Adagio sostenuto: Presto
Andante con Variazioni

,

-

1712.

La Forqueray: Fugue
La,Cupis: Rondement
La Mara is: Rondement

ates in college at the close of
business on Monday, Mrs. Clara
D. Hayes, Secretary of the college reported.

All Fraternities

Give 100 Per Cent

'44. Officers

Class Life Officers Are
Elected At Monday Ballot

There were 306 undergradu-

Violin

I

Continued on Page

Dagget. Posted
with him at Massachusetts Hall
was Professor Cecil T. Holmes.
The other posts on the campus
P.

Beethoven, "Kreutzer Sonata" lor

the

I

[

Warden Athern

$323.50 To Red Cross

House, Richard Chittim.
William Carres, and Reid H. Ellis.
At the North door of the Chapel, doin.
overseeing the Chapel, the heating
I.
The T.D.'s are to be congratuplant, Maine, and Winthrop Halls, lated. Professor Cushing said, in
II.
Eaton Leith, and Philip Brown.
III. Finale: Presto
that they contributed $1.50 each,
At the gymnasium, overseeing instead of the usual dollar necesBrahms, Trio in B major Opus 8.
the gymnasium,
the swimming sary for membership.
I. Allegro con brio
pool, the infirmary,
and Moore
II. Scherzo: Allegro molto
In viewing the results of the
Hall. Herbert Brown, and Ernest
III. Adagio
drive, Chairman Cushing said he
Hclmreich.
IV. Allegro
was "grateful to the college for its
overseeAt
the
Moulton
Union,
Tuesday
the
Last
afternoon in
contribution to the War Fund drive
Moulton Union Lounge, Professor ing the Union, Appleton, and Hyde of 1943 and for the generous and
Arthur
Gilligan.
and
E. T. Tillotson held an informal Halls,
loyal support of the individual stuThomas
Riley.
discussion and analysis of the mudents."
At the Library, Gerald Wilder.
sic to be played this evening. He
At the Art Building, Philip
commented on the selections: "The
Concert Royale has not been play- Beam.
*]
ed in New England before, and is
Russell Reads Nock's
[ Continued on Page j
a set of rare compositions set for
various of the sixteenth century
Address In Chapel
by Rameau. Beethoven's Sonata is Goffin Gives Bilingual
III.

The summer session will open
on June 21, and will be of 14
trimester as before with two weeks' duration rather than the
courses. If they maintain a grade 12 weeks of last summer. It will
of C or better during the first half be divided into two terms, and
of the period, they may carry there will be an opportunity for
three subjects during the second freshmen to enter. A bulletin on
half. Any other student may take the summer trimester will be isthree courses if he has made Cs sumed soon.
The College expects an attendsemester.
previous
during his
Special courses with a year's ance of about half what it was
was 387.
100
credit will be offered in summer last year which
school even if requested by only a Freshmen have already been adfew students. It is then possible mitted for the summer session,
for freshmen to obtain a year's and some hundred more are availcredit in two courses with a half able candidates, though not acyear's credit in a third and for cepted yet. However, it is exregular students to obtain a year's pected that these ranks will be
credit in three courses during the somewhat diminished by the start
of the semester by losses to the
trimester.
Beginning courses in French. ranks of the uniformed services
German and Spanish will meet for through the draft or college trainan hour and fifteen minutes, and ing programs such as V-12.
President Sills announced that
Hygiene and English 4 probably
will not be offered.
Courses in because of Government restricmusic, art, and religion may be tions on travel, and the ever growopen to those who have attended ing shortage of rooms in Brunscollege for one semester. As was wick, there will be no class redecided at an earlier faculty meet- unions, and it is requested by the
freshmen will

I.

•

which 100 Freshmen have been ad-

courses.

New

blackout, which was held
Wednesday, Irom 8.45 to 9.25,
throughout the state, was directed
on the .campus by Campus Post

The

The program will present:
Jean-Philippe Rameau, "5th Pice*
de Clavecin en Concert," for
Violin, Viola da Gamba and
Harpsichord. "Our music is in
its final degree of perfection"

President Kenneth C. M. Sills
spoke in Chapel Monday. His talk
was mostly devoted to an an-

for the

DAGGETT LEADS A.RJ\
IN CAMPUS BLACKOUT

Secretary Reports 306
Still Enrolled In College

College Contributes
I

WUUmb H*pp

By

IS

HEAR SOME REAL FRENCH
SUNDAY IN UNION

ORIENT

—

VOL. LXXIII (73rd Year)

mmm

Coming Events

Thu. April.

S— 8.30

p.m. Memorial Hall. Final Concert of the
Brunswick £bambor Music Society. A program of trio music
for
violin,
violoncello,
and
pianoforte by Norbert Lauga,

Yves

Chardon,

and

Frederic

Tillotson.
General admission,
$1.10. Bowdoin College students

admitted free.
9 Chapel, Professor
Daggett presiding. Robert Duffee '46 and Coleman Metzler '46
will smg "Wir Gehn Nun" by

Fri. April

—

Bach.
7.30 p.m. Moulton Union. Sewing for the Army unit stationed
at the college.
Sat. April 10 Chapel, The Dean.
Sun. April 11 5 o'clock Chapel.
The Reverend Joseph O. Purdue
of the Winter Street Congregational Church of Bath. The
choir will sing "Improperia." an
antiphonal, by Palestrina.
Mon. April a 12—Chapel, The
President.
5.00 p.m. The Masque and Gowto.
Room, Memorial Hall, Meeting

—
—

of the Executive Committee of
•the

Masque and Gown.

—

Sun. April 18 Robert V. Schnabel '44 will present the last student recital in the Moulton Union at 3.00 p.m.

j

I

awarded to that member of the the close of the war was cstabScphomore Class who presents the lLshing a counter-espionage probest "original paper on the subject
ject in Macedonia with a complete

PURDUE WILL LEAD
SUNDAY CHAPEL

I

j

best calculated to promote the at-

'

I

!

:

j

!

tainment and maintenance -of peace
throughout the world, or on some
other subject devoted to the welfare of humanity."
The topic of the papers this year
is to be "American Post-War cooper'ation
with China." Professor
Daggett has clarified the standing

j

j

j

catalogue of the officers in the,
Greek army already compiled, recording their sympathies and affi-

Speaker in chapel next Sunday,
April 11, will be Dr. Joseph O. PurSince we have had recent talks due, pastor of the Winter Street
on India and Russia, Dr. Clark Congregational Church in Bath. Dr.
prefers to talk on the Italian prob- Purdue has been at Bowdoin belems. Being a strong supporter of fore, both to preach at chapel and
the classics, Dr. Clark says that to participate in the Religious Forof Sophomore to include all those
ums during which time ministers
who would have been sophomores he will enjoy speaking on this hold conferences in the fraternity
topic because it will enable him to
at this time had there been no achouses for a period of three days.
put in a word for the classics.
celerated program and also those
who are sophomores because of the'
accelerated program.
I

I

liations.

Bowdoin Students Given No Rest For
CHAPEL CHOIR DRAFTS Wartime Patriot's Day Celebration
GLEE CLUB MEMBERS By Walter N. Howe
April 18-19, 1775. at the request of
I

,

To most
The Chapel Choir has gone on
a drafting campaign of its own.
Due to the draft, the Glee Club is
now defunct. Some of the members of the Club have been drafted
into the College Choir to fill
its
depleted ranks.
"The Brahms Requiem was the
'Swan Song' of the Glee Club for
the duration. There just aren't
men or transportation facilities
enough for the continuation of its
activities,"
Professor
Tillotson
said. "However
the Choir will
continue as long as there are men
to do the pinging."
•
The choir will be going to Bath,
in accord With its custom, to sing
on Easter Sunday. The choir is
working now on several new Easter pieces, two of which will be
performed on Easter Sunday here
and several to be done at Bath.

,

I

,

of

us

Patriot's

Day,

April 19, has meant little more
than a let up from the daily work
in class. It has stood for a day in
which our learned professors refrain from preaching what they do

:

Joseph Warren, Paul Revere rode
to Lexington and Concord to warn

Hancock and Adams of the approach of the British troops. This
seems only fair. Passing on to Concord to warn the local Patriots,
Revere was arrested and released
not practice.
the next day.
In wartime, when holidays arc
In 1860 Longfellow wrote his facelebrated in a quiet manner ( ?
mous epic poem "Paul Revere's
behind closed doors and under
Ride," which made the historical
strict censorship, we find that peooccurrence long to be remembered.
ple are apt to forget the reason for
Since the spring of 1941 the holitheir so-called celebration. If they
do remember, it is only because of day has not been observed by the
personal reasons. They often re- college. Another casualty of the acmember a holiday as an excuse for, celerated program.
;

!

|

we call it extreme joviality?
Patriot's Day is mere of a localLongfellow was right when in his ized holiday. In Concord and Lexington festivities and celebrations
famous poem he said:
"Hardly a man is now alive who are carried out on a large scale.
remembers that famous day and Every year a rider, dressed as in
1775, goes over the route taken by
year."
The whole thing started from the Revere. Like Paul, the rider stops

shall

fact

that

during

the

night

of

[

Continued on Page 2
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sults of this trial.

judgment,

Robert Qua. and Edward Richards, Seniors, have volunteered to
fill vacancies in the V-7 program,
which will begin April 5 at Columbia, and have been accepted.
Bill Elliot, Herbert Griffith, and
Al Lee have left college, expecting
to be called into active service by

cooperation.

194S

reliability,

—

good academic standing to be eligible for assignment to the active
service program.
Enlistment in the Army Air
Corps is open to men 17 or over.
The Naval Air Corps is also open.

characteristics of good judgment.
Reliability and initiative include,

consistence with enterprise, imagination, and originality. Cooperation is "Willingness to work with
others, loyalty, sympathy."

ORIENT

plans for the

publication, and
has every reason to believe that
this

undertaking

will

be extremely

successful.

Keep Off the Gram*
In

summer

the

Bowdoin campus

a very beautiful spot, as those
who were here last summer can
well testify, but in the winter and
early spring it takes a rather amazing stretch of the imagination to
describe the campus as even pretty.
This is a wet season by and large,
and nothing much can be done
about it. However, the undergraduate body and all others who traverse the campus on foot ought to
remember that they can help materially by walking only on the
campus paths. Every year at this
time numerous small craters and
shell holes appear on the college
grounds detracting considerably
from the physical appearance of
is

the campus— the result of mere
thoughtlessness on the part of
those who wish to save some time
by taking the most direct (and
muddiest route. Such thoughtlessness only adds to the time and expense necessary for the proper
care of the campus, time and expense which can be ill afforded
nowadays. Let's give this situation
a little thoughtful consideration,
realizing that it is just as much
our responsibility as that of the
buildings and grounds crew. Keep
off the grass!
)

i

[

]

Continued from Page

now open

At Searles
to juni^Wj.
will be offered lo""overseeing the

and

sophomores.

Memorial

i

]

science

Building,
building.

Hall,

Manning

Science

A

special

paring

a

!

!

and 1944

Every branch of the

Armed

Services uses the telephone.

One of a

series,

Anti- Aircraft.

Professor Kendrick said that he
know when the results will
be announced, but it is hoped they
will be announced about the middle

Sun Rises

Go To Vermont

Will

lOOFrosh

doesn't

Continued from Page

[

'

history.

Hogarth lived in England in the
early 18th century, when the overseas trade was giving the country
prosperity faster than the people
could be educated for it. Hogarth
took the resulting arrogance and
pomposity to task with a biting

s

-

i

Following

]

r

The enrollment

of the college

has halved, but the memberbership of various organizations
has disappeared altogether. This
indicate that some of
these activities do not appeal to

might

sufficiently broad public. Many
exist for those with specific talents: singing, debating, acting.

a

Were

these groups kept going by
a small number of gifted men
whose loss makes their collapse
inevitable? It would be well to
answer this question honestly.
If this Is the case, we are faced
with the problem of reorienting
our campus clnbs. If the majority of the S0O here are pursuing
no extra-curricular activity beyond reading the comics on the
sofa, it may well indicate that
existing activities Just don't ap-

Statements from freshmen
that they are too busy to join
may mean that they are not interested, for we usually can find
time to do what we really want
s

-

r

a brief

summary

which had

lost,

18th century,

all

[

of some of the current acliwies
of President K. C. M. Sills:

vestiges of great-

ness. The court was inbred, lethargic, and unspeakably debauched.
It must, be said that as a wild
young man he entered. into this life
enthusiastically, and became as
noted a lover, bull-fighter, and

lege history that

wanted here

rough-neck as he was envied as a
painter. Eventually he saw through
the viciousness which had settled
upon his land and laid bare the
rottenness of the court functionaries in the most uncompromising
set of portraits in history. It took
the Napoleonic invasion of Spain,
however, to mature Goya into a
great man. Then he saw war boiled
down into an inexcusable affront

against the common people, the
aristocrats having sold out to the
aggressor. In his Disasters of War.
a series of etchings done in his last
years, he uttered the most potent
curse against war ever offered for
the consideration of thinking men.
Daumier is the great modern satirist, the grandfather of the modern newspaper cartoonist, and
withal an artist second to none.
As a boy he worked as a clerk in
the Paris Law Courts; later he attacked what he thought was the

unions are

Day

It is

for

expected that 50 or 60 de-

Com-

mencement, with perhaps 10 or 12
recipients absent

Chamber Music

in

the services.

President Sills said.
Continued from Pane
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most

difficult

ten.

It

Force'.
reality a
is

is

a
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a concert that students can

afford to

Fordham University

Beethoven has writveritable 'Tour de

SCHOOL OF LAW

The Brahms Trio is in
symphony for a trio. This

NEW YORK
CASK SYSTEM

ill

lo

Three-Year Day Co«rse
Four-Year Kxfnin g < otirsr

rr.is.s.

The attention of the Brunswick
Chamber Music Society is called to
the 1943-44 membership campaign.
last

stu-

i

!

CO- KIHXATIO NAL
of American l.a» School*

Completion of Two Year* of Collefe Work
with Good Grades Required for Entranca

mother and dad

it

seems only yesterday that he was using the family telephone to

when

help speed the day

.

i

his

call his

high school sweetheart. Bur today the orders he sends and receives over his wartime telephone

Member Ami),

love and laughter, peace and progress shall again rule the

world

morning" anp~evening"~c lasses
first'year classes begin
On June

11th

and Sept.

February

7th.

'-'7th.

194

I •.>!.",

.-mil

Western Electric

1

For further information address

Registrar Fordham Law School
233 Broadway, New York

IN THE

..SOURCE OF SUPPLY TOR THE BELL SYSTEM.
WAR. ..ARSENAL OF COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT.

IN PEACE.
IN

i

MARINES *

they say:

re-

**

|4|A|

yiC.TAI J»fl.C ~ f° r signalman with portable
fl

BOwNDOvKS
DING

to keep them from maintaining
an organization. Similarly for

HOW

—for

VMmck

s-r

m
-

wild country

— outposts

-for very good

• /*A JUICf "—for

other groups'.

the favorite cigarette with
thc Marines

men

If you have a pet hobby which
lends itself to group participation
is not represented by
club, look around. You
may well find enough men of similar inclinations to form your own
campus organization. This is a
time of innovation, of extemporization. The unconventional and the
new may easily blossom and flourish under the propitious skies of
the summer session.

and which
an existing

the speech.

The College Choir sang J. S.
Bach's "Oh How Cheating, Oh How
Fleeting is Our Earthly Being" under the direction of Professor Tillotscn.

modest exhibition.
•It is well to

remember

-where cigarettes

are judged

The "T-ZONE"-Taste and Throat-is the
proving ground for cigarettes. Only your
taste and throat can decide which cigarette tastes best to you
and how it affects
your throat. For your taste and throat are
. . .

absolutely individual to you. Based

on the

experience of millions of smokers,

we

be-

Camels will suit your "T- ZONE
a "T." Prove it for yourself!
lieve

that any

is truly great only if he
possesses a profound spirit and a
penetrating mind. It really matters
little what medium a "creator emhad received not a little liquid en- France at this moment a painter ploys. Brueghel, Hogarth, Goya
who is of the elect. His name is and Daumier happened to.be paintcouragement.
Georges Rouault. and because he ers and graphic artists, but they
It is difficult to determine what
leads a very retired life his satir- are Old Masters only because they
holidays should be observed in warical and deeply human painting is are among the finest human beings
time. It might be wise to remember little know, but in the critical who have ever lived. There is a
that there are no holidays in Tuni- world* he has already been elevated great deal of fun to be had in their
to the company of Rembrandt and work, and a lot of good sense usesia,
v
the four men assembled in this ful in this day or any other.

creator

—

\

iMHi

postponed

only

happier days."
grees will be granted at this

organization on realistic lines,
taking into account a reduced
and transient membership is necessary. More rapid eligibility for
office, the soliciting of upperclass as well as freshmen for
membership might be among the
wartime improvisations. It may
not be possible to plan trips to
New York, but if a certain
number really enjoy singing together, nothing ought to be able

emphasis upon fees and technicalities at the expense of common Sunday Chapel
sense and justice. As a man he
lived through the bourgeois, nouv[ Continued from Page I }
eau riche regimes of Louis- Phillippe and Napeoleon III and dis- infinitesimal way to shape the
sected the foibles common to mod- world's destiny, was the burden of

ern industrialists society without
ever losing his potent sense of
humor. He was only a poor newsPatriot's
paper cdrtoonist, but the effectiveness of his jibes was attested by
two prison sentences, neither of
[ Continued from Page i ]
which muzzled or daunted him. He
at each tavern to warn the assem- died poverty stricken and blind,
bled Patriots and to receive a lit- but he earned a respect which has
placed him among the greatest of
tle sustenance. In 1941 the rider
the Old Masters.
had to be held in the saddle for the
It might
interest readers to
last mile. He had warned few but
know that there is working in

not

Commencement,

exercises.

April 12-17, and to the

we? Retrenchment and

Alumni were

for

the President noted, "but the re-

President Sills will be a Comat the Uniin the forth-

mencement speaker
versity of Vermont

Smaller colleges with normal
enrollments of about our present
size have been able to carry on
well organized campus clubs, why
can't

]

that

live

s-r

in
a Spain
at the end of the

i

only those Alumni
near enough to come for
the day alone attend the exercises. This is the first time in Col-

who

The President is going to New
York to attend the conference of
college presidents
having
premeteorological courses.

coming

Continued from Page

College

Last Sunday he spoke, at the
Chapel Service at the University
of Maine.

peal.

to do.

is

Not that lounging on the sofa
may not be a worthy leisure time dent recital which will be given
pursuit. It is the spirit in which the by Robert Schnabel '44, Baritone,
thing is done that is important. If in the Moulton Union on Sunday
humor unequalled in painting. His an individual derives real satisfacafternoon, April 18, at 3.00 p.m.
attitude was exactly similar to tion from simply lounging, then
that of Fielding, for whose "Tom this individual need not concern us
Jones" his paintings and engrav- further, for he is happy. But if
ings might almost "serve as illustra- many are lounging while wishing
tions. The apparent silliness of they could be doing something else,
highbrow social snobbery particu- such as tinkering with a radio sendlarly amused and annoyed the two ing and receiving set. then we
men, and they took delight in should see what can be done to satshowing how thin the veneer of isfy these desires.

has received the culture really was.
Goya was born

army

Continued from Page

courses

i

hold a Joint Class day exercise.
These exercises will be held on
Friday, May 21 at 10 in the
morning underneath the Thorndike Oak. There will be about
60 men, but no exact figure can
be given because no one knows
how many there will be here at
that time, most of whom will be
of the class of 1944.

affairs."

[

lllg

and seniors only

V-12.

(

The

classes of 194S

]

committee is now pre- Smith, and Manton Copeland.
In the dormitories, the proctors
catalogue for. the trimester which will be much more are responsible for their respective
ends:
attractive than the one of last
North Moore, George Brickates.
year. Actual classes of the triSouth Moore. George Hutchings.
mester will begin on Tuesday,
North Appleton. Robert O'Brien
confirmed, and he did not receive .June 22. The previous
the
day.
for 21st. will be used principally lor
reward
South Appleton, Thomas Huieatt
dollars'
the
300
North Hyde. Crawford Thayer.
downing a 'Japanese plane.
orientation of the freshmen.
__
South Hyde, which contains only
Rufus Clark, missing in action
jn the South Pacific fighting was of extremely heavy anti-aircraft Navy men, was taken care of by
given the Silver Star Medal with fire. Lt. (jg) Clark pressed home the men themselves.
Maine and Winthrop Halls were
the following citation:
a determined and vigorous torpedo
"The President of the United attack on a Japanese heavy taken care of by a member of the
States takes pleasure in present- cruiser. His courageous conduct Meteorological Unit.
The entire campus, with the exing the SILVER STAR MEDAL throughout the engagement
reception of the infirmary, was
to
flects great credit upon the United
blacked out by the pulling of a
LIEUTENANT (Junior Grade) States Naval Service.'
master switch in the healing plant.
RUFUS C. GLARK
for the President,
United States Naval Reserve
Frank Knox,
for service as set forth in the folSecretary of the Navy."
A colored truck operator was
lowing CITATION:
Randolph C. Eaton '45, killed in informed that he could not get
'for conspicuous gallantry and action in Tunisia while driving an his money until he had submitted
itemized statement for a ceran
intrepidity as pilot of a torpedo ambulance as a member of the
bomber of the USS Hornet Air American Field Service spent his tain hauTing job. After much
meditation R
scribbled the folGroup during action against enemy Freshman year at Bowdoin Col- lewing bill:
Japanese forces near Santa Cruz lege, where he was a member of
"3 comes and 3 goes at 4 bits
Island. Oct. 26, 1942. In the face the Psi Upsilon fraternity.
a went— $3."
.

have decided to get together and

In the near future, "Bowdoin
Stating the cause of self-imon the Air" plans to present a
provement, he said "Clearly, if a
man doesn't gain in these respects dramatic sketch about the Longhe had better leave fate or here- fellow Hoax. It Will be the first
attempt at drama by our radio
11.30, were taken by approximate- dity or environment pretty much
program.
*
ly 120 men, including many stu- off the docket and put the blame
from
Brunswick
dents
High where it belongs."
School. Of these, about 25 took the
Sills Travels To U. of ML,

aberrations of Antwerp classicism.
He also found time to glory in the
lusty life of the peasants among
whom he had been born, castigate
the sadistic reign of the Spanish
Duke of Alva and his Inquisition,
and become one of the most infuture issues.
Thr- Meteor will usually appear gratiating landscape painters in

fullest cooperation from the staff
of The Meteor in carrying out the

The

bate. In these times people should

have the opportunity to learn the
college man's opinion
on world

The joint Army-Navy A-12, and
examinations, which were
held in the Sargent Gymnasium
last Friday morning from 9.00 to

columns and facilities
for newspaper publication.
The proposal met with the immediate approval of Captain James F.
C 'antwell.
Adjutant, and definite
plans were made for today's and

sues.

which has been given to him by
chance to support in a formal de-

V-12

its

these can be placed on the first
page, nor can they be on facing
pages, two and three. It would be
unfair to deprive The Meteor of the
40 inches taken up by. one of these
advertisements; hence, the necessity of putting the army news on
the third page in a certain few is-

of

r

'

Men expecting to go into the
this country that we can discuss
Navy Program this summer, should fessor Nixon stated that personal- public affairs so freely," Norm
Leger.
postpone making any final deci- ity included manner, tact, and the Richards said.
"This discussion
general
ability
to
meet
people.
In-<
sions about starting the summer
will be much less formal than a dedustry consists mainly of energy,
here, until the Navy has announced
bate and will have the advantage
application, and the ability to con'43 And '44 Plan Joint
its plans in more detail.
that each man will be supporting
centrate. The knack of analyzing
It is expected that V-l, and Maown opinion rather than one Class Day Ceremonies
and making decisions are both his
rine Reservists will have to be in

Candidates for V-12, Professor
The Meteor
Kendrick announced, should obtain
With this issue of the ORIENT. a copy of their birth certificates as
The Meteor, publication of the soon as possible, in order to be
Army Air Force Technical Train- ready /or the interviews, which
ing Detachment No. 22. makes its will probably be held in Portland.
lirst appearance. The idea of a post
newspaper originated some time
go from the interests of a small Satirists
«roup of meteorology students who
had had some experience working
[ Continued from Page i ]
for high school and college newspaAngelo,
Raphael, and
l>ers. Consideration was first given Michael
to the possibilities of putting out-a Leonardo, modes of thinking which
mimeographed publication. Several they misinterpreted in ridiculous
weeks ago the ORIENT decided to fashion. Brueghel clung to his narffer to the meteorology school a tive tradition, and lampooned the

n page lour. However, as in this
issue, at certain times it will have
to be on the third page. This is necessary because of the advertising
situation in the ORIENT. At certain intervals during the year, the
ORIENT carries two large cigarette advertisements. Neither of

one of the blessings

Continued from Page

forces receive aid now is by air,"
he told Dean Nixon. An aviator
in the United States Navy Air
Loane resigned
Corps, Captain
with the Navy's permission to go
to China as an instructor. Later,
with the Flying Tigers, he claims
to have shot down several Japanese flyers, but they were never

Blackout

I

j

WOR

the
possibilities
of
free
trade, and the part of the individual in the post-war world and
how a man may prepare himself
for his part in that World.
is

[

I

tions,

"It

[

Also suggest you play:
"Le (arnica Romatn." Overture by Berlioz. Recorded by the
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra,
Blech conducting, Alum No. 14.
This work will be played over
station
on Friday, at 2.30
p.m. by Eugene Ormandy and
the Philharmonic Orchestra.
Opera: Metropolitan at Chicago, Saturday, April 10, broadcast over XViZ at 2.00 p.m. """The
Barber of Seville" by Rossini,
with Nrno .Martini, Bldn Sayao,
and conducted by Dr. Frank St.

and economic cooperation among the na-

Defining further the terms, Pro-

[

Hall.

a federal world union,

Summer Session

Clark Citation

Schubert's "Symphony No. 7
in C Major," as found in the
Carnegie Collection, recorded by
the London Symphony Orchestra, Blech conducting. Album No.
112. This work will he featured
by the Philharmonic-Symphony
Orchestra, Bruno Walter, conductor, on Thursday, in Carnegie

Next Tuesday. "Bowdoin on the
Air" Will present its first 30-minute broadcast. The program will
celebrate this proud occasion, with
a panel discussion with representatives from Bates, Maine, Tufts
and Bowdoin talking over the subject, "Post War
Planning."
Al
Perry will
represent
Bowdoin.
Norm Richards will preside over
the discussion. As the panel will
talk extempore, there is no definite course of discussion planned,
initiative, and but they will in general cover such
topics as the various proposals for

the Dean, combining the
initials of these characteristics, one
obtains "P-I-J-R-I-C. Pretty close
to Picric picric acid- -the acid test
and all that. You are welcome to
this system of memonics without
extra charge."

of this month.

portion of

.

Said

V-5.

'44

AdvrrtlAing Manager

Lennart Sandquist

RECORD OF THE WEEK

Last Saturday, Dean Nixon gave
a chapel talk entitled "Beating
What Were Born With." Basing
his talk on the six points, exceptA trial examination in mathe- ing general intelligence, on which
matics, for Navy and Marine Re- the
Business
School
Harvard
servists who will take the qualifi- judges applicants -for admission.
cation examination, was held last Dean Nixon showed how certain
week, with satisfactory results. traits can be further developed.
The Mathematics Department has The qualities mentioned in the
held sessions to advise men in re- Harvard School rating consist of
view work, in the light of the re- six points: personality, industry,

Front

Jamrs

'Bowdoin On The Air'
Plans Panel Discussion

Dean Nixon Talks On

The

Brunswick. Maine

and
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With men

in the Marines,

and Coast Guard, the

Army, Navy,

favorite cigarette is

Camel. (Based on actual sales records in
Canteens and Post Exchanges.)
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A.A.F.T.T.D. No. 22

Commanding Officer
Major Clurleft W. GrlffTn

1

Captain Jamea F. Cantwell

Army

Of Section Volunteers
The

social season of the meteorunit started off gloriously

ology

Arthur JafTe

commanding

Well Qualified As

Officer

officer

Saturday when the detachits first dance in the
Moulton Union. The affair, lasting
from eight to twelve, turned out to
be a great success in every way.
The idea for having a dance
came from Captain Cantwell, who
has shown a great deal of interest
last

important post.
Major Charles Griffin was born
in Gloucester, Massachusetts, and
had received a fine legal education at the National Law School
in Washington. D. C, when, after
his enlistment in the army in early
1917, he attended the First Offiin recreational activities of the cers Training Camp at Fort Myer,
men on the post. After it was pro- Virginia. Upon being graduated
posed to the detachment early in from this course and receiving his
the week, however, the manage- commission, he then served six

Aaaoctete Editors

ment held

John B. Dexter
Wilson F. Moseley

Managing Editor*
Elliot B. Doft

David R. Hastings
Feature Editors
Arthur N. Berry
Charles J. Wilson

ment and most of the actual work months at Camp Lee. Virginia.
was carried out by the men. In Finally after the completion of
On February 22, ld43. the Army charge of all this was Private Rob- this period of his service, he was
Air Forces Technical Training De- ert Remick of section 1, who chairtransferred to the Army Transtachment No. 22 began its as- maned the dance committee comport Service, Port of Embarkasigned function of instilling in the posed of volunteers from every
tion, New York City.where he restudents of its command the aca- other section.
Members of this mained until August 30, 1919.
demic, military, and physical qual- committee were Privates Levine,
when he was discharged from the
ifications which will enable them Ascherman, Bradley, Fuchs, Bayus,
United States Army after twentyto continue on to advanced train- Oster, Boehmke, and Fisher.
seven months' service.
ing which will eventually prepare
them as meteorological officers
Army Air Forces.

with the

The organization, by an inspection conducted by the InspectorGeneral's office and a visit
by
General Jones, commanding officer
of the First District Technical
Training Command,
has arisen
from the stages of infancy into an
organization of which we can all
be rightly proud. This advancement is definitely shown by the
outward appearance of the enlisted men and the spirit of fellowship and cooperation which has

By

own

In addition to the dance committee and to Major Griffin and
Captain Cantwell, much credit for
the success of the dance is due
those civilians who did a great deal
to make it possible. For example,
Mr. Lancaster, manager of the
Union, was kind enough to permit
the use of the lounge and the sound
system that provided the music for
the occasion. Chaperones who gave
up their time to be at the dance
were Mr. and Mrs. Young, Miss
Reed, and Miss Messier, all of
whom have taken an active inter-

The

est in post affairs.

their

Valmore

undoubtedly find a vital
ifl us, we shall endeavor
to reveal ourselves apd our activities without revealing any miliwill
interest

tary information.

girls at

and punch were served.
These were prepared and served
by the Union staff.
Music for dancing was provided,
as mentioned above, by the* Union
sound system, operated Saturday
night by Private Joseph Hughes,
master musician from section 1.
There can be little doubt that almost everyone was thoroughly
pleased with the dance. There were
some, it is true, who were a bit

We

to

are deeply indebted to the

Bowdoin

ORIENT

for its contri-

bution of this page to the A.A.F.
T.T.D. We only hope that we can
live up to the standards for which
the ORIENT has been known.

Among

kEEP EM FLYING.

Name

from Brunswick. Lampert was

there too, but we were a bit disappointed to see him wasting his talents on the punch bowl most of the

atdWimd

i

Pins Will Soon

— For

Be Issued To AH Men
Do you know who you really
are? Do you have your doubts?
Well, in order to alleviate this
pressing problem, it was recently
all students on the
post will shortly be issued pins

A column
A column

fun,

to be read

By

with their names on them, which
wiH be worn on their blouses. This
wBl undoubtedly be the t ermin a l

A column of comments,
A column of cracks,

lirte

for the often heard "Hey, Joe."

Son

Bom

To Sergeant

Ahd Mrs. Schurkamp
The Meteor wishes

to express on

mon

A column concerned
With a bunch of wacks.

brilliant character,

did inspire

This valuable column.

But the editor okayed it;
all thought it swell,

They

Forces.

And I got the Job
To write it. Oh well.

Army Men Appreciate
Work Of Sewing Circle

As long as its nonsense,
As long as it's fun.
I might as wefl write,

the

instead of studying.
His work's left undone.
He's more interested
in having fun.

Such

received

the

warmest

There's a

To

all, I

name

quite familiar

know.

welcome Perhaps you remember,

from the community. Our special Bemg
thanks and gratitude are extended
Joe

is

called. "Joe."

the fallow.

to those kind women who so graci- Who, in general, is lat?,
ously do our little bits Of sewing But when it's chow time.
every Monday and Friday evenings. He doesn't wait
It is this cooperative spirit that

need to call him.
among us which will see us No
To get in line.
through until absolute victory is For he'll be there

prevails

achieved.

Ahead

of time.

historical surround

*

His hair's never combed,
His shoes never shined.
a shave,
But he doesn't mind.

American traditions of Bowdoin
College.
i

-Vm

-

HUGttfeS

Who

Mess council

doesn't care.

He's quite a specimen,
But not so rare.

Who

fellows

They

are quite a problem.

along with their names,
Will be, as you'll know,
The reason for
Their being called, "Joe."
Will you be one of
Those characters, too?

When
Will

it

"Joe"

will cheerfully welcome any
all suggestions and criticisms
pertaining to our food problem.
Mimeographed questionnaires will
shortly be circulated so that a complete survey of our tastes will be
determined. It was suggested by
Captain Cantwell that the unit
plant a Victory Garden, with the
food given Co the American, Red
Cross. Tentative plans for tins arrangement are in the offing.

and

And

.

is called,

be you?
•

fcs- MAKE EVERY

fflp

PAY DAY

j£ BOND

DAY

JOIN THE PAYROLL
*

SAVINGS PLAN

*

is

It is with this in mind that Sergeant Mills, director of the physical
training at this post, has
mapped out a large and varied pro-

an emphasis on arm muscles and
on abdominal muscles, and this will

j

j

;

—

TENTATIVE PLANS FOR

DETACHMENT BAND

spray of splashing G.I. shoes. The

First steps were taken last Week
in the organization of a detachment band to play at retreat cere-

most spectacular stunt was an exby James
Cassidy. This ingenious chap promonies and on formal occasions.
cured a rather anemic appearing
Considered very desirable by the
branch and vaulted himself to the
post officers, and long dreamt of
other side, where the stick prompby many musicians in the detachhibition of pole-vaulting

ly

ment, the band may become a reality in the near future.
Private Harold Tint of section 1
has, at the suggestion of Captain
Cantwell, taken the lead in forming the band, and has already obtained the names of a good many

parted

—much to the disappoint-

of the onlookers who had
hoped for that occurance at mid-

ment

stream.
with a

The hike was concluded

rousing snowball fight.
Rumor has it that it started when
Private Barnes took a pot shot at
Sergeant Stearns because the latmen interested in playing. About ter refused to carry, the former
thirty-five men reported to Tint
across the stream. At any rate the
last week, and with this number
battle started at the rear of the
he feels confident that a fine organ- line, for those
in the lead knew
ization can be developed.
Among nothing of the hostilities until Serthose who expressed their desire to geant Mills
appeared on the scene
join the band, there is an unusualmadly flailing his arms and Wowly good distribution of instruments,
ing his whistle. This was interpretand the men have all had consider- ed as a signal for attack. Flight A
able experience playing in other held the heights
above the brook
bands.
and lobbed projectiles into the
* Before rehearsals can be started,
midst of Flight B; but the holders
however, there are a number of of the lower land were not to be
problems to be solved. There are stopped; they stormed the hill and
many men, for example, who do pushed on to the top. Some attribnot have instruments" here at the ute Flight A's defeat to the fact
post, and it will take some time for that ammunition was scarce, but
them to have them sent from that is a matter of opinion.
home. For others, such as drum- Drill
mers, and bass horn players, inDrill was much more successful
struments will have to be obtained.
this week than, it has been for
there
the
|

i

!

|

The American Red Cross has bestaff of life to our
come the
fighting brothers throughout the
world.
Blood being perhaps our'
most vital personal possession, it is
sorely needed in order to maintain
efficient medical service and often
Ninety-three per
to sustain life.
cent of the men of this detachment
have found it their. duty to offer
their blood to the vitally needed
Blood Bank of the American Red
Cross.

The Mess Council, under the
Arrangements will shortly be
chairmanship of Joseph Hughes, is
meeting every Friday night in or- made whereby we all may see the
der that our tastes are satisfied. realization of our fighting pledge.

So, each week will be listed
In this profitable column.

The names Of the

1

HEADS

No, Joe's the fellow,

Cal.

whole training

will be performirtg his job

v

MEN GIVE BLOOD
TO RED CROSS
mam

And

soldier's

j

Birds!

big should be an inspiration to
the men of this detachment undergoing training for the part*
the are to play In World War
No. II. May their records reflect credit upon the Army Air
Forces and perperttate the "fine

in the infantry

be expected to change considerby an obstacle course on Tuesday signed to strengthen muscles little
ably. One new feature with which
and Friday.
used in ordinary activities. Thus we will have to contend will be the
Obstacle Course
far in the program there has been obstacle course, which, according
The obstacle course was set up
to advance reports, may well bein the gymnasium for the after- the traveling rings, leaped over come the eighth wonder of the
noon physical training periods. On two horses, duck-waddled back world. Long, complicated, and
each day a different group was down the floor carrying a medicine gruelling, a few turns around this
"put through" so that the entire ball, and then sprang onto another' course should send us all a long
detachment had the opportunity of rope. This was Moseley's favorite way on the road to becoming the
participating. The sections that trick. To see him nimbly climb up tough little "fellows" that Private
were to run' the course dressed in one rope and slide down another is Friedman warned us we, were to
their gym suits and assembled in inspiring indeed. He's good at it
be.
the cage where they received in- just ask him. The next obstacle
If the calisthenics part of tfie
structions from Sergeant Stearns. was
the
horizontal
bar
Ted program forms, for many, a bitter
The general idea was to'keep run- Backe's meat, which merely had to pill, at least it has been heavily
ning; if obstacles were encountered be "gotten over." Two more laps, sugar-coated with the other activ"en route," they were to be taken then down to the showers and into ities planned. Three days a week
First, five laps around the pool. Here each man donned will continue to be spent
in stride.
in varithe 1/12 mile track. This was foi=-pftj S fatigues, which he had previ- ous sports as throughout March,
lowed by a rather unconventional ously laid out. He grasped a pipe but the types of sports will change
method of high-jumping. A cross- or a board, jumped in, and swam each month. In April, for example,
bar was set up at about seven feet
across the pool, or at least half- boxing, jujitsu,
soft ball,
swimin front of this hung a rope sup- way across. The course was com- ming, and volleyball will comprise
ported from the girders. The object pleted with another trip to the the athletic schedule, while in May
was to swing over the bar by showers. The general comment: this will change to field events,
grasping the rope, Tarzan style. A "Wow!"
rope climbing, work on the obfew agile souls accomplished the Saturday Hike
stacle course, soccer, and wrestfeat, but the majority were built
ling.
Private
Schofield,
wilderness
well,
.too heavy in the stern and
This phase of the program has a
scout,
conducted the Saturday
the wrong part dragged at the cruhike, as has become his habit. The three-fold purpose: it is designed
cial moment. Having completed the
to condition muscles, develop cotrail was very similar to those of
rope-swing, the enthusiastic particpast weeks in that it lay in a wind- ordination, and to prepare each
ipant
dashed upstairs, crawled
ing course, crossing and recrossing man to defend himself. Naturally,
along a mat, went up the gym on
Mere Brook. The heroes of the day- with the limited time available, no
were Sergeant Stearns and Mike great achievements can be expectGanakas who nobly volunteered to ed along this line, but the experihelp the rest of the detachment ence and knowledge of the rudiboxing,
and
across the stream at a particularly ments of jujitsu,
wide spot. Their reward was a ra- wrestling should give confidence
ther thorough drenching from the and be of real value against an un-

We

He needs

About everyone.
Since the arrival of our organi-

and functions of

men

Maine weather permitting, activcalisthenics, and physical
Calisthenics,
which make up ities will soon be transferred to' the
training periods, but was supple- what is probably the least pleasant
outside, and here the routine may
mented by a hike on Saturday and aspect of physical training, are de-

.

j

zation in Brunswick, the outfit has

Schurkamp

ties

as for

drill,

ters.

Sgt.

Bowdoin

what branch
members

true for

probably continue to be true
throughout, since these parts tend
gram of conditioning that includes, to be far too weak in the average
not only drill and calisthenics, but person.
The athletic program of the past also a wide range of athletic games
All exercising for the first two
week was unusually varied. It con- and various methods of personal
months has been indoors, but,
sisted not only of the usual daily defense.

'

diet.

of this post its
behalf of the
Which takes this space,
warmest congratulations to First While something more useful,
Sergeant Schurkamp on the re- Could be in its place.

cent arrival of Ms son. It is with
heferty greetings that we welcome
this new addition to the Army Air

anper-

drill; this is just as

directed toward the day
under actual battle conditions, and when that day comes, every man must be fully disciplined and prepared physically for the worst.

Training Supplemented
By Obstacle Course
And Saturday Hike

—

Such was the aim;
Such the desire,

Who

Include Drill

He

—

everyone.

Of the

A

when he

Athletic Activities

Heading the list of the non-commissioned officers is Technical Sergeant Robert E. Schurkamp. Sgt.
Schurkamp is the First Sergeant
for the meteorologists. His duties
are to relieve the commanding of-

In addition to these duties
supervises the duall other personnel of the office and attached
nounced Naval plan. Well,
haps the Navy isn't as bad ?s it's students.
Following the Technical Serpainted. 1 he major's chief hobby
and most important (h vers on geant comes Staff Sergt. Lloyd L.
from his work is an addiction to Connelly. Sgt. Connelly's official
golf at which he is more or less duty is that of Sergeant-major. His
assigned duties are: finance clerk,
of an eXpert.
Major Griffin's life has been de- custodian of service records and to
voted to the service of his coun- work in cooperation with the corretry in both war and peace. His spondence clerk and supply sertion as efficiently and effectively as ability is reflected in his accom- geant. In addition to these dua top-ranking outfit.
plishments, and it is, I think, the ties Sgt. Connelly must maintain
Recently we have lost Sgt. opinion of every soldier in the de- records of all passes and furloughs.
Laurin, who during his stay here tachment that we could not have
Our other Staff Sergeant, well
was supply sergeant and also per- a better C/O. Our only aim must known to all, is Sgt. James J.
formed several Other vital func- be to measure up to his standards, Stearns. His assigned duties are:
tions. PFC Friedman, who was so that he may some day think as student N.C.O.. drill coordinator
greatly admired and respected by much of us.
and mail clerk.
all, is another of our recent losses
Sergeant John A. Laurin, the
to more important tasks ahead. We
post's supply sergeant, follows next
God-speed,
wish them both
and
among the non-coms. Sgt. Laurin
Happy-hunting.
keeps a record of all clothing and
equipment issued to every enlisted
Charles Griffin
man of this station. It is also the
evening.
sergeant's job to make a requisiThe laurel crown of the evening
should go to Art Schultz, who deThe publication of the first
tion of any and all supplies and
equipment required by the detachserves some fame for being the
issue of The Meteor marks another step in this Detachment's
ment. The sergeant's other duties
Only man at the dance who could
really polka as it should be done.
becoming an integral part of the
are: laundry agent and truck drivPerhaps he can be persuaded to Army Air Forces Technical
er.
give a few lessons, just in case Joe
Training Command. And may I
Next we turn to Sergeant John
Hughes decides to play only polkas take this opportunity to express
J. Mills. The sergeant's duties are
to President Sills, the faculty
you guessed it— supervising the
at the next dance.
A new record was chalked up at and members of the Bowdoin physical training and athletic proCollege Staff the appreciation of
gram. In addition it is wise to note
the dance Saturday night, by the
that Sergeant Mills is a good man
way, when seven (7) men from the the officers who were assigned
to have as a friend— he's the keepmysterious
"Eagle
Squadron" the duty of activating this demanaged to get a date with one tachment for the hearty wel- er of the "gig" list.
come they received and the coCorporal Stuart W. Kay, the
girl for the same Sunday afteroperation Riven them in accompest's records and reports clerk,
noon.
appears next. Cpl. Kay's assigned
And so it seems that a good time plishing their mission.
Incorporated in 1794 Bowdoin
duties are to submit daily, weekly,
was had by all, and it is to be
College is one of the oldest Insemi-monthly and monthly reports.
heped that we may have more such
stitutions of learning in the
He must have a working knowledge
dances in the future. Already plans
country and numbers among Its
of the army decimal filing system
are under way for another one to
which comprises file numbers for
be given soon, provided that Mike graduates many who have distinguishes! themselves
in
the
seven hundred different items. He
Ganakas and the rest of the furnimilitary and naval services and
is also official chauffeur to the
ture-moving detail will give their
In the political, cultural and Incommanding officer and adjutant.
assent.
dustrial life of our country.
Next comes our famous Private
find listed among these graduFirst Class Benjamin Friedman.
ates such names as Henry WadsHis official duty is that of student
worth Longfellow, Nathaniel
records clerk. PFC Friedman's job
Hawthorne, Franklin
Pierce
is maintaining records pertaining
and Robert Peary. No further
to each- student in regards to his
proof is required of the Statestudies. He is also the barrack's inFor anything else,
ment that "the history of Bow- spector (fellows it is no use to
Hell be the last one,
doin College parallels the hisleave pictures of pretty girls in
Buttoning his coat,
tory of America."
sight, as Friedman is a woman hatWhile on the run.
The entertaining of military er the wolf).
and naval force* is not a new
Last but far from least is SerAhd then mail a letter,
innovation at Bowdoin College,
geant Edgar W. Dodehhoff. His job
While everyone's waiting.
its facilities were used for the
that of N.C.O# supervisor. As
Yet he thinks
training of armed forces in
you men find questions arising perHe desrves a rating.
World War No. 1 and we found
taining to your work the nonUpon arrival here a group of
corns a!sb fmd problems.
Five minutes to eight,
Naval Officers undergoing inHe'll look for a broom,
tensive preparation for their duAnd then he expects
des in the present world eonTo have S clean room.

newly

the

and military

physical training

Or in the parachute troops.

Griffin is
married and also keeps records and submits
Washington. It is heard forms required by higher headquar-

tions for V-12,

is in, is

of the meteorology training detachment studying here at

post.

details.

of the most important parts of the training of any soldier, no matter

of the service he

—

Of nonsense,

A column of

announced that

«

One

—

little girl in
red who clung so
closely to Joe Chadwick (a situation that almost called for the intervention of Sergeant Stearns,
were
incidentally),
but
there
plenty of others less firmly attached, so nothing serious resulted.

dies

It has been rumored that quite a
of the student personnel
are not acquainted with the names
and duties of the officers and noncoms of this detachment. In order
to clarify the minds of these individuals the names and duties of all
officers are listed. It will be noted
that the names of PFC Friedman
and Sergeant Laurin are included
in this list. If anyone will replace
these men or if our present noncoms are to be overburdened is still
a military secret.
First and most important is our
commanding officer Major Charles
W. Griffin. Aside from being CO.
the Major is also Summary Courts
Martial Officer.
Next down the line is Captain
James F. Cantwell. We all know
that Capt. Cantwell is the Adjutant of the detachment but few
know that he is also the Personnel,
Supply, Chemical Warfare, and
Public Relations Officer of the

number

minor routine

IS

VERY IMPORTANT PART
OF ARMY PROGRAM

Each N on-Commissioned
Officer Has Numerous
Duties to Perform

ficer of

rife

PHYSICAL TRAINING

Communication From

1

deavor to make this undertaking
Army Air Forces.

GET TO KNOW YOUR
OFFICERS; IT HELPS

Major

those present there was
Under the guidance of qur .com-, ajso, of course, JMrs, Herman's boy
minding officer. Major Charts W. Ma), section Ts'fcHr to ithe women,,
Griffin, and the adjutant, Captain who was valiantly doing his bit to/j
James F. Canlwell, we shall en- boost the morale Of the young laa credit to the

in

from reliable sources that a son
has recently taken the examina-

It is with both deep regret and
admiration that we witnessed the
transformation of our Detachment
from its stages of infancy to its
present status.
For with our growth we have
seen Captain Erwin Valmore, who
was assigned here to activate our
unit, leave just as he was to witness the fruitful results of his successful efforts. It was because of
his arduous efforts that we func-

We want every member of this
Detachment to feel that he plays
a vital role in The Meteor. We
shall welcome any and all sugges- chagrined when they found it imtions and criticisms and contribu- possible to get a* dance with that
tions, which can be presented
any member of the staff.

Major
lives

wiches'

who

had an equally successful civilian
life.
Throughout the period between wars he has held the re-

After Activating Unit

initiative

the crystal ball.

Technical Training Center No. 7,
Atlantic City, and since January
30 he has commanded our own detachment at Bowdoin.
Impressive as his military record has been, Major Griffin has

ed, on November 19, 1919, a com- sponsible position of Attorney-Exmission as captain in the Officers aminer for the powerful InterReserve Corps. Since that time he State Commerce Commission at
has been a consistent member of Washington. D. C. His duties as
Attorney-Examiner have been the
holding of hearings and investigaLeaves
Capt.
tions of matters relating to the
ICC.

they have organized and developed various social and recreational
facilities which wiH
lead
to
a

For the benefit of our friends
and neighbors in this community

Unit

two months, December, 1942, and
January, 1943, Major Griffin was
Advocate
at
Assistant
Judge

Following his discharge from
the service. Major Griffin accept-

the dance, quite an indispensible
element, were from around Brunswick, and many of them were, already familiar as hostesses at the
more closely knit organization. USO. Mrs. Young arranged to have
The .Meteor m the latest product them come to the dance, while Serof their fertile minds.
geant Stearns and Corporal Kay
We shall attempt to create provided the transportation.
Assisting at the dance with inamong the members of this Detachment a vital interest in their termission music were Private Birown activities, so that we may man. who played several selections
presently achieve the name of a On the piano, and Private Meakin,
little "West Point," which was the who led group singing on his acfervent hope of Captain Valmore. cordion.
While the soldiers and their
We shall disseminate news and
views of notable interest and some guests sang with the accompaniment of Meakin's accordion, renot so notable, some of the past
and frequently some glances into freshments consisting of sandarisen.

Of Army

training
various
summer
the
courses which have been held during the score or so years between
the First and Second World Wars.
This regular attendance, has enabled him to remain fully abreast
of the epic changes in military
science and tactics.
After the United States' entrance into the present war. he
was ordered to active duty as a
major in July, 1942. He reported
to the First District Headquarters of the Army Air Force Technical Training Command, where
he was made Raid Transportation
Officer of Basic Training Center
No. 7, Atlantic City. New Jersey,
in which capacity he served until
December, 1942. In the following

of

Air Force Technical Train-

ing Detachment Ho. 22 is a man
well suited to control the military
destinies of so many future officers. Mis training, both military
and civil, has simply qualified him
as the very person for such an

SfrAFF

Editor-in-Chief

Griffin Is

Comma nding
The

Remick Heads Dance
Committee Composed

Adjutant

THE

Major

DCTAOIJtlENt HOLDS

tlRST DANCE IN UNION

A.A.F.t.T.». H*. Vt

______

M

Jtmiamtm^
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trained opponent.

The program after May is, as
in something of a tentative
stage, but plans are being made for
yet,

continuing along much the same
lines as before. Among the summer's activities, there will be baseball, cross country running, tennis.

and swimming.
This latter sport will bo particularly interesting, including as it
does the entire military swimming
course; starting with instruction in
the fundamentals of swimming, it
will include life saving, swimming
in burning oil, underwater swimming, and even defense against

sharks.

The summer

athletic

activities

should be made considerably more
enjoyable by the introduction of
inter-sectional co petition and by
the formation of detachment baseball, track, and rifle teams. These,
it is hoped, will be able to compete
with
teams from surrounding
towns and with ether training
schools in "remote control" meets.
There are a good many other
plans for the summer that are still
in the process of development. For
example, Sergeant Mills has spoken of a rather extended camping
trip which may be taken at the end
of some twelve-week period. This
has been the subject of many and
Similarly,
is
problem of
some
time. Although Mai Berman contradictory rumors, but none
finding music for the band to play,
insists upon being a noh-conform- can
be taken seriously because^no
for the organization will have no
ist
on oblique movements by- official commitments have as yet
funds with which to purchase it.
marching off at right angles aU been made. The most to be learned
These and other difficulties must be
alone, his section keeps him in line ts thai we may be in for a pleasant
ironed out before any music can be
pretty well. Section Five is still surprise concerning the thirteenth
produced, but Tint believes that
working hard to keep on the bot- week. What this means is anythe band will be ready to perform
tom of the heap, but they have a body's guess.
within a month.
little competition on their hands if
Something more can be said of
All men interested in playing
they want to eat last; for Section
tentative plans, announced last
should, if they have not already Two is
a clos; second In
done so, report to Private Tint cidently Privates Fisher, Barorski, week, for a week-end similar to
room 3, Maine Hall. A preliminary and Prigoff are working hard for "Senior Week" at many colleges,
meeting to discuss plans will prob- Section Ten. There's nothing like or to "June Week" at Annapolis.
At this time, the public would be
ably be called soon, and all band refusing to wear dog tags to keep
invited to various drill exhibitions
the non-coms on their toes. It
musicians are urged to come.
and a dance would be held in the
makes them more observant. The
evening.
It is hoped that rooms
shining example of the week Was
may be procured in Brunswick for
set by Joe Chadwick's shoes. Serfamilies and friends of men in the
geant Stearns glanced at them
detachment. All in al>, the weekand recoiled hands shielding his
end should prove to be very coloreyes from the gtare. His praise:
ful and entertaining for everyone.
"Something to behold!" The secret
Pvt. Richard Barnett (section 3)
Considering these many plans
of Joe's success lies in his past exhas unfortunately been compelled
and
ideas by Sergeant Mills, it is
perience; he used to be a shoeclear that everything possible is linto be temporarily absent from our shine boy on Boa ton Common.
build bcth morale aod
Detachment. Because of a glandThe week has been a moat suc- ing done to
physical stamina in this detachular disturbance he has been con- cessful otie. New- heights have been
ment. The results, we may be sure,
fined to the Station Hospital, Fort attained, but there is still room for will prove worthy ff all the care
improvement. Even Henry AshWilliams, Portland, Maine. All men
devoted to our training and cf the
worth claims he sUB can improve
are urged to communicate with on his alleged thirty-nine push-ups. generosity of college officials who
him in order that his stay there Let's hope the rest of the detach- are giving so much to make it possible.
ment is equally Ambitious.
will be as plesant as possible.
j

BAIlNETT IN FORT
WILLIAMS HOSPITAL
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Big White Varsity Nine Has Golf And Tennis May
Start Work Next Week
Seven Games On Schedule
Mai Morrell and Bob

Mustard and
Cress

Miller, in

Baseball at Bowdoin is progress- Wine, pitcher; Hal Nectow, Ditch- charge of tennis and golf respecing very well under Coach Neil er; John Taussig, pitcher; Morris tively, expect to call the candidates
Mahoney. Candidates work out in Densmore, pitcher and utility; out sometime within the next week.
The program and schedules of
the cage every week day, but as Morton Page, catcher; Walt Finyet they have been concerned only nagan, utility; Bob Crozier. pitch- the golf and tennis teams are as
with infield and battery practice. er; Charlie Kehlenbach. catcher; yet undecided. Although candidates
have not been called out yet, it is
This, is due to the fact that it is Bob Frazer, first base; Bill Muir,
too dark in the cage to attempt catcher; A. Woodcock, outfield; expected that Bowdoin will particiDick pate in the state tournament for
batting or outfield practice. Out- R. C. Bourgois. first base;
This tournament is
Kingsley, both sports.
door practice will begin whenever O'Shea. outfield; S.
the field and weather conditions pitcher; Robert Simpson, second scheduled for May 1. The previous-

May
be

May

1

in training

men

there

in

BOB MILLER PRESENTS
SWIMMING EXHIBITION

the use of

The Club has been and is
one of the mast useful organizations to men contemplating a
With a very large audience in
future in the armed service^. At attendance. Bob Miller presented
present there are eleven men in the an exhibition of Bowdoin's Miliclub. These are; Richard Saville tary Swimming program on Thurs'44.
president
and coach. Bob day evening, April l,at 8.15. Ail
the

rifle.

still

secretary,
Brown
'45,
Donne Fischer
'44.

ClifT Travis

the divisions of the present class
in the exhibition. The
evening's program had as its purpose to show the public jthe value
of Military Swimming and also
exactly what it was. The exhibiAt the present time the club is tion was planned at the request of
looking for a range. They have President and Mrs. K. C. M. Sills.
hopes of getting the use of the Coach Miller explained the varitown range. When they do get a ous strokes and events that the
place to resume their shooting ac- boys did throughout the evening.
'45,

Martin took part

Smith '46, Rolfe Glover '46, Paul
Charak '46. Charles Carr '46, Everett Boothby '46, Don Maxson '45,
and Roger Adams '46.

they

tivities

will

welcome

new

members

not only from the student
body, but also from the members
of the Navy school and the Army
Air Corps Pre-meteorological
group.
"Although we have a large
enough group to carry on we can
get a "better priority on shells and;
a better chance of keeping the
range open longer if we have a
larger group," Dick Saville said
when questioned about the need for
new members. He explained, "We
use a target model rifle of about
the same weight as the regulation
army rifle, so that we get practice
on guns about equivalent to the
ones we will have to use later in
the army."

The highlight of the program
was the oil-burning in which the
entire class swam
through the
pool which had been ignited with
gasoline. A modification
of
the
breast-stroke is used in this event
and by using it the boys were able
to swim through the flaming gaso-

without injury. "Jap" Parsons
entered the pool alone and swam
through the gasoline.
He also
swam under the fire and then
came up through the flames.
The program, including all the
forty events which are taught in
line

)

the course, follows:

I

i

Cross Tank Drill
2 Swimming with Rifles
3 Walking with Rifles
1

probably

j

Alumni Fund

Jumping from high board

Clothing Swim
Life Saving Carry Races
Water Polo game
Surface Dives
Shark defease
Merry-go-round
11 Holds and breaks
5
6
7
8
9
10

12 Oil burning.

in College
coat
and
sped down the

my
I

by

my

j

|

I

paws

I

to

use

noses.

mechanical

my

tossed aside

faithful

sub-

Great

South Station bulletin boards In
Boston still report that "Train
Leaves From Track" which impressed him as something worth
knowing
The college chimes
and the Army bugler seem to b.-

doin, one or twna may be here
now, and more will attend college here in the future. Many of

.

.

.

these

worn

jdke.

.

RECENT
ens

that

Camp

the cry

Day speeches, and
Commencement parts. All of
these items are of interest per
se, and might prove of more
value should the writer develop
into another Peary, Longfellow,
Pierce, or a Hawthorne. It is
unfortunate that thus far no active effort has been made by the
college to acquire and save such
written work by undergraduates
that has been awarded the
praise of the college as distinctive work. If Bowdoin College
feels that the papers It awards
prizes to are really worthy of
such an honor, then Bowdoin
College should prove so by cherishing such papers in the bosom

the

•

j

.

.

.

!

the

ropes

is

hung against

the

We

wall.
tain the

didn't bother to ascerwhereabouts of the other.

cent ones ... It
fortunate
that

DEER

is

but just the 10
extremely un-

.

.

tude.

i

TAKES BOTH
War Bonds

|

.

and Taxes

.

To Win This

.

POMEROY'S
CANDY SHOP
!

HOME-MADE ICE CREAM
Fred N. Gibbs, Prop.

Always Top Quality

Bowling Bowl

1

pierre.

Steaks

Book Store
EASTER CARDS

NEW

Chops

7

LOT OF BLUEJACKET'S MANUALS

Diamonds

CLINTON

Maine Street

Brunswick

Student

Maine

ASK

T« *»'» rt *

ALL

CUMBERLAND
April 7-8

A

Shadow Of

.

Your

m

PRINTING
Wed.-Thurs.

Solicited

& SON

Brunswick, Mc.

St.

Patronar*

Yes, We're Interested In

Watchmaker and Jeweler
146

BANK
of Brunswick, Maine
Capital, $175,000
Total Resources $8,000,000

Clocks

BERRIE

S.

Street

FIRST NATIONAL

TONDREAU BROS.

=1
Watches

Dun lap

Telephone 4S1-M

College

W. CHANDLER

F.

War

.

Fancy Groceries

The

atti-
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ous Reporter! I took leave of
him reluctantly, watching him
climb back into his bottle, which
I left on the editor's desk, along
with three broken pencils, an
omelette, an Old Howard program, and the carcass of Robes-

own country"

.

.

.

j

in his
.

have

.

j

library.
Let's have no
of this "prophet without

April

is

much-coveted Hawthorne Prize.
"The main object." as stated by Moral: Why bother with morals?
Professor Means, "is to get the
Thirty-seven more days of
boys in general physical condition school in the 1942-43 schedule
and especially to make them have for those who will be here thirtygood coordination and timing. The seven more days
Nineteen
boys work either independently or more days of Calisthenics
262
in pairs. There are some poten- days to Christmas
tialities but no gymnasts in this
class."
G. Trowbridge Brown '45, MalCommenting further, the Pro- colm Chamberlain
'46.
Willis
fessor said, "They don't like drill; Cummings '46, F. Douglas Fenthey are better on muscular power wood '44, Fred Gregory '45, Ralph
than on skill.
They
have
the Griffin '44, George Hebb '45, Jim
nerve."
Higgins '44. Ted Irish '45, John
Since autumn, Means has lost Thomas Lord "44. Frank Oxnard
'45. Al Perry '44, Bob Porteous '46,
about 15 from his squad.
'45,
The men in the class now are: Leonard Sherman
Russell
Sweet' 44, Arthur Terrill '46.

j

honor

.

stories

.

its

more

is*

smaller because there are only 300
yet appeared which will clinch the
students in the college now.

.

of

DEATHLESS

of comic strip notoriety

Means began with a deathless
new class on April 5. They hope
V
to get out of doors
soon.
Keep
PLUG: Quill deadline
trying,
boys.
The groups are 12. HINT: No likely
Professor

these

written Ivy

newly equipped buck privates to
the recruits being examined has
Professor Thomas Means, in
changed from
"ROOKIE" to
charge of creating student gym
"You'll be Sorry"
STRESSING
instructors, reports that two new
A THEME: How about the Union
ropes have been added to the orselling war stamps? Nothing exnamentation in the gym. One of pensive,
of course,

was dead.

to

undergraduates in the
embryonic stage of renown have

Dev-

of

addition

In

prizes,

.

vistors to

report

personages

Hawthorne prize, the
and
Plummer prize,

Stanley

V

TO GYM EQUIPMENT

Bow-

prize, the

others.

much

laughing at the Professor's

outstanding

to

will distinguish themselves in college by winning such
prizes as the Brown Composition prize,
the Pray English

.

TWO ROPES ADDED

men have gone

have and

.

getting together these days, but

Merrow has

.

m-c
Union, just off Trafalgar Square.
THEN, searching the room
I paid the cabby and tipped him
a nickel. With a nod and a thoroughly, 1 found an old beer
bottle. Disappointed at not finding
friendly smile, he tossed an eightinch dirk at me as I shot off a clue to the identity oi the Mysthe
across the lawn. Pulling to a halt terious Reporter, I studied
vessel from every angle. Suddenjust outside the windows on th<?
lower floor, I looked cautiously ly, one of my dogs pointed to the
name
on
the*
bottle.
It
was
inside. On a table stood two glassSCHLITZ! Gad, the same name as
es, one large, one small. Entering
the room and applying my nostrils the Mysterious Reporter. I turned
to congratulate the beast, and as
to
the
glasses.
I
exclaimed.
"Frappe!" Robespierre, wagging he waved me aside with an "Elementary!" I grasped my machine
his tail, whispered
in
my ear, gun
'and put several hundred well"Mocha, made
with
Maxwell
aimed slugs through his bedy.
House." I reached down to shake
m-c
paws in congratulation, but he
DETERMINED now to solve
waved me aside, with an "Elementhe mystery. I rubbed the bottary, my dear sir!"
tle,
and suddenly from
the
m-c
mouth came forth a huge genie
BUT this was not what I had
with light brown hair. My faithcome after. Grasping in my
ful dogs bared their teeth to
hand my lone pitiful weapon, a
protect me and retreated under
sub-machine gun, I mounted the
a table, but I was unafraid. Constairs, closely followed
trolling the chattering
by my
of my
brave dogs, straining at the
teeth as best I could (the temleash backwards. Pausing at a
perature wa? below zero) I addoor labeled "Bowdoin Orient"
dressed the intruder peremptorily. "V-y-y-yes, s-sir?" Cowed by
I put my eye to
the keyhole.
my thundering tones and fierce
expression, the genie became
friendly and soon we .were calling each other by our first
names, Sherlock and Moigatroyd. Yes, it was the Mysteri-

—

the other hand,

know why)

had much experience with competi- the margin is so close I wonder
whether the result is planned or
tive swimming. He swam while in
no ... I actually forgot to turr
high school and was affiliated with
a Boys' Club in Nyack, N. Y. Bob in a VARIETY last issue (being
had much to say for Merrow*s abil- in a recuperative condition)
MAY have been the
ity as a swimmer* He commented 'which
upon the fact that if Merrow Ivere smartest move of the season
Watching Carl De Suze
on a larger college swim {earn
(Bowdoin
MAN MAKING
where he would have been required
GOOD) play up to Marjorie
to swim in only one or two events
Mills over radio station WBZ
per meet, he would have probably
reminded me of a D student
broken some records.

about lightly on my feet, feinting and Jabbing, hooking and
uppercutting mightily. Finally,
almost fainting from exhaustion,
at the terrific battle, I lo-nked
about to discover that the room
was empty. It was then that njy
faithful dogs entered, bounding
in joyfully, barking happily, surrounding me. Overjoyed at finding their master safe, they
jumped upon me and tore an
ear ofi". Touched at their affection, I reached over and patted
Robespierre on the head till he.

lodgings

icy steps, followed

On

THUMB - NAIL EDITORIAL:

resident at Atlantic City (You
reports that
the

er.

machine gun, which had become
jammed anyway, and danced

dogs, each playfully nipping at my
trousers in affectionate j-egard. I
took a hansom to the Moulton

—

4

my

donning
double-edged cap.

As a finale, a group of songs by
Paul Robeson were heard. The collection is called "Songs of Free
Men" men of Russia, Spain. Germany, and America.

[ Continued from Page i 1
services, from all quarters of the
globe. Many have also been received from members of the undergraduate classes, although they
are not being solicited.

weapons,

m-c
left

Phi Beta Kappa man ever to
become a swimming captain at
Bowdoin, is a fine potential diver;
spend two or three
if he could
hours a day practicing, which is
impossible at Bowdoin, he would
undoubtedly become a great divfirst

is

side the door,
Scorning to

ined to ascertain the identity of
this Mysterious Reporter,
I

.

.

.

but undaunted, I whistled to my
dogs, but they stood ranged out-

Having never read anything by
him and having never heard of
him, I concluded that he must
be a new reporter. One of my
dogs, yawning, exlaimed, "Amazing!" but I assured him that it
was elementary. I then determ-

Street,

.

SUMMER

Suddenly the door was opened
and I fell into the room. Alone,

Journalistic style of this Schlitz.

Heard again last night was the
tenor voice of Elliot Tozer '43, who
graduated in January, as the Simpson Sound System series presented
recordings of the January Burns
recital as well as disks made by
the Bowdoin College Chapel Choir.
The program was held in the Union lounge starting at 8.15.
The first half of the program
was devoted to songs by Robert
Burns and featured the voices of
Georgia Thomas, Elliot Tozer, and
Lloyd Knight '45, the same singers
heard in the January Burns recital.
Recordings of the Chapel Choir
made recently including "des Pres."
"O Domine Jesu" and "Balulalow,"
with Tozer as soloist were played.

.

.

Thayer

B.

Following the swimming exhibi- cent

because the University has
an ROTC and Colby is graduating
on May 1.
This

page, and
beheld a story under the by-line
or one Moigatroyd Schlitz,- '49
I read the article with avid interest, noting especially the fine

Tozer Recordings

Several freshmen asked with some concern after the resnow flurry i{ the snow finally cleared away during the
Thursday evening, the course of the month of May. Qui sait? as we say in French 2
varsity swimming team elected coSESSION will be
captains'for next season. The men, . . . According to rumor the
who were chosen to lead the team, so designed to give as many Professors vacations as possible.
are Ross E. Williams '44 and Adin Sounds logical. . . . Four undergraduates slept out in the open
R. Merrow '45.
Williams had had comparatively last Saturday night, and no casualties reported. What next .

By Crawford

tion last

He mentioned that the U. of
Maine and Colby hav? beon able
to keep their track squats intac!.

tastefully arranged

Concert Features

j

Bowdoin's rifle club has recently
been asked to send its spotting
telescope to Fort Meade for use

will

j

Home

Colby

two sports

Coach Jack Magee reports that
the track squad is confined to the
cage. The team is looking forward
to the track duels with Bates
April. Jack says that we nave the
power to hit hard despite the loss
of so many men to the armed ser-

Mermen

The only man left from the little experience in competitive swallowing goldfish? . . . Have you ever glanced at the vateam that functioned in the state swimming before coming to Bow- riety of ceilings in the library. Quite interesting. The second
meet last year is Hero Hanson, doin. While he has been here, howhigh jumper. Jack says that all ever, he has shown himself to be a floor ceiling might suggest a wind tunnel. . . .
the others are "new, green young- fine swimmer. Bob Miller, swimA former Bowdoin boy, now
sters."
ming coach, says of Williams, "The

m-c

made known next week.

Co-Captain

vices.

I read a few
articles,
commenting. "Superb!" "Splendid!"
Finally I allowed my eyes to
wander to the left side of the

The complete programs

1.

for these

RIFLE CLUB WILL GIVE

TELESCOPE TO ARMY

Upon unfolding my copy of the
Orient last week and settling
down by the fire with my faithful dogs ranged beside me, gnawing quietly at my ankles. I meditated upon this excellent newspaper. It was a fine sheet, I concluded, stroking back my iron
gray hair, and drawing heavily on
the
two-penny cheroot I had
picked up that morning at the tobacconist's. My Irish wolfhound,
Robespierre, growled in sympathy.

ly

Williams

Meets With Bates

m

the Mysterious
Reporter

announced schedules for these
sports have been cancelled due to
the travel restrictions which have
been issued by the government.
These schedules called for several
long trips which are nov impossible to make.
If there are enough men interested Bowdoin will undoubtedly
participate in the tournament on

The schedule has already base; A. Michelson, first base;
been arranged and consists of John Curtis, infield; Walt Donaseven games, three of which will hue, pitcher or outfield; Dick
be played away and the other four Donovan, first base; Gerald Nowon the home field. When the first lis outfield; Lloyd Knight, pitchwent out for candidates er; Newton Pendleton, pitcher;
call
about 35 men answered it; sev- Dick Field, shortstop; Dick JohnBud Sweet,
eral have since left college. There stone, second base;
allow.

are 29 men listed below, but there outfield; Bill Talcott, outfield.
The positions assigned above are
are several new men out whose
names do not appear on this list. only temporary and outdoor pracFollowing is a list of the candi- tice will probably change a good
dates:
many of them.
Nate Towne. second base; Joe
Schedule
Klannagan, pitcher or first base;
April 14
Bates
Home
A. C. Schmalz, pitcher; Robert M.
April 17
Maine
Home
April 19
Bates
Home
April 24
Colby
Away
April 27
Maine
Away
April 29
Bates
Away

By BUI Craigie
The Case of

VARIETY

And Merrow

Track Team Plans

Doubt

We have

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

STATIONERY

"BOY. THE HEAT AND WORK DOWN 1*
HERE ARE S0METHIN', AREN'T THEY?"

POSTERS

TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS

FRATERNITY FORMS
^"SPStf*

with

Teresa Wright

YOU CAN DEPEND ON
CHESTERFIELDS
Right Combination of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos to give

you a Milder Better Taste

-

April 9-10

Fri.-Sat.

The Desperados
Randolph Scott

i/«4 1.«i t

i

SMOKERS WHAT THEY WANT

4 Jfcil* I»»acu> <-»

*•*

.

COKES! IT'S 6000
FOR THE OLD
MORALE."

The RECORD OFFICE

— Telephone 3 —
Manager
The Orient

Printers of

also

Cartoon

Sun.-Mon.

April 11-12

Is

Down

with
-

Henry Travers

"That's

Town Taxi

also

Cartoon

Phone 1000

April 13-14

Tues.

Dixie

known

cigarette.

Glenn "Ford

News

News

THE CIGARETTE THAT GIVES
r

-

depend on this MILDER, BetterTasting cigarette
to give them more smoking pleasure.
Because it is made of the right combination of the
the world over as the cigarette that SATISFIES. You

Ask Us For Quotations

.

Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916

with

Cedric Hardwicke

can V buy a better

"WHAT LUCK.

Cartoon

JVlore and more smokers are swinging along
with Chesterfield because they know they can always

is

Printing

also

News

The Moon

world's best cigarette tobaccos, Chesterfield

And Other

Joseph Cotton

Dugan

with

James

Ellison - Lois
also

Andrews

Short Subjects

Wed.-Thur*.

Forever And

April 15-16

A Day

•OTTIED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA

MAINE STREET

i

COMPANY

IY

PLANTS, INC.
THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING
LEW1STON, MAINE
171

138

£l.'V

refreshment with every branch of the
service. It's the soldier's buy-word
wherever they gather . . . and they
get together where they can get
Coca-Cola. Distinctive, delicious taste.
Quality you can count on. Thirst-satisfaction plus refreshment. Any way you
look at it,— the only thing like
Coca-Cola is Coca-Cola, itself."

BRANN'S
BARBER SHOP

based on a real letter. 'Gimme
is the watchword for

a Coca-Cola'

PARK STREET

STATE SERIES OPENS
HERE SATURDAY

THE BOW

Commencement Program
'

This Year

Is Modified

NAVAL EXAMINATIONS YANG LECTURES ON
COME NEXT TUESDAY 'CHINA AND RUSSIA'

Frosh And Sophomore
Travel Curtailed, Brunswick's Accommoda- Marine Reservists
Will Also Take Tests
tions Crowded; Class Reunions Abandoned
Until Happier Days; Dates May 20-22
(Correction to this article and
farther information

The Commencement program

at

Bowdoin

this spring will

be held in considerably modified form from the familiar pattern
to which Seniors and Alumni and friends of the College have

about

the

V-l. Examination may be found
In "The Bowdoin Front").

The Navy V-l Qualifying Exam-

ination will be held next Tuesday,
April 20. All Naval Reservists,
V-l, who are in their four I h sereasons are many, the principal ones being the gov- mester of college or have completed more than four semesters,
ernment's desire to keep civilian travel to the minimum, and are required to tak? his examina
the town of Brunswick's inability to extend its usual hospital- tion. Marine Reservists in their

been accustomed in previous years.

The

Alumni

ity to

in the

freshmen and sophomore yea 135
will also be required to take th!s
examination. Bona fide pre-mediSaturday morning will be able to cal students in V-l may r.r may
attend.
not take this examination as t.iey
Some day the College is planning wish.
a grand Victory Commencement,
The Navy has the ioHcwing '.0
but naturally the plans for such a say about the examination:

form of accommodations.
Com-

The result will be that the
mencement program this year
be shortened, Alumni activities

will
will

be confined to one day, and class
reunions will be postponed until
happier days.
celebration must still be indefinite.
The College of course wants to
Since so many of the graduates
cooperate fully in the important re- of the College will not be able to
duction of civilian travel not con- be present, it is planned to broadnected with the war effort. Then cast an account of the War Comtoo. the town of Brunswick is the mencement, with possibily one or
site of a gigantic U.S. Naval Air two speeches at the time of the
Station, now under construction. luncheon. It is expected that beThis and other war activities in the tween 50 and 60 will get their Bowregion and on the campus have put doin degrees, although probably a
heavy pressure on room accommo considerable number of these will
dations and meal facilities both in! be unable to be present because of
the town and on the campus. The already being in the service.
Moulton Union dining room servThe Commencement exercises
ice, for example, has been taken; will be held as usual at 11 o'clock
over completely by the Army for in the First Parish Church. The
the 200 meteorology unit students Commencement luncheon will be
at Bowdoin. The expanding Arpjy served in the Gymnasium for such
and Navy program at the College alumni as may be present, for the
may cause the dormitories and fra- members of the graduating class
ternity houses to be filled to over- and their parents and for the memflowing by Commencement.
bers of the Society of Bowdoin
Therefore, with very real regret, Women.
the College is forced to suggest
The radio broadcast will be over
that only Alumni residing near station WGAN, at Portland, someBrunswick return for Commence- time between noon and 4 p.m. on
ment this year.
May 22, and it is hoped that it can
This is possibly the first time in be heard by Alumni living in New
The
its long history that the college England
and New York.
has not urged the Alumni to re- WGAN wavelength is 560.
turn for Commencement.
It is
The complete Commencement
hoped that graduates who can get program will be found elsewhere in
to Brunswick for the exercises on*i tn s issue of the ORIENT
i
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Robert Coffin Speaks About The
Underground In Belgium, trance

"The

qualifying

my

examination

a

summary of Dr. Y. C. Yang's first
public Tall man Lecture written
by Dr. Yang himself.)
The four principal factors in the
international life of mankind, at
least in the immediate postwar pe*
naming them in their
riod, will be
alphabetical order America, Britain, China and Russia. There is a
growing concensus of opinion that
these four nations will have to be
the main pillars for the construction of that new world order of
permanent peace and international
cooperation.

—

—

This is not said to describe a situation to flatter the people of these
four nations to make them feel
self-important, but rather said to
make them feel the weight of re-

sponsibiltiy of what and how much
depends upon their united effort
and whole-hearted cooperation.
Each of these four nations has
had an interesting history and all
edge of elementary mathematics, have made conspicuous contribuand aptitude for scientific and me- tions to world development. They
chanical work, including physics. are now called upon as a basic
No special preparation is required working unit to play a prominent

other than the
regular colleg?
work, including one yea -com .-e in
college mathematics and one vcttcourse in physics. All candidates,
i

I

Continued on Page

2

]

part in the next forward movement
of world history. Not only their
own destiny but the success of the
future of the world depends upon
their readiness to work "one for
all, and all for one" in the. interest
of the common welfare of all man-

Dean Nixon Speaks On

kind

Heritage Of Bowdoin

easily see

If

Following is the complete text
of the Dean's chapel address of last
Saturday:
A hundred years ago this was a
college of only a hundred and fifty
students and nine instructors. Our
buildings
were
Massachusetts,
Maine, and Winthrop* Halls, a
wooden Chapel-Library, and a
Cormrrons, now our carpenter's
shop. Our endowment was about
$100,000. In our twenty-four page
catalogue of that period appears
this list of Expenses:
Tuition
$24.00

Room
Board
Other expenses

wife?"

is

—wood,

10.00
45.00
10.00
lights,

we

look at a globe map we can
how these four nations

belt which almost
completely girdles the whole earth
around the most important area of
the land and the seas.

form a broad

As to Russia, it is in some re-'
spects the most interesting country
in the world. In geographical location it stands forth like a giant
straddling over two continents,
with one foot in Europe and the
other in Asia. In the realm of ideas
it is a nation which is now carry*
ing on one of the most interesting
and stupendous experiments in political science, economic theories
and social ideas. In the present
global war we all admire the
grand sweep of its huge scythe
which can mow down the onrush
of the hostile army and the powerful blows of her weighty hammer

washing, stationery, use of
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
The doctor gave him some mediSunday afternoon at 3 o'clock in
books and furniture
30.00
the Moulton Union, Robert Goffin cine to keep his wife during the
spoke in English and in French to flight, telling him that he was tak$119.00
a group cf students and townspeo- ing a grave responsibility in trav- Those were simple days.
ple about the "Underground and elling with her.
Yet a hundred years ago this colSabotage in Belgium and France."
"I tumbled clothes and other lege had graduated her Jacob AbNext Sunday at 3:00 p.m. in the
"I have lost everything in this things into my automobile and was bott, William Pitt Fessenden and
war." he said during his address, on my way in half an hour. I left Franklin Pierce, her Longfellow Moulton Union, Robert V. Schnabel
'44, baritone, will present a song
"home, job (I was a practicing behind paintings which would have and her Hawthorne.
recital. He will be accompanied by
criminal lawyer), pictures, books, paid for my living here for years,
Yet a hundred years ago this coland my very fine collection of but took all of my neckties. It is lege was fostering undergraduate Professor Frederic E. T. Tillotson.
Following is the program for the
just like a man," he commented.
swing records."
friendships between boys like DanPursued by the Blitzkrieg across iel Raynes Goodwin, William Hen- recital:
He published a paper in Belgium
I
before the war urging the people Belgium to Paris, here he hoped to ry Allen, Samuel Harris, John ApGiordano
Caro mio ben
to be alert against invasion. He rest his poor wife after her operPergolcsi
was, as a result of these anti-Ger- ation, but again he was forced to * Called "New College" and "North O Lasciate
II
man activities, placed on the list of flee at great risk to her life. When College" at various times.
Ruh
Schubert
Du
bist
die
the
had
Bordeaux
he
On
reached
finally
he
men to be eliminated.
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
Standchen (Serenade) .. Schubert
morning of May 11. Mrs. Goffin to struggle through mobs to the
III
was to have an operation for a se- consulate. He had serious trouble
*
"Ballad For Americans"
•
in obtaining a passport, but finally
rious illness.
'45 Killed While
Robinson
"Early that morning before the obtained one to New York. Since

SCHNABEL WILL
PRESENT RECITAL
.

Eaton

he has been on this side, he has
been connected with the under- Serving With AIMS.
ground in Europe and has traveled over the country lecturing and
Randolph Clay Eaton, twenty
I rose, went to the window and
peered from the curtain. I saw seeking aid for his countrymen at year old ambulance driver, was
instantly killed when a bomb exswarms of planes and parachutes home.
I
lilies.
in
France,
ploded
white
underground
beside him at a forward
"The
descending like huge
medical post on the Marcth Line.
knew that I must flee, but what of
[ Continued on Page i ]
sun had risen and after the sky
had begun to lighten," he explained. "I awoke to hear a great noise.

This occurred during the week of
March 29 when Montgomery's
Eighth Army broke through the

German

blame them? In the first place.
their days around here are num-

By Dick Hornberger
This
of the

is

the annual Alumni issue

ORIENT;

Bowdoin

this

,

makes a special
appear as much like a
newspaper as is possible, and to
put up a respectable front for the
iya who used to be here. In accordance with this policy, we have
been told that this column must
be respectable this week, on the
theory that most of the alumni
are respectable.

week

the paper

>

effort to

'

a*
Therrfore, although we don't
«ay desire to start a feud
ha the ORIENT, we'll be redlscuss
hut
Hun Rises. We haven't
real object!
to what was
I; wo Just doubt the truth of
U to some extoat. The opinion
of the writer was that there
h»vt>

—

more extra

—

1 toular
for the boys to

why
so
I

It is

little later-

what

activities do exist,
eswiplnlnril particularly that
la

\

bered; hi the second place, the
great majority of them are taking hurry-up science oourses and
other subjects which don't leave
them as much spare time as a
student in ordinary times would
have; hi the third place, what
possible sort of an organisation
could we have around here that
would command the desired Interest and yet be stable enough
to survive with members leaving every week or so for the
armed torees. As things stand
now, there is Just no percentage
in anyone being in any outside
activity. True, you can go out
for baseball or track. But, the
fun, or most of It, Is gone. The
trips to other colleges are impossible, people can't come from
far away to see the games, and
the teams are constantly being
broken up by the departure of
players. The same Is true of
everything else; the Otoe Club
has fallen by the wayside;
everything- else Is fading fast.

tatonst showa bythe fresh

vor

la so
eafly invisible.

as to he practlHell, osa you

mmmmmmm

s-r

Even
[

If

an

organization

Continued on Page 3
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stronghold. Eaton was attached, at the time of his death,
to a group of
forty
American
Field Service ambulances which
at the height of the Mareth battle
carried over twelve hundred casualties. All this in three days and
four nights, without respite.
Randolph Eaton was the son of

Comdr. and Mrs.
Charles
Francis Eaton of Carribean Court,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Born in
Brookline, Massachusetts, he received his education at Riverside
Military Academy in Georgia and
Bishop's College in Canada. Young
Eaton was in his first year at
Lt.

Bowdoin College, when he left to
enlist with the
American Field
Service, and a member of the Psi

Upsilon Fraternity.
According to the official Roster,
published April 1, 1943, there are
twelve names listed of former undergraduates at the institutions of
higher learning in the State of
Maine serving with the American
Field Service. Bates has no representative; Colby one;
Bowdoin
eight; and the University of Maine
three. Bowdoin men in the AFS
are as follows: Arthur M. P. Stratton '35. 3amuel K. Jacobs '38,
James A. Doubleday '41, Charles
P. Edwards, '41, Vance N. Bour'44, Peter McF. Clarke '44,
jailly
can

Randolph C. Eaton
ley C.

Maxim

'45.

'45.

and Brad-

IV

Joshua Fit de Battle ob Jericho
Burleigh arrangement
De Glory Road
Wolfe

V

My Love Rode By
Three For Jack

....

Galbreath

Weatherly

Coming Events
Fri. April 16

—

Chapel, Professor
P. M. Brown presiding. Robert
V. Schnabel '44 and Robert Duffee '46 will sing "Crucifixus" by
Stainer.
Representatives of the Departments of English of the four
Maine colleges will meet at the
College during the afternoon
and evening.
.
7.30 p.m. Moulton Union. Sewing for the Army unit stationed
at the college.
Sat. April 17 Chapel, Professor

—

Coffin.
2.00 p.m. Pickard Field. Baseball vs. Maine.

Sun. April 18—3.00 p.m. Moulton Union. The last of the current series of student recitals.
Robert Victor Schnabel '44 will
sing.

5 o'clock Chapel. The Reverend

Amos

Wilder, Professor of

New

Testament Interpretation at
Andover-Newton
Theological
Seminary. The choir will sing
"Since Christ Our Lord was
Srucified" by Schutz.
19 Chapel, The Reverend Charles M. Tubbs of
Grace Church, Bath.
4.00 p.m. Pickard Field. Base-

Mm. April

—

ball vs. Bates.
8.15 p.m. Moulton

Union.

sgz
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A

Tribute To Sills'
Twenty-five Years As President
—/

Chinese Want Help To
Government, Not Aid
To Communist Party
(Editor's note: Following

15,

Alumni Fund

will be three hours in leng.h. It
will be a measure of aptitude us
well as of attainment. Tne three
parts will test general scholastic
aptitude, aptitude for and knowl-

Incidentals

By Hugh Pendexter
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SUPPORT THE ALUMNI
^FVND DRIVE

Dr.

Charles Upson Clark will speak
on "Italy During the War."

Chairman Philbrick Reports More Than 1300 Alumni Have Contributed Over
Goals 2500 Contributors

And

$24,000;

$35,000

Again the Alumni of Bowdoin, numbering about 5,800, are demonstrating: in forceful fashion their loyalty to the College. Mr. Donald W. Philbrick 17, chairman of the Board of Directors of the Alumni Fund, has
announced that in this year's Fund Campaign, over 1300 contributors have at this writing given to the
Alumni Fund more than $24,000. This sum exceeds the total receipts of any previous entire campaign, excepting that of 1941-42

when

all

records were broken.
The Fund Directors have designated this Alumni Fund effort as a
tribute to President Sills' quartercentury as President of Bowdoin.
The objectives have been set as a
minimum of 2500 contributors ( 100
for each yea)* of an outstanding
presidency) and a dollar total of
$35,000, the income on an additional million dollars of endowment. An
unusual feature was a year-end appeal by the Chairman which gave
the campaign a $10,000 start.
Shortly after the turn of the year
the work of actual solicitation was

various needed College improvements, and Alumni Office expenses.
But the outstanding accomplishment Of recent years has been
the
establishment
of
Alumni

Fund Scholarships, open

to
applicants
for
admisbefore they enter college.
The long practice of Bowdoin was
to award scholarships only after a
minimum college residence of one
semester. The Alumni Fund Scholarships have met an urgent needthat of enabling entering freshmen
of demonstrated abilities to get
taken over by the fifty-one Class over that financial hurdle which
Agents, to whom credit must be has prevented so many worthy
from beginning college.
given for the encouraging results boys
Alumni Fund Scholarships have
obtained thus far.
The growth of the Alumni Fund been awarded to 32 freshmen and
and its importance in the affairs of five more have been accepted by
Bowdoin has been notable in recent students who will enter in June. It
years. Started as an avenue for the is hoped that, through the Alumni
relatively modest and generally un- Fund and the Fund Scholarships,
solicited gifts of grateful Alumni, Alumni may continue to render efthe Alumni Fund has become a fective assistance in bringing to
students
vital factor in balancing college ac- Bowdoin well-prepared
counts. From the handful of con- who might otherwise never experitributors in the beginning, the ros- ence a college career.
Chairman Philbrick stated that
ter of annual givers last year contained the names of 1875 Alumni. efforts of Fund Directors and Class
From the small, uncertain sums of Agents would be re-doubled in the
W. PHILBRICK '17, Chairman of the Board or Directors early days, the Alumni Fund last few weeks remaining before Cornyear brought to Bowdoin $28,000 of mencement or*, May 22. He is conof the Alumni Fund.
available income and is this year fident that at the Commencement
expected to produce $35,000, a sum luncheon he will "be able to prewhich the Directors hope will be sent President Sills tangible evihirkland
adequate to meet the ever-pressing dence of Alumni support, a tribute
financial problems of Bowdoin.
to his 25 years of distinguished
Jefferson's Birthday
Not only ttks the Alumni Fund service and a very real antidote
been able to meet and reduce oper-: for seme of the difficult problems
President
Sills
presided in
In celebration of Jefferson's ating costs of the college. It has of administration in these days of
Chapel on Monday last. He made 200th birthday, Professor Edward j-ajgg.. suppor t ed S he AU3MNJJ&, stress."
various announcements about com- IC. Kirkland. spoke in chapel Tuesing events such as the chapel pro- day noon on the subject, "Jeffergrams and the second Tallmah jsort and the American College."
lecture. He also made known to Professor Kirkland
pointed out
as pf April 9, 1943
the student body the fact that tthat among Jefferson's many conTotal
Number of
Members of
Bowdoin had not been accepted as tributions to American life, his
Contributions
known address Contributors
47
153
$ 1,321.00
an Army-iNavy school.
contribution to education was not Old Guard
310.00
5
14
r893
He referred to the statement the least.
323.00
13
24
made by Dean Nixon, in Chapel
"Jefferson's ideas in education
743.80
14
31
|gg5
Saturday, that "the continuity of iwere embodied in the University j^g^
580.50
16
32
the college must be kept going." of Virginia, which opened in 1825. 1897
386.00
8
35
The President stated that he knew These ideas were copied by other 1898
330.00
10
39
406.50
from experience that many stu- colleges and universities somewhat 1899
16
39
69.50
3
38
dents who have had some college belatedly, some of these ideas hav- 1900
10
1,165.00
38
education come back after wars. ing waited as long as 75 years to
J901
1.277.50
11
46
1902
,
The service closed with a short be accepted," Professor Kirkland
1.75125
20
1903
55
litany for the officials of this na- explained.
878.50
18
44
1904
tion and for the men in the serAmong Jefferson's many inno- 1905
426.50
14
53
vice.
256.00
14
61
vations was his introduction of the 1906
637.00
64
20
modern languages into the curric- 1907
397.50
26
1908
50
ulum. He also favored the teach478.00
22
75
ing of the sciences, even the, at 1909
739.00
23
1910
68
ihis time, new sciences of Geology.
489.00
22
78
1911
Botany, and Chemistry.
He fa- 11912
720.00
25
,
vored the teaching of sciences for 1913
18
1,051.00
83
utilitarian purposes. He also in- 1914
434.22
35
69
There will be a smoker for the troduced architecture and music 1915
244.50
71
14
,
members of the Masque and Gown. nto the course. For all his liber- 1916
1,284.00
65
106
on Thursday, April 22, at 7.30 p.m. alliim Jefferson felt, nevertheless, 1917
72.50
89
6
246.75
13
The place will be announced later that all educated men should be 1918
101
235.50
91
18
At the executive meeting .last able to read the great masters in 1919
•
410.50
1920
110
31
Monday, the following were elect- the original Latin and Greek.
70.00
6
1921
99
ed to the executive committee:
"Jefferson felt that
457.50
education 1922
40
145
Fenwood "44, Elliott '45, Irish '45, should be free," Professor Kirk- 1923
291.50
33
120
Sandquist '45, Wilder '45, Hirsh- land commented, "both
187.50
1924
113
20
in
the
'46.
ler '46. Law '46,
Littledale
417.00
34
155
lower financial sense and in the 1925
434.50
Olds '46, and Michaud '46. At the sense that
21
1926
154
the faculty and under270.50
1927
136
24
Thursday mceffhg these men will
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
190.00
1928
117
21
receive th?ir membership plaques
464.00
159
64
1929
and will assist in electing new offi207.75
151
25
1930
cers who will replace those being
279.00
35
1931
154
graduated.
265.90
1932
155
29
Plans will be discussed for the
231.60
1933
140
36
Masque and Gown summer proIN
283.00
46
1934
166
gram. It is hoped that a scheme
265.81
1935
160
36
similar to that used last summer
216.50
32
1936
172
Next Sunday's Chapel speaker 1937
23825
163
40
may be used, including towns peowill
be
the
Reverend
Amos
N.
219.22
177
34
1938
ple and perhaps men
from the
1939
42
339.42
185
Wilder of Andover-Newton Theoloarmy and navy units.
360.50
68
159
gical Seminary, prominent educa- 1940
1941
31
282.50
212
tor. The Rev. Wilder was born in
184
30
184.36
1895 in Madison, Wisconsin. He at- 1942
Medical
12
133.00
298
tended Oberlin College in Ohio in
Honorary
63
10
364.00
1913-15. Later he
received
his Misc.
2
125.00
IN
B.A. at Yale in 1920, his B.D., cum
laude, in 1924, and his Ph.D. in TOTALS
1328
$24,442.83
5592
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REV. WILDER WILL
SPEAK
CHAPEL

>

REV. PURDUE SPEAKS

SUNDAY CHAPEL

O. Purdue 1933.
He studied at Mansfield College,
Winter Street CongregaChurch of Bath spoke in Oxford, from 1921-23, and did
Chapel last Sunday. His sermon graduate work in the history of
dealt with Christianity and the religion at Yale and Harvard from
War. Stating that we are fighting 1928-30. He received his D.D.
to save the world from Godless- from Hamilton College in 1933. He
ness, he emphasized the fact that traveled in Europe, the Near East,
racial hatred and class prejudice and India in 1924-25.

The Reverend Joseph

of

the

tional

still

exist

.

among

the allied nations

one form or another. When
forget our prejudices and deeds
of the past, and begin to look to
the future with faith in the goodness and equality of men, this
world will become a better place
in which to live.
Peace will be
won only by liberty, and equality
through fraternity.
The Sunday Choir sang "Improperia," an antiphonal, by Palin

we

estrina.

He served with the A.F.S. in
1916-17, and later with the 2nd
Division of the 17th Field Artillery in France in 1917-19. He was
decorated with
the
Croix de
Guerre. He has written, among
other books, two volumes
of
poetry. Since 1933 he has held the
position of professor of New Testament interpretation at Andover-Newton Theological

Semin-

He is the brother of Thornton Wilder, noted author.

ary.
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DIRECTORS OF THE ALUMNI FUND
DONALD W. PHILBRICK
SCOTT

C

W. SIMPSON

'17,

Chairman

*0S

HENRY P. CHAPMAN, JR. 'SO
FRANK C. EVANS '10
I) WIGHT SAYWARD
16, Vice Chairman
JOHN W. TAHBELL "26
SEWARD J. MARSH '12, Secretary
ASHMEAD WHITE '12
PERLEY S. TURNER 'IB
HUNTINGTON BLATCHFORD *29
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ALUMNI FUND
CONTRIBUTIONS

j

I

!

In times such as these, times of
high living costs, heavy taxation,
War Bonds and Red Cross drives,
when the demands on individual incomes are more varied and heavier
than ever before, Alumni Fund
contributions also are more urgently needed than ever before.
Alumni Fund contributions are
important not only because they
are tangible evidence of continued
support of and loyalty to Bowdoin
College, but also because they form
the basis of defense against an attack which has long been directed
toward the small colleges of this
country, of which Bowdoin is an
outstanding representative. This
attack is organized for the purpose
of pushing the small college completely out of existence. It has not
succeeded as yet, but is very active at the present time, even
though Its supporters do not always work in the open. Not until
this attack has been stamped out
and proven absolutely unwarranted by actual facts and actions will
the safe future of small educational institutions be assured.

I

FRESHMAN

!

I

i

|

'

j

Address

—

,

.

-

Those who back this attack upon
the small colleges are of two kinds:
the university critics and the bureaucratic critics. The former have
have
when
time came
attack it.
long tried to push back the bachmind."
tion to the appointment of a
Mr. Goffin is a very large man,
elor's degree two years. President
Freshman .Dean and of a Place- tall, broad shouldered and heavy.
Hutchins of Chicago is at present
ment
Director;
He speaks with an accent, but is then surrendered to a defeat in
leading this fight.
His university
"The Council recommends that, easily understood. He is one of the which they did not collaborate with
has inaugurated this plan, and he
expects that others will soon fol-< in view of the increasing competi- most versatile men alive. He has the victors.
I believe that it will be
low. It is rather obvious that small tion for students and of the acute written books on jazz, cooking and
said again of the Belgians that in
colleges would be hard pressed if placement problems that will face wines, life of eels, life of spiders,
the
College
when
life
of
rats,
the
words
demobilization
life
of
of
Caesar. 'Of all the
Empress
Elizasuch a plan were established at a
large number of universities. Small begins, the College, as soon as it beth of Austria (in this book he Gauls the bravest are the Belcolleges would have to fold up is feasible to do so, should add to uncovered the fact that actress gians.' "
completely, drop to the status of its personnel two full-time execu- Elisa Landi is the granddaughter
jinipf colleges, or as a third alter- tives Whose respective duties will of 'the empress ) life of Carlot ta.
native, become part of a University, be contacting and interesting the Empress of Mexico, a criticism of
University
the first and last being exactly best possible candidates for en- the poetry of Rimbaud, and a book
what the university critics hope to trance into Bowdoin and the plac- explaining that the King of Beling of them to the best advant- gium was not a traitor in his suraccomplish.
NEW YORK
age after graduation."
render.
In addition to this form of atCASE SYSTEJf
This recommendation of the
"At least," Mr. Goffin asserted,
tack, many educators of our large
Three- Year Day
oumc
Council
is
an
extremely
"the
Belgium king surrendered and
timely
Four-Year Evenin g Coarse
institutions
contend
that
the
one,
and one which ought to be was kept prisoner and did not colCO- EDUCATIO NAL
teaching in small colleges is far inMember As»n. of American Law Schaol*
ferior to that of the unversities. carried into action as soon as pos- laborate as did Petain. Our resistCompletion of Two Yearn of College Work
The critics claim that small college sible. It deserves careful consid- ance was the strongest in Europe. with Good Grade* Required for Entrance
professors are the cast-offs of the eration and support by both the
lasted for 18 days defending
MORNING AND EVENING CLASSES
universities. In making this state- alumni and the college adminisFIRST YEAR CLASSES BEGIN
150 miles. The Dutch defended a
ment they purposely ignore teach- tration.
On June 14th and Sept. 37th, 194.1 and
country
of
similar
breadth for four
February 7th, 1944
Through the loyal efforts of the
ing functions, taking into account
only the products of research work. Director of Admissions, alumni, days. The French lost 300 miles in
-

possible,

if it

]

ically,

Russia was the

European Powers

to

Continued from Page

[
of the
into ex- regardless of the

first

come

in their plans. The American people are today fighting against totalitarianism, and with this before

realized.

•

t

field

started.

Much

in

a certain

received a wide, liberal education
which will help to prepare them
adequately for the amazingly varied
problems they will have to face
during the mature years of life.

The small

college

equipped institution

is

in

is

heard

today

much

the Dean doesn't require us to

worry about.

,

I

;

|

i

I

•

j

j

|

j

I

—

-

and its economic and social systems
do not appeal to the Chinese and

I

and

are.

that

all

will cooperate

cannot

fit into Chinese social conditions does not at all mean that

we

with

f

How

a 20-mile bridge

to build
... in

20 MINUTES

have" China

all

the United Nations, in

the two countries cannot be very
dose and very good friends and be
enthusiastic partners in working together for the promotion of social
justice and maintenance of perma-

-^

members
war and

of

Nature in a destructive

in

line out of service.

mood

can put mile- of telephone
• *

peace, whether

it is our next door
neighbor Russia, our old friend
England, or our best friend the
United States of America.

To bridge such gaps, while repairs are being: made, Bell
System men have devised special portable radio equipment.

An emergency

radio unit

is

rushed to each end of the

break and connected to the undamaged part of the line.
In a few minutes, a temporary radio bridge has been 9et

up and telephone

THE COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM
•

•

'

*

•

MAY

THURSDAY,
Meeting of the Trustees

The

in

of Bell System people

•

•

traffic is re-established.

Being prepared for emergencies

— part

is

of the

r-

part of the daily job
tre

mendou s

maintaining the lines of communication on the

task of

home

front.
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Massachusetts Hall at 2 p.m.

Baccalaureate Address by President

Sills in

the First

Parish Church, 5 p.m.

Meeting of the Overseers
i,

!

Massachusetts Hall at

in

•-..-.

8;15 p.m.

..-•

.

,

',

•

?

FRIDAY,

MAY

A$K

21

in

The annual meeting of the Phi Beta Kappa Society,
Alpha of Maine, in Hubbard Hall at 9 a.m.

The

Class

Day

Exercises under the Thorndike

Oak

°
*****"*

at

10:30 a.m.
"0//,

Out-door presentation of the Winter's Tale by the

Masque and Gown
weather the play

F0* AN ICi-COiO
COCA-COLA"

at 2 p.m. (In case of inclement

will be in

by mail 50 cents ffom F.

Memorial Hall.) Tickets
Gregory, Theta Delta

J.

tit

in

'

'WrV

Massa-

'

""*
\ £P^><
.

WW

Reception by the President and Mrs.

Sills at

HOME A80UT

Vkl WRITING

chusetts Hall at 3 p.m.

WISH

I

t

COl/tf

60 DOWN TO JH£

85 Federal

CORNER FOR A SOKE
WITH THE GANG",

of

Informal gathering of the families of the graduating class
in the

Moulton Union

at

8:30 p.m.

MAY

SATURDAY,

A-

22

;;

Meeting of the Alumni Council
9a.m,

Hubbard Hall

at

Annual meeting of the General Alumni Association
the Alumni Room, Hubbard Hall at 10 a.m.

in

The

Commencement

Exercises

in

in

the

Church

home, even a general
Africa recalled happy moments
with ice-cold Coca-Cola. There's
something about Coca-Cola. Ever
notice how you associate it with hop*
in

at

py moments? There's that delicious
you don't find this side of
Coca-Cola, itself. It's a chummy

taste

Followed by the Commencement Dinner in the

Gym-

nasium, for alumni, their families, graduates and

of the War.

their parents, the Society of

drink that people like right-out-ofthe-bottle. Yes siree, the only thing

i

like

do

guests of the college.

well to realize that such job place-

cast over station
OmtrM«(Mt

be

tu Aauiu*m SacMf

o/

^^

"In his letter

11:00 a.m.

the best ment is part of its responsibility
America to as a democratic, self-sustaining

BaTAMBMHMM

too

it's

|

Chi.

large-scale governmental planning

provide this broad education. This institution.

when

trouble to worry about anything

of

Meeting of the Directors oj the Altcmm Fund

about

would

guess

]

for the return of service men to
jobs immediately following the end

Bowdoin

safe

fairly

|

For Anther information address

—

have specialized

a

is

cau: so

college

"The test will be of the objec1917 tive type with questions similar to
the samples given below.* These
samples should be studied, especially the directions, so that the
understand the
candidate will
form of the test. In answering the
The present situation with re- questions the candidate is advised
gard to Sino-Russian relations is to work steadily and as rapidly as
can without sacrificing accurathat Russia is sympathetic with j^he
and helpful to China, but is not at cy. Each question should be taken
war with Japan. China is glad to in order. Skipping around wastes
have the Russian aid and support time. If a question seems toft difficult the candidate should" go on
but, at the same time, the Chinese
The test is
government has made it perfectly to the next one.
pitched so that the average candiclear that it must be help to the
will answer correctly about
date
National government and not support to the Communist party. With half of the questions. .No candiRussia China wants to be friends, date should expect to be able to
answer every question correctly.
but as to Communism the Kuomin"Answers to the questions are
tang stands definitely opposed to it.
to be indicated on a separate anFor China the accepted funda- jswer sheet. A special pencil will
mental basis for national recon- be provided for marking
the anstruction is definitely and clearly swer
sheet. A candidate will mark
outlined in the "San Min Chu I," the answer
sheet to show which of
i.e. Dr. Sun Yat Sen's Three Printhe answers listed for a given
ciples of the People, which is the
question he selects as the correct
China version of a government of one by blackening with a heavy
the people, by the people and for solid line the space
between the
the people, expressed perhaps in pair of lines under the
number of
more concrete terms. Any political the correct answer."
system of government which per* Sample
problems may
be
mits exclusive group control, any
found on the top floor of Massaeconomic order which takes in less
chusetts Hall and in the library.
than the welfare of the people as a
—
—
whole, or any social order which i
permits class domination is against nent peace in the world, which we
hope and trust will be the case.
the principle of the people.
In the words of Generalissimo
But the fact that Soviet ideology
Chiang Kai-shek with "all that we

The Soviet Revolution

seven days and the Poles last 500 Registrar Fordham
Law School
miles in 18 days. The Belgians
2S3 Broadway, New York
fought as long as they could and

the Council is just as important
them, they should be ever on the as the first. The Dean for many
alert against such thinking in their years has done a marvelous job,
own government. Economic plan- on his own time, of placing Bowners have always used the educa- doin men following their graduational facilities of their countries tion. Placement, like admissions,
to further their own ends, and can be handled most efficiently
should they hold complete control only by a full-tune executive. The
in this country, the small college as War and its effects on those who
an independent, free thinking in- will eventually be demobilized
stitution would be thrown out im- from service make the creation of
a college placement service more
mediately.
The modern world, more than of a necessity than ever before.
ever before, is in need of men and The establishment of such a posiwomen equipped with a broad edu- tion in a number of other colleges
cation men and women who may has
already
been successfully

of study, but only after they have

time

a

semester

this

Street after the Play.

The second recommendation

It

the other.

which blasted to pieces the old
Tsarist regime in its own country
,was an explosion of which the repercussions were felt throughout
the whole world, China included.

We

undergraduates, and friends of the
College, Bowdoin has fared well in
the keen competition of interesting students in college education
during these uncertain days. But
the position of director of admissions is not a full-time job, and
not until it is made a full-time job
will the greatest possible success
in this field of contacting prospective Bowdoin students be fully

less.

that most of us are very happy
to be rid ;>f outside activities in

1

,

<

are those
economic planners who believe that
lower unit costs can be obtained
only in large universities, and
hence, small colleges should be
abandoned. Like all men of their
type, they have become obsessed
with the idea of overall governmental planning as a panacea for
the ills of the world, and education
has quite naturally found a place

ing to get less and less fun from
extra-cvrriciilarism, and it will
become more and more point-

tensive contact with China and was they are pursuing, take the sanio
the first to enter into treaty rela- test. Any candidate who has a
tions with her.
However, up to reasonable expectancy of completvery recently the Russian problem ing his college course in good
was to China largely one involving academic standing should be able
territorial
conflicts
and adjust- to qualify on this test. It is a test
ments; culturally, it had made no to be taken in stride rather than a
impression and exerted no influ- terminal test covering a prescribed
ence upon China, either one way or course of study.

SCHOOL OF LAW

critics

differ-

s-r

time

Fordham

The bureaucratic

makes no

—

.

.

r

Front

formal, to see that the program of Life" in Memorial Hall, Friday. their
classification.
Professor
study of a Harvard student is April 20, 8:15 in the evening.
Kendrick feels that no preparation
We With only the sofaball season other than a brief review of matheither coherent or broad
are asking the restoration of Harematics and physics is necessary
left, the Sigma Nus are leading in
vard College to its rightful place
for this examination. The rest of
the Ives Cup standing.
in Harvard University."
the tests are aptitude tests, and
President Sills will be in Boscannot be studied for very well
Those who would abolish the
ton on April 26. where
he will beforehand.
About 40 men will
small college do not always receive
speak before the Boston Chamber
take this examination, Professor
widespread publicity of their plans.
Commerce on "The College and Kendrick estimates.
Many prefer to work quietly un- of
the Modern Business Man."
derground, insidiously eating away
Professor Kendrick
announces
Delta Kappa Epsilon won the that as yet he has received
at the foundations of our small
no
Swimming meet word concerning the results of the
colleges. They cannot be adequate- Interfraternity
ly
dealt with
until
they are held on Thursday evening, with a V-12, A-12 examinations,
but
brought out into the open and total of 24 points. Theta Delta hopes 1o have that information
Chi and Beta Theta Pi were tied soon.
courageously challenged.
for second place with a score of
Bowdoin's future depends almost
R. E. Glover, III '46. E. C. Reid,
17 each.
entirely upon the support of its
:Jr. '46, and L. J. Ward '46 have
alumni alumni who value their
left college, called
by selective
type of college education so highly
service.
that they willingly do everything in Goffin Lecture
Bob Bassinette writes that . a
their power to assure its mainnumber of Bowdoin men in the
tenance. Alumni Fund contribuArmy Air Forces are now study[ Qonunurd from Pane i ]
tions are the tangible, financial
Belgium, and therest of Europe is ing at Syracuse University - in
proof of this support. Such contri- really
one organization," he ex- New York. They are Bramley,
butions, not especially large, but
plained. "The escape of General Baker, Cook, Braechi, Clark, Dofrom each and every alumnus in Giraud from Germany proved
that lan, and Bassinette.
proportion to his ability to give, are conclusively,,
for the British knew
From
Warrenton,
Virginia,
the lifeblood of this college. But of his
escape the day it was made Doug Carmichael writes that the
perhaps
even more important, and radioed to him that
he could following Bowdoin men are studythese contributions will provide find
refuge in the underground of ing in the Signal
Corps there:
psychological backing for all small all countries.
His escape required Don and Bob Cross, Dick Gardner,
colleges, a strong and forthright
cooperation 6f the various units Charles Farley, Deane Cushing,
defense against those who would which could
only be obtained by Roy Wiggin. Charles Bacon, and
destroy an indispensable part of groups
having constant contact Jeff Carre.
cur eriucat ional system.
with one another."
Ray Boucher, from the Army
He showed the audience a copy Air Forces base at Kearns, Utah.
DEAN;
of the Belgium Underground news- where are stationed Bob ShanaPLACEMENT DIRECTOR
paper "La Libre Belgique." This han and Ed Taylor, reports that
paper was founded in 1915 and "Bowdoin Calisthenics were murAt the midwinter meeting of caused the Germans
much embar- der compared to the child's play
the Alumni Council of Bowdoin
rassment during the last war. we have out here."
College, held on January 25, 1943,
Edith Cavel was shot for her activthe following vote was unanimousities with this paper. Mr. Goffin
ly, passed:
delivered these papers throughout
"Recognizing and appreciating Belgium in the last war. During Kirkland's
doepry the sterling achievements this one he carries them throughof the Director of Admissions and out America and tells the story of
{'Continued front Page i ]
of the Dean In interesting promis- the heroes who die in its making.
have intellectual!
ing students in Bowdoin and in In this war its editor in chief is graduates should
freedom."
placing them well after gradua- Peter Pan. It publicizes the doing
He gained independence for the
tion work they have carried on of the underground.
faculty by giving the men life
in addition to their regular du"The Gestapo is not only the tenure of office. He gave the unties;
German secret police, it is also the dergraduates the freedom of elec"Considering the active, organ- love department. The Gestapo
tive, and endeavored to place stuized SDlicftation of prospective stu- seeks out possible fifth
columnists dent discipline, in the hands of the
dents on the part of other colleges, and uses them," Mr. Goffin said.
undergraduates as
individuals,
as reported to the Council
by
In one instance they found a and, when this failed, in the hands
afumni taking part in the Council
lieutenant who was deeply in debt of the local authorities rather
program of tKtys for Bowdoin;'
and by paying off his debt they than in the hands of the faculty.
"Sensing the wisdom of prepar- wrung from him piecemeal the
"One of Jefferson's greatest
ation for the problems of place- plans for one of the principal Belment certain to face the College gian forts. Having the plans they contributions to education was his
spiritual one," the professor conafter the War;
built a duplicate- in
Poland fcr tinued. "He had and gave to his
"Remembering that the Govern- their parachutists to practice on followers an intense dislike for all
ing Boards and the Administra- so that they knew the whole fort
forms of tyranny over the human
tion
given serious considerathe
to
.

Continued from Page

it's

ence to you or anyone else whether it can be done or not. It would
l Continued from Page i ]
appear that this indifference and
defy the war and keep going, it
lack of interest is the cause of the
looks from here as if its members
disinclination among the students
interested
being
have a hard time
for being extra-curricular boys. If
The theory behind my there were
in it.
any interest, things
theory is that, as conditions now
would not be as they are, and it
are in college, the average student
seems unlikely to us that Hoffmuch prefers to spend his spare
man's "sending and
receiving
time at the flicks, or doing anysets." which probably are hard to
enjoyable,
he finds
thing that
come -by anyhow, or anything else
rather than participating in somewould rouse any of us from our
has little or no chance

which can crack the steel front
pushed against her, yet we must
say perhaps that we know more of
the movements of her troops than
Professor Nathaniel C. Kendrick the thoughts which are passing
has received notification that the through her mind.
In the society of nations,' particNavy V-l Qualifying Examination will bo given between the ularly in the Far East, she was
hours of 9.00-11.00 a.m. and 2.00- once a militant aggressor, wearing
4.15 p.m. on Tuesday, April 20. no mask, and making no secret of thing which
Marine Reservists will be required her ambitions for territorial expan- of survival. All this, of course, is lethargy.
to take only those parts of the sion, but now she has put herself just one person's opinion, and it
examination coming from 9.00 to forth as a crusader against imper- will undoubtedly be called "deBy the
9.45 a.m. and from 2.00 to 3.15 p. ialism, and an apostle of a new featism," or some such thing. Well,
m. All Marines, however, are political gospel.
what if it is? Why try to perpeistrongly encouraged to try those
To China, this Russia is her next
parts of the examination not re- door neighbor. Between them runs
quired. What they do of the non- the longest common boundary of V-l Examinations
required work will in no way be any two nations in the world, over
held against them, and may aid in 5,000 miles in total length. Histor-

Student Council presented four
Bowdoin College will have the
years ago. Said this report in part: unique pleasure of hearing Lord
"Harvard is not fulfilling its func- Edward John Dunsany, the wellThere known Irish author and dramatist,
tions as a liberal college
is no attempt, systematic or in- deliver a
talk on "The Arts and
.

Business Manager
Richard L. Saville '44

[

ends and the next one rolls*
around, there will be-absolutely
nothing in the way of outside
di versions. This may be a rather
rash statement, but it certainly can't be too far from wrong.
As time goes on, ferJV»ws are go-

uate something just to show that

Sun Rises

Yang Lecture

Bowdoin

15 Years Ago

consider carefully the main
theme of a report of the Harvard
to

Philip H.
II.

The

the graduate treasurers of the
the regular four-year period folchapter house corporations to conlowing
high
preparatory
and
sider the fuel situation and make
school; the weight put upon replans for other important matters
search rather than teaching; the
in connection with the life of the
neglect of the individual student.
chapter houses next year.

Established 1871

James

an incontrovertible fact which
the American people must fully 25 Years Ago
realize. It is an established actuality which they must defend with
has
reap1
Wilson
President
every weapon at their disposal. pointed Dean Sills a member of
Universities do not provide this lib- Board of Visitors to the Annapolis
eral education so well as small colNaval Academy.
leges for several reasons: specialThursday evening there was a
ized rather than general education
office
of
in the Dean's
meeting
in the last two or three years of
is

The

WGAN.
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Coca-Cola

is

Coca-Cola,

itself."

Bowdoin Women, and

proceedings will be broad-

•OTTU0 UNOOt AUTHOHrTY OF Tr*

COCACOU COMPANY

IY

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS,
171

PARK STREET

INC.

LEWISTON. MAINE

THE BOWDOIN
RECORD OF THE WEEK

Mustard and

The Music

Cress

Department

nounces that the Record of the
Is the "Brandeaborg ConIn G Major" by Bock, as
recorded by the Philadelphia
Orchestra, Leopold
Stokowsfky
conducting. This may be found
in Album No. 1. This work will
be played by the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Koussevitsky
conducting, on Saturday at 8.15
p.m. over Station U'.IZ.
Also recommended is "Serenade for Strings" by Tschaithe ConfcowakA, recorded by
cerhjeboww Orchestra, Mengelberg conducting. Album No. 122.
This serenade will be performed
by the Philadelphia Orchestra,
Eugene Ormandy conducting, on
Friday over Station
a*

By Bill Cralgie
The College is getting ready
its second summer session. In

for
or-

to facilitate
enormous
its
task of preparing for the many
(we hope) freshmen entering this

der*

summer, Mustard and Cress

feels

that it should help the college in
preparing a schedule of courses,
with thumbnail descriptions of
some of them. This will enable
the incoming freshman to choose
quickly the courses best fitted to
make him happy and to teach him
what he needs to know in his brief
stay at Bowdoin. Accordingly, we
present our Syllabus of Courses.

m-c
Knglish 1-2. This course con*Nt* of reading ami writing.
The 'rithmcUc has bee* dropped
becaume of the war. One reads
sack classics as "Of Human
Bondage" and tire Boston Herald

when

the professor Isn't looking,
dpi oiling of professors, one eaa>
expect to find anyone teaching
this course. The only one who
hasn't tatken a crack at it yet

Yacht Club Races At

Club,

rep-

Professor. Vang,
and it Is
that they're dickering

mored

—

French

3-4.

m-c
The majority

of

I

Both the winner and runner-up
this Sunday's races will automatically be invited co dllenl on
May 16 the Boston D'hghy Club

in

Intercollegiate Challenge

Cup

re-

gatta in the Charter liiver Ras-.n,
sponsored by the Nautical Association of MIT.

Bowdoin will be competing this
week-end against wring team,;
from Boston College. Holy Cross,
Middlebury, Rhode Island State,
and Worcester Tech.
no truth in the rumor that
Flunker Brown fails everyone in

is

the course. Three years ago, one
fellow dropped it and got away
he with nothing more than a S7.50

conversation carried on in this
course Is in English, ont *ary to
popular notion. It is usually onfined, to interrogations as io the
place in the book ani answers
thereto. Other languages practiced
are Esperanlo. Eskimo, and Canuck, which is a polyglot Knttie

composed of a few swear words
and a Charles Boyer accent. There

fine.

m-c
Tallman Course. This
course c on sists of lectures by
foreign professors and dignitaries on their particular countries.

The

j

This year it is concerned with
China, and chopsticks and long
silk robes are the costume worn
by the students. The password,
necessary for entering the class,

"Chung Mci Yung Hae." pronounced "Chung Mei Ynng Hao."

is

We

rater to Fraternity

House needs

PHILGAS

does the cook-

ing best

RrunswickHardwareCo.

DO YOU DIG

collegians join the colors, leaving
houses,
some 2,500 fraternity
valued at $80,000,000, vacant on

125 campuses.

A

war committee

special

of the
Confer-

National kUerfraternity

I

ence, headed by Cecil J. Wilkinson
executive secreof Washington,
tary of Phi Gamma Delta, is developing ways and means to insure the continuity of the functioning of the fraternities so long
as any men are available for un-

Idergraduate membership.
The navy has announced and
the army has indicated that they

have no objection to enlisted
are sent to college for

joining
specialized training
these soldier and
ternities. In
sailor students the college Greeks
expect to find sufficient membership recruits to carry on at least

fra-

Cambridge Sunday
The Bowdoin- Yacht

whose

fraternity,

The ranks of the undergraduate
men are
Greek- letter society
rapidly becoming decimated as the

men who

with him for the summer,

coarse in the science of ambiguity. There are fncmded hi the
course three (8) weekly hoors
of laboratory work Students
should not let the first two (2)
syllables of the word laboratory
bother them, as most comfortable conches are provided for
those overcome with exhaustion
from picking up slide rules,
moving stools, and attempting to
remember the Phenogle factor.
Sleeping groups are closely supervised hy the three laboratory
assistants, VYinken, Bllnkci, and
Nod, and the rest of the Slumber-Bums.

college

pattern has been woven into the
fabric of American education for
118 years, is girding its loins to
meet the terrific dislocation of a
'nation at total war.

will

resented by Skippers Frank Oxnard '45 and Len Sherman '45, aid
crew member j Bill Moody '16 and
Bob Conkwright 1C>, will compete
m-c
this Sunday far the New Eng
Sociology 1-2. This is a well- land Dinghy Champrr.ship of tho
known course dealing with man Associate Members of the Naand society, in which one learns tional Intercollegiate Yacht Racs'jch facts as
(ll
Mr. Korson ing Association, at Cdinbridgo.
comes from Philadelphia, (2) It's Mass.
The winner of this regatta will
a great little town. (3) He went
1
to Yale Graduate School, which is then be eligible to comp.';. in ;ho
located in New Haven, Conn., (4) New England Dinghy Championship of the National Intercolle
He roomed with a Finn.
giate Yacht Racing Association.
m-c
to be held at New London. Conn
Physics 1-2, an elementary
May 1 and 2.
ru

The

WOR

t.Jh pun.
Saturday, April 17, at 2.00
p.m. over Statin* WJZ the Metropolitan Opera Company will
present "Le Nozze d! Flfaro."

Nine Opens Against Bates;
Meets Maine Saturday

S.

I).

Face Many Problems

Week
certo

hi

Fraternities Of

an-

Calisthenics 1-2. This is not an
elective. It consists of rope climbgood boxing,
ing, ten rounds of
and cussing the instructors. These
muscle-bound Behemoths, smiling
and pleasant, hail the dawn with a

a chapter cadre.

.

During the First World War an
order was issued by a subordinate
in the War Department declaring
that fraternity life and military
discipline were not compatible in
those colleges where the student
army training corps operated. The
National Interfraternity Conference appealed to Secretary of War
Newton D. Baker, a former president of his own college fraternity,
who countermanded the original
life
edict, enabling fraternity
to

Chapel Choir Will Sing

VARIETY

At Bath This Sunday

By Crawford* B. Thayer

.....

BOWDOIN ON THE AIR

;

will present the first seriThis Sunday the Chapel Choir is
1
on
ously written student radio script over
to fa now Us annual custom of
Adding a tussle with the local Naval Air Station's talent- singing in the Winter Street Conwhen the story of the "Lafayette Hoax" is to be dramatized.
ed squad to their crowded schedule, Bowdoin's Big White ball- gregational church in Bath. The
will be the Colchoir, though smaller than usual, Paul H. Eames, Jr. wrote the story which
men opened their 1943 season against the Bates Bobcats in will carry on its custom. There
lege's first venture into dramatic radio presentation since the
will be 14 numbers sung, a number
a practice game on Pickard Field yesterday.
of them antiphonally. The music Bourjaily-Cratgie fiasco (no insult intended) last year around
to be sung is:
Hampered by frigid weather up this tentative batting order:
Ivy. The recently submitted script is one indication that the
Purcell
which had kept the team in the
Johnstone, s.b.; Pendleton or Thou Khowest Lord
Schutz Bowdoin on the Air programs (brain chrJd of Vance Bourjaily
cage until Thursday, Coach Neil Densmore, l.f.; Frazer. sjs.; Taus- Since Christ Our Lord
Mahoney's men were put to the:r sig, f.b.; Finnagan, c.f.; Flanna- Now Let Every Tongue Adore
have come of age. Such feature programs
Thee
J. S. Bach and Len Tennyson)
first real batting and fielding lest gan or Stimpson, t.b.; Talcott, r.f.;
Hark the Vesper Hymn is
in Wednesday's opener. Although catcher, pitcher.
>as the recent successful commemoration program in honor of
Stealing
the squad was on the field every
The Black Bear and the Colby
Longfellow will be followed (on July 6) with a
Robert V. Schnabel. soloist
Henry
day for the last week, it was tjo Mule, the latter with only three
Crucifixus
Lotti
cold to permit hard hitting ov all- losses, are not suffering
from as
The Production Department
to Hawthorne.
Diffusa Est Gratia
Nanino program
out pitching. The melting nijht serious depletions as
the
Polar
Go to Dark' Gethsemane
Noble
frost oozed up through the turf
is eager for other student written scripts with both
Bears and the Bates Bobcats.
AUelulia Christ is Risen
during the day leaving it muddy Maine's ROTC and Colby's
for.Kopolyoff Bowdoin and a national significance. .
and slow. It was up to grounds- tunate semester timing has left
Improperia
Pales trina
keeper Ernie Atkins to decide those clubs with flocks
of letterDomine Jesu
Des Pres
The S.P.C.A. ought to do something
whether Wednesday's game could men. The first meeting with Colby
Jesu Dulcis
Da Vittoria
about the rough treatment
be played. There was a strong is next Saturday.
I saw a female (I hesitate to
Salvation Belongeth to our
Craigie's dogs got in a recent
possibility of putting it off till tosay Lady) la mat Mg ctty south
Wednesday's newly scheduled
Tchesnikov
Lord
"Mustard and Cress"
day or tomorrow.
Portland recently who had on
of
contest with the Naval Air StaFilii et Filiae
Leisring
(To
For the opener, Coach Mahoney tion will see the boys against a
a bow tie and badly w rinkled STRICTLY
Laudamus
Owen stockings. The presumptuousnesa N.H.U.) "Lady, Be Good!"
.
announced the following tentative squad
which
includes several
Professor Tillotson will conduct
The p o 1 i s h e d-apple-of-the-week
assume
women
who
lineup:
suck
of
smart ballplayers, according to as always.
goes to the student who said some
sacred masculine dress before
Pitchers: Chan Schmaltz, Lloyd the omnipresent Harry Schulman.
time back), "There are no atheists
they can keep their own stockKnight, Bob Crozier, Morris Dens- This new game brings the schedin the gym during examination peings from bagging at the knees
more; First base: John Taussig; ule up to eight contests in two
riod"
The lack of any sem'Bowdoin
Air'
.
i» sometimes humorous
Second base: Dick Johnstone; and a half weeks.
War blance to religious services for the
sometimes disgusting.
Third base: Joe Flannagan or Bob
The White mound staff includes
soldiers at Bowdoin puts them in
the
being
sold
in
stamps
are
now
Panel Discussion
Simpson; Shortstop: Bob Frazier; no one who stands
head and
a spiritual bracket even lower than
Unsen. So far I have Invented la
Left field: Newton Pendleton or shoulders
above the rest, so Neil
two ten cent ones.
A brtef the. regular Bowdoin students ocMorris Densmore; Center field: expected
Tuesday evening, April 13, from chat with some of the premeteor- cupy. Imagine.
to test several in yesterBilly Talcott; Right field:. Waller
day's curtain raiser.
A similar 8.00-8.30, "Bowdoin on the Air" ologioal boys revealed that the
V
Finnagan; Catcher: Billy Muir, situation exists
at the other end presented a „ rather unusual proFORGET: There
LEST
Morton Page, Charlie Kehlenbach. of the battery and several back- gram. This program was an inter- Army boys' glee club has taken
initial steps. The gathering la
hare been no repereusskMis from
Looking over the batting divi- stops were to get the nod yester- collegiate panel discussion on the
chapel Sunday was the first sign
hut "Variety's" suggestion that
sion, Mahoney is figuring on some day. A glance
at the tentative topic of "Planning the Post-War
of what may develop into- an outthe College collect aad preserve
long pokes from Flannigan, Taus- lineup shows that the left field and World."
Representatives
from standing choral group. This
the student written essays, pasig, Finnagan, and Johnstone. Dick third base slots are still
to
be Bates, Tufts, and Maine discussed
group, I understand, is not to be
pers, aad speeches to which it acJohnstone, only veteran of last nailed down. Due to the brevity the topic along with Al Perry from
Judged by the marching seags
cords special honor. Now that the
spring's varsity which was locked of the season, Mahoney said that Bowdoin. Norman
Richards
B.
which ring across campus.
library has done so well with rein a four-way tie for
the state rapid choices of the
served
announcer
best
men
as
and chairman
lighting Its roams at night perV
crown, is feeling much improved would be necessary.
of the panel. Colby was also inThat huge smoke-ring-blower haps "THEY" won't mind If I
and is hoping to connect.
He 'expressed himself pleased vited to participate, but the direcsuggest that such a collection
With a game coming up with with the hustling spirit of the men tor of debate found it impossible sign in Boston which advertises a
and preservation campaign would
Maine Saturday, Neil has drawn who have been out now since the to do so. The delegates from the popular, brand of cigarettes (No
fall, probably. Into their departsecond week in March. He pointed other schools were: Bates Traf- plugs gratis!! has undergone a
ment.
FINAL EXAMINAchange of face. Formerly a soldier,
to the following reserves as like- ton Mendall; Maine —Stanley RudTIONS are over one month from
the versatile butt fiend is now a
Victor Borg.
ly prospects: in the outfield, Bud man; and Tufts
today! "Yes, Jack" Magee could
sailor. ... A May 7, 1918 headSweet, Bill Mclntire, Dick Means,
line
in
ORIENT said. offer n am e valuable advice about
the
Walt Donahue, Alan Woodcock;
extra effort in the last lap at this
"R.O.T.C. Firing Squad Assists At
infield, Dick Bonney; pitchers, Ted
point. As one dlstingished teachFlag Raising," which impresses me
Hersey, Sam Kinsley, Hal Nectow.
er has repeatedly said, "Always
Heard again last night was the
as one way to get a flag up.
Mahoney intimitated that the
finish with a strong ending!"
.
tenor voice of Elliot Tozer '4'.team
might
be
whipped
into
betwho graduated in January as the
Simpson Sound System series pre- ter shape than might be expected.
Dr. Charles Upson Clatk will
sented recordings of the January- In the meantime, he is looking for speak on "Italy's Problems" on
Burns recital as well as disks "one good, hot day" during which April 19 in the Moulton Ur.on.
made by the Bowdoin College he says, "I could find out a lot
During the last war Dr. C'nrk
more about them."
Following is a list of the musiChapel Choir. The program was
spent 15 months U Eii:t.-p? in «.ur
cal selections to be heard by the
held in the Union lounge starting
Military Intelligei;?. He has lecCollege in the next few weeks:
at 8.15.
War's impact on American edutured at the Univer.viv oi tjenoa
April 16- Duet from Crucifixion
The first half of the program
and as far off as Krdt'SMt*! in Bes- cation is strong enough but noth- by Stainer- "Forgive them, ^or
ing like the problems of education
was devoted to songs by Robert
sarabia. In 1940 he lectured in
they
know not what they do"
in
bleeding
Russia.
According
to
of
voices
Burns and featured the
Bucharest. Dr. Clark speaks five
Robert Schnabel and Robert DufGeorgia Thomas, Elliot Tozer, and
President Kenneth C. C. Sills languages
French,
German, a report recently received in fee.
Washington from V. P. Potemkin,
Lloyd Knight '45, the same singers will be the speaker at the patriot- Spanish. Italian, and Rumanian.
18- Since Christ Our
April
heard in the January Burns re- ic service to be held on Sunday,
commissar of education, Russia
In 1916 Dr. Clark went to Rome
Lord Was Crucified by Heinrich
the Chapel April 18, in the Old North Church,
cital. Recordings of
as director of the American Scdool has kept interference to a miniincluding Boston. It is to be a service celeChoir made recently
Schutz
Sunday
Choir.
of Classical Studies;
he volun- mum amid actual combat.
"des Pres." "O Domine Jesu~ and brating Patriot's Day, April 19.
April 23- The Holy City by
Most schools maintained schedteered the day we
entered the
"Balulalow", with Tozer as soloist The setting of the service is apwar, spent several montvu on the ules.
In districts
temporarily Weatherley Lloyd Knight.
were played.
propriate because of the part that
Italian and Balkans fronts and at seized by Njzis, the majority of
April 25—O Fihi et Filiae, AlAs a finale, a group of songs by the Old North Church played in the close of the war was estabchildren were evacuated deep in- leluia,
Christ
Is
Risen Andre
Paul Robeson were heard. The the early history of our nation. lishing a coun^e.'-esp^o
pro- to the rear
'.af c
in
good
time.
Since
The
church
is
now
known
as
"Songs
collection is called
of Free
Kopolyoff Sunday Choir.
ject in Macedonia with a complete
Men" men of Russia, Spain, Ger- Christ's Church. President Sills catalogue of U,ie officers in the numerous school buildings are
April
Violin
and Organ
30—
will speak on "Christian Co-operamany, and America.
Greek army already compMed. re- used for war purposes, schools Music Peter Mason and John
tion or Selfish Isolation."
cording their sympathies and affi- frequently operate in two or three MacMorran.
President Sills also spoke last liations.
shifts.
night to the Portland Bowdoin
Dean's Chapel Talk
As territory is freed, schools
Since we have had recoct talks
Club.
are
restored. In the Moscow reon India and Russia, Dr. Clark
gion, for example.
908 of 926
[ Continued from Page i ]
prefers to talk on the Italian probnew classes of Freshmen on and
wrecked schools were fully re-es- HOT DOGS
plet on. Samuel Clement Fessenden,
on goes that relationship between lems. Being a strong sup;x rtor ~t tablished by last May. Nor
is
Cyrus Hamlin, Amos Morrell, Hen- past and present,
BOTTLED BEER
and a relation- the classics, Dr. Clark says That there a
teacher shortage in the
ry Boynton Smith, Charles Horace
ship that grow richer and more he will enjoy speaking on this
Upton, George Melville Weston,
ITALIAN SANDWICHES
USSR. This is largely due to
prized as the decades pass.
topic because it will ena'Y ? nim tc timely evacuation of teachers in
Peleg Whitman Chandler, Alonzo
You boys joyously occupying put in
Garcelon, Fordyce Barker, Charles
a word for the classics.
invaded parts to new locations.
those
comfortably
upholstered
Phone
328-M for delivery
Alexander Savage, Lorenzo D.
New crops of teachers' college
Sweat, George Woods, and John A. benches very likely feel that you
graduates are helping to keep up
Andrews, boys who were to become are Bowdoin College. Very likely
the supply.
eminent lawyers, doctors, theolog- you regard most of the alumni as
Maine Street
beings somewhat alien. Yet a few
ians, journalists, railway and university presidents, judges, govern- months ago or years from now, you
will insensibly find yourselves beBrunswick
Maine
ors, congressmen. Those were simple days, but they were great days, longing to that group of theirs and
wondering, perhaps, why the undertoo.
graduates of that day fail fully to
As one grows older in service at realize that you are as much Bowan institution as this, he becomes doin men as they.
more and more aware of its conAmong the most satisfying
tinuity. He sees things in perspecthings that a small college can ofof Brunswick, Maine
tive. Important though we of the
fer for a lifetime to all its memCapital, $175,000
local college community may feel bers should be these three:
Total Resources $3,000,000
a real and justified sense of
ourselves to be at any one moment,
Student Patronage Solicited

WGAN

.

In the current conflict the college Greeks

hope

men

to initiate

who have

not yet
reached the
draft age, as well as those who
are barred from military service
by physical disability. They expect
also to draw members' from the
ranks of the pre-medicals,
the
pre-engineers and the pre-dentals.
The fraternity leaders believe
that the problem of the vast real
estate holdings will be solved in
many instances by the leasing of
the houses by the armed forces
through the colleges and universi-

W.

.

(Hmmm!)

.

O

In the state of Arizona
the
legislature has passed an emergency bill authorizing the governor and the secretary of state to
lend from funds received from the
sale or lease of university timber
lands to fraternities owning real
estate at the University of Arizona
a sufficient sum to retire the

mortgages on

ter men have been killed in action
and many have won citations for

gallantry.

•

'

The national

fraternities

have

purchasers of war
Several have donated am-

heavy

been
bonds.

Many undergraduate
have
volunteered
as
groups as blood donors.
bulances.

chapters

.
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April 14-15
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CONCERT FEATURES
T0ZER RECORDINGS

CLARK WILL LECTURE
ON ITALY'S PROBLEMS
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CHAPEL MUSIC

EDUCATION PROBLEMS

SILLS WILL SPEAK
IN BOSTON SUNDAY
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MIKE'S PLACE

—

BE 100%
WITH YOUR

Town Taxi

FIRST NATIONAL

Phone 1000

far

more important is that long
alumni whose loyalty or dis-

a solidarity of friendliness and

line of

Forever And

A Day

with
Brian Aheme - Ida Lupins
Robert Cummlngs Charles Laughton Herbert Marshall
also

News

Short Subjects

or both, have given us of
the present such a variety of legacies. Those well-known names of
which we furtively or boldly are
tinction,

many

proud,

much

of these

of our large

buildings,

endowment and

scholarship funds, constant help in
the placement of new classes of
April 1«-17

Fri.-Sat.

Hangmen

Also Die

with
Brian Donlevy -

m

and afwhich each year bring us graduates she got and the sort of
alumni they became. In peace or

Seniors, family traditions,
fections

helpfulness,

a close personal pride
the
achievements of feUow-members alive and dead.
A small college which is also both
old and fortunate can offer these
three satisfactions in
peculiar
measure. Bowdoin was not always
old, but in many vital respects she
was always fortunate, especially
fortunate in the sort of under

war that heritage

Walter Breiuian
akltBJh
BfW

News

Cartoon

Sun.-Mon.

April 18-19

POMEROY'S

to you,

and you to

CANDY SHOP

7

-

M

Short Subject

April 20

A Stranger In Town
-

PRINTING
We have

had long experience tn
producing for Bowdoin men:

STATIONERY

Duamp

The

Jean Rogers

POSTERS

TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS

FRATERNITY FORMS

Street

And Other

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

Wed.

.

NEW

How's About

.

Book Store
EASTER CARDS
College

••pti-CoJo Company, lone Island City ,N.Y. oonfedlocottybyFroocWtadBomert

Andrews

Sisters

-

LOT OF BLUEJACKETS MANUALS

April 21

It
Robert Paige

F.

Fruiters of

mrdstn

l»l«

The Orient

W. CHANDLER & SON

MSSSMtttkSkSkSSSMSSMMMH

Blended front choice Kentucky hurleys,
burns
Sir Waker Raleigh is extra mild
with a delightful arunia all its own
Try "the quality pipe tobacco of America.'
cool

—

—

SIR

BRANN'S
BARBER SHOP
188

warn

mother— all he does is sit there
and smoke his Sir Walter Raleigh!"

hut

— Telephone S —

also

Short Subjects

"

The RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Nlvea,

with

Prank Morgan

ALL Your

it.

Telephone 431 -M

Fred MaeMurray
i»

Yes, We're Interested In

i

HOME-MADE ICE CREAM
KusscB

in part belongs

Bowling Bowl

Flying For Freedom
Rosaline

.

(

BANK

Wed.-Thurs.

.

.

.

PERSONAL:

O

RUSSIA HAS GREAT

ties.

Already some of the Greek
lodges have been taken over by
the army and navy. It is expected
that between $9 and $12 per
month will be paid as room rent
for each man billeted in a fraternity house. Such compensation
would enable the house-owning
corporations to meet their carrying charges and
preserve
their
holdings until normal college life
is resumed after the end of the
war.

May

.

.

continue.

such real estate.
The loans, secured by first mortgages, bear 3 per cent interest,
right,
cheery
"Al-1-1
Fo-o-our
one more." and are to be repaid before 1970.
Laps.'", and a "Just
Of the approximately 900.000
There have been no deaths as yet
from the exercises, but several are living college fraternity men, it is
expected daily. However, this is estimated by Chairman Wilkinson
of the war committee that more
war.
than 135,000 are in the armed
forces. More than 500 Greek-let-

ITT

THREE

ORIEflfT

MAINE STREET

WALTER

RALEIGH
PIPI

TOIACCO

Smokes as sweet as

it

smells

UNK
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-
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—

!
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A.A.F.T.T.D. No. 22
MEN URGED TO WRITE Captain Cantwell Takes Personal
Interest In His Men's Welfare
DETACHMENT SONG

The Meteor
A.A.F.T.T.D. No. 22

Commanding Officer
Major Charles W. Griffin

With the
music

Adjutant
Captain Jute* F. Cantwell

coming

in the air.

post needs

this

of

spring,

Upon

the sug-

is

Mills,

The adjutant of an army post, ate
when he is also Public ing

life was an Indianapolis buildcontractor, has held a reserve
Chemical Warfare, Sup- commission since the last war.
ply, and Personnel Officer, spends and re-entered active service a
most of his time on heavy admin- few months after Pearl Harbor.
istrative work. But in spite of all In World War I he saw overseas
these official duties Captain James service as an artillery officer with

Arthur Jaffe
Editors

John B. Dexter
Wilson F. Moseley

Managing Editors
Elliot B. Doft
David R. Hastings

a detachment

.

Moseley, Maine
of May.

10,

before

the

individual personal problems.

first

Feature Editors
Arthur N. Berry
Charles J. Wilson
Arthur H. White

Captain

who

Cantwell,

in priv-

Exams Held

Physical

MILITARY SWIMMING

M. N. Cikins

College Loans Ground
Behind Coe Infirmary
For Cultivation

especially
Relations.

what

song. All men are urged to submit songs which will be used as a
detachment refrain. The best of
all received will be published and F. Cantwell, adjutant of the A»r
Technical Training Dethe author introduced to "Tin Pan Force
tachment at Bowdoin College, has
Alley."
gone on to take a great personal
All sections are urged to con- interest in the welfare cf the men
coct a song for its section, which stationed under him. He has sponcould be published for all men to sored many extra-curricula activilearn and admire. Please submit ties, and has often lent fatherly
your songs to Private Wilson F. advice to soldiers troubled with

THE STAFF
Editor-in-Chief

AwocUto

is

gestion of Sergeant

the 84th Division, after receiving
his training in the field artillery
"School of Fire" at Fort Sill,
Oklahoma. When recalled to active duty, the Captain attended an
Air Corps "Officer Refresher"
course at Miami, Florida.

Upon completion
O. T.

Miami

of the

Captain Cantwell was put

S.,

DETACHMENT BAND HAS
FIRST PRACTICE UNDER

DETACHMENT PLANS
VICTORY GARDEN

in command of a Headquarters
outfit at the Army Air Corps base
in Atlantic City, iNew Jersey. He
remained there for several months
until recently transferred to the

Following a recommendation received from the Headquarters of
the First District Army Air Force
Technical Training Command at
Greensboro, North Carolina, officers and men of this detachment
have begun plans for a victory
garden to be cultivated during the
summer by men on the post. Direction of the undertaking, to be
conducted on an entirely voluntary basis, has been assigned to
the
Mess Council, headed by
Joseph Hughes of Section 1.

Plans

Made by Mess

K5UIDE OF LT.

Last Sunday evening, the newborn detachment band held

its first rehearsal on the top
and thus was brought into being what should prove to be one of the
most important institutions on the post. The rehearsal, hampered by the absence of several
musicians and by the lack of instruments for some others who
were present, was sufficiently successful to give high hopes
Plans Announced For

floor of

Adams

Hall,

for its future development.

Competitive Sports
Athletic Council Will

Council

training detachment here at BowAlready,
the committee has
Administer
Williams
doin College. While the Captain done a great deal to get work Unwas at Atlantic City, the rest of der way, having obtained the use Details
Men of this detachment will the Cantwell family packed be- of 16,000 square feet of land for
Miller,
have taken another, step on the longings and joined him. His offi- the garden. This plot is located
Sergeant Mills, the detachment
road to their commissions when cial residence is still at that base, behind the Coe Infirmary and has
Coach,
athletic director, has recently anthey complete the physical exami- and his youngest daughter will be been loaned by the College for the
nounced the plans for competitive
Instructor
Will
nations now being given at Fcrt married there this Saturday. An- garden. It is expected that anand intra-section sports in the fuWilliams. On Thursdays and Fri- other daughter attends Hollins other plot, also near the campus,
ture. Heavy emphasis is placed on
April 1, men have College in Virginia from wh'ch may be obtained soon.
Last week an addition was days, beginning
competition, and especially comshe expects to be graduated this
where
Fort
been
taken
to
the
According to present plans of petition in which everyone may
made to our physical training
spring.
they have been given the examithe committee, work should
be participate.
program, military swimming. Each
At his present station here at
week for the rest of the year one nation required of all officer can- Bowdoin, the Captain has been started this week, the plowing beThe organization of this prois
didates. By April 16,
it
exing completed by Saturday. The gram will
section from each flight will rebe in the hands of
most
impressed by the wonderful land will then be ready for plantpected that all men will have been
ceive instruction in the pool. The
Major Griffin, Captain Cantwell,
cooperation given to the "army ing by
examined.
MayJ,
detachment is unusually fortunate
Sergeant Mills, and an Athletic
people"
by
the
college
students
This physical examination is of
in having as its instructor BowCouncil made up from the stuand faculty and the people of The Time Problem
don's swimming coach, Bob Miller particular importance, since it is Brunswick. In particular,
In order to distribute work dent body. There will be ten men
he mena former Olympic coach, inci- the last of its kind that is to be
tioned the women who donate two evenly, the garden will probably in this council, one from each secdentally. Coach Miller has made given before the men receive comnights a week to sew for the be divided into ten small plots, tion, whose duties will be to assist
swimming his business for a good missions, although there will probeach in the care ,of one section. and advise the athletic departsoldiers.
many years. If you ever get the ably be a Jlnal check-up before mentary "I cannot be too compli- By this means, it is expected that ment in the formation and develin commending one and
chance, corner him and get him to completion of the training course. all for
the unselfish and efficient very little time will have to be opment of the announced plans.
tell you some of his experiences of
Despite the fact that it is the manner in which the ladies have spent by individuals.
rough outline of the plan is
his "barnstorming" days when life- most complete and searching excome forward to meet a pressing
Lack of a great deal of spare as follows: Each flight will have
saving methods were just begin- amination given by
Army, need week after week. Tiiey are time is, of course, an important two leagues; that is Flight
the
may
ning to be intelligently handled. many men with physical defects thus carrying
out a task which problem for all men interested, in be divided into an A league and a
"Bob" is a favorite on the campus, such as poor eyes were passed, men have long
come to expect the gardening project, and Cap- B league, whereas Flight B may
for he has a personality that just owing to the nature of the duties
from the womenfolk, whether tain Cantwell emphasizes that all be divided into a C league and a
can't be beat. His assistants are required Of meteorologists.
few mother, wife, or sister."
league. This division will apply
labor is to be purely voluntary.
capable instructors, too; some of were designated for limited servThe Captain's aim is to make All men interested in devoting to all sports included in the prothem are members of the Bow- ice only. The important question
some time to the victory garden gram, so that each section will
doin swimming team.
With a of whether any men from this unit the Bowdoin College meteorology
were asked last week to volun- have two teams for each sport,
crew like that to- show us the will be discharged as a result of detachment a crackerjack outfitone which enjoys a first-rate rep- teer, and from reports turned in one team for each league in its
ropes, we should
consider our- this examination cannot yet be
own particular flight. The sports
utation: He is more than confi- thus far by section leaders, it apselves lucky soldiers.
answered, for no official notice has dent
which have been included thus far
that the men under him have pears that the idea has been enThe first week in the pool was been given.
are touch football, soccer, softthusiastically
received.
Several
the stuff to fulfill this ambition.
spent on the basic operations of
On the whole, men in this group
sections, notably 1, 2, 5, 7, and 10, ball, and hardball, although later
swimming: breathing, timing, and were found to be in unusually
have volunteered almost to a man, on tennis may be added, and even
coordination.
The flutter-kick, good condition compared with
while a large percentage of men obstacle teams which will comrhythmic breathing, frog kick, other army units; there were, so
from the other sections signified, pete for the fastest time over the
push-off from the side of the pool, far as is known, no serious deobstacle course which is to be
their willingness to help.
bobbing off bottom, floating, scull- fects, either physical or mental, to
built.
Since its. beginnings at Bowdoin,
The possibility that time for
ing, kicking across tank, etc., all be found among
The plan by which these teams
the men who the detachment has been periodic- work on
the
garden
might
be
were part of the course. These all have been examined thus far.
will play each other is a continually beset with a common and re- taken from the regular gym perilead to more complicated things.
ous
one with winners playing each
current
malady:
rumoritis.
Each
examination
od was suggested by the GreensThe results of the
The only complete stroke that was will go on service recoras and week comes to an end in a welter boro
other and losers playing each
communication when
It
other. Since one section will be
taught was the resting backfollow the men throughout their of surreptitious "communications" stated: "On posts where facilities
stroke, although- the fundamentals
army careers. After discharge the and "reports" from what are for physical training activities are swimming every week, f6r a good
of the crawl were included at the
many months to come, only four
records will be sent to the Adju- laughingly referred to as "usual- limited Commanding Officers may,
end of the week. Later, the things tant General's office in Washing- ly well-informed sources."
sections will be played at a time,
at their discretion, deem gardenthat are being handled now will be
and
it should not be difficult to
ing
suitable
the
Enlisted
a
activity
men especially have a
in meeting
ton and will be kept until
used in such things as swimming
work out a system whereby the
peculiar susceptibility to this di- the time requirement ..." This
official death of every man.
under water, in burning oil, in
teams will be paired off and finals
sease. And it is even rumored possibility appeared doubtful last
shark infested waters, or in water
and semi-finals held. The stand(oops!) that some members of the week, however, although definite
where depth charges are being
Non-swimmers are probably the detachment have been known to plans had not been made, and it is ings of the teams in the leagues
dropped. Methods of jumping from luckiest of all in that they get originate these reports, which, in likely that time for the work will I will be determined by a point sysSomeone will the course of their circulation, un- have to be taken solely from the tem, arranged so that the winners
a ship will be taught along with special attention.
the trick like making water-wings swear on a stack of dictionaries dergo such drastic revisions that free time of the volunteers.
of semi-finals and finals will receive jnore points than the winout of a shirt, undressing in the that he just can't kick across the finally even the miscreant no longPatriotic Motive
water, breaking a strangle hold in tank on his back. Coach Miller er recognizes them and thus beners of ordinary games. Standings
The time spent on this project will be published as often as poscase of attack by a drowning mart, will step up with something like comes a victim of his own folly.
will
be
by
no
means
wasted,
for
this: "Lie on your back, hands at
sible, and it is expected that some
and bobbing across a stream with
In order, therefore, to insure a victory gardens by both civilians
the side, body out straight. Now
more tranquil peace of mind at the and service men are of the utmost rather expert combinations of
a rifle. Obviously the various life- relax! Kick easily
from
the
players will be produced by the
saving methods including artifi- thighs." And lo and behold, the Saturday noon meal, to say noth- importance to the nation's food resulting interest. Later still, if
ing of the rest of the week, The supply. Products grown in the
all progresses well,
cial respiration will be stressed. amazed swimmer
the athletic
himself Meteor is hereby instituting
finds
what garden will be used in the Moulperiod may be changed so that in(See if you can't get Bob to in- moving through the water! Bob it believes will be a great public, ton
Union dining hall for detach- tra-ftight games may be held
and
clude as a part of the curriculum has a knack for making things or rather pre-meteorological, serv- men mess and will thus cut down
the championship of the detachice: a rumor clinic, an
in on the amount
some of his stories about his Pul- easy.
of food taken from ment determined.
week of military swimminiature, so to speak.
commercial
sources.
This
patriotic
motor experiences
laughs guar- ming is really something to look
The secene of these activities
The local balloons of hot air set motive is pointed out in the rec- will
be Pickard Field, the college
anteed.)
forward to.
aloft by enterprising young hope- ommendation from Headquarters
athletic grounds which we usually
fuls will be exploded and you will when it states the desire to show
be furnished with the cold, im-j the public that "officers and enmutable facts. If, therefore, you listed men, in addition to their food." Needless to say, participaare being kept awake nights by military duties and to the extent tion in this program will help a
great deal to create a favorable
fanciful myths and prophecies, and of available facilities,
are doing
want the facts tracked down, see their share to increase food pro- opinion of the detachment among
Heading the list
That guy should have known
Private A. H. White, Maine 3, or duction as well as conserving citizens of Brunswick.
Of "Joes" this week.
He was being an ...
Private M. N. Cikins, Winthrop 25.
Is quite a character,
But it hasn't recurred,
The current best-seller rumors
So to speak.
So let it pass.
to be exploded you will find directly below.

ADDED TO PROGRAM

At Fort

Help To

Of Program

ELAN VITAL
Two months after its birth, in
February of this year, si^ns nv.e
begun to a ppear which suggest
that the AAFTTD No. 22 is comCertain auspir.ous
ing of age.
stirrings within the ranks during
the last weeks indicate that our
detachment is well on the way to

becoming something more than a
mere military detachment—on the
way to becoming a real unit with
a character and a personally all
its

own.

h few
of the recent hapnenings on the

One has only

to consider

post to realize that

some

sort

•

f

Thee is
is taking place.
the founding of the detachment
band, for example, and the organization of a glee club; there is the
dance held in Moulton Union a
week ago, and then there is the
founding of the "Meteor." These
and many other activities on the
post are indications of a new
spirit that has come over the dechange

tachment,

something

we might

have called "school spirit," back in
civilian days, and which now masquerades under the official title
"morale." It is evidenced In
small ways, such as in the
we sing on the march, hi
the rivalry for excellence on the
drill field, and in Uje way we
greet each other on Maine Street.
One of the most striking examples of this new "esprit de
corps" that has begun to prevade
our ranks is to be found in Section 5, winners of last week's drill
competition in Flight A. For four
weeks, this section stood last in
chow line; for four weeks it was
the "dumb squad" of the flight;
but last Saturday, under the
leadership of Paul Furgatch, this
same section treated the rest of
the flight to a really fine demonstration of precision marching and
came out ahead of all the rest.
What was the reason for this?. It
was merely the determination of
every man in section 5 to see his
outfit come out on top, where he
knew it deserved to be. It was the
result of extra work, to be sure,
for, in order to achieve what they
did. the men of that section had
to spend every evening of last
week, between Retreat and chow
time, over in the cage practicing
but that merely
their drilling;
shows the effects of a little team
of

many

songs

.

spirit.

would be a mistake, of
course, to assume that section 5
had a monopoly on morale in the
It

detachment, for

we

—

see

it

cropping

up everywhere in Section 6, in
Section 3, and in all the rest to
varying degress.
Just why this change is taking
place is rather difficult to determine. Perhaps it is merely due to
the arrival of spring, bringing with
greater energy and higher
it
spirits;

but more probably

it

is

a

result of the maturing of the organization. As we come to know
each other and our officers better,
a new feeling about our detachment is inevitably generated.
Whatever the cause, we should all
welcome the change and do our
best to help it along, for it is this

Bowdoin
Bob
Swimming
Be

—

A

A

A

i

—

———

— For The Birds!
,

i

,

j

Private Wilson
Is his name,
And for his deeds,

He

deserves

some fame.

Sergeant Mills

and athletic

activities for
of April 19:
Section 1— Pvt. Goldberg
Pvt. Kane
Section
Section 3 Pvt. Mason
Section
Pvt. Wilson
Section
Pvt. Stebbins
Section 6 Pvt. Leason
Section 7 Pvt. Townsend
Section 8 Pvt. Prescott
Pvt. Guiliani
Section
Section 10 Pvt. Wood

week

2—

—

4—
5—

—
—
—
9—
—
—

Section 1 Jiu-Jitsu
Section 2—Boxing
Section 3—Swimming
Section 4— Volley-Bail
Section 5—Softball
Section 6 Jiu-Jitsu
Section 7— Boxing
Section 8 Swimming
Section 9—Volley-Ball
Section 10—Softball

—
—

Section five.
By the way.
Won the drill
Of Flight A.

RUMOR: We
rifles

typical "Joe."

He

In perfect time,

did like ...

.

"Half

Was

left,

the

command, rather meek.

Then

Of Private Haines.

A

leader of men.
Wilson laughed,

(

?

Sarge caught him again

Too numerous to list.
Are the things he's done.
But "Joe for the week."
Is the

name

But by himself.
the rest.
In being different.
He is the best

And not with

march!"

he's won.

Flight B has a "Joe."
We know not his name.

there's Backe,

Who

sings a song.
While his section
Marches along.

Of large dimension.

And

Two

part of a Buffalo;
things to mention.

Ask him

to sing

I'm sure he

belongs in this column
For playing a game

It's

He

does with great

Of ring the bell.
Perhaps you recall.

So
Of

that's the

We

think that trick
rather small.

Was

all

refrain

list.

the "Joes."

Will you be next?

One never knows!

- Off The Record -

get

Herb Asherman seems

question.

to

made

quite a hit with
Edith.
nine innings have been
fully completed.

maiden named

have

a

local
date,
success-

To

the best

of

to

have gotten

Cassidy— this

Cliff

time we hope he keeps
away from the water.

1

j

(

The Navy seems

his flame

i

>

RUMOR:

A—

Flight B's new theme
bells are ringing, for

I

j

j

"The

Pfc.'s

Is Pvt. Bradley's
est in the infirmary

and

|

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

skill.

—

here again!
tinguisher operator in Flight B.
It looks like section 10 is doing
What's the new
start- blisters
ask Private
tion. A word to the wise should things the scientific way
ing at the bottom and slowly Section Five'
be sufficient.

FACT:

This one

is

son, of course,

is

true. The rearigid inspec-

a

—

—

—

i

MB

song-

me

rny gal."

sudden interGuy Johnson seems to be spenridue to his ing more time on the auto than
or Corporals very soon.
FACT: This is an old one that has sympathy for the fellows in the on the girls. What's the trouble.
Georgsick
or
could
it
be
bay,
Guy?
been drifting around for a long
time, and is still believed by the ette?
Upon his return to the detachand ment, Staff Sgt. Connelly was in
Calling all men name
more tenacious. Sorry, fellows, it
was a possibilty a while back, army serial number should be left even brighter spirits than usual.
and* Hamilton College in New in pockets that is all!
The reason for this is that the
York, another "C school, even
The detachment has two cut Sgt. is now a married man. Upon
got the ratings, but they recent- (throat) rate barbers. Lempert being questioned as to his first few
ly lost them, too; so we're afraid of Flight
A and Kirkman of days of married life, the Sgt. rewe'll have to say at the present Flight B. For a sample of their plied "What do you mean, 'days'
time there is no likelihood of this work see Milt Schwartz and FitzI only had a few hours." We all
rumor becoming fact.
extend our heartiest congratulapa trick.
RUMOR: Sergeant Lloyd Connelly It must have been quite a bit tions to the newly weds.
was wasn't was married on embarrassing when Captain CantS-3 has officially authorized the
his furlough last week.
well walked into Dr. Jeppesen's use of the stairways as exits for
FACT: This one is easy: He was class last week. In the future, the barracks.
married that's all we can and look attentive even though you
Section five got together $9.00
are dozing.
will say.
for the Dance Fund, the highest
Congratulations to Pvt. Godlew- contribution of the post— they're
RUMOR: There is to be a G.I.
ski
the most reliable fire ex- pretty anxious to have the girls
party this Friday night.

We* are to become

—

it;

will.

He

a vocal

to

This optimism, felt by the musi- tain has great hopes for the band,
cians, by Captain Cantwell, and by which he feels can be cf incalculthe director, Lt. Larsen, USN., is able value in boosting mori'e ..n
largely the result of the
large the post and in engendering good
number of men who have signi- will in the community.
fied their desire to play >n the
The band, if :t turns out sucmand. Harold Tint, of Section 1, cessfully, may be expected
to

who has managed

the organiza- make numerous
appearances both
obtaned List on and off the post. It will probsome thirty- ably play at some retreais and
nine musicians from the aotach- other formal ceremonies
on the
ment who are expected to make post, and may also piay concerts
up the band personnel.
to is in the town of
In
Brunswick. There
group, the intrumentation is ex- is a possibility also
that the hand
ceptionally good, there being nine may play concerts
in some of the
clarinets,
eight trumpets,
five surrounding towns
if it
become
tion of the group,

week

the

names

of

i

trombones, four saxophones, four
drums, a flute, an alto; two b*..ses.
a baritone, an accordiar. and a
give a
fine balance to the organization,
and since most of the players have
had considerable previous experience, we may expect great t lines
from these men.
I

»

cure

Marsh

for
of

I

good enough. Tnese w-i, however,
merely hopes of the organizers
and supporters of. the band and
cannot be classed as ;.lans as yet.
If the men who have volume ried
for the band take their wirk seriously and give evidence of su:Ticient ability, the.-e is a possibility
that it might be made into a separate unit for drill purposes, and
in this way the amount of extra
time demanded of the men may

The director of the band is lo
be Lt. Larsen, who is at presert
an instructor in the Radar school
for naval officers here at the col- be considerably
reduced.
lege. He has had much experience
For the opportunity which hi$.
with college bands in the past, inbeen given musicians on this post
Juicluding the direction of *he
to play in an organization cf t!'is
versity of Maine band, and so is
sort, too much cred i .Mnnot \o
very well equipped to hannie ti-.e
given the music Department and
group. We are extremely fortuthe students of fkmii «v Through
nate that Lt. Larsen is sufficiently
Mr. Tillofson of the music oepiitinterested in the unit to be willing
ment, music,, insk* toicru.s. and a
to devote so much of his time to
room in which ib practice were
it.
obtained for th-» band, aid n>
Lt. Larsen was somewhat disap- contacts with
Lt.
Larsen were
pointed to find that, at the first necessary to procure a
capable
rehearsal, only about twenty of conductor. Members
of the band,
the expected 39 men showed up. and indeed all men in
*he detachand hopes that in the future moo ment, owe their warmest hanks
cooperation will be shnvn by the for what has been done
on b -.ai;
absent members.
of the band. It is to be hoped that
The same feeling was expressed the achievements of this new orby Captain Cantweil, an ardent ganization will reflect the apprebacker of the band who Was also ciation of all of us.
present at the rehearsal. The Cap;

l

,f

cross on our Saturday afternoon
hikes. They will commence as
soon as we move out to the field
at the beginning of the second
twelve-week period.
Equipment
has already arrived at the supply
room and includes footballs, complete baseball outfits, basketballs,

Detachment Glee Club
Holds First Meeting

The first meeting of the detachment's embryo glee club, postponed
Saturday because of the hike (it
softballs,
and even badminton was only eight miles, men, only
sets. All that is necessary now is eight miles), was held Sunday afabout six more weeks and a real ternoon at 2 o'clqck in the music
room in Bannister. Private Oster's
interest in the competition.
untiring efforts were rewarded by
In addition to these various
the appearance of 17 stout-hearted
sports. Sergeant Mills announced
fellows.
one more opportunity.
Major
Professor Tillotson, who has
Griffin has given
permission to
any student, who can keep his kindly contributed his services,
school work up, to go out for first tested voices and then convarsity college athletics, providing ducted the group in the singing of
that he can fit them in with his
schedule. The college has approved this plan, and it is open to
any who wish to take advantage

of

it.

Closing his interview, Sergeant
Mills gave the results of the last
physical education 'tests.

a work by Grieg. The results were
surprisingly good, but more tenors
especially could be used (Privates
Guiliani and French, this means
you!).
If only 17 stout-hearted men
turned out for the first rehearsal,

at least ten thousand more are exThey are pected next week when
the group

average weight
44 pounds; average number of Burpees gained,
4 1/3; average pushups gained. 8;
and average situps gained. 9. Considering the exercise that we have
in a day, this is a fine showing,
but it still can be improved, so
working their way up. They now don't stop now. Let's keep up the
feel that they are ready to take good work.
over the position of fourth place,
An invitation to Flight
an
after taps snack in Room No. 7.
Kindly bring your own mess kit.

—

about two globes

It's

going

duty every night.

His marching's good.
His cadence fine,
He always keeps

Then after retreat.
the One day last week,

are

week and do guard

Relax, fellows. The only
step taken in this direction so far
has been the signing of requisitions for 100 rifles. When we'll
get them and what we'll use
them for other than target practice remains very much of a

With Private Barnes,

A

this

FACT:

But how they did.
We'd like to know.

claims as a fact
heard no bell.
Did the sergeant believe him?

Following are the section leaders

OWI

A

—

—

He
He

FOR NEXT WEEK

CLINIC

.

group spirit alone that can make Awoke him one day.
our stay in the army one of the And there was nothing
That he could say.
pleasantest in our lives.

SECTION LEADERS

D

RUMOR

LARSEN

as follows: the

will sing with a

gained has been

men and

mixed chorus of 40
50 women, the former
Brunswick Choral Society.
Rehearsals will be held Sunday
evenings in Memorial Hall. There
be no meeting next Sunday
because Professor Tillotson will
be in Bath.
First
rehearsal is
scheduled for Easter Sunday at
will

7.00

p.m.

Watch

the

bulletin

boards for lurther information.

m^

SEE PAGE THREE
FOR WAR BOND ADS
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Doctor Yung-Ching

NO. 4

were to sum up,

I

in

one

brief statement,

Chinese think of the British, I think it is
Great Britain, as a nation, is a gentleman,
at times, "a gentleman of the opposition. "
"Johns" John Bull and John Chinaman,

that

we

what

think that

even though

it

was
two

Between these
whatever else they
think it is fair and correct

—

—

President

society of nations.

There were occasions

past

in the

this English gentleman had
perhaps waved his huge walking
stick or heavy umbrella a little too
furiously at the Chinese and had
rapped the door of China a little

too violently and too impatiently.
But, a gentleman may have faults
or make mistakes and yet may remain essentially a gentleman. A
gentleman might have at times opposed you, or have offended you,
yet you may still regard him as a
gentleman. This, at least, is a gentleman's attitude toward others.

Two

may

gentlemen

differ

in

outlook and in ideas; they may not
same influence and
the
wealth. They may have been

have

brought up under different traditions; they may not have grown up
in the same kind of environment.

Nevertheless, they may be both
gentlemen just the same. That
which has stamped the British nation as a gentleman in international society is the Anglo-Saxon spirit
of fair play and honorable dealing.
That which has given the Chinese
the quality of a gentleman is the

presence of certain cultural influence which gives the Chinese character a touch of refinement, whatever its shortcomings.
Between China and Great Britain there are many points of sim-

I

|

By Dick Hornberger

at

All year the subject of calisthencis has been one of the chief
topics for conversation around the
campus. It has al6o provided the
ORIENT with quite a bit of stuff
For quite
to put in its pages.

that

it,

aren't exactly going to whip
We're just going to discuss, to
it.
be neighborly and to pass the time

I

I

Monday morning Adam
multitude

a

of

|

straining ears that from now on
until the enci of the year, which
is surprisingly close, there would
be a minimum of cal and a
maximum of baseball, soccer and
on
the
depending
basketball,
weather and the individual taste
of those concerned. While he was

ings which everyone had.
first
introduced.

when

Phil

many

Hoffman

summer' going

of the chapters entail many real
problems. If these two objectives
are to be achieved, careful planning and close cooperation with the
college authorities will be necessary.
s

-

r

was announced two wrecks
ago that 100 freshmen had already been accepted for the summer sewsion. There are always a
good number of late applicants
It

so we can look forward to an
entering class of perhaps over
160. On the other hand, the
average number of upperclass-

men remaining

In

due to being under

each house
18,

in

i-.\.

pre-meds, pre-dlvinity, or
otherwise exempt from the draft
will probably not average much
more than five or six per house.
So for the arst time ne will
have more entering freshmen
than upperelassmen. This would
suggest that If pledging is to be
effective every one who Is left
should be considered as a member of the rushing committee.
V-7,

a

*

r

The

leasing of the fraternities
by the college raise* several questions which will of course be
answered in the course of time,
but the sooner the better. How

MMM

'

s

]

army

-

better,

now to write letters
take advantage of our still
fairly large complements. To
make a go of it, we need the
answers to the above questions;
will

we must know where we
s

-

r

stand.

appearance and receive
fair judgment if it is

more nearly
clean.

These precautions have been issued by the college in the expectation that the army will take over
several of the fraternity houses after the end of the current semester. Also, a very small percentage
of the fraternity men will be returning for the summer, and it is
necessary to take these precautions
whether your house is used or not.

will

Starting

"We want men to come and sing
with us purely for the pleasure and
experience, even though they may
not be here for the concert," Professor Tillotson urged. "We want
to give everyone who wants it a
chance to sing in a mixed group.
This group will have a far wider
variety of works to choose from
because of the presence of the ladies."

YACHT CLUB PLACES
IN RACE AT BOSTON

Littlehale's

Last Sunday the Bowdoin Yacht
Club made a trip to Boston and the
Charles River to take part in the

England Dinghy Champion-

ship of the Association Members
of the National Intercollegiate
Yaqht Racing Association.

New

>

team which represented
Bowdoin consisted of Skipper
Frank Oxnard and Len Sherman
and crew members Bill Moody and
Bob Conkwright. Using a boat
contributed by MIT, these sailors

home was

in

Need-

Heights, Mass. He left Bowdoin in 1939 at the end of his sophomore year, and soon after that
joined the Air Corps. While in college he was a member of the Beta
Theta Pi Fraternity.

ham

The

i

Quill

To Appear

Before Commencement

I

took second place in the race which
included teams from Holy Cross,
Rhode Island State, and Boston
College. Holy Cross was the winThis victory makes Holy
ner.
Cross eligible to race in a final

I

..»,.,

,,

.

t

.,-.,.,

.,

Thurs., April 22- -7.30 p.m. Moulton Union. Masque and Gown
smcker and election of officers.
Plans for the summer session
will de discussed.
Fri., April 2S--Chapel, The President. A Good Friday Service.
Lloyd R. Knight '45 will sing
"The Holy City" by Adams.
7.30 p.m. Moulton Union. Sewing for the Army unit stationed
at the College.
Sat.,
April
24—Chapel. The

Dean.

*

Schnabel, Pendexter, Sing

At

St.

Mary's Church

Robert V. Schnabel '44 and
Hugh Pendexter IH '46 went to
St. Mary's Episcopal Church in
Falmouth Foreside to help the
choir of that church in the Palm
Sunday service. Schnabel also acted

Obviously, too, the houses should
as cantor in the chanting.
check now and see exactly who
They will be going there again
will be here this summer. The college also needs this information in Easter Sunday when Schnabel will
order to be able to plan intelligent- sing a solo accompanied by the
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
church choir.

DAGGETT REPLACES
COFFIN IN CHAPEL

Owing to the death of his mothProfessor Coffin did not conduct the chapel service on Saturday. President Sills opened the
chapel by expressing the regrets
and sympathies of the faculty and
student body to Professor Coffin.
Professor Daggett spoke on the
theme of "Seeking after Science,"
taking his text from chapter 12 of
er,

—

Easter Service. The Reverend
W. Goodrich of
Brunswick. The choir will sing
"O Filii et Filiae" by Leisring
and "Alleluia, Christ is Risen"
by Kopolyoff
7.00 p.m. Memorial Hall. Brunswick Choral Society. Undergraduates are invited to join
townspeople and a group from
the Army unit.
Mon., April 26 Chapel, The

Chauncey

—

President.
2.00 p.m. The President's House.
Sewing for the Red Cross.

Matthew.

Kennebec Valley Alumni
Meet At Augusta House
On

April

8

the

Kennebec

Valley Alumni Association held
its annual meeting at the Augusta House. The speakers f >r
the
evening
included
Adam
Walsh, Dean Nixon, Seward

Marsh,

Horace

Hii:lreth,

*2.>.

President of the Maine Senate,
and Donald W. Philbrkk. '17,

Chairman

Board of DirecAlumni Fund.

of the

tors of the

.

.

,

—
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—

.

.
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Brewster, Sewall, Forrestal

GIVES TALK ON ITALY
Professor, Lecturer,

Speak At Naval Ceremony

Diplomat, Describes

By Hugh Pendexter

Italy's

War Problems

Last Thursday afternoon, at 3:00, the Brunswick Naval
Air Station and its three auxiliary stations, Lewiston- Auburn,
By Paul Eames
Sanford, and Rockland were commissioned by the navy in the
Last Monday evening in the
Mculton Union, Dr. Charles U. traditional manner. Governor Sewall, Under Secretary of the
Clark spoke on "Italy During the Navy James Forrestal, and Senator Brewster spoke briefly.
War." Dr. Clark has been a mem- The ceremony was followed by a receptic n.
j

i

(

|

ber of the Yale University faculty
and has travelled extensively
abroad. He has been making a tour
of the country lecturing on Italy
and the Balkans since the entry of
the United States into the conflict.
Dr. Clark first visited Italy as a
student in 1898, staying there for
three years. In 1917 he was active

It is interesting to note that the
clearing of land for this station and
the beginning of construction were
begun in 1932. At that time Bowdoin's John J. Magee had charge of
the E.R.A. here and consequently
was responsible for the first moves
in Italy and America in military toward the building of this air sta-

and propaganda between both countries. He was last

is

^

tion.

The commissioning was done

promise worthy of trust.
Dr. Clark said that the Italian
people are outspoken in sharp, sarcastic criticism' of the policies of
[

Continued on Page

2

]

in

true Navy style. The station was
treated as a ship and was commissioned as if it were a ship. The
men think of the airport in nautical
terms. The floors are decks, the
windows,
ports;
the
flagpole
served as a mainmast and the
ground around it served as a
quarterdeck on which to hold the

commissioning ceremony.
The program was opened by the
invocation, given by the Rev. T. E.
Ashby, First Parish Congregational
Church, Brunswick. Captain H. C.
Fischer, who has charge of construction then introduced Governor Sewall who delivered a brief
welcome.
The Governor's welcome is as

an enormous difference between follows:
"There are

the two areas in the facts that the
population of California, which we
consider crowded, is seven million,
while that of Italy is forty million;
almost fifty per cent of the Italian
peninsula is incapable of cultivation; and the country itself is without coal, oil, iron, copper, wood,
and other neceaaary materials. He
explained why Italy found it necessary to strike into France and the
Balkans before Germany did, in
order to have a claim on a share
of the booty for which Italy had no

;

St.

Baseball at Colby.
vs. Colby. (Location undetermined. )
Sun., April 25 5 o'clock Chapel.

Track

I

—

-—,.,

DR. CHARLES U.CLARK

'

Coming

r

have to be better
planned, better organised than
ever this summer. And it's time
to start now. If we are to succeed, we should start early and
keep at it until every freshman
possible is wearing a pledge pin.

.

during the fall of
France and the entry of Italy into
It was learned by the ORIENT this war en the side of the Axis. He
recently that Arthur Littlehale '41, lectured at that time at Univerwas killed on April 12 at Jackson- sity of Genoa. He commented that
ville, Florida, when the plane he even at that time the Italian peowas flying fell apart in mid air, ple were starving.
and crashed. According to the inHe explaining in passing that the
formation received, Littlehale was Italian, people in general have no
flying in the company of several feeling of the anti-semetism that
ether planes at a height of about the German people show. Until the
25,000 feet, when he suddenly connection between the two gov"blacked out," and lost control of ernments, there was no notice of
When he returned to any kind taken of the race of peohis plane.
consciousness, the plane was in a ple in the government Or in busidive, and when he tried to pull out ness.
of it. the strain was too great, and
Italy, Dr. Clark explained, is
the plane disintegrated before he about the size and shape of the
ever hit the ground.
state of California. However, there

Notice

it

ones will have kitchens in operation? One reason these answers
are needed is that when we write
to freshmen the chief thing proposd in the letter is "Come over
But this time where
to dinner."
are we to tell them to come?
Which houses are going to combine? Are we going to be able to
maintain house identity by grouping only two. or three chapters in
one house?

Rushing

——— —

outstanding

just

in

three thoughts

my mind

at

this

moment.

Reads From
New Work At Witan
Coffin

Wilder Warns Against

Short Lived Ideals
Dr. Wilder of the Newton TheoSchool was the Chapel
speaker on April 18. He discussed
logical

the necessity of following ideals
through. He was introduced by
Professor Daggett.
Beginning with an account of
the homage paid to Jesus by a
crowd of people on Palm Sunday,
Dr. Wilder stated that ideals,
thcugh they may be misguided,
should be recognized as things of
worth. There are many cases when
such ideas have caused the multitude to rise above themselves.
There are many times, according
to Dr. Wilder, when people have
acclaimed leaders of great ideal-

movements. It happened when
turned his efforts
towards world peace. It. happened
again when Mme. Chiang KaiChek visited this country but a
short time ago.
"People," according to the speaker, "can build dreams. They can
also deny them. There are times

"First is he joy and satisfaction
of seeing lands of little value turned into resources of great value to
cur state and nation.
"Second is the confidence and
comfort we naturally feel when we
realize that by the vision and combined efforts of government, and
industry we now have here the
modern .opeiation foundation of
great striking power.
"Finally. I like to think that in
future days of peace this great
base will b? one of many tying
Maine and our nation into the
newly-disccvvred global ocean of
v
the air.
"As in the days when Maine men
sailed the American flag throughcut the world so we shall operate
from here the greatest instrument
of peaceful commerce the world
has ever seen the airplane.
"Thus by the construction of this
magnificent Naval Air Station we
move forward from the chaos and
destruction of war toward a more
united world of freedom and hope.
"I therefore congratulate the
Navy for its vision, the contractor
for his industry, and the people of
Maine for having within their borI
ders this great resource."
This welcome was followed by an
address by Undersecretary of the
Navy Forrestal. He spoke of the
added protection which this base
I

—

"and

its

satalite fields"

would

af-

ford to the northeastern coast.

"Frcm

this

field."

he

said,

Last night at a meeting of the
Witan which was held at the Zeta
Psi house, Professor Robert P. T.
Coffin read selections from a new
book which he is about to publish,
"Primer for America." After the
meeting an informal discussion was
held and refreshments were served.

"Naval bombing planes with range
running to thousands of miles will
be able to conduct long reconaissance flights which are essential to
modern Naval warfare."
He added that this base would
furnish added protection to all
Naval craft operating in this part

"Primer for America" is a book
of ballads, "elementary poems in
an elementary style on American
according to Professor
themes,
Coffin. He says that the writing of
the book started from one ballad
about the telephone, which he considers a typically American institution, "Alexander Graham Bell
did not Invent the Telephone."
From this start he wrote on other
American themes, such as the
country doctor and the "Old Swimming Hole," "Don't Name Your
Son with the President's Name,"

of the ocean.

-

j

houses and which ones are
to be used by the

.

|

for
the billeting and feeding of its personnel ? Which houses will be used
by students for rooming? Which

Pledging freshmen
and the question of the continuity
this

—

in Italy in 1940

I

SUN RISES
By

.

intelligence

1

At

Continued on Page 2

UTTLEH ALE KILLED AS
AIRPLANE CRACKS UP

group of mixed voices."
The chorus will include probably
about 100 voices in all.

New

very complimentary.

I

one
time or another about everyone
has complained
in
the school
about it. Some fellows have gone
away on visits to other colleges
and found students raising a fuss
because they had to take brutal
calisthencis three times a week.
Why we got stuck with the five
a week system we don't know, but
it now appears that it wasn't too
[

is

"This choral society," Professoi
Tillotson explained, "is being start-:
ed for the benefit of the undergraduates in order to give them an opportunity to sing good music in a

Must Be Cared For

Adam expressed the opinion
on warm Spring days, if such

was

after college. It also gives
the Dean a chance to tell C students that they should be getting
A's, unless, of course, the tests
indicate that they should be getting K's, in which case the Dean
life

In a recent meeting of the Quill
Beard, plans were announced for
Althe forthcoming publication.
though this issue of the Quill had
previously been planned to contain
nothing but contributions of members of the undergraduate body
The following is a copy of inwho are now in the armed services,
structions sent tjo all fraternity competiop at New London on the exigencies of time and postal
houses by Glenn R. Mclntire s Bur- May 1 and 2.
difficulties involved in reachjng
Both the winner and runner-up them made it impossible.
sar:
In preparation for whatever of the race in Boston are automaPublication is expected to be
changes in fraternity affairs which tically extended invitations to atmay take place at the end of this tend on May 16 the Boston Dinghy shortly before Commencement.
semester, I suggest attention to Club Intercollegiate Challenge Cup The issue will contain the work of
the following matters before the regatta on the Charles River Bas- several new contributors.
This information was gleaned
in, sponsored by the Nautical Assorush of final exams is upon you:
when an ORIENT reporter was
All fraternity property (ritual- ciation of MIT.
granted a personal interview with
istic material,
records, valuable
Donald N. Kcughan, assistant edcups and trophies) should be packitor of the present Quill. Koughao
ed and stored in a safe place.
expressed the opinion that the
forthcoming issue will be as good,
Property of individual members
The ORIENT wishes to call to if not better, than ever, and he
(miscellaneous furniture, books,
hopes that the Quill, which is the
the attention of its readers a noclothing, pictures, banners, etc.)
only campus outlet for the literary
tice which recently appeared on
should be sent home. Disputes and
produce of the student body, will
the bulletin board.
continue
to flourish despite the war
disappointments later on will be
The notice in question was
avoided if this is done while the
from the Dean, and had to do which, thus far, has robbed it of
its chief contributors.
with the rewards for cutting
owner or somebody who can idenUnfortunately, several factors
during the next two weeks.
tify his property is still in BrunsMost of the students now in have contributed to the late pubwick.
lication of the issue which is exschool will not be able to repected to appear at about ComAll furniture and other equipturn for the summer session,
ment which will probably be left in and therefore the college fears mencement time. The editors experienced considerable difficulty in
that, thinking no harm can come
the house should be put in order.
collecting
enough material to fill
from it, students will cut at will.
If that is necessary, be sure to disThe Dean, however, warns that the magazine, and they were further hampered by the continued
tinguish between property of the
from now on, ovcrcutting will
illness of Crawford Thayer, one of
have to be punished in some
undergraduate fraternity and the
the leading editors and contribAlumni Corporation. Broken or dis- way besides probation. What it utors.
will be is not mentioned in the
carded furniture should be repaired
notice.
The coming issue will not be pubor sent to the dump, if it is not
lished in time for Professor Means
to review it in the ORIENT.
worth repairing.
In whatever situation may conEvents
front us, your house will make a

|

We

a student's scholastic ability, his
ideas on various subjects, and
what he Will be best fitted for in

meteorology school, and members
of the undergraduate body.

Fraternity Property

I

to

Talks

fee urn.

creatures ever arrive, exercise of
this sort would do us all much
more good than the at best boring calisthenics which we have
been subjected to all year. This
some time, however, it has been would seem one of the most logical statements made by the athalone
left'
which
we
have
an issue
letic department in many a day.
in print, aut since a second 'feaiNow th-.it five-day-a-week cal
ture is rather desperately needed
nearly over with, it is possible
is
at the moment, the mothballs are
being removed and we are going to look back on it without shuddering, despite the many misgivto start whipping a dead horse..

announced

Professor Tillotson is planning to
present a mixed concert this summer on the art building steps. The
mixed chorus will have its first
meeting Sunday at 7.30 in the Union Lounge. In order to replace the
glee club he is starting a new mixed choral society which will infrom Brunswick
clude seniors
High School, (girls), men and
women from town, members of the!

ilarity. Each nation can possibly
claim to have the oldest civilization
A week ago Wednesday was
in their respective areas, although President's Night at the Portland
when the Battle of Hastings was Bowdoin Club, and President Sills
fought in 1066, China had already delivered his annual message on the
travelled .a long way on the road of state of the college in general. He
history. Both seemed to have dis- reemphasized the advantages of a
covered an elixir for the longevity liberal education to young men
of their nation's life, but each prob- who would otherwise be deprived of
ably worked on a specific formula college life.
of its own. One can perhaps be
President Sills called the high
compared to a mathematician, school graduates today who are gowell-versed in the principles of ing into war plants or the army
combination and permutation, who without any college experience
can always find thereby a success- "the lost generation." He stated
ful solution when presented with a that Bowdoin will remain open as
knotty problem in international usual, and would still stick to libaffairs, while the other can be lik- eral courses. The college will be
ened to a physicist who knows how filled to capacity this July, though
to keep the center of gravity at a he doubts that there will be more
point so that no matter how vio- than 150 undergraduates here.
lently the superstructure of the naThe fraternity houses, stated the
tion should be shaken by the vicis- president, will be used as dormsitude of political upheavals and itories and dining clubs, just after
military fortunes it would not in- graduation exercises are completterrupt the continuity of its na- ed.
tional life.
After the President's speech,
Both people are, so to speak, Seward Marsh, the alumni secreconservative and steady. In both tary gave the members of the Portcountries customs and traditions land association a few statistics rehave played a very vital part in the garding Bowdoin men in the servhistory of their national life and ices. He stated 1,400 out of 5,800
the development of their national graduates are in the Armed Servinstitutions. That China is a-land ices.
of age-long traditions is wellIn commemoration of President
known. But In England we see trt Sills' twenty-fifth anniversary as
our president, the Portland Bow[ Continued on Page 2 ]
doin Club gave him an antique cof-

Spring Athletic Program Includes
More Baseball And Soccer9 Less Cal

of day.

Sills

Last Wednesday in Upper Memorial Hall the members of the
freshman class who entered college last January were given the
"scholastic aptitude and other
tests," as the Dean's office stated, which every freshman must
take early in his college career.
These tests give an indication of

Will Practice Together
Sunday for First Time

To Portland Club

when

Freshmen Take Aptitude
Tests In Memorial Hall

Students, Townspeople

the next issue.

should think or say of* each other, I
that they should credit each other as being a gentleman in the

,

Yang Talks On Anglo-Chinese

lecture of the year. The subject
of the talk was "China and the
United States." Although the
lecture was given too late for a
resume of it to be printed in the
ORIENT, it will be printed in

the

Station, Auxiliaries
,

i

Tuesday night in the Moulton
Union Dr. Yung-Ching Yang,
Tallman Foundation Lecturer,
gave his third and final public

(Following is the second public Tallman Lecture, a summary written for the ORIENT by Dr. Y. C. Yang.)
If

—

Tillotson Plans Mixed
Dr. Yang Delivers Final
Tallman Lecture In Union Glee Club Concert

Regards England's National
Conduct As Gentlemanly

JUST

22, 1943

Navy Commissions Brunswick Air
-

IS

AROUND THE CORNER

'

"Codfish Sengs," and^cne about
Harriet Beecher Stowe, "The Litwho Started a Big
tle Woman
War." These were among the
poems Professor Coffin read at the

meeting

speaking of the new comofficer
Mr. Forrestal
"This state will be proud to
have as its adopted son, the comIn

manding
said,

manding

officer of

this

station

Lieutenant Commander Alderman.
His present duty is a far cry from
service on the blue Pacific where
he received the Navy Cross for gallantry and competence in action
against the Japanese."
Senator Brewster, member of the
Senate Naval Affairs Committee,
spoke briefly, reminding his audience cf Maine's illustrious Naval
past. He brought the regrets of
Senator White, and Congressmen
Hale and Smith who were unable
to be present because of pressing

last night.

Continued on Page

[

3 ]

Bowdoin Has Much To Offer Postwar Students, Thinks Phil Hoffman

istic

Woodrow Wilson

when

reaction sets in, when ideals
are destroyed. Yet, in spite of the
fickleness of the people, causes can
be developed. Causes have always
found men to back them. The
world needs men to continue the
growth of ideals without once

swerving."

There are many who have sacrificed personal ambition and personal greatness, said the speaker,
to further the cause of an idea.
Whittier, when he was 33, threw
away a promising career to back
Abolitionism. Whittier, stated Dr.
Wilder, "accepted the burden of
truth." The completion of ideals
depends on us. "We must not avoid
the issues."

"We

must," said Dr. Wilder,
"avoid purely negative virtues."
We must not fight wars just to
maintain the status quo. We must
keep positive factors before us.
Said the speaker, "We must be inflexibly resolved to g6 on towards a
good peace. We cannot stop half
way."

"The purer an idea is.", stated
the speaker," the more it attracts
the people. It is our duty
to build up ideals and carry them
into effect.
must fullfil our
ideals and serve them without
itself to

We

measure."

By Phil Hoffman
One topic of desultory

specula-

Uon around the halls of the alma
mater and the local beer joints is
whether service-called undergraduates will ever come back to good
old Bowdoin in the fall after the
cannon cease their roaring and the

army

cast a fishy
eye over one or two factors which
lead us (While slightly under the'
weather) to put up a couple of coppers that they'd be back.
At the top of the list we naturally put the promise of compulsory post-war calisthenics. Everyone agrees (especially Hal Curtis,
()God bless him!) that he never felt
ruggeder since they were instituted and that there's nothing like
a good brisk push up to clear up a
tough calculus problem. We've
asked several students about this,

and

its singing. Let's

they

all

said,

a ridiculously simple matter to pull
out of Brunswick at any time for
all points north or south by hitch
hiking.
Let's not forget either Brunswick's ideal delayed-action climate
in July and
winter in January. Dr. Johnson's
one dollar ($1) cold injection
treatment is almost guaranteed to

where spring begins

Besides, the
see you through.
nurses are nice to know.
Where else can you experience
the stimulating association and
guidance of so many wise and
good men? Brunswick enjoys one
of the state's largest concentrations of Ph.D.'s per square mile.
When you attain the august state
of a sophomore, you even get to
call some of the younger ones by
their

first

names. However, one

always wears shirts when they
"Urqwyklm come to dinner.
we
which
But all other arguments pale

skrop billkk ork!"
thought just about covered the

sit(somebody once said that this is
what arguments do and they've
Next on our list we put triple- been doing it ever since) before
cut Sunday Chapels. Practically the argument of Houseparties.

uation.

Who could not endure a liberal
education if he were assured a
Christmas and an Ivy Houseparty
triple spiritual benefit seems to re- to relieve the strain and what-not
twice a year. For it is a truism
sult.
Rivalling this for drawing power that "the best bands of all come to
the Hyde Athletic Building." You
is Brunswick's ideal location nestling as it does in the plain between may get en the cover of "Life" and

everyone has said that when they
go to a triple-cut chapel nowadays

they feel triply inspired, a sort of

New Meadows

and Lisbon Falls by

the sparkling limpid waters of the
Androscoggin, one of the principal
trunk line railroad terminals after
Freeport and before Bath. Given
peace-time schedules, it is

marry the

girl

good reasons

or discover several

why you

shouldn't;

you're that much
ahead. Many alumni trace the real
beginning (and end) of their colin either case

[
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to

what would happen

.

By Roger

Nichols

journalism

•

Day.

m-c
A.M. Awoke. Got out of
our upper bunk. Miscalculated
and ended up In the bottom
drawer of the dresser. With the
aid of three crowbars and a
Mow-torch we were extricated.
Fell down stairs. Snagged a
donut on the run, whipped on
our peaked hat and black cloak.
Hopped on to our broomstick
and whisked ourselves off to
7.44

Witchcraft 1-2, fondly known as
Psychology. There, after an
hour's sleep disturbed only by
the sonorous hum of tops, color
wheels and such, the noise of
tumbling alphabet Mocks, and
the roar of chained morons who,
It
is
rumored, passed
the
course, we emerged from the

musty depths, got accustomed to
the fresh air, and proceeded to
Stm worship 2 (Navigation).

m

-

c

9:00 In going to Sunworship the
following steps are entailed:
1.
Look at the sun. If out, one
must plan to shoot. With a sextant
of course. If in, one proceeds to the

debating room of the Library for
a good hour's nap.
2.
If we are to shoot it, we proceed to the Physics Lab, sneak in
past the O.D. and run off with a

sextant.
3.
If you are in doubt as to
whether the sun is in or out, one
must find Commander Little of

College Physics fame. Or notoriHe will be in one of four

ety.

places. Physics Lab, Library, Art
Building terrace, or home in bed.
Take your choice or send out carrier pigeons.

m

-

c

We

borrow a clgaret
from someone. Not B. Weeks
.Morse, he has only snipes. Then
we proceed to Drowning 1-2.
Entering the gym we slink past
our little chum W. Morgan and
eater the pool. This Is particularly repulsive because It requires a shower. Freshman year
we had a good system. We took
one shower a semester whether
wo needed it or not. Here we are
taught to carry weighted objects while

swimming

that

we

may

be prepared to do our part
the Bos'n on our torpedoed ship hands out. the 16lach guns to be saved for anoth-

when

er time.

;

'

m-e
hop over to Physics
on our 1932 model differential
pogo stick. Ah. yes. Physics is our
Major,

We

isn't it ?

against us.

!

.

.

.

.

more

.

wanted to get off
my chest while I had the chance
like Hank Greenhouse of
the Crimson
Ouch! ril stop
deal

.

.

.

I

.

here then.

it

Clark Lecture

Dr.

Yang

we

We

11:00.

.

.

.

.

.

decided to look to
leading columnists
for help, and according to the
Orient these include Hornberger
and Mrs. Roosevelt. After a brief
look at the preceding Orients,
without further ado we chose the
darling of the D.U.'s. Mrs. Roosevelt.
now proudly present to
you the Bowdoin version of My

•

.

seems to be Spring

It

the country's

10:00.

someone

if

.

.

.

you couldn't wake them if you
blew the place up, and they're
awakened by the fire-alarm system anyway
and . nobody
stays awake to turn in false
alarms ... at night, anyway

Seeing as how G. William is in
absentia, the Orient decided that
the man behind the guns in last
week's sterling column should
come up to the front for a peek at
things. In this our first attempt at

Then the other

Al Perry has a new hat
Worn paths are appearing on
Campos where no path ought to
be ... it will look pretty poor
when the grass is green again.
Let me repeat the Orient's
recent plea to use the paths.
.
Seems like there was a good

should blow Reveille outside Maine
Hall at 2:30 A.M. ... one of the
boys said nothing would happen,

Cress

-

V

.

Well, don't hold

we were

forced into

it

[
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the government through the stories

the growth of the common law, in
and anecdotes they tell. One typic- the authority of precedents, and in
al example is sufficient. A little be- the development of the unwritten

fore Italy entered the war, a foreigner was in a cab driving about
Rome. They passed long queues in
front of the Baker's, the Butcher's,
and the Grocer's shops, and when
the foreigner asked what the
crowds were there for, the driver, a
loyal Italian who did not wish to
give the foreigner a bad opinion of
his country, said that these long
lines of people were waiting to
see the first, second, and third
acts of a movie, respectively. After
the third line had been passed, the
foreigner asked, "And what is the
name of this movie?" The Italian
driver looked at him for a moment,
then said sadly, "Twenty Years
After." It was twenty years since
Mussolini came into power.
In conclusion, Dr. Clark said that
he did not know how the war
would end up with respect to
Italy. The Italian people are discouraged, but their condition has
been about the same for decades
and they are well used to it. They
are cynical toward promises from
either side, and feel they will gain
nothing which ^ ever side wins.
They are starving, and it is this
condition which we will have to
remedy first. As for a military police, every European country will
have to be policed because. Dr.
Clark expects, there will be political upheavals in every European
country as soon as German control
is lifted. But the Italians, a thoroughly civilized people, will cause
the least trouble and will accept
any orderly form of government.

constitution

how

its life

also been

some indications of
and institutions have

much

influenced by customs and traditions. But, this
should be added, that the English
may wait until the. last minute to
act, when they do act they can act
decisively and hold on to it tenaciously in bulldog fashion, just as
the Chinese may change slowly,

'

He

is

'once said that in the twentieth century China has hopped from the
wheelbarrow to the aeroplane.
British

position

and policy

Britain was the acknowledged
leader of the Western Powers. She
set the pattern
for others to copy. The second period was the period of the AngloJapanese Alliance, 1902-1922. when
she shought, with the aid of Japan,
to so adjust the balance of power
among western states having interest in China which would enable herself to hold the balance. It
worked pretty well for a while until at the time of the first World
War, when Japan seized the first
violin and started to play such
strange tunes as the Twenty-one
Demands, etc. which probably not
intended to be on the original program at all. Then came the third
period the period following the

-

outstanding fact now is that
China, America and Great Britain
are now united in a war against
Japan.

As the Chinese and the

review the past history of the re-

c

chapters and perhaps some of the
parts in each chapter, could have

Need we say

Lunch. Hash,

m

2:90.

We
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c

m-e
watch baseball prac-

tion should find

6:00.

•

Dinner.

Cest

Pickled Eggs!!
12:00. Bed, etc.

fellow genie
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By halting the use
drums 10 pack some 200

]

S. will save enough steel
to build two 35,000-ton battleships
and at least ten hard-hitting destroyers.

Bowdoin House- the U.

lege educations to
parties.

Then

of
steel
products,

there's tbe "Growler."

We
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Men
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would persuade Sherlcck Craigie to
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take our case.
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Yours truly.
The Genie of the Tower
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.rive thousand miles from

John
Morton Drax
Plunkett, Lord Dunsany, is the
first Tallman Lecturer. Described
as the "Irish bard," he spoke on
"The Arts and Life."
Edward"
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Headline:
"Masquers Seeking
Five Women, 2 Pair Twins For

watching, hours of hiding under the sea,

Commencement."

"All tubes ready,

Another headline: "Frosh Enjoy
Tranquil Banquet After Ten Days

series*,
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Of Rising

w

sir!

ail for

the

is

keeping a date.

moment when he

"There'll be other dates, Bill— better

ones— in

Weeks of

waiting, days of

reports over his wartime telephone,

the kind of world you're fighting for.
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cigarettes are fudged

The "T-ZONI"—Taste and Throat— is die
proving ground for cigarettes. Only your
taste and throat can decide which cigarette
tastes best to you.. .and how it affects your
throat. For your taste and throat are absolutely individual to you. Based on the experience of millions of smokers, we believe

Camels will suit your "T-ZONE" to a"T."
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and enhanced mutual

and
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it

Ten Years Ago
15 YEARS AGO

With men

in the Navy, the Army, the Marine
Corps, and the Coast Guard, the favorite ciga-

esteem there is every opportunity
and every reason to look for the
placing of Sino- British relations on
Ah,
basis

away

would appreciate

parUes are rarer and less elaborate up and down with a .little dog cart
this spring on account of the de- behind us. It wasn't easy. In fact
pleted numbers at most of the it was about twice as hard as four
chapter houses. The Psi U's. how- hours of cal, and as a reward for
ever, entertained Thursday, and this effort we went over to the
the Theta Delts will follow suit on gym only once the next week, and
the coming Friday."

la

friendship

|

We

thenics.
At
them aren't.

Nations fighting to save the world
Through hearty co-

the

fading

is

ton.
[

any rate many of
The college goes to
the other extreme, however, when
Bowdoin lost at Lewiston in an it wants its athletic field fertilized
exhibition game on Patriot's Day and offers a cal cut for every hoUr
spent in spreading factory made
afternoon, 8 to 2.
manure over what one of the
Coach Jack Magee left for
meterologlits
in
the
Meteor
France as athletic director with claimed was the 1,000 acre surthe American Army in France.
face of Pickard Field.
PersonalFrom "On the Campus": "House ly, we spent four hours walking

"AH

Headline:

Make Good

j

guerre.

j

!
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V-12,

for humanity.

operation

6:45. Flicks.
9:00. The Hole- in-the-Wall.

Hoffman

j

difficult to re-

The two nations are now joined
together as members of the United

e
Fish.

it

spect the other as a gentleman.

Notable was the work of
"All American Boy" Johnstone
and numerous other little men in
their gray romper suits. We also
ate some pea nuts.
tice.

m

j

British

been written a little differently.
Yet withal there has been steadily
growing
up a better understanding
1:30. We jump into our rickshaw and bound off to Chop-chop. and mutual appreciation of each
(We feel that this course got a other's cultural heritage and nathorough enough hosing in last tional characteristics, and there
week's column. We'll let it lie.
has been no time when either na12:30.

i

Ago

—

lations between their two counspouting. Guns going off. Springs
tries I am sure that many, on both
reverberating. Etc.. etc.
sides, would wish that some of the

m

i

,

in

was the one who

and the Balkans.

Chapel.

i.t

,

China have passed through three

Kappa. Recently he has been lecturing across the United States, on

12:10.

I

I

distinct stages. Throughout practically the whole period of the
19th century British influence predominated in China and Great

of Alpha Delta Phi and Phi Beta

Italy

'

nor will
Just as a sideline, there are a
their registration for V-12 change
few things pulled in connection
their chances for V-5.
with our collegiate muscle buildPete Hess has been accepted for ing around here which are just
beyond our understanding. There
V-5, pending voluntary enlistment.
are quite a few students in school
Griffith,
Young,
Elliot,
and who spend on an average
of 20
Briggs have been sent to Wesleyan hours a week working in one of
in the V-5 Program. MacLean has the local factories, or elsewhere.
This is not easy work, even if it
been sent to Williams.
isn't backbreaking, and, needless
to say, makes it rather hard for
the students in question to get
25 Years
their schoolwork done.
But, they
can't
be
excused from calis-

"Charles
when they do change, they
change thoroughly. Somebody has Academic

member The

a

justified.

their chance for

but

Washington Disarmament ConferDr. Clark received his A.B. at ence. 1921-1922, when the Nine
Yale in 1897 and his Ph.D. from Power Treaty was supposed to
the same school in 1903. He has have been adopted by common constudied and travelled extensively sent as the official rules for the
abroad, teaching in the American game of international politics in
Academy at Rome, and at other the Far East, but when it became
schools in America and Europe, increasingly clear that Japan with
and has been the guest of the its aggressive expansion program
Rumanian government for many would not abide by its provisions.
consecutive years.

pleasanter if the exercises
expected that others will get their
barely warm us up than if they
orders soon.
almost killed us, as they might,
Men who have registered for had we never seen any before. On
V-12 are eligible for V-5. Their reg- the whole, therefore, the calisthenics program seems- reasonably
istration for V-5 will not change

.

.

it.

This consists of listening to private
name-calling between Messrs
Christie and Keweney. Splendid
entertainemnt. but not conducive
to good sleeping. Geysers arc

I

i

much

.

.

.

Mustard and

.

is

results of the V-12 examina- ivybound buddies that the caiishave started to come. Various themes handed out in the services
received appointments are comparatively simple compared to those we have here. Well
for interviews in Portland at the
one reaction to this might be: "In
end of the month.
that case, why have them?"
A
Budd Call man has received his good answer to that is that when
call to the Marines for May 6. It is we go into the army, life will be

day the chimes were kind enough
to be quiet during Retreat only to
but, "Oh, how they can." count
cap it with an Amen;
It
off?!" The Army unit has a camouflaged trumpet ... so they can't seems to me that there's a time
and place for all good things.
see the guy who plays Reveille to
shoot at him?
It was long a
matter, for speculation with me as

.

.

.

Navy Program

in case the

Bowdoin men have gone away to
the Air Corp, the Navy, and so
forth, and written beck to their

This,

.

The

one afternoon there was a fiveminute silence from the Chapel
Chimes while the Army Unit came
to attention. Then, upon the first
note of Retreat, "Bowdoin Beata"

odd, but
student swim-

.

.

]

tions

To the Genie of the Tower:
Make up ya mind, wydontcha?
Some time ago at a little past 5:30

instructors are disappointed
in the Privates' swimming talent,

are

I

men have

name ...

group to swim, and now the
Meteor headlines the fact that Lt.
Larson of the Navy unit is helping

Army

pared

.

.

.

of

first

many men

delayed.

.

the overhanging light ht the entry way Instead of three
Guess how "Errol" got his nick-

Civvies have appeared on campus.
Orient fosters Meteor, undergrad
students are teaching the Army

out the

.

.

ming
Managing Editor

.

manifestations of coopera-

encouraging

.

Too bad there are four globes on

.

between

tion

.

.

.

.

.

thing.

man aad dog had

.

.

of Zetes cleaned np their pines
for the party next week-end last
Sunday.
The Zete librarian
stood in front of the emporium
at the south end of the campus
looking the part In a vest and
a studied professional air of
carelessness, with all the doors
of the library wide open.
.

.

V

Mara

matter at
Maine.

.

on or before the

Continued from Page

bad an idea after all, even if it
wasn't too good, which is as much
of a concession as we'll ever
make. At the start of the year
the average exerciser was stuck
at ten pushups, while now almost
everyone can get into the twenties
Similar improvements
at least.
have been made in other fields of
endeavor, such as squat kicks, and
other
alleged
muscle-builders.

ister for the Summer session, here. Whether the ability to do thirty
is going to help any of us
Professor Kendrick advises all pushups
when we hop aboard a Jap inthese men to register, just in case, fested island, or take part in
the
for it costs nothing to register, but invasion of Europe is another
there would be a fee for a late questionable matter. The fact rehowever,
mains,
that
numerous
registration. Register and be pre-

Board walks
which probably
means nothing at all
.A gang

.

.

Manager

Itiisinfms

.

.

.

.

Reservists for

wondering whether or not to reg-

.

Spring-fever

have gone

Navy and Marine

the most part, are expected to be
July. Consequently

.

and lovely

few weeks ago this column

suggested that Deathless Dear
In the Herald cease to be Deathleas.
She has disappeared,
anyway.
Seems to be a
Pyrrhic Victory, though, with
present replacement from Dixie.
I would like to see Smiling Jack
picking up Deathless, Dixie, or
Orphan in a bushel basket as he
did Baron Monsoon ... or vice
versa.
not that I don't read
every strip every morning when
everybody else is swearing at
me because they want to do the

Front
called

»

up.

.

.

Jr., '45

wake

I

.

says here ... I hope I
another Robin
with Gooseoimpie*
last week, that
was, Sunday it changed warm

Robespierre, as far as the
Orient Is concerned, is dead.
'Rout time.
..
.
O. W. C. Jellied
him, in more ways than one. .

Associate Rdltor

believe that this organ's contribu-

life
has been Communication
tion to Bowdoin
however, hardly grossly underestimated. Certainly
seems consistent with the policy it was one of the few pieces of litKing's Chapel Tower
of making the steady workers erature that was ever read around
Bowdoin College
among us take cal just the same. here. We await eagerly Pete
Brunswick, Maine
Along with the rest of his Mon- Clarke's return from desert sands Dear Editor:
We, the Genie of the Tower,
day morning talk, Adam handed to restore this institution.
Where else are we given such have a mystery which we thought
advice
for
good
out
some
muscular conduct during the forth- boundless opportunities to hob-nob you might be able to solve for us.
coming ex.^m period. It consists with the wise of all ages ? We can The question is. Who played the
of this: Take a little exercise every browse at will in the stacks of bells
on Palm Sunday before
day, whether you have to or not. Hubbard Hall, dipping here and chapel service? The two Genie
dipping there in the accumulated and the assistant Genie were all in
lt will mak.' you (eel better, sleep
better, eat better, if you can find wisdom of the centuries. Tours of other parts of the campus on that
anything to e*t, and study better. the stacks are especially recom- day when the bells, which usually
All this is indisputably very good mended at houseparty time; in require manual labor to work
advice, and if followed by every fact, they are seldom overlooked. them, suddenly began to peal their
one in college it might result in There seems to be a certain intel- usual tunes. It is our belief that
good marks where they might have lectual stimulation, at the time.
some foreign influence has sneaked
weren't
been bad? However, if
But then, the greatest value on campus and is trying to underfor the fact that Damon Runyon found in college, perhaps, is the mine our morale with this intrusays nothing between human be- opportunity it presents to make sion in our secluded tower.
ings is three to one, we would lay one's own decisions. The janitor
If you want to preserve the last
you three to one that very few doesn't make the beds on Sundays. vestige of sanity in the poor BowWe decide not to make them eith- doin Genie of the Tower please tell
follow his advice.
er. We rip our pants. We decide to us who played the bells last Sunjunk the pants. Such things are in- day before chapel. I have lost five
estimable.
pounds worrying about it and my

in

services.

Bowdoin

.

C. B. was visiting Dudley Coe this week, and he wished
this thing on me. I threatened that I wouldn't write any more
"LaFayette Hoax" scripts for him, but it only made him more
happy .... I've got that hoax tale on my brain
Ask
Bob Schnabel ... In German class the other day Professor
Ham told the class all about it . . . So I went to sleep. Or
.
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hope sometime to collect $1.60
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

POLAR BEARINGS

.

Mahoney Men Lose To Bates By

.

By Brook* Leavtt*
Coach Neil Mahoney. that jesting, likeable Irishman, might justifiably be called "Bowdoin's Minute Man." Last winter he was asked to
coach a basketball team; he honestly told the boys the first day out
that basketball was not his game, and that he had just as much to
learn on the court as the players themselves did. But they all tackled
their season with fight and spirit, and, mister, they had the odds against
them. Calisthenic classes raised the devil with their practice schedule;
the limited amount of time for practice forced Mahoney to cut his squad
to a minimum of players; draft-boards, these merciless children
of war, felt that the U.S. Army. Navy, and Marine Corps had a better
claim on the boys than Neil had, and they actively expressed their
sentiments. On top of all this, the Polar Bears had to conduct their
daily drills en a court that fell far short of the requirements. Yet there
were no complaints or excuses.

down

polar bearings

.

.

tors.

.

FRIDAY,

9 A.M.
History 8
Latin B

Mathematics 4
Mathematics 6

.

own

in

.

the Maine competition this season.

Let's look over the parts of Mahoney's war-time machine.

The

Newt Pendleton, Chan Schmalz, Bob Crozier,
and Lloyd Knight; each one of these boys has shown that he can be
called on at any time for league pitching. Behind the plate the Polar
Bears have Bill Muir, Charlie Kehlenbach, and Mort Page. Muir is a

pitching staff consists of

Page

college veteran in his department, and

is

a freshman with plenty

of pep and promise. Kehlenbach certainly has the

own.

power

to hold his

Art 4 (Walker)

Astronomy 2
Economics 2
Economics 12

6
8

History 18
Psychology 4

16

is

tighter.

John

.

all.

polar bearings

German
German
German

Government 1A
Government 2

Maine Collegiate League possibilities for this
year. Colby is trying to nab its 25th title; Bowdoin and Bates have taken 19 apiece, and Maine boasts 15 pennants. Bowdoin definitely has six
games on its two-week schedule; they play Maine, Colby, and Bates
two games apiece, and they will undoubtedly play extra games with
near-by service teams. Long trips are definitely out of the question this
season for the Polar Bears, but, nevertheless, the fans expect ample
competition to form in the league itself. And if past years stand for
anything, they will not be disappointed. It is early yet to be making
any predictions as concerns league standing, but we might sneak in the
remark that Bowdoin looks good.
Let's turn to the

polar bearings

wish "MinuteMan Mahoney" the best of luck for the coming season, and let him know that we are sure that Bowdoin will be as proud of his war-time baseball team
as they have been of former ones. And just a word
of warning
beware of sabotage at the hands of
.

.

Therefore most of
the running events have been
shortened. The 100 haeattoeen cut
down to 75, the 880 to 609, the 440
to 300, and the mile to % of a mile.
Since neither team has a runner
capable of running two miles at a

History 10

WEDNESDAY, MAY

12

Chemistry 10
Economics 8

English 1
English 2
English 26

Government

12

Psychology 2

THURSDAY, MAY
&

Chemistry 1-2
Chemistry 11
History 2

respectable

13

Sociology 2

MAY

Economics 9

Philosophy 2

Government 8
Greek 2

English 14

Latin 2
Physics 4

like to

this

4

56
12
14

[ Continued from Page i ]
ly on the number of houses needed
for eating and rooming purposes.

:<i*

***»•

s

The

Naval Base

flag

was then

raised, while

"]

Built for Business."
lot of people who
to realize that there is

"There are a
den't

seem

The actual commissioning was a war going on," he said, "But
on and there
done by Victor D. Herbster, USN there is a war going
are a lot of brave, able, and deter(ret.) Commander of the Northern
mined men who hate us and all the
Air Patrol, which has its headquarters in Boston. "This commission- things we stand for. If we do not
ing," he said, "brings to a climax do our job, and do it well, it
three years of work in providing would be better if this base had not
air protection for our Northeast
been built."
coast. Now in accord with an order
The commander then set the
of the Secretary of the Navy, dated
April 15, 1943. and in the name of watch. The ceremony was closed
the commandant of the First Nav- by the benediction given by the
al District I hereby commission Rev. J. R. Doherty. St. Charles
this Air Station."
Church, Brunswick.
Among the Bowdoin guests were

j

conferences in which we all have
in presenting our views
decisions. We are
college men. Our fraternities are
at stake. We should not Just sit
back and listen. Initiating the
idea of conferences and making
our voices heard is not only our
right but our duty. We will want
to have our plans fixed, our
ranks formed and a soUd front to
present when pledging really
gets started.

(

a share

and making

•

Now
"We

cannot have all we want
our soldiers and sailors are to
have all they need."
Franklin D. Rootevelt
if

—

1

new
moved

that Bowdoin's

neigh-

bors have officially
in we
can expect to see and hear more
of them through the planes which
fly over the campus.
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News

Cartoon

F.

with their old fraternities.
Pledging will be difficult enough
and anything we can do to faciltate contacts between chapter

moved him

the entering freshmen will be so much
to the good.
r

which the interfraterand the college should

moved to third. The next batter
was safe at first base, and a runner
came in on the play. The runner
on

first stole to second several
plays later. The fifth batter struck
out, the sixth man walked, and the
seventh batter struck out, thereby

other hand, several other houses
may have strong groups of ten or

We

must also face the fact
that not a few people are un-

more upperclassmen easily able to
absorb five or ten more freshmen
than their quota of ten. Are the

friendly to the whole idea of
These individuals
would be just as glad to see the
Greek letter chapters go under
as a result of the war and might
even actively help to see that

fraternities.

residue of freshmen going to reunpledged or are these
stronger houses going to be allowed to pledge them? There will be

main

they do. Therefore, those of us
to see our fraternities

who want

such problems which will
call for real statesmanship and

above

all

prompt

a single over second,

to second base, although

Johnstone was thrown out on the
play. Densmore was thrown out at
first on the next play.
Bates started off the fourth inning with a single; the next batter
was out at first, but the runner advanced to second. The man on second went to third on a pass ball,
and the batter was walked. After
the next play there were men on
second and third. Several plays later the man on third scored on a
pass ball, and the man on second

members on campus and

-

hit

and on the next play Johnstone

ouch

survive must be alert and take
an active part in the coming

decisions.

crisis.

The

survival of the attest

POMEROY'S
CANDY SHOP

are

people

that

it

who work

does.

to

see

and

Flanagan

man

base. The
at first was safe,
and stole second bas'e on the next
pitch. The batter flied out to Bill
Talcott, and the runner on second
advanced to third. The next batter
was thrown out at first base.

Talcott opened up Bowdoin's
rally in the fifth inning with a
walk, and Bill Maclntyre followed,
forcing Talcott to second. Pendleton hit the next ball, and on an error the runners were safe all the
way around. Johnstone struck out
Bud Sweet, an outfielder, walked,
and in so doing scored Maclntyre.
The side was retired when Taussig
and Finnagan struck out.
Mort Page, a promising freshman catcher, came in for Muir, and
Chan Schmalz relieved Crozier at
the mound. The first batter flied
out to Flanagan, the second man
struck out, and the third was
thrown out at first.
In this inning for Bowdoin Flanagan struck out, Talcott flied out.
and Page was thrown out at first.
Bates' number one batter was
safe at first on an error; Waller
Finnagan made a nice catch in
center field on the next play for the
first out of the inning. The runner
on first stole second, but the side
was retired when the next twoi>atters flied

out

to

Johnstone and

Pendleton.

Bowdoin's half of this inning was
short; Pendleton was thrown out
at
first,
and Johnstone and
Schmalz fanned out. Bates' inning

was equally

as short. Flanagan
threw the .first two batters out at
first on well executed plays. Finnagan caught a long fly, and the side

was

retired.

Frazier was tossed out at first at
the beginning of the last half of the
eighth, and Taussig flied out to
deep center field. Although Finnagan was credited with a double,
the inning was concluded when
Bob Simpson, who replaced Flanagan at third base, was thrown out
at first.

Schmalz walked the first Bates'
batter in the top half q£ the ninth
inning; the second batter was
thrown out at first on a bunt. The
third hitter got to second, thus advancing a runner to third. Here
Coach Mahoney applied a little of
the strategy that he has picked up
in his years of baseball, and he called for Schmalz to purposely walk
the next man so that the bases
would be loaded, and the chances
for a double play or force would
be increased. The following batter
hit into the infield as the coach had
hoped, thereby forcing the runner
from third to home, where he was
tagged out. Schmalz fanned the
sixth batter to close the inning.

Bowdoin went into the ninth inning on the short end of a 5 to 3
count. Talcott got on first, and
Page followed with a hit. Talcott
went to third on the play. Pendleton scored Talcott, and Page was
tagged out at second. Pendleton,
the tying run, was safe on first.
Johnstone wacked a nice hit deep
into the field, but Pendleton was
tagged at third base. Johnstone
stole second, but the game ended
when Walt Donahue, a pinch-hitter,

struck out.

The game inaugurates the
league competition for the season,
and in spite of the adverse weather conditions, it was a thriller
the type which warns that there
are more close games to follow.
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John Payne
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Pendleton

Finnagan

Fordham Law School

EVERYONE SHOULD READ
April 25-20

Bowdoin theh took their position
Muir struck out, but

at the plate.

W. CHANDLER & SON

Bowling Bowl
7

Donlap Street

and

struck out.
Bates' first batter walked, and
Bob Crozier went in to relieve
Pendleton, who was moved to left
field. The next man at the plate hit
to Flanagan who threw to second,
catching the runner from first

Mt Broadway, Now York

Bnlleitni

Short Subjects

Sun.-Mon.

Bates' first batter got a base hit,
but the next batter Hied out. On
the same play the man at first was
caught oil base giving Bowdoin its
first official
doubie-play of the
season. Bates' third batter was
throw,n out at first.

when

TownTaxi

The

Rita Brothers

team

responsible for the finding of the
entering class. It is also to them,
through the house corporations,
that our houses actually belong.
Consequently, It behooves us not
to leave them out of our calculations. It would be wise for each
house to contact key alumni urging them to direct the freshmen
they have discovered to get in

s

at

although he got as far as third
base on errors, he was left there

aridrena

Hi Ya Chum
The

in a

sig got a free ticket to first,

CASE SYSTEM
Three-Year Day Coarse
Four-Ye ar Evenin r Coarse

Printers of

The Dead End Kids

any

Bob Frazier was thrown out

NEW TOBK

Paul K. Nlven, Bowdoin ltlf

April 28

Fri.

Brunswick

The RECORD OFFICE

also

Short Subjects

who

is still a working phenomenon,
and nothing survives unless there

Printing

Mains Street
April 22

consecutive batters.
John Taussig opened Bowdoin's
hitting with a single in the second
half ot the inning, and went to second on a bad throw. Waller Finnagan followed with a base hit, moving Taussig to third. Finnagan
went to second on the next play.
Joe Flanagan struck out, and following this Bill Talcott hit into a
fielder's choice during which Taussig scored, making the count 3 to 1.
On the same play men were tagged
out at second and third, thus retiring the side.

Fancy Groceries

Short Subjects

Thurs.

to

out at

ball. The
Bob Frazier

Pendleton gave a fine exhibition
of pitching in the top half of the
second inning, striking out three

many

We have

Ask Us For Quotations

also

News

BERRIE

S.
Watchmaker and Jeweler

like

base on the next hit

first

side was retired when
lined out to second.

than 100 blows would be a

welcome addition
which maj arise.

One topic
nity council

r

what seemed

Dick Johnstone, lead-off man for
Bowdoin, flied out to right field;

Weekend

tenant Commander Little, Major
Griffin and several members of the
Bowdoin faculty.

disgruntled calisthenlc pupils.

-

right, for in

Moe Densmore was thrown

There was no Sub-Freshman
this year.
Most of the thrash out is the question of
freshmen cannot expect to be here pledging quotas. The Committee on
over one year. We shall have to be Fraternity Quotas will have its
work cut out for it and will have
doubly energetic, therefore, to conto be in close touch with the pledgvince them of the value of joining ing
campaign. It should be realisa fraternity.
tic as well. It may develop that
one or two chapters will have only
s - r
two or three members left on
The alumni have been largely
campus this summer. These might
easily fail to be able to pledge a
quota of say ten freshmen. On the
Watches
Diamonds
Clacks

President and Mrs. Sills, Dean
Nixon, Professor Hammond, Lieu-

.

were

possible team
It is not for the
ORIENT to dictate the policies of
golf team, but we feel fairly safe
in saying that anyone who likes
to play golf and who can crawl
around a regulation course with
less

hiterfraternlty round! of
house presidents and stewards is
the logical body to consider and
talk over these questions with
the college authorities. Let's not
have Just one meeting at the last
minute where the college authorities merely read off their decisions. Let's have a series of real

Lieutenant Commander Alderman then said a few words explaining the field motto, "Brunswick,

f Continued from Pane i
duties elsewhere. He urged that
all must remember that this war
calls for "Unwavering determina-

r

-

The

the band played "Colors."

retiring the side.

Leavltt

anyone said before Monday's

If

golf course are not yet in useable
sub-zero weather to the spectators,
condition due to the cold weather.
the Bates' baseball team eeked out
The meet was scheduled early in a 5 to 4 victory over the Polar
the year and in a year of normal
Bears at Brunswick.
weather would not have been too
Newt Pendleton, a left-handed
earty for both teams and courts
ami course to be in condition. freshman hurler, teamed up with
veteran catcher Bill Muir as the
However, the weather may force
Bowdoin.
battery
for
the athletic department to call off starting
Bates went to the plate first. Penthe meet.
dleton was hit on the ankle by a
There will be a Golf and Tennis ground ball from the bat of Bates'
match between Bowdoin and Bates lead-off man, but nevertheless, he
on April 27, and there will be a continued to pitch. With a man on
State Tournament at Orono on first, the second batter fbed out;
May 1 in both Golf and Tennis.
the third man at the plate was hit,
"The teams are not allowed to by a pitched ball and automatically
go out of the stale this year for went to first base, forcing the leadcompetition and Colby has given off man to second. Mickey Walker,
up Golf and Tennis for the dura- Bates' pitcher for the afternoon,
tion,
but
we have scheduled hit a triple thereby scoring two
matches with the teams which are runs. The next man at the plate
On the following play
in existence in the state," Mai walked.
Morrell explained.
"It may be there was a forced out at second,
that, we will have to call off this but on a throw to that base Walkfirst meet with Maine, but we er came in from third. The next
hope to get team and grounds in batter struck out, and Bates recondition in time to go through tired with a three-run advantage.

pears to be the only student
has manifested any interest

Sun Rises

Economics 4

Andrew

speed,

15

Art 2 (Walker)
English
English
History
Physics

of

By Brooks

game that it would be a cold day first at the beginning of the secwhen Bates beat Bowdoin, they ond half of the fourth inning; Taus-

Lawry, Hal Curtis, Jim Early,
Whether there will be any more
Bill
McLellan and others who
track meets after this one depends
played last Spring and Summer,
on the weather, of course, and
have long since gone into the
transportation facilities. If there
army. As far as the golf team is
are any more, they will undoubtconcerned, there doesn't appear to
edly be just as informal as the one
be anyone left who played last
with Bates.
.
year, and "Mooch" Simpson ap-

14

Botany 1
Chemistry 8

SATURDAY, MAY

rate

Bowdoin has a scheduled Golf
and Tennis meet with Maine this
Thursday.
The teams were not
organised .it all on Monday evening, but hoped to get together
in time for this first meet of the
year.
The tennis courts and the

event will probably be done away
with entirely. The loss of Joe Carey
with the match."
lias left Jack without a single disOf last year's tennis team,
tance runner, although Joe is reported to be throwing the javelin George Griggs is the only remaining lettermaa Brad Drake, Stan
instead these days.

Physics 1
Physics 2

2

tion."

we would

ilar difficulties.

11

Chemistry 6

FRIDAY.

becoming tighter ami

"Beast" Taussig, a freshman, is holding down first
base quite well with his TiO pounds, aad at the
•tame time is rapping out nice hits. Dick Johnstone,
a veteran of last year, is performing; efficiently at
seeond base. Bob Frazier is adroitly snatching up
grounders at short-stop, while Joe Flanagan is
handling the ground balls to third nicely and
flipping them over to first in fine style,
The outfield of Bill Talcott, Waller Flanagan,
Bud Sweet, or Moe Deasmore will he a hard one to
fool. Incident ly. Talcott has proven himself to bo a
smart man at the plate. And when Flnnagan starts
to connect with those mighty swings, the opponents
might just as well give up the ghost.
Bowdoin had a tough break in losing its league
opener to Bates last Monday, especially considering
the fact that the Polar Bears took Bates the week
before, 9 to 6, In a practice game. But so It goes, and
the boys aren't going to let tills hold them down at

So, in closing,

6

Government 14
Spanish 2
Zoology 2

polar bearings
infield

2
4

Neither team has had an opportunity for much outdoor practice
this spring because of the delayed
arrival of the weather which is
supposed to accompany this season of the year. Practice in the
Bowdoin cage has been drastically
curtailed since the baseball team
has been using it for their indoor
practice. Bates has suffered sim-

10

Zoology 4

«

The

perienced youngsters. The purpose
of the event, says Jack, is not so
much to see who will win, but to
keep up some vestige of the former athletic relations between the
two schools. It will in other words
be sort of an informal formality.

8

B
2
4

TUESDAY, MAY
.

its

2 P.M.
Chemistry 4

1

Mathematics A
Mathematics 1
Mathematics 2
Mathematics 10

"minute man" again. This time
he's been asked to organize a baseball team in a matter of weeks
and he's done it. Out of the 200-odd students left in the college Mahoney
has assembled a baseball aggregation that this writer claims is going to
hold

MAY

MONDAY, MAY

its

Track Coach Jack Magee has announced that there will be a track
me'et with Bates here next Monday
afternoon. The meet will be a meet
in name only, since all the star performers of both teams have been
called into the service and no one
remains but comparatively inex-

Literature 2

polar hearings
Well, Bowdoin has called on

Bowdoin Rally Falls Short,
But Team Shows Promise

in courses

Gymnasium.

French
French
French
French
French
French

BOWDOIN TENNIS, GOLF
TEAMS TO MEET MAINE

Meet Bates Monday

not listed will be arranged by the instrucUnless otherwise indicated, examinations will be held in the

Examinations

SATURDAY. MAY

The seaaon was not an outstanding one; the coach
am* the boy» never elakmed that It was. But the
people who followed the team did notice sometluag
that p leas e d them
Bawdoia was never licked;
they kept cttmMag and climbing until In their toal
game with Bates they gave aa exhibition of basketball that made all the efforts of the boys and the
coach worthwhile. An idea of Bowdoin's improvement
lander M showy can he fouid la the fact that the
Polar Bean sliced 25 points off Bates' score la this
last game as compared to their first game with
them, and those who followed the team know that
this wasn't luck.
e

Track Team Plans To

Final Examination Schedule

5-4 Score

Marme Pvt lit Class M. G. Hoffman, survivor of the U. S. S.
QUINCY, waa a loader oa «ae of her big gum until aba was tank during
an engagement with the Japs off Save Island in the Solomons.
Hoffman is typical of the crew. You are helping Hoffman and hit
baddies wheel you bay bonds daring the Seeond War Loan Drive. They
give their lives You lend your money.

—
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MAJOR WIGGIN TALKS hirst Sergeant Serves As Liaison
ON WEATHER SERVICE Between CO. And Enlisted Men

Command

Major Griffin Views

First Service

Weekly Inspection

Inspects Detachment

Detachment Organizes

CJoaunaadlng Officer

Major Charlea W.

Griffin

Last Monday night we had a
The First Sergeant of a post in minor offenses he himself decides,
way of a short talk an important capacity as a liaison the nature of the discipline.
between the Commanding Officer
Sergeant Schurkamp is from
and the enlisted personnel. Here Fremont, Michigan, where, in high
on the post at Bowdoin, Technical school, he was a member of the
Sergeant Robert Schurkamp dis- track and basketball squads. Afcharges this and other complex duus on our having been accepted ties in his efficient and pleasant ter high school, he worked for
three years in a machine shop in
for this course and tried to im- manner.
Detroit prior to his entrance into
press upon us how fortunate we
Besides being the person charged the Army in May of 1941. After
are to be here.
with the strict carrying out of the reporting at the Camp Grant ReThis perhaps was the first talk policies of the Commanding Offic- ception Center in Illinois, he was
of meteorology itself which most er, the First Sergeant also assists sent to Jefferson Barracks, Misa Replacement Training
of the men here have heard. the officers in administrative detail, souri,
Major Wiggin explained that we prepares reports and records for Center for Air Corps technicians.
there,
after
advancing
will be extremely important offi- the signature of the Commanding From
the grades of Private
Officer, sees that schedules and through
cers in the Air Corps, for when
rosters are maintained in athletics, First Class, Corporal, Sergeant,
the weather is on the side of an recreation,
and the issuing of and Staff Sergeant, he was assignarmy it can be as advantageous passes. Also, in regard to discipline, ed in July, 1942, to Atlantic City,
as many divisions of troops. The the First Sergeant is charged with New Jersey, where he served as a
Major cited the cases of Poland bringing up enlisted men before Flight First Sergeant and advancand *Norway which were taken the post Commander. However, in ed to Technical Sergeant. On January 31, •43, came his orders to
more easily en account of favorreport to»lhis station which was
able weather and good predicting
then being activated. A recent hapof it by the enemy.
py announcement was the birth of
Another instance showing the
.
a son, Robert Earl, n, to Sergeant
importance of accurate weather
and Mrs. Schurkamp, on March 25.
treat in the

Adjutant

on the weather service by Major
Wiggin who stopped here in the
course of a tour which he was
making. The major congratulated

Captain James F. Gaatweil

THE STAFF
Edltor-la-CWef

Arthur Jaffe

Men in the detachment were
A group of officers headed by
honored and pleased last Satur- Lieut. -Colonel Johnson, Air Inday, when Major Criffin conducted spector of the First Service Comthe weekly inspection. Attending mand's Schools' Department, and
the drill competition for the first including Captain Fowler, Captime,
the Major expressed his
satisfaction with the results he observed.
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Sunday

enemy.

Low

clouds covered the

sailing of the battleship.
It was
predicted that these clouds would
persist and therefore no fighter
things as baseball, women, and plane escort was sent with the
other pleasures of life, with a con- ship.
The Japs, however, presequent decrease in attention to dicted that these clouds would
the Infinitely more prosaic mat- disperse, which they did, leaving
the ship open to attack from
ter of studies.
Most of us had noticed this enemy planes.

i

j

I

I

I

The Major ended

his

tribulations

growing

is

in the

Observe the number

pected to write
outside class.

English

themes

On the other hand, however,
consider the time being spent by
so many in playing pool in the
Union, going home on week-end
passes, lounging in the U. S. O..
and in having a good time generally.
There is certainly some
incongruity in these contrasting
pictures; some explanation must
be made. Most of us will assert
that we are not wasting time
when we visit the movies on Sunday afternoon or pass our spare
time in other recreation, for
mental relaxation is essential in
our work. We all argue that we
deserve our week-ends off.

|

i

.

;

er.

An old timer, with World War
had a yen to get back into
uniform and go to sea again.
He

service,

tion

Navy

and offered

entering he

recruiting sta-

his services.

On

was

directed to a
newly-minted ensign, who began
to interrogate him.

"What was your service in the
last war?" asked the ensign.
"I served in the turret crew on
the Amonia. replied the old salt.
"Well, I suppose you realize
that things are a
lot
different
now," commented the officer.
"So they are; so they are." sighed the applicant. "We didn't lose
the Arizonia in that war."

.

graced

when his
came out last.

last v.eek

Number
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The question now is:
"Had Tilly enough,
Or is another
Stealing his stuff?"

learn

my

So every cime

lessons well;

get a chance,
I ring the nearest bell.
I

The Sergeant's nuts about me.
The Captain thinks I'm swell
Because I make them jump with

section,

Good news for socialites in the
detachment was the announcement
last week that a second post dance
is to be held in Moulton Union on
competition on SaturMay 1. The committee in charge of

be no

drill

Section leaders of this week
continue for another week,
and the same eating order will be

day.
will

retained.

week

is

to be

frqe v rr6rrt: studies.

But movements are astir to reform and civilize the beloved
Tenth. Pvt. Brigoff took the first
step in this direction Saturday,
when he led the section from the
gloomy depths of the end of the
chow line to the comparative sunny brilliance of fourth place. Much
is

due Pvt.

Prigoflf,

who,

in

the last meeting of Section Ten's
drill

council,

finally

unanimity of opinion

secured

as to
relative directions of left
rignt face i nd of column left
right.

the

and
and

i

Men, the day is fast approaching when, during drill competition,
the other sections of the detachment will no longer be able to
say with the assurance of the past,
"Well, anyway, we can't do so bad
as Section Ten."

For an
ever,

official statement, howon the standing of Section

Ten, let us lefer to the man whose
patience, once the tangent, is now
rapidly dropping to the cost! Says
he:

"My name is Sergeant Mills,
And I'm in love with Section
I

I

Ten;
bawl them out in the morning
And then at noon again;
keep tham here at week-ends,

To

clean the barracks well
Because I think that one of them
Is the dinger of the bell."
v
•

Therefore, rr.esent plans' for the
week of May 15-23, which is the
13th week, but which lies within
the province of the six month furlough injunction, are that we are
to drill that week. However, and
this is a big however, every effort
is being made to obtain time off
for the men, and there is every
possibility that at least three days
of the seven will be very pleasant.
There is also the caution that all
should observe with regard to this
situation, and that is, don't jump
to conclusions. Though the above
is trie very latest news on this subject, there is always
the probability of a last minute reversal
of policy.

preparations for the event is headed by Charles Marshall of Section
4.

The dance, which comes as a
consequence of the great success of
the first one, held on April 3, and
of the resulting popular demand for
another, will be similar to this previous one, It is expected, however,
that there will be, not only more
girls present, but also a greater variety of music, since many new
records are to be procured. Those
to do so, may. as before,
bring their own dates, but there
will be plenty of girls there for all

who wish

others.
It was originally planned that
this second dance would be held

some weeks earlier, during the
month of April,, but it had to be

tion has been the organization of a simple act to control the actions of
a group of men, smartly and premilitary honor guard.
Formed under the able direction cisely.
After these preliminary stages of
of Sergeant Connelly, this group
which had its first meeting last organization have been left behind,
Sunday is destined to do great and the unit will begin the Marine Drill
tough things for the Bowdoin pre- by squads. This may seem vaguely
familiar to some, since it is the
meteorologists.
way section five won first place
Their major endeavor will be
two weeks ago. With all the work
precision drill and making out of
being done on Pickard Field, by
those who participate a unique
some it will seem quite a task of
part of the activity of the Bowdoin
spreading four squads, over the
campus. When it was first confield's 100-acre surface, and only
ceived in the minds of many of the
hope that they could find their way
enlisted men, it was first thought
back safely.
of as a drill team in which the best
With the
accomplishamong us could show their wares. ment of the successful
foregoing and monkey
But now under this new program,
drill (that of executing a movethere is an opportunity for the
ment after coming to a halt), there
most energetic of the men here to
will be more and greater heights to
learn and participate in a vital
strive for.
military function.
With the tantalizing bugle of
Once the training of these men Private Dexter to guide them, the
gets under way, and they become Military Honor Guard will execute
familiar with
the
manoeuvers movement by bugle call. Combined
which have been instilled into them, with this same bugle instruction
then the honor guard will be alfte will be the execution of manoeuto give exhibitions in precision drill vers by the blast of a whistle. Bework and split-second timing in sides getting the marching perfect,
marching manoeuvers.
they will have to know exactly
The first three weeks will con- what is the next manoeuver, and
c
sist of primary precision drill with be rea dy to execute it at the blast
which we are all familiar and have of a whistle.
practiced in our morning drill peThe men will also learn informal
riod. The primary purpose of this guard mount whereby the guards at
elementary beginning is for the! a post are regularly changed with
men to be able to function as one the snap and bearing of a military
coordinate team.
As cooperation ceremony.
and teamwork are essential to the
Upon the arrival of our pieces,
efficient operation of any unit. Ser- they will become expert in the
geant Connelly has wisely seen to Manual of Arms and thereafter beit that at least this group will have
come a part of the Retreat Formaall these qualities for a top-notch tion. The band which will also paroutfit. Secondly, it will be neces- ticipate in Retreat, will work in disary for the men to get used to rect cooperation with the Honor
responding quickly and efficiently Guard, so as to provide a uniform
to the.Sergeant's commands, there- and outstanding drill group to the
fore these three primary weeks detachment.
will be hejpfuj in that respect. It
It was suggested by one of our
is necessary that any group be able leading privates at the last meetto almost interpret the inflection ing that this guard stand duty at
of the leader's voice so that even the dances. There being a formal
at a distance, they may correctly presentation of colors with the
understand these commands. Now playing of the National Anthem,
we are trained to act upon the they will post guard by the colors
voice signal of our section leaders during the dance with the cereand officers. But in a unit like this monial change of guard.
where split -second timing is of the
There is also discussion under
utmost importance, knowing your way whereby there might be a paleader's voice is vital. The last rea- rade scheduled for Memorial Day.
son for the introductory sessions
Sundays at 12.45 p.m.. when you
is that just as we men have to will see these stout-hearted men,
know how to obey commands, so with leggings, they'll be in there
also must the leader have practice "right on the beam."

postponed because the lounge of

Moulton Union could not be obtained. Arrangements have now been
made with Mr. Lancaster of the
Union, however, so that the
date is definite.

May

1

Rules

By W Inch A Great Detachment

May Be Reduced To A Poor One
the pot, though. You will have to
jcalmp your loot on -the rumor
bug that sometimes makes the
stew distasteful. You must be in
the pot as well as on the ball.
Really, fellows, you can't swallow such soft-hearted stuff. Your
minds are mature and analytical
enough to realize the insecurity
and weakness of ideals. You must
lhave something concrete, something real— something you can
sink your teeth into. I have that
something, and. by following my
simple rules with unabated zeal,
you can make this the most putrid
detachment on the whole Atlantic

The fifth columnist sinisterly
whispered that he could not shoot
a gun, but that he knew how to
make a poor army of a great one.
The official date for change of Even if, as a simple disciple of
uniform is June 15, but should the
Private Hargrove, you know of
weather, become warmer before
their methods and of your unconthen, a change is possible.
scious ways of helping them.
The

detachment

"suntans" on
Fact:

May

will

don

I

its

15.

Rumor:
There has been quite a

The
bit of talk

true, simple-hearted

|

j

.

j

Amer-

!

counsel you thus:
about the shortage of butter now
Soldiers, consider yourselves colafflicting us and therefore the ofored vegetables the Irish, green;
ficial explanation as printed in The the Communists, red; etc.
Then,
Rumor:
as a part df our great nation
Boston Herald's Rumor Clinic:
The obstacle^ course now under
you're vegetables in the meltingFact:
construction
will
prove
insurpot— the great national one you've
The armed forces must accumu- beard so much about. The pot in
mountable.
Fact:
late reasonable reserves for the its now fiercely heated stage can seaboard.
Hear ye! Hear ye! Slackers
In the words of Sergeant Mills: protection of their supplies. Cur- boil away all social and political
The Ten Commandments!
"It will be good and rough, but rent butter production has been at intolerances and produce a vege- ja.ll!
1.
Tell vour girl and (to show
table whose component vitamins
not by any means killing." Here the seasonal low point. Civilians in
are V. I, C, T, O, R and Y. You no impartiality) everybody else's
is what it will look like: Thirteen 1942 used more fluid milk, more ice must throw yourselves right into (girl what you do, know, or think
units, 400 yards long, about 30 cream, more evaporated milk, and
you might ft-asibly have overheard
a tray with all types of warm.
yards between each. Included in some other dairy products, drawing
between
solvcnly
March
2.
Military
the 13 units will be roperclimbing, milk away from butter. Civilians, Lecture
classes -especially when inspectwater hazards, arm-swinging exer- now with higher incomes than in
ing officers are around.
Tonight
cises, and balanced beams.
the past desire to buy much more
Pull «n "Allegreya" at every
3.
opportunity.
Rumor:
butter than is available.
4.
If you ever have the chance,
Tonight in Memorial Hall, men
What difference will
of the detachment will hear the goof off.
fourth and last of the series of lec- just one man make if all the othtures on military law given this ers keep on the ball?
Kick about the food or
5.
week by Captain Jones of the
Judge Advocate's office in Boston. something else. Gosh, at Atlantic
Pvt. Potter (Section 1) was him to really understand them is
The lectures, part of the required City you only had one pan to take
asked by the inspecting officer, bad morals." Henry James
training of all men in the army, care of. Up here they clutter up
"When did you go to the barber
She: "I'm perfect"
have thus far covered the essen- a tray with all aypes of warm,
last?" Answered Potter, "I took a
tial parts of the Articles of War, clean dishes.
He: "I'm practice."
shower last night, sir."
Make as much noise as pos6.
If you don't have the price of a soldier's law, and will finish toPvt. Marsh (Section 4) says that
night wtih a demonstration of the sible in the dorms even if the
bond, buy a war stamp.
he is glad he is not a 'four star"
other fellows are trying to study.
A lecture is that process where- operation of military courts.
General.
R e a s o n "There's no
This is not the last taste of mil- If you can t have the right of free
by ideas pass from the notebook
chance of advancement."
of the instructor to the notebook itary law that will be given the speech wny is this nation at war?
This column deserves some note
7.
Don't just sleep in a class.
of the student without affecting men in this course of training, for
for its prediction of last week. As
upon promotion to the A course Try to snore to prevent others
the mind of either.
predicted, Section 10 is now in
Why
attention.
there will be a much more com- from
We all hope that Pvt. Paul Ras- plete study of the subject, 38 should givingfourth place keep it up, boys.
some take advantage of
The way we figured it out, you back will be out of the infirmary hours being devoted to it. This their insomnia while others let
should be first on the chow line soon he's laid up with a mild case more advanced treatment is pre- nature take its course?
the week of May 15 if not soon- of tonsilitis.
8.
Leave your shades up at
sented to all potential officers, inPvt. Ogliby is at Fort Williams cluding OCS men and West Point night.
er. E)on't disappoint us.
It is the selfish man who
Some praise should go to Sec- hospital. He's being treated for a cadets, although the latter study a will not share his light with othcase
of
hope
see
eczema.
all
to
ers.
tion 3 they were in last place last
full year course in military law.
Walk on the college grass
week. And this week they hit the him "on the beam" very soon.
9.
Those who study in the A course
"Counting sheep is no fun. Most at MIT may be fortunate enough at every opportunity. It has only
number one spot. They're pretty
determined to eat chow while it's men would rather count calves."
to receive military law instruction been growing as/ college grass for
Harry L. Hunting, Jr.
hot so watch out fellows.
from Captain Jones, the lecturer of 150 years, so its ready to kick in
"A military expert is one who this week, for he is on the meteor- its chips.
Please note the acceleration of
gravity in Brunswick, Maine, is tells you what's going to happen ology faculty at that institution.
Finally, do everything pos10.
980.631. You'd be surprised— it tomorrow then tells you why it The Captain, formerly a practicing lble to hurt the Major and the
makes all the difference in the didn't."—John B. Kennedy.
They treat us like dirt.
civilian lawyer in Phoenix, Arizona, Captain.
world.
"What the average man likes is also instructing potential officers Furthermore, they keep all the
"For a man to pretend to under- about the average girl is his arms" at several other universities, in- good clothes from Fort Williams
I know.
for themselves.
cluding Harvard.
stand women is bad manners; for —(Grit).
ican
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By the ringing on the bell."

credit

SECOND DANCE WILL
BE HELD ON MAY 1

to the military law lectures
being given this week, there will

'

ing fronts of the world. If there
is complaining to be done, they Pity the fellows
In section three.
should be the ones to do it. For
ourselves, let us study our geo- Who as the march
Must constantly
graphy, plot loci, and calculate
velocities with all the determination of the men who are dropping
bombs on Kiska. Let us take pride
in our work as the men who are
fighting their way toward Tunis
take pride in theirs.

war have

log-

the competi-

RUMOR

>

—

looked up a

by
advice on
talk

I

Many Saturday nights
must face the fact, however, Hubbard, Williams and Doft
Were the Three Musketeers
He's been away.
that this is war and that in it we
We are wondering:
have a job to do, demanding the Who went up in glory
Came down on their rears.
"Where dia he stay?"
very best that we can give and
some more besides. Thousands of
Last week, however.
other American soldiers, not op- The battle is over,
Stolen brooms returned.
He was found
pressed as wc are with the burden
Back at home
of studies, are suffering and lay- How long will it be
'Till the peace treaty's burned?
Safe and sound.
ing down their lives on the fight-

sacrifices in this

laws,

all

in

tion of Saturday were John Grogan from Section 5 ("his step is
.") and
good, his cadence fine
Victor Fuchs who was really dis-

and otherwise, are automatiand immediately suspended.
Men of AAFTTD, No. 22, grit
CLINIC
your teeth, ciench your fists, brace
and prepare to meet the
up,
Army's most baffling enigma, Sec- Rumor:
About the week of May 15-23
tion Ten.
need we say more?
How a group of apparently
normal individuals, each display- Fact:
Here are the very latest facts
ing no outward signs of intraon the situation: The army rule
psychic ataxia, dementia precox,
pn furloughs for schools like this
or screwia loosen tia, can when
thrown together, result in any- is that no student is eligible for
thing like Section Ten. is a prob- a furlough before six months, but
lem which is stumping such ex- that 28 Jays of furlough will' anperts as Sergeant Mills, Einstein, nually be granted to each man.
On the other hand, every 13th
and Mr. A.ithony.

must have a thorough un- of a cloud formation means that
derstanding of the basic principles rain is soon to come. The Major's
involved.
For even though he advice was to become aware of the
may have instruments andThe re- leather around you. Look a,t the
ports of other men to simplify his skv the winds the temperature,
job, the key tool of the weather the ocean's proximity to you and
*
its eD ect ° n the weather. Be obofficer is his head.
The Major again stated that we servant at all times and get to
know
wnat is S° in e on in the
are extremely fortunate to bet
where we are. There are many atmosphere around you. Get in
brilliant soldiers, who. as enlisted the nabit of looking at the weathConsider, for a moment, the
men, read instruments and get er intelligently at all times. Men, now famous episode of the ringfthe information which we will this is to be vour job for the dura- ing of the bell. Who dood it ?
have to put together to make tion, so let's start now and keep Was he from Six, Seven, Eight or
Nine? rhe e foremen tioned blush
definite and concise reports for our skies.
with shame even to think that
one of their members could have
perpetrated the dastardly deed.
Not so Section Ten! Upon their
collective shoulders they have assumed the mantle of guilt and
now proudly proclaim:
Be driven insane
Of "Joes" this week
There's quite an array.
By grunts and by groans
"My name is Murray Fisher (or
Which in no way resemble
Looking them over.
John McCarthy or any Section
We'll start with Flight A.
Musical tones.
Ten Joe).
I'm the ringer of the bell;
Men tell the story
Yet this is called singing
A credit to old Section Ten,
I am, I am like
.
By a man of great fame;
Of last Thursday night.
When the third and fourth
One private Wallace
I ring it once, I ring it twice,
Floors had quite a fight
Newman by name.
And then I run like
A credit j.o old Section Ten,
The challenge was made,
Private Tillv
The ringer of the bell!
The time it was set
Of section four
Little did they know
Has come to live
I like to stay in week-ends
That they'd end up all wet.
With us once more.

We

been, thus far. smaller than those
of most soldiers; surely we can do
without the luxury of Spring fev-

concerned,

is

standing soldiers

cally

officer

-

humorous

its

chow line is now being tak- word "barber" with the word bath
and answered cheerfully: "I took
6.
shower yesterday, sir." The
Voted the best leaders in their a
Colonel strode quickly on, after
respective flights were Bill Cole
this, a bewildered look in his eye.
of Section C- and Stanley Godlewski of Section 7. Two other out-

ical

the flying men.

giving the men a little
how to get some actual experience
with weather conditions right
who
knows
his work.
just as our work
now.
Most people who live in
To
understand
the
complicated
speed, with stagprocess of weather forecasting; an cities don't even know what kind

of men who complain to patient
instructors that geography assignments are impossible, that we are
being asked to do far too many
physics problems each week, and
that we cannot reasonably be ex-

Men

"Twirl my turban, twirl it again,
Here comes Section number' ten!
Captain Centwell returns today Why, oh vhy does the Sergeant
sigh
from Atlantic City, where he has
When Section ten goes maching
spent the greater part of a tenby?
day furlough which began on
April 13.
Visiting his family in We don't know the difference, we
don't know the sum,
Atlantic Cit
the c tain at _
Atlantic City, here we come!"
tended
wedding of his young.
est daughtc?r
Th e Meteor, speakBy every law of logic and
ing for the detachment, extends
best wishes to the married couple, symmetry, a review of the secand welcomes Captain Cantwell tions should normally begin with
Section One.
But where Section
back to the post.

tor

here hits top
gering amounts of home-work to
be done in every course, and with
an all-important geography exam
in the offing.
This Is unfortunate,
but, since the situation is not to
be avoided, it must be accepted.
We have noticed, however, that it
is not
being accepted with particularly good graces, and that the
tendency to gripe about our trials

Our

Baffling Group Of

Ten

!

without

en by Section

.

)

inspections go, this one

sidelights.

of the

Section Ten Is Most

^

m

detactment.

7.00

CANTWELL
RETURNS TODAY

Some men here may wonder
times during
peace-time, of course, but few why they are studying subjects
have considered its manifestations which are, or seem to be, so far
during the war. The fact has be- from the work of meteorology
come apparent by this time, how-" The Major made an analogy be-j
ever, that the disease is just as tween us and medical students
school.
prevalent in wartime as in normal a certain
times and that army students are They had to study every Mathequite as susceptible as civilian matics, Physics and Chemistry
students.
The chief difference is course the school had to offer bethat, since our military studies are fore they could start on actual
far more important to the war ef- medical work, and although when
fort than was our work as civil- these men became doctors they
ians.
Spring fever can take a might not have used .50 per cent
of the material they studied at
far costlier toll than before.
first,
anyone knows that they
It is an extremely unfortunate
would rath 3r go to a modern doccoincidence that the disease should

and

at

be a mixed

CAPT.

phenomenon many

strike this post

will

choral society meeting in Memorial Hall. Present at this
meeting will be singers from
Brunswick, Including Brunswick
High School students. Meteorology students who are interested are also invited.

—

ed dementia, which strikes at college students more severely than
anyone else, is characterized by a
suddenly increased interest in such

evening,

o'clock, there

ious respect.

As all
was not

Honor Guard

The latest and most recent con- in giving them. As you section
and Warrant Officer ception of the members of this sta- leaders doubtless know, it is no

thoroughly inspected Detachment No. 22 on Thursday,
April 15. Though the results are
not yet officially known, the Detachment is not expected to have
proved unsatisfactory in any ser-

Bond,

Take for example, the
lad in Flight A, who, when asked
if he
were wearing his "dog"
(identifications)
tags,
nervously
atempted to breathe deeply in the
hope that the tags might jingle
and thus assure him of their
but
this
manoeuver
ignominy when it stumbled into presence,
fifth place, barely nosing out a proving unsuccessful, he had to
admit his uncertainty with the
very seedy Section 1.
"I
don't
know, sir."
In Flight B, the first two posi- answer:
Proud to be a part of this organ- tions remained the same as last "Well," came the cutting reply,
ization. Sergeant Schurkamp said week, with Sections 7 and 9 com- "do you know whether you have
that the admirable progress made ing out on top again. Section 10 your pants on?" Then there was
so far was due to the excellence of chalked up a moral victory in the fellow, who, when asked:
the staff here.
moving from fifth place to a bril- "When did you 'see the barber
liant fourth. Its place at the end last?," somewhow confused the

CHORAL SOCIETY TO
MEET ON SUNDAY

Spring has at last come to the forecasting was the loss of the
Bowdoin campus and brings with English battleship. The Prince of
it
the usual host of new things, Wales, which was lost because of
including nature's most pernicious a poor weather forecast by the
malady Spring fever. This dread* Allies and a good one by the

In first place as a result of the
competition are Section 3 of
Flight A and Section 7 of Flight
B. In the competition, which was
somewhat inferior to those of
previous weeks, Section 3 moved
from last place in the Flight to
the top of the list. The boys of
Section 5 weren't quite so alive
last Saturday and yielded first
place in the contest, but managed to stay ahead of the rest of
the field. The Once-proud Section
2 dropped to a new level of

tain O'Shsa,
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College Will Take Over Fraternity Houses On June 1st
14- Week Summer Session Features "100" Courses
More Army Air Corps

ALUMNI IN SERVICE
TOTAL NEARS 1400

Previous Freshmen Course
Requirements Abolished

—

Men Expected

Bowdoin Repeating

By Dana Little
War Records Set
Bowdoin's second summer session of two seven-week pe- In Past Conflicts
riods will start officially on Monday, June 21, and end September 25 Professor Herbert R. Brown announced to the By Paul Earn**
Orient early this week. The fall session is being moved ahead A survey of the records of the
number of Bowdoin men who have
to October 7.
lent their services to the government in time of war is one of
This year's summer session will
Bowdoin's best answers to the
FRATERNITIES CHOOSE criticism
differ in many ways from last
of the usefulness of a
years, Professor Brown said, in
liberal education in wartime.
OFFICERS
the first place, a wider variety
Bowdoin College is keeping up

SUMMER

and an extended number of courses will be offered. Each departSince both College authorities
ment will offer what are to be and members of the fraternities
known as "100" courses. Under feel that the continuity of the acthis arrangement a student pursu- tivities of tMe fraternities is essening advanced work in a parti».u- tial, most of the chapters have

In

Reading Period

And

May

Tuesday, .May 4

College authorities
have re*
ceived definite word that a third
flight of men in the Army A*r
Corps Basic Premeteorology unit
here will arrive some time in the
middle of May, according to Presi-.
dent Kenneth C. M. Sills.
With th«? expected 150 under-

men

in

service

already.

Al-

unit of aboiit 150, College au'hoiities expect that there will b» at
least
600 men studying here
through the rest of the war. This
does not allow for other units^
such as a group of pre-rwlieaj
students, which may be assigned,

(

I

|

i

!

I
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Yang's

and

If

Play,

2

[

By Brooks Leavitt
And here we are back

FROM HEART ATTACK

Northeastern for four years, and
piloted
years.

to Neil

Mahoney. Waiting for me on my
desk last Sunday night was an

the varsity in his senior

Air Force, has granted the Masque

and Gown permission to produce
j

!

the play. An arena type play has
also been suggested, as few men

campus now have

an

seen, this

type of play before.
The permanent cast of the ComE.R.C. Calls
mencement Play, "The Winter's
Tale," by Shakespeare, is now
complete, as well as changes in
29
the text. The rehearsals held so
far in Memorial Hall will be
Professor Nathaniel C. Ken- moved outdoors if weather perdrick has announced that the folmits next Saturday. The performlowing men in the Army Enlisted
ance will be given on Friday, May
Reserve Corps have received or*
21, as 2:00 p. m., on the Art
ders to report to Camp DevensjJ -Building
steps.
May 29: Richard H. Bonney,
The cast of the play now inRichard C. BriJ,ton„ Russell P.
cludes as Hermione, Mrs. Mildred
Christopher, Frederick S- Dickson,
Thalheimer. who is the director of
John P. DonaJdson. George L. Hi I[ Continued on Pige 2 ]
debrand. William E. Hill. Jr.. H.
Richard Hornberger. Jr., Melvin
L. Lehrm-in, William A. McLelSeniors
Ian, Josepn W. Stapleton, Robert
S. Stuart, Arthur A. Tcrrill, Robert M. Tni?, Norman Waks, and Enter Writing Contest
Carlton M. Woods, Jr.
All these men are science maA contest for the Brown Comjors, pre-dental students, or preposition Prizes for Seniors and the
medical students. Professor KenDavid Sewall Premium for Freshdrick said that he hoped thn:e
who already had acceptances men will be held in Memorial Hall,
room 101, at 7.00 p.m. tomorrow
from medical schools would be allowed to return to coilege .mmo- evening. Both contests will be for
"excellence
in
extemporaneous
diately after reporting at Camp
Devens. Others may have to go English composition." All those
who are Seniors, now and have not
through the 13 weeks of basic
yet had a chance to enter the contraining before being reassigned
test are eligible for the Brown
to college for further study.
Prizes, while all students uo to
their third semester, not yet having had the opportunity of enterAIR'
ing the contest for the David
Sewall Premium may do so at this

More Men

To Duty On May

:

with deep regret that the
ORIENT announces the death of
the Rev. Dr. Daniel Evans of the
Class of 1890, who passed away
in the Dudley Coe Infirmary at
4:30 p. m.. last Saturday. He had
been attending a meeting of the
Trustees of the college in the
morning when he suffered a heart
It

At this time there was a lot of
assignment to write a semi-pro ball being played around
biography of this already famous Boston, and Mahoney was considBowdoin coach with "human inter- ered an outstanding prospect in
est and humor angles." As far as spite of his mere 135 pounds. But
your biographer can see, fifty per even though he was a "snappy
cent of this Irishman is human in- catcher, he didn't have the siit-er
brawn to put behind the bat, and
terest, and the other fifty per cent
on this account he was held back.
is humor.
When I spoke to Neil about writ- This was Babe Ruth's era when
ing his biography, he was a little the fans had eyes for the big hitwary after having been called ters and no one else ball players
"Bowdoin's Minute Man" the week who lacked power at the plate
before. But apparently Neil has were lost, regardless of their fielding ability.

During

Neil was born November 21,
1906, in Newton, Massachusetts,
and was raised there. He attended
Newton High, a school that has
produced its, share of athletes,
where he was a star catcher for
two years. In 1925 he began his
career at Northeastern University,
and here he continued his work as
a catcher. He played ball at

After graduating from

North-

eastern, Neil played a hair of a
year of pro ball in the sunny
climes of Florida. Evidently the
climate, the people, or the Mint
[

Continued on Page

3 ]

SUN RISES
By Dick Hornberger
The Bowdoin Orient's
the Rising Sun
undergoing the

is,

at

same

body that the new setup is a pain
in the neck, and that something
should be done about it, but what

version of
this

point,

don't know, and besides, we
don't want to mix with the army,
of which we'll soon be a member.
don't know and don't care

we

transition

which the newspapers would have
It's
Japan's is.
other words. Perhaps
for the duration, perhaps not. In
view of this lamentable fact, we
should probably make a very special effort to be at our loathsome
best this week, but as usual we
have little or no idea how to attain this pinnacle of perfection.
When one write* a feature
or thin paper, he doesn't necessarily have to write about
anything, as w* have consistently shown, c'mon two year
bow. But, when writing Sun
Rises, one faces not merely the
question of filling up mo many
inches of space. There mast be

us

believe

setting,

that

We

in

a subject, one which will interest everyone, one which will be
one
preferably,
and,
timely,
which will be controversial.
Yes. a subject. Well for about
the last two months, various students have complained to us that
we have never said a word in
complaint of how the Union is being run these days. It seems that
we are denied the use of it quite
a bit of the day. and as far as

whether any mention has been

made in the Orient about the
turning on of lights in the college library, known to some as
Hubbard Hall. It seems that
they have been turned on, or at
least they were the last time we
got over that way after dark.
This the Orient will probably
consider a signal triumph, and a
direct result of the article written in the joker issue several
weeks ago. This, however, is
not the case. The library authorities just suddenly up and deckled that the war didn't effect the sacred halls of Hubbard Hall half as much as they
thought it would.

in

Wales.

When

,

Freshmen And

!

BOWDOIN ON

The next program

NUMBER OF EXPECTED
FRESHMEN UNCERTAIN

HAS

wh.ch

in

May

MMfta

The Brown Composition Prizes
two prizes, three-fifths and
two-fifths of the annual income of
a fund of $1,431, established in
1874 by Philip G. Brown, of the
class of 1877, in memory of Philip
Henry Brown, Esq., of the class of
1851. They are offered to members
of the Senior Class for excellence
in

Extemporaneous English Com-

position.

The David Sewall Premium

his information from a letter he
received telling him his nephew,
John Cleaveland, had impersonated
LaFayette at Brunswick. Despite

the lack of proof, it is fairly certain that the Hoax did take place.
This is* the first attempt by
Bowdoin on the Air to present a
dramatization of this type. It will
be directed by Crawford B. ThayContinued on Page

3 ]

is

Dr. Yung-Chlng

leasing.

Yang

anybody should ever try

to

ALUMNI VOTING FOR
NEW OFFICER SLATES

will

be

the

tradi-

The annual election of the Gentional friendship between Chin i
eral Alumni Association is unusuand America, for Sino-American
al this year in that there are no
friendship is indeed an object of
vacancies on the Board of Overmatchless grandeur and infinite
seers to be filled. The Nominating
beauty.
Committee of the Alumni Council
As well said by Madame Chiang has presented the following slate
Kai Shek, "the hundred sixty of nominees for election to the
years of traditional* friendship be- Alumni Council and for Directors
tween our two great peoples, of the Alumni Fund:
China and America, which has
Alumni Council: Dr. William
never been marred by misunder- Holt 12. William J. Nixon 13, Elstanding, is unsurpassed in the an- roy O. LaCasce '14, Rev. Joseph
C.

Coming Events

Visiting

Committee

consists

Albert' T. fk>u)d of Boston, of the
Board of Overseers. The Committee confirmed the arrangements
made by the special committee,
and arranged for the College, to
take over all 11 chapter houses
by June
provided the awvngi ments are ratified at the annual
meeting ol the Governing Boird
I

May
Work

on

20.

lease

ANNIVERSARY CHAPEL
WILL HONOR SILLS

HANDBOOK WILL
APPEAR
JUNE

Johnstone

i

1944 BUGLE WILL

APPEAR THIS WEEK

the annual income of $238, which
awarded to a member of the
The new edition of the Bugle,
Freshman class for excellence in- published by the Class or 19-14,
English Composition. It was estab- will appear sometime this week.
lished in 1795.

The

of Mr. Ho.vt Moore of New Yorn.
Mr. Harold E. Berry of Portland
of the Board of Trustees, Mr. Roland E. CI u* of Portland, and Mr.

nas started on a farm of
satisfactory to both the
College and the house corporations. Details are to be worked out
with the aid of the house corporations, but their general f&im
will +>e for the College to rent the
world.
ell '21, Donald J. Eames '23, Joshouses for a dollar a year and us.>
In these days of storm and eph A. Aldred '24, Charles
S. Brathem as it sees fit, while the Colstress, which are so easy to make
deen '26, Richard S. Chapman '28.
lege will pay all taxes and expeople feel blue and make the
Fund Directors: Edward P. Garwhole horizon appear dark and land '16, Harold H. Sampson '17, penses in the meantime and see
gloomy, Sino-American friendship Bela W. Norton L8, Karl A. Wood- that they are returned at the
suggests to our mind the picture man 18, Emerson W. Zeitler '20, close of the war in as good condition as they were received.
of a perfect arch of a glorious Francis
P. Freeman '22, Elliot P.
rainbow, holding out promises of Perkins '23, Theodore
The College would prefer to
L. Fowler
'24, Charles L. Hildreth '25, John take over all of the houses at
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
W. Tarbell '26, Parkin Briggs '29 once, unless special circumstances
prevent it. No plans have been
John H. Fryc '38.
made as to how to work with
The customary four are to be
houses that are in a bad financial
selected as members of the Alumposition. The College also feels
ni Council but, because of a vathat fraternity continuity is imcancy by lesignation, four Fund
portant and must be worked out
Direqtors are being voted upon inOn Friday, May 14, there wdl be stead
if possible, hut no plans can be
of the usual three. Only
a special chapel to commemorate
made at so early a date.
signed ballots received by May 15
the 25th year of the presidency of
The College has made no plans
are counted. The results of the
Kenneth C. M. Sills. The men irelection
will
be announced at as yet as to how any of the incharge of the program have"? iutle
dividual houses are to be used.
Comme
ncemeh t
to say about what will actually ocThe Committee will meet again
cur, but it is to be a chapel celeon May 8 to make final plans for
brating the President's anniverthe budget. The Committee on
'47
sary. The college choir will particiHonorary Degrees also met last
pate in the program in its next to
weekend, but their decisions canIN
last appearance of the semester.
not be divulged until CommenceThe Choir is to sing "Adoramus
ment.
Te" by Palestrina, antiphonaliy. on
The 1947 Freshman Handbook
Sunday in the closing Sunday will go to the printer's by ComChapel. On Monday the Choir will mencement and will be out in
Reelected
sing "Laudamus" by Protheroe.
time for the Freshmen entering in
The last appearance of the choir of June 21. according to Roger B.
President
Council
the semester, and possibly the last
'45.
Nichols
Editor.
for some time will be at comThe problem of the names of
mencement. A large part of the the students to be listed will be
In the Student Council elections
choir is remaining in college for
solved as nearly accurately
-a
commencement in order to sing possible by listing only those who for the coming summer semester.
held yesterday in the gymnasium.
together for what will be for many
are registered for the summer Richard
C. Johnstone "44 was reof the men, the last time.
session by Commencement.
The
GronIn the line of Musical activities remainder of the book will be elected president. John A.
Peter Mason and John MacMoran much as usual. There will be no din, with the second highest number of ballots, was elected vicewill play a duet for violin and or- section
concerned with the miligan, "Cavatina" by Joachim RafT, tary units on campus, but a new president of the Council.
The following men will fill the
in chapel on Friday. In the last section
explaining
the
various
regular chapel service Hugh Pen- military classes that are open to other ten positions: Joseph r*.
dexter III will sing the recitative undergraduates will be included. Carey '44. Thomas A. Cooper 11.
"Thy Rebuke Hath Broken His Activities such as the S.C.D.C. Walter S. Donahue. Jr. '44. Robert
Heart" and air "Behold and See" which are permanently cancelled N. Frazer '44, Ross E. Wimams
'44, George J. Kern '45, Lloyd R.
from Handel's Messiah.
will be left out, but other or'45, Philip H. Philbin
15.
ganizations, which may be temp- Knight
T. Talcott. Jr. '45, ind
William
orarily inactive will contine to be
"46.
mentioned as regular Bowdoin ac- Paul L. Sweet
Robert V. Schnabcl '44. J inu •>
tivities.
The handbook was staffed by R. Higgins '14, and Richard N
•

Roger

is

11.

be

[

time.

are

the series,

will be presented

a dramatization of the
"LaFayette Hoax." The story was
taken from Cleaveland's "History

will

of Bowdoin College." The Dramatization was written by Paul H.
Dr. Hammond, director of adEames, Jr. '46. It concerns the
missions, has made it known that
conferring of an honorary degree
the number of summer freshmen
of LI. D. upon LaFayette.
The
will probably be very much larger
script, including the setting, ,the
than the number of summer freshmen of last year. Although more time, and the characters are as
nearly authentic as possible. Most
than 100 applications have been
of the characters are known to
received, it is still unknown as to
how many will enter in the sum- have taken part in the Hoax, and
the people and places mentioned
mer session.
are known to have been in the
The admissions office is very
town at that time.
busy at present receiving appliThe only source in which any
cations and records and sending
out formal certificates of admis- account of the Hoax can be
sion. Some of these certificates found, is Cleaveland's "History of
were sent out last week, but there Bowdoin College." The author got

1

mm

1

SUMMER SCHEDULE,

We only have to write 47 more have been few replies as yet. Dr.
words to reach the ten inch mark, Hammond does not expect that all
and by the time we get through of the men who receive these certelling you all about it. this week's tificates will enter. Taking into
chore on the Bowdoin Orient will consideration all of the things
be pretty close to completion. In which might happen between now
fact, seven niore words after fact and the opening of the summer
will just about take care of ft, and trimester. Dr. Hammond declined
if you don't believe there are 400 to make any prediction as to the
number of men who
words
in this column, count them probable
same
the
paying
we know, are
would enter Bowdoin in June.
Union dues Well, we'll grant any- and see.

M

i

the family moved to Amerfather became a miner in
western Pennsylvania. Daniel went
to work in the mines at the age of
seven. Here he remained until he
reached the age of 17. Eager for
an education, he worked his way
Bowdoin on the Air is one of the
through the Bangor Theological few college activities which will be
Seminary. Later he spent two able to survive the crisis caused
years at Bowdoin, receiving his by men leaving college. "At the
degree in 1890.
present time," Crawford B. ThayAfter completing his theological er, director of the program antraining, Dr. Evans became pastor nounced,
"we have a schedule
of
the
North
Congregational will take us through July 20." The
Church at Cambridge. In 1909 he programs will continue throughout
became a Professor at Andover- the summer, but the schedule afNewton
Seminary, ter July. 20, has not been decided
Theological
where he stayed until his retire- upon.
t
ment in 1941. He then moved to
Tuesday evening at 8:00, Alfred
his most recent home in Belmont,
O. Gross of the Biology DepartMassachusetts.
ment gave a talk on birds. The
He wrote a good deal and lec- talk was accompanied by a group
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
of bird-call recordings.
ica, his

1

hibition of baseball.

was Chairman
Committee and
Committee for

Honorary Degrees.
Dr. Evans was born

his spell at

Northeastern
Mahoney
played
semi-pro ball in The Blackstone
Valley League and in Boston's Twilight League; at the time these
teams offered some of the best ex-

is

attack. Dr. Evans
of 'the Examining
a member of the

—

a success " 'neath Bowdoin
Pines," and the student body wants
know
a little more about him.
to

;

1

ORIENT

made

]

of his third

the Campus Jack Kinnard '41. The script has
Griffin, Co--.mard- been announced for production by
and Captain James the Hedgerow Theatre of Jasper
Deeter but has not yet been produced as far is known. The au- nals of the world." We may per- MacDonald '15, Don J. Edwards
thor,' who is now serving overseas haps also add that it is unparal'16, Edward Humphrey '17, Sanas a civilian clerk for the Army leled in any other part of the
ford B. Cousins '20, Philip R. Lov-

F. Cantwell. Adjutant.
The >;sw
flight will probably constitute ,1
new class, three months benlnd
the present one, rather than attempt to catch up with the two
flights here now. No official word
has yet been received by the
Army officials here concern iiig
this new group of men.
,

I

Continued on Page
Fun And Baseball Have Been Tops
With Mahoney During Varied Career TRUSTEE EVANS DIES

This

ing

Tallman Lecture given

The Masque and Gown mem- Consideration
bership at a meeting last Thursvoted to plan a summer
schedule probably of two productions to be presented during the
first term of the session. The new
Executive Committee will choose
the plays to be given. One under
consideration is a new play by

the unit already on
Officer,

College will take over all eleven fraternity houses on
1, it was agreed tentatively at the meeting of the VisitCommittee held last Friday and Saturday. The committee
met to consider the college budget for the new fiscal year and
to consider the report of the special conmittee on fraternity

June
Dr.

is

done with the seven natur.il wonders in the world, one of the objects which can surely receive

Major Charles
ing

Note:

own summary

final

Karnes

The

make up a list of iSe wonders in
human history, as peoplo have

day

i.s

By Paul

April 20.

"The Winter's Tale"
Scheduled For May 22

Arrangements are betas made

Countries

As Result Of War

By

Commencement

Two

Sees

Not

Decide House Assignments

Drawn "Closer Together"
Editor's

MASQUERS PLAN TWO
PLAYS FOR SUMMER

graduates and an expanded Naval

Visiting Committee Did

be the

day of classes this semester.
will be May
5 and 6. Examinations will be
held May 7-15. Number in colege Saturday morning: 301.

though present records are neces- for additional instructors in ihc
and incomplete, Mathematics and Physics Departit is known that the total number
ments, for housing the men, and
of Bowdoin men now in service is for feeding them. These arrange
close to 1400, out of an approxi- ments, however, are as yet indefimate total of 5800 living Bowdoin nite. It
assumed that these
men at this time.- This is a trifle men will also be under the ormore than 24 percent, very close ders of the Army officer with

may continue to take held elections for the officers of
courses on a more or less tutorial the summer trimester, and the
basis, although he is the only one other houses are planning elecparticular tions. This is being written on
interested
in
that
course. This allows for a greater Monday, and several other houses
variety and considerable flexibil- will probabl> have held their elec- to the one-in-four ratio of the Civity in the individual schedules.
tions Wednesday evening before il War. And of the men in service, about one half are commisFreshmen entering in June will this issue 's distributed.
while more than
have a much wider choice in subRichard G. Eaton "44 has been sioned officers,
jects than the freshman who. en- elected President of Alpha Delta 100 more are in officer training
tered either last June or last fall. Phi, but since he expects to grad- or are heading in that direction.
Proceeding chronologically,
All the preliminary courses in uate in May, a new President will
econo- have to be elected for the sum- there is little record of the servthe various departments
mics 1. 2, history 1, 2, govemnie.it mer. John E. Grant '45 is Vice ices of Bowdoin men in the War
Professor Cleaveland's
1, 2. psychology 1, 2. etc.) will he President, Brooks R. Leavitt '46. of 1812.
open to the new freshmen, and Secretary, and Philip H. Philbin "History of Bowdoin College" records the names of two men, one
there will be no required courses. '45, Steward.
a doctor, the other captain of a
The object of this arrangement .s
Chi Psi has elected Thomas U.
to make the summer session as Hall '44 President. Donald R. privateer. By 1814, Bowdoin had
useful and profitable as possible Maxson '45, Vice President, and graduated 46 men, giving a very
low percentage. It should be rebefore the new freshmen are call- Philip B. Persons '46 Secretary.
membered, however, that at that
ed into armed services. This sysPsi Upsilon has elected Robert
tern will allow them Xi t'ike iN. Frazer '44 President, Arthur time the holder of a College decourses in which they are panV-., G. Boylston '44. Vice President, gree almost automatically became
ularly interested, as well as those Winthrop W. Piper '43, Secretary, a doctor, lawyer, clergyman, or
which will be of use to them only and Samuel B. Wilder '44, Stew- professor, none very warlike. Also,
Cleaveland's History only mentions
during the war.
ard.
officers who were in fairly imporStudents may take the regul ir
Delta Kappa
Epsilon,
Theta
tant positions.
[ Continued on Page } ]
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
Bowdoin's record in the Civil
War is particularly fine. From the

will

U.S.-CHINA RELATIONS

last

sarily inaccurate

lar subject

DR. YANG ANALYZES

5

The Reading Period

with her past record in this war,
having a very creditable number here.
of

May

6; 301 In College

Original plans called for it to be
published on April 20 but, according to George A. Burpee '44, it

Nichols,
[

Editor,

Continued on Paze

Dexter Means
2 ]

'44

are

first,

second

and

third alternates, respectively.

Fills Deke House With Smoke As
Bowdoin Sees Real Holocaust At Last

Fire

was postponed because

of a minor
difficulty
with the cover. The
Bugle of 1944 will be curtailed be-

By Dana

sounds of merriment in various
quarters (unspecified). On his five
o'clock round, however, he found
smoke issuing from a second story
window as well as filling the corridors on the first and secor.d
Bugle.
Bowdoin holocaust occurred, how- stories. His frantic calls a'ou.-e«l
Payment for the Bugle is de- ever, last Friday morning at five- the sleeping Dekes and als> the
Brunswick Fin
aforementioned
ducted from undergraduate term thirty, as flames and mostly smoke
bills. Bugles will be sent to all
swept through the three-story Department.
Some occupants crawkd
students who have left college Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity
this year, provided that their bills house (located at the comer of through the smoke-filled corridors
were not refunded.
Maine and College Streets.) The and down the stairs to safety,
George Griggs '44, Business blaze was kept from reaching while others got to balconies on
Manager, is in charge of distribu- holocaustal proportions, however, the second story and were rescue
Little

A few weeks ago, on April 1 to
be exact, the Orient appeared with
subscribers. However all the es'46,
a story of a Moore Hall holocaust,
violinist,
sential features of other years'
which was later found to be false
Morran '46, organist, will play.
yearbooks will be included in this by an official investigation. A real
7.30 p.m. Moulton Union. SewSO—Chapel.

Fri. April

Doctor

Mason
and John Mac-

Russell presiding. Peter

ing for the Army unit stationed
at the College.
Sat. May 1— Chapel, The Bursar.
3.00 p.m. Pickard Field. Baseball vs. Colby.

Orono.
The State Track Meet, at Orono.
The State Tennis Tournament
at Orono.
Sun. May 2—5 o'clock Chapel.
The Reverend Cornelius E.
Clark, L.H.D., of the Woodfords Congregational Church,
Portland. The choir will sing
an antiphonal chorus, "Ador-

amus Te" by

Palestrina.
Hall. Brunswick Choral Society. Undergraduates are invited to join

Memorial

townspeople and a group from
the

Army

unit.

—

'

Mon. May S Chapel, Professor
Helmreich presiding. The choir
will sing "Laudamus" by Prothero.

.i

shortage of funds and

»

The State Golf Tournament at

7.00 p.m.

cause of

I

tion.

Nixon Will Survey Year
At Last Chapel. May 4
The last regular chapel service at the year on Tuesday, May
4,

will

be conducted by Dean

At that time he plans to
give a sort of survey of the past
school year and discuss the values to be gained from college
during wartime. He plans also
to deal with Che necessity of
continuing as much of a regular
civilian program as possible.
Nixon.

Four members who
by an efficient Brunswick Fire De- by ladders.
partment who quickly located the were sleeping in the garret craw led
through their smoking chambers,
source of the fire.
All sleeping members of the fra- barefooted, attamed the icy roof
ternity were awakened and got to in various stages of dress. One of
safety uninjured. One fireman was these was still in an exuberant
overcome by smoke, but he was state from the previous evening,
soon revived at a neighboring but the chill air soon revived him.
Other than a- superficial damage
house.
The fire started either by a de- caused by smoke and water to
fect in the wiring between the first rugs, furniture, personal belongand second stories or by a care- ings, and wood work, the main
lessly thrown cigarette (lighted). havoc was confined to a second
When the watchman, David L. story study and bedroom and to n
Toothaker, made one of hjs nightly corner of the main hall and living
rounds at two o'clock, uie house room downstairs. Various newspa-

was

tranquil except for occasional

[

Continued on Page
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TWO
COMMUNICATION

BmiMwIck, Main*

COMMUNICATION

Co. B. (Prov.l
Vint Hill Farm Station.

A TEMPEST IN

Warrenton, Virginia.
the editor of the ORIENT:
I just received here in camp the
I
April 8 issue of the ORIENT.
am writing to express my thorStudents who were called to ough approval and endorsement of
Portland for interviews concerning the ideas expressed in Phil Hoffare nine
enlistment in the Navy Officers man's "Sun Rises." There
Kdltor-ln-Chlef
Training Program, and who pass- Bowdoin men in this company, five
.iarws R. Higgins '44
ed their physical examinations, of whom left the college before
have not diswill receive word of the results of graduating. While I
Amiariatf Editor
them, I
the interviews on or after May cussed the matter with
feel sure they would agree also.
Ootrp W. Craigi*. Jr.. '44
20, All applicants will be notified
As I look back at Bowdoin after
of their selection or rejection by
Mhaagrng Editor*
a few weeks or months in camp,
June 1.
Philip If Hoffman '45
Each successful candidate who it seems to me that one of the
college's most important war-time
ft, Richard Hornbergcr, Jr., '45
is eighteen years of age, or older,
functions is to keep its various exwill be instructed to report to his
going.
tra-curricular
activities
local Selective Service Board to
BOWDOIN PIBIISHINf.
volunteer for induction. Upon in- Even if this requires unusual work
by skeleton crews, it should be
duction, he will be assigned to the
RininenH Manager
Navy and enlisted in Class SV-12, done. Bowdoin's clubs and organizations are a large part of her.
U.S.N.R.
Richard L. Saville '44
Each successful candidate who is Those of us who plan to come
Adv*r*iftlng Manager
seventeen years of age will* be re- back after the war to finish our
it an irI^cnnart Sandquist '45
quested to report at the Office of courses would consider
reparable and inexcusable damage
Naval Officer Procurement or at a
to find them missing.
ClrculaUon Manacer
Main or Semi-Main Navy RecruitIn my last few weeks before
Roger Adams '46
ing Station if one is located nearleaving college, I discovered in
er his residence, to complete his
Published Thurwtajm rturinu the Collene
both
the ORIENT and the Masque
Y«w by lb* Stadent* of Bowdoin College. enlistment in Class V-12. It will and Gown, the difficulties of carAddrem n»w» communication* to the Rdltor be important that he report on
and -.tiljooripi iofi roanmutiirntionn to tho
rying on an organization'* regular
the
notice
of
acindicated
in
date
rhfirw.* Manatrer of the Bowdoin Publi.thactivities with a depleted staff,
in« C«ma«ny at ihr Orient Office. Sub- ceptance.
urrlntktn*. *i.mi per year in advance with
these activities may be reduced,
At the time of enlistment, each
Alumau», $*.5*. Kntrreil as second Hana
but in some form they must be
matter at the pout office at Brunswick. successful candidate will file an
Mala*.
carried on. The ORIENT itself
Application for Training, in which
MHttKNtU e<M> NATIONAL »OV«»T|«,NO .T he may indicate his choice of serv- has been rfoing a splendid job, and
I wish to commend its staff as a
National Advertising Service, Inc. ie, type of duty and the college he
model for those of other campus
prefers to attend. No such choice
fllttt Puklishm Heprtstnlstipt
groups. I hope the ORIENT will
4 TO Ma
AVC
New YOMC. N. Y. will be binding upon the Navy Decontinue to meet its publication
Cawtae
Lae >«iui
s as m
partment, but will be considered
dates even if it has to come out
in making assignments. It is exin tabloid or mimeographed form.
pected that one half of the selectana gin*; Editor of this Issue
Some day we'll all come back
ed candidates will be ordered to
Philip H. Hoffman
and we want to find the college
duty about July 1, 1943 and the
as unchanged as possible from
other

To
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;

•

•

M

half about November 1, 1943.
No. 5 Orders to duty probably will be issued about June 15, 1943.
The Navy states that the small
number of men in V-l who will
have only one semester to complete after May 1 will be free to

LXXIII
Friday, April SO, 194S

Yang

Dr.

stay in Bowdoin for the summer
on the same terms as the men who
sun- are in the same position in V-7.
will
It
shine over the Pacific.
probably be possible,
In reviewing the history of this Professor Kendrick stated, to arhappy relation which has so long range for hc.sic drilling for reservexisted, between us we can say ists who st ay here this summer, so
that in its spontaneity it was al- they won't be behind those who go
most like the romance of love at into active service. It will also be
first sight; in its firmness it had possible to form a group to study
the stableness of the Chinese code with the aid of a. new outfit
family system. From the early the college has just purchased. The.
days when the sea captains of equipment is in the Physics Lab[

clear

Continued from Page
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COFFIN'S

A TEAPOT

In a recent article purporting to
be a literary criticism.
an article, however, which was unfortunately marred in a dozen places by
the lack of accurate technique on
the part of tht typothetae, the
critic ventured to express himself
as preferring the phrase ''somebody's else" to "somebody else's."

—

—

Yours sincerely,

DOUGLAS CARMICHAEL
bedded in the fruitful soil of mutual understanding enriched by a
long continued period of oxtensive
cultural intercourse. From America have gone to China probably
more missionaries than f-om all
other countries put together. To

—

phytes
In the 4th Century A. D. the
eastern Mediterranean basin was
considerably
churned up with
blood and broadsides over the
matter of the true faith. For philologically speaking, the Arian controversy so-called (for further
details the r.vid reader is referred
to Vol. II of Edward Gibbon's illknown little six-volume brochure
y-clept "The Decline and Fall of
the Roman Empire" ) hinged on
the subtle distinction between the
Homoousio'is and the Homoiousions. The matter at issue is simply the presence or absence of an
Iota, —adscript though it be.
This 20th Century cataclysm
concerns the location of a simple
little apostrophe.
Certain prosecuting attorneys
arbitrarily go so far as to inform
me that my opinion is so far from
being a poor second that it is absolutely
impossible
as modern
English usage. Such is my quietus
with the bare bodkin Of Bowdoin!
!

But

belief like

one H. W. Fowler, I am informed
by one "R. D. F." that there may
be found th"? following statement:
"The usual possessive form is
not everyone's else, which is feit
to be pedantic though correct, but
everyone else's."
Being less ignorant of Oxford
than of H. W. Fowler, I might
have questioned the comment of
the aforesaid "R. D. F." vhiPh
accompanied the statement quot-

m

—

Frosh Handbook

has substance and contents

not hollow end flimsy like an eggJapanese toy which will
crush with the least pressure.
Whenever we rise to a toast of
Sino-Ameriran friendship we can

do

vfith real

it

We know

ing.

meaning and
it.

We

fe«>

feel-

it.

There is no other country
where friendship is so highly valued, and loyalty to friends is S3

much emphasized.

In the Confucethics friendship is

ian code of
one of the five fundamental relations of life. China is a land oi
long history, and the Chinese ate

people of long memory. We may
have to learn how to love our
enemy; we are always loyal to our
friends
and we do appreciate
friendship.

The second reason why China
has such a high esteem for America is because we believe that we
see in America that moral leadership which the world today so

much
with

needs. In this technical age,
its
absorbing interest in

things material, America, among
all the Western powers, seems tohave a de.-otion to lofty idealism
not found elsewhere. We see in
America a nation with a greater
readiness to stand for certain
principles, and a more genuine interest in the welfare of mankind

of foreign intercourse, would cer- ly have common interests, but altainly not have any great respect so a common task in the Pacific,
for Western civilization or its a common mission and a comrncn
standard of conduct even though destiny.
it had to bow to its superior phyNeither of us can afford to be
sical force.
indifferent to the situation in the
These are some of the reasons Pacific basin. China's entire coast
why the United States of America line borders on the Pacific. With
always seems to stand in a class you, while the Atlantic is perhaps
by itself among the foreign na- still regarded as your main front,
tions of the world. This is why the Pacific is surely no longer a
American citizenship is in itself back alley of no great signifithe best letter of introduction for cance. Shall we say that America
anybody going to China. A pass- is like a big building covering a
port win admit a person to the whole block, with the "Atlantic
territory of China but American Avenue" on one end and the "Pacitizenship will admit him to the cific Boulevard" on the other. The
heart of the Chinese. Between necessity of ever strengthening and

That writing poetry, like invenone percent inspiration and

tion, is

still

.

shell

"Primer For Americans"
Depicts American
Scene In Ballad Form

does. And this despite 99 percent perspiration has long
carping strictures from such local been air axiom with Bowdoin's
authorities as certain colleagues, Poet-Professor Robert P. T. Cofundergraduates and. mirabile die* fin. He remarks that generally the
tu,—basic pre-meteorological neo- poems he's written that he likes

He

I still cling tenaciously to my
the proverbial limpet.
In support of my obstinate ignorance, I would introduce bits of
what we have known. The army evidence from three other acadehas a term "cadre," applied to the mic institutions where I have at
I
permanent element of units whose times sojourned in idle ease.
personnel is largely shifting. The refer to Harvard, Oxford (Engmen who remain in Bowdoin dur- land not Maine) and Yale. The
ing the present unpleasantness list is alphabetical.
On page 136 of the 1927 Oxshould consider themselves such a
cadre. Eventually they will be re- ford edition of "A Dictionary of
inforced
and brought to full Modern English Usage," edited by

strength.

NEW POEMS

'45,
Foss
Business
Manager,
Clayton F. Reed '46, Assistant
Business Manager, and Doctor
Henry G. Russell, Faculty Advis-

er.

The

B.

C.

A.

is

making plans

to send delegates to the O-AT-KA
Conference at Lake Sebago. The
conference is a meeting of the stu-

dent

in

New

al-

Christian
associations
England. Bowdoin has
ways been represented before.

MMMMMMMiMMlMiAii*

REVEREND GOODRICH

Appear

For Reading

Alalmost his largest volume.
though it was due tq have been
The Bowdoin "Quill" has been
out the first week in April, Prosent* to press and is expected -to
fessor Coffin feels that he will be
be ready for circulation during the
lucky if it is published by the first
reading period.
week in June, due to wartime difThis issus of the "Quill" is comficulties.
The book is a collection of bal- posed chiefly of poetry and essays.
These
two parts of the "Quill" are
lads about typically and original-

A. R. P. Prepares For
j

LEADS EASTER CHAPEL; Campus Test Sunday
Professor Athern P. Daggett,
Pointing to the ever new value
may be derived from an in- campus Post Warden has announcof Easter, the Rev- ed that there will be a daylight

which

terpretation

erend Chauncey B. Goodrich of
Brunswick conducted Easter Sunday Chapel.
"One thing." Reverend Good"which needs to be
rich began,
said every now and then and said
emphasis— is that Jesus
with

when

inflnortality
to
referring
never spoke of it as something
new. As far back as we can penetrate, men have believed in a life
promoted after death.

citement.
lost or missing in the war so far,
Professor Coffin has been work- most of whom have been lost in
ing out this new series of ballads
the air.
for the last year, and, he says, did
most of the writing in three sittings, not counting time out for
meals. He wrote sometimes three Quill Will
and four poems at a time, and ten
or twelve in a day. The result is
Period

"Jesus did not originate the idea
rather he
but
of immortality,
brought the idea to light. The
thing that was dim he brought
into the light. The thing that was
remote he brought near. The
thing that counted for little, he

made dominant and vital. As we
know now, before Columbus* great
voyage, not a few others besides
he believed in that land beyond
the Atlantic. But it made little
difference in their lives. It was a
thing to be agreed about rather
academically.
•

from the day

"But

the

great

on Sunday, May 2.
Blue signal will sound at

A. R. P. drill

The

first

The Red signal will sound at
6:59. The second Blue signal will
sound at 7:09. The final All-clear
6:29.

signal will sound at 7:25 and will
be broadcast over the radio at
7:29. Since it is a daylight drill
the power in the College buildings
will not be shut off and the radios

work. Ordinarily civilians are
affected only between the Red and
the second Blue signals, when they
must "Take cover"— if they're

will

awake

CLARK TAKES LAST
SUNDAY CHAPEL
The Reverend Cornelius E. Clark
will speak in the last Sunday
Chapel, next Sunday, May 2, at
5.30.
Dr. Clark comes from the
Woodfords Congregational Church
in Portland. He has been here frequently to speak in Chapel, and
was one of the visiting clergymen
at the Religious Forum in January

news of what he had seen came
back to Europe, what a change!
Exploration, settlement, commerSflk
A Member Of
cial, and political life were stimulated. The world had gained a new V-12 Board For State
^
dimension and the cultural life of
Europe felt a new and vital imPresident Sills has been

Now

ap-

pulse.

IMirnted

The Elizabethan period owed

its

a member of the

friurd

choose the candidates for
V-12 for the state <»f Maine.
The either members are Lieutenant Deek'er, to represent ihe
Navy, and Mr. Jofteph Deertng
of Saco, lo represent the public,
while President Sill* will
represent the educational int«r-

to

institutions and cus- exceptionally well written, accord- vigorous and creative spirit to the
'44.
stimulus which came from an exseries seems to be the ing to Crawford B. Thayer
of a growing feeling that Highlight of the issue is a short panding world. Men like Drake
people should be told about the story, a whimsical satire written and Raleigh are symbols of that
'45.
influence. And all this happened
things that are typically Ameri- by H. Richard Hornberger, Jr.
The staff for this issue of the because a new continent had been
can, things that all America is
proud of and interested in, things "Quill" was made up of Craw- brought to light.
that no other country, particularly ford B. Thayer "44, Editor-in"And in the Spiritual world, ests of the state.
those of the Old World, can boast Chief, George W. Craigie, Jr. '44, something like that happened afNext Sunday President Sills
T. Richardson '43, and ter the first Easter. For the men
of. Professor Coffin has noticed Edward
will give the Commencement
since the beginning of the war, a Donald N. Koughan '45.
concerned, their world took on a
Address at the University of
tendency in people to say that
new dimension."
Vermont at Burlington.
America is poor in literature and
art because of its short history,
and he feels that they should be
reminded that the American form
of government is the oldest of the
j
The last meeting of the semes& bt
forms of government as they are
ter of the Witan was held on Wedin use today, and that America, in
nesday, April 22, at the Zeta Psi
her short history, passed through
I*
house. Professor Robert P. T. Cofall the stages of Old World hisfin read selections from his forthtory from the barbarous to the
coming book. "Primer for Amer^ 3^^iLeeM*a'~2g£
^K •^K
highly civilized. It is within the
*!
wLmmmmW
^'W b|kS'T^8
^Baa^^JIv f*Mk\ —^f
memory of men now living when ica," and the officers for the sum£
mer trimester were elected. DonAmericans
with
comparatively
ald iN. Koughan '45 was elected
poor weapons were battling with
Chairman, and Professor Stanley
savages fiercer than any PhillisP. Chase was elected Faculty Adtine or Dane. America's ballads
viser. Meetings will be planned
and legends are still being writand held during the summer, and
ten.
all
undergraduates who wish to
av
/
The first line of the series was attend are welcome.
J
written when a friend of Profes^mrn
<*&*'
sor Coffin's remarked a year ago.
'""^Mgfl
"Alexander Graham Bell did not
Bp^Tj^"
In Service
invent the Telephone." Professor
mmt
ly

American

toms.

The

result

KOUGHAN ELECTED
WITAN CHAIRMAN

°-

w

.
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Alumni

Coffin has used this sentence as
the title and first two lines of a
ballad on this exclusively American institution, the telephone.
With this siart, lines and subjects
followed fast. He often had to
stop writing a ballad to jot down
ideas, lines, and even wb,ole verses
that came into his head about
other American customs. Codfish,
catfish, corn, and country doctors
are examples of subjects. Others
are the custom of naming children
for Presidents, the old swimming
hole, an Uncle left out of his
"Book of Uncles," and the story
of a boy who worked his way
through school on the butter from
his father's* farm. Both the North
and the South are well represented. At one time his ideas got such
a head start on his writing that
he had a list of 300 ideas, not all
usable, but ail examples of America's originality. American legends
are also given, such as the stories
of Lincoln's and Stonewall Jackson's
deaths.
Harriet
Beecher

Stowe, "The Little Woman who
started the Big War," and Custer's
last stand.

He

has tried to

make

his opems
as like the real ballads as possible.
If his method must be given as a

formula,
material

it

would be:
carefully.

First,

pick

Use

wellknown material, and if possible
get it straight from people's lips,

so that it is worded as smoothly
as possible already.
Second,
achieve oral effect. The real ballad.\ were repeated often for so
long a time that they gained an
colloquial effect. The
image, order, material, and organization are perfected for oral
interest. There is no elaboration,
no involved allusions, no detail,
since the story is supposed to be
well enough known by its hearers
for them to supply their own deairy,

oral,

tails.

is

Because the style of the ballad
perfectly straight-forward and

Summer

mmmtmmmmmmm

Maxwell A. Eaton '37 a Lieutenant (j. g.) in the Naval Reserves,
has been killed in the performance of his duty, according to a
telegram from the Navy Department received by his parents last
Thursday. Eaton was appointed an
aviation cadet in April, 1941. Upon completion of one month's preliminary, flight training, at the
Naval Air Base at Squantum, and
after a seven months' course at
Pensacola, Florida, he received his
commission as an Ensign in the

best are those he spent the most
time working over. He seldom Naval Reserves. He was
works in excitement, and does to the rank of Lieutenant (j. g.)
most of his writing between the last October.
hours of two and five in the mornMaxwell Eaton graduated from
ing, when it is quietest. His new Wakefield, Mass., High School in
collection, "Primer for America,"
1932, and from Bowdoin in 1937.
however, is an exception to Pro- He was a member of Sigma Nu
fessor Coffin's rule, for it was and of the Orient staff. He is the
written almost entirely under ex- twentieth Bowdoin man reported

unsophisticated, Professor Coffin
has called his book a "Primer."
Not only as a catalogue of
Americana, but as an attempt at
relations.
imitating the poetic personality of
In the companionship and col- the old ballads, Professor Coffin's
laboration fpr the achievement of "Primer
for
America"
should
this glorious objective China and prove of groat interest and satisAmerica, I am sure will be drawn faction to all American readers.
these two peoples there is an extending the co-operation be- yet closer together in sentiment
"open-door" of friendship, which tween our two countries is there- and esteem, in friendship and felleads not only to the front porch fore clearly manifest.
lowship.
Plays
or the reception hall, but to the
Now these two great sister reAmerica already has an imhearth of the home.
publics are yoked together, along mense reservoir of good will in
The friendship between China with the other members of the China. In days to come I am sure
[ Continued from Page t J
and the United States is unique in United Nations, in the common an even larger one will have to dramatics at Brunswick High
more than cne way.
effort to check and crush the law- be constructed to take care of School, Mrs. At hern P. Daggett
The first point in its uniqueness less violence of totalitarian mili- the overflow. •
who has been in several Comis that it Js not just an "entente tarism, and to build up
One of the proverbial seven mencement plays in recent years,
a real new
cordial"
between two govern- world order of durable peace in wonders of the world is the Nat- as Paulina, and Mrs. Manning
ments but is a genuine love match which we hope the voice of the ural Bridge at Lynchburg, Vir^in- Smith, who has been in several
between the peoples of these two right can be heard above the tur- ia a lofty, solid arch of rock, Masque and Gown productions
great countries. It therefore has moil of the might, the dictates uniting together two portions
of within the last year, «ls Perdita.
a broad oasis which insures its of reason can control the distur- the earth. Is this not a good pic- Eric E. Hirshler '46 plays an acstability and permanency.
bance of force, and constructive ture of the solidarity and 'a.H.rg companiment to- several songs,
The second point in its unique- co-operation will displace destruc- friendship between China and the sung in the course of the play by
ness is that it has deep roo's em- tive antagonism in international United States?
[ Contjgmr.d on Page 3 J

—

Maxwell Eaton Dies

WILL APPEAR IN JUNE In Navy Plane Crash

New England sailed to China in oratory.
About one half of the applicants America have come more Chinese ed. The comment in question is as
beautiful clipper ships built out
students for advanced education
of the forests of Maine, through for V-12 are being turned down
than have gone to all the other follows:
the early days, of our treaty rela- for physical defects. It is not ex"This from the highest authorWestern countries put together.
tions, up to the present time there pected, however, that this propority upon these matters."
has been only one kind of treaty tion of Bowdoin men will be elim- In these missionaries v/hc have
In investigating the aforesaid
to
China
as
teajne-s,
between our two countries, name- inated because only those qualified gone
"R. D. F." I find that, as an unpreachers,
doctors
and social
ly,
treaties of amity ant, com- were advised to take the examinadergraduate at Yale, he was secworkers
and
in
these
"American
tions.
merce.
retary of Phi Beta Kappa, memBuckley has received his call to returned students" in China th.-re ber of the literary society Chi
From the very beginning Ameri.s
a cultural link of great signifiDelta Theta and Editor in Chief
ica has unswervingly adhered to report to the Marines May 6.
cance, which is a vital factor in
the policy <>r maintaining peaceful
of the Yale Literary Magazine.
cementing the friendly relations
relations with China on the basis
Since when he took from Yale a
than is seen in any other nation between us.
of friendship and good will. You,
which can claim to be great and
The third point in Its unique- B. A., M. A. and a*Ph. D. degree.
Among his publications are some
therefore, have never joined those
powerful.
ness is the fact that Slno Ameriwho wanted to bang open the
There is much talk about isola- can friendsnip res's on a commu- of the Yale Shakespeare. He holds
the rank of full Professor of Engdoor of China, but, with self-re- tionism
in this country, but isola- nity of ideals even more than on
straint and super tact, had decidtionism, in the sense of being un- a community of interests, in spite lish at the University and is Mased to wait with a little more pater of Jonathan Edwards College.
interested in world affairs or un- of superficial differcnc?s
our
tience than to force your way in.
concerned in world welfare, has physical appearance, in language, At one time the Boston Brahmins
You had early announced that you never been
secured his services for the Lowell
a characteristic of and in many of our customs and
did not wa.it a single inch of Chibeing his
America. On the contrary, in all traditions, there are, in the higher Lectures, -"Chaucir"
nese territory and have lived up
theme.
humanitarian and philanthropic realm of basic ideals and fundato your words. You have refused
Of course. Harvard, Oxford and
undertakings, in the extension of mental concepts of life, much
to join in the battle for concesYale
may all be wrong. At times
cultural fellowship and in pushing more in common between the Chisions and spheres of influence, but forward
they probably are.
the world peace move- nese and Americans than we are
have consistently stood for the op- ment your
Whether or no, I shall cling
great country has al- aware of at first. Ln sentiment
en door and territorial integrity ways
like
the
aforesaid
been the outstanding pro- and in ideals, as well as in spirit tenaciously
of China. This friendlier attitude
moter and leader. The present call and character, the points of agree- limpet. For despite the pedantry
and wiser policy have won for you for America
felt in some circles I do dislike
to take a more active ment are perhaps much mo"; imthe good will and confidence of part
to be told that I am incorrect
in world affairs is not so portant and significant than the
China, which has made China al- much
a call to reverse its tradi- points of difference. /Thus, for in- where higher tribunals would reways look upon America as her tional policy as to increase its .in- stance,
verse the verdict of the lower
we. observe, that both the
true friend.
terest and efforts ih world rrrr- American .and the Chinese &». es- courts.
'•••
As to why you should feel so provernent in the new and en- sentially democratic in- spirit and '. .Such ae thing it" ist to he a
"laudator temporis acti
friendly to China, it is rather for larged environment in which we peace-loving in sentiment;
they
se puero."
you to analyze and explain, but all find ourselves living now.
both have a well-earned reputaas to why we Chinese should feel
In the third place, we may say tion of being just and fair in their Q. H. F.; A. P.; 173-174; q. v.
As one approaches the hopeless
so friendly to the Americans and that we hold the United States attitude as well as honest
and chute to
senile decay it is not unshould hold your country in real, in high esteem because we regard honorable in their dealings
with
pleasant to recall the words of
high esteem, it may be of interest her as the best exponent of West- others. Neither has ever
sought
Socrates as translated by the
to you if I should attemot to say ern culture and civilization. But to build its national greatness
upa few words in explanation.
for the policy of fairness and on military strength, but both Master of Balliol:
"And yet I know that you are
The first reason is of course friendliness of the United States have rather striven to distinguish
because China feels that America and the devotion and services of themselves in cultural achieve- as much wiser than I am, as you
are younger." St. 12.
has been truly and consistently a the Christian missionaries China ments.
All of which is not only my
good friend of hers. International would have started with a very
As the world becomes more
own opinion but somebody's else.
friendship is often just pleasant much more distorted picture of closely knit together,
and the PaThomas Means
remarks said over champagne the Western world, land a one- cific emerges into greater promiglasses sparkling words, indeed, sided view of Western civilization, nence as an active force
in world
but may not be very su<Mt?mtal and the time needed to arrive at relations, this friendship
between
or very lasting. But the friendship mutual understanding would have China and America
also naturally
which exists between our two been
much
more
prolonged. becomes a matter of increasing
countries is of a very different Without
these
two redeeming importance and practical signifitype. It is 100*^ pure and true. features China, in its early days cance. Ameria and
[ Continued from Page i J
China not onIt
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Continued from Pane 1.
Department, 157 of the
out of 707 living
graduates in 1861. a percentage of
22.8. 286 Bowdoin men of the
Academic Department were in the
scrap, which, compared to the 1063
living graduates in 1861, gives a
high 26.9 percent. The aggregate
percent is almost exactly 25. showing that one out of four Bowdoin
men served. Of these, 40 were officers of higher rank, from Brevet
Colonels up, 14 percent of the
number serving, and 228 were
commissioned in all. 80 percent of
those who served.

"We

[

Medical

men

aren't going anywhere.

We

just

came

along to enjoy your Sir Walter Raleigh"

served,

Blended from clioiie Kentucky hurleys.
Waller Raleigh is txira mild— hums

Sir

cool

— wild

Try '"the

a

delightful

quality

SIR

.nomu all its own.
roof America."

|»i|>c lol>a<

WALTER

RALEIGH
PtM TOBACCO

Smokes as

Itweet as it* smells

Bowdoin's record in the World
War is equally noteworthy.
In-

Bowdoin men in foreign
service as well in the service of
the United Sta t es* gwerhment
1257 meh 6f the Academic Department, 120 of the Medical Department, nine faculty members, and a
few more unknown or in non-military service such as the A. F. S.
cluding

Of

these, 616
officers, some

were commissioned
43 percent of the

total 1412. 1047 of this total were
in
the United States' service,
while 337 were in foreign service.
There were, in 1918, 2876 living
graduates, but as the total number
of living Bowdoin men is not
available, no fair percentage of
the total (.«an be reached.

M

Death Of Dr. Evans

Wee TABLES FOR

VICTORY

- AND I'M PARCHED"

Continued from Page 1 ]
tured extensively on religion. He
supervised several summer courses at the University of Chicago.
Rising from the coal mines of
Pennsylvania, he became one of
the nation's most distinguished
.

y

[

clergymen and scholars. He has
served Bowdoin as Trustee for over 20 years and has served as

"When you're doing your
Victory gardening, you'll

chaplain at several

Coca -Colo. Speaking

welcome ice-cold

commencement

exercises.

Coke,

A

charming, friendly man, his
difficult childhood rendered him
liberal rather than embittered.
The funeral services will be
held
at
.North
Congregational
Church, Cambridge.

I'm

for

here to teN you

that ice-cold Coca-Cola
brings you all the difference between something
really

refreshing

something to drink.
taste all

its

you trust. Enjoy
whenever

Fordham University

and
It

own and

just

has a
quality

it

SCHOOL OF LAW
MEW YORK

C ASE SYSTEM
Three-Year Day Cearae
Four-Ye ar Evenin g Coaree

CO-EDUCATIONAL

Member Aaen. of American Law giheate
Completion
Two Yean of College Week
with Geed Gradet Required far Entrance

W

MORNI NG" AND EVENING CLASSES

YEA* CLAS8R8 BEGIN

FIRST

On June

14th

and Sept. 27th. 1943 and

February 701, 1»4<

For farther information adrireae

Reglfttrar

Fordham Law School

2SS Broadway,

New York

•OTTtEO UNOft AUTHOftrTY Or Tr» COCA-COLA

COMPANY BY

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLTNG PLANTS,
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PARK STRKKT

V
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INC.

LEWISTON, MAINE
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VARIETY

MASQUE AND GOWN

By Crawford

ELECT

B.

Thayer

NEW OFFICERS

Bowdoin College Infirmary: This is my last VARIETY.
With this column I retire from Bowdoin College journalism,

A formal meeting of the Masque
and Gown was held last Thursday
health or impending death (as the date-tine for the election of officers for the
might indicate), hut because of Graduation, which comes (as summer session and formulating
plans for the summer.
it must )to all men who continue active in college for the
not because of

ill

number of

requisite

years.

The following new members rewish to thank Mrs. Quinby, Patsy ceived their membership cards:
father for reading my column Robert E. Michaud '46; Frank D.

I

my roommate, and my

Means,

for the past year

and a

half or so

Law

...

.

.

a a n Ice man's head. Oaly the
ii

of the Army unit if they
Director Quinby also said
extra helpers will be
needed for ushers and ticket-takers at the Commencement play,
and requested that as many as
possible volunteer tp help.

m

[

Continued from Page

i

inherited his father's love for baseball, but Neil shrugs his shoulders
nonchalantly and says that every
kid has a natural love for the

game.
I asked the coach to say something about his likes and dislikes

human

the

—

.-

'

Summer
[

|

Plays

Continued from Page
'44

Robert V. Schnabel

2

^

instrument used in Shakespeare's time,
which is mentioned, in "Hamlet."
Norman B. Richards '45 is one of
the few members of the cast who

have

played

plays before.

Shakespearean

in

He

played in Julius

A

story

>f

an age long

!

and

anew by our good

friend

Will Shakespeare."
The play will be done with a
minimum of stage properties.
*
behind
'

afternoon

in

order to avoid the

dimout regulations against outdoor illumination.
The complete cast is as follows,
him.
in order of their appearance:
When asked what the highlights
Narrator, Michaud, '46
of his career have been, Mahoney
Leontes, Richards, '45
replied. "I think that being with
Hermione, Mrs. Thalheimer
the Sox and coming to Bowdoin are
two of the most fortunate things
Mamillius. Billy Daggett
I've
that have happened to me.
Polixenes, Sandquist, '45
really had a great time up here."
Camilla Devine, '45
And he was serious. He continued,
Paulina, Mrs. Daggett
saying that he liked the kids and
Antigomis and Rustic, Eames,
spirit
the great
that
they've
shown.
'46

We have

had long experience in
producing for Bo doin men:

w

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS

FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other
Ask

ITs

and Rustic, Oxna«d, '45
Judge and Rustic, Pendexter,
46
Mariner and Shepherd. Law-

POMEROY'S
CANDY SHOP
HOMK-MADR

ICE

itif

Maine yesterday, 5-1.
Captain Dick Johnstone's first
n
frame homer with Finnagan

Victory Follows Loss
To Naval Station
12-9 Last Friday

lost to

<

By Brooks

Leavitt
In a free-for-all slugging conSeverens Field on Saturday afternoon the Po'ar Bear nim
defeated the Colby Mule, 15 to 11.
The victory boosted Bowdoin fa
the top of the Maine hrtsrcollegiate baseball league as they had
previously defeated. Maine, h to 7.
test at

Schmaltz al ajwsd oaly six hits.
Newt Pendletsn wen* the distance against Maine allowing ten.
Bowdoin benched five that moat-

ed. Talcott stole home.
Bowdoin's golf team, captained
by Bifl Moody, stopped Bates
Zeeker, Colby pitcher, opened
Tuesday 6-3 hut dropped their the game oy striking out the first
match yesterday, 5»/2 *• ''/*• *** three Bowcoin batters to face
Bobcats took an 9-0 swec? of tne him. As a matter of fact, Zeeker
Tuesday tennis matches.
pitched farriy tight ball until the
seventh innir,g. Bowdoin went in
to the seventh on the short end
Committee Announces
hen th*>
of a 5 to 4 count, but
Commencement Parts
Beers came into their own. Taussig singled to left field, and Penwas
The men who are ts> apeak si dleton went to first when he
Commencement have been chos- hit by a wild pitch. Bill Talcott
took a base on balls to load the
en by the committee is charge
sacks. Flanagan hit an infield
of this phase of the commencement program: Their speeches, grounder, and Taussig scored. The
runners were safe all around.
including subjects, are not defiZeeker walked Page and forced
nitely decided as yet. One of the
in a run in so doing. Schmaltz
four men chosen will act as an
struck out, but Finnagan and
alternate and the other three
Johnstone got free tickets to first
wilt be the actual speakers. The
in succession when. they were hit
try-out speeches are to be heard
once again at a committee meet- by pitched balls. This scored two
more runs. Jaworski went in to
ing next week in order to derelieve Zeeker at the mound. Betermine which of the four men
fore the end of the inning, the
will be the alternate aad also
what they will speak en. The Polar Bears scored four more
runs. This inning gave Bowdoin
four men who were chosen are
John F. Jacques, '49; John K. a six-run lead, 12 to 6.
Colby threatened to make a
Bess, '44; Crawford B. Thayer,
'44; and George A. Burpee. '44.
comeback in the last half of the
eighth inning, but Bowdoin tightened up after the Mules had
Session
scored five luns. Bowdoin's three
J

Summer

runs at the top half of this in[

Continued from Page I ]
if they pre-

ning had cinched the game. There
was no scoring in the ninth inning.
Bowdoin and Colby each knockwhich

two courses, or three
fer.

Summer

The

Bulletin,

in about two week*, ed out thirteen hits in the aftercontain not only this sum- noon's proceedings.
C<4by hai
mer's courses, but also those to be
four errors
Bowdoin's
against
offered next fall. This will afford
students an opportunity to plan three. Pendleton took personal
.their schedules for the next two batting honors with four hits out
trimesters. This issue of the Bulle- of five attempts.
tin will be illustrated and will
The day before the Colbv game
contain a much fuller account of
the summer session than did last Bowdoin fell before the sixth inyear's Bulletin.
ning onslaught of the Naval AirThe Registration for the si"n- station team from Brunswick, 12
mer session will be at Mas«a.!»u- to 9.
setts Hall on Monday. June ^1,
and classes will start on Tuesday.
One of the many problems conJune 22. On Friday, June .15, there

will
will

appear

will be a college

ard

field.

clambake

at Pick-

The new freshmen

.ire

to be the special guests and thas
will take the place of the rerrular
freshman reception.
The summer session will end on

September

25,

which

the date of the
ment.

fall

fronting the directors of the sum-

mer

session

is

the

problem

of

to house the students who
Acattend college this summer.
cording to the present plans, i:iv

where

be civilian students will live and
commence- dine together, separate from th-.?
army students. One dormitory,
';

will also

The college will again !eas.? t
property at Simpson's P i nt for
bathing and boating facilities as
it did last summer. In the way of
intercollegiate athletics, ther- are
tentative plans for contests in
baseball, golf, and tennis with the
other Maine colleges. These, however, will be in addition to the
regular physical fitness (or cal)
program.
;

probably Moore, will most lik<»iy
be used for the new freshmen j>1
the other students will be housed
in various fraternity houses which
will be

used exclusively by

and Densmore made first.
Mort Page followed suit with another nice bunt, and Pendleton
scored from third. That was the
ball game.

college?

students.

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

third

•f Brunswick, Maine
Capital, $173,000
Total Resources $3,000,000

Student

Patrons**

Solicited

<

Milton C. Paige, Jr.

at

'44,

first.

is Presifor June 22 will be announced at
Moe Densmore went in the
dent, Doane Fischer '45 is Vice
a future date. The program for
President, and Kenneth L. Senter, game for Flanagan at third base.
July 6 will be conducted by ProMaine's first batter fanned out,
Jr. '45, is Steward.
fessor Herbert R. Brown, and will
President of Alpha Tau Ome„a the second one flied out to center
be in commemoration of Nathaniel
field, but the third man hit a
is Lloyd R. Knight '45, F. Dana
Hawthorne. On July 20, Russell
Law
is Secretary, and there is nc single. On the next hit ball men
P. Sweet, '44, will play several
Vice President or Steward.
trombone solos, accompanied on
the piano by Professor Frederic E.
:

MIKE'S PLACE

T. Tillotson.

We
Bear and Rustic, Brandenburg,
'43

Wed.-Thurs.

April 28-29

The Amazing Mrs.
Holiday

BOTTLED BEER
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

House needs

'46

CUMBERLAND

HOT DOOS

cater to Fraternity

rence, '44

with

Deanna Dnrbin

-

Edmund

I

O'Brien

also

'44

PHILGAS

Koughan, '45
Perdita. Mrs. Smith
Mopsa, Pat Means

does the cook- Phone 328-M for ddirery

ing best

News

Sport Reel

Diamonds

Brans wick

Maine

S.

"Rochester"

TownTaxi

Bowling Bowl

Watchmaker and Jeweler
146 Maine St.

Brunswick, Me.

36-May

1

wit*

Clocks

BERRIE

April

Cabin In The Sky

BrunswickHardwareCo.
Watches

7

Phone 1000

Dunlap Street

Telephone 431 -M

-

Ethel Waters

also

News

Sanrt Subjects

May 2-S

Sun.-Mon.

Lana Turner

•

Robert Young

la

Always Top Quality

Slightly

The

College

Book Store

EVERYONE SHOULD READ

Chops

Fancy Groceries

•ONE

WORLD"
Cloth Cover $2

by Wendall
— Paper Cover
$1

APRIL

TONDREAII BROS.
Mains Streat

F.

2*. 29,

30 and

Map

also

New*

March

of

Time

May 4

Tuns.

1

W. CHANDLER & SON

Brunswick

Dangerous

L. Wilikle

WE CAN TAKE RYTEX ORDERS FOR STATIONERY

BRANN'S
BARBER SHOP

Fri.-Sat.

Maine Street

Dorcas, B. W. Smith
Musician, Hirshler, '46
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Steaks

»

j

Bates yesterday at Lewiston, 'i-l,
after having taken Maine for the
second time Tuesday, 4-2. Colby

i

CLINTON

Printing

Far

:

Florizel,

herd, Littlehaie. '46
Jailer

PRINTING

On

Autolycus, Schnabel, '44

Roger©, Gordon, '46

ALL Your

'

SLUGFEST

15-11 IN

Winning the undisputed State
Championship, Bowdoin trounced

-

Clown, Thayer,

Dion, D. Little, '46

Crown

Baseball

j

Old Shepherd, Olds,

Cleomenes, Law, '46

Serv.'to King, Serv. to Old Shep-

Yes, We're Interested In

!

j

fellow.

£*

I

past, but

now
Set forth
j

^

-

I

shall unfold

He was uninter- the. Art/ Budding pillars will serve
and weni so far as Id' as "a' bacltgrOTind Tor "the actors,
kid his friends about their undue and two arches will be constructed
attention to such a silly sport. to blend with the stone-work of
When these same friends learned the building. The performance
that Neil was coaching basketball will be given at two o'clock in the

Your biographer was somewhat
surprised to learn that Neil was

Bev

In the high hurdles

1

as Autoly-

on the Recorder, an

cus,

It,

at Bowdoin, joking letters started
to come in from all over the country riding Bowdoin 's new coach.
Neil admits that that's one on

14.4.

Big White Takes BOWDOIN TOPS €0LBY

-

BASEBALL,

'

in

Campbell of Bowdoin was second
with Werner of Bates' third.
In
the low hurdles second place went
to Lategola of Bates with Bev inning.
The second inning was Maine's
Campbell carrying off third.
In
the throwing department biggest. The first man walked and
Fire
Bowdoin's trackmen shone. Bow- stole second on the first pitch.
doin took all three places in the The second batter got a ctean hit
discus with John Taussig winning to right field, sending the man on
£ Continued from Page i ]
second homo. Mort Page, Bowdoin
pers and the Associated Press have both events. In the discus it was
Taussig with 109 feet. 2 inches, catcher, threw the runner on first deep
totaled the damage to between ten
left
field,
and Johnstone
out at second as he tried to steal.
and fifteen thousand dollars, but followed jy Neil Taylor and Lloyd The third man at the plate dou- scored on the play. Finnagan hit
the exact amount cannot be deter- Knight. In the shot put it was
to the pitcher, and went to second
MacNeilley,
bled
to
left
field,
and
Taussig
with
40 ft.. 6 in. with D.
mined until the repair bills cohm
on an overthrow at first.
The
N. Lukens second and Jerry Hic- Maine's pitcher for eight innings, inning
in.
was ended when Pendleton
walked. The next man at the plate
About forty dollars worth of hot key third. Larrabee of Bates took bunted, and although he was out flied out to right field.
first in the hammer with Parsons
jazz records and two vies were deA leagujr to center field opened
at first, runners advanced to secstroyed, which may make some of Bowdoin second and Knight
ond and 'hird. The runner on the eighth ir.ning for Maine. The
people glad. All losses to the house third. In the Javelin throw Bates
next batter '"'t a grounder to the
third
scored
on
a
hit
to
third
and personal damage was com- took first as Jackson threw 150 base, and the men on first and short stop, and the runners were
ft. Neil Taylor of Bowdoin took
pletely covered by insurance.
third
were safe all the way safe on fint and second. The third
Several Psi U's were seen watch- second win Weiner of Bates around. The
man on third scored batter bunted, and although he
third.
ing the blaze with looks of disapon a throw to second, but on the was thrown out at first, runners
In the high jump Bates took
pointment on their countenances.
hrow home the man on second ? a vanced lo second and third,
I11C next man at bat was purposeIt is reported unofficially that they first and second as Parks and
tried to take third and was taghave been trying to ignite the Parker jumped 5-6 with Schu- ge{j.
'y walked so that the bases were
mann of Bowdoin third. In the
Green Shoebox for several years.
Page led the order for Bowdoin, loaded. On a hit to Frazier the
While the somewhat unexotic broad jump Lategola of Bates but flied out to the pitcher. batter was thrown out at first,
odor of burnt wood still fills the took first with a 20 feet 7\ inch- Knight struck out, and Talcott but a run scored from third. The
sixth
structure, the house will continue es jump. Parker of Bates was sec- was called
batter
grounded out to
out at first on an "umfunctioning and all the major re- ond and A. P. Cole of Bowdoin pire's
choice "
after
hitting
a Taussig to end Maine's scoring for
pairs will be postponed until col- third. In the pole vault Finch of
ground ball to short stop. Maine tn * garne
Bates
was
first
with
closes.
10
feet
lege
9 now boasted a 4 to 2 edge.
Denswore hit to first for Bowdom> **
No women, burnt or otherwise, inches, while Curt Mathers of
Page fou,ed out to
Maine's first batter grounded
Bowdoin took second.
were found on the premises.
out to short, but the se.- .r-i man ,he Jnird baseman. Bud Sweet
P'nch-hitted
The newspaper accounts of the
for Schmalz. but was
The track team will compete in got a base on balls. He advanced
catastrophy were all varied and the state mtet Saturday defend- to second and later to «hlrd on tnrowrn out at first on an infield
contradictive. One account had a ing its championship against a wild pitches,
and another man grounder. Densmore went to seccertain party crawling from door Maine team which has been virwas walked. Bob Crozier took ov- ond on the play. Talcott got a
to door, waking the occupants and tually untouched by the ravages er the mound duties with
men on good single to left field, and Densconducting them to safety.
Un- of the draft. Bowdoin has only first and third. The runner, on more scored from second. Johnofficial sources observed, however, one man who competed in the
first
advanced to second on the stone flied out to the infield to
end the eighth.
that he was one of the first Jo state meet last year. Herb Hannext pitch. The run from third
secure his own exit.
Pendleton relieved Schmalz at
son, who has been sick and is not scored on a Texas leaguer to
the top of the ninth, and Sweet
In addition to the seventeen in top shape.
center field, and the runner on
students who "excaped to safety,"
"We will be doing well to take second went to third. The next took Pendleton's position in left
fiel d
four newly arrived kittens were
,rst Maine batter fan"
a point," Coach Magee said. "Our Maine batter grounded out to
.
/
found floating in an orange crate
and lhe ^cond man walked,
team is completely inexperienced, Johnstone, and Bowdoin purposely
in the flooded basement, but somePend, 'ton struck out the third
but we will not quit even if Maine walked the next batter. With the
man at the P late and the fourth
how they ended up on the second gets a hundred
bases loaded and two awav the
points."
,
man sToundod
floor of the Sigma Nu house.
out to him.
batter grounded out to the pitchBowdoin went into the last of
er.
Fraternity Officers
Johnstone led-off for the Polar the ninth on the short end of a
Bowdoin
The Air
Bears, but flied out to first a 7 to 4 count. Frazier grounded out
second time. Frazier fouled out, to first, but Taussig banged out
[ Continued from Page i ]
but Taussig knocked out a double a nice triple to center field. Fin]
{ Continued from Pane
Delta Chi, Delta Upsilon, Kappa to center field. Finnagan struck nagan scor?d him on a "hit to cener, and all parts will be taken by Sigma, and Beta Theta
ter field; Pendleton was safe at
Pi have out to close the inning.
Bowdoin men with the exception not yet held their elections at the
Maine's first batter grounded f irst on the next play due to an
«]Mhe-Xemale parts which will be time of this writing.
out to Johnstone; the second man error on the part of the pitcher,
taken by West brook girls.
Zeta Psi elected Richard C. flied out to Pendleton in left field. and Finnagan went to third. PenBowdoin on the Air is looking Johnstone '4<i President, Carlton The side was retired when Frazier dleton then stole second.
With
for more scripts of a similar type. M. Woods, Jr. '45 Vice President, threw
one away Bowdoin had men on
the next man out at first.
The program for May 25 will be Russell P. Sweet '44 Secretary,
Pendleton led-off with a single second and third. Moe Densmore
a talk by President Kenneth C. M. and Alfred M. Perry, Jr, '44, to
center field. Flanagan flied out laid a beautiful bunt down io the
Sills. On June 8, Professor Philip Steward.
to center field, and Page to the pitcher, scoring Finnagan, the tyC. Beam will give a lecture on
Among the Sigma Nu members, left field, Crozier was thrown ou< ing run. Pendleton was safe at
some phase of Art. The program
'

all in college.

es'ted in

winning the high hurdles in 10:00
seconds and also the low hurdles

,

famous Yankee pitcher who ended Caesar, last year's Commenceup supervising the farm system, ment play.
The summary of the first three
and Eddie Collins who needs no inacts has been completed by Protroduction to baseball fans.
Mahoney stayed with the Sox in fessor Stanley P. Chase, and
this capacity until January of this opens:
year, when he came to Bowdoin as "Your patience, gentles, till we

\ at

all

it.

r

the job as a man who after his
years of experience could discover
a diamond in the rough and cut it
correctly. During this work he became acquainted with such baseball notables as Billy Evans, who
at the time was the head of the
Sax' farm system, Heih Pennock,

and as a physical ed. instructor.
Speaking of basketball, there's a
rather funny story connected with
Mahoney and his basketball. Although he had watched a number
of games, and had a great _ number of friends whose life, centered
around basketball. he dli$h*t pla*

Bill
Takrott led-off Bowdoin's
with a walk; Johnstone flied out to first base, but
'Talcott held his base on the play.
Bob Frazier rapped out a clean
double to center field sending TalMaine purposely
cott to third.
walked Johnny Taussig to load the
bases and try for a double play.
Waller Finnagan struck out, but
Newt Pendleton hit to right field,
scoring Talcott and Frazier from
second and third. On the throw to
the plate Taussig went to third,
and Pendleton to second, but Joe
Flanagan's strike-out ended the

i

Bowdoin, he accomplishes all of
this. And, besides, he knows his
coaching

into what fans call "a baseball
bum." In 1939 the Bowdftin. mentor
went to work scouting far the Boston Red Sox. He was picked for

coach of basketball.

tiring the side.

inning; at bat

|

interest department. His answer was typical "I
like to have fun." I guess that you
can't beat that answer for human
interest. Neil enjoys
any sport,
k
He
* especially the sport of Jiv.ng
wants to "laugh, smile, and be happy"; from what We've seen at
fill

vored Maine nine, S to.7. The hitting honors for the afternoon
were evenly divided, each team
being credited with eleven hits.
Maine's lead-off batter, facing
pitcher Lloyd Knight of Bowdoin,
was walked.
Number two man
flied out to left field; the third
batter hit a grounder to second
base, and Bodoin tried for the
double. However, the batter was
safe at first. The next batter was
thrown out at first oif a ground
ball to Dick Johnstone, thus re-

I

'

to

men

.

DKE

married at the age of twenty, and
now has a fourteen-year-old son to
his credit. Apparently the boy has

]

Juleps enchanted him; at any rate,
he remained in Florida to run an
orange grove. Eventually the depression killed the orange businss,
and Neil returned to Boston, remaining there to play several years
of pro ball in the New England
League.
Although Neil took a job with
Iver
Johnson
selling
sporting
goods at various schools and colleges in 1936. he still found the
time to manage semi-pro teams,
teams in the Northern and the
Cape Cod Leagues. But Mahoney
realized that there was ro s?nse in
kidding himself along --he didn't
have the weight for professional
hall, and he didn't wont to turn

game last Thursday at
Brunswick to defeat a highly fa-

of their

workers will be available, Parker of. Bates, time 8.8. Hensince the Masque and Gown plans nessy of Bates was third.
a combination with townspeople
Bowdoin carried^ the high and
and iNavy as last summer, and low hurdles with Jerry
Hickey
that

Talcott batted first for Bowdoin but flied out to first base.
Johnstone struck out, and Frazier
struck out to end the inning.
Crosier struck out Maine's first
man although the secoftd man got
a base on an error. Page, however,
threw him out as he tried to steal
second. The third man walked,
but the next batter grounded out
to Johnstone.
Taussig led-off the last of the
sixth with a walk; Finnagan followed with a strike-out. Newt
Pendleton was oat at first on a hit
to that base. Moe Densmore took
a base on balls, putting men on
first and second. Mort Page was
also passed by the pitcher, thereby loading the bases. Bill MacIntyre went in to pinch-hit for
Crozier, but on a short hit to second base the force at that bas.'
retired the side.
Chan Schmalz went in at the
top of the seventh inning to relieve
Crozier
at
the
mound.
Maine's first batter hit a leaguer
to center field for a single. Two
pitches later the runner stole second. The next batter hit to second
base, and the runners were safe
on first 'and third on a Bowdoin
error. The third batter hit a single to right field, scoring the man
from third and putting runners on
first and second. The fourth batter hit a grounder to Frazier, and
the runner from first was forced
out at second; there were runners on first and third. Page
threw out the man on first when
he tried to steal, and the batter
flied out to center field, closing
Maine's half of the inning.
Talcott started Bowdoin's half
of the inning with a bunt to third
base. Johnstone singled and sent
Talcott to third; on the play at
third base Johnstone went to second. Talcott scored when Frazier
hit to center field, and Johnstone
went to third. Taussig flied out to

Run

'46.

with
wish

safe on first and
an error, but the fourth batter
grounded out to Creaicr.

Bowdoin's Battered track team
Squeeze Play In Ninth
took Bates once again in a meet
Climaxes Four
on Monday by a 77 to 57 score.
Magee's men were particularly
Drive Last Thursday
strong in the weight throwing
department, sweeping the discus
Brooks Leavftt
By
and shot put; they were weakest
In the first real spring weather
in the jumping events, being unof the year Bowdoin's baseball
part
able to capture a first in that
team rallied in the ninth inning
of the meet.

and

Ms

\

T. Irish,

WINS 1ST MAINE GAME

md

Mm

Mahoney

Len-

Bates, 77-57 Here

The

ter "T" la blotted out, but not* pat "Hart-te-Get" Jsnssy. I'll still
the spavin*. All of which prove* continue to be impressed by the
that you can't believe yaur
—retimes* In. the TaUman course*,
eye*. ... I noticed that last week'* and in Casey's lit. I am going to
Variety waa in the Thayer tradi- mis* those evening saaeka in the
tion. "Rut* are made by the peo- Union, ..and
espeeiatty
Herbie
ple who stick to the beaten track. Brown's distinctive swagger and
. . ." Last Saturday afternoon Dr.
huge overcoat. To me these
Evan*. Bowdoin'* oldest trustee, things (pine a hundred more litdied in the room below mine. His tle things) spell BOWDOIN, aad
final wishes to attend the special I haven't
entioned classes. Hnun!
meetfaig being held on campus But meat of all (at night) I miss
symbolize his faithfulness and love the Light I knew as a Freshman
for Bowdoin College. It Impresses

Neil

James

Jr. '45;

at Commencement.
Portland, Boston, Bath and Lewistea are over, aad 1 still haven't

lat-

'45;

'46;

LATE BIG WHITE RALLY

and Anson Olds
In the running events Bowdoin
following are the officers fared well. In the one anl a h:\lf
for the coming summer session: mile Dick Lewis of Bowdoin was
Crawford B. Thayer '44, Presi- first in 8:32.4, Vernon of Bates
dent; George S. Hebb, Jr. '44, Sec- second and Clayton Reed of Bowretary; David H. Lawrence '44, doin third. In tne three-quarter
Production Adviser; Robert V. mile Chandler Lord of Bates
Schnabel '44, Senior Member-at- paced the field in 3:39.8, followed
Large; Alan S. Cole '45. Junior by Ke.i Senter
Dick Davis of
Frederick J. Bowdoin in
Memoer-at -Large,
that order. George
Gregory '45, Business Manager; Branch won the 660 for Bowdoin
Alfred C. Schmalz '45, Production in 1>31.6. Dick Davis,
of Bowdoin
Manager; and James T. Irish, Jr. was second and Thorpe,
of Bates,
'45, Publicity Manager.
third. Bo vdoin's Bud Woods won
Since Professor George H. Quin- the 300 in 35.4 with Laflamme of
will
of
Dramatics,
by, Director
Bates second and George Branch
definitely be at College during the third. Laflamme of Bates took the
first seven weeks' term of the 150 in 16:00 seconds with Dubwas
decided brow and Woods of Bowdoin secsummer session, it
that a schedule of two productions ond and third. In the 75 yard
should be arranged for that term. dash there was a dead heat beQuick trips to
It is expected that enough actors tween Dubbrow of Bowdoin and

.

rietd billboard you wee. The name
mi the drageUe in printed behind

Eric E. Hirshler

nart Sandquist

Neatest Trick of the Week: me as almost fortunate that be
(From a news broadcast by John could have died eat the caaapua he
W. Vandercooki "They flew in a a* »wtly loved. That ha died
."
a few mlnutees before the
special train to Stockholm
of "La Traviata." which
Here's what a week looking at inawadeast, did also set
firmary walls wHl do for you:
me wondering. .
Bavaai
As commencement creeps on
Love is like a pigeon
apnea, my college Hie pass es beSitting on the roof.
fore bob; mind. It to uaidialag to
Can't always tell it's there.
But now and then there's proof. thank that the library gargoyle,
diversions into
Henry C. Link, author of Return Barney Smith's
Burns, the try >Ony speeehea, and
to Religion, says, "... The presthe Freshman Smokers are things
ent educational system is better
fhe past. I know I shall miss
equipped to give its students of
nays tarloan wall emanating
eight years of the wrong kind of that
from the height* of Hubbard Hall,
education than eight hours of
the distinctive color of the science
competent diagnosis."
building brkhs, the TaUman lecTake a lank at taw next Chester- turers, and the solemn processions
.

'46;

Track Team Defeats
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Training Detachment

The Meteor

Held Saturday,

A. A.F.T.T.D. No. tl
Officer

Major Charle* W.

Griffin

Captain James F. Caatwell

THE STAFF

Associate Editors

Doft
David R. Hastings
Elliot B.

Cantwell, the dance will get underway amidst an array of new

Feature Editors
Wallace J. Campbell
Milton N. Cikins
Arthur H. White

records.

be announced that certain dances will be strictly no-cut;
It will

Managing Editor of this Issue
John B. Dexter
It is said that the men of any
command make the post, but that
the officers make the men. Here
that situation may actually be re-

versed because of the intense interest which our commanding officer and adjutant have in the
welfare of the enlisted men. For
rarely is such a precise combination found, a group of young energetic civilians, transformed overnight to the momentous task of
soldier and the exacting patience
of the officers who are to guide
them in their Army career for the
present.

A

simple illustration of their
sincere interest in the men of
their command, is the fact that'
they procured the buses and the
extra railroad car for the men
who went to New York this past

weekend.
the original instructions
specifying what we
do during the academic

came through

break. Major Griffin immediately
took it upon himself to see to it
that at least some part of the
semester interlude could be a bit
on the pleasanter side. The Major
has only to look into our shining
faces when we board the train, for
all the thanks and gratitude we
can offer to him for his successful efforts.

Captain Cantell has constantly
seen to it that the morale of the
here is on the brightest possible note. It was through his efforts that the dances in the Maulton Union are possible, and that
helps to make them the great success they are. It was many weeks
ago that the Captain first suggested the possibility of a Band and
a Glee Club; now they are a functioning part of the detachment.
Together with the commissioned officers in their untiring efforts
for the mutual benefit of the post,
is the unselfish work of the noncoms. Rarely now do we see S/
Sgt. Stearns walking around the
campus; for he is unceasingly devoting to himself the task of Supply Sergeant and taking care of
our laundry and cleaning, so that
he finds little time for the more
usual routine of the old-time ser-

men

the

in that,

geant. Sgt. Mills has shown his
hand, in his staunch efforts to
build up our bodies— and he is
sure giving them a boost.
Through cooperation and devotion to duty the students and
their officers will realize their organization as an integral part of
their lives and careers.

Meteorologists Sing
With Choral Society
There were about a dozen of
the Pre-meteorological students
present at the first meeting of
the Bowdoin-Bnraswick Choral
Society. Any others who wish to
come are invited. We have it
straight from Professor Tillotson that there are twenty young
ladies, seniors of

Brunswick High

School, to

new men

into

refrain at least

one dance from disturbing
your roommates' unforseen advances. Latest reports from the females say that at times' it's quite
disturbing just to have a man say
hello, before he is called off, on
another mission.
We do expect a few out-oftowners to be here then, so all
men are warned to be on their
for

guard. It is imperative that we
leave them a well-fixed and balanced opinion of the men here,
and have them take back to their
homes a feeling that the Air
Corps and gentlemen are synono-

mous.
This

Saturday

night

at

the

Town

Hall, there will be a dance
for the benefit of the local fire
department. Under the baton of
Mai Hallett and the music of his
orchestra, you can twirl your toes
with the pride of your heart.

His travels during tivs period
addressing diminutive Staff Ser- were with theatrical tsoups and
geant Connolly, who, braced at at- he became thoroughly impregnattention, answered, "I am the Fi- ed with that life, so it was only
nance Clerk, sir."
natural that his main civilian i<"But I thought you were the cupations should be associated
Sergeant Major," said the officer. with the entertainment world.
"I am, sir," was the response.
Just as was later to be true of
"Well, who is the Bond and In- his army career, he tried his hand
surance Clerk here?" asked the at everything from swinging a

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

new

iiiiri

td

Bowdoin College;

door,

And

started

j

Lucky

Was

B.

Winkelman

a tight spot.

in

There was a fair maiden
boarded the car.
Flanked on each side

By a

No

big

seats

handsome
were

free,

Then she showed
That she was no sap,
By making a dive
For Bernie's lap.

Private Tilley
Deserves a word

His face got red

For a little mistake
Which seems absurd.

At least that's -what
The fellows said.

*

At

Tilley decided to go

But

Home last
He forgot

Till

week,
one thing,

first

"They're the boys of Section One.
They may play and have their
fun,

They may smoke and have
beer,
But to

of course

was

it

not long

And now my

his head.

traveled

all

For two or three weeks

train
day,

think that the average age

Detachment Compares
Favorably With Others
While present at the Boston
meeting, Sergeant Connelly had an
opportunity to speak to officers

press.

In an interview following his return from the meeting, the Ser

spector General, remarked that
they had shown marked improvement over previous inspections.

Off The Record -

•
t

Made About

OCS, Permanent Party

j

A number of students on the
post have been asking recently if
it is possible for them to turn permanent party in this detachment
or if they can take a short-cut to
commissions by going through Officer Candidate Schools.

I

In answer to the first of these
questions, it can now be announced definitely that the permanent party of this organization
will not be changed. Student per-

sonnel are, furthermore, ineligible
for permanent party ratings in as
much as their education places
them in an advanced training
school.

Regarding

the

possibilities

of

going to OCS, nothing definite or

can be stated as yet;
believed, however, that an

it is

nouncement on

will

official

j

shortly be

this

subject

made and men

an-

in this

course will become eligible.
I

WAAC

i

j

—

WiU Meet With
Sunday

New York. From

the

protecting us directly overhead as
they clash in mortal combat with
our enemies. From office clerks to
farmers, students and machinists
comes the mental energy—which
will enable us successfully to complete the course we have undertaken.

college graduates of the attached
personnel on the post.
Harvard
University leads the detachment in
having the largest representation
than any other college of the men
here. Nineteen men of the"squaya"
have the extreme privilege of being
with us all. Running close back
with 12 men of their campus now
adorning the Bowdoin plains is
New York University. Third in the
list of colleges is the University of
Maine, which takes pride in having
eight of its former undergraduates
in the Meteorological School. Scat
tered over the floors of Maine and
Winthrop Halls are the recent undergrads of some 28 different
schools of higher learning.
•

It is interesting to note the
similar trend of the courses which
the men undertake while they were
still students. Engineering and the
Physical Sciences seem to take
the lead of the courses studied, but
it is peculiar to note the relatively large proportion of men who

were

studying

Accounting

and

Business.

On

reconsideration for a mo-»
ment, you will see that both these
subjects run along a similar line.
For logic and straight thinking
which formed a vital part of their
former studies, now requires itself
to be a vital and necessary proceedure in the training of Meteorological Officers of the Army Air
Corps.

SECRETARIES AID

The Meteor's well informed
sources advise these men. who
til the now famed name of White
What's Ihis we hear about Herb you to put flowers on tne Majors
are loafing because they do not
has been mentioned. Art is a disbelieve they "have a chance, Ascherman'J (Section Four) new desk?"
ciple of the Dean Landis School of
anyway,"
to dispel their fears girl he claims that As is the
C. Q.: "The Major."
wardens and looks forward with
prettiest girl in Brunswick. Not
and get on the beam.
Sergeant: "Pretty, lin't they?"
unchallenged fervor to a later life
Private: "I feel like telling ..ha*
Sing Sing appointment. And while Rumor: We did relatively poorly in many men of this detachment
have seen her so as far as we are Sergeant where to get off again."
the screening test.
we are in White's room, we can't
concerned, it is a rumor. How
Second Private: "What do you
fail to mention the Kyser of the Fact: The Meteor emphatically re
about bringing her out into the mean, 'again'?"
22nd detachment, the boy with
It is,
futes this vile slander.
open, Herb, so we can all pass
First Private: "I felt like it yesthat deep rooted Attic attachment,
however, not possible to release
terday, too."
our old pal Hal "hard as flint" Tint.
now a statement as to exactly judgment.
The company's clumsiest recruit
"I'm a hungry woman, declarRumor has it that their roommatehow the detachment stands in
was experiencing his usual diffi- ed the newly enlisted WAAC.
ship was premeditated. It seems
the country. One thing is cerculty in executing the command, "Where do I eat?"
that their service records preceded
tain, at any rate; and that is the
"Present Arms." The drill ser"I suggest," said the sergeant,
them, and although Hal neither!
fact that we did at least average
geant studied him with disgust. "that this first evening you mess
plays a fiddle nor come from Rome,
work.
"Where is the balance of your with the officers."
he was reputed to be hot stuff;. Rumor: We are getting special inrifle?" he inquired.
"I've already done that," ansthus the combination, heat and
signia denoting Weather Service.
"Honest
sergeant,
I
don't wered the
impatiently.
heat controller, and the resultant,
Fact: This* is one about which we know," stammered the recruit. "But I tell you I'm hungry."
variable weather.
have not been able to get very "This is all they giv" me."
Jack Haley tells the story of
Now with the swift approach of
much information. The tip that
From a soldier's letter to his the armless man who was drafted.
spring
we received on this subject some young bride. "Come down next This act proved so much of a surThe soft winds come and the birds
time ago has never been refuted, Sunday, if you possibly can and I prise that he was speechless until
sing,
do
and therefore, there is reason to am short of cash, so please bring he reached Camp Woltere. There
The little boys and girls come out
believe that our service will soon me $10.00."
P. S. "If you can't he protested mightily to a clerk
to play.
be distinguished. On the other come, send me $12.00"
that nobody in his condition could
The skys are blue and sometimes
hand, this may have to wait for
gray,
Probably
the
simplest and be of any possible service as a solof
commissioning,
great
day
the
And through the strength of opposbriefest statement of war aims dier.
for this distinction as well as
The clerk told the armless feling air
ever made was expressed by Jan
many others.
Comes Put Put's arrow, straight
Masaryk, Foreign Minister of the low to look out the window at a
and bare.
Czechoslovakian Government in man pumping water. "There certainly is something you can do.*'
There's hardly anyone else worth Glee Club
London.
mentioning. Reliable sources say
He said: "I want to go home." he said. "See that soldier out
Choral Society
"My friend," said the old ser- there pumping water into a bucthat in our section we have no real
geant from the regular Army, ket ? Go on out there and tell him
"goof-offs." Mai Berman finds a
Due to a special dimout Sun- earnestly, "remember that while when it is full. He's blind."
certain amount of difficulty in day evening at 7:00, the Glee
"There's something odd about
you are in this Army, money is not
keeping up to date intellectually. Club will meet with the Bruns- all. It is not money that will mend you this morning," Hitler said to
His social contacts in a sector di- wick Choral Society at 7:45 p.
a broken heart or reassemble the Goering. "Yes. I know what it is.
m. in Memorial Hall. All stufragments of a dream. Money For the fiist time since I've
rectly north of Brunswick are radents are cordially Invited to atcannot brighten the hearth nrr known you, you have left off your
ther extensive. If any of you wish
tend.
repair the portals of a shatteicd medals."
dates in the future, get in touch
home." He paused far breath and
Goering looked down at his
with him in room 20, Maine Hall.
then concluded solemnly, "I refer, chest. "Himmel!" ne cried, "I've
Cheer up. Some of these days
It pays to make contacts.
You Adolf Hitler will be only a mem- of course, to Confederate money." forgotten to take them off my
Sergeant (in a rage): "Who told pajamas."
know what I mean, fellows.
ory with a little moustache.
1

Inquiries

in the case of

officers
and
non-commissioned
Sixty-eight per cent of the men
from other technical training de- stationed here have previously
tachments in this area and, in so been at college. Of those going to
doing, to make some interesting college, the majority never went
comparisons between this detach beyond the first year. Two men
ment and others.
have the honor of being the only

'

You'll all be free.
This paper will quit
For that time, you see.

But arriving home.
He was filled with dismay.

departures

We

which prevails among the students sunny beaches of Florida to the
here is perhaps the lowest of al- canyons of New York, from the
most any Army post in existence. rock-bound shores of Maine and
Because the age limits for this Massachusetts to the shores of the
course was restricted from 18 to 21 Great Lakes and from the state of
years, it is only natural that we Illinois and the city q^Chicago
are only a baby of the' Air Forces. does our daily mail arrive. Across
From the four corners of this the Corn Belt to Indiana and
country, we have gathered here Ohio, westward to the bleakness of
together, to learn, to train for the Utah and the remoteness of Colotime when our purpose here will rado do we staunch men of the
have been fulfilled. Every corner skies hail from. We are but a cog
of the country finally found its in the wheel of men from the flats
way into Maine and Winthrop of Texas and the hills of Kentucky
Halls. It seems that the State of who will find ourselves at the
New York finally got itself into the heart of the enemy.
limelight by being the home of the
Many of the men here, before
largest part of us. Running a close they entered the service were servsecond and third thereafter is ing their country on the production
Massachusetts and Maine. From front,
producing
the
weapons
all the borders we gathered a total which we shall use. From the asof 22 different states represented. sembly lines of Grumman Aircraft
Some only one or two from each where one of our men previously
state, others as high as over 50 as worked comes the steady roar of
weapons which some day may be

—

friends

You're in for a blow,

For there is something
You may not know.

By bus and by

answered' the touch of her helmsman's hand.

this post.

—

to

Not so

Tilley,

each professor they bring

Then, too, since our conversation
has floated into the air warden
stream, it can't come out again un-

Quite another thing.

Most of us called

'

assure you that at least 60 per make a world where men would
cent of the men should pass. As not need
to mix war and learning.
a matter of fact, not one man in
the detachment is in line for
shipment as this column goes to

their

cheer."

—

Or wired ahead.

He

one quartile.

this coloring

Was due

to speak.

He used

blazing stars and flashing satelites.
As a matter of fact, according to
the third type of lie, sixty per cent
of its component parts are members of Professor Korgen's vaunted

So the gobs chose the floor.
The young lady paused
For a moment or more.

in.

Two days ago the whole Brunswick Air Warden department was
on, the move. It seemed that a
blinding, moving light had been seen
from the observatory in the vicinity of Bowdoin. A quick checkup by
the wardens revealed the culprit
to be Joe "Something to behold"
Chadw ick, who had the audacity to
go out into the black of a dimout
with his blazing shoes unshaded.
Yes, and Section One is filled with

tar.

As Jaffe stood terrified.
The bandits flew.
His mattress was turned,
But covers were too.

So

|

Who

He and his followers
Cracked a grin
Looked at the bed,

a

geant disclosed that this detach
ment has the best payroll standing
of any of the detachments and, in
accomplishments, even had the the mater of insurance we stand
is the official release on the subsailing been entirely fair weather. third. Two other detachments have
ject.
However, these advancements more men carrying insurance, but
Fact: Flight A wiir«'have dril'. and
would have been futile without our average policy is but a few dolcalisthenics from 10-12, lunch at
the maintenance of the traditional lars less.
12:45. Flight B will eat at 12,
The record of this detachment
high standards. Under President
and will have its drill and calis- Sills'
on company punishment and washleadership, Bowdoin has rethenics from 1.30-3.30.
mained a liberal arts college in a outs is also outstanding, for there
Ten minutes of the period will world that needs
has been only one of the former
nothing so much
be taken up in marching to and as
a respect for culture and the and none of the latter. One of the
from the field, the remainder fine
technical training units has had, it
arts. This has been President
will be spent in the drill caliswas
discovered,
twenty-three
Sills' belief, and those who have
thenics, and games. For the latbeen graduated from Bowdoin washouts. This was not, however,
ter, each section will be divided
have borne out this belief by their a premeteorology unit, and Serinto two teams, which will engeant Connelly was able to learn
successes.
gage in intra-mural competition
of conditions in only one of these,
President Sills does not go un- and it has had to eliminate one
in touch football, softbail, scccer, baseball, and cross-couniry, recognized, as may be seen from man for disciplinary reasons.
running for 11 weeks, at the end the many honors which have bben
In the matter of war bonds purof which time the champion bestowed on him by colleges and chased by soldiers, it was found
team will reap a rich reward in universities all over the world. He that this detachment has an exthe form of a leave.
has received the degree of Doctor tremely poor record. One notable
detachment reported 168 men out
Rumor: Less than 30 per cent of of Letters
from nine different in- of 169 carrying bonds.
the men now enrolled will pass
stitutions of higher learning, and
On the whole, however, Sergeant
the "C" course.
Fact:
This one is absolutely has been made a trustee of many Connelly was pleased to report
that
this detachment compares
groundless. There would be no important schools and colleges.
sense for the Army even to ?o Finally, his name has been linked very favorably with others in the
area. All technical training deto the expense of maintaining
so often with that of the College, tachments
represented at
the
"C" schools if such a small number were expected to go on to that it is synonomous. More men meeting received official praise
the "A" course. The Meteor can of his ability and foresight would also, when Colonel Johnson, In-

SECTION ONE BOASTS

the train coming back
The air was quite hot.

Poetic justice
to the fore
Private Stebbins
Appeared at the door.

than

The endowment of the College
of groups of
at this post or in has been increased from $2,600,other parts of the College, but 000 to nearly $9,000,000. Additions
by all means, don't try to antici- to the campus have been the
pate such news with premature Moulton Union, Moore Hall, Pick"feelers" like the above rumor. ard Field and Field House, and
Rumor: There have been many dif- the swimming pool. The faculty
has expanded from 26 to 70 memferent ideas on just what schedbers. Until recently, the student
ule the calisthenics and drill pebody had virtually doubled. Infollow
in
sumriods are to
the
mer months (June 1 - ). But here deed, this is no mean array of
and

Such was his position on February 1, 1943, when lie received
orders prompting him to the g ade
of staff sergeant and transferring

On

Came
When

that. It has taken more
great tradition to overthe trials of expanding
America. Not the least of these
factors aiding to overcome these
obstacles has been the leader of
Bowdoin during the last quartercentury, President Kenneth C. M.
Sills. Prooably the future of Bowdoin has been more influenced 'by
him than Ly any other man.

more than

Army personnel

instructor.

j

Private Jaffe
Thought he'd get away.
So he didn't turn his
For a month and a day.

it is

of us

come

will all be in possession of facts
from time to time about arrivals

In October of 1942 he was private secretary to the Commanding Officer at Atlantic City, but
his service was cut short by an
operation which kept him in the
hospital for ten weeks.
After his release from the hospital,
Sergeant
Connolly was
transferred at his own request to
the drill field where he became
assistant to the flight seiuo/ dri:i

He'd gone to New York,
His parents to Maine!

•

,

For a little less than three months now, we have been at
surprising how little Bowdoin, living, studying together, preparing for that inevitknow about our new able day when we will find ourselves directly faced with exalma mater. Bowdoin is not mereof ivy-covered ploding shells and a ferocious enemy. Because of the inquisily a collection
brick buildings surrounding an tive nature which we all have, the Meteor has undertaken
oak-shaded quadrangle: she is for itself a comprehensive survey of the students attached to
now, but

many

/J

COLORFUL GROUP
turn your

*

Surdacki

—Jordan

10

of the Meteorological Train-

Detachment have been at
Bowdoin for almost three months

RUMOR

When he opened his
He realized in pain.

Mattress every day.

9— Pvt.

—
—
—

,

-"For The
Or
To

8-rPvt. Oster

—

Am

a rule.
so they say

Adams
Badmik

We

Meteor Makes Survey Of
Students In Detachment

ing

sledge hammer to set up tent theam, sir," was the resrv.'^e.. aters to acting and entertaining.
"But I thought you were Ser- On his tours with troupes of en'geant Major and Finance Cltrk," tertainers, he visited 38 states,
said the officer.
Mexico, Brazil, and Canada. His
"I am, sir," came again from last trip to Canada was taken in
During the 149 years of its life,
the Serge int.
1940 and 1941, when he and his
the College has had eight presi"Well, who is custodian of the father toured Ontario, performing
dents. Of these men, only two had
service records here?" the in- in theaters and playing benefit
terms of greater length than that
specting officer continued.
performancees for the Canadian
of President Sills will have reach"I am, sir."
Red Cross.
ed this June, yet this does not
CLINIC
"But I thought you were SerOn March 6, 1942, he gave up
mean that his term has been dull
geant Major, Finance Clerk, and his travels with the theater, beBond and Insurance Clerk on this came Private Connolly, arid start- Rumor: 500 men are arriving here and monotonous. On the contrary
no period has been filled with so
aid the officer, slightly ed working for
P081
Uncle Sam at
next week.
many crises as the last 25 years.
confused.
Scott Field, Illinois. Soon thereaf- Fact: This is a dangerous type of
Let us consider them briefly.
"I am, sir."
ter he was transferred to Jefferrumor that is cropping up in this
President Sills came to the
And so the inquiry continued son Barracks, where he completed
area all too often. It is dangerPresidency in 1918, in the midst of
until the surprised officer had his basic training and turned perous, because the movements and
the first World War. These years
learned that Sergeant Connolly manent party, first serving as
disposition of troops in wartime
of chaos were followed by the
was also Pass and Furlough Clerk drill instructor and later as supply
must be kept secret. And even
rough-and-tumbling twenties.
and Flight Sergeant of Flight A, clerk.
though you might not, offhand
Then came the world depression,
"in addition to his other iuties."
Private Connolly's next transconsider us troops, or our acand now, the second World War.
Such is 'he position of Sergeant fer was to Salt Lake City, Utah,
tivities a source of interest to the
Indeed a time to "try men's
Lloyd Connolly on the permanent from where he was shipped wit'*,
foe, a moment's reflection will
souls," and particularly the soul
party staff of this detachment. In his squadron to Atlantic City,
convince you that they might
of a small liberal arts college
addition to all of this, he has serving in a variety of capacities
very well be interested in knowpresident. Let us see how Bowtaken upon himself the job of at that station, he soon earned
ing just how, when, and where
doin has survived the continuous
forming a Guard of Honor and is his corporal's stripes and not long
"the weathermen of the Ah;
pattern of dangerous reefs, and
to be detachment librarian when after was promoted to sergeant.
Force" are being trained. We

the

is

Tilley

Cannovo

—Pvt.
—Pvt.
7—Pvt.

—
—

"I

m

There

4— Pvt.

5
6

Section 1—Softball
Section 2 Ju Jitsu
Section 3 Boxing
Section 4 Swimming
Section 5^-Volley Ball
Section *£-Softball
Section 7 Ju Jitsu
Section 8 Boxing
Section 9 Swimming
Section 10— Volley Ball

officer.

library starts service.
If his position here is somewhat
The following men are on the
Dance Committee: Chairman, Pvt. anomalous, his duties many and
Marshall; detail, Pvt. Stratton varied, it all fits perfectly into
and Pvt. Moffa; food, Pvt. Brad- the patter of his extrei lely interley and Pvt. Prigoff; music, Pvt. esting life.
Born of a poor family
PaNapolitano and Pvt. Godlewski;
program, Pvt. Traham and Pvt. ducah, Kentucky, he spent his
Kaufman; end entertainment, Pvt. first three years in a children s
home. From there he was taken
Cole.
by adoption into a theatrical family and commenced his roamings
Remember the old song of the over the country which have never
gay nineties, "You Made Me What ceased.
I
Today"? Well, that would
His education
through
'nigh
be a good one for Mussolini to school was obtained in a scmesing the next time he goes to what hit-and-run manner in a
"
i
serenade Hitler.
. .
> i^
grand
different
total
of 54

men

coming-

will definite8 in the

May

Commencing with a grand
march which will include among
others. Major Griffin and Captain

Managing Editors

hire

1.

lounge. The committee
has all intentions of making this
event the highlight of the social)
season for the first semester, ending May 15.

John B. Dexter
Wilson F. Moseley

'

May

take place on

ly

Moulton

Arthur Jaffe

to

Distinguished Record

Following are the leaders and
athletic activities for the various
Because of circumstances which
At one of our recent inspections schools, ranging from Beaumont,
were entirely beyond the control it is reported that a visiting in- Texas to Detroit, where he fin- sections for the coming week:
Section 1 Pvt. Berman
of the committee or the staff of specting officer inquired in the ished high school with a postSection 2— Pvt. Edwards
the Moulton Union, the dance Orderly Room for the Finance graduate course.
Section 3—Pvt. Guess
which was originally scheduled Clerk of the detachment. He was
for Saturday,

Editorin-Cnlef

When

Bowdoin's Head Has

FOR COMING WEEK

—

Adjutant

were

May 8

A.A.F.T.T.C.

LEADERS, SPORTS

Sergeant Connolly's Long List Of
Duties Amazes Inspecting Officer

Next Dance Will Be

* * *

IN

IMPORTANT SERVICES
Leona M. Bowley and Margaret
You don't know who

V. Austin.

they are? Sure you do. fellows.
You may not know them by name,
but everyone knows them either
through some act of kindness or
aid. Yes, they are the secretaries
in the Orderly Room and the Major's office.
They make out your
passes, your records, pass on your
orders to you in the form of easily
read bulletins, aid Sgt. Connelly in
his maze of detailed work and thus
indirectly even facilitate distribution of your payroll. Yes, fellows,

the Misses Bowley and Austin are
deserving of every man's gratitude.

PLANS MADE FOR
POST LIBRARY
Arrangements are being made
for the establishment of a detachliterature library to provide
periodical reading material for men
on the post. The library, which will
probably begin service about May
1, will offer books on ju jitsu, the
Radio Digest, Press Digest, publi-

ment

cations from the Special Services
Office, and whatever magazines
can be received from civilians. Ac-

cording to present plans, the library will be located in the Orderly Room, and will be under the
supervision of Sergeant Connelly.

If the

may
made

war

lasts long

enough we

riding in automobiles
of synthetic materials roll-

be

ing on syntheUc rubber tires. Well
synthetic driv-

we have had some

ers for a long time.

BOWDOIN WELCOMES ALL
ALUMNI AND FRIENDS
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Bowdoin College Holds 138th Commencement Exercises
President Addresses Seniors
FOUR SENIORS SPEAK
AT COMMENCEMENT

Annual Baccalaureate Delivered
Thursday In First Parish Church
President Kenneth C.

M.

Sills

Commencement Program with

his

text of the President's

DEMOCRACY OP THE FUTURE
Democracy
Every

.•street.

not

is

a one

individuals likewise is true of communities and nations. It is often
hard to realize how much in collective decisions depends upon in-

way

citizen to be sure
privileges which 'are

has rights and
inherent in the democratic system, dividual decisions; this is of course
but he has likewise duties and re- particularly true in democracies
sponsibilities
which he cannot where public opinion after all is
evade. Of late we have had many the controlling factor; that is why
illustrations that
this statement is.

show how true
As Americans

men and women

college

will

that there are inescapable duties

and

responsibilities connected with
our citizenship. When Hitler by
his actions put his vile hand into

every American home, there was
only one possible answer, namely,
that every man. woman and child
in the United States of America
should regard it as a duty he
could not escape, to do everything in his power to bring about
the complete destruction of those
which since 1939 have
forces
threatened the security of all freeloving people. On the whole the
American nation has risen admirably to this tremendous task, but
the qualities necessary in war; of
faith, courage and resolution, are
equally necessary when the war is
over. Although there is no immediate prospect of an early conclusion of hostilities, the tide has
turned so unquestionably in our
favor that we may, with more confidence than was possible a year
ago, turn our attention to the
tasks that will confront the world

Perhaps I may illustrate what
have in mind by calling attentwo or three different ways
in which in the past few years disillusionment has come to different
kinds of people. Not long ago a
I

tion to

great

his

the

amazing complexity of modern
American life and the infinite difhave ference between each and every

in the immediate future so many
opportunities and so many responsibilities; that is why here and now
the proper attitude must be developed, the proper point of view
made ready.
As man is composed of body,
mind and spirit, so in the making
of any decision all those different
components must be considered.
If any one of these sides is neglected the result is bound to be
disappointing.
If too much emphasis is placed on those things
which concern the body, too materialistic an attitude will prevent
proper action. If too much emphasis is placed on the purely intellectual arguments, the result
will be very likely to be impractical. Too much idealism is oerhaps
as dangerous as is placing too
much stress on the material and
the intellectual.

we have perhaps put too much
emphasis on what the government
can do for us and not enough emphasis on what we can do for the
government; but the demands on
youth have brought out clearly

Colleges" as
speech, Hess

of
title
the
declared that

many

persons, particularly
in academic centers, believed that
reason would solve all the problems of the world; they trusted fn
intellect, science, reason; they bewhen fighting ceases.
lieved that education and book
From the cradle to the grave learning would save the world;
life is a series of choices, of crises,
{ Continued on Pane 2 ]
of decisions; and what is true of

Master of Arts

more broadly educated men and
women.
We must have bur specialists,
said Hess, "But it seems to me

New Men

that the man equally important to
society and to the war effort is the
scientific

broad
the

has supplemented
with
background

a
a

education in other fields,
has studied English

man who

literature, history, philosophy.

day's society needs the

To-

man who

has had time to sit and talk with
other men, the man who has attempted to analyze the political,
economic, and psychological problems confronting the world. Such
a .demand by society presents an
entirely .new view of the problem. Of course, in defending an
education such as I have just described, we must at the same time
be careful to point out that we can
easily go to an absurd extreme. An
undergraduate who has .spent too
much time talking and pondering

j

I

!

man

'28 of Portland, county atCounty,
torney for Cumberland
formerly secretary of the Bowdcin
Club.
After a review of the alum**M.
C.
vote, President Kenneth
Sills appointed the following three
men as Directors of the Alumni
Fund, each to serve for three
years: Edward P. Garland '16 of
general
Mass.,
Wellesley Hills.
manager of the LaTouraine Coffee
Company of Boston; Harold H.

What we want is a medinm. Those
who are educational extremists
cation.
2

•]

[

But just a few days ago, John E. Hess Elected
from one of our Marines at Parris
Island, came the flat statement
Phi Beta Kappa
was
that
the
training
there
"child's
play"
with
compared
what he had to take from Neil
At a meeting of Phi Beta Kappa,
Mahoney.
Alpha of Maine, held yesterday
On the whole, and by and large morning at 9.00 in Hubbard Hall,
I am substituting for President John Ellsworth Hess '44 was electSills at this last Chapel service
ed to membership in the society.
it has been a year in which you
Hess has been prominent in athyourselves letics and extra-curricular activboys have handled

is a talk delivered by
<Nixon on May 4 at the
Chapel service for the se-

last

mester

We

are ending a strange year,

a strange, and in many respects,
a very depressing year. Yet it has
brighter moments.
team clearly enjoyed
and we have heard
complaints from our
team.
This s p r n g.

its lighter,

Our

football

bitter

—

baseball
i
(Spring's eternal in
the human
breast, if nowhere
else.)
That
zest for games -come what may
is one of youth's most enheartening traits. The game today- and
the war tomorrow! But the game
today! And it doesn't end with
college/ From our alumni scattered all over the fighting fronts
came messages of pleasure at

Adam and his men winning
another championship.
And

then that

game

rather admirably. You've pretty
much kept your grins on your
faces and your apprehensions in
your chests. You've Red Crossed
and Warbonded and fire-wardened
and Bloodbanked and non-housepart ied
nobly.
You've put up
pleasantly with us professors
teaching you peacetime subjects
while the whole world blazed.
You've even been patient with the
Dean as he blasted you for Chapel
cuts, on the very eve of your going out to fight and maybe die
for him and the rest of us stayat-homes. (Don't fancy that a
Dean, in a £ear like this, doesn't
know that he often acts like a
fussy old lady. Yet that's part of

still

of Calis-

—

thenics in which you nearly all
have participated with such delight!

boys

I

in

don't know how many
the camps have written

our calisthenics. Some of them even urged
bigger and better calisthenics—
in enthusiastic praise of

[

Continued on Page
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ities

SUN RISES
Huffman
Getting up at 4.30 these mornings to go to a war job, we now
have perhaps a little better excuse for writing "Sun Rises."

Ry

Philip

I

I

• - r

Commencement

always
what can probably be e\by the hackneyed "A
time of mixed emotions." This
year we are saying goodbye not
only to the Claw of '43 and '44
but to a majority of the student
body. Only at parting do we realise how strong a bond ha* been
formed among um, only at parting

ward

presents and the special knowledge which it Imparts, college attempts to provide us with the
ability to think. That Is the hardit

est task for

many

mastered

Is

it

a

of us.
skill

Once
which

forces one to the forefront among
homo sapiens. It is a very restricted skill.

turn

s

As

-

we review

r

the

joys,

the

and the triumphs of our
Bowdoin days, we are convinced
that these opportunities should not
be missed by the secondary school
graduates of these war years. Confident of the value of even one colda we see how much we are leav- lege year, we must, to be consistent, spare no effort to see that our
school friends share in these beneEven finals, painful as they ar?, fits. Bowdoin is committed to carhave a certain value. They tend *o rying on. As Bowdoin men, underbring to our attention the breadth graduates and alumni, it is squareof knowledge to which we have at ly up to us to help her.
least been exposed. Only at the end
s - r
do we begin to see the value of it
In war many things comes up
for critical analysis. Considerable
loose criticism has been made of
college education. As college men
we know that this thing to good,
of evaluation. Just what
that the chief crittdsm which can
college meant to us? Aside
1 the broad view pi life which
[ Continued on Page

the

result

of

scholastic

just

for the semester
Twenty-four upper-

ended.
^received

classmen

grades

straight

1

Thomas S. V. Bartlett
Robert W. Belknap, Jr.

has also been announced that
at yesterday's meeting, Kenneth C.
M. Sills was chosen as president of
Phi Beta Kappa, Alpha of Maine.

Alan S. Cole
Rudolph L. Flinker
Harold Lifshitz
William E. Maclntyre
Wallace C. Philoon, Jr.
David W. Ross
Lennart Sandquist
Leonard M. Sherman

It

Bowdoin Coach And Star
At Wichita

Athlete Meet

Recently when Lt. Linn Scott
Wells, athletic director and welfare head of the Hutchinson Naval Air Station attended the
premier of "Air Force." a Warner Brothers production, in
Wichita, a big strapping pilot
wearing the gold oak leaves of a
major greeted him, "HI, coach."
The chap was Major R. H. Beck
of the
Bombardment
19th
Squadron stationed at Sallna. In
1934 Major Beck was a star
linesman on the BowckMn College eleven in Maine, coached
by Lt. Wells.
Monday night
Major Beck, one of the heroes
of Batasn and Corregidor, was
on the bond program at Convention Hall. Former Coach
and
pupil had another reunion.

Burpee '44 Speaks At

Committee

New

Edward

City,

Haslar,

of

banker and indus-

President of the Chamber
of Commerce of New York State,
devoting much of his time in establishing friendly relations with Latin America as President of the
Pan American Society and decorated for such service by Haiti, Ecuador, Cuba, Venezuela, Brazil, and
Mexico; known in New York as an
able business man and for highminded and unselfish support of

many community and church

enshowing what a business
to strengthen the ties
that bind the United States to the
countries of Latin America,
terprises,

George Alexander Burpee

man can do

'44 of

New York.
Magna Cum Laude

Bronxville,

also

York

trialist,

Summa Cum Laude

by R. Kimball Eastman '44, who
in his capacity as chairman of the

Commencement

Frederick

Honorary Degrees were awarded
to Guy Whitman Leadbetter '16 of
Edward
Frederick
Washington,
Haslar of New York City, Sturgis
Ellene Leavitt '08 of Chapel Hill,
North Carolina, Jean Hersholt of
.Hollywood,
California,
Clement
Franklin Robinson '03 of Portland,
and Paul Nixon of Brunswick.
One man was graduated summa
cum laude; two were graduated
magna cum laude; and seven were
graduated cum laude.

Letters

introduced the other speakers and
Master of. Arts
parts of the program. The oration
Robert Walter Brown '44 of Ash Honoris Causa
was delivered by George A. Bur- Point; John Ellsworth Hess '44 of
Sturgis Ellene Leavitt, of Chapel
pee '44, and the poem by John F. Houlton.
Hill, North Carolina, of the Class
Jaques '43. A class history was
of 1908, Master of Arts and DocAppointments,
Cum Laude
read by John E. Hess '44. George
tor of Philosophy of Harvard UniGeorge William Craigie, Jr. '44, versity.
W. Hutchings '43 gave the closDoctor of Letters of DavStanley
ing address,
and the exercises of Cumberland Mills;
idson College, Professor of Spanish
'44 of Bath; William
Burtt
Cressey
were completed with the singing
at the University of North Caro'44
Elliott
of New Haven,
lina, one of the leading scholars
Appointments, prizes, and of the Ode, written by John Henry
Conn.; Balfour Henry Golden '44
and teachers of the Spanish lanawards announced at the Bowdoin Brandenburg '43.
of New York, N. Y.; John Frederguage and literature in the United
Included in the program was the
College Commencement Exercises
'43
ick Jaques
of Portland; Ralph
States; for some years turning his
presentation of the traditional
this morning were as follows:
Bruce Thayer, Jr. '43, of Somers,
JohnWooden
Spoon
to
Richard
C.
attention to Latin America as DiCharles Carroll Everett GradConn. Harry Knowlton Trust '44
rector of Inter. America Institute,
uate Scholar:
John Frederick stone, Popular Man of the Class
of Bangor.
of 1944. This ceremony, usually a
a school
for successive
Jaques '43.
large
In awarding the Honorary De- groups of teachers and students
Henry W. Longfellow Graduate' part of the Ivy Day program, was
grees,
President Sills spoke as fol- from every Latin American counScholar: Crawford Beecher Thayer carried out yesterday because the
•44.
College did not observe Ivy this lows:
try who under his direction have
In exercise of authority given me learned much of our North AmerO'Brien Graduate Scholarship: spring.
by the two Governing Boards, I ican manners and culture; scholar,
no award.
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
now create:
teacher, administrator, who with
Galen C. Moses Graduate Scholarship: Kenneth George Stone. Jr.
Guy Whitman Leadbetter, ofj imagination and practical wisdom
'42.
Washington, of the Class of 1916, has worked efficiently by translaDegrees,
David Sewall Premium in EngDoctor of Medicine of Johns Hop- tion, interpretation, and teaching
lish Composition: Frank Dana Law
kins University, distinguished or- to bring about a better understand'46.
Certificates of
thopedic surgeon whose practice in ing with our neighbors to the
Class of 1868 Prize in Oratory:
the nation's capital extends from! South, showing what the academic
world can do to strengthen intar
Stanley Burtt Cressey '44.
The following men were awarded the White House to the Walter! American ties,
Smyth Mathematical Prize: Nelbachelor degrees and certificates of Reed Hospital; cultured and travHonoris Causa
son Bowman Oliphant '45.
Doctor of Letters
honor at the Commencement Ex- riled physician whose many interLucien Howe Prize Scholarship
Jean Hersholt, of Hollywood,
ests attest the value of a liberal
ercises this morning:
for High Qualities of Gentlemanly
education former President of the California, born in Copenhagen and
Bachelor of Arts: George Elias
Conduct and Character: John EllsWashington Alumni and member like so many of his compatriots
Brickates '43 of Saco, Sidney
worth Hess '44.
of the Alumni Council; rightfully! bred in freedom, now a loyal citi'44 of Bangor, George WilClass of 1875 Prize in American Chason
honored by a college that has given zen of these United States, Doctor
History: John Bowers Matthews, liam Craigie, Jr. '44, of Cumbermany specialists like him to the of Letters of Rollins College, actor
DickinJesseman
Mills,
land
John
Jr. '43.
medical profession from the days of who has delighted thousands on
Pray English Literature Prize: son '43 of Orono, Richard Galen Dr. Ferdyce Barker through the the screen and who as Dr. ChrisEaton "44 of Bangor, Balfour Hen- days
no award.
of Dr. Fred N. Albee,
tian is known to millions more
Bertram Louis Smith, Jr. Prize ry Golden '44 of New York. N. Y., Honoris Causa Doctor of Science
f Continued on Page 3 ]
Scholarship In English Literature: George Eastman Griggs, Jr. '44, of
New York, N. Y., John Ellsworth
Donald Albert Sears '44.
'44 of Houlton, John Robert
Hess
Almon Goodwin Phi Beta Kappa
Hurley, Jr. '44, of White Plains, N.
Prize: Ross Edward Williams '44.
Y., John Frederick Jaques '43 of
Sewall Latin Prize: no award.
Portland, Everett Arnold Orbeton
[ Continued from Page 3 1
'44 of Bangor,
Edward Stetson
Pennell '44 of Portland, Richard
Ayer Rhodes, 3rd '44, of West ^ Yesterday, with the presenta- George Quinby, the first three acts
Hartford, Conn., George Frederick tion of "The Winter's Tale" by were played in pantomime while
Sager '44 of Portland, Crawford William Shakespeare, the Masque
Beecher Thayer '44 of Haverhill, and Gown completed its fortieth a summary of thJ action in blank
'A'
Mass., Harry Knowlton Trust '44 season. This was the thirty-first verse, written for the performance
of Bangor, Harry Francis Twomey, Bowdon Commencement Play. It by Professor Stanley P. Chase,
Following is a list of those men
Jr. '43 of Swampscott, Mass., Don-whq have attained a grade of aid Stuart Ulin '43 of Dorchester, was presented at 2.00 p.m. at the was read. The characters, in orWalker Art Building. Directed by der of appearance, were:
Straight "A" in all their courses
Mass., Albert William Warren, Jr.
during the semester just ended:
'43,
of Weston, Mass., Maxwell
1944
Pantomime
Millard Welch '43 of Bristol, John
George Alexander Burpee
Reader
Alden Woodcock '44 of Bangor.
R. E. Michaud 46
John Ellsworth Hess
Lcontes, King of Sicily
N. B. Richards '45
Bachelor of Science: Thomas
Elroy Osborne LaCasce, Jr.
'43 of Brddeford, Edward
Cleomcnes
Anton
F. D. Law '46
Hyman Louis Osher
Blake Babcock '44 of Bangor, SamRogero
Courtiers
F. H. Gordon '46
Ross Edward Williams
uel Lincoln Belknap '43 of DamDion
D. A. Little '46
1945

Awards Announced

[

j

l

;

j

List as

sey, Balfour

struggles,

j
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mammmmmmm

Colton, Stanley Burtt Cres-

Humane

J

work completed

during his college life. He was
of both football and bas-

Henry Golden, Stuart
Edward Hayes, Donald Albert
Sears, and Ross Williams.

Paul Nixon

Doctor of

|

Thirty-six men have been placed
on the Bowdoin College Dean's

member

.

and friends of the College. Of the

Honor

of

"B" or better and nine
freshmen received one-half "A's,"
ketball teams his first year, and
while three freshmen received
was named All-State end on Bow- straight "A's." All these men will
doin's 1942 championship varsity
be entitled to unlimited cuts exeleven. During his sophomore year
cept the nine freshmen who rehe was chairman of the Student ceived half "A's." They will
be enCouncil Disciplinary Committee.
titled to six cuts in each course.
He served on the Student Council
The complete list follows, as well
and was president of the White as the "Dean's List Elsewhere"
Key. Active in interfraternity ath1943 and 1944
letics, he is a Dean's List man. and
Robert W. Brown
James Bowdoin Scholar, as well as
George A. Burpee
a member of the Polar Bears, colI. Budd Callman
lege dance orchestra. A member of
John S. Hartford
Delta Kappa Epsilon, Hess has this
John F. Jaques
past semester been on the faculty
Albert W. Warren, Jr.
of the Pre-meteorological School,
Joseph F. Carey
instructing in physics.
Elroy O. LaCasce. Jr.
Other men of the Class of 1944
Hyman L. Osher
who were previously elected to Ph
Robert V. Schnabel
Beta Kappa are Robert Walter
Ross E. Williams
Brown, George Alexander Burpee,
1945
Douglas Carmichael, Robert EdKcnrick M. Baker, Jr.
a

in the First Parish

Men Awarded

Many On Dean's List

—

itself last fall,

no

3 ]

End Of Semester Finds

To

just ended:

had

Continued on Page

for yott

Following

Dean Paul

Bowdoin ColChurch of Bruns-

Exercises of

ty-five were present to receive their degrees. The other men
were absent by reason of military or naval service, and were
awarded their degrees in absentia.

.

Heat and Appliance Company of
ChapBoston; and Richard
S.

morning

to undergraduates, alumni,

Day

j

Commencement

Bachelor Degrees, twenty-one were Bachelor of Arts and
thirty-four, Bachelor of Science. Of this group only about thir-

Presi-

Office has just ire
nounced the results of the recent*
ly held alumni elections. Elected
to the Alumni Council for a t.'im
[of three years are the following
four men: Dr. William Holt '12 of
Portland, physician and surgeon ual curiosity and intellectual reon the staff of the Maine General sourcefulness are to be encouraged,
if idealism, not materialism, is to
Hospital; Elrpy O. LaCasce '14 of
rule . .
liberal studies must not
Fryeburg, Principal of Fryeburg
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
Academy since 1922, whose two
sons are now at Bowdoin; Don J.
Edwards '16 of Newton Center,
Prizes,
Mass., associated with the General"

prepared to face a practical world.

Continued on Page

became Acting

38th

twenty-nine Certificates of Honor, and six Honorary Degrees

In his anniversary chapel talk
President Sills spoke hopefully of Class
Exercises
"that future all of us from the
youngest freshman to the oldest
Class Day Exercises were held
faculty member must be dreaming,
thinking, and planning." In his an- yesterday at 10.30 a.m. under the
nual report, just published, he Thorndike Oak before an assembwrote of the long range planning lage of friends, relatives and faculwhich the college is doing. "If the ty. The opening address was given
mind is to be kept free, if intellect-

The Alumni

wak? up after his Commencement to firxi himself woefully un-

[

To

Alumni Organizations

will

Reviews Events Of Past Year

Elected

Sills

dent, and the following May he
was elected President. He has thus
been in the President's chair for
26 years.

«

must realize society's need for a
sanely balanced program of edu-

Dean Nixon In Last Chapel Talk

Dean

1

wick before a gathering of relatives, friends, and faculty, President Kenneth C. M. Sills awarded fifty-five Bachelor Degrees,

President Sills has guided Bowdoin College through two great
wars. In June, 1917, at the death
of President William DeWitt Hyde,

Jean Hersholt

the

lege, held this

be resumed.

citizen of this vast country demands, more than ever, for the
successful solution of the myriad
problems confronting us more and

man who

*

At

Last Friday morning in the Bowdoin College chapel before a large
faculty and student representation,
President Kenneth C. M. Sills commemorated his 25th anniversary as
President of the college. He pointed out that at that time this country was at war, and that a Bowdoin service flag also hung in the
chapel then, but expressed the belief that in two or three years the
normal functions of the college will

With "America's Demand on the

Awards Bachelor

And Honorary Degrees

In Annual Report He Says
Best Years Ahead For
The College

Commencement addresses at the
exercises this morning were delivered by John H. Hess, Crawford
B. Thayer, John F. Jaque*, and
George A. Burpee, all of the Class,
of 1944.

Future'

Pres. Sills

BOWDOIN PRESIDENT

Graduation Addresses

the members of the graduating class in the First Parish Church

address follows:

SILLS 25 YEARS AS

Hess, Thayer, Jaques
And Burpee Deliver

opened Bowdoin's 1 38th
Baccalaureate Address to

on Thursday afternoon. The complete

On 'Democracy Of The

;

0

j

|

Masque And Gown Presents Annual
Commencement Shakespearian Play

ELEVEN MEN ATTAIN
GRADES

STRAIGHT

Kenrick Martin Baker,

Jr.

William Edmund Maclntyre
Norman Oscar Waks
'

Myron S. Waks
Norman O. Waks
Freshmen with unlimited

cuts

1946
Charles Moody Crain
Robert Ernest Michaud
Clayton Frederick Reed

Charles M. Crain

Robert E. Michaud
Clayton F. Reed
Freshmen with six cuts
Malcolm Chamberlain
Paul H. Eames, Jr.
Rolfe E. Glover. Jr.
Frank H. Gordon

William Happ III
F.

Dana Law
M. Sawyer

David M. Towle
Jordan H. Wine
Dean's List Elsewhere
1943 and 1944

Thomas Anton

Continued on Page 3

fields of

George
Mathematics
George Alexander Burpee

E

[

major

study:

Chemistry
Robert Walter Brown "44
English
John Frederick Jaques '43
Crawford Beecher Thayer '44
Elias Brickates '43

George
Griggs, Jr.
Richard A. Rhodes, 2nd
Richard L. Saville

'44

Physics
]

'43

Judge
Messenger

Richard Galen Eaton

'44

son, Jr.

'43,

of Providence, R.

[

Continued on Page 3

]

•.

,,

Jailor

F.

A. Oxnard

'45

H. Pcndcxter '46
R. F. Littlehale '46

After Pantomime
Sailor

D. H. Lawrence 44

Bear

D,

Old Shepherd

Time

I.,

Autolycus, a Rogue
Perdita, Princess of Sicily
Florizel, Prince of Bohemia

£*»
Dorcas

}

Shepherdess
F

'43

Servant to Old Shepherd
Carter
Shepherd
Continued on Page

Mca™

\f,
B. W. Smith
D. H. Lawrence '44
F.
Littlehale '46
R.
F. A. Ounard '45
H. Pcndexter 46

;

[

Brandenburg

."

-

[

Shepherd
;

J.

C. A. Olds '46
C. B. Thayer '44
R. E. Michaud 46
R. V. Schnabel '44
E. Smith
D. N. Koughan '45

down

John

Souther Hartford '43 of
Brunswick, Ralph Cushing Hayward, yJr. '43, of Portland. Robert
Earl Hewes '42, of Beacon, N. Y.,
George Wilcox Hutchings '43 of
East Natick, Mass., Robert Madigan Lawlis '44 of Houlton, Alfred
Preston Lee '44 of Hingham,
Mass., Frank Daniel McKeon '43
of New Haven, Conn., Wallace

M. Thalheimer
W. A. Daggett
D. T. Devine '43
C. T. Daggett
P. H. Eamcs '46
L. Sandquist '45

Sicily

Mamillius, Prince of Sicily
Camillo, a Courtier
Paulina, wife of Antigonus
Antigonus, a Courtier
Polixincs, King of Bohemia

GRADUATE WTTH
HONORS
MAJORS

Government

Richard G. Eaton

Hermionc, Queen of

of Springfield, Vt., Stanley
Burtt Cressey '44 of Bath, Donald
SIX
Thornton Devine '43 of Lowell,
Mass., Roger Kimball Eastman, Jr.
'44, of Salem, Mass., William HenIN
ry Elliot '44 of New Haven, Conn.,
Robert Harding Glinick '44 of East
The following men were awarded
Setauket, L. I., N. Y., Herbert Hantheir degrees "with honors" in
their various

Tom

ariscotta, David John Brandenburg
'43 of Larchmont, N. Y., Robert
Walter Brown '44 of Ash Point,
Robert Lawrence Buckley '43 of
Needham, Mass., George Alexander Burpee '44 of Bronxville, N. Y.,
Irving Budd Callman '44 of Mount
Vernon, N. Y., Philip James Clough

3 ]
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Professor Kendrick has received some new information of inter-
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est to
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James R.

Amociate Editor
George W. Prsigie, Jr.,

Richard Hornberger,

'44
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PBEHIB-ENT SILLS
Tins year marks the 25th anniversary of Kenneth C. M. Sills' inauguration as President of Bowdoin College. II is a notable year
the history of the College, for
of the most
important of these is 'he President*! 25th anniversary. It is not
necessary, we feel, to describe in
detail here the accomplishments of
President Sills. Those who read
this newspaper know full well the
remarkable stature of this man.
should like, nevertheless, to
reprint a portion of Variety, written by Crawford Thayer, which
appeared in the issue of May 6,
in

many realms, and one

We

UM2.
It

would be both a

futile enterprise for
being like a college

fo-disb and
a transient

sti.Jent to
try to evaluate sueh a constant
being as a college president. It
would be as though a music
critic, after walking In on the
ndddle of a concert and then
leaving again, should try t
appreciate the complete
concert
after hearing but a few bars in
the second movement.
Prenl>

dent

Kenneth Charles Morton

Sills has serve*
Bowdoin College for twenty-five years now,
I

ami

have sneaked in the stage
door to hear a few bars of his
public concert. Obviously I am
unqualified to make any comments upon his long and brilliant career.
The one thing I
can say, however, is this: The
part of "Casey's" concert which
I have seen and heard is masterful, and if his future accomplishiiK nls ran equal
his
past
ones, and if his past achievements have been as thoughtful
and successful as his present actions now are,
then Bowdoin
I

t 'allege is

certainly obligated to

the sympathetic
has as its leader.
That's pretty
President.

It

personage

much

undergraduates

the

feel
is

not

it

way we

about our
for us to

evaluate his work; we know that
for most of us he has been the
foremost Bowdoin man during our
college life, and quite deservedly
so.

.

^

,

PAST AND FUTURE
This

is

ORIKNT
Perhaps

the last issue of the
for the current semester.

would not be amiss at
this time to look back a bit over
the past year, and then to turn
ahead to consider what the future
it

will bring.

From
until the

the beginning of the War
opening of this semester,

Bowdoin went through a period of
change, the details of which are
known to all. This period was one
of relatively slow change, reflecting the gradual shift from peace
to war throughout the country.
College life in December, 1942 was
not the same as college life in
December 1941. But it was not
until this stmester that IV.wdom
really came to know well the effect of the War.. The changes during the pact three months or so
have been considerably greater
and more rapid than those occuring from Pearl Harbor to Jan-

uary 1943.

Bowdoin has seen swift change
in all phases of college life: faculty and undergraduate
personnel,
scholastic,
athletic,
and extracurricular
programs,
fraternity
all social life.
Members of
the Class of 1944 can well testify

and

amazing transition between
September 1940, when they entered Bowdoin. and
May 1943,
to the

when many of those still remaining are graduating. They are also aware of what a great part of
this transition
has taken place
this last semester of their undergraduate careers.

And

—

yet,

Bowdoin

is

still

ERC, Naval.

units.

premedical, predental, or
preveterinary members of the ERC
are called they will be sent directly from the Reception Center to
the Specialized Training and Reassignment Unit without taking basic training. They should bring cer-

BOWDOIN 1*1 BUSHING
COMPANY

Lennart Sandquist

of the

When

Managing Kaltani
Philip H. Hoffman '45

Richard L. Saville

members

and Marine reserve

Hige;ins '44

Bow-

doin an
individual
institution
with an individual heritage and a

[

Continued from Page

i

]

"The point I am trying to
to light is this: to satisfy the
plex oi demands
of society,

...

g
com-

i)r».

the
education

American system of
must include institutions which
are able to produce an all-around
man. The American Public must
realize that men with a general
education are needed, and it must
not become impatient with colleges which do not completely

yield to the clamor for utilitarian
training. There are many schools
which prepa/e for trades and professions.
stitutions

1944, 1945, or 1946, it is not too price must be paid for every deci- exciting and challenging days of
early to determine what shall be sion made and that wishful think- willing to pay, and in determining
our answer as a nation to ques- ing, or failure to approach prob- such issues while the individual
tions that will inevitably soon be lems realistically leads to nothing may thinly his opinion is of little
raised. Vitally important for the but disappointment and disallu- importance, it is terribly imporwhole world is the stand which sion. Very often the solution of tant in a democracy that he makes
this country of ours will take. At such problems implies a real di- known his views and thus conthe present time the danger of lemma. Three or tour years ago tributes to the formation of public
political isolation is not great; in the majority of American under- opinion. As in individual decisions,
countless ways we are learning graduates wanted peace and yet one must take into account of
that the world is one. Global war- had no sympathy with aggression: course conviction and sense of
fare must be succeeded by- global they did not see that it was im- duty, but >r\'} must also try to base
peace. iNot only material consid- possible to maintain peace and his conclusions on the proper union
erations such as the development have security at the 'same time. of material, intellectual and spiriof the air service, as President Many of the same problems will tual contributions so that the anConant of Harvard reminds us in have to "be answered in the fu- swer shall not be too materialistic,
For example, in our do- too intellectual, or too ideal. Thus
his current Atlantic article, are ture.
drawing us nearer together and mestic economy many people wish there will result the proper comannihilating distance but we as to have security of" employment, bination of body, mind and spirit
Americans have learned through jobs for everjone, and yet wish to which makes up this sorry yet
bitter experience the dependence maintain unimpaired private en- noble hum a l nature of ours.
In our foreign policy To the members of the t.ra Inatiag
of every nation in the world, in- terprise.
cluding the greatest and most many people wistfully desire inter< lass:
powerful on other nations, for raw national cooperation and vet are
Not for twenty-five years has a
materials. As a matter of fact, if not willing to surrender an iota of
class at Bowdoin had >he experiof
we just let things drift we should national sovereignty.
ences that \ou have had of living
within a few years inevitably course the solution of such probon the campus in the restless and
realize that isolation is not only
lems depends on the cost one is war; but you must not forget that
foolish but impossible.
Furthermore, popular sentiment of this
iri
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We

must not destroy inwhich encourage gen-

tain credentials: 1) Certificates eral education.
from the responsible institutional
"In conclusion, let me as.< a
authority that they are premedical, question. What does America lepredental, or preveterinary stumand of the colleges? The only
dents in good standing, 2) transthis:
eve~yscripts of their academic record, practical answer is
3) if they have been accepted for tliing. If the time comes when all
approved institutions of
an
in
matriculation
higher
learning
school of medicine, dentistry, or teach
the same thing, American
veterinary medicine, official letsociety, which is now distinguishters of acceptance.
Premedical or predental students ed by its men and women of many

Now

country as evidenced by national
polls, by bills introduced into the
Senate of the United States de-

manv

became Major General,
Governor, Piesident of this College, said rather simply, "When 1
was called 1 answered with Ihe
best that was in me," and you
who have uncertain du'.ies before
you and wiiose service may take
you into far corners of the world
and into the field of hot combat.
wards

remember that
earnest phrase. Someone has remarked that where science moves
would

do. well to

a step forward, chaiacter should
move two steps; because we nave
lost sight of this simple truth in
the past two or three decades we
are now where we are. We have
learned that reason does not have
the final answer and that only the

College
will

the

in

find

here

many

future,

while you

changed

things

College itseii will not
n hopes thai it may
say of you, in the words of Robert
Frost
"You will not find me changed
live

change and

from him you knew
Only more sure of what

I

thought

was true."
The College following
custom

cient

oT

its
anhaving the Presi-

give the last words to the
Gradual inir Class, wishes vou tp
feel that wherever you go, whatever you do. whatever be your
late, vour College will Ro with \oii
and will lie a very real part of
vour life as you will lx> a pari of
deeply religious point of view is her life. In the words of the Latin
(pie Yale," and may
all satisfying. I hope that none of poet, "Ave
you are going to indulge in self- God's blessing go with you.

dent

si t

One of a

Anti- Aircraft.

Armed

Services uses the telephone.

dad

seems only yesterday that he was using the family telephone to

series,

kind

view points, of different training,
and of varied educational perspectives, will lose its versitility, and
with that, its dynamic (tower and

.

EVERY COURSE

A SNAP

IS

IN

GOOD BASS BOOTS
Uphill or down,

on open slope
or

trail,

there's

nothing too
tough

you're

if

wearing Bass Boots.
From dub to pro, skiers everywhere agree that the fine leathers
and special construction features
of these smart looking boots put
the fun in, take the ordeal out, of
skiing. Let your dealer show you
the many models for men and

women. Whatever model you
but not

:hoose, you'll fall for,
with, Bass Boots.

lo his mother and

it

help speed the day

when

love and laughter, peace and progress shall again rule the

SKI

Western Electric
..SOURCE Of SUPPLY TOR THE BELL SYSTEM
WAR... ARSENAL OF COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

IN PEACE.
IN

^Wia^e*ar
H*aVH

GbXh

ALL OVER THE
America's

900,000

WORLD

aviation workers

and experience to satisfy today's
demand for vital war necessities. Thanks to our airplane makers, ground crews and pilots like Capt.
Haakon Gulbransen (shown here), of Pan American
combine

their skill

Airways, needed supplies are flown to our fighting

men

all

over the world.
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call his

high school sweetheart. But today the orders he sends and receives over his wartime telephone
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of service

manding that we state now our
willingness to cooperate for some

of world organization, all
these things seem to indicate that
the American people are not going
to repeat the mistake of 1918. Yet
war weariness may dissipate all
present good intentions; the inevitable flareback to what is called
a Medical Department Replace- strength."
normalcy may do great damage.
ment Training Center if practic"The Spiritual Residuum" was There must then be no retreat, no
able, or to an appropriate installa- the title of Thayer's address, in shrinking back into the shell of
tion for basic military training.
isolation, no immoral avoidance of
which he compared the many
clear duty. We must be ready to
They will then appear before the
ASTP Selection Board for a qual- changes at Bowdoin during the do our full share, to work with the
ifying interview and consideration first World War with those of the other united nations for common
ends and for a reorganized world.
of the same credentials listed for present day, but went on to state
There is of course one very appremedical etc. ERC men above.
that the real heart and value and parent danger, the thought that
The men in the Navy V-l who character of this College do not we Americans are a superior oeotook the qualifying examination on
ple who can mould the rest of the
change. Said Thayer, in part:
April 20 will be informed of results
world as we alone wish. If we
and assignments on or about the " 'All things flow.' The transfor- Americans think of ourselves as
the
strongest or best nation in t hemiddle of June. Those who express- mation of a small college for the
ed preference for the premedical duration of a great war is ac- world, or even if we assert that
the English speaking people have
and predental curriculum will uncompanied, however, by that cer- a certain moral superiority, we
dergo additional training. This will
are not only blocking any chance
apply also to the V-12 students. tain constancy, that certain fixed for real international interpretaThose V-12 students who have quality which always accompanies tion but we are in danger of walkcompleted some college work will change itself. The static quality of ing along the same path that Hitler treads in his doctrine of Aryan
be given credit for any required
a liberal arts college is that porsuperiority. Some of as feel that
courses they have already taken,
[ Continued on Vafjt s }
although it is a fine thing to have
and will continue with advanced
Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Churchill
work. V-7 seniors who choose to reso frequently confer, it would be
main at college are expected to
much finer if at such conferences
take a full program this summer in Baccalaureate
there were equally important deleorder to get their degree as soon
gates of the other united nations.
as possible.
No one country, no two countries,
[ Continued from Page t ]
As to the students who took the they thought that if the mind can rule the world of the future
Army A-12 examination on April could be developed so that choices if the democratic spirit is to prevail over autocracy.
We
2, of those available to the Army, would
always be made on the never to forget the simple ought
adage,
the top 75,000 are now receiving basis of the intellectual alone
"Democracy does not mean that I
congratulatory letters and cards great progress would be made. But am as good as
you, but that you
make
which mark them for special con- intellect and reason did not
are as good as I." Translated insideration for the ASTP. The card much headway against the forces to international terms, this should
aggression and cruelty and tyr- imply, not that
is to be presented to the classifica- of
the United States
anny. Intellectual aj-guments did is as good as China,
or Russia, or
tion officer at the Reception Cennot carry much weight with the Latin America, or Great
Britain,
ter when the student enters the
men
and
Gestapo. And so these
Army. Booklets entitled "Fifty women who trusted in reason or even better, as some think, but
that China, Russia, Latin AmeriQuestions and Answers" will be alone saw their world crash in
ca and Great Britain are as good
mailed in a few days to these top pieces; and in many a college and as the United
States.
In other
75,000 students in order to give university ere among the most words, the democratic spirit of the
them a full understanding of the bitterly disappointed and disillu- future must insist that we shall
ASTP. After induction they will sioned folk alive today.
give full consideration to the
There are also many excellent rights and needs of other nations,
be sent to Replacement Training
men and women who a few years and that every nation,
no matter
Centers (not to field units) for ago thought
that good-will would
basic training; if their score on the solve all national and international how large or how small, sincerewilling to cooperate with neighArmy General Classification Test difficulties. One need only turn ly
bor nations must be treated not as
is above 115 and their leadership back the pages of academic hisan inferior but as an equal in the
qualities satisfactory,
they will tory for three or four years to find family of nations. The democratic
proceed to a STAR unit and then how strong was the feeling that process should be extended to inwas
pacifism
going
to
spread
all
to an ASTP college.
clude nations and peoples.
The Marine Corps Headquarters over the world and that progress
When we think of the demochas issued the following statement: would come through the spread- racy of the future we must keen
ing of good-will. One reads now
"Marine Corps Reservists will be the arguments of those who half in mind that no system of governassigned to active duty on July 1, a dozen years ago were sure war ment is perfect and that no machinery of government, however
1943 and directed to proceed on would "never come; he is aware
improved, can function without
that date to specified colleges. that the pacifism of those days the
faith and courage
and resoThey will arrive at the colleges to was as fatal to peace as was the lution of the common people bematerialistic
philosophy
that
exwhich assigned on July 1, or on the
hind it. The democratic process
alted nationalistic pride: and these
next several succeeding days.
inevitably has grave defects. Congood men and women, earnest, de"Results of the screening test voted, sincere as they were, have gress blundering and stumbling
given on April 20, 1943, are now found again that good-will alone for months before it can enact a
being examined, together with is no answer to brute force, or per- reasonable income tax law, bureaucracy often at its worst in
scholastic
transcripts,
general secution, or slaughter of innocent
Washington, giving out conflicting
records, including extra-curricular people. The point I am trying to
and confusing orders, often canactivitiev*** r««irnme0.<iatiriris of make is hat when, as- a nation or
ning what -had,, been deteinpined
the college authorities* in - each
with important decisloite^wemustlv* t>revtous' week,<he govertffease.
Ail students considered to
bring to bear in as even a distri- ment knuckling under to a powerhave the requisite qualifications bution as possible the practical, ful labor leader so that the averwill be assigned to colleges in an the intellectual, and the spiritual age citizen wonders whether John
L. Lewis or the United States of
active duty status.
forces of mankind.
is running this country,
Now there are some great de- America
"Individual notice as to whether
all these things do not make a
cisions
that
both
the
world
and
the students passed the written
very pretty picture. Seemingly we
screening test will not be given. It our country must make in the have learned very little from
next few years; the first decision
is planned to have travel orders in
nrevious history, and many of the
is whether aemocracy is going to
the hands of all students on or survive.
A couple of years ago one blunders of twenty-five years ago
about June 15. Orders will be for- would have to admit that there are being repeated over and over
warded to the home or college ad- was grave peril of the democratic again. There has been no successdress as indicated by each student nations of the world going down ful attempt to prevent the spiral
high wages, nor to make some
on the form cards which were re- in defeat. By the bravery and re- of
reasonable balance between money
cently filled in and forwarded to sistance of the peoples of China, paid to the defense
workers and
Great
Britain,
Russia
and
the
Marine Corps Headquarters. These
compensation given to our fightorders will constitute notice of Unitea States that peril is past. ing men. There have been only
We have all seen clearly that the inept measures to prevent
qualification and notice of college
inflaissue was really between cruelty
tion; there has been no very intelto which assigned. Students enroll- on the one hand
and kindness on
ed in this program should be ready the other; by kindness I do not ligent handling of the manpower
to proceed as directed on July 1, mean softness; as I understand it. problem all these things indicate
far from perfect is our deand to arrange to receive their or- there is nothing in the Christian how
mocracy now at war, and many of
ders at the address they furnished. religion that prevents resistance the same
charges could be brought
to evil; it is true that we are exAny men who may want infor- horted
up in days of peace. But while we
to bear no malice nor
are justly distressed at such pamation, papers, or records, while hatred in our
hearts, but it is likethey are away from college going wise true that Christ told us tent and perhaps unnecessary deinto armed services, may write to there should be woe on those by fects we must never forget the
alternative. Just as war is only
Professor Kendrick at Massachu- whom offenses come. Yet if one
justified if the alternative to war
setts Hall, Bowdoin College, Bruns- follows clearly the philosophy bebrings on greater evils, so when
wick, Maine, and the papers will be hind democracy as compared with we are dis nosed to despair
of dethat! of autocracy, we know that
sent.
mocracy we should set over
the former leads to kindness and against
it totalitarian, or fascist,
Joseph Flanagan has received his good neighborliness, while
autoc- or Nazi rule. We
ought to reV-12 acceptance. F. D. Fenwood racy breeds intolerance and cruelmember oerhaps that as has been
•44. H. O. Simth "45. W. E. Macln- ty. At times, alas, force must be
said of English military history,
tyre '45, H. W. Mansur, Jr. '45, and met by force; at times the only
all the battles are lost except the
R.
Perkins '45 have transferred way to insure life built on kind- last. And so democracy, despite
to V-5. A. G. Boylston '44 and T. ness is at great cost to get rid its seemingly many failures and
S. V. Bartlett '45 have been called of bandits and thugs and mur- its irritating defects, a has in itself
derers; but when this has been
vitality enough ultimately to cure
to active duty in V-5. B. R. Pratt
accomplished we must be sure to these
'43 has been called to active duty
defects and to give satislav aside the very weapons we
faction that can never come from
in the Marines. John W. Taussig, have been obliged
to use and to rule imposed
from above.
Jr. '46 has enlisted in the Marines. give- our mam attention to preIt may seem strange to some of
Ralph W. Hawkes, Jr. '46 is in the serving and extending democracy
new flight of Meteorologists which in industry, in education, in poli- you in a baccalaureate address to
tics, in religion, in all the different dwell on those things that surely
recently arrived on campus.
activities of life.
That is what need improvement, and perhaps, in
this war is really all about; it is the old phrase, to view with alarm
distinctly individual offer to those
waged
so much for national rather than to point with pride;
who would come here to study. It survivalnot
as for the future of the but it seems to me highly imporis such individuality which has car- whole
world, because on the out- tant that graduates going from
ried
through
the
necessary come of the struggle depends our colleges in this critical and
changes, carried them through whether tyranny or democracy challenging year should be urged
shall rule; that is why victory, to study and think about democsuccessfully and thoughtfully.
racy, and not to believe that as
The immediate future is cer- complete and Anal, is so essential; soon as they leave college they
that is why we must attain such
tainly not a very hopeful one, and
a victory and get unconditional need do little thinking, or learning.
yet, it seems safe to say that in surrender, no matter
what the or acting about democracy and its
spite of what may come Bowdoin cost.
problems. Furthermore, in making
will weather the storm well.
But whether that victory comes decisions tLey must learn that a

not in the ERC who are drafted
after June 30, if they score 115 or
better on the Army General Classification Test given at the Reception Centers, will be transferred to

Every branch of the

her one hundred and fifty years pity at what might seem to some
Bowdoin has witnessed hard fortune. Opportunity before
scenes similar to those you Ls a very real challenge. The
which you have looked on with College expects each one of vou to
own
eyes.
In the Civil War do his duty, and when you come
your
a young teacher here, who after- back, as some of you may to the
in

world
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VARIETY
By Omwford

Thayer

B.

This unforeseen return into print in the Orient after
tjiat I was retiring from the active ranks of
college journalism is merely the Sarah Bernhardt complex comhad announced

1

ing out.

.

.

.

whom

people

.

this issue

formally begin

I

thanks, which

I

one of that number.

is

m

.

.

.

that old one

recently revived,
•Vox Pop" means "Life With Father"
The Commencement
indicates
program
that
no
awarda are given when hut one
person entered the content. The
manpower shortage in really
.

.

.

nneaklng In

.

.

.

Masque and Gown actors now
have to regulate their voices according to the amount of noise the
airplanes overhead are making.

The show must go on

.

.

.

Inci-

dentally, one of the most famous
and interesting stage directions in
Shakespeare comes from his "Winter's Tale." It's that one, "Exit
pursued by bear" .
For the first
.

.

time

in recent years most of the
people who wanted to attend the
graduation exercises were able to
«et into the church
This is a
busy week in the Sills's household
The Student Picture Loan
service will have to be discontinued
because of the uncertainty in getting the pictures back.
I rather
doubt whether Mr. Van Gogh will
outrank Mr. Petty as pin-up artist
of the week, however
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The reception of "The Lafayette Hoax" was extremely favor-

Air:

National

.

.

whir* aught to ii
of the remaining undergraduates to dash off a script
far the Bawtila on the Air

aide,

some

shows

.

.

future

which

.

really

outlined

for*

With

.

.

smpat hi the hand* ef
the military for a month now, I
only hope that students will be
allowed to return without being
considered Intruders by the beys
la the service
The rumor
that Professor Stanley Barney
Smith started the nation-wide
fad of playing the Recorder, new
popular wind Instrument, la entirety without foundation. Professor Smith may have played
every afternoon la hie ivory tower, hut the sound did net go farther than the four walls
.
well, net beyond the Alumni
Beadi ng Room, anyway
.
That funny glow about the library during exam period was
what was known la earlier generations as electric light. I don't
.

.

knew whether

.

told

I

.

.

.

.

you

this

but I actually stopped

before,

oa a dag en campus the other
night. Neither of us heard the
other coming. ... I suppose It
is hardly to my credit that I
actually
aced
by
partner's
trump in bridge the other evening. Aaahh, the turmoil of a
Commencement week end! .
Before leaving I suppose I should
welcome back all oi the Bowdoln
alumnus who returned for the
.

exercises

.

.

Guy Whitman Leadbetter

have a
them-

Hymn— "God

Of
split

strife.

And when

the world was fighting
for its life;
offered its potential

are parting

in

another

war
Bloodier by far than any seen be-

Vet

fore.
we will leave
sure in heart.

That you

will live

with knowledge

and always bear

our part.

Strong

in your leaders
spirit's gli>w.

.

Following

the

is

{

Continued from Page

;

very,

is

I

feel

special adlor those fifteen

—

Under Pvt Clayton
;

t

has

Composition

m

The A.F.F.M.T.D.-Bowdoin Art
original
plans
to design
Unit
guidons and insignia, and to decorate and "air-corps-ize" lounges
and offices reserved here at Bowdoin for the service men and their
officers.

Stationery with our own insignia
will be printed as soon as the design is agreed upon. However, the
plan for this insignia-ed letter paper will not be able to materialize
unless every member of the detachment expresses a desire to purchase such stationery. Captain
Cantwell, sponsor of the Art Committee, thereby feels that every
man in the detachment should
submit suggestions for the insignia.
Private Clayton suggests that the
men submit themselves to membership in the committee as well as
their ideas. The Mizen Advertising
Company has promised us aid in
the search for our insignia. Several
of the best chioces for the insignia
would be voted upon by the service men in order to make the final
choice.

abilities

and temperament and

of values.

set

Crawford
second, John

first,

:

'44;

Bradbury' Debating Prizes: first,
John Joseph Fahey, Jr. '45, Frank
Keppler McClelland '43, Waldo Eugene Pray '45, second; Luman Norton Nevels, Jr. '46, Eugene Joseph
Cronin, Jr. '45, Norman Blanchard

Richards

'45.

De Alva Stanwood Alexander

Declamation Prizes: first; Balfour
Henry Golden '44, second, John
Joseph Fahey, Jr. '45.
Sumner L Kimball Prize for Excellence in Natural Sciences: Rob—though yon can.:* allow yourself ert Walter Brown '44.
many of them and justify your
Horace Lord Piper Prize for Best
presence here at all.
Essay on Peace: Luman Norton
Yes, by and large, you have Nevels, Jr. '46.
made it the sort of Bow do in year
Philo Sherman Bennett Prize for
that your predecessors in 1917 and
Best Essay on Principles of Free
1918 did not better, and one that
your successors, if similarly cir- Government: no award.
Stanley Plununer Prize in Public
cumstanced,
should
be rather
Speaking: Alan Stoddard Perry '44.
proud to match.
Forbes Richard Poetry Prize: AlOne of our Service men wrote
me a few days ago, quoting a stu- bert William Warren, Jr. '43.
dent now in college as saying that
Brown Memorial Prizes for Porthe was "witnessing the saddest land High School Graduates: John
thing in the world the death of Frederick
Jaques '43,
Edward
Bowdoin."
has been grim Stetson Pennell '44, Myron Stephen
It
enough heaven knows
parting Waks '45, Maurice Allen Lehrman
with nearly three hundred kindly, '46.
good-humored boys such as you
who, since last September, have
left this campus,
nearly seventy Dean's List
of them to be trained as pilots,
and all of them to be trained for
[ Continued from Page i
the most barbaric war on recent
Crawford B. Thayer
record. And it
has. been grim
Harry K. Trust
enough to realize that some of
them, and of you, will not return.
Maxwell M. Welch
Frank W. Alger, Jr.
But "the death of Bowdoin" is
phrasing it much too grimly. LongRichard C. Johnstone
established institutions have vast
Robert W. Levin
recuperative powers. Some figures
Richard W. Morse
•

—

—

*

—

—

"J

on the

IMS

size of this College:

1916-17-434

Edwin

S. Briggs

John A. Curtis
Philip H. Hoffman, 3rd
Nelson B. Oiiphant

Sports Program

[

Continued from Page

r

]

over the radio; bibliophile and specialist on the works of Hans Christian Andersen both in translating
his tales thus putting in his debt
thousands of children and all of us
who still have the faith of children,
and in having the best collection of
Andersen's works in the country;
prominent in Danish American
philanthropy and for his public
spirit, rightly compared to Jacob
A. Riis; warm hearted, friendly,
representative of the great profession of acting.

I

Philip H. Philbin
Morrill Shapiro

1946

George C. Branche,

Coach Adam Walsh, who was
born and raised in California, is
now working on a ranch belonging

observed his 25th year as Bowdoin College President in a special chapel service last Friday morning. Behind him hangs
the college service flag which indicates that 1405 Bowdoin men are now
service.
in the

PRESIDENT SILLS

Jr.

They did so partly be- does not so easily die.
To such a college, death could
cause they wanted to come back;
come only when those who had
partly because that war, like this

loved her felt that she no longer
one, had proved that people in aucontributed to life.
thority valued college men, for
No, you are not witnessing the
various reasons, and, other things
being equal, valued them the death of Bowdoin. You are witmore, the more they had of col- nessing, rather, a fine college in
lege. iNo. this is not "the death vital action, a fine college meeting its country's present needs.
of Bowdoin** you are witnessing.

A

Well, God bless you all— for the
college with one hundred and fifty
years of honorable living, with six vacation, for the duration, and for
thousand Irving alumni, with many ten or fifteen joyous class runions
times six thousand living friends, in years to coma!

Sills'

Sun Rises

Report

£ Continued from Page t ]
Continued from Page i 1
only be maintained but extended
be leveled at it la that toe few
throughout the whole wide world," have the opportunity to ahare in
he wrote.
Its benefits. It in hardly a matter
In his report on the state of the to be proud of that the 'SO cencollege he announced that 15 Bowsus
revealed something over a
doin men have been killed in the
million in college, over four milpresent war, and that three are
lion illiterate. Colleges are on
missing. Speaking of the gifts and
trial. Let us stand up and assert,
bequests to the college, President
Sills stated that the total figure,
nay prove their worth hy our
$122,064.78. was larger than last
actions.
year but far below the average for
s - r.
discontinuance would only be the the past ten years. He also showed
The handfull of us who will be
how the college has transferred
result of insurmountable obstacles
over to the trimester plan of left to greet the corning classes of
[

j

freshmen have a responsibility.
Included in the current college Bowdoin men will come back. By
Bulletin are also reports of the unstinted effort in finding freshDean, College Physician, Librarian,
and the Director of the Museum of men and pledging them once found,
Continued from Page * ]
Fine Arts. The Bulletin was pre- let us see to it that the Big White
will be there to welcome them
In delivering his oration Burpee pared under the supervision of Liwas back.
is for all the faculty members to
spoke of those who feel sorry for brarian Gerald G. Wilder, and
man—ana
a—ian—*j——^^— .-- —
have a vacation of one term this men who are getting their college printed at the Record ottice.
President Sills has often express- ed the Red Cross here and also
summer if possible.
education in times such as these,
ed the opinion that a man's life is acted as Chairman of the observAll decisions about Fall Athle- who are taking extra courses in
servnot complete without faithful
ance oi the 200th anniversary of
tics are being left to a meeting in order to graduate sooner and who ice to his own community. In spite
the incorporation of Brunswick as
the first week in August of the are passing up some of the experi- of State and National obligations
a town. This celebration was held
thirty-odd New England Colleges ences of college life in normal he has found time to serve in nu- in 1939. His services to the commerous capacities in Brunswick. munity have been outstanding and
at the New England College Con- years.
He was Chairman of the School many.
ference on Athletics. The Army
"But after all," said Burpee,
and Navy still urge intercollegiate "should we feel as though we had Committee for several years, headcollege competition if possible, and
missed the most important part of
the only
New England college our college life? I think not. In
which has given up formal athle- my opinion, we are now getting
tics is Harvard, so
there
is
a
the^ opportunity to work
under
•
[ Continued frnm Page l ]
possibility
that
near-normal pressure, rather than at our own
a
schedule may be held in the fall.
Neatherd
P. H. Eames '46
leisurely pace. Seldom In the fuThe physical education program ture will we have the opportunity
Swineherd
D. J. Brandenburg '45
will continue
unchanged during to set the pace, so this chance to
the summer.
Stage Manager
R. E. Michaud '46
work under pressure will prove
very valuable to us in the future.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
and
This is a period of change and innovation.
Today, as never in
speeches
President
Crawford B. Thayer '44
peacetime, we
appraising
are
to a friend, in that state.

He

will

be back at College on August 9, to
start work in the second term of
the summer session. He has the
first term off, as the College plan

studies.

Class

Day

[*

n

i

Masque And Gown

GOWN

MASQUE

£

tion

Continued from Page 2

things for their true values. Many
of the qualities now appreciated

}

which guards and cherishes for their wartime important-*

the heritages of past generations
while all the world about it is
losing its head. When the battlefields of the world have become
green again and spears have been
beaten back into plowshares, there
still
remains the spiritual residuum of this great experiment of
life.
When the smoke of battle
has cleared away, there remain
the Koran and the Bible. When
the mercenary troops are quietly
resting in their graves, the great

will

luring
be of continued value
peace time, and the changes now
being made may result in p-*»manent improvements in the Col'ege.
One of the most important things

we

learn in college

is

how

to get

along with those with

whom we

come

is

in contact.

There

less op-

now

for those trips to
Stpneleigh
Portland,
ma ram laude, Bachelor of Laws of
Colby Junior, and other ShHr>griHarvard University; Overseer of
Las which were so near in the rethe College since 1926, Vice Presicent past. We're living together
dent of that important body since
spirits of Goethe and Beethoven now, gaining experience in 'get1934, and now President; formerly
Attorney General of the State of linger with us. When the annihi- ting along' which will be valuai.L*
Maine, and today prominent and lation of war ceases, Plato is left, in peacetime."
Shakespeare rises
above
helpful in county, state, and na- and
Assisting Kimball Eastman en
tional bar associations;
honored temporal ruin as a universal heri- the Commencement Commit! fH?
son of honored sire brought up in tage. Dante and Milton still touch
were George W. Hutchings '43.
the shadow of the College and the iron string of Man's soul, and
'44. George A.
knowing probably more of its his- Thomas a Kempis still speaks to Robert W. Brown
Burpee '44, Frank D. McKeon
tory and that of his beloved Brunsweary minds. 'All things flow," '43, George W.-Craigie, Jr, "44, and
wick than -fcny^ other, . Bowdoin
man;*'cnosert today ~p>imi» Inter and though* to\Kk is' strapping on JohnF. Jadjai4'44.V-"
pares of the members of the loyal the sword, the liberal arts coland able class of 1903 as its repre- lege stands sturdy and firm in its
Above all the. evil to avoid is
sentive on its fortieth reunion dual role as fighter for temporal
is the spirit of our
since many may equal but none causes; as guardian of universal tyranny. This
Puritan idealism."
exceed his loyal devotion.
treasures.

portunity
Boston,

:

George S. Hehh '44
David H. Lawrence '44
Robert V. Schnahel '44
Frederick J. Gregory '45

Secretary

Production Advisor

Member-at-large

Manager
Manager
Production Manager
Business

'

James T.

Publicity

Irish '45

Alfred C. Schmalz 45
Alan S. Cole '45

Member-at-large

Despite the necessary cancellation of two scheduled performances, the

Masque and Gown

points with sonic pride to a season of seven per-

formances, the usual number in a normal year:

17-18

July

"Meet the Wife" by Lynn

14

"Shepherdoif
in

September 8

Memorial

"Watch on

My

Starling, in

Memorial Hall

O.

for the benefit of the U. S.

August

People" by Douglas Carmichad "44

Hall.

the Rhine" by Lillian Helltnan in Memorial

Hall.

October

16

"Watch on
Fathers"

the Rhine" repeated in Memorial Hall for

Day.

.

8

February

'

Paul Nixon, Dean

of

Deans,

Bachelor of Arts. Master of Arts
and Doctor of Humane Letters of
Wesleyan University, Doctor of

Laws

speaking on
and the Cains of the world may
continue to flourish, but out of "Science and Education in the
this reaction comes that all-im- Post-War World," mentioned the
portant spiritual residuum which numerous technological advances
has made the world better for its which our country is making, and

George

of -Colby College. Professor
of Latin, widely known for his presence.

It is

the privilege and warned that in the future

we must

standing Dean; today on the twen- tlers of this country, after they
established
themselves
in
ty-fifth anniversary of his assump- had
America, reverted to the same retion of that office, honored by his
ligious
intolerance from which
grateful college,
they had fled. He went on to say:
Honoris Causa
"As we approach the conference
Doctor of Humane Letters table we must avoid the excessive
And in the name of this society enthusiasm for our own idealism
which so quickly brought the early
of scholars I declare that they are
Puritans back to the very intolentitled to the rights and privileges erance from which they had fled.
pertaining to their several degrees, Rather we must awaken and enand that their names are to be courage the critical Puritan spirit
of Roger Williams
which burst
forever borne on its roll oi Honorforth against tyranny, especially
ary Members.
when it was fostered by the

Conrad A. DeFilippis
Philip F. M. GUley, Jr.
Walter W. Harvey
George L. Hildebrand
Eric E. Hirshler

Joseph H. LaCasce
Peter J. H. Mason
William M. Moody
L. Norton Nevels, Jr.

Hugh
Harry

Pendexter, 3rd
E.

Ramsey

Richard E. Robinson

John B. Schoning
Harold M. Small
Edward F. Snyder
Neil R. Taylor, Jr.

Arthur A. Terrill
Harold A. Thalheirner

"We

own

beliefs.

shall be offered the leader-

ship only because the nations of
the world see in our democratic
idealism a hope that under our
leadership they may have the opportunity for a free expression of
their problems and the chance to
work out the solutions that satisfy
their own ideals. If we proclaim
'The American Century,' we shall
be deserting our own idealism.
And as surely as Roger Williams
fled the Massachusetts Bay Colony the disguested nations will
leave our house built on the sands
of our enthusiastic Americanism.

"We must profit by our earliest
American lesson in leadership. It
is not the weakness of excessive
intolerance which we should see in
Puritan heritage, but the
strength of undaunted criticism.

our

MM

Hills

Remain" by Carmichael

21

"The Winter's Tale" by Shakespeare.

Plans are

now

being formulated for a

summer

season, in

people and temporary residents are invited to

duction.

We

join.

which towns-

hope to

try-

play by a recent graduate and to do an "arena" style pro-

Those

Professor

interested should consult

Quinby before

June 20th.

salesmanship, and boasting of the
Degrees, Certificates
great American standard of living,
we have concentrated our efforts
[ Continued from Page 1 }
on accumulating as much money
and evidences of weath as possible. Forbes Moore '43 of Deep River,
What value has a society like this, Conn., Nelson Elder, Moran '43 of
where the main purpose of exist- Melrose, Mass., John Andersen
ence seems to be 'keeping up with Parsons '44 of East Orange, N. J.,
Millard Hussey Patten. Jr. '43, of
the Jonses'?"
Hallowell, Winthrop
er '43 of Keene, N.

Alumni Elections
[

Continued from Page

1

]

Sampson

'17 of North Bridgton,
since 1919 headmaster of Bridgton

Academy; Charles

L

Hildreth '25

of Portland, practicing lawyer in
the Melds of banking and industry,

Walker Pip- president of Emery W^lerhouse
R, Benjamin Company, Portland, and Rice Milof Greenwich, ler Company. Bangor. PresiJent

Looking for a solution to this
problem through the medium of
education, Burpee concluded by Remington Pratt '43
'43 of
saying: "As a result of this broad- N. Y., Robert Francis Qua
er system of education, we should Lowell. Mass., Edward Arthur
Arlington,
Jr.
'4$,
Richards,
of
life
be able after the war to lead a
far superior to anything ever be- Mass., David Robinson Rounseville
fore attained in this country- Scien- '44 of Attleboro, Mass., Richard
'44 of Waban,
tific and technological progress will Littlehale Saville
make the business of earning a liv- Mass., Ralph Bruce Thayer, Jr. '43,
ing much easier than it has been in of Somers, Mass., Forrest Gay
'43,
Jr.
of Winthrop,
the past. The time saved by these Wilder,
improvements can be spent in Mass.
Certificates of Honor: Andrew
profitable leisure. Men will be able
to spend more time with their fam- Andersen, Jr. '43, John Alden Babilies, and the home will again regain its rightful place in our social
scheme. With this increase in leis-j
ure, we can live at a slower pace,
and avoid much of the worry and

'44

"44

May

new

Memorial

'44

"Danse Macabre" by Thayer

out a

in;'

Hall:

"The

Burpee,

ourselves to be dominattranslations of Plautus and Mar- duty of the college to protect and not allow
transmit this sacred remainder to ed by materialism and the overtial in language of the twentieth
whelming desire for wealth.
generations' of the future."
century, since 1909 on the faculty
Said Burpee: "We have been livJohn Jaques, with "Puritan
an era of materialism. Goadof Bowdoin College, and since 1918 Idealism" as
the title of his ing in
its witty, incomparable and under- speech, spoke of how the early set- ed by advertising and high-pressure

Tenth AnnuaJ One-Act Play Contest

"Low Ebb" by Thayer

Wars may breed war,

leaders of his

At present, be- degrees.

cause of poor publicity and its extreme youth, its ranks hold only
seven members. Although Private
Clayton has had several years of
experience in working for a commercial art firm, he states that experience is unnecessary for the
work that the Art Group plans to
do. All that is needed, Private
Clayton implies, is a love of crayon
in the palm and an adequate vocabulary to employ when important lines come out as curvet.

Honorary Degrees

Honoris Causa
Master of Arts
'43.
Goodwin French Prize: Richard
Clement Franklin Robmson, of
Edward Robinson '46.
Portland, of the Class of 1903 sum-

No man

Another project planned is to
1917-18—343
hang the pictures of every fighting
1918-19—365
plane of these United Nations and
(mostly in uniform)
our Hell-nighted enemy from the
1919-20—456
ceiling of the Day Room just as
1920-21—403
soon as the committee finishes
1921-22—458
painting the insignia.
1922-23—506
has
many
Art
Committee
The
After that war, some 200 men
plans. It would appreciate just as came back to continue for their

many members.

Travis

Clifford

Frederick Jaques

ever has reason to reproach himself, if he has
done his best, whether he gets D's
or A's, wins the mile or finishes
been last. And, in a year like this, no

(pitted on this .post to
keeping
the band and the Meteor
up the morale of the detachment,
according to Private Sidney Clayion, president of the unit.

'45,

'45.
}

ium: Donald Thornton Devine '43.
Lockwood
Fairbanks
Hiland
Prizes in Public Speaking: Charles
Moody Crajn '46 (Eng. 4); Rolfe
"46,
(Eng. 4);
when furnaces expired, and, in Eldridge Glover, 3rd
general, have graciously accepted John Joseph Fahey, Jr. '45, (Eng.
5) Herbert Hopkins Sawyer '45.
both the war and the weather.
Poetry Prize: Charles Newcomb
As a Faculty member I am
Bacon, Jr. '43.
bound to have a very special adDebating
Edgar O. Achora
miration for those eighty
boys
Prizes: first, Luman Norton Nevwho, with war around the corner
'46; second, Herbert Hopels, Jr.
from them, averaged "B" or betkins Sawyer '45.
ter in their courses at Midyears.
Brown Extemporaneous English
very
a
miration

Art Committee Formed

I

Prise: Robert Edward Colton '44.
Col. William Henry Owen Prem-

And

lot of

it

NICHOLS '45 NAMED
NEW BUGLE EDITOR

College Plans Summer

tires.

Crozier '45.
Beauty glows in a doorway dome
Varsity Track: Carlton Woods
That rests on shailaw pillars.
'44. Laureston Dobbrow '46, George
Like wllNo-wisiH shine down the
Branche '46, Beverley Campbell
campus path.
'46, John Schuhmann '46, Donald
Lukens '46, Herbert Hanson '43.
This is Bowdoln
Neil Taylor '46, Richard Lewis '45,
Dark In sorrow.
Cartland Mathers '46,
Jerrold
Small and feeble seem the lights.
Hickey '44, Lloyd Knight '45, John
Yet they keep alive the promise
Taussig '46, Paul Davidson '45. F.
That the Bowdoln sun
Robertson Sims '45. George PerWill rise tomorrow.
kins '44. Joseph Carey '44, Morris
Densmore '46. David Smith *46.
P. B. Parsons '46. Robert Cross '45,
Awards
Prizes
William Elliott '44. John Foran '46.

Varsity Golf: William Moody '46,
Sew all Greek Prize: no award.
Noyes Political Economy Prize: John Walker '46. Frederick Dick[ Continued from Page i ]
son '45, Frank McKeon '43* Louis
'45.
Hoffman,
3rd
Philip
Horn
his job, worse luck! And after all,
Hannibal Hamlin Emery Latin Piper '46, Robert Porteous '46.
a college is a college, even in marPrize: Robert Edward Colton '44.
tial years, not an asylum or health
Nathan Gould Greek and Latin
resort for future warriors.)

and your And

'OS

George A. Burpee, editor-in-chief
According to Malcolm E. Morof the 1944 Bugle, has announced
rell, Director of Athletics, Bowthat Roger Bond Nichols '45 has
ticipation in intercollegiate athCollege
doin
plans to have teams
been chosen to fill this position for
letics this past semester, as recentin Baseball, Tennis, possibly Golf,
This is BowiVtln
next Bugle publication. H. Rich"
ly announced by the Athletic De- and
Track this summer, but the
Late at night,
ard Hornberger, Jr. '45, was elected
partment:
still.
whether
any intercollegiate conDark, liquid cool, and
Varsity Baseball: Richard C. tests are held depends on whether associate editor. Commenting upon
All the familiar shapes
Johnstone '44, Morris Densmore the other colleges in the Maine these appointments, Burpee said
And colors that I It now so well
the positions may never be
'46, Robert Frazer "44, John TausSeries have teams and travel 'this that
Are all shut op In night's hard
sig '46, Waller Finnagan '45, Jossummer. Last year Bowdoin had more than honorary, since future
shell.
eph Flanagan '46, William Talcott teams, but none of the other col- publication of the Bugle until the
'45, Morton
Page '46, Chandler leges did, and no contests were end of the War is a very tentative
But from the buildings hidden
Schmalz '45, Newton Pendleton. '46, held. At this time the other matter. He added, however, that
there.
everything possible would be done
Comes the flicker of the tended William Maclntyre '45. William schools cannot tell whether they
to bring out future issues and that
Muir '44, Milton Paige '44, Robert will have teams.

And

.

mediately to go into the most
ever grow;
Till wrathful boys are turned to hazardous forms of Services that
there are. Those fifteen showed a
peaceful men.
And Bowdom's sons need never combination of courage and selfcontrol that rather thrills me. But
light again.
I need not continue comparisons
D. J. Brandenburg '43
that are too odious. Each one of
you has had his own problems and

committee

COLLEGE ANNOUNCES
ATHLETIC AWARDS

BOWDOIN— IMS

will

art

Commence-

Clement Franklin Robmson
Master of Arts

Frede rick Edward Haaler
Master of Arts

ment Poem written by John Frederick Jaques '43 and read yesterFollowing is a list of those men
day at the Class Day Exercises:
who were awarded letters for par-

Beecher Thayer
Your thoughtful, tempered might of the eighty who were almost im-

An

Stargfe Ellen* Leavitt

Doctor of Letters

Poem

Class

it's admirable the way a
you boys have worked long
hours to earn your college expenses
great.
Helping as It could without the and have planned and combined
and labored to keep your houses
f.:»rce of bate.
going and have frozen on occasion

Then Bowdoln

Now we

'16

Doctor of Seie

civilian* leav-

Dean's Talk

Our Fathers"
once the states were

by thoughtless

.

Frank Allen

Ode

Class

When

five

I

Clone fotlawera of thin chan*
will
realize
that about two
month* ago I shifted from the
Editorial "WE- to the K*«*tl»tlcal "L" I did
at the miggeiUloa
of one of the Bowdoln Profe*ttor* who (dated quite frankly
that "one of you la enough."
Iliimini
And then there's

.

second fare-

.

.

enough,

.

my

extended to those four or

knew read my column, brought down a huge
the local public on my neck. The last census count
made indicated that 1 had many more readers than
almost 17, in fact. Mrs. Roscoe J. Ham, flatteringly

hunk oi
which I
five

With

My

well tour.

Sills also

bell

'26

appointed John
of

W. Tar-

Brock ton. Mas*., to

succeed himself or a porird of one
.

year.

In making publh* t*huut eJectir.ns
and appointments. Alumni SecreMarsh sail that
tary Seward
about 400 more ballots w re re-

turned this year than i.i pervious
elections, which, he feels, indicates a gratifying increase of interest in the woiK and responsibitt '43, William Hadwen Barney bilities of the Alum\i Council aid
'43, George William Beal '43, Paul
Alumni Fund Directors.
Francis Bickford '43, James Homes
Bagshaw '44, Gerald Walter Blake-

ley, Jr. '43, Philip Hayward Brown,
strain which have characterized
Jr. '43, Robert Smith Burton *43,
life in the past. And finally, can we
'43, Philip
not hope, at least, that our spiritual Robert Jay Cinq-Mars
and cultural rebirth will serve as Cole, Jr. '43, Norman Sears Cook
an example to show to a war-torn '43, George Edwin Fogg, Jr. '43,
world? Our colleges and univer- Norman Oscar Gauvreau '43, Richsities, then, both scientific and libard William Goode '43, Alfred Laweral arts institutions, have before
them a splendid opportunity. Let rence Gregory '43, Albert Edward
Hacking, Jr. '43, John Joseph Murthem make the most of it"

Philmore Ross '43, Robert
'43, William Irving
'43,
Donald Aretas
Stearns '43, Lewis Arnold Strandburg '43, Robert Levritt Tyrrell,

phy

'43,

Oliver
Stark,

Shipman

Jr. '43,

Jr.

James Lester Warren

Sereno Sewail Webster, Jr.
Stephen Thayer Whitney
James Edward Woodlock
Stuart

Edward Hayes

'44.

'43,

'43,
'43,
'43,
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From

FLIGHT C

METEOR.
is

still

in

to a

its

detachment that

formative stage, a

detachment with few of the more
of organizain which the pathas not yet become
settled. This being true, the new
men from Atlantic City are extremely fortunate, for they are
given an opportunity to share in
the development of the unit, to
grow with it instead of being
merely grafted onto an organization already set in its ways. For
them there will be no arduous
"plebe" stage, because, in a sense,
we are all plebes starting off on
tions,

traditions

and one

tern of

relations staff of the N.B.C. studios
in New York. Upon his induction
into the army in July, 1942, Sgt.
Evans hoped to procure assignment to the Signal Corps in order
to carry on with his interests in
radio, but before he had been givofficers.
en a chance to demonstrate his
Sgt. Evans was born in New abilities, classification found that
York, but moved at an early age to he could nobly operate a typewritOrlando, Florida, which he consid- er and permanent party seemed inExperiences in office
ers his home town. He may there- evitable.
this post

life

fore rightfully call himself
southerner, although we might say
that at times his accent betrays his City

where he was drill instructor,
earlier northern environment. In permanent party and First Serlater years Sgt. Evans found that geant, and M.I.T. where he was
his interests centered around radio supply sergeant. At this post he
and he was employed in pre-war has become our first sergeant.
Sgt. Evans is favorably impressdays by the R.C.A. on the guest

Gas

Are Latest

Drills

Addition To Training

that promises to become the elite
squad of the unit; and there
is talk of a detachment review for
the near future.
In these and other developing
activities in the detachment, the
new arrivals should find plenty of
opportunity to express themselves
and become acquainted with the
rest of the men. We all hope that,
despite the pressure of a rather
rigorous academic schedule, the
men of Flight C will join us in
making this particular premeteorology detachment one of the outstanding in the nation, and we
welcome them to what is already
a splendid organization.

tion.

consuming

And

Notice
Further news of the detachment may be found at the bottom
of the first

column on page

three,

Mimeographed Form
THE METEOR

Perhaps

owes

readers a word of explanation
on its failure to appear during the
past few weeks. This has been
due to the fact that its mother,
THE ORIENT, was not published,
and this in turn was because of
the period of final examinations in
the college.
Since the spring semester at
Bowdoin has come to a close, this
will be the last issue of THE
ORIENT until the summer sesits

sion begins.

to bring

tachment,

METEOR

In order to continue

news to men

in

however,
will

continue

the de-

THE
publica-

mimeographed form.
Mimeographing of the paper
will require
considerably
more
work on the part of the staff, and
it will necessarily have to be enlarged. Most needed on the staff
are typists to prepare stencils, and
it is hoped that
there will be
enough men in the detachment
tion in

who
who
Job-

are interested

in

the paper

will volunteer for this typing

so

tactics.

we

turn to the future

and long hours of classes, but now
we also see happy times on Pickard Field and the proper shaping
of our bodies with our minds.
Alone they are strong; together
they are unbeatable.

— For The Birds!
He

This detachment
It may seem,
Has really gotten
On the beam.

On

this column
Got under way,
It was to point out fellows
Who went astray.

to that

Had a

But

was

He

A

A

little

space.

looked high and low,
But for quite a space
He could not find
single trace.

Everyone knows,

The story

gas is at hand.
Just what to do
When they hear the command.

Is that the section

Private Edwards
Of Section Two

Then there's the one
Of the "Culver Kid"—
And all the wonderful

What

too well

The command was given,
Edwards stopped breathing,

He

seems

went

And

hid themselves
In a great big tent.

Things he

to do.

it

there

was a

General coming.

The

But when they were

glasses,

somehow,

Fell to the ground.

Poor Edwards began

To fumble

around.

Finger-nails!

band

He

That's

Holding his breath

To

the bitter end.

who would

Straight as rails,
He did one thing—inspected

For

to his mask
started to tend.

this

week

has

.

.

.

.

.

The changes will not affect the
detachment's personnel in their
capacity as students, but will

'MIAMI SOCCER'

markedly affect them as soldiers.
Each of the new divisions will be
entirely under the supervision of

"It's

murder,

brother,

we

he

ain't

says!"
kidding!

And cadet
It's

Miami

est,

m

was more to come;
many of the new class, upon bethere

still

Having played four years of
lege football,

col-

one year of semi-

coming casuals, had even served as pro, four years of college basketdrill-masters, and let it be said
ball; and two of baseball and track
now, the only difference between at Iowa State
Teachers College,
an Atlantic City drill master and a our new sergeant knows the
general is a few relatively unim- value of muscular
coordination
portant stars. If chow line posi- and body
contact. To learn and
tions are still to be determined by master
a sport requires constant
drill competition, it rather looks as
preparation and participation in
if Flight A and
B had better that activity and that is where
climb on the proverbial sphere.
our new program will differ from
But seriously, they are a swell our previous one. Sarting June 1,
bunch of fellows, and look as our two hour physical program
though they will make a fine addi- will go into effect. Each group
tion to the detachment. They come will have an
activity for four
from alt over, like the rest of us, weeks at one time instead of the
but slightly larger groups seem to one week we were accustomed to.
come from the New York area, The two hours will be filled someMichigan, and Illionis. The length what as follows:
of their average sojourn in the
Ten to fifteen minutes will be
Playground of the World was allotted to the marching to Pickabout six weeks, and most of them ard Field and undressing. There
seem agreed that that was five and will then be a thirty to thirty-five
one-half weeks too much. This im- minute drill period, followed
by
pression has grown as they see fifteen minutes
of exercises and
what it's like to be part of a really concluded with a stretch of rungood detachment, and we hope it ning or work-out on the obstacle
will have no cause to change.
course. The next forty-five minThe men of Flight C have some utes will be spent in our activity.
ideas of their own about the BowThe* activities will be divided indoin detachment, it seems. They to groups, compulsory and opexpect to do a better job on grades tional.
The compulsory sports
than we have (will that be much are swimming and judo with boxof an achievement, fellows?), and ing in the fall and outdoor tumbalso have a few plans about cutting ling when the weather permits.
in rather extensively on the pleas- These will
take up two of the acant Saturday nights in Brunswick. tivity periods.
The other three
As a matter of fact, some of them will be devoted to the optional
claim to be pretty smooth oper- group which will include baseball,
ators. No doubt they will soon dis- softball, touch football, tennis and
cover .however, that most of their outdoor basketball. It is undeartistic leanings will have to be cided whether "Murder and Maysatisfied by cardioids and sine hem" will be optional or compul-

Hummm

.

"How Big Storms
Raindrops Grow."
anything. Just thump, then back
to the treatise. Savage., by
the
way, is the author of another bestseller, to whose efficacy your correspondent can only too well attest.
It was called "The Gentle
Art of Fixing Beds" or "Somnolent Sabotage."
Among Section Nine's motley

ATHLETICS FEATURE

soccer, the roughest, toughslambang, muscle jolting game
you've ever seen. It will make you
black and blue and you will ache
all over, but when you finally get
sioned senility.
in condition you will be getting
The first shock came a few something that no amount of class
hours later when opportunity was work could ever give you and
new
additions.
It
had to greet the
that you will never find in De
seems that almost every man
Moivre's Theorem. It's all a part
Flight C has had more basic train- of Sergeant Yatchak's new athleing than any man in Flights A or tic program which stresses, as you
B. Rather a let-down to the in- might have guessed, bodily conflated egos of upperclassmen, but tact.

remarkable record. Pvt. MacCon-

This week at the retreat ceremony the men of this detachment
as well as the townspeople have
had the opportunity to see and
hear the Detachment Band and to crew are two "old buddies."
quarnote the progress in organization tered now in Flight
A's barracks:
and appearance which it has made Serne
the heartbreaker, and Soin so short a time. And under the
tale the cymbalist. Sotale was alleadership of Pvt. Bill Hubbard
so a Golden Gloves Boxer, which
they present a stirring sight.
may explain in part his shattering
Pvt. Harold Tint, the student diof the cymbals last week. Tsk,
rector, stated that in the past few
tsk, Sotale. you don't know your
weeks the band has been expanded own strength!
to thirty-eight members, with several new men from Flight C; and
that instruments have been obInformation, Please
tained, with the help of Professor
Tillotson,
Bowdoin's Music DiMy girl asked me to send
rector, from the people of Brunswick, from the Bowdoin Band, and her one of my shoulder patches
from students of the College. she plans to wear it on a sweater.
Some of the members too have Is that okay?

hear any
piece of music rendered or who
would like to have played any of
his college or high school airs, has
only to produce the music and the

Now

C

will operate

visions.

realize

of Atlantic City's skies, warmed
the hearts of Flight A, as they
leaned out of the windows of Maine
Hall, peering with book-weary eyes
at the newcomers. Here indeed was
a striking contrast between ambitious, hopeful youth, and disillu-

nel,
the
section's
philosopherstatesman-poet, who is working
at Bowdoin for his M.G. (Master
Goof-off), had this to say: "It has
been a distinct and delightful
privilege for me to serve with the
men of the Fighting Ninth. I only'
regret that my pursuit of the
M.G. makes it impossible for me
to spend more time among them.
But, in the words of Horace, or
was it Vergil? No, it must have
been Drucker or Carr
maybe Marx. Couldn't have
been Stalin." At' this moment.
your correspondent tiptoed softly
from the room and left the good
professor to his oral m.isiiigs
"If you ask me, I think Section
Nine is so good because it has the
best athlete in the detachment."
The speaker was a handsome,
olive- tan
complected individual,
with a strange, high-pitched voice.
He refused to divulge his name.
"The backbone of the section." he
said, "is a guy by the name of
Guiliani. At East Mansfield High,
he was a letterman in football,

treatise on
from Little
He didn't say

novation in a military band; and
also a set of bells without which,
said Tint, a band is undoubtedly
sterile. New music has been procured, but seeking to enlarge and
popularize the repetoire, the student director announced that any-

did.

took off his glasses.
His thought were seething.

if

the resumption of the academic routine, the Deunder a new administrative setup.
Wing, three groups, six squadrons, 15 flights (which correspond to our present sections), and 30 crews are the new di-

a rainy morning when
and "Blood and Guts" they marched up from the station,
Surdacki. And in its long and disand their cherubic faces, burned
tinguished career, never has the
to a lovely red by the wind and sun

curves.

sory.

Well, here's lots of luck to the

Getting back to Miami soccer,
However, so familiar to those from Bocarait may seem to hear the tan, the idea
of the game is very
drawn out call of "Section Thir- simple. Each team has an even
teen, Tennn-HUT!" it will soon be amount of men on their side. The
as familiar as the cheery clatter of chances of finishing with the same
the morning rising bell.
amount of men that you started
with is extremely doubtful. The
But after all is said and done, object is to bounce the ball beit is the guess of your correspon- tween two posts which constitute
dent that the real reason for Sec- the goal. Each man is allowed to
tion Nine's greatness lies in the dribble twice with the ball or he
comparative domestic tranquility can pass or kick it whenever he is
enjoyed by its several members. so inclined. The opposing team,
Granted that Charlie Kohler has and here is where the fun starts,
been having a rather rocky time can do anything to the man with
of it with the little woman these the ball except kill him. Tackling,
past few weeks; but he has borne blocking and holding are all legal
up under the strain with an aloof- as is anything else you can get
ness and resilency that are tJ be away with. It is said that meterexpected from a seasoned Niner.
ologists collect data from
th»
To the rest of the detachment, stars; you will see them sooner
including Flight Cs Culver Kid, than you think.
the men of Section Nine can only
We will have a detachment
say with kind indulgence, "As you baseball team, but it will have to
were, men!"
wait until June 21 when three

boys of
strange

Appleton.

|

,now,

all.

So, men, let's all try
To keep on the ball.

one

lined

up

like to

will gladly play it
It was expected in informed
quarter that Pvt. Milton Schwartz would take over the cymbals. Said he, "I've got rhythm."
However, he just never showed up.

--

—

he's been seen with a certain young lady by the name of
Pearl. Take it easy on the jewel,
Charlie.
Italy is the scene of feverish activity these lovely spring days.

Wilson

—

—

—

—

provides that all 5-year local term
policies shall terminate at the expiration of the term period. It is
possible that Congress will have

General Rommel whenA Pre-meteorologist's Lament
ever possible would attack from
the east in the morning and from I think that I shall never see
for consideration the renewal of
the west in the afternoon so as to A "D" as lovely as a "B"—
this type of insurance as it has in
have the sun in his enemy's eyes, A "B" whose rounded form is
the case of World War I veterans.
—"Coronet"
pressed
If the 5-year term insurance is
What's this we hear about Pvt. Upon the records of the blessed.
changed to one of the above
Joe Chadwick coming to chow with A "D" comes easily
.
and yet,
specified policies,
the insurance
colorful lips. The least you can do It isn't easy to forget.
will remain in effect as long as the
Joe is to wipe it off before ap- "D'S" are made by fools like me.
premiums are paid.
in public.
But only God can make a "B."
Q What does the reduced rail- pearing
Pvt.: "I hear the officers are tryroad rate for service men amount ing
to stop necking."
The Lord gave us two ends to use;
to?
Second Pvt.: "That so? First One to think with, one to sit with.
A All depends how far you're thing
you know they'll be trying The war depends on which we
going, soldier. On furlough you
to make the privates stop too."
choose,
get a reduced railroad fare of one
Keep an eye on PvL Charlie Heads we win, tails we lose.
cent a mile on a round trip basis.
fighting,

i

j

.

—

—
—

!

al

MaWM

"who

officers,

will

be accord-

all the rights, respect and privileges of their rank with the exception of added pay." This last state-

ed

ment

is

not merely empty phrase-

ology, but actually gives one a
picture of the situation in a nutshell.

Since these offices will be rotated frequently, and therefore most

men

will get their chance, the fullest cooperation of all would be expected merely on the basis of

sportsmanship even if there were
no military obligation for such cooperation. The obvious idea behind this system, which emanated
at Greensboro, N. C, is to give
the future officers an opportunity
to become as familiar as possible
with the duties they will eventually undertake.

The wing commander will be
held responsible for the entire detachment while on duty. Similarly,
the group commander will be in
command of what we formerly
considered a flight, the squadron
commander in command of several
"sections," the flight commander
in command of a' section, and the
crew commander in command of
approximately half a section.
Each
sisted

of the officers will be as-

by adjutants and "S4" men.

Each

officer and "non-com" candidate will be considered on the

basis of academic rating, military
character, initiative and leadership
as shown in extra-curricular activities.

civilian

lege

instructors from the colassist the sergeant in

will

work. Neil Mahoney. Bowdoin's crack baseball coach, has
graciously offered to help us with
our team.
Saturday afternoons
and Sundays will be set aside for
his

all

team games and

intra-flighb

competition. The only man who is
certain to make the team is Mike
Ganakas. He is the only one who

enough for
big
"Bowdoin College Army Air Corps

has a uniform

Meteorological Training Detachment Baseball Club" to be sewed
on.

The schedule

is not absolutely
since it must correlate
the unknown plans of the
College. But with the excellent
cooperation the College has given
to us since we have been stationed here, it can be assumed
that the greater part will remain
as it is. The end product, healthbodies
tanned
muscular,
ty,

definite,

with

which Sergeant Yatchak is aiming
remain the same, and seeing his work in the short time he
has been here, we are betting it
at, will

will be attained.

Military

Ceremony And

Dance Come May 29
The official delegation of various
post powers to student officers will
be the occasion for a dance at the
Moulton Union on Saturday, May
29. A military ceremony is now being planned and should provide a
colorful highlight for an excellent
evening of entertainment. Above
and beyond

ceremony, how-

this

is its vast significance. The
prosecution of military affairs by
students officers is by no means
an innovation, but it is probably
one of the few times in which men
with so little time to train have

ever,

The neighbors are under the impression that the Fascists are expecting company. "New Yorker"
And then there's the joke about
the traveling salesman who married the farmer's daughter, because he was in love with her.
beautiful because I haven't met all
Our editor-in-chief Pvt. Arthur
the girls in Brunswick but she
JafTe has been quite active in Portsure is pretty!
land—What will Estelle think,
Strategy In the African desert
Artie?

.

The band now features the ad- privilege of conversion to policies
30dition of an accordion played by of ordinary life, 20-payment or
Pvt. Tom Meakin, which is an in- payment life insurance. The Act

"Culver" had his men
A-running

As

With

tachment

effected.
It was

off" Ford,

—

When

Knew only

Winner under Robertson's regime of Flight B's first inter-sec- classmen, and one may
tion drill competition, Nine conwhat the advent of Flight

—
—

to be found!

t

couple of other things
To place
Which seem to rate

last

flight

momentous

Making Great Progress

Under New Wing Set-Dp

they're here! The long
much be-rumored third
has arrived, and with its arrival our detachment enters a new
stage in its development The first
quarter of our training is past, and
that's a pretty big fraction, too;
top that with the fact that now we
are all suddenly elevated to the
somewhat dubious status of upper-

At

awaited,

—

time.

looked around,

his section

Nowhere

sin.

Take a few grains of East
Mansfield, Brighton, and Pemetic
High, sprinkle a dash of Harvard,
Brown, Buffalo. Alabama, Carnegie, and Nasr York Universities;
add a liberal allowance of moulten
steel and boiling blood, stir well,
hammer into shape, and
cool,
there you have Section Nine.

students whose training leads to
And besides, he's a swell singer,
their assumption of the status of
too. You ought to hear him do
aviation cadets will be allowed to
'Brazil'!"
wear the aviation cadet arm in"In my opinion," O. E. Lord now
signia on their right sleeve, four
interrupted, "Section .Nine owes
inches above the cuff.
its success to its marked ability to
Rumor: There will be no summer relax. Thus, *hen Saturday drill
uniform this year. Fact: Several
competition rolls around, the men
weeks ago, this column contained are thoroughly rested, with, of
the information that June 15 was course,
one or two notable exthe official date for changing uni- ceptions."
form. Apparently, however, the
paring
John
Alden
Freach.
present spell of warm weather
over his "Emerson" could be dicaused some nervousness for this verted only long enough
to mumrumor really got off to a great ble, "No comment." Ah, Priscilla,
The previously reported if you could only see him now!
start.
"Fact" still stands correct. There
But rising above the ever growis still another month to go, a
ing clamor could be heard the remonth which has been known to sounding thump of Mel Savage's
contain a good deal of "cool" fist on his manly chest
as he tore
weather in which "O.D.'s" will be himself for at least a moment
very comfortable.
from his

Is

Detachment Will Operate

Bowdoin Detachment

uous level reached this week, as
exemplified by the following:
Rumor: In the forms of a question: "Will we be allowed to wear
The
the Aviation Cadet hat?"
baseball, basketball,
and track.
answer is no. The official order on You can't stop the
guy. The secour new insignia stipulates that tion would be
lost without him.

Detachment Band

C Added To

Flight

- Off The Record

For there was a

When he

A

IS

—

lot to say.

A single man

Let's try, therefore, to keep this
down to the relatively innoc-

evil

k

A She can't wear it. soldier.
bought their own instruments. In
one instance where a French horn Army regulations prohibit the
for the band was lacking, the nec- wearing of Army insignia or their
essary instrument was obtained replicas by unauthorized persons.
from the young brother of a Bruns- They're restricted to Army perwick girl with whom one of the sonnel only.
The U. S. submarine STURQ Am I supposed to salute an GEON radioed to its flagship after
members of the detachment was
Thus the success of the officer as I approach him from sinking its first Jap ship: "STURdating.
rear?
the
unit was due to the work, interest,
GEON no longer virgin."— "Time"
A Not unless the officer looks
and cooperation of everyone.
A few weeks ago some note was
In particular the work of Lieu- at you.
made in this column about Herb
Q
World
Will
the
veterans
of
tenant Carl Larsen of the Radar
Sacherman's new heart throb and
School was mentioned. He is the War II be permitted to carry their the fact that he considers her the
the most beautiful girl in Brunswick.
official conductor, and has molded government insurance, after
the band into a smooth musical or- war? If so, for how long?
The other night the writer of this
A .National Service Life In- column had the pleasure of being
ganization, and is attending and
supervising the practice sessions in surance is issued upon the 5-year introduced to the young lady. Felpremium
term
with
the
level
plan,
addition to his official duties.
lows I can't say she's the most

Pickard Field

The other day
Leader Marsh

But for several weeks
There hasn't been

To commit a

NIFTY NINTH

DRILL CHAMPION

Q—

didn't pass out.

But was nearly there
Not due to gas,
But lack from air.

When

Meteor Will Continue

up

RUMOR

Visits were not at an end, howThis passing parade will present
a source of deep contemplation to ever, with the departure on late
these Brunswick mothers as it Monday of our lieutenant, for on
mother back that same evening the Post was
will to your own
home. She sees in the Spanish graced with the visit of Captain
veterans her now dead father and Byrd whose presence foreboded a
much the same footing. We who eagerly watches her passing hus- stiff calistenics session. In an attempt to put the Captain in a good
have been here at Bowdoin from band in his Legion uniform. Her
humor and thus receive his gratithe start have, of course, been in elder son is somewhere in North
tude in the form of easier cal, we
the service little longer than most Africa,, but her baby -boy is there.
gave an offhand rendition of our
of the "new" men, so none are He marches with the Scouts. Will
now smooth functioning retreat
this be his only uniform, or must
veterans.
disrethe khaki? exercises. With apparent
It should be useless to point out, he, too, sometime don
gard for this attempt, however,
however, that the detachment has Your sincere participation in this Captain Byrd was up and at us on
come a long way since February parade may make her proud of Tuesday. Despite this gruelling
and that the new men will find her men's past, present, and fu- grind all hands now survive and
much that was not here when we ture service to their country.
prepare with unceasing effort to
came. They have already been inMemories of Cuba and the" Phil- meet his next visit with peak phystroduced to the band, the proud- ippines, of the Mar ne and the Ar- ical fitness.
est of the activities we have de- gonnc. of North Atlantic perils
The remaining portion of our
veloped, and are already helping and triumphs will march side by
week was spent in rifle aiming
to make out of it a much finer side with thoughts of Pearl Harpractice, and student lectures on
organization than it could other- bor, the Solomons, North Africa,
the subject, together with a great
wise have been.
and the pow storming seas. From deal of husky and pleasure renderToday they discover a flourish- the jungle grass to the burning
ing athletic contests.
ing newspaper on the post, and it blood-stained sands of Tunisia,
As we look back we see and
is the sincere wish of the editors from Greenland's frigid winds to
that many of the new men will the soft breezes of the South Pa- realize the profits of this week.
lend their literary talents and cific will be heard the bugler's The expense may have been a
time to help in its weekly publi- reaching call, and at his call let week's liberty, but the material
cation.
us affirm the pledge that "these and psychological incomes are far
We had
These are not the only activi- honored dead shall not have died in excess of the cost.
ties which the men of Flight C in vain, that this nation under unit cooperation, the pleasures of
will And on the post; there is the God shall have a new birth of free- now, after having been united in
glee club offering further outlet dom, and that the government of intermural athletics that we really
for musical energy; there is the the people, by the people, and for begin to realize the strength of
rifle club,
newly formed, which the people shall not perish from unit cooperation, he pleasures of
can benefit enormously from par- this earth." All this we say. All contributing to a victory, and
ticipation by men fresh from basic this we pledge. All this we will above all the desire to win with
good, fair, .md all-driving and alltraining; there is the Honor Guard obtain.

In

ligent fellows." Let's live
reputation, lads.

* * *

A.A.F.T.T.C.

Nifty Ninth, the erstwhile pride
and joy of Sarge Mills, ever placed
lower than third in the chow line,
which only proves that an army
ed with this organization, particmarches on its stomach.
ularly with the boys studying here,
whom he described as "fine, intel- When queried concerning Nine's

Under the faithful guidance of
CLINIC
flag will be
lowered as the Brunswick High popular Sergeant Yatchak this deSchool band
"Star tachment has finished a solid week
plays
the
With
the
advent
of warm weathof rigorous physical and military
Spangled Banner."
er, the "academic break," budding
training.
It is estimated that the entire
and
green
grass,
the rumortrees
The visit of an Atlantic City
program will last two hours,
itis malady has mysteriously lost
which should provide ample time lieutenant well versed in the now a great deal of strength. As a matrecognized
manly
art
drills
of
gas
for our rapidly improving band to
ter of fact, most "latrine speculademonstrate clearly its talent. A provided the springboard for this tion" this week has centered
great deal of the success of the week of many varied activities. A about a routine question which
tent
served
as
chamber
in
the
parade will naturally fall on its
which many unsuspecting souls will be answered before this page
shoulders, for its only collegue
found their tear-bringing inspira- reaches you. The change is unwill be the local high high school
doubtedly one for the better, as
unit.
As for the remaining de- tion in the form of tear gas cap- rumors are no great credit to any
tachment personnel it will not be sules. It was a tired, red-eyed, detachment. At best they result in
but happy group of weather men
one
left
compulsory
affair
but
a
who left Pickard Field marching exaggeration and premature disto their better sense of duty,
closure, at worst, in unnecessary
judgment, obligation, and devo- to the inspiring rhythm of our grief or disillusioned hopes.
now well organized band.

drill

-

tinued its glorious tradition in the
a work then carried him to various persons of "Doc" Savage, "Goofposts including Newport, Atlantic

Cemetery the parade
to
the town park

the

will return

that have happened on this post
in the last few weeks, there is
surely nothing more important for
the future of the detachment than
the arrival of the men of what is
now called Flight C. and to those
men we dedicate this issue of the

They come

The newest addition to the permanent party personnel arrived at

momentous things where the community

the

obvious

parade, to be
composed of all war veterans,
military units, and
auxiliaries,
Girl,
and
several hundred Boy,
Cub Scouts, will march from the
Square south on Main Street, left
on School Street. Then it will
following left on Federal Street
and will move across the bridge
Riverview Cemetery in
to the
Topsham where services will be
held for all veterans. There will
be services on the BrunswickTopsham Bridge for all sailors,
past and present.
.

Elliot B. Doft

Sergeant Robert Evans, Interested
In Radio; Used lo Work For R.C.A.

about ten days ago to replace men recently lost. S/Sgt.
Robert Evans has relieved T/Sgt.
Robert Schurkamp of his "white
Square be- collar" duties in assisting our post

This extensive

Managing Editors

all

On Sunday, May 30, the reverent town of Brunswick will pay
homage to its souls whose bodies
lie beneath the waters, the desert
sands, or the jungle weeds. This
parade will begin officially at 2
p.m. in Grand Army
fore the Town Hall. All units participating will, however, arrive for
formation no later than 1:30 p.m.

KdJtor-ln-C'bJef

Of

Memorial Day Parade
Planned For Town

«

A. A.F.T.T.D. No.

OR

T

.

undertaken such a task. The program will entail much wbrk and
hardship, but with proper cooperation and zeal the results should

prove very gratifying.
As far as dancing itself goes,
the facilities will be much more
congenial to the boys of the light

week there

will

be a band with some really

live

fantastic, for this

music. Yes, quite a number of the
boys of the detachment band got
together and decided to give us a
break. Now we have a post orchestra.

Swing

it,

fellows!

Let it not be thought that this is
the limit of the confiding* trust I
concede to you, for there is more
to come. Quiet! Ssh! That's it. We
don't want those navy fellows to
know it, but confidentially, a large
contingent of females from the
Bath area are expected, not to
mention a bountiful supply of

Topsham and Brunswick

And

so with

lassies.

a military cere-

mony, a new dance band, and lots
of girls and a large and colorful
parade, we turn with high expectancy to the week end of May 29.

ENJOY THE SWIMMING
AT SIMPSON'S POINT
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Tuesday, June 22, President

ing chapel talk of the school year.
himself to

ORIENT

(73rd Year)

President Opens Summer
Session With Chapel Talk
On

Sills

delivered the open-

The audience he

was one which showed the

effects of

addressed

Test Will Be Held
During Morning: With

the war is playing at Bowdoin and
pointed out the fact that the servnow contains 1520 stars. He
urged the students to remember'
the Bowdoin men in the service
and said: "They »are all part of
that larger invisible Bowdoin, and
their hearts and minds wherever
they are turn often to the campus

It will involve test incidents with the dispatch of appropriate equipment to the scene.
The normal activities of the college will be continued as far as
possible. When the proper signal
is given the CD personnel will report to their stations. There must
be no outside movement during
the "red" which lasts from the red
signal, until the second blue. During the entire test the chapel bell
will be used only for air raid signals. It is quite possible that the
test will be of considerable duration. It is also possible that there
may be a return to the "red"
after it has once passed.

j

here."

He went on
tions.

tests

to point out the sue-

men have

achieved!

and Navy examinaEight out of thirty taking
in the upper tenth.

ranked

President

continued

Sills

a

Justified the position of

\

I

and|

liberal

Its

school at the present time,
claiming that to secure the peace

The red and

blue signals mentioned above are merely technical
terms used in the civilian defense
work. Their meanings follow and
students should familiarize themselves with these signals.

we must have men "Who can

break
down the narrow limits of time

and space."
-He then lashed out at

all

events

hindered the war effort,
naming specifically the coal strikes
and the race riots. President Sills
closed with this statement: *If in
your education here, you do not
learn to become good citizens not
only of the United States, but of
the world as well, you are missing
one of the objects of a college education. You need not look too far
afield to cultivate these qualities of
moral courage, moral discipline,
tolerance, and good-will that today
in the midst of war are just as essential as they were in days of
peace."

Notice
On page
j

j

l

j

four of this issue the

ORIENT is printing a map of the
town

Brunswick containing
the Civilian Defense Zones. This
service is for those of our new

J

i

j

j

readers who are not yet familiar
with the town and for all those
who wish to acquaint themselves
with the various Defense Dis-

—

tricts.

Bowdoin Loses Prominent Overseer
In Death Of Sir Harry Oakes '96
mine, but his classmates only
"By W.
Last week newspaper headlines laughed.
For two years after graduating
announced the death of Sir Harry
Oakes, multi-millionaire and form- from college, Oakes worked for
er Bowdoinite. Murder was sus-. various companies, including the
pected and the police went to Carter Ink Company, North Amerwork on a highly interesting case. ican Transportation Company, and
The press and radio made the Ohio Steamboat Company in San
whole country conscious of Oakes, Francisco. When gold was discovered in the Klondike he could
his accomplishments, his money.
A few facts were dug up and re- no longer stay in the country, and
that started on his 15 year "prospectlearned
People
vealed.
Oakes had discovered one of the ing career," ending with the disrichest gold mines in the world covery of the second richest mine
after searching for wealth in the in the world.
Yukon, Australia, New Zealand,
The story of Oakes* lucky find is
China, Japan, South Africa, the as exciting as that of any similar
Philippines, Samoan Islands, Mexi- fictional
happening.
When his
co, the Belgian Congo, Nevada, fortunes seemed at their
lowest,
California, and Canada.
he was supposedly put off a train
Born at Sangerville, Maine, on near Kirkland Lake, Ontario, beDecember 23, 1874, Oakes moved cause he lacked money for the
to Foxcroft in 1889, where he at- fare. There he met a Chinese man
His who persuaded him to hunt for
tended the local academy.
Oakes, a gold in the viciiyty. Oakes had his
father, William Pitt
Colby man, was a surveyor and mother invest her life savings in
civil engineer from an old New a claim which later brought forth
England family. He traced his an- fabulous millions. Then Oakes hit
centry to Nathaniel Oakes who upon the Lake Shore Mine from
which he got so much money that
came to Massachusetts in 1660.
Harry Oakes started at Bow- he moved to the Bahamas in order
doin in 1892, and was orator at to avoid the extremely heavy tax-

H. Rosenberg

Phil Hoffman
The Class of 1947

here?" Here

here, insuring the continuity of the College.
By now it is hardfy necessary to
say "Welcome!" You know you are.
is

Men Needed For Daily
And Sunday Choir Groups
There are still a few vacancies
the daily chapel choir. Members of this choir would only
have to attend two times a week.
Applicants should see Professor
Tillotson, either in the Music
Room or in Chapel at noon.
in

The Vesper Sunday Choir is
now being formed. This organization will sing weekly during the
fall semester. It is open to applicants Interested in a-ehapella

work. Members will be paid out
of college funds.
Applicants
should communicate with Professor Tillotson In the Music

Room.
The .Music Room

so large and so vital a
part of our college community that
we feel more like saying. "We're
doggone glad you could come!"

You form

•

-

r

It la the Claw of 1947 whit h
will largely determine whether

of the campus organizaare not
tion* are to continue.
breaking any confidences when
we aay that that Includes the
ORIENT. These organizations
have given pleasure, satisfaction,
and valuable experience to many
Bowdoin men before you. If you
haven't joined at leant one as
yet, give them a careful hearing
remembering that we always try
M«ot to let our studes Interfere
srlth our college education."

many

We

•

-

r

As we

see our country in all-out
war, a persistent question is likely

to dog us: "What are

we

mmmmamm

doing

is

the

a threat to our wants and

way wc answer

You don't have to take History
1-2 to realize that the history of
mankind is a bloody one, a history
of almost continuous conflict. It
would be stretching our credulity
to try to believe that there has always been a Good Side fighting
back a Bad Side. Psychologists

tle against. Others of us recognize
the world as not unfriendly or opposed to our desires.

How important
were
nett

illustrated

our attitudes are
by Professor Bur-

who showed

that

mine a

nation's policy

we

sound suspiciously like the
truth. One of Mencken's arguments waa that men choose war
as an escape from the humdrum
It

£

simi-

can deterwhether it is

its

neighbor or

one of friendly relations. The former policy of fear expecting the
worst— brings war. The latter pol-

—

accept this as fact, we
see the enormity of the postwar
problem before us. The war
tasks and problems are tremendous, but we are attacking them
with a fervor and enthusiasm
which bodes well for our side.
H. L. Mencken said a few years
ago, "Men like war." Debatable?
No doubt, but the history of the
last few thousand years makes
If

many

lar attitudes in a nation

have a much simpler but more dis- a policy
of fear of
turbing view: Man is an aggresive
animal.

Continued on Page 4
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'44,

newly

Secretary-Treasurer of
Bowdoin College Student

elected

the
Council.

opening meeting on Monday evening, the Student Council
elected Ross E. Williams "44 to
its

Although the computation'of

fin-

results is not yet entirely comete, there is enough concrete

serve as secretary-treasurer of
that body for the summer trimes-

idence at hand to indicate that
the Alumni Fund Directors, class
agents, and contributors have turned in a magnificent job this past
year. A goal of 2500 contributors
Was set. This figure was not reached, but theres were 2300 contributors, a new all-time high for active participation in the Fund cam-

ter.

icy seeing fellow nations as potential aids

promotes peace and co-

Professor Burnett

we

pointed out

as individuals should clear
We should think co-

our minds.

and broad mindedly.
a chance to adopt a wise
personal attitude to others; not
one of fear, but of co-operation,
thus making for favorable relations in our own group and peace

operatively

Here

is

in the world.

Waller P. Finnagan '45, Lloyd R.
Knight '45, and William E. Macln-

At commencement this May, the
Alumni Council elected as its president for the coming year the Rev.
Harry Trust '16, head of the Ban-

'45.

gor Theological Seminary. Chair-

Students Invited To
Join Choral Society

man

of the

will

be Dwight

Alumni Fund Directors

Sayward

Portland, vice chairman
1942-43 campaign.

'16

of

of
the

according to its organizer, Professor Frederic Tillotson, will be held
"in the latter part of August.''
Plans have already been made for

The shift to the Longfellow
School from Memorial Hall is
partly because Memorial Hall is
used so steadily now for classes,
and partly because the school is
particularly well adapted to USO
shows which visit the Meteorologists regularly, and for which they
have been granted the use of

will make their
for collection.

a singing of "The Messiah" next

spot-lighting.

F.

CAREY

'44,

Vice-

The second play of the summer
season will be presented either
late in August or early in September for two nights on the Longfellow School stage, and tor one
night at the Naval Training Station theatre, the stage of which
The ORIENT announces with
will be completed by that time. It
has been proposed that the second pleasure the addition of two new
production shall be a try-out of a men to its staff of columnists for
new play by Jack Kinnard '41. the summer months. Alan S. Perry
This play was recently put on by '44, succeeding Crawford B. Thayer
the Hedgerow Players, outside of '44, will write "Variety," and DonPhiladelphia, but has had no pro- ald N. Koughan '45 will have
fessional New York showing to charge of "Mustard and Cress."
date. Although the author is now taking the place of George W.

PERRY AND KOUGHAN
JOIN ORIENT STAFF

stationed as a civilian employee of
the Army Air Force in foreign
he has expressed the hope
that it may be tried out here during his absence. One of Kinnard's
one-act plays was used in the oneact contest when he was a senior
at Bowdoin.
service,

rehearsals

night at

(C

held

or at one of the

every

Sunday

7.

oming Events

Chapel Servces
Thurv, July 15 Professor Root.
Robert Schnabel '44 will sing.

—

—
—

FrL, July 16 The President.
Mori., July 19 -The President.
Tues., July 20 Mr. Pierce
lead a song service.

will

Wed., July 21 -The Rev. Samuel
M. Riggs, Minister of the Berean Baptist Church of Brunswick.

July 22— Professor
Helmreich.
Fri., July 28—The President.
Thurs.,

Other Events
20—8.00 p.m. Station

Tues., July

WGAN.
AIR.

BOWDOIN ON THE

A

Added To Faculty

Two new instructors have been
added to the College faculty, both
teaching in the meteorology school.
Clyde Nason '25 former instructor
in physics and coach of track at
South Portland High School, is
teaching Course III. Louise E.
Briggs, Mt. Holyoke '39, is teaching Courses II and III in vector
,

mechanics. She formerly taught at
the Brimmer May School in Boaton.

Regular Bowdoin faculty members who for the first time are
teaching meteorology students this
summer are Professor Thomas

Means and Mr. Thomas Riley

Russell Prescott Sweet
present a program of

'44 will

selections.

Wed., July 21—8.00 p.m. Moulton Union, Conference A. Meeting of the Witan. Harold Trowbridge Pulsifer will talk informally about Stephen Vincent Benet, will discuss his last
volume, "Western Star," and

snow his collection of
Benet's published work.
Thur*.. July 22—8.15 p.m. Memorial Hall. Piano recital by
Frederic Tillotson.
will

financial matters of the
for the summer issues.

Are Open

—

American

newspapers underestimated the importance of this engagement and its significance was
lost on most of the American peoIf its

significance

was

ORIENT

in

English, Professor Orren Hormell,

Professor
Dr.

Morgan Cushing, and

Henry Russell

Professor

Philip

in history,

Beam

and

In geog-

raphy.

DEAN'S OFFICE

outlined the events leading up to
the Sino-Japanese conflict and its
significance to the world today.
Professor Daggett told the story of
how the "China Incident" began.
Six years ago the Japanese were
holding extensive army maneuvers
outside Peiping. There was nothing
wrong about that they had a perfect right to under a general permission given to all foreign troops
stationed in China. But these were
most elaborate maneuvers and
they lasted a long time. The realistic war game even featured a
night attack 6n the city of Wanning. But were these war games? In
that night attack someone fired
some live ammunition. A five-hour
engagement followed. This was not
a sham-battle. This was war, but

ple.

18, 1886.

received his A.B. from Harvard
and was Class Poet there.
In 1935 Bates College honored him
with the degree of Litt.D. He spent
a number of years on the editorial
staff of "The Outlook." From 1912
to 1913 he was a member of the
New York State Assembly. He enlisted in the Signal Corps in 1917,
and received an honorable discharge from the M.I.RC. as a first
lieutenant in 1919.
in 1911

Two New

The ORIENT, as during last
will again publish four isThe cast of "Tons of Money" is summer,
sues. At the opening meeting, callas follows:
ed by Professor Athern P. DagSprules (a butler) Dana Little '46
gett and presided over by the edSimpson (a maid)
itor-in-chief, twelve men were in
Sylvia Hammond
attendance evidencing an interest
Miss Benita Mullett
in the work of -the college newsDrusilla Congdon
paper. The following freshmen are
Louise Allington
Suzanne Young
as reporters on the
Aubrey Henry Maitland Allington now serving
ORIENT staff: Philip C. Roberts,
Donald N. Koughah '45
Charles W. Curtis, Paul W. Moran,
Giles (a gardener)
Llewellyn W. Cooper, John G.
Robert Emmons '47
Pieksen, Wolfgang H. Rosenberg,
James Chesterman (a solicitor)
Fred W. Spaulding; also of the

Prof. Brown Defends Liberal Arts
Colleges Against Wartime Charges

PRESIDENTS OFFICE

Room

was born November

right,

He

member of the Poetry Society
of America, he served as president
of that body from 1931-32. He has
published a number of volumes of
Both men have his own poems, and has contributed
Craigie, Jr. '44.
shown an interest for journalistic to many magazines. His residence
and literary work during their is in East Harpswell.
Bowdoin careers, contributing previously to the Quill and ORIENT.
Instructors
Perry is a member of Zeta Psi, and
Koughan of Beta Theta Pi.

8:80 to 12:00 a.m. and 1:30 to
5:00 p.m.

"CHINA INCIDENT"

Students of the college are urged
Professor Athern P. Daggett
by Professor Tillotson to join the paid homage
to the resourcefulness
Choral Society. All who are inter- of our allies, the Chinese in his
ested may see Professor Tillotson talk in Chapel on July 7th. In it he

Music

own arrangement*

One week from this evening
Harold Trowbridge Pulsifer wifi
speak informally before the Witan
about Stephen Vincent Benet, discussing his last volume, "Western
president of the Student Council Star,"
and showing his collection of
and recently appointed Chairman Benet's published work.
of the Russian War Relief Drive.
Mr. Pulsifer, a poet in his own

JOSEPH

the advertising,

Christmas.

in the

Al-

Speak Before Witan

Auditorium is well adapted to
arena style, since it has bleachers
on two sides, and any of the overhead lights may be removed for

DAGGETT DISCUSSES

houses.

Harold T. Pulsifer Will

Masque and Gown lighting equipment.
The Longfellow School

Offices

fraternity

that the drive would receive full
cooperation from the student body.
Clothes of any kind and quality will
be accepted, and the house agents

those desiring to see the play outside of the servicemen should plan
to see it Saturday night.

And

be assisted

members who

though the campaign is a very informal one, both Carey and President Johnstone expressed the hope

At the regular meeting of the
The Bowdoin Glee Club is being
College Trustees at Commencesuspended, apparently for the durment time, Albert T. Gould '08 of
ation. Taking its place is a recentBoston was elected to that body to
ly formed mixed-chorus group, the
George Hebb '44
fill
the vacancy caused by the
class of 1946, Dana A. Little, Roy
Brunswick Choral Society. It is
Betty Cornice
death of Dr. Daniel Evans '90. Mr. Jean Everard
F. Littlehale, John H. Farrell, and
composed of members of the facCrawford B. Thayer '44
Gould was on the Board of Over- Henery
Hairy Lindemann, Jr.
ulty and their wives, soldiers in
seers previous to his recent elec- George Maitland
Because all men formerly serv'44
the Meteorological Unit, Radar Of- tion as a trustee,
Doug
Fenwood
and this vacancy,
The stage-manager for the pro- ing on the staff of the Bowdoin
ficers, townspeople, and undergrad- along with that caused by
the
Publishing Company have left colduction
is Robert Emmons '47.
death
of
Sir Harry Oakes '96, will
uate members of the college.
lege, Professors Athern P. Daggett
The first recital of this group, probably be filled at the next Com»^and Philip M. Brown will handle
mencement.
Hours When Buildings
distribution, and

trombone

operation.

that

'44

will

the Council

all

various

position

ALUMNI FUND DRIVE
TOPS 194243 GOAL

Student Council Sec t

tyre

Chairman Carey
by

will act as collection agents in the

which he held dur- tion theatre. The first and third
performances will not be open to
ing the spring semester.
the public, and it is urged that all

same

Ross Williams Chosen

At

uniform on campus, and

in

'44,

.

will be open
every evening from 8 to 1 1. The
Carnegie Record Set and the
Capehart will be used. Two
rooms and a large quantity of
records are available.

—as unfriendly—something desires
tp bat-

it.

WILLIAMS

E.

JOHNSTONE

—

•

By

ROSS

men
C.

again on July 31 in the auditorium
President of the Student Coun for the town and College. Moncil for the first term of the sum- day, August 1, there will be a permer trimester, reelected to the formance at Jhe Naval Air Sta-

—

the Freshman Class banquet in ation.
that year. He participated little in
One source states that Oakes
extra-curricular activities during got off the train together with a
his college days, but was a mem- man who soon gave up prospect- Burnett Urges Wise
ber of the Class (fencing) Squad ing and went into the ring. Oakes
Personal Attitude
in his first two years. (Freshmen accumulated
$200,000,000, and the
used "Indian Clubs" for weapons, other man also made quite
a name
while Sophomores fought with for
himself. He was Jack DempBowdoin students heard Profes"Dumb bells.") He was a member sey.
«
sor Charles T. Burnett speak in
fraternity.
of the Zeta Psi
In
Chapel
Three
Friday morning. In his talk
years
after
his
rich
strike
scholarship he received no prizes.
At his commencement in 1896 in Swastika. Ontario, Oakes be- Professor Burnett emphasized the
Harry Oakes announced that it came a British citizen (1915). importance of attitudes that we as
individuals have when viewing a
was his ambition to find a gold
£ Continued on Page 3 ]
fact. He went on to classify these
attitudes into two catagories. In
our attitude toward life or the
world some of us face the world as

SUN RISES

fellow School auditorium for the

RICHARD

—

—

of

Campaign

"Tons of Money," a very popular
farce from the English stage sian War Relief Campaign. This drive will attempt to gather
which played nearly two years in any old clothes students and faculty would care to donate to
London, will be done arena style
on Friday, July 30, in the Long- the Russian War Relief.

President Richard C. Johnstone
announced that, although there
is little means for enforcing them,
a modified list of Freshman Rules
Yellow signal All CD personwould be posted on the bulletin
nel to post Not audible
board, and that members of the
Blue signal Public mobilizaClass of 1947 would be expected to
tion and blackout 5-5-5 fire
obey these regulations just as care- paign.
whistle,
bells
toll,
campus
fully as have previous ^ entering
The Directors set their objecwhistle blows steadily
classes.
tive as $35,000 (the income on
Red signal All movement
Mention was also made of the 1,000,000), asking for contribustops Continuous blasts on
ions in tribute to President Sills'
fact that the freshmen have not
fire whistle;
short,
sharp
years as head of the College.
been observing the traditional
blasts
on campus whistle;
le response was more than, gratseniority rules for leaving chapel
rapid ringing of bells
services, there being an evident ifying, and to date the contribuBlue signal Movement retendency on the part of the young- tions total $38,873.66. To this will
sumes Same as previous blue
er classes to leave even before the be added contributions to endowWhite signal— End of raid
faculty have made their exit. The ments, bringing the results of the
One blast on fire whistle
The civilian defense has many' Council feels that this rule should 1942-43 campaign to $39,960.61.
At present an analysis of the re-*
Bowdoin college faculty members be followed, and it will be included
serving on it. Malcolm Morrell is in those regulations posted on the suits is being made, and soon
Chairman Donald W. Philbrick '17
the head of the entire CD setup in bulletin board.
Members of the Student Council will be able to make a detailed reBrunswick, William K. Hall is the
chief air raid warden, Professors for this summer are as follows: port to class agents and Fund DiHolmes and Daggett are the heads Richard C. Johnstone '44, presi- rectors.
The Class of 1906 Fund Cup will
of the campus zone, and Don T. dent; Joseph F. Carey '44, vicePotter is the head of the campus president; Ross E.~ Williams '44, probably go to one of the younger
auxiliary police. There are also secretary-treasurer; Walter S. vJasses, according to present indimany more members of the staff Donahue, Jr. '44, Thomas A. Coop- cations. The date for this award
and faculty serving on the Civi- er '44, Robert V. Schnabel '44, has not yet been determined, but
Richard N. Means '44, James R. will likely come sometime in the
lian Defense.
Higgins '44, George J. Kern '45, fall.

—
—
—

which

Relief

At their first meeting of the summer trimester, Monday*
The Masque and Gown plans
two productions this summer, the evening, July 12, the Bowdoin College Student Council apbeen chosen. pointed Joseph F. Carey '44 as chairman of the coming Rusfirst of which has

j

o'clock.

j

War

Of Money" WiU Be
Performed July 31

war upon

ice flag

Carey '44 Heads Russiaif

English Farce "Tons

Customary Incidents

There were approximately 150 men

cess Bowdoin
in the Army

MASQUERS PLAN TWO
PLAYS FOR SUMMER

CD MOBILIZATION SET
FOR MONDAY, JULY 19

There will be a complete mobi
Defense in
in the chapel, lization of Civilian
connection with the air raid test
of whom 5 5 or more were incoming Freshmen.
to be held Monday morning, July
According to newspaper an19.
nouncements it will begin somePresident Sills stressed the role
ten
time between eight and
colleges.

SUPPORT THE RUSSIAN
WAR RELIEF DRIVE

lost

then, it should not be so now.
Professor Daggett here presented a dedication to Victory. He emphasized the importance of not underestimating the help China has
given us in this war. China will
emerge a great power. This has
been our national policy since 1899.
It is then proper that we as Americans accept the transformation
from a patron to a partner with
China if we are together to build 'a
safe future in the world to come.

8:30 to 12:00 a.m. and 1:30 to
5:00 p.m.

DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS
OFFICE
8:30 to 12:00 a.m. and 1:30 to
5:00 p.m.

'

The following is a talk given in
chapel two weeks ago on Wednesday, June 30th by Professor H. R.

j

BURSAR'S OFFICE

j

8:30 to 12:00 a.m. and 1:30 to
4:30 p.m.

ALUMNI SECRETARY'S
OFFICE

|

8:30 to 12:00 a.m. and 1:30 to
4:30 p.m.
The above offices are closed
Saturday afternoon and all day

Sunday.

HUBBARD HALL

!

-

Weekdays: 8:30 to 12:30, 1:30
and 6:45 to 10:30.
Saturday: 8:30 to 12:30 and

to 5:30,

1:30 to 5:30.
Sundays: 2:00 to 4:55 and 6:45
to 10:30 p.m.

WALKER ART BUILDING
Weekdays: 10:00 to 12:00 a.m.
and 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.
Sundays and holidays: 2:00 to
4:00 p.m.

MOULTON UNION
Weekdays: 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.,
2:00 to 5:15 p.m., and 7:45 to
12:00 p.m.
Sundays: 9:80 to 11:30 a.m.,
to 4:40 p.m, and 6:30 to

i

j

I

!

Brown.
"Colleges seem to thrive on
Long before the war, we
were often told that the timecriticism.

of
four-year course
honored,
study of . the liberal arts was
doomed. Educators in our secondary schools have sniped at us from
graduate
in
teachers
below;
schools have scored our limitations

from above. The American college has been squeezed like an accordion with the junior colleges
pushing at one end and the uniunversities pushing at the other
til in some quarters the only thing
left is a perplexed and protesting
squeak.

—

"Not

may

leges

SWIMMING POOL
3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
4:30
School
7:00

to 5:80
to

Swimming

9:00

—Free Period
p.m. — Radar
p.m.— Mixed

to

be

and the St. Johns curriculum
(to mention only a few of the
current panaceas) have provoked
lively discussions. Whatever else

12:00 p.m.

ATHLETIC OFFICE

the critics are

idea,

1:30

8:30 to 12:00 a.m. and 1:30 to
5:00 p.m.

all

found outside the campus gates.
The colleges themselves have become cock-pits of controversy.
The Chicago plan, the Antioch from Washington, Mr.

be charged against the colof liberal arts, certainly
smugness and complacency are
not our besetting sins.

"Last week the newspapers of
the nation gave a good deal of
space to another blast at the colThis latest broadside was
leges.
fired by Mr. John B. Kelly, chairman of the Committee on Physical
Fitness of the Federal Security
Agency. Speaking to the nation

Kelly declared (according to the Associated Press) 'that schoolmasters and
professors have been spending too

much

time

cramming

— but

you

can't stop Hitler with perfect
English.' After getting off this
Mr.
pronouncement,
startling
Kelly continued by describing stu-

dents as academic sissies and sof'We must make the American
student physically conscious', he
concluded.
ties.

"Mr. Kelly, of course, is an authority upon matters of education!

The Associated Press dispatch
[

Continued on Page 4

]

re-

TWO

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

The Bowdoin Orient

one, needs the services of

a

Jaffe,

full-time

The

executive.
Brunswick, Maine

Established 1871

As time

from military

service,

with the idea of taking up

civilian

will be returning
all

work.
Junes R. HiK&in* '44
Editor-in-Chief
Pnillp H. Hoffman '45
Associate Editor
Reporter*: I Jewel vn W. Coopar *47, Cfcarles W.
(Iirth '47, John H. FarrHI '44, Dana A. Utile
•46, Roy F. IJttlehale '46, Harry Lindemann,
Jr. '46, Paul W. Moran '47, John G. Ptoksea '47,
Philip V. Roberta '47, Wolfgang H. Rosenberg
I

Fred W. HpauMin*

•47,

It is

tion

will ask the Col-

any assistance it can give in securing or directing them to job oppor-

lege for

tunities.

Slowly arising throughout the past

Co-directors: Associate Professor At hem P. Daggett
Assistant Professor Philip M. Brown
Okllem Yesr by the Student
tditor
of Bowiioin 0,llfKe. Aadre.su nf*« communication! to the
sod subscription eocninunicationn to the Bumdm* Manaswr of
Sul>tbc Bowdoin J'ul.li^hinK (Vintpsny at th« Orient Office
with Aluninu*. »3.i<0.
«rri(itioM
fZ**> per y«sr in advance
.!urin K th«>

:

entered a« <erond darn, matter at the port office at Brunswick.
Maine.

decade has come a belief that the government of this country should provide

number

jobs for a large

The

of

its citizens.

present conflict has only tended to

accentuate this feeling and

We

widespread.

make

it

more

are inclined to believe

'

HHItllOtlD FO« NATIONAL AOyMtHINa •»

that such a tenet

ous one and

•National Advertising Service, Inc.

We do feel,

CtlUgt PrnkUArrs RtpretenUirm-

New

4 20 Madison Ave

•

Vol.

YosK. N. V.

n—

im pa

Wednesday, July

IAXIII

many

however, that

aspects.

it is

right

for small institutions, such as this colNo. 7

1943

14,

an extremely danger-

is

fallacious in

do

lege, to

all-in their

power to

men

aid

in securing jobs in industry, business,

We

SUMMER CATALOGUE
As
very

summer

the

lege.

we know, there has been
any public comment about

far as

little if

catalogue of

Bowdoin Col-

Such being the case, we think someit and consid-

thing should be said about

erable praise given to Professor Herbert

Ross Brown

who had charge

are in complete
and the professions.
accord with the proposal to add a placement director to the staff at Bowdoin,

certainly a

is

former

the

sombre catalogue, and a change which
certainly seems all to the good. The mere
mechanics of the book, its color and picgo far toward making it an attractive piece of work. But even better than
this, it is clearly and simply written, protures,

FRATERNITY SITUATION
In leasing the 11 fraternity houses,

mind.

number of aims

housing

in

wished to have control over
the

outside

facilities

regular

hoped to help the

dormitories. It also

fraternities over the financial difficulties

War.

of the

In following this plan of ac-

tion, the College has

made a

considerable

contribution to the fraternity situation

read and enjoy, and

we doubt

little

all

the best thing of

by any

lished

Professor

its

kind we've seen pub-

With

Many

number of houses
few civilian students

taken them over.

As things stand at pres-

dividual houses, the fraternities

do have

the opportunity to live in their houses,

maintain membership and individuality,
conduct meetings, and elect officers. This

end of Bowdoin fraternity life
an extremely essential one if this setup

social

Sometime ago the Orient published
editorial concerning the recommendation of the Alumni Council to add a

an

freshman dean and a placement director
to the college administration. Completeapproving of this proposal,

ly

it

was

further argued that such a plan should be

put into action just as soon as possible.
The Board of Overseers has since sent

recommendation to the Trustees

this

urging prompt action.
Before a placement director could be

to continue after

isfactory

and mutually

beneficial.

that

probability

a

priority for its issuance could not be se-

the

cured,"

Alumni Fund Directors

pointed out that the gathering together
of such necessary alumni

information

"would permit the publication of a general catalogue and a new directory at
much lower cost than would be possible
without

it."

Accordingly at their meet-

ing on Saturday,

May

22, 1943,

it

was

voted:

'That, from the 1942-43 Fund pro-

$2,500 and such additional sums
as may be available on June 30, 1943, be
allocated for the

making of an alumni

This Russian

they

may

War

some of those old

was made of the

HflOA

HXIA

Woods,

J.

Psi Upsilon

.Alpha Delta Phi
Alpha Delta Chi
7 Moore Hall
Chi Psi

W.

D. S.

18 Moore Hall

now
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of even daring to leave before an upper-

[RATION

it's

WAS

nothing more than

we think the Coun-

tradition

among

Brown

These

PURDUE UNIVERSITY HI

a Bowdoin

colleges

such

seal stands

lib-

Professor

as

delivered in a recent chapel talk,

may

be found

who have

for

angles against

taken the

open sniping from

the

small
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is

a fine gift for a

teed to be permanent.

else-

There are a number

fine addition to
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TAXIS IN 1942

I

in this issue.

make a

Home and

glasses

Bowdoin man or

•

good to hear a defense of the
arts

CAM RAILROADS AT

the freshman rules.

*******
eral

ESTABLISHED 9Y AMERI-

mi.

perfectly justified in including this

SOLD BY THE ALUMNI OFFICE
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE ALUMNI FUND

AM> PERFORMANCE

Address

efficient

Yarmouth
Theta Delta Chi

Younger, G. G.

We're convinced that most of this attack

concerned,

Chi Psi

Sigma Nu
Chi Psi
29 Moore Hall
Chi Psi

Whittaker, F. W.
Wilder, S. B.
Williams,
E.
Wine, J. H.
Winer, R. M.

Wyman,

LOCOMOTIVES IN ORDER TO

all

all

Kappa Sigma
31 Moore Hall

R

This tradition was a very strong one, until quite recently, and we remember well

work of procuring a placement

but such a job, to be truly an

Alpha Tau Omega

infraction of seniority

War as an excuse

has been a great service to

Delta Upsilon

by freshmen in leaving chapel.

alumni personnel record to further the

after graduation

Alpha Tau Omega

The Student Council brought up a
good point the other night when mention

of people these days

of Dean Paul Nixon in

24 Moore Hall
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Delta Upsilon
Psi Upsilon
32 Moore Hall

clothes.

mediate use in preparing the necessary

Bowdoin men

Smith, H. O.
Snyder, E. F.
Spaulding, F. W.
Stark, D. T.
Sweet, R. P.
Thayer, C. B.
Thorndike, D.
Thornquist, B.
Thurston. J, W.
Toeller, J. D.

Townsend, H. W.
Walker, H. B., Jr.
Walsh. A. J.
Walsh, R. J., Jr.

******

where

The work

15 Moore Hall
Alpha Delta Phi
Delta Kappa Epsilon
10 Moore Hall
7 Moore Hall
Zeta Psi
222 Maine Street

Shaw, G. P.

and then around campus, we think it
might be a very good idea to get rid of

We feel this money should be put to im-

placing

10 Moore Hall

any condition

considering the personal attire seen

the full text of which

director

Theta Delta Chi
Theta Delta Chi
Alpha Delta Phi

any) will be accepted, and

gesture and a step in the right direction.

or no delay.

Sigma Nu
Kappa Sigma

Schnabel, R. V.
Schubert, K. M.
Seeley, R. W.. Jr.
Shapiro, M.

Relief Campaign,

be. Clothing in

(well, nearly

It's

little

Delta Upsilon
Delta Upsilon

chairmaned by Joe Carey, ought to

)

a very fine

RR

Chi Psi

Howell, A. S.

Alpha Delta Phi

Toscani, B. M.
Towle, D. M.

RajUWAD

is

my

son,

counterpart.

Beta Theta Pi
24 Moore Hall

.

W.

sponsored by the Student Council and

cil

with

Holman, J. F.
Holtman, F. G.

Chi Psi
Delta Kappa Epsilon

EDITORIAL RAMBLINGS

other College purposes as conferences

Alumni Fund Directors

Hirsch, L. M.
Hirschler. E. E.

Alpha Delta Phi
Alpha Delta Phi

Jr.

Rudy,
Ryder, P. H.
Sawyer, T. M.
Schmalz. A. C.

Chi Psi
Alpha Delta Phi
Alpha Delta Phi
Zeta Psi
11 Moore Hall
Theta Delta Chi
6 Moore Hall

Hills, L. L.

what your compositor has done."

Ross, D.

Sigma Nu

R.

The poet drew a paper from his
pocket. "Read," he blazed. "See

"My

Chi Psi
Alpha Delta Phi
Theta Delta Chi
Theta Delta Chi

Psi Upsilon
Chi Psi
Chi Psi
Zeta Psi
Zeta Psi
14 Moore Hall

just

is

a feudal custom, but

the

J.

Delta Kappa Epsilon
Chi Psi
30 Moore Hall

what the College administration wishes them to do.
for that

classman. Perhaps

This allocation of funds on the part of

Higgins,

Beta Theta Pi
Beta Theta Pi

Kappa Sigma

Reed, C. F.
Roberts, P. C.
Robinson, R. E.
Rosenberg, W. H,

Kappa Sigma
9 Moore Hall
Alpha Tau Omega

Harvey, W. W.
Hebb, G. S., Jr.
Hiebert.C. A.

counterpart.'
"Yes," replied the editor.

Query, A. W.,

ble to continue their individual existence,

personnel record in preparation for a

termine."

"Look here," the poet gasped to
the editor, "I wrote a poem about
my little boy, and began the verse
with the words, 'My son, my pigmy

editor read:

Zeta Psi
Alpha Delta Phi
Theta Delta Chi
Zeta Psi

Hall, R. T.
Hall, T. L.
Hall, T. U.
Hanly, P. H., Jr.

Editorial License

Kappa Sigma
Sigma Nu

Page, G. W.
Page, M. F.
Paynter, R. A., Jr.
Perry, A. M., Jr.
Perry, A. S.
Pieksen, J. G.
Pierce, W. W., 3rd

Swimming Pool
Kappa Sigma

their debt to

Greek chapters, recognizing

College Placement Service and for such

between the Directors of the Alumni
Fund and the Governing^Bbards may de-

•

my

12 Moore Hall

the College, should do everything possi-

rights

ceeds,

top two-fifths of the country, 12
of these being in the top tenth.

pig,

Zeta Psi

The

undergraduates, small in number though

the

gratifying

Forty men took this test, and of
that group 20 were ranked in the

Chi Psi

Alpha Tau Omega

Nowlis, G. R.
Oram, W. V.
Osher, H. L.

is

postponed because of

and

highly

turned in a
performance.

Alpha Tau Omega
Theta Delta Chi

Morrell, R. L.

the War. The relations

receive hearty support from the civilian

expense

reservists

21 Moore Hall
College Street
Delta Kappa Epsilon
15 Moore Hall
Derta Kappa Epsilon
Alpha Delta Phi
Chi Psi
Zeta Psi

Morse, M. K.
Morse, R. W.
Moulton, G. N.

between College and fraternities have,
for the most part, always been very sat-

it

eral catalogue be

Marine

Beta Theta Pi

Moran, P. W.

28 Moore Hall
28 Moore Hall

W.

T.

Merrill, J. R.

Bath
Alpha Tau Omega

T.
Gilmore, G. H.
Glover, R. E., Ill
Goldermann, R. W.
Gordon, F. H.
Grant, F. H.
Grant, J. E.
Gregory, F. J.
Griffin, G. H.
Gill,

D. A.
J.

Miehelson, A. L.
Miller, R. C.
Milliken, L. T.

Delta Upsilon

P.
Francis, C. H.
Frederick, S. A., Jr.
Frost, II. S.

Results of the V-l qualifying examination, given on April 20, indicate that the Bowdoin V-l and

Kappa Sigma
Kappa Sigma
Alpha Tau Omega
Delta Kappa Epsiion
Kappa Sigma
Sigma Nu
Kappa Sigma

Marston, E. R.
Mathers, C. A.
Maxson, D. R.
Means, R. N.

Moore Hall
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Alpha Delta Phi
Delta Upsilon
Delta Ujwilon

W. W.
Finnagan, W.

Theta Delta Chi

Marshall, F.

11

Files,

Delta Upsilon

R

McNeil, H. D, Jr.
Maclnnes, I.
Maclntyre, W. E.
MacNeil, J. W.
Magee, J. F.

Delta Upsilon

Farrell, J. H.
Fen wood, F. D.
Ferris, W. F, Jr.
Fickett, L. P., Jr.

16 Moore Hall
83 Federal Street

Sigma Nu

Littlehak?, R. F.

Theta Delta Chi
Alpha Delta Phi

Jr.

W.

Little,

Lord,

Psi Upsilon
Chi Psi

J. J.

83 Federal Street
Zeta Psi
6 Moore Hall

Lindemann, H.

is

would be necessary to gather much more alumni information than
exists at present. Although the "Boards
Committee had recommended that a genof any use,

Texas.

There are approximately 80 former Bowdoin students now taking
the Naval V-12 college training
^program at Bates, the largest
group from any one college there.

The

thanks to

PLACEMENT DIRECTOR

|

'46,

the existing

for a real contribution.

college.

Brown

Devine,

Alpha Tau Omega
Beta Theta Pi

LaCasce, E. O., Jr.
LaCasce, J. H.
Lamparter, W. S.
LaPlante, P. A.

Lifshitz, H.
Lifshitz, S.

Kappa Sigma
9 Moore Hall

Demaray, D.

Knight, L. R.
Koughan, D. N.

Levin,

Kappa Sigma

W.

Alpha Tau Omega
Jr.

Lawrence, D. H.
Lehrman, M. A.

21 Moore Hall
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Delta Upsilon
Theta Delta Chi
Alpha Delta Phi
Theta Delta Chi
Chi Psi
Delta Upsilon
Theta Delta Chi

T. A.
E. C.
P. A.
Curtis, C. W.
Cutler, E. B.

here.

ent, while not having control of the in-

which

a preparatory school student can easily

it

It

has made an appreciable impression on
those who have read it through. Its

the type of book

L.

Ericson, R. C.

that

is

Cooper,
Cooper,
Craine,
Curran,

Delta Upsilon

83 Federal Street
Zeta Psi
Beta Theta P.

Lavitt, S. E.

6 Moore Hall
Alpha Delta Phi
7 Moore Hall
Chi Psi

Clark, W. F.
Clarke, C. B., Jr.
Clenott, W. S.
Cole, A. S.

Camp Walters,

and the relatively
now on campus, the houses, unless they
had combined, would certainly have had
to close this summer had the College not

tive student. It

Beta Theta Pi

as

viding a concise and intelligible report on

what Bowdoin has to offer to a prospec-

Kappa Sigma
Kappa Sigma

Bartel, W. P., 2nd
Bliss, R. R.
Bourgeois, R. C.
Boyd, T. H.
Branche, G. C, Jr.
Brass, L. L.

Chamberlain, M.
Chason, C. G.
Clark, N. C.

Britton
and Joseph
Stapleton, both '45, are now studying medicine at Yale as Army Enlisted Reservists.
"45, Donaldson '44, Small
and Hildebrand '4G. all sciene?
majors at Bowdoin, are undergo-

Baker, K. M., Jr.
Barnes, B.

Caulfield, J. T.

Program.
Richard

Waks

Kappa Sigma
32 Moore Hall

Carey, J. F.
Cary, C.

Sigma Nu

Kearney, N. D., Jr.
Keaveney, D. C.
Kehlenbach, C. H.,
Kern, G. J.

Alger, F. W., Jr.
Allen, T. T.

ing tough infantry basic training at

the College had a

This summer bulletin
departure from
radical

Professor Nathaniel C. Kendrick
anounces that it is now possible for
men still 17 years of age, who
passed the A-12 examination on
April 1, to become members of the
Army Enlisted Reserve Corps.
They will be permitted to enlist before August 15 not yet having
reached their 18th birthday, and
will be allowed to finish the semester of college during which they
become 18. At the end of this semester, they will be given 13
weeks of basic training, and then
possibly be returned to various
colleges for further study. While
completing the semester following
enlistment, such reservists will be
supported by the Army but will
not be in uniform. They will have
to be able to pass the physical examination for general service, and
must take courses conforming to
the Army Specialized Training

bring this job to completion just as soon
is feasible.

Summer

Trimester Students

Front

Donahue, W. S.,
Dunn, L. J., Jr.
Dunpny, A. L. S.
Emmons, R. M.

and urge the College administration to

of this pub-

lication.

Directory Of

Bowdoin

only natural that a large por-

of Bowdoin men

'47.

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

PuWnh«* W«lne«day»

men

goes on, more and more

18 Moore Hall
Zeta Psi

W.

Johnstone, R. C.
Jones, F. P.
Jordan, C. A., Jr.

Addre

Signed

k/
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College Announces

Simpson's Point Again

Fraternities Pledge

In Plane Spotting

Leased For Summer

Thirty-six

Evidently there are some members of the student body who have
not yet been told of the available
swimming facilities at Simpson's
Point. The college has for a number of years provided the students
with an opportunity to swim in
the ocean. In order to do this, the
college has leased two pieces of
shore property and these are open
to the college
students at all

With the transportation and
Last evening at 7.30 in the
list of the 36 fralounge of the Moulton Union, a manpower situations what they
program of Bowdoin Recordings are, any proposed athletic program
Alpha Delta Phi
be only tentative arrangement.
Needham, Mass. was presented. The selections can
Cutler, E. B.
heard were chosen from the fol- Plans for the summer trimester
Pleasantviile, N. Y.
Frost, H. S.
lowing list:
are as yet neither complete nor
South Portland
Hanly, P. H., Jr.
definite.
A makeshift baseball
Marion, Mass. 1. Commencement Dinner ProQuery, A. W., Jr.
gram '(Description and Com- league composed of teams reprePsi Upsilon
ment by Herbert R. Brown, senting the Naval Air Station,
Newton Centre, Mass
Bliss, R. R.
Poem by Robert P. T. Coffin, Radar Schtwl, Bailey's Island, and
Holtman, F. G. Chevy Chase, Md.
Speech and Reading of Testi- Bowdoin College has been formed
Scituate, Mass.
Page, G. W.
monials by Austin H. MacCor- to play several games a week. An
Chi Psi
Response by President exchange of games with Bates latmick,
Mass.
Winthrop,
Clark, W„ F.
Sills. Address by "Dr. Chris- er in the summer is not entirely
Newton Centre, Mass.
Hall, R. T.
tian." Report by Donald W. outside the realm of possibility.
Walsh. R. J., Jr. New Haven, Conn.
Philbrick on Alumni Fund, etc.)
Plans for golf and tennis are
Portland
Wyman, D. S.
likewise on a day to day basis.
Delta, Kappa Epsilon
2. Bowdoin College Chapel Choir
Competition with Colby and Bates
Ferris, W. F, Jr. (transfer '45)
O Dominie Jesu Passionmot.it to in these sports will be scheduled if
Scarsdale, N. Y.
Joquin Des Pres at all possible. A conference of
Bangor
Magee, J. F.
Balulalow
Ruggero Vene New England Colleges meeting in
Bangor
Moulton, G. N.
Boston sometime during the first
Fort Fairfield 3. Bowdoin-on-the-Air Programs
Roberts, P. C.
New Haven, Conn.
Walsh, A. J.
Come To The Fair, Little Grey of August will determine the nature and extent of the athletic
Theta Delta Chi
Home in the West, Forgotten program.
Pawtucket, R. I.
Curtis, C. W.
Lloyd Knight
Belmont, Mass.
In the meantime the athletic deGill, W. T.
Longfellow at Bowdoin
South Portland
partment will arrange a roundGriffin, G. H.
Ridgewood, N. J.
Professor Herbert R. Brown robin tournament in golf and tenShaw, G. P.
nis if enough competitors show inDelta Upsilon
The Lafayette Hoax
terest. The higher ranking players
Dunn, L. J., Jr.
Dramatic Skit
West Roxbury, Mass.
would represent Bowdoin in the
Robert
Burns'
Program
Andover, Mass.
event that matches can be arrangEmmons, R. M.
I am a Son of Mars
ed with Colby and Bates. Golf and
Jordan, C. A., Jr.
South Weymouth, Mass.
L. Knight tennis addicts should get in touch
Springfield, Mass.
with Mai Morrell as soon as posRyder, P. H.
Hey, the Dusty Miller
Zeta Psi
sible.

The following men are officially
serving as college dormitory procOur tors for the summer trimester: Alfor this writer.
thanks to Crawf Thayer, our predecessor, for setting such a pha Delta Phi, Waiter S. Donahue,
Jr. '44; Psi Upsilon, Samuel B.
high standard for us to live up to . . . The invention of the Wilder '44; Chi Psi, Thomas U.
'44;
Delta Kappa Epsilon.
100 course seems to be taking hold very strongly. . . . For Hall
Dana A. Little '46; Theta Delta
anyone
isn't busy from ten to eleven in the morning, it's Chi, Robert V. Schnabel 44; Delta
Upsilon. Peter A. Curran '46; Zeta
well worth the time to sit in on Art 51, something very dif'44;
Psi, Richard C. Johnstone
Kappa Sigma, A. C h ,a n dl e r
ferent in the line of the so-called cultural courses. . . .

Orient.

issue of the

who

—

Someone in the official college in their own backyards at work
family deserves a medal for com- on their Victory Gardens. Wonder
ing up with the plan for the all- if we couldn't have an exhibition
college picnic. The affair was a of some of the results along about
large success from all angles. Be- the middle of the summer—with
sides, who wants to take in a flick a prize for the
most intelligent
when the faculty is playing a ball looking head of lettuce ...
tip
game?
Speaking of the movies, to week-end sojourners in Boston
do the two theatres in town ever
Oooley Wilson, who stole Casaschedule a half-way decent picture blanca when he sang As Time
in the middle of the week? There Goes By, is being featured at the
must be an awful crowd of hoss- Mayfair . . . The laundry service
npera fans in this thriving little in Brunswick is really becoming
metropolis
Every Wednesday acute. Does anybody know a
.
and Friday evening, the Metes woman who will wash a couple
run through an impressive cere- of shirts for a guy
. .
The permony on t he Army Parade Ground, sonnel in Mass Hall changes so
formerly known as the Bowdoin rapidly that it's becoming a superNow that the human task to keep track of who
Quadrangle
Bowdoin contingent has arrived works there and who doesn't . .
at Bates, some of the fraternities The State Senate jn
Massachufind on counting noses that they setts recently refused to repeal a
have a larger delegation in Lewis- law which prohibits women from
ton than in Brunswick. The boys wearing hatpins which protrude

A

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

there had a dance last Saturday

more than a half-inch from the
attendance compul- crown of the hat, unless a protecway. A uniform does tive covering is used. Most males
would" be satisfied if the solons
make a difference, doesn't it?
Many of the faculty have been merely passed a bill making it
against the law for women to wear
spending long and arduous hours
night, with
sory, by the

.

.

.

hats altogether.

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN
Do you
Do you

have your girls get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus?
like to

There Is an easy and Inexpensive way.
Send a gift subscription to the ORIENT to all your girls and
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere la the world. No extra
charge for foreign delivery.

Remember

-

ORIENT

The

is

arated by a small inlet. It is this
inlet which affords the best swimthe two points
the college stu- ming. One of
about seven regulars leased by the college is known as
were lost; after high shcool grad- Simpson's Point. It is owned by
uation many of the boys became the granddaughters
of
General
employed; also
many workers Chamberlain, a former president
have changed the scene of their of the college. The other, called
employment. All of these factors Spruce Point, is leased by the colhave caused
difficulty lege from Miss Georgia Simpson.
On Thursday, July 22, at 8.15 to obtain men increasing
The property is located about
for the posts.
p.m. in Memorial Hall, Professor
The post requires a personnel four miles from the gymnasium
Frederic E. T. Tillotson will preand is the nearest piece of shore
sent a piano recital. The complete of 112 to operate on its regular
where swimming is possible. The
program follows:
schedule 42 women and 70 men.
swimming is good within two
Among
the
women,
Mrs.
Clara
D.
Five pieces fur Harpsichord
hours either side of high tide. At
Three sonatas by Scarlatti in d Hayes, college secretary, and Miss low tide there is nothing but mud
Alta Reed, custodian of the Li-,
minor, c minor and c major
flats.
brary's Alumni Reading Room,
Arietta by Leonardo Leo
The property is for the use of
have been two of the most faithThe Coucou by Daquin .
the undergraduates, members of
Rhapsody in E flat major by ful. Both have long service rec- the meteorological unit, and the
ords.
Miss
Reed
has
give
to
had
Brahms
navy men stationed at the college.
up her work at the post because
Russis.ii Group
Any of these men may bring their
Marchen (Fairy tale)
Medtner of her heavier summer schedule. guests to the place, but they will
The
70
men
include
18
faculty
Etude in E major
Scriabine
have to make their own arrangemembers
and
five
students.
Prelude in G flat major
ments. On the property there is
Scriabine Among the students, Phil Clough a partially burned building, at one
and
Henry
Smith
man
midthe
Etude in G sharp minor
time the Chamberlain
summer
Scriabine night-to-three shift on Tuesdays, home, which may be used for
Harry Lindemann serves on the
dressing and also contains imsame shift Saturdays, and Norman
Prelude in G major Rachmaninoff Kearney takes it on Mondays. provised toilet facilities. Also on
Hurdy-Gurdy
Goosens Lloyd Knight is on duty from Simpson's point is a pier and a
Insects
Leo Livens three to six on Friday mornings. small house owned by Colonel
Igluado
Ramon Zeura Other students who are working Holmes, but which is not for the
El Albacin (Gypsy quarter of as spares are Judson Merrill, John use of the college.
The college has engaged a careGranados)
Albeniz Pieksen, John Farrell, and David
taker, Mr. Prindle, but the college
Intermission
Thorndike.
is not responsible for the safety of
Concerto in d minor for string orMore volunteers are urgently the students. The point may be
chestra and piano
Bach
needed. Spares are valuable since reached by either of two ways
assisted by
Mrs. Charles T. Burnett, violincel- there are always several tem- the Harpswell Road or the road
porary vacancies to be filled. It is leading to Mere Point. The latter
list
Mrs. Edward G. Bridges, first vio- helpful, but not necessary, for the is the shorter. In order to reach
volunteers to have bicycles for the property by the Mere Point
lin
Mrs. Archie E. Brown, second vio- transporation. Any men willing to road go up Maine Street about a
serve should speak to Professor mile and a half from the Congre«
lin
gational Church, here there is a
Daggett.
Lt. Karl Larsen, viola
fork in the road, and bear left;
travel down here about two and a

Carey

shifts.

'44.

Following

|

s

In May,
dents left,

when

TILLOTSON WILL GIVE

PIANO RECITAL

—

the College Oracle

?——

THE POCKET BOOK
of

and Reporter

Freshmen

a
ternity pledges:
is

G.

Pittsburg, Pa.

Boyd, T. H.
Cooper, L. W.

I

Damariscotta
South Portland

Oram, W. V.
Woods, J. W.

Bournedale, Mass.

Kappa Sigma

As

yr^"

I

G.

Thomas

Gard Down the WaterG.

Thomas on hand around the
to

E. Tozer

Should Auld Acquaintance

Body
4.

G.

Thomas

Declamation
Message to Hitler

crashing
of
through the jungle in a tractor.
In 1912 Oakes gave 90,000
pounds to St. George's Hospital in
London. At the time of his death,
Oakes maintained permanent residences in London, Palm Beach,
Nassau, Niagra Falls, besides several summer estates including a
seven and a half acre estate in
Bar Harbor.
In 1928, Sir Harry Oakes wrote
a check for $30,000 to his old
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brandt (bought
Oakes has made generous contributions to the Alumni Fund, and
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Bowdoin by giving as a "perman-

The RECORD OFFICE

HARDVUOOC?

was

1935 he became an overseer of the
college. In
1940 he made his
greatest

NON-METAL BEOS
OROEREP By THE ARMV IN HALF
A CENTURy ARE COLLAPSIBLE
ANPARE BEING MANUFACTUREP
OF SYNTHETIC RBSIN-SLOED
"fUE FIRST

from which

Psi,

the present house

•••••••••••••••••

City, State

Zeta

fraternity,

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations
......

ing of parks, golf courses, a flying
field, sporting field, theatre, and
$25,000 donation to a hospital in
Ontario. In
Nassau, his later

favorite diversion

r

•

"ser-

William Stark home, he developed profitable agLindo Ferrini riculture, started a bus line, built
Death of the Hired Man
an airport, purchased a 1000 acre
Vance Bourjailly sheep farm on which 1200 men
were employed, and practiced his

Plastic thate^tals are

TEMPO IN

His

1939).

Steel

now replacing a1etalsI*JG.ITEA\S

first of August
his duties in the physical

vices", (June.

Yes, We're Interested In

KNOWLEDGE n*.

resume

education department.

G. Thomas vices" were indeed public and philComin* Thru' The Rye, Poor anthropic, and included the build-

THE TREND OF THINGS

Hears All - Sees All - Tells All - No Censorship
Bring Your Subscription Today
to the ORIENT Office - Moulton Union

Fall athletics may or may not
include football. The Boston conference will probably decide this.
In any event, Adam Walsh will be

Ye Banks and Braes C Bonny Doon
G. Thomas Sir Harry Oakes
The Bonniest Lad That E'er
I Saw
G. Thomas
[ Continued from Page r }
'Twas on a Monday Morning
Later he became a British baronet
G. Thomas for "public and philanthropic ser-

and take your left— it

any time.

I

Thomas

Low Coun-

side

Sigma Nu
Brunswick
Alpha Tau Omega
Portland
Kearney, M. D.» Jr.
St. Louis, Mo.
Pieksen, J. G.
Rockland
Thurston, J. W., Jr.

is the second road to the left off
the Mere Point road.
Any member of the student
body, meteorological unit, or naval
unit stationed at the college are
welcome to use the facilities of
Simpsons' and Spruce Points at

the

She Played the Loon

Morrell, R. L.

half miles

am Come to
trie

Rockland
Moran, P. W.
Beta Theta Pi
Bartel, W. P., 2nd Waltham, Mass.
LaPlante. P. A. Auburndale, Mass.
West Newton, Mass.
Marshall, F.

'

have your friends know what you are doing?
hear of your athletic achievements?

like to
like to

Would you

N

Since the origin of the Brunswick Post of the Aircraft Warning
Service, the college has played a
large part in its operation with
both students and faculty members being engaged in the work.
Although there were only two students and two faculty members on
the original staff, somewhere near
40 students served on the post
Schmalz '45; Beta Theta Pi, last year. At the present time, times.
George J. Kern '45; Sigma Nu, and ever since the end of the
The two pieces of property adDavid H. Lawrence '44; Alpha Tau spring semester, it is difficult to join each other and the are sepOmega, Lloyd R. Knight '45; Moore find enough men to man all the
Hall, Joseph F.

BOWDOIN RECORDINGS Athletic Contests Are
PRESENTED IN UNION On Tentative Basis

College Participates

Summer Proctors

Perry

H.

Another trimester, and another
Another Variety, the first, however,

THREE

'

Miller

-

John Hubbard
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TONDREAU BROS.

Fox News

Brunswick
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July 16-17
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Phone looo

FIRST NATIONAL

No. 5
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Franchot Tone - .Marsha Hunt

BANK
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of Brunswick, Maine
Capital, $175,000
Total Resources $8,000,000
Student Patronage Solicited

Paramount News
Short Subjects
July 18-19

Sun.-Mon.

Mister Lucky

PHILGAS

does the cook-

BERRIE'S

with
Cary Grant - Laralne Day

ing best

JEWELRY

STORE

also

Paramont News
Short Subjects

WATCHMAKER - JEWELER
July 20

Tues.

Gals Incorporated
Leon Erroll

-

with
Grace MacDonald

146 Maine St.

BrunswickHardwareCo.

Brunswick, Me.

also

SEND US YOUR SLANG ANL GET >>0
Aaoi*--

•

'

Depf, p r.

If

WE USE

Long Island

,KY.

C ',

IT

NY

War services financed by the National War Fund will aid upwards of 60,000,000 persons, it is estimated,
according to Prescott S. Bush, national campaign chairman. This is in addition to home-front »ervices
for health, welfare and recreation, which are supported through local onited campaigns carried on in many
communities in conjunction with the National War Fund campaign next fall ?
These 60,000,000 are reached and served la some way, on the military front and on the United Nations
fronts, by one or more of the agencies participating in the National War Fund, which are as follows:
TJSO. American Social Hygiene Association, United Seamen's Service, War Prisoners Aid, YMCA; British
War Relief Society, United China Relief, Queen Wilbelmina Fund, Greek War Relief Association, Polish War
Relief, Russian War Relief, United Yugoslav Relief Fund, U. S. Committee for Care of European Children,
World Emergency and War Victims Fund, YWCA; French Relief Fund, Norwegian Relief, Belgian War Relief
Society, National CIO War Relief Committee, United Nations Relief of the AFL, Refugee. Relief Trustees.
The national goal sought by the National War Fund is 1125,000,000, for aid on the military front, and the
United Nations front. American citizens will be asked to contribute through their local united campaigns, not
only to the National War Fund, bat to "home defense" welfare services In their own communities.

M

Selected Short Subjects

Wed.-Thurs.

The

College Book Store
PRIMER FOR AMERICA

July 21-22

Jitterbugs

by

with
Stan Laurel - Oliver Hardy

Professor Coffin

also

Fox News

Short Subjects

Is

a book which we

find

hard to keep on hand.

"sold out" every time

July 23-24

Frl.-Sat.

Bombardier
with

Pat O'Brien

-

Anne

Randolph Scott
Shirley

MMMM

we

We

find ourselves

turn around.

BETTER PHONE US (234) TO RESERVE A COPY
WE DO NOT CLOSE ON WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON

POUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Buy More Bonds To

FruA
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Brown's Chapel Talk

Protect These Freedoms
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Urn

'

n

i
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o
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m«i

«i
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ii
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seems to

make*

me

to

students

be

more

toft you are preparing to serve your
than country on the advanced level
where the national need is great-

faintly grotesque. I should prefer
not to make it to the men of this
[ Continued iron Page i ]
and other colleges who helped to
ferred to him as a noted oarsman.
chase the Japs off Guadalcanal or
In 1920 he won the national scullThe United to those who fought at Midway,
ing championship.
Coral Sea, or in North Africa. Mr.

&
mi mtri

m
discipline

«

i

U. 8. Trtasury Dtpu

Press correspondent in Washington had no hesitation in calling
him the best known oarsman in
the great city of Philadelphia.
"Mindful of his high position, let
us examine for a moment, the
counts in his indictment of our
Professors, he charges,
colleges.
'have been spending too much
What Mr.
time in cramming.'
Kelly really means is, I suppose,
that students have been spending
too much time in cramming. It is
unfair, of course, to expect Mr.
Kelly to use perfect English. After
all, he is a champion sculler, and,
as he remarked, 'you can't stop
Hitler with perfect English.' The
implication is that you can stop
Hitler with -a dangling participle
or a comma splice.
"The charge that intellectual

between softness
discipline simply
mental
and
means that Mr. Kelly and critics
who share his views have hot the
remotest notion what rigorous inKelly's confusion

tellectual training

is.

est.

intimidated by the
Bill
so-called practical men, the
Cunninghams, the Westbrook Peglers, and the John Kellys.
It is
often well to remember that the
practical men are often impractical, and the scholars and dreamers
are frequently the most realistic
of all. In 1918 President Wilstrn
was dismissed as a scholar when
he foresaw that freedom and liberty anywhere in the world depended upon the protection of

"You need make no apologies to
Mr. Kelly for your presence in
college in the present emergency. freedom and liberty
everywhere in
There is no incompatibility be- the world. Twenty-five years of
tween mental and physical fitness. history have confirmed the
wis-

Physical fitness, I suppose, is what
Mr. Kelly means by his term
Your im'physically conscious.'
mediate job is to do each day's
work with intensity and resourcefulness. If there is one thing that
America needs more than physical consciousness it is men who
are not mentally unconscious. By
doing your college work faithfully

Mustard and

"Do not be

dom

of these words."

J

[ Continued from Page i ]
or unbearable
conditions
of
peacetime. This means that we
must find ways to make peace
not only endurable but stimulating and not only for the 20% In
this country who earn $5,000 or
more a year but for the masses
here and abroad. We're going
all-out for. war; will we ever go

peace?
- *.

The hope that this will be the
last war is the mainstay of milbe a stupendous job
it will be up to us to see that
that hope will not become a mockery.
are solving the problems
of war; will we be able to solve the
problems of peace? It is the repeated failure to solve these problems which has sent us into repeated wars. This is a bigger war
than World War I.
can expect
bigger problems after it. The
United States is in a position of
leadership. All eyes will look to us
after the war as they do now. Consequently, we must be prepared
with the best leaders, the best
trained, the best educated leaders,
to cope with a task which men
have never yet successfully aclions. It will

and

We

We

complished.
s

There

will

By Don Koughan

NOW that a European victory
seems not too distant, there is
bound to be a flood of post-war
progonstications from all quarters. Anticipating this trend in
public expression, we nx.ht as well
make a few predictions of our own.
Never let it be said that the

Orient was left behind the crowd.
So with this slight introduction, we
begin our erudite dissertation on
the post-war world.

m

Sun Rises

all-out for

Cress

-

r

be problems

in eco-

nomics, in the social sciences, in
the applied sciences, problems
calling for knowledge of lan-

guages and history. But our biggest problem will be man himself. It is that fast moving, often

- c
t
TO begin with, let us leave
the politico-economic predictions
to the men who know something
about it; after all, there Is
enough to be predicted to give
ample opportunity to all the visionaries.
Let's start with the
employment problem. It has
been estimated that by September, 1944, American production
will have reached its capacity.
About the same time, industry
will be able to supply all foreseen military and civilian needs.
Of course, the length of the war
Is anyone's guess; but at the end
(and until industry has been
turned once' again to luxury
items), what of the demobilized
servicemen and servicewomen ?
"To dig, I am not able; to beg, I
am ashamed." The slack will be
taken up by a tremendous program of construction. Several
states are already planning Immense projects, subsidized by
State and Federal governments,
during the period of reconstruction and readjustment. The war
has not eased the position of the
"one-third of a nation" suffering
insufficient housing. If anything.
It has increased the problem.
Mass migration of workers will
continue. Servicemen, as well as
workers, displaced by the war,
will want to take up residence in
parts of the country and of the
world which they had never before seen. And they will want

—

—

new homes in which to live. The
boom in construction will not be
an

artificial one.

m-c
ALARMISTS

have ,long

been

human

wailing about the great numbers
on the Federal payroll. The numbers in government service will incerase still more at the war's end,
tions more closely than they
and such a trend should be no
have ever been examined before. cause for alarm. Subsidization of
We'll have to learn how to push
both industry and agriculture will
and tug those innate aggressive bring us nearer to a socialized
Instincts into constructive chandemocracy. Abuses of free enternel*. We. all have a lot to lean
prise will cease; the robber barons
about ourselves. We'll need more
of industry are already a thing of
psychologists.
the past. Rulers of vast industriaL
empires will be only legendary figs - r
Managerial organization will
.The world's institutions are ures.
replace capital, and to a certain
changing under the hammer blows
extent, labor, as the dominant facor 'war. Anyone with half an eye
will
caVsee that the trend is toward tor in industry. Mere money
cease to be the ultimate objective
specialists. At the same time more
and more stress is being laid on in American society; new rewards,
what you know, what you can do not to be counted in dollars, will
rather than who your father is, or replace it
- c
whom you know. The inheritance
tax is just one of many factors
TRENDS in education indiwhich are driving us toward the cate great changes for the fueconomist's goal of "an equal start
ture. With the entrance of Amerin the race for everyone."
ica into the war, the liberal arts
suffered
a nearlytradition
s - r
mortal blow. Some hopefuls still
With the great need for edufeel that the end of the war will
cated postwar leaders and the
see a return to the former state
accompanying trend requiring
of the American college, but
everyone to stand or fall on his
they are voices crying in the
own resources of skill and knowlwilderness. The educational faedge, it is easy to see how much
cilities of the nation will be deof Incalculable value to our counvoted for the most part to techtry and to ourselves we can gain
nological training of one sort or
during our Bowdoin days. The
another. The sciences will reworld Is likely to face a critical
place the humanities hi the colshortage of men with training
leges, while secondary schools
and education in the immediate
will serve as trade schools for
postwar years. With the greatest
those not entering colleges. Fedproblems ahead we may not have
eral grants will be made to
the men to
baffling,

brain of ours
which gives birth to not only
the problems but the solutions.
We'll have to study human emo-

i

m

handle them. We can
be sure of this: whatever specific
knowledge we can acquire will
be In demand. The more we can
acquire, the

more valuable we

will be.

s- r

scientific

and technical schools;

the small liberal arts college will
wage a losing battle against pubindifference and rising taxes.
will become a state
function; the merits or evils of
such a system are too numerous
to mention.
lic

Education

But you say. "I can only expect
to be here one or two semesters. I
- o
can't learn very much in that
POPULATION will tend to betime." Not the least thing you can
acquire is the knack of studying, of come decentralized. With more efthinking things through. Once ficient means of transportation, the
"broken in" you will always be worker will find it unnecessary to
able to pick up where you left off. reside in the vicinity of his work.
You will have the desire to learn, New communities in suburban
areas for postwar construction
the most important factor.
have already received wide pubs - r
licity. Perhaps an all-too-pleasant
will all have a big job to
picture has been presented, but
do both during and after this such a change seems inevitable. It
war. The real test will come afappears doubtful at the present
ter. That's when the nation will
time that the airplane will immelook to you for leadership. Let's
diately replace present forms of
try to get ready. It is comparatransportation. Cultural lag inductively easy to learn to shoot a
ed by convention and the vested ingun. It is much more difficult
terests will doubtless prove to be a
not to.
considerable obstacle.

m

We

BOWDOIN SONS
IN NEW FRESHMEN
12

On the freshman class entering
summer, twelve are sons of
Bowdoin men. The list of sons and
this

fathers follows: Charles W. Curtis, William W. Curtis '20; Lewis
P. Fickett, Jr., Lewis P. Fickett
n'26; Hunter S. Frost, John W.
Frost '04; Louis L. Hills, Dr. Louis
L.
Hills
'99;
Joseph Holman,
Courner C. Holman '06; Charles
A. Jordan, Jr., Charles A. Jor-

dan

'21;

Page, Eben Page n'22; Phillips H.
Ryder, J. Maxim Ryder '21,

MfMMMI

-

c

a doubt,

it

will

be

a "brave new world," although
the readjustment process will be
a painful one. The greatest danger will be an attempt by some
interests to establish a tremendous empire under a guise of nationalistic fervor.

Such a move-

ment, at present under sail, will
gain headway with final Allied
victory. Nothing could be more

disastrous

for International

peace and brotherhood; America
Is hi no danger of ever becoming
a "have-not" nation,

Paul W. Moran, Edward

C. Moran, Jr. '17; Robert L. MorAllen E. Morrell '22; Gardner N. Moulton, Dr. Manning C.
Moulton '15; William V. Oram,
Dr. Julius C. Oram v ll; Gordon W.
rell,

IMI

m
WITHOUT

m-c
YOU may
predictions. If

not agree with these
you think you have

any better ones, just write us a
we haven't had any

letter. Besides,

mail for a long time.
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MBS. SILLS WILL SPONSOR

NEW ARMY UNIT COMES

THE BOW

JAMES BOWDOIN

S.S.

—

ORIENT
5T
28,

—

To Sponsor

Ship;
Date Indefinite

Launching

In the near future, the specific date

being quite ten-

still

one of the Liberty Ships soon to be launched by the New
England Shipbuilding Corporation in South Portland will be
christened the S. S. James Bowdoin, in honor of one of Mas-

tative,

sachusetts'

most distinguished governors and for

whom Bow-

doin College was named.
-

•

Mrs. Kenneth C. M. Sills is
scheduled to. sponsor the S. S.

Don Koughan Has Lead

—

—

—

Named

South Portland Liberty Ship Will Be
Sills

NO. 8*

1943

UNIT WILL ARRIVE HERE ABOUT THE MIDDLE OF AUGUST

NEW ARMY
Mrs.

-

-

S.S.

,

James .Bowdoin
Contingent Of 175-200 WiU
Use Hyde Hall, D.U. House

Meteorologists Plan

Open Post Weekend

.

Events For Saturday
President Kenneth C.

And Sunday Feature

Monday noon

Dance, Chapel Service

arrive soon at
This coming Saturday and SunJuly 31 and August 1, the
Meteorology School is holding an
Open Post Weekend, during which
time the post will be open to
friends, relatives, and townspeople who wish to see what type of
training the meteorologists undergo. Open Post Weekend might be

shortly after,

day of the launching at which Mrs.
be the guest of honor.
Work is now under way in the
collection of books to form a library for the S. S. James Bowdoin,
some of these books coming from
the Bowdoin College library.
Undoubtedly specific details of
the launching will be announced
just as soon as a definite date for
the event

is

determined.

have

its

"Tons of Money" is the third
Bowdoin production to be given in
an arena, thereby accommodating
larger crowds. The new auditorium at Longfellow School is well

Harold Pulsif er Speaks
Before Witan Meeting

suited for this purpose.

This play originated in England
On Wednesday evening, July 21,
Harold Trowbridge Pulsif er, noted during the early 1920's. An Engpoet and critic, spoke to the Witan lish farce, "Tons of Money" played
on Stephen Vincent Bcnet. Mr. 700 performances. It has never
in
Pulsif er showed his collection of been presented professionally
Benet's works and discussed his this country, though various amamost -recent volume, "Western teur and semi-pro organizations
have tried their hand at the play.
Star."
"Tons of Money" is concerned
The meeting was well attended with the attempts of
an young
and Mr. Pulsifer's discussion was Englishman
to dodge his ever-

Although

sounded.

Dana

Emmons

*t)uring

his

speech,

'17.

Pulsifer in this play:

brought out the history, background, and influence of Benet
and his works. The Witan sought
Mr. Pulsifer's opinions on several
other contemporary poets and authors and these were brought into

baseball, sol t bail, tennis, drilling,
possible run over the obstacle course at Pickard Field if
there are those who wish to display their talents in this event.

and a

5.30 p.m. on Saturday there
will also be a public retreat, including the band and all flights of
the Meteorology Unit.

At

Probably the number one event
of the week-end and the one to
which the Army men have most
looked lorward, will be the dance
held in the gymnasium from 8.00
to 1J.00 p.m., Saturday. It will be
a formal dance for the guests of
I

poems.

poems

to

volumes of his own
He also contributes his
many current magazines.

Four town girls are
Suzanne Young, Con-

stance Comee, Drusilla Congdon,
and Sylvia Hammond. The stage
manager is Robert Emmons. Eric
Hirschler. '46 is in charge of properties.

the

On Saturday
will

open at

night, the doors
As usual, there

7.30.

are no reserved seats.

SUN RISES
Crawford Beecher Thayer

Rationing in all of its various branches, shortages of vital
materials such as gasoline, civilians, and girdle elastic, which

many women

out for the war
effort, all these things and taxes too have burdened Americans with extra woes which peacetime passive-ists never
conceived of. Added to the military requirements demanded
of service men, then, is the supplementary task of keeping up
the morale of us at home who must go without vitals and
in itself has caused

to go

Continued on Page 3

all

2

—The President
—Professor Burnett

4— Professor

Koelln

—Professor

Thurs. Aug. 5

Dag-

gett—Russell Sweet '44 will
play a trombone solo.
Other Events
Sun. July 25—Walker Art Building: 'ine Print Room. Opening of an exhibition of water
colors and oils by Gertrude
continue
will
Tiemer.
It
through August.
lours. July 29—630 p.m. Pickard Field. Baseball. Twilight
Team with Army learn Z.
Thurs. July '46—8.15 p.m. High
School Auditorium. Professor
Robert Peter Tristram Coifin
will read from his poems tor
the benfit of St. John's School.
Admission, fifty cents.
Wed. Aug. 3— Baseball at Bates.
Wed. Aug. S—7.45 p.m. Station
WGAN. Bowdoin on the Air.

A

song program: Lloyd Knight
'45 and Robert Schnabel
44,
accompanied by Richard Chittim '41.
6 Examination* of
Fri. Aug.

—

the

first

term of the summer
They will continue

through Saturday.

Deep

In

the heart of every

young man who ha* over been
Mack-mailed by his girl before
the present one, there nan
neatled. at one tune or another,
the secret desire to edit letters,
postal epistles. We have taken
advantage, therefore, of this, our
first official apfiearance in our
place in the Sun Rises, to pub-

a letter made
from authentic
from four recent members of Bowdoin College, now
ervtag in the armed forces. The

a

lish

up

hOfne-morale-bullding letter will
be Inconsistent only as much as
the personalities of the four uncontributors
suspecting
vary
among themselves. The letter is
sentlmentsl. it is humorous, it is
reminiscent, but above all
It is sincere. The following Is a
.

from

.

.

former
Bowdoin students to the boy
they left behind them. ...
letter

s"Dear

"Tomorrow morning I'm going
to church. I shall pick out my pew
carefully, in the hope of finding
people who'll invite
to dinner.

me

happened once already. I
thought he was going to take me
to the Willard, but we ended up at

It's

Child's.

A

disappointment.
s

letter. It Is

of gleanings

letters

real

their books as the principal temple
of the. early American tribes, to
whom the number 5 was sacred.

real

r

C.B.,

"I'm long overdue on this letter,
but you know me ... it seems the
farther I get from Brunswick, the
Ancloser I am to the place
other fellow and 1 went over to the
Pentagon Building [in Washington,
D. C.J. The place is like 50 Grand
Centrals piled together around a
gigantic central court. Probably
archaeologists will dig it up 2000
years from now, put it down in
.

.

.

"This place

-

is

r

a madhouse, the

Army is a *vast

—

Mon. Aug. 9

First classes of
the second term.

its first play of the summer
season the Masque and Gown
presents, arena style, "Tons ol
Money" by Evans and Valen-

As

tine:
Fri. July

SO— 7.00 p.m. LongSchool. This' performance is for the service men on
campus. No admission charge.
.No one admitted except men in
fellow

uniform.

infernal machine'
(quote from the post newspaper,
'The Bean'), nobody knows what

Sat. July 31—8.15 p.m. Longfellow School. This performance is for the general public.

nobody

Students admitted on presentatation of blanket tax. General
admission: fifty cents, tax in-

the

Hell's

going

on,

knows when or where well go,
nobody knows what happens
even after

it

knows how dry

happens, nobody
I

am—Hell,

no-

body knows. Period.
This is a Basic Training Censo we get basically trained
a process which Is all basic and
not much training. 'Basic' here
means 'to be applied to persons
having no military experience
(also those who have) and having a mentality ,if any, of four
ter,

years.' I

quote from

my

forth-

coming book, 'AIR FARCE.'
"But it isn't such a had life,
even if we do get up at 5 A.M.
and you don't get any cuts and
the Dean is a guy with bars who
can put you behind more bars.
"I

visited
[

• - r
the Folger

Continued on Page 4

Shake]

cluded.

Mon. Aug. S

—7.30

p.m. Naval

No admission
Station.
charge. No one admitted except men in uniform.

Air

The Brunswick Choral Society
meets each Sunday evening at
7.00 o'clock in

On

Memorial

Friday evenings

thirty the iaculty

at

Hall.

seven

women meet

the Moulton Union to sew
for the army unit stationed at
the college.
On Sunday afternoons from four
to six the President and Mrs.
Sills will be at home to members of the college and to the
meteorological unit. On pleasant days tea will be served in
the garden.
in

imn

15,

and

Specialized

expected to come on, or

is

scheduled to begin classes

The new unit will be taking the
basic Army engineering training
course, it is expected, will last for

Dimout Violations

Will Sing

t

Kappa

Sigs,

1'si

U's, DU'fe,

ARMY BAND PRESENTS

Schnabel And Knight

Professor Athern P. Daggett,
campus dim-out zunc warden,
>r
the past
announces that
week, only four out of eleven
fraternity houses were reported
for violation of the dimout code.
This is a marked improvement.
Two week* ago only one fraternity, the ATO's had a perfect record. This week,
along
with the ATO's were the Beta's,

EVENING CONCERT

Over Radio

*

A week

from this evening,
Last Sunday evening at eight
Wednesday, August 4, at 7.45 p.m., o'clock, the Band of the Bowdoin
Bowdoin-on-the-Air will present a Meteorological Unit presented a
song program by Lloyd R. Knight concert on the Mall at the band
'45 and Robert V.
Schnabel '44 stand just below the railroad
over Station WGAN in Portland, tracks. A large crowd of civilians
Knight will sing "Bless This and servicemen attended the conHouse" and "Forgotten" by Eu- cert, the first of its kind to be pregene Cowles, while Schnabel will sented by the Army band. Thomas
sing ".Night and Day" by Cole F. McMahon, first selectman of
Porter. The two undergraduates the town of Brunswick, was in
will be accompanied by Richard L. charge of the arrangements for
;'

j

Sigma

<

Nu's, AD's, and

Chi Psi's as
houses without a single dim-out
violation.

HULEATT

Chittim, who will also present sev- the concert.
eral piano selections.
The Army band now nuntbers
Last Wednesday evening, under 47 pieces. It is directed by Lieut
the sponsorship of Bowdoin-on-the Karl Larson of the Naval Radar
Air, Russell P. Sweet '44 presented School. Pvt.. Harold Tint is the
a program of trombone selections, student director. Featured soloHe was accompanied by Richard ists at the concert were Thomas
L. Chittim.
Meakin, accordion; John Batorski
and John Dexter, trumpets; Joseph Birman, bells; and Wallace
Campbell, who plays a rare type
of imported tuba called the tubaIN

civilian

first

one,

announced

training. All men coming to Bow.
doin in this group will have completed the regular thirteen weeks
of Army Basic Training. They will
have qualified for the advanced
training either through the A-12

beforehand, occurred on Monday
morning, July 19. At that time
the first signal— the yellow one
was received in Massachusetts
Hall. Classes were promptly dismissed. This air raid had many
novel features. For one thing an
"incident"

was

staged.

An

examinations, or through
tests given in the Army.

air-

Philip H. Philbin '45 and Thornas R. Huleatt, Jr. '45, alter spending three weeks as apprentice seamen under the .Naval College
Training Program at Bates Col
lege, returned to
Bowdoin lust
Friday on mcctive status in older
to complete the needed requirements lor medical school, Philbin

j

I

NEW

7-DAY BOOKS

HUBBARD HALL

Fraternity House will be turned
over to the Army for the housing
and feeding of these men. If they
number approximately 200, about
160 will be situated in Hyde Hall,
and the remaining 40 in the D.U.
House. Those officers of thelvjaval
Radar School who are now living
in Hyde Hall and will still be here
when the Army unit arrives, will

move

to

Moore

Hall,

fraternity

houses which have vacancies, or
other places about town. Civilian
students now living in the D.U.
House will probably move into the
Delta Kappa Epsilon House.

The executive officers sent here
to activate the unit will probably
arrive on campus about a week before the enlisted men put in an

appearance, and it is expected that
the offices of the unit will also be
located in the D.U. House.
The
new unit will increase the total
number of men studying at Bowdoin, whether Navy, Army, or
civilian, to somewhere between 825
and 850, some 200 more than the
normal enrollment of the College
during peacetime. Naturally, there
will have to be some additions to
the teaching staff of the College,
but as yet definite instructors for
the various courses have not been
engaged.

There was a rumor that a high
explosive bomb containing gas
struck the
campus near
the
Searles Science Building. Professor Kamerling, the town gas officer announced however, that he
was unable to detect any presence
jjf gas.

Mai Morrell announced That the
practice was successful. It was
being admitted to Yale and HuThe program was as follows:
certainly well planned. There was
The following books are the
Columbia. They will enter
The local
Our Director
F. E. Bigelow no noticeable hitch.
medical school sometime in Jan- most recent additions to the seven
day shelf in the library: "Gideon College Medley
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
uary of next year. Philbin and
a. Harvardiana
Planish" by S. Lewis, "A Corpse
Huleatt are president and secre- by Any Other Name" by R. A. J.
b. Maine Stein Song
c. Bowdoin Beata
tary-treasurer, respectively, of the Walling, "Mr. Fortune Finds a
Rio Rita
Harry Tierny
class of '45.
Continued
on
Page
[
4 ]
arranged by Lester Brocton
Invercargill
Alix F. Lithgow
Skater's Waltz
E. Waldteufel
hoxiana.

other

Hyde Hall and the Delta Upsilon

plane presumably fell on the campus near The College Church. This
necessitated the closing off all
adjacent streets and forcing cars
to detour through Federal Street.
Parachute landings were also reported. The meteorological Unit
was organized before the raid to
meet these emergencies. Some
troops were dispatched to check
the
landings. Other
rumored
troops were assigned by their
commanding officer. First Lieutenant William
Barrington,
to
guard duty at such key positions
as bridges, the railroad station,
and administrative and defense
centers.
The enemy air-borne
troops in the "incident" landed at
the town pumping station at Jordan Avenue and at Cook's Corner
near the Harding's Plant.

j

Chapel Services

Wed. Aug

first fraternity house to be taken
over by the Army, where part of the new unit of the A.S.T.P. will
live. Meals for the unit will also be served at the D.U. House.

LEAVE BATES

Tues. Aug. S

trimester.

victuals.

THE DELTA UPSILON HOUSE,
Daggett Reports Fewer

PHILBIN,

Mon. Aug.

The

raids.

]

Coming Events

August

Army

is

nine months. These men will study
mathematics and physics of about
the standard of our freshman
unit
defense
The
courses in those subjects; also
prepared for the dangers of air
geography, history, English, probwarfare by staging two very realably some chemistry, and, of
complicated air
istic and quite
course,
the inevitable physical
local

do

Robert

Little '46,

The lighting equipment of
Masque and Gown is being
the discussion.
moved to Longfellow School where
Pulsifer lives in East Harpswell. it will be handled by Dave LawHe is a member of the Poetry So- rence '44, Chan Schmaltz '45 and
ciety of America and has pub- Rolfe Glover '46.
lished several

activities

be an athletic program, including

rece iyed jyiUi interest. The -meetpressing creditors. The lead is
ing was adjourned during the air
played by Don Koughan '45. He
ralfl test that occurred Wednesis supported by Doug Fenwood '44,
day, but the discussion was again
Crawford B. Thayer '44, George
bWught up after the all clear had
'44,

Hebb

official

to study under the

This unit

TWO AIRRAIDS HELD
DURING PAST WEEK

elaborate schedule of events for
the week-end.

not begin until Saturday, on Friday night the Army men will have
an opportunity to see "Tons of
Money" presented by the Masque
and Gown at the Longtellow
School, curtain time being 7.00 p.
m. Saturday afternoon there will

Bowdoin

Sills announced in Chapel
some 175-200 Army men will

September 13.

performance next Meteorology Unit has planned an

initial

Friday, at 7.30 p.m. at Longfellow School. This show will be for
servicemen only. Students and the
general public will have an opportunity to see "Tons of Money" on
Saturday at 8.15 p.m. The charge
will be fifty cents, or in the case
of students, a presentation of their
blanket tax card. The Naval Air
Station will view it the following
Monday at 7.30 p.m. in the new
arena-style auditorium there.

M.

that a unit of

Training Program.

day,

James Bowdoin when the ship is
said to approximate what is comlaunched. There are some fifty In Tons Of Money'
monly called a college houseparty,
Bowdoin men affiliated with the
but there are a number of definite
shipyards in South Portland, and
The latest Masque and Gown distinctions between the two. The
this group is already making plans production, "Tons of Money," will
Special Services Committee of the
for a luncheon to be held on the
Sills will

15

1
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leatt to

Netherlands Students Rise Against
Nazi Tyranny And Regimentation

Sills Tells Of The Work
Of New England War Labor Board

President

arranged by L. P. Laurendeau

The long-standing struggle be- to a report in the Nazi press, they
tween the rebellious students of are emplqyed in "important war
the Netherlands and
the Nazis work."
during recent weeks has flared in- Permanent University Closure
to a conflict of major scope and
Looms
significance, with the students deConfronted with such a situafying the enemy's efforts to make

Service Medley
a. Caisson Song (Field Artillery)

Beer Barrel Polka
Anchors Away
Army Air Corps Song
Shortnin' Bread
J. Wolfe them pledge obedience to Hitler
arranged by Paul Yodcr
and consent to the sweeping Nazi
Washington Post March
labor conscription.
John P. Sousa
The battle between Holland's
Nathional Anthem
students and the HitThe concert ended just before 18,000-odd
lerites
one of the most important
9.20 p.m., so that there would be
aspects of the German efforts to
no violation of the dimout reguldominate Dutch education
has
Panel.
ations.
shown clearly that the vast maThe President went on to say
jority of the students are one with
how varied and interesting was

By Jim Higgins

b.

tne state panel ands arrive at a
Further disagreement is
handled by the .National War Labor Board, meeting in Washington.
In connection
with the state
panels, President Sills informed us
that Professor Warren B. Catlin
of the Bowdoin economics department has been named to lepresent
the public on the Maine State

f

In addition to his many duties
here at ihc College, a snjall lraction of which would be a full job
for most men, President Kenneth
C. M. Sills also finds tin\o to serve
as a representative on the New
England War Labor Board. Hearing about this, we went over to
see the Pres dent in his office in
Massachusetts Hall Monday alternoon to ask him a lew questions
about Che work which is handled
by him and his fellow members of
the Board.' It proved to be a most

c.

decision.

I

;

the work of the Board. As is indicated by its title, the Board is
concerned primarily with the efficient prosecution of the war, and

and prointeresting interview,
vided us witii material lor an instructive article.

in

regard to

its

A

j

'

.

the German authorities are
considering the (permanent
closure of virtually all the universities in Holland. Already the
Catholic, Calvinist and other denominational
universities
have
been permanently shut down. In
addition, it was learned in London
on June 1 that the university professors in the
occupied country
had gone on strike rather than
teach the only remaining students
those who gave in to the Nazi
demand to sign the "declaration of
obedience." The
Germans, angered by thft further grave development in the already restive
country, backed up their decisions
by forbidding any students who
refused to sign to attend the universities still functioning.
tion,

now

—

—

I

Nazis Complete Guide

the rest of the people in their opposition to the Nazi rulership.

To The Uriited States

The conflict entered its
acute stage last February,

responsiDility for

wage stabilization, its job is to
hold the line on the Little Steel
formula and thereby stave off inflation. It is concerned with the
determination of an increase in
wage levels when they are asked
for, and with the adjustment
of
group mentioned. The isew Eng- wages where gross inequalities are
land Board meets in Boston* and found to exist.
President Sills allots four days of
much publicized labor case,
each monta lor helping with the which was handled by the New
work of the Board, although we England Board, was the recent
understand that more than once fishermen's strike in Boston, in
he has contributed considerably which these men were finally premore time than this when his ser- vailed upon to return to work.
vices have been needed. The Board President Sills remarked that a
types of large number of disputed comipg
is concerned with two
laoor disputes and the before the Board were disagreecases:
maintenance of wage stabilization. ments over relatively small matWhen a controversial matter ters. The Board members,' he :aid,
arises and cannot be vet tied by are highly trained and intelligent
the field investigator, it is report- men, and handle the cases with
ed to the Department of Labor ir. efficient consideration and care.
Washington. The case is then cer- President S lis said that about 90
tified to the regional Boayd from perecnt of the cases coming bethe Department of Laboi. Prelim- fore the Board have been settled
He coninary investigation is conducted by by unanimous decision.
individual state panels, consisting cluded by telling us something
seemed very reasonable
of one representative each of la- which
bor, industry, and the public. If when mentioned, but rarely realno settlement can be reached, the ized, that Bowdoin College is concase is th-.»n turned over to the sidered a critical war industry, beregional Board, whose jcb it is to cause, naturally, of the Army and
consider the evidence present ed by Navy units being trained here.
The regional War Labor Loards,
the President told us, are composed ol eight members representing labor, eight members representing industry, and eight members representing the public, President Sills being one of the last

d.

Soon after the United States entered the war, Herr Doktor GoebDels, the .Nazi propaganda chief,
got his newspapers and magazines
started on a vigorous and vicious
campaign to vilify the United
States to the

German

people.

No

doubt he was aware that in the
minds of all but the most ardent
Nazis there still lingered something of the traditional European
I

admiration and reverance for that
far continent across
the 1 ocean
which has permitted "Life, Liberty
and Pursuit of Happiness" to so
many of its immigrants.

I

j

J

1

j

Therefore, at all costs,
the
United States and its people must
be presented as "decadent, corrupt, and interested only jn money-making schemes." The German
people must be "informed" of the
"true facts" of the situation. And
so the presses started rolling in a
campaign intended
to
arouse
hatred, contempt and disgust in
connection with everything American.

—

most

when

the Germans announced that students who refused to sign a "declaration of obedience" to the occupation authorities would not be
permitted to attend any univerNinety per
sity after April 10.
cent of Holland's students flatly
The virtual revolt among the
refused to sign this declaration students came as a surprise to
which read: "The undersigned, Reich's Commissioner Dr. Arthur
born
Seyss-Inquart. Commenting in a
hereby solemnly speech on May 19 on the serious
at
declares that he will obey, in honor sabotage, strikes and other dislaws,
ordiand conscience, the
orders whi<:h had occurred in Holnances and other measures in land in the early part of that
force in the occupied Netherlands month, the Austrian traitor dewill
refrain
territory and that he
the
clared: "The resistance of
from every act directed against students is the most remarkable
the German Reich, the German event I have experienced during
Army or th? Netherlands authori- my three years in Holland." He
abstain denounced the students for havties. Also that he
will
from such behavior and activities ing "made a matter of conscience"
as would in the present circum- out of the German demand for
stances endanger the public order their signature to the pledge.
at his university."

Realizing that this refusal

them forthwith

eligible

Deaf Ears
Appeals by Dutch Nazi Secre-

made

to forced

tary-General of Education, Prolabor in the Reich thousands of
fessor J. van Dam, and other off 1students, who could do so, went
cials proved
of no avail, even
into hiding, along with countless
]

i

i

other Dutchmen

who were

seeking

though van

I

Dam

"explained" that

the students were not bound to
to evade the tyrannical labor confor
the "obedience declaration"
scription edicts. But not all suclife, but only for the duration of
out in the typical, methodical Ger- ceeded. At least 4,000 students
the war. He stressed that the deman fashion. Week after week. were caught and promptly deported to Germany where, according
[ Continued on Page 2 }
Confined on Page

Yankee Gangsters
The campaign has been carried

[

3 ]

j
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THE B0WD01N ORIENT

The Bowdoin Orient

Such extra-curricular

side activities.

the students to absorb the

desire of

broadening and maturing benefits which

Malar

James

regular meetings; that the

R. Higgtos '44

Gown continues to present dramatic pro-

Philip H. Hoffman '45
IJfwfttm W. Cooper "47, Csartas) i*/.
CarOn '47, John H. Farrcll '44, Daaa A. little

Associate Editor

ductions; that

w

>>

W. Moraa

'47, John G. Pteksea '47,
Wolfgang H. WMonberg

'47,

W. Ihiilftt

KUUtMd

the Air" has

Student Council continues to function;

'47.

that

retained

their

and that even the Orient
somehow manages to be published.

Pradaaaw Athera P. Daggett
Aaslataat Professor Philip .M. Brown

S BBBn

Waonaa&ayi during th* Cbftaa*- Year by

have

fraternities

charters;

Aasodata

;

"Bowdoin on

a definite schedule of programs; that the

BOWDOIN PUBUHONC COMPANY
Cadaitc s

indeed, a

Witan holds
Masque and

hopeful sign to see that the
Editor-in-Chief

is,

While recognizing the dangers

Bowdoin Collec*. Addreas ncwa eommaoicmtiom to the Bator
•ad Mifaorription coinmanieatloii* to too Raafaaa* aaagvr of
th* Bowdoin Pubiiihing Gtnapasnr at taa Artont Ode*. »ub«rripttona. 12.00 per yrar In advaaor; walb ilwinu. aXSA.
3(

beset the liberal arts colleges,

most

reassuring to note that several of the top

*

Catered a* aaeond elaa* matter at the poet office at Brunswick,

it is

that

men

in the military service of our coun-

try realize the value of educational in-

such as Bowdoin. Some time

stitutions

N«w YOML

410 Maomom Ave

Vol.

LXXIII

Wednesday, July

28,

N. V.

MacArthur advocated the
widening of subjects taught at West
Point, knowing full wen that his best
ago, General

No. 8

194S

were those trained to handle
themselves efficiently in any and all emergencies, not men who had been schooled
along narrow lines and would be unable
to cope with circumstances which their
limited training would render confusing.
officers

ONE HUNDRED YEARS
Congratulations arc in order this week

to the Kappa Chapter of the Psi Upsilon

Monday

Fraternity.

evening

the

at

Cumberland Club in Portland, Psi Upan anniversary banquet and
meeting in commemoration of its first
100 years of existence at Bowdoin

Bowdoin was established on a

silon held

This

College.

true foundation

fundamental today as ever before.

Bowdoin, has brought
forth many men whose fame and respect
in all walks of life have helped to form
established

at

and

a strong

brotherhood.

solid

As

EXPLORE YOUR MINDS

un-

It

members of Psi Uphave always made an appreciable

dergraduates, the
silon

worthy of the name of human progress
which differentiates men from beasts.

many activities of the

contribution to the
College.

Always have we frowned on moral

Fraternity

men and

organizations, al-

turpitude, yet intellectual and

essential part of the College,

them-

considered

nevertheless,

cal,

With

in

can well be ^considered an important

propriate remark in the

Monday Chapel

when he

!

your

at

and advisers, you should
beware of machine-made processes of

thinking.

Do not be afraid to strike out
plore the

is,

for their
also

first 100 years of existence,
our best wishes for the next

maunder

has

made

the changes of curriculum neces-

realistically

Madame Chiang

More
in,

a liberal arts institution in the truest

system presented here.

Many

place in a country at war.

It

is

Many

we

IF you don't like dramatics,
radio? Bowdoin-on-theAir is badly in need of help in all
departments. I'm not trying to
kid anyone that the student these
days isn't getting cheated out of a
lot of college life, but why not
make the most of the opportunities that -lo remain ? Time is no
excuse; the majority of the students on campus are carrying only

how about

two courses, and that leaves plenty of time for extra-curricular ac-

THE

College
administration
must share the blame with the
students. If the College is to
exist for the duration of the
war as nothing more than an
educational mill, it can ofier
nothing as an inducement to
new students. At the present
time, what can Bowdoin offer
that the metropolitan universities can not offer?
The fra-

It

of Labor officials. That

ning a

fire

broke out

same

in the

eve-

Uni-

Holland's students reached a peak
immediately after the * appointment of Anton Mussert, head of
the Dutch Nazi Party, as "Leader
of the Netherlands People," on December 13, 1942. It attained such
proportions that only a few days
later the .\T az authorities ordered
van Dam to announce that the
labor draft plans had been cancelled.
This proved, however, to
have been a mere "strategic" lie.
On February 8, when most of the
students had returned to classes in

m-c

athletic teams.

The

movement

strike

Although our

right.

others, although willing

fight for

what they

They conclude

that this

mode of education cannot stand up
its

to climb on the

and that

240.25
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Undoubtedly,
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Bowdoin

many

size.

this is true,

perfect example of the fallacy of their
this nation

has been

more than a year and a

half,

College continues to successfully
its liberal arts courses,

as well as a remarkable

^MSBl

much credit must go

coaches.

students

whq

can be considered

number of out-

may

well be at-

tributed to the competitive spirit found
here. It's the true

Bowdoin
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under arrest for the time being."

Dutch Government Spurs

Resis-

Both the Netherlands

majority of their professors. The
first real trouble started at Leyiden University in November, 1940,
when the German masters openly
scrapped their promise not to interfere with Holland's institutions
and introduced their first antisemitic laws, among them a decree
ordering the instant dismissal of
all Jewish professors from Holland's five* foremost universities.
Hardly had they done so, before
Professor R. P. Cleveringa of Leyden University, rose before the
student body and. in an historic
address decried the dismissal of
j

tance

Govern-

ment broadcasting station in London, Radio Orange, and the Dutch

i

underground press, including the
secret students weekly, De Geus,
fanned the resistance. The radio
station warned the students that
if they signed the declaration they
would deliver themselves "bound,
hand and foot, to the enemy;" an
enemy using this declaration as a
means to get the names and addresses of Dutch students for labor conscription.
De Geus de- his Jewish colleagues, including
nounced the Nazi foves, warn- Professor E. M. Meyers, internaing its readers that German prom- tionally famous jurist. The next
ises "have, at best, only a tem- morning Professor Cleveringa was
the University,
porary value," and urging the stu- imprisoned and
dents to be "ready to obstruct as Holland's oldest, mast venerated
soon as we give the signal. Do not institute of learning, was closed.
then try to keep responsibilities
Since then and in spite of the
upon the shoulders of your pro- appointment of a growing number
fessors by asking them for their of Nazi professors, the defiance ei
advice. Do not then keep your- both students and professors beself aloof because you believe the came more and more pronounced.
time for open protest has not Today they are a powerful factor
come yet."
in thwarting Hitler's efforts to
Defiance at Leyden
mould Holland's higher education
From the start of the Tnvasion on the Nazi pattern, and to secure
the firm anti-Nazi stand of the the cooperation of some of the
students has been consistently country's test brains for Hirer's
;

I

.

supported by

the

overwhelming "New Order."

{ration

was
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CAREFULLY HANDLED
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A MILLION DOLLARS

WORTH OF AIRPLANE ENGINES ARE TRANS-

respect for the prowess of one's oppon-
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Glasses for

same

prices.
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universities in authentic colors at the
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order.
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Payment
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ALUMNI SECRETARY. BOWDOIN COLLEGE, BRUNSWICK, MAINE

SINGLE 901 CAR

means getting the runs or first
downs when they are most needed. It
means making the breaks. It's a type of
spirit which we hope Bowdoin men will

all

dot.

(not aaowa)

1*40

ents. It
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These

seal stands

m mf

Railroad tabs
AVERAGED MORE WAN Tk
MILLION DOLLARS A DAY—

PORTED, EFFICIENTLY

lose.

SOLD BY THE ALUMNI OFFICE
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE ALUMNI FUND

am performance

established ty ameri-

hard, and sportsmanlike. It contains a

never

BOWDOIN GLASSWARE.

order to

to

Bowdoin never has

this, also,

m

improve their design, op-

the best for a college of this

Part of

first laboratory

Bowdoin man or

of the word, and yet her teams are

To those who believe that

Thi

the world for studyinc

downs, runs, or extra points.

it is

maintain most of

2.00

75.23

.

mi.

bandwagon before

Although

$
$

Robert Edwards
Joseph Cronin
James R. Higgins

Magazine Csrtoomutt.

locomotives

are favored to beat us.

natural or great athletes in the true sense

Bowdoin may well be pointed out as a

Society •/

come through with the needed touch-

among

for

who

best

late.

On American

and often against

it is

attackers,

Contribuii d bf

Furthermore, we've noticed that when
the going is tough Bowdoin men usually

to admit the value of liberal arts, do not

have the courage to

athletic record,

opponents

thing that counts, either at present or in
Still

$1,747.39
25.00

among Submitted by

I

24, 1943

$ 215.25

tively short period of time, we have
been impressed by the fact that Bowdoin football and baseball teams, as well

no

specialized training is the only

the future.

May

limited to a rela-

is

good

and

1942 to

Depreciation

could be compiled.
Strike .Movement Reaches Peak

always, there are exceptions.
time
The ORIENT staff is deeply inand money at the Hole-in-t hedebted to the work of Professor
Wall, and the box-office at the
Daggett and
Professor
Brown
Cumberland isn't doing any kick- Other
professors are mucn too
ing these days, cither. But nobusy with duties of military or debody gives a damn about college fense necessity.
But not everyone
activities.
is doing his part. If both the stum-c
dents and faculty were to do their
ihe belief that
the crisis had
THEKE were seven students fair share, Bowdoin need not suf- ended,
a general round-up of stufer the loss of its campus activiat the Witan meeting last week.
dents for the draft was started,
Here was an excellent oppor- ties. Verbum sapientiae satis est. large
numbers being shipped off to
Germany and others imprisoned.
As a result college and university
life came once again to a complete
standstill, with students "diving
M
under" (hiding) or accepting any
... M* $AVfc I'M WORTH'
•HAL'S REALLY CUhlV ABOUT
sort
of work in the towns or on
f*Y WEIGHT IN SAVINGS tTAMPS"
farms. Now the heads of universities and colleges issued a warning to the German authorities that
higher education would be "indefinitely suspended until all imprisoned students had been released."
After weeks of silence, Seyss-Inquart answered; he agreed to release some of the students from
prisons, but reasserted his intention of continuing the labor draft.
He refused to release students
from Delft Technical University
because, he said, "they must, for
reasons of political nature, be kept

Mf

May 27,

Surplus Statement,
May 27, 1942

George Craigie ^
Lennart Sandquist
Douglas Carmichael
organized a strike, walking out in
Robert Burton
a body. Van Dam sent an urgent
call to Utrecht University on December 12, demanding that a com- Surplus May 24, 1943
plete list of registered students be
submitted immediately for the use
Balance Sheet,

student organizations are dying
rapidly. Aad the administration
seems to show little concern at
the prospect.

AS

$ 215.25

Surplus,

Calvinist University in Amsterdam
met and decided to suspend classes "because of a shortage of ccaL"
while at Delft University students

ternity
system ia practically
dead; tuition is lower at other
schools with
bettor physical
plants aad larger staffs. Social
activities are non-existent, while

seems that there is
from

14.65

Net Income

With the exception of H. M. de Credits: Net Income

versity's record room, destroying
all registers from which the list

sufficient tune for the boys
the hill to spend plenty of

$ 200.60

Interest on Savings Account

Germans

required 8,000 Dutch
students Cor labor in the Reich,
demanded the cooperation of all
school heads.

Profit

NON-OPERATING INCOME

gether and, announcing that the

Burlet, President
of
Groningen
today? It «culd have taken very University who had only recently
little time tor the last members been appointed by the Nazis, the
to elect new members for the com- educators refused to collaborate in
year;
ing academic
this
alone any way and declared they would
would have served to continue the have nothing to do with the selecorganization. Again, it was lack tion of students as victims of the
of interest that destroyed it.
labor draft. The Governors of the

,

tivities.

—

for higher education called university and college
officials
to-'

2,304.77

Net Operating

have been some-

College, compile a rather consistently

war

m-c

—

the

college has passed completely, that tech-

the

they?

—

$2,076.88
47.53
46.90
71.78
25.00
36.68

here where

is

as other sports representatives of the

at

present to slurw even a passing
interest ia dramatk**.
It has
been a constant struggle for the
loag-Miffering Director of Dramatics to get a show oa the
boards. Surely it can not be
that the Class off '47 is lacking
in talent.
I have the usually
rettabUe information that several
members of the Freshman class
are experienced in both acting
and production. But where are

Printing
Mailing
Stationery and Supplies
Telephone
Depreciation
Miscellaneous

ahead.

even

thinking.

the Meddybcmpsters ? It was cefN
tainly not the war
that caused
this casualty. How about the ibis?
Remember that? Does the Ibis
ever have meetings now? For that
matter, are there any members in
the existing classes at Bowdoin

—

26.93
1,129.10
852.62
$2,505.37

OPERATING EXPENSES

featured
by
strikes hark
back to December 9 of last year.
On that day van Dam, and his aide
Ten Noort who heads the section
present difficulties
repeated
student

$ 496.72

••

our battle

still

consider that the day of the liberal arts

too

be boasted of now, although the
same facilities arc still available.
How many students ever attend
meetings of the Brunswick Choral*
Society ? And what ever became of

Blanket Tax Appropriation
Sales
<
Subscriptions
Advertising

at least quite interested

personal experience

there are

believe that liberal arts have

aaginst

in every six in college was a member. No such representation can

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING CO.
Income Statement, Volume 72 (1&42-1943)
OPERATING REVENUE

the competitive spirit exhibited by

Bowdoin

orously the values of the educational

is

claration was not looked upon as
the student's voluntary registration for the Labor Service, as
Seyss-Inquart had made that Service obligatory for every youth,
anyway. But the students did not
heed his "reassurance" since they
knew that signing the declaration
was only another Nazi move designed to quell any effort at resisdepartments?
tance during their study period.
m-c
Although the fight between the
In pre-war days, the Glee Club Nazis aad the students has been
had close so one hundred members. going on intermittently since the
At that ra'e, almost one student early days ot the occupation, the

ORIENT PUBLISHES
FINANCIAL REPORT

Kai-shek, in an address

than once

what amazed, or

sense of the term, and has defended vig-

know

m-c
TAKE the Masque and Gown,
far hMteare. At the las* two
meetings off the executive committee, not evea a (fuorum was
peeseat. At the orgaaizatfctaal
meeting at the first of the aunnaer scarcely a f reshmao was

]

COMPETITIVE SPIRIT

just as realistically faced the fact that

nical

tra-curricular activities?

i

confronted and

sary in time of war, but the College has

who

a contributing factor.
Now I
last person on this
to bewail lack of interest
ia the academic, so I should hesitate to speak for the rest of the
student body on that score. But
if a decided effort is being made
to maintain scholastic standards,
why should not the same effort be
made to maintain standards in exis

would be the

campus

Continued from Page

at Welfesley College.

e»

it is

silly to

this attitude entirely

£

your strength could be reinforced.

Bow-

doin

Stern days are

cenote of learning.

of the type of education fostered by the

of this country.

will not equip us for
life.

Yet within these very portals

more than once appeared strong defenses

liberal arts colleges

and
mawkish

and

Indehiscence

through

there have

a bat-

right dealing against selfishness

greed.

In these columns and throughout the

is

of light against darkness, of justice

and

TRUE LIBERAL ARTS
Orient

let

This present world struggle
tle

100.

other pages of the

own

them lead you in your
conclusions to what they will, so long as
you are true and honest to yourself.

Psi

Upsilon go our hearty congratulations

and

and ex-

realm of your

fertile

in-

minds and

To

with the maturity of mind

professors

created bjMfnen which can survive and
deed, a worthy .organization.

will,

to be gained in your contacts with your

said that an institution

grow over a period of 100 years

of spe-

field

branches of knowledge to be had

cialized
*

fluence in promoting the welfare of the

made a very ap-

the riches of the ages within

your grasp, with the wide

in-

College. President Srlls

The

and the mentally lackadaisihave had more than their share in

nurturing the evils of our day.

.

no small
measure added to Bowdoms prestige and
widespread reputation, and Psi Upsilbri

service,

mental

culpable.

less

Tartuffes,

and foremost, Bowdoin men,
and Psi Upsilon has been no exception
in this. Her members, whether graduate
undergraduate, have

no

dissipation are

selves, first

or

would be

It

Dutch Student Revolt

:

ways an
have,

transcendent thinking and the

is

translating of these thoughts into deeds

nobody around

damn about anything any

blame
on the war,
although no one can deny that it
more.

course
should
have
been present, at' least oat of
courtesy. As late as last spring
twenty to thirty students would
be present at such a meeting. If
the students an this campus
were all studying as hard as
they would have believed, they
would all be Phi Betes. Aad
what ever became off the clubs
associated with the other major
English

~m

APPARENTLY
gives a

principles

second

the

fraternity,

and
many years ago, and the
which nurtured her growth
over 150 years are just as sound and
firm

By Don Koughan

meet an outstanding

poet, and seven students showed
man carrying an
up. Every

Cress

Eatairtlahed 1871

these activities promote. It

Philip, C.
'47, Prod

tunity to

Mustard and

ganizations are concrete proof of the

.

Jr. '44. Paul

or-

Please ship

Name

Bowdoin Glasses
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THE BGWDOIN ORIENT

Examination Schedule

Open Post Weekend

Continued from Page t ]
Examinations in courses, not listed will be arranged by the instructors.
the meteorologists, and Sabby
AH examinations will be held in the Gymnasium.
Lewis and his orchestra will proFRIDAY. AUGUST «, 1B4S
vide the dance music.
» A.M.
2 P.M.
From 11.00 to 12.00 on Sunday
English 2
Chemistry 1
.
morning, a special chapel service
German 3
Economics 1
will
be held in the Bowdoin
Government 1
French 3
Chapel, conducted by Army ChapHistory 15
Philosophy 1
lain MacArthur of Boston. ProZoology 51
Psychology 1
fessor Frederic E. T. Tillotson and
the Brunswick Choral Society will
SATURDAY, AUGUST 7, IMS
assist in the musical end of this
Chemistry 3
Chemistry
service. Other than
the chapel
[

'

German

Economics

1

Mathematics A
Mathematics 1

By

came through

last

Fw

called at the

ball

game

>^

Yon May Be
Eligible 1>
Purchase
The \e*r

|

•1

I* far rear FMf COP Y
Ma Maw HMBMHI f toe*Je#

DELUXE
Mi* CHAMPION

THrTlM° fTOMORRO

isH»«J2E!l^XIj|E
fit

WAR GARDEN
Including

INSECT CONTROL
Leather Palm

WORM

Army

Twill

Fo,

SHIRT

War Worker

1

1
1

1
1

2

3
2
26

Densmore, p

1

4

1

Bowdoin
ab

1

8 next game,

two games, the Big White rode
over the Army Group III, 9-6, and
3 the Naval Radar School, 4-1. A
5 short game was lost to the Army
Group II, 6-4, and Monday eve

Mclntyre, cf
Johnstone, 2d

3
2

2

Donahue, 3d
Means, rf

2

1

Finnegan. ss
Devine. If
If

Kehlenbach, 1st
Page, c
Knight, p
Totals

.

.

11
3

2
3
2

2

1

1

3
3
3
24

*

5

11
5

1
1

11
3 3 21 17
100 02 —

Bowdoin

00001

—

left

on

Time— 1:30.

and second.

first

wutyou&wfWdk

WAR BONDS
American iyers with the

——-^

We have

had long experience In
producing for Bowdoin men:
The 300-pound demolition Bomb is
one Of the lighter ones. Bands ere
attached to facilitate handling and
the fins are not attached until the
Bomb readies the airfield, because
bending would injure accuracy.
They cost up to $500. Your purchase of War Bonds through the
Payroll Savings Flan will help provide Bombs for our airmen. Let's
"Top that Ten Percent."

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
Printing

V.

&'.

Irtajury Drfartm**t

TownTaxi

Manager
The Orient

PANTS

• Lightwtgkt Hiu* Dmnim
• lor Tatkod at Strain Point

Shrink

Over

1%

• Wothfast,

Cjof, Lw.i'.rtanii, Duraklm

Sunhst

ld«~. tti itiry*—T
plenty btreag for

Good-looking shirts for
work or play. They have a
dress-type collar, two
pockets and are full-cut.

— and
hard

acagc. Buy an extra pair
at this lew price.
Boyi' V.'aijlband Overalls

69c

— Extra

•

Sanforized— Won't Shrink

Gray
SerwceaMt
Over

• Bar

1%

Phone 1000
Chops

Tackad at Strain Poimtt

Comfortable summer work
pants of lightweight covert
plenty rugged for hard
use. Five roomy pockets.

—

PHILGAS

Fancy Groceries

does the cook-

ing best

TONDREAU BROS.
Maine Street

}

—

.

—

from, received by students
professors from alumni and
graduates scattered all over the
world in the armed forces. Sues
a manuscript would be very interesting reading, in addition tabeing an excellent chronicle of Bo
doin men in the service . . . A recet issue of Collier's Magazine
carries an article by an eminent
sociologist who prophesies that
there will be a surplus of 6,Q00,0ito
eligible, unmarried women
after
the war. Who knows, perhaps the
famous Leap Year tradition wjU

w

become an annual occurrence . . .
Maybe we're wrong, but the newiy
launched movement to draft General
MacArthur for President
seems like an acute case of misplaced sentiment
Students of
the subjects say, that accorshag
to scientific
tests,
walking -upstairs burns up more energy than
most strenuous sports. Guess those
fellow never had the thrill of jogging over, around, and under am
Army obstacle course . . . Glad to
see that the Maine Central
placed some of those
No Smoking signs in their coaches
with, newer, simpler
ones that
.

.

.

1

don't offend so much . . . Wonder
the new zone mailing system

how

working out? Most people have
remembering

is

m

trouble enough

street address without trying to
recollect something else .
. New
York firms are now accept usg orders for post-war delivery of helicopters, in case you're interested)
.

tale,
"Kate
This week marks the anniPeeve for the
Zero is a Hero." versary of the first Bowdoin SumGood
music
seems
to thrive at mer Houseparty. Or is there no
a land of gangsters, gold-digging
home, however, the war notwith- one left who remembers what a
blondes, crooked politicians and
standing. Last week, right here in Houseparty was?
their half-witted,
ries, drawings and
photographs
which depict the United States as

Fennigate"

latest

.

.

.

.

.

.

week— "Johnny
,

.

—

starving victims
of the people).

mass

of '39";

DO YOU OIO
Oy
3 aPf

York, Sum
about crooked

"New

it's all

murderers and

vTii*»»
vW"fTV

Iff

RWVCO
rWC9 ^QsWV

r**"""*n

The

graft.

characters are either the victimiz
ers or the victims.
There is no
half-way. The
"Berliner
Illustrierte" carries the novel by Eric

^

1
,,O0 Sl**

Linklater, "Juan in America" in
which the author pokes fun at a
number of things in the United
States. The book was written
years ago, but is published in Germany as if the conditions it describes were those of today. "Der
Steurmer,"
Julius
Streicher's
sheet, carries a series under the
title of "The Great Disillusion,"
the experiences (purported) of a
German in the United States. More
about graft and corruption!

•<*»**

THE

OHIOV

The list wculd be endless. In addition to the long series, magazines and newspapers print articles
to show what a
terrible place the U. S. is. In time,
this sort of propaganda
is bound to have an effect on the

no doubt,

German

Always Top Quality
Steaks

i

Brunswick, there were two A-l atProfessor Tillotson**
tractions
concert, plus the String Quartet**,
and the Meteorology Band Cera*
Idea for a
cert on the Mall . .
project for some member ot the
College staff make a collecting;
of the letters, or passages there-

and even verse

Men*s Covert

0)

Continued from Page

after month, German periTarkington's
odicals carry articles, fiction sto

politics,

Printers of

mtmm!*9
• Sonforiied — Won't

(.

.

month

mer

Paul K. Nlven, Bowdoin 1916

Doric

.

doesn't Bill Cunningham stick
to sports writing, instead of trying
to be another Westbrook Pegler?
.
.
Good reading on the sevenday shelf in the Library: Nancy
Hale's "The Prodigal Woman," a
must for Bostonians. And Boothe

Nazi Guide

a novel entitled

— Telephone S —

•

.

.

why

Take any collection of German
weekly magazines, and what do
we find? "Die Woehe" is running

ALL Your

Tin RECORD OFFICE

OVERALLS

outfield.

RAT are

raining demolition bombs on Nasi
cities today. These instruments of
destruction so important fax raxing
Nazi war plants, interrupting raOp
toad transportation and other war
objectives, range now onto several
tons.

Ki

.

—

MIKE'S PLACE
HOT BOGS
BOTTLED BEES
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

1.59
V,

.

6-3, to

Coming back

Station.

o

.

the Naval Air was badly split by a bolt and will
It's too bad
in the next soon be cut down .
that more of the undergraduates
don't know the words and music to
"We'H Sing to Old Bowdoin." In
many respects, it is the best of all
Bowoin songs
. Thoughts while
ning the Polar Bears dropped an- dressing for Cal: 1. Now that II
other decision to Army Team Y, Duce has cashed in his chips, who
5-1, making a record of three wins will the comedians find to serve as
the goat of their gags? 2. With
and three defeats.
transportation so lacking, does
Playing on the Bowdoin team anyone ever manage
to get down
are Bill Maclntyre '45, Jack Deto Simpson's Point for a dip in the
'44,
Bill
vine '44, Dick Means
ocean? 3. Why wouldn't
"Phi
Clark '47, Joe Carey '44, and Doug
Chi" make a good number for the
Fen wood '44 in the outfield; Mort Army band's repertoire?
It's anPage '46, catcher; Charlie Kehlen- other famous Bowdoin song that
bach '45, first base; Dick Johnshould be sung and played more
stone '44, second base; Walt Donoften.
4. Wonder
where Faith
ahue '44, third base; Waller FinRogers, Dorothy Dix, etc. get all
'45,
negan
shortstop;
Lloyd
the tripe they write about in their
Knight '45 and Chan Sehmalz '45
daily lovelorn columns? Are some
pitchers. Tom Huleatt, back from
people actually as badly off as all
a three weeks' stay at Bates, will that?
5. Wouldn't some of Vic's
take over the shortstop position,
spaghetti with all the fixings
with Finnagan moving into the
go good for a change? 6. And

5 21

h

—
—
—

And Other

M*r.\ V/aisibenJ

several service teams, the league
was organized to provide competi- how?
tion for the numerous ball players
in the vicinity
of the College.
And out at Oberlin College in
Twilight games several times a Ohio, a new experiment is being
week are played at Pickard Field. tried
coeducational dormitories;
Home and home games with males live one floor, females on anBates have been scheduled, while other. The plan has been attemptgames with Colby are in prospect. ed in one form or another in alThe Bates team is largely com- most every American university,
posed of Bowdoin men now 'at but this must be the first time, it
Bates under the V-12 program.
has received the sanction ot the
Last week's
Thus far the Bowdoin nine has powers that be
been holding its own. In the first thunder storm was a real electriencounter against the Bailey's cal show. Only campus casualty,
Island team, the college boys eked as far as is known, was a tall pine
out a 4-3 win. They lost the* in front of the Zete house, which

3

2—3
base on two walks and an infield Bates
hit. Bill Clark '47, replacing DeErros Donahue, Finnagan 2,
vine, cracked out a single to left Kehlenbach 2,
Joyce.
Base on
field on the
first
ball
pitched, balls off Knight 2, off Densmore
bringing in two runs and putting 4. Struck out by Knight 4, by
the Polar Bears back in the ball Densmore 3. Balk— Knight. Stolgame.
Densmore struck out en bases Densmore, Means. Left
Charlie Kehlenbach to end the big on bases Bates 5, Bowdoin 4.
inning, two Bowdoin men being Umpires
Brewer and Garnakos.

Ask Us For Quotations

^&k1tb&

The makeshift baseball league . . . Reports from Portland indicate that there are army
has
month
this
Westbrook
proved to be a definite success. fourteen girls attending the first summer session at
Composed of a Bowdoin team and Junior. But who ever gets as far as Portland these days, any-

r

PRINTING
Wear

seems to be some confusion on the part of the under-

.

1

White, c

Clark.

2

1

o
2
2
2
6

Yes, We're Interested In

1.09

RR

h

ab V
Johnstone, cf
2
Cervone, 2d
2
Diefenbach, 2d ... 2
Duden, lsh
3
Pendleton, If
3
Joyce, ss
3
Flanagan, 3d
3
Strup, rf
2

Totals

—

Ail-Around

Yang

did everyone catch the picture of Dr.

—

•tea

The Big White took an early
lead in the first inning when Dick
Johnstone scored on Waller Flnnegan's single.
The Navy boys
evened the score in the fifth on a
single by White, Bates catcher, assisted by two Bowdoin errors.

Thrifty! Man's glove
stands hard as*. Split
cowhide palm, canvas back,
knit wrist.

Ferry

graduate body concerning "what to do in case of an air-raid."

(the large

The Perfect Pants for

or Gardener

at Lewiston.
The score:

Talcott, rf

39*

With American-Mode Synthetic Rubber

result of Firestone's leadership and experience in
developing synthetic rubber, the Firestone DeLuxe
Champion Tire, for mileage, strength and safety,
upholds the Firestone tradition of "Best in Rubber,
Synthetic or Natural." See this great new tire today,
well help you make out a tire ration application.

.

'

of formed early

Next Tuesday evening, Bowdoin
will again meet Bates, this time

Talcott in the outfield, Flanagan
at third, and Dens more as pitcher
saw service in the game.

Maine Street

As a

last half

'"

year * Tallman lecturer, in the latest issue of Life? ....

last
Still

Wins, Three Defeats

-

-

...

Phone 328-M for delivery

GLOVES

unit of

S.

Wonder

baseball nine

The game,was

all.

—

SUMMER CAIE
of fie

at three

—

KSIl

Com

fire$ton*

Built

nam c»«i

jfr

By Alan

end of the seventh inning because of darkness.

'

Complete Tti$ Rationing Information!

Bowdoin

evening with a flurry in the

up the

the sixth to tie

of the game was
focused on the sixth inning. Bates
got three hits off Lloyd Knight
and turned them into two runs,
taking the lead with the score
standing at three to one. In the
last half of the sixth with two
outs, Bowdoin had three men on

ft

V-12

In a twilight engagement with the Naval
Bates College, the currently depleted

....
-

Have Record Of Three

The high point

Cmm

PROVES A SUCCESS

F*roc Jones

Sunday's activities will be
On the whole, the game was
of an informal nature. Meteorolo- played in
a heads-up manner.
gists and their guests may use However, both teams showed an
whatever recreational facilities understandable lack of experiencthey wish, including swimming at ed players, with Bates possibly
having a, slight edge over the
Simpson's Point.
*
Polar Bears.
Of the 13 men who comprised
the visiting Bates squad, six were
ex -Bowdoin players: Bob Crozier
'45, Harold Nectow '46, Joe Flanagan '46, Newt Pendleton '46, Bill
Talcott '45, and Moe Densmore*
'46. Of this group, Pendleton and

QUALITY ond ECONOMY

Its

VARIETY

BASEBALL LEAGUE

Polar Bear Pastimers

service,

English 1
English 26
French 5
Physics 1
Physics 5

Spanish 1

Big White Nine Rays 3-3
With Bates V-12 Team

Brunswick

nation. But we're willing
to bet that every time the RAF
roars over the Reich there's many
a German who wishes he had
taken the advice of his "uncle in
America" and followed him there
to enjoy some of the blessings of
that Great Republic.

—The

Outpost

BrunswickHardwareCo.

CUMBERLAND
S-T-R-E-T-CH Clerking Dollars

ROCKFORD

Men's Dress

PANTS

SOCKS
Pair

15

Do you
Do you

They're soft and absorbent
grand for shop work. Not a seam
anywhere. Reinforced heels and
toes. It's economical to hay
several pairs at a time.

Appointment In Berlin
with
George Sanders Margaret Chapman

Fox

have your friends know what you are doing?
hear of your athletic achievement*?

like to have your girls get aoqualr,-tod with Me customs aad doings on the campus?
There Is an easy aad inexpensive way.
Sead a gift subscription to the ORIENT to all year girls aad
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere la the world. No extra
,

charge for foreign delivery.

Remember

SOCKS

Up-ta-tUMinuf Styling
Waal and Cotton

Part

Hears

N<

July M-to

Fri.-Sat.
like to
like to

Would you

3.98

«Hrty 39~99
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All
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The ORIENT is the
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Sees All

-

Tells All

-

Stormy Weather
BUI

Paramount News

Cartoon
Pepsl-Colq Compooy^ong UondQrfc KY,

August

Sun.-Mon.

Dubarry Was

A Lady

with

College Oracle

Lucille Bail

-

Red Skettoa

No

JEWEL1Y
STOKE

BERRIE'S

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

Paal KoKy

of Brunswick, Maine
Capital, f no,§00

Censorship

Bring Your Subscription Today
to the ORIENT Office - Moulton Union

BomedkxoUyby ProKhuad litttert.
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Turn.
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St.

9-ft

wil*
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batton

Embossed

Long-wear-

steerhide,

ing comfort-

—

1" wide.

able

Antique

rayen aad

or

of

Ooed-looklng.

Quality

cotton

et

rayon body.

natural.

Oood-looklng, serviceable,
wonted pants. They're
nicely tailored and hold

ONLY

$2.00 a year

their press* Assorted shades

and

patterns.

Deliver the

ORIENT
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The Orient
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SAVE TIRES AND GAS

Harriet

"sold oat" every tone
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Merle Oberoa
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BETTER PHONE US (2*4) TO RESERVE A CO**
WE RO NOT CLOSE ON WEDNESDAY AFTERNOOs*

W. CHANDLER & SON

FOUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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PSI UPSILON
DH LINCOLN

CELEBRATES ITS FIRST HUNDRED YEARS AT BOWDOIN

WRITES

Kappa Alumni Hold Meeting
In Portland Monday Night

President

PSI U. HISTORY
First Chapter Tells

About Founding Of

Kappa

The Bowdoin Chapter

In 1843

century of

ter at the chapel exercises.

The

of wartime activity

Kappa Chapter

no

be organized on the campus. Alpha Delta Phi had been founded
in the fall of 1841 by a transfer
from Geneva ((now Hobart) College, but its members had not
"swung out" (appeared in public
wearing their badges) until the
spring term of 1842. That summer sixteen students, eight each

Includes

Many Famous Men
Following are some of the most
famous Bowdoin men who were or
members of the Kappa Chap-

SAMUEL B. WILDER '44, Psi
Upsilon senior and college proctor at the Psi Upsilon House.

are

THOMAS

egation at crce, a plan .vhicn was
followed (or more than twenty

KAPPA CHAPTER OF

years.

pearing in the 1944 Bugle.

PSI FPSILON, taken

in

front of the Psi U.

House

in the fall of 1942,

COOPER

un-

'44,

Board of Missions in Turkey for
over half a century.
Stephen Jewett Young '59
Associated with the College in
many capacities: Professor of
Modern Languages; Librarian;
Treasurer and ex-officio Trustee.
Alpbeus Spring Packard '61
Famous son of a famous member

»•
•

|B

'.•

1

^^HErx

*
«<<

se- in 1849 a fine of ten cents for abthen on sences was imposed.

-

Probate;

WILLIAM JOHN CURTIS

room of some member. The treat
EDWARD PAGE MITCHELL*$&* * jj* t
and elected before any approach or feast, as it was called, the kind
Fonher editor of the New York Sun iintf. f>araops^merpber of
'
Kappa of Psi Upsilon r
was made to them, and declina- of refreshment, liquid or solid not
v ta tt> »'
j
tions were passed over, at least specified, cost those attending 25
openly, in dignified silence. Initia- or 50 cents each, and itinerant for the senior delegation, at which War the first chapter in the hiswhat four tory of the fraternity ends. From
tions were held as soon as the can- alumni brotlers were always wel- each senior spoke of
years in Psi U meant to him. a 1861 to 1304, when less than two
didates were pledged, and there come. Just
before
Commence- variant that v.as either an inspira- hundred students was the yearly
was no attempt to complete a del- ment there was a farewell supper tion or a warning to the under- average, the boys were constantly
classmen. It was not till the 60's leaving college to enlist in the
and early 70's that Bowdoin Army, and the fraternities were
emerged from its older studious depleted. There were lapses in the
and phlegmatic era. Before that records from "a few weeks to three
»
social activ.ties were divided be- months. After the records of a
i

;

»
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were
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ANPA SIX-FOOT EXTENSION INSERTED INTHEMlPDtB
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built

1903.

in

Air Raids
£

officers

I

[

Having succeeded

in

handled

running

'

off

The
was

ty at the latter's doorstep.
local aircraft spotting
post

amazed by the ceaseless

circling of
the aforementioned planes. (Incidentally, these planes were the

the work in this state, of the

first

with law enforcement agencies
and the army and navy officials to

equipment. At

first

glance scarcely

anyone could think the item at the
a radio yet that is just what

regulate the sale of malt beverages.

left la

That means clean, respectable
places where the law is observed
and nobody gets into any trouble.

SENSITIVE NOTTRK.S

OF A CAMEL ENABLE
MlM TO DETECT THE
PRESENCE Of VwftTER

•Severai.

miles

AwAy

MILE? _
VARIOU6 SITES AND TYPES
ARE LK53DIMTHE
CONSTROO iCrJ OF THE

POUR-ENSlHE kOM6*AN6e.

FLyiNiS .-"ORTRtSi
n

--

-

m

-

ii-

n

BOMBER
ii«—

i

—
business

It is. Its
unit is enclosed
within a cabinet which is an authentic reproduction of a major league
baseball. It is dialed as shown and
the sound escapes through apertures at top and bottom. Confusing,
too, is the electric heater pictured at
the right, for it could easily be mistaken for a radio. A distinguishing
feature of the heater is a fan which
blows the hot air away from the
heating element.

should be and
in Maine.

$*

seen by»the

reporter

after

four fruitless nights. It enabled
him to turn in an initial false report!) In- spite of the confusion,
Wednesday's test can be considered reasonably successful. Again
the local defense
units
showed
themselves alert, and quite versa;

The art of camouflage is net confined to military objects as witness
here its application to household

•

idea for the brewers to cooperate

-T»ie

Following is the enrollment of
"The civilian students taking the variN. Hale, ous courses offered by the College
"The Case of the Buried Clock" during the first term of the sumby E. S. Gardner, "The Lights mer trimester:
Around the Shore" by J. Weidman,
Art 51
"Three of a Kind" by J. M. Cain,
Chemistry 1
25
"Winter's Tales" by K. Blixen,
S
12
"Georgia Boy" by E. Caldwell,
7
10
"The Just and the Unjust" by J.
100
6.
G. Cozzens, "Lilly Crackell" by C.
Economics 1
16
Slade, "Kate Fennigate" by B.
3
7
Tarkington, "Joshua Moore,
English 1
17
American" by G. F. Hummel, "Till
2
12
I Come Back to You" by T. Bell,
4
28
"Benchley Beside Himself by R.
26
9
Benchley, and "Hungry Hill" by
100
S
D. Du Maurier.
French S
11
5
7
100
S

]

the incident excellently.

1

j

j

tile.

L.

Willkie,

German

Continued from Page

i

J

hibits sale [of liquor J to Indians.'

"To date

a Caution

.

I don't

want

nothin'

to

happen to that horse before spring
plowin',

have used a

4
S

rifle

Government

1
9
1

1

100

t

Greek S

S
15
4

History 15
100
Latin A

Mathematics

1

A
1
10C

26
SO
6
S

1

Philosophy 1
Physics 1
5
Psychology 1
Russian 1
Spanish 1
Zoology 51

me much

I

if

17

6
10
1

5
14

had a chance to be

back.

much less than the Army's brand
new secret M-5 shovel. While Ord-

"One thing I'm looking forward to more than almost any

nance officials won't yet divulge
the full details on this instrument,
I think it is safe for
to divulge
that it has a slip grip with a spade
blade. Officials say its efficiency as

other specific event

a goldbricking tool is unparalleled.
Equipped with the M-5, the average soldier can waste 47 minutes
out of 60 instead of only 29 as previously. I have learned from personal experience that you can lean

"Yes, after the war we shall
certainly have to get our group
together how very much we
will have to say! I think myself
that much will come out of this
war; I personally am burning
with the new ideas and thought

me

this tool all

day without
-

Farmer's Wife (to druggist)
Now be sure and write plain on
them bottles which is for the
horse and which is for my husband.

I

12

1

S
51
100

speare Library [in Washington,
D. C.J a while ago and saw David
Garrick's prompt copy of 'Hamlet.'
One night I went to the movie
theatre about two blocks from
camp. When the lights went up,

on
It's

Students In Courses

Woman" by

Sun Rises

Continued front Page

civilian defense

^JocMars!^

(

Distribution Of Civilian

a planned incident, the CD unit
next tried a surprise raid. A little
after 9.00 p.m. on Wednesday of
the same week, the blue danger there, two rows ahead of me, was
signal was suddenly flashed. The General George C. Marshall, Chief
town and the college were taken of Staff, United States Army. All
completely by surprise. The local I could see was stars.
air raid wardens went into action.
"For reasons best known to the
Six unidentified planes circled
Air Forces, and doubtless poor
around the town. The Witan meetreasons, we were shipped out here
ing with Mr. Harold Pulsifer was
to South Dakota due to the clossuddenly broken up. It is ruing of the other schools. The West
mored that Professor Holmes was
is in evidence here; over the bars
interrupted from discussing trig
are signs reading 'Federal law prowith another member of the facul-

Brewing Industry Foundation.
From where I sit, it's a good

Representatives.

,

J

_

UPSILON FRATERNITY HOUSE,

|<S

HALF.

of the Bar; Trustee

a

_J

<?%

WHAT-nEKT;
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T
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KNOWLEDGE ^

.

member

Prodigal

"

•

•

lost."

BEING
15-PASSEnKSER GAS-ANO-RUBBER-SAVlrtG CAR
AMADE
FOR WAR WORKERS A FOUR DOOR SEPAM \S CUT

nent

World" by W.

'j&i
^. xSMPjy^
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=

THE POCKETBOOK
of

^

\
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'98—

Dana

Fessenden
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THE
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John

Secretary of Foundation.

Continued from Page I ]
Pig" by H. C. Bailey, "The Fifth
Seal" by M. H. Landau,
"One

gatherings for sporadic imbiba- organization of the Society during
tion; there was not much cise in the summer term, the Secretary
the staid and austere community and the Secretary pro-tem having
to invite the student's attention both gone to war, a full account of
the proceedings of the Society
and to work off his energy.
of the

Assistant

[

tween limited contacts with local meeting, May 16, 1862, this inter'Memoranfamilies and faculty, as the gene- esting entry occurs:
alogical records attest, and select dum: Owing to the partial dis-

it is,

'98

War) Overseer of the College.
George Oean
Varnet
^S—
Henry Hill Pierce '96—Promi- Speaker of the Maine House of

7-Day Books
.

11

With the coming

'75

Prominent member of the bar, former Trustee and Overseer of the
Bowdoin, and famous member of Kappa of Psi Upsilon.

.

SMUTTY

how

William Witherle Lawrence

Distinguished
Shakespearean
Scholar; Professor of English in
Columbia University; Trustee of
the College.

,

didates were discussed, proposed,

that's

—

'

mor.> state that "the literary exercises
elaborate waistcoats, to the sur- were deferred and a convivial
prise and
sometimes the con- meeting was held," either in the
sternation of rival societies. Can- rooms of the society or in the

That's how

of the College.

'

still

ber wasn't only a major industry
in those days but it was often
used instead of money!
Yes air! In the Aroostook settlement as late aa 1840, shingles
were used as a medium of exchange. Seems kind of funny to
buy your victuals with a bundle
At* fhi»fi—, doesn't it?
Well that just goes to show
bow things change. And one of
the changes that's all to the good

writing and plans to publish.

—

v

-

From the beginning the social
out", appeared in chapel wearing
their pins either in the center of life of the Chapter was not negthe large neckties of the period, or lected. The records occasionally

is

possible.

Henry Brewer Quinby '69
Trustee of the College.
Prominent New Hampshire poliPhilip
Greery Clifford
'OS—
tician and statesman: Member of Prominent .member of
the Bar;
the; Legislature; Governor of the Overseer oi the College.
State; Overseer of the College.
George Edwin Fogg '92 PromiEdward Page Mitchell '71—Edi- nent member of the Bar; Bridator of the New York Sun.
dier-General, USA, Ret.
Andrew Peters Wiswell '73—
Robert Hale '10— RepresentaOhief Justice df the Supreme tive in Congress from the first
Court of Maine; Overseer and Maine district.
Trustee of the College.
Myron Haiburton Avery '20—
William John Curtis 75—Prom- Member of the staff of the United
inent member of the Bar; Over- States
Maritime
Commission
seer, and Trustee of the Colk-ge.
Commander, USNR.
William Moulton Ingrahara '95
Letand .Matthew Goodrich '20
--Mayor of Portland; Judge of —Director of the World Peace

some appointed day they "swunn

Rom where I sit ^

was

Instead a committee under the
leadership of Charles S. F. Lincoln '91 and George H. Quinby '23
arranged to have members of the
chapter meet wherever they could
gather in informal celebration.
The chief of these gatherings was
in Portland. There a committee
under the chairmanship of Carl
K. Ross '17 arranged fon a dinner
at the Cumberland ClutJ to which
it invited the faculty and undergraduate members from the college. Francis P. Freeman "22 served as toastmaster, Charles P.
Hutchinson '90, for many years a
prominent member of the bar in
the* state of Maine, Harold Lee
Berry 01, Trustee of the Colllege
and a member of the national
executive committee of the fra-

of the Bowdoin faculty; interna- Prominent member of
the Bar;
tionally known
Zoologist;
one- Trustee of the College.
time President of the InternationHarold Lee Berry '61—Promial Society of Zoology; Professor of nent manufacturer and
businessZoology and Geology at Brown man; Field Director of the Red
University.
Cross during the first World War;

initiated

Th» other day Uncle Jack Jenkins
waa tolling me about Maine's
old-time lumber business. Lum-

had hoped to

John Franklin Spalding 'S3— '24, of the Portland Press Herald,
Bishop of Colorado.
were the principal speakers. Dr.
Joseph Kingsbury Greene '55
Lincoln read a portion of the hisMissionary of
American tory of the chapter which he is
the

the
Present (1854) European War; Is
the Formation of
a
National
American Party Possible? In
1855 it was voted to assign fewer
parts and to improve their character. The habit of reading an old
theme for something new had developed this early. Natural undergraduate inertia and the tenAt first there was definite op- dency to dodge assigned duties apposition .to the secret societies by
pear early in the records. Frethe faculty, and threats of expulsion of any student joining them quently the reader when called on
were made but never enforced. "took a dead" (unprepared), and

well forward on the

itself

Representative in
Court;
Congress; Overseer of the College
for twenty-six years.
Egbert Coffin Smyth. '48— Famous son of a famous member of
for
over
the Bowdoin faculty;
forty years a member of the faculty of Andover Theological Semin- ternity, Robert Hale '10, member
ary; Overseer and Trustee of the of Congress for the first Maine
College.
District, and Forrest E. Cousins

.

in

sented through
the
Dartmouth
chapter was successful and in July
a delegate from the sponsoring
chapter came to Brunswick.
In
rooms three and four in old College House, which
was in the
northwest curner of the Campus
opposite the church, he initiated
and installed the Chapter.

Upsilon Fraternity.

ap-

ter of Psi Upsilon:

William Whitney Rise '46—
Prominent Massachusetts politiMayor of
cian and statesman:
Worcester; Member of the General

A

cretly for a while, and

A.

dergraduate president of the Psi

From the first the cultural side
of the Chapter was emphasized,
from the classes of '42 and '43, or- and literary exercises were the
ganized witt the express purpose regular order at the meetings,
of affiliating with some othe-- col- which were held every two weeks,
lege fraternity. Psi Upsilon was and parts were assigned to two or
selected as it already had chap- three members at each meeting, to
ters at Yale, Brown, Amherst and be delivered at the next;
and an
Dartmouth. The first petition for orator ani poet were selected for
a charter, made through the Gam- th closing meeting of the year. Ocma Chapter at Amherst, was re- casionally "conversations" (defused on the suspicion of the Union bates) were held on subjects of
Chapter that the petitioners were general interest, and in 1854 it was
already members of Delta Phi voted to make- the conversations
a
seeking to obtain a copy of the part of the regular exercises. The
Psi U constitution.
Piqued and variety of subjects discussed was
disappointed by this rebuff the as wide as the interests of
the stuBowdoin group decided to organize dent of the time: The Character
a local society, which they di1 un- of Queen Elizabeth; The Crusades;
der the name of Omega Phi.
The Probability of the United
year later a second petition pre- States Becoming Involved

The members were

chapter

large gathering

is theirs.]

The Bowdoin chapter of Psi Upwas the second fraternity to

silon

first

hold appropriate ceremonies at the college, but in the press

so much of interest to all Bowdoin men that the editors obtained his consent to printing the following condensed version in the
ORIENT. The editors wish tc express to Dr. Lincoln their thanks
for permission to use his manuscript. The responsibility for the

condensation

of Psi Upsilon celebrated the

on Monday, July 26th. President

conveyed the congratulations of the college to the chap-

^Sills

[At the dinner in Portland Dr.
Charles S. F. Lincoln '91 read the
first chaptsr of his history of the
Kappa of Psi Upsilon. It contains

existence

its

tiring.

r

"There is not very much I can
add except that I would rather
be stationed .at the Portland
harbor defenses than here, and
that I think most of the other
9 or 10 Bowdoin men here feel
juftt the same way. Or that Sunday chapel cut* wouldn't worry

is

the

_

first

commencement after
the war. What a reunion that
Bowdoin

will be! I think

about

It

every

night on guard.

—

I've found everywhere. You have
to see the Army to believe It
.
.
.

"What's

that

Une

of

Le

Beau's to Orlando In 'As You
Like It?' 'In a better life I shall
desire more love and knowledge
of you?' Anyhow, It fits.

"As Ever,
|

Signed

|

"Seslr Nus."

.
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Many Attend Launching

Reminds Students Not
Definite plans are currently un- of this class, whether now in
derway for a "Senior Weekend" tendance at Bowdoin or not.
wmhn will Include a senior picnic,
In spite of the extremely low

at-

Of

To Neglect Friendships
While Pursuing Careers

re-

Speak Here Thursday

tion building. A silver plate was
presented to Mrs. Sills from the

Dave Lawrence '44 drove Hugh tween us. His reaction was to go
Townscnd '44 and Bob Morrcll '47 on with another year of it to show
down to South Portland in his that he could get an A in it. He
Model

A

on Sunday, August

1

they could watch Mrs. Sills crack
the bottle on the bow of the S. S.
far as we
could see, we constituted Bowdoin's undergraduate representation.

s-r

1

It was a beautiful day and
everybody seemed to have a
good time, especially Mrs. Sills,

whose "tour

tie

force"

acted as interpreter for acquaintances on a tour of Italy. He
had had 15 minutes of instruction

will consist of

After having its picture taken,
the Bowdoin group adjourned to
Portland'* Columbia Hotel for a
banquet. No one even minded
the Inevitable chieken salad;
everyone waa too busy talking
about the Bowdoin of his era.
Fortunately, those around us
evinced no great passion for
olives, so we had a chance to
shamelessly clean the dish.

Centers Set Up
For College
Registration

s-r

Bowdoin

i

I

ship's library.

We

Last January there originated
what is now known as the College
Registration
Service,
brought
about by the efforts of twelve college alumni who met .together to

had an

opportunity to *atisfy the characemploye's
corporation
teristic
curiosity about what the president
looks like. Chester L. Churchill
proved to be a handsome, darka
with
haired, well-built man
charming wife. We had expected
an old fogy. He is an •accom-

At their
committee

second meeting, the
in charge of activating
the service adopted the following
He told this story. A newly- measures: "(1) that there be established. preferably in a hotel, if
arrived Marine on Guadalcanal
was impressed by a veteran's available, near camps and training
centers, a
Registration
"College
collection of trophies Jap guns,
Center* where alumni there in
knives, insignia. The newcomer
naked him how he got them. service could register to the end
The veteran said It waa very that they could find each other
and fellow alumni living in that loeasy. All you had to do waa go
a little way Into the Jungle, dig jcality; (21 that notice of the locaa foxhole and watt. Suddenly tion of the College Registration
you Jump up and yell, "To hell Center be posted in the camps and

plished speaker.

a-r

!

!

—

j

I

I

Curtis Stuart Laughlin '21. who
sat on our right, didn't do so well
in hi* first year ot chem. Tins im-

^^M

j

[

Continued on Page 2 }

£

Continued on Page 4
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The following men received
A's in all their courses for the
term of the summer trimes-

ter:

continue, especially in
D. C, the United
Civil Service Commission

will

apply. Appointments will be
in

accordance with

made

War Manpower

Commission policies, regulations,
and
employment
stabilization

Coming Events

1944 or 1945

Kenrick M. Baker, Jr.
David S. Howell
David H. Lawrence
Hyman L. Osher
Alan S. Perry
David W. Ross
Frederick W. Wittakcr
Ross E. Williams
1946

Charles G. Chason
Joseph H. LaCasce
Clayton F. Reed
Tom M. Sawyer

'

ship,

Following

with an appropriate inscrip-

a

list

of the

Bow-

tee in charge of the launching cere-

mony:
Wadleigh

B.

Drummond/

Philip H. Hansen, '11.
Cole, '14, Allan W. Hall.

'07,

Alan R.
John

'20.

W. Dahlgren, '22, Leon E. Jones,
William R. Owen '37 and J. Hen'13, Douglas M. Sands, '36. Frankry Johnson '24, Bowdoin men in
lin B. Neal. '31, Asa B. Kimball,
charge of the arrangements for
'36, Paul E. Sullivan, '35, Harris
the launching ceremony, presented
M. Plaisted. '32, John D. Atwood,
to the ship a library of 140 modern
'29, William B. Allen, '39, Nelson
books, fiction and non-fiction, 40 of
D. Austin, '41, William P. Adams,
these volumes being contributed by
'35,
Robert Chapman, Kenneth
members of the Bowdoin faculty.
B. Coombs, '20, Stephen R. Deane,
To Captain Haase Mrs. Sills pre- '34, Carlton W. Eaton, "10, Richard
sented a photograph of James Eskilson,
Harrison
W. Elliot,
Bowdoin to be hung in the ship, '25, H. Benjamin Eastman, '02,
the original of which is in the William B. Flynn, Jr., '36,
Carleton
Walker Art Museum. "A History W. Glew, '40. Franklin F. Gould,
of Bowdoin College" by Louis Jr., '37, Franklin N. Horsman, '35,
Hatch, presented by President Dwight L. Libby, '18, James A.
Sills,
is
also among the ship's Lewis, 15, Herbert G. Lowell. '08,
equipment.
Paul H. Mclntirc, '17, George N.
Captain Haase, a native of Bal- Miller, '25, David P. Mullin, '31.
timore, Maryland, is a sea veteran
David Needclman, '24, Earl M.
AT 31 years' experience, the last 19 Plummer, '26, Frederick
W. Powof which have been in the service ers, '16, Leslie W.
Pearson, '19,
of the Mystic Steamship Company John F. Pickard, '30,
Sewall W.
Percy, '08, Tapping S. Reeve, '35,
Leonard C. Robinson, Jr., '38, Harold H. Sampson, 17, Ed Sfmonds.
Clarence H. Taplcy, '14, John W.
Trott. '33, Albert D. Tilton. '13,
Donald R. Taylor, '28, Carl F. A.

Few Survive Obstacle Course, Cause
Of Numerous Mental Disorders!

Weber,

By W. H. Rosenberg
It was indeed a sad

is

'34.

took the poor student into custody
state of

and

led

him back

to his cell.

mind

in which your reporter found
After closer scrutinization of the
himself upon being told, to inter- serious cases, it was found that
view the casualties of Bowdoin's first on the danger list was one of
famed "Do or die trying" obstacle the builders of the obstacle course,
course, who are temporarily being a character by the name of Zilch
cared for in the emergency ward K. Krimansky, who had suffered a
of Brunswick's newest hospital, mental shake-up after being nailed
the group occupying a wing of 87 into an obstacle during construc-

beds.

tion.

A new

type of brain opera-

T.D., Beta, A.D.

Have No

Dim-out Violations
Professor Daggett announces
that the fraternity houses with
no reported violation of the dimout regulations during the period
of August 2-10, inclusive, are

Theta Delta Chi. Beta Theta Pt,.
seems that too few of our re- tion amputation at the neck— .and Alpha Delta Phi.
to obey saved Krimansky's life, although
The Navy is now responsible
the instructor's "Break the record he is still first on the danger list.
for Psi Upsilon and the Army for
Only repeated queries to the au- Delta Upsilon.
or break your neck" command,
most of the local supermen pick- thorities brought out the fact that
The D.K.K. house is not yet
ing up only such minor injuries as an entirely shapeless and unrecogcompletely equipped with shades,
broken backs and brain concus- nizable form represented the living
but those in the house have cosions which proved to be not alto- being called, L. H. Mountains, who
operated excellently to prevent
gether fatal. One industrious calis- had not regained consciousness afdirect glow from the windows.
thenist is reported to have picked ter hitting "The Wall" head-on
The ( 'anipns post has received
up claustrophobia, and now wan- with all his might and weight. a copy of Executive Order Numders about the campus continually Next to Mountains, and differing
ber 27, issued by Governor Sewmuttering highly urintcllcctual in- from his only inasmuchas it was
all, as follows: "The W. s. Navy
apparently learning a speech by
structions to passers-by.
Ls hereby permitted to drop nonheart, lay a body later identified
explosive practice bombs on the
Freshman W. S. Lambgarter,
as that of L. P. Fillitup, the man
following locations:
seeing a Bowdoinite (yours truly)
for whom a door is now being built
Bay,
43.51
(1) >la<|uoit
N.,
walking around all in one piece,
into the wall, since he met the
70.02 W. True
let out a convulsed scream showing
same fate as Mountains.
(2) Between Wolfs Neck and
under what terrific nervous tenAmong the less serious cases was
Flying Point at 4S.49 N.,
sion he was slowly cracking up.
70.05 W. True."
Immediately two armed guards
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
It
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nowned athletes were able

plans.

CHAPEL SERVICES
Thurs. Aug. 19 Professor Helmreich— Russell Sweet '44 will
play a trombone solo
Fri.
Aug. 20 The President
Mon. Aug. 23 The President
Tues. Aug. 24 Professor Thayer

—John Devine

Twenty-Two Students

Make Oean"s
The

following

List
men

Aug.

25

—

Jr.

On

Friday evenings

at

seven

thirty the faculty women meet in
the Moulton Union to sew for the
army unit stationed at the college.

On Sunday

afternoon from four

to six the President and Mrs. Sills
will be at home to members of the

David

S.

Howell

Elroy O. LaCasce, Jr.
David H. Lawrence
W. Robert Levin

Harold Lifshitz
John T. Lord
William E. Maclntyre
Donald R. Maxson
Hyman L. Osher
Alan S. Perry
David W. Ross
John D. Toeller
Frederick W. Whittaker
Ross E. Williams
1946
Charles G. Chason
Joseph LaCasce
Clayton F. Reed
Tom M. Sawyer
Jordan Wine

and to the AAFTC Unit.
The
following
men
pleasant days tea will be
"Dean's List Elsewhere:"
served in the garden.
1944 or 1945
The Brunswick Choral Society
Bowdoin Barnes
will resume its Sunday evening
meetings on September 12th.
[ Continued on Page 2
college

Liberty Ship To Be Launched Soon Will
Be Named For William DeWitt Hyde

received

'44 will sing
Dean's List grades for the first
Lieutenant (jg) term of the summer trimester, and
Albert J. Clements, USNR are accorded certain cut
priviChaplain, United States Naval leges for the second term:
Air Station. Brunswick
1941 or 1945
Thurs. Aug. 26 Professor DagKenrick M. Baker, Jr.
gett
Stanley Frederick '40
Joseps F. Carey
will play a trumpet solo
Alan S. Cole
Fri.
Aug. 27 The Dean
William F. Ferris,

Wed.

investigate "ways and means by
Aug. 18 7.45 p.m. Station
which various colleges could keep Wed.
WGAN. BOWDOIN ON THE
in touch with, and do something
AIR The band of the AAFTC
for, their respective alumni in the
unit stationed at the college
armed services." Bowdoin has rewill broadcast from Memorial
cently become associated with the
Hall. Public invited.
College Registration Service, and
the College wants its alumni in the Thurs. Aug. 19 8.15 p.m. Moulton Union. Loyd Haberly will
services to know something about
read from his poems.
this organization.

J

a-r

pool.

Director, Stein

in Italian.

Using an amplication of trigonometry to simplify a shipntting
a-r
operation,
Mr. Laughlin proved
chance
for
65-oda
the
It was a
Bowdoin men employed by the that not everyone forgets everyNew England Shipbuilding Cor- thing learned at college. He now
holds the responsible position of
poration to get together and tell
Coordinator.
surprised
they
each other how
s-r
were to learn that there were as
many as 65 of them and to learn
J. Henry Johnson '24, was the
that that guy in the next office self-possessed toastmaster t»f the
was a fraternity brother lrom the after-dinner goings on. He was the
Class of 09. In such a way did we man who also went around and
encounter Ed Simonds '43 who put rhe clampers on you for the

a-r

OdY

Song, and Bowdoin Bcata.

champagne.

in what management now
likes to call the East Area and
which all workers refer to as the
East Yard or the Todd-Bath Yard.
Ed Is arranging things between
the management and the Maritime
Commission.

ment

Churchill, president of the corporation. In the middle of the plate is
etched a profile view of a liberty
tion below.

first

Washington,

Now Open

s-r

works

Anticipating that the need for
Library Assistants in departmental libraries of the Federal Govern-

—

.

lin

Sills.

Trained Librarians

Bowdoin's third service unit arrived on campus the early part "of
this week. The contingent, taking
a basic engineering course under
the Army Specialized Training
Program, will be complete probably by the end of the week and

To Be

The program will be Sousa's
Washington Post March, a College
Medley, the Caisson Song, Anchors
Utilizing his bent for languages Aweigh, the Air Corps Song, and
on another occasion, Mr. Laugh- Invercargill. The College Medley
•

Sills,

Twelve Men Achieve
All A's For First Term

Government Needs

G

"But this is French!"—a language which was apparently not
to be looked for in a first year
French composition course. He
got an A

drew the

admiration of the
audience
which was quietly mopping its
collective brow. And it is necessary to act with decision when
the last supporting plates are
burned thru, for the ship then
slides away with great dispatch.
A would-be christener learned
this a couple
of weeks later
when her slow motion swing hit
nothing but the air. The ship
hit the water without benefit of

Training Unit
Arrives Here

James Bowdoin at South
James Haase (left) and President
S.S-

Wednesday

Mr. Lauglin had a knack for
languages. This fact caused him
considerable trouble in trying to
convince
Professor
Frederic
("Flunker") Brown that a certain theme was his own, not a
Frenchman's. The incredulous
Professor Brown kept saying,

s-r

Army Specialized

at sponsoring of
Portland shipyards, with Captain

To

Band

so did.

James Bowdoin. As

poration

ON THE LAUNCHING PLATFORM— Mrs.

doin.

doin men employed at the shipEngland Shipbuilding Coryards, as compiled by the commitby
Mr.
Chester
L.

New

—

SUN RISES

who

will operate the James BowCaptain Haase has had his
Master's papers since 1920, and
South Portland, was on hand has been in active sea service
Sunday, August 1, as Mrs. Ken- throughout the war, having been
neth C. M. Sills christened the torpedoed last October in the
James Bowdoin, 65th Liberty Ship South Atlantic.
built by the New England ShipOn the launching platform were
building Corporation. The launch- President and Mrs. Sills, Mrs. Sills'
ing, scheduled for shortly past mother, Mrs. J. C. Koon of Brunsnoon, was delayed a few moments wick, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lee
while workmen completed the fin- Berry of Portland, Professor W.
al paint job on the vessel, marking W. Lawrence, Professor and Mrs.
off the normal waterline and num- Charles T. Burnett, Mr. and Mrs.
bers on the starboard side. Most of Philip Dana, Mrs. Walter B. Parkthe group at the launching were er of Cape Elizabeth and Beverly
Bowdoin men working at the ship- Campbell of Lewiston, USNR
yard and alumni and undergradFollowing the launching, Mrs.
uates of the College.
Sills was the guest of honor at a
Following the launching, gifts luncheon held at the Columbia Howere presented to Mrs. Sills and tel in Portland, arranged by BowCaptain James Haase in a brief doin men working at the shipyard
ceremony in the west administra- and their wives.

States
has announced a new examination
begin preliminary training at this for
these positions that both extime, although classes for the unit perienced
and inexperienced per 7
are not scheduled to start until
sons may take.
about the middle of September.
For jobs of Under Library AsThe commanding officer, Colonel sistant salary, $1,752 a year after
Applinton, wkh his aides, Lieutenovertime compensation for the 48ants Sherry and Hackerman, have
hour week is added —applicants
been in Brunswick for somewhat will be rated on a generaj
test and
more than a week preparing for on questions pertaining to elementthe arrival of the men. The group,
ary library .methods. Specific traincomposed of men who have been
ing or previous experience is not
accepted for ASTP through A-12
required.
examinations or other tests give^h
For positions of Junior Library
by the Army, will take courses in
mathematics, physics, chemistry, Assistant salary, $1,970 a year ingeography, history, English, and cluding overtime compensation
physical training. The course is of applicants are sought who have
nine months' duration, and those had at least 15 semester hours'
who pass it successfully will prob- training in a library school, or 1
ably be sent on to a more special- year of appropriate training or experience in a library. They must
ized engineering school.
pass the tests prescribed for Under
Numbering some 175 to 200 men, Library
Assistant and answer an
the new Army unit will be housed
additional 25 questions on library
in Hyde Hall and the Delta Upsilon
methods.
House. Executive offices and dining
Positions may occur' throughout
facilities will also be at the D.U.
the United States, but the CommisHouse.
sion foresees most opportunities
occurring for eligibles accepting
appointment in Washington. D. C.
Pool
Twice
Persons passing the previous test
Daily
All Students
may take the new examination if
Concert
they desire to continue to receive
consideration for library positions
The proctors in charge of the at these salary levels. There are
Broadcast
Bowdoin swimming pool wish it no age limits; applications will be
made known that the pool is open accepted in the Commission's
The next Bowdoin on the Air from
3.36 to 5.30 in the afternnun Washington, D. C, office until the
broadcast will be Wednesday eveand from 7.00 to 9.00 at night for needs of the service have been met.
ning, August 18, at 7.45 from Methe use and enjoyment of all stuAdditional information and apmorial Hall, when the fifty piece
dents, civilian and military, and plication forms 'may be obtained
band of the Army pre-meteorologifaculty members and their fam- from the United States Civil Servcal unit here will present the proilies. Pool facilities have been reice Commission, Washington 25,
gram. The public is invited, to atstricted to those directly connect- D.
tend. Professor Frederic Tillotson,
ed with the College, and it is hoped
Persons already using their highprofessor of music at Bowdoin, will
that many will make use of the est skills in war
work should not
conduct.

To War

James Bowdoin

A

—

Loyd

S.S.

large crowd of over 200 persons, reputedly the largest group
to witness a single launching at

exclusive for the members of the
Class of 1944 and their guests, and
a dance which will be open to all
college student* and members of
the service units stationed at Bpwdoin. The weekend of September
19-12 has -been definitely set for

serve in the hands of the class
treasurer, the fund was thought
On Friday, August 13, Professor
to be immediately appropriate as a
Beam gave an interesting chapel
parting gift t# the college. A large talk on social and business relanumber of 1944 members received tionship. His first point was that
their diplomas at graduation exerin this mechanical and scientific
cises in May, a still greater numare interested most in
the social affair, this date appar- ber dropped from college sight for age humans
We sped much of our
ently being the one which will a great variety of reasons over a other people.
judging people, usually by
time
least Interfere with hour examina- period of the past three years, and
value, including their actions and avoid the transportation the few remaining seniors will take their face
problem of a week earlier, Labor their leave at commencement "ex- tions and speech.
Emotion in one's voice often beDay weekend.
ercises in September. It was reOne or two fraternity houses gretted that no more than approxi- trays his inner feelings. People are
by opiniation, or dedistinguished
will be vacated for the iruests of mately twenty of the original class
of self-assertedness. There are
students, and arrangements will be of more than 175 were able to par- gree
made for guests to eat at the three take in the founding of the fund, two main types, the self-asserted
over othhouses now serving meals.
but all thought the gift would man who rides roughshod
ers in conversation, talking about
The senior picnic will be held mark the true expression of the his own interests, quite often demand,
whole
class
barring
a
disconSaturday afternoon. The dance will
onstrating a high degree of intellibe either Friday or Saturday eve- tinuity in the principle of two- gence and energy; and the shy
ning, depending upon the avail- choice probability, all members
person, who seldom makes himself
would
have
least
the
at
opportunity
ability of a band. A senior commitconspicuous, who usually possesses
tee of Al Perry, Sam Wilder, and of profiting equally thereby.
modesty.
one admirable trait
Russ Sweet is handling the arAt graduation the present sen- However, that modesty is admirrangements for the picnic and iors will make small individual able to a certain extent only; there
dance. This committee has not yet donations of one dollar apiece, and, should be a man somewhere besecured the services of an orches- once nominally started, it is hoped tween the two opposite types. One
tra, but will do so soon, now that that through yearly donations the
should be careful to balance an
a definite date has been set. Tick- fund will reach such a size that its energetic conversation with tact
eta for the dance will be sold be- income will support one of more and some restraint. Conversation
forehand, and will be $2.59 plus scholarships long before the first is a compromise; a give-and-take
tax for couples and the same price sons of 1944 come to Bowdoin. Con- affair.
for stags. The dance will be held tributions will be requested of class
We Americans are proud of our
either in one of the fraternity
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
reputation as an up-and-coming
houses or in the .Moulton Union.
race, but we arc faced with the
Further plans will be announced
problem of what part work is to
as soon as definitely decided upon.
play in our existence. Same people
Haberly Will
At a meeting held yesterday,
consider the most important goal
final action was taken by the Class
in life getting ahead, not making
of 1944 in establishing a scholarfriends. Unfortunately, one can't
ship fund to aid prospective Bowalways have both. For example, a
doin sons. The bequest, to be
Thursday evening, at 8.15 in the millionaire may be virtually a
known as the Class of 1944 Fund,
Moulton Union, Professor Loyd stranger to his family and friends;
will be devoted to providing scholHaberly, a member of the faculty and an artist, after years of conarship aid for sons, grandsons, and
of Washington College, St. Louis, centrated effort, may become sucother future heirs of all members
Mo., will give a talk and read some cessful, but lonely and secluded.
of his poems. Professor Haberly is It is usually true that if one leaves
a worl(J authority on letters and people alone and devotes himself
Contributions
book-binding, and has bound his wholly to his work, people will
own
poems in vellum. He has also leave him alone. Winslow Homer,
Relief Are Urged
bound a manuscript of one of Pro- for example, became a great paintfessor R. P. T. Coffin's books, and er, but lost social contacts and
Joe Carey '44, chairman of
when Professor Coffin has finish- friends. When he grew old and
the Russian War Relief Drive,
ed his latest book, he will bind that realized his mistake, it was too
late.
announces that the campaign is martikscript also.
still going on, and that all conProfessor Beam's last point was
Last summer Professor Haberly
trlbuUin* will be gratefully realso visited Bowdoin, when he read the relative desirability of winning
ceived. Some clothes have alsome of his poems and lectured on an argument and getting along
ready been turned In, but the
the alphabet. This summer he has with one's neighbors. He gave as
Drive Is not yet over, and furalso lectured to classes and will an illustration Henry Clay's famther donations of clothing may
speak to the Witan at the meeting ous "I'd rather be right than be
be made to any and all Student
Wednesday night. He is staying President." The obvious rejoinder
Council members. Undergraduwith Professor Coffin at present, would be, "You're neither." One
ates are urged to contribute to
with whom he attended Trinity great danger in life is that of winning an argument but losing
College.
the campaign.
friends. Which is more important
winning a debate, or the respect
of the people arotfnd you?
In closing, Professor Beam stated significantly that all of us will
at some time or other be faced
By Phil Hull man
mediately established a bond be- with these very decisions.

,

1943

PROFESSOR BEAM
GIVES CHAPEL TALK

Of 1944 Plans Senior
Weekend, Scholarship Fund
Class

'

WILLIAM DcWITT HYDE TO
BE LAUNCHED SOON

ORIENT
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Plans are now being made for the launching of the
William DeWitt Hyde at the South Portland
shipyards, the second such launching with a special
significance for all Bowdoin men. Tentative date for
the ceremony has been set as August 31, and it is
hoped that the launching will be a part of the celebration when the Maritime "M" is awarded to the
New England Shipbuilding Corporation.
William DeWitt Hyde, graduate of Harvard in
1879 and of Andover Seminary in 1882, became president of Bowdoin College in 1885 and held that position
until June 29, 1917, the date of his death. His administration of 32 years is the longest of any single president in the history of the College. Bowdoin advanced
rapidly in these years, and the majority of the credit
for this advancement goes to President Hyde. Reputedly the youngest college president when he took
office at the age of 27, he soon became known as one
of the foremost educators and college administrators
of the nation.
The Class of 1916, the last class whose diplomas
were signed by President Hyde, has offered to equip
the ship with a library, games, and a picture of President Hyde. This offer has been gratefully accepted
by the New England Shipbuilding Corporation, and
plans are going ahead under the direction of Dwight
Sayward, secretary of the Class of 1916.
George Hyde, son of William DeWitt and treasurer
of Smith College, has offered to contribute to the
ship's library some volumes from President Hyde's
S.S.

personal library.
It is expected that a fair representation of Bowdoin
alumni, administration, and undergraduates will be
on hand for the launching.

William DeWitt Hyde

Jfc

—

;
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Bowdoin

unqualified success.
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W. Cooper '47, Hurls* W.
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Professor Nathaniel
Kcndrick
has armouneed that the men en-

V-5 Program have received letters from th<> Navy offering them a" chance to lake a discharge, on the understanding that
if they were ever
dropped from
flight training,
be
they would

classes

•

aaitoa

Laa

•

mhui

who have already

18,

when

the fund

graduated will support

brought to then

it is

all

the time and energy expend-

IMS

No. »

in excellent shape,

advantage of

There has been absolutely nothing

way

in the

of interfrater-

nity sports. Perhaps this has been caused

by the

any central organization

lack of

too bad that the

it is

do not take more
recreational facil-*

its fine

ities. Special efforts have been made to
open the pool only to students, meteorologists, Naval officers and their wives,
the faculty and their wives, and certain

A great many of the

college employees.

to handle the matter, a job formerly per-

townspeople want to swim, and unless

formed by the White Key, sometimes
efficiently, at other times inefficiently.

more

Undoubtedly, the small

size of frater-

has also been a major factor in the

nities

discontinuing of such sports. Last sum-

mer, however, there

was a very

and

ful softball league,

it is

success-

a lamentable

fact that this league has not been oper-

ating this summer, however modified in

form

might have to be.

it

If at all possi-

we recommend that something be
done about this before the summer trible,

Perhaps the Student
Council, if the White Key is to go out of
existence, would be the most suitable
mester

for the duration.

the pool will probably be opened to the

Of

public at large.

course there

great deal of studying to do, but

ming can

really constitute the

is

a

swim-

"Pause

that refreshes" before or after tackling

the books, in addition to being one of
the best of physical exercises.

It is

hoped

and service men will enmore frequently during
the regular two-hour periods in the afternoons and evenings.
C.W.C.
that the College

joy the pool
'

would probably be
them as the team
units. At least this would be true in softhall and touch football. However, we
fraternities

prohibitive in using

can see

objection in the proposal

little

COLLEGE REGISTRATION^ SERVICE
On

another page in this issue of the

Orient

is

an

article describing the

lege Registration Service," with

the present time, the small size of

some

shown on the campus

is finished.

organization to handle intramural sports

At

interest is

from the

that teams be organized

vari-

Bowdoin

is

now

has been organized so that college

try,

lege friends

touch with coland alumni located in the

same

Details of the Service and

facilities for getting in

area.

can

were found that

this

unit is also too small, certainly there

br> found in

Alumnus

now

the article.

carries

the Service, and

we hope

Orient and
Bowdoin men in

the Alumniis, as

about

fifty

houses,

and

from these groups there should be

rela-

these

students eating at

tively little difficulty in gathering to-

gether enough interested

two other

against the

men

to compete

Under-

houses.

and
ties.

called into V-5, while Richard C.
j

Johnstone

ahue

'44

'44 and Walter S. Donwere called to Paris

Island for training

in

David Demaray
Lewis P. Fickett. Jr.
George A. Coffin
C. Arthur Hiebert

Ihe Marines.

The V-7 men who are

still

in!

college are having military drill
three times a week under the instruction of Ensign Christie of the
Radar School.

j

boards, thus eliminating the expense and wasted time
involved in a trip home.
Men who want to apply for deferment oeeause of pre-medical
work, or because of a scienc< major should see Professor Kendrick
about the procedure. Certification
by the college that the applicant
is in good standing is required in
addition to the man's own request.
The Naval Office of Public Relations announced that Julian E.
Woodworth, Class of '43. was re-

dent Sills about the
Honor. Mrs. Sills.
President. "Mrs. Sills
ing to say; which is

Paul W. Moran

Page
W. H. Rosenberg

invited to enter the Army Specialto
prior
ized Training Program
their being called into active service when they become 18.
Students are reminded that they
can register for the draft on the
third floor of Massachusetts Hall.
Their cards will be sent to their

F.

K. M. Schubert

Ciuest

of

Said the'
has nothquite un!

A. Thurston, Jr.
j

B.

M. Toscani

D. S. Wyn-.an
i

local draft

|

WJuUyouBufWitU

cently commissioned an ensign in
the Naval Air Corps, following
completion of his flight training at
Pensacote, Florida.
Coit Butler '44 was recently appointed an aviation cadet in the
Navy and transferred to the Naval
Air Training Station at Pensa.cola
for intermediate flight training.
James R. West '36 has been promoted to first lieutenant at Selman
Field.
flight

WAR BONDS•

Spain,
indiscreet?

Make her apologize again?
Or give her punishment complete?

RAF

La.,

common

The Reportorial Blow
Daughter dear, now how is this;
You shocked me by the sight;

Mamma

dear,

my

reason's this:

You told me long ago
To always grve a smile and
When I received a Wow.
Under a column

ferent from present day require- legii Tabula," there were several
interesting and amusing items.
"Dissection is the order of the
On the same page we noted with
much envy that total regular col- day at Adams Hall.
f

The

the Editorial Notes lamented the
fact that "Public debates seem to
have gone entirely out of fashion
at Bowdoin. The ORIENT regrets
this, and wishes that our college
would take its place among ihose
which are reviving this form of
education."
Then followed a number of
questions.

•HAC* MALLY C0A2V A*OOT MB... HP SAYS "fM WORTH
•AY Wf IfrHT IN SAVI HOS BTAMf 9

"The
know:

The 500-pound demolition Bomb is
one of the lighter ones. Bands are
attached to facilitate handling and
the fins are not attached until the
Bomb reacttes the airfield, because
bending would injure accuracy.

Your pur-

chase of War Bonds through the
Payroll Savings Plan will help provide Bombs for our airmen. Let's
"Top that Ten Percent'*

ORIENT

would

to

like

month or more.
"The opera at

Lewiston last
Saturday evening offered an exfor numerous students
that city.
is invited to send
bicycle riders to the meet of
Harvard 'Cycling Association,
college riders only, on June
There will be six events.

cuse

be able to get in touch with each other

the most enjoyable

through the College Registration Service.

"Bowdoin

is

no reason why they should

make themselves known and

house

"If there was ever a term before when so many students dis-

discovered these bits of humort ?>:
A Foot-ball Tragedy
She clung to him, the game was

appeared from the campus toward
home or elsewhere for Saturday
and Sunday;

V. S. lr«u*rj Df}ortau*t

in Brunswick, Me. It took
air and
vigor,
added to
Cincinnati and Kentucky exp.tr"
enee, to perfect that work.

Maine

And

in

an exchange column we

o'er,

Content was

"If 7.50 a.m. instead of 8.20 as

{

in

her soul;

Continued on Page 4

program and schedule is put into
and successfully carried out.

CLASS OF

will

Sam.

1944

for

September 10-12, and

the establishment of a scholarship fund

to aid the sons of class

first

we

Uncle

To those others, however, who will

members who may

The

to Bowdoin.

plans

work,

this plea

pathy for any

is

ContritnUti 6f

Uu Amtrictn

we may

sacrifices

Magazint CsrtovftM*.

make.

the youth of the

world have been leaving

The

homes and

their

the ones they love to fight for something

they believed

IRATIOH

be invited, and a dance open to

all

un-

What we

are pleading for

m

BOWDOIN GLASSWARE.

stnme

order to

SOLD BY THE ALUMNI OFFICE
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE ALUMNI FUND

AMD PERFORMANCE

WAS ESTABLISHED VI AMERICA* * A 11*0 APS AT
«fl»(/f

will

m

improve their deshm. op-

There is nothing new in
which we find ourselves

in.

project call for a senior pic-

which only members of 1944

fatsT laroratort

the world for
locomotives

today.
nic, to

Socitti a/

directed.

From time immemorial

the position in
for the

or another
fight for

We are not pleading for pity or sym-

class

has taken action on two matters: a "Sen-

come

soon be called to

remain at home studying or doing some
vital

eventually

way

numbered. In one

effect

During the past week, the senior

Weekend"

we

can continue in pursuit of our studies are
see that a

is Justifi-

mvasiri m

These
a

glasses

make a

Hand Blown Tumbler*

fine addition to

Bowdoin Home and a

with Bowdoin Seal

fine gift for a

1991.

Bowdoin man or

cation justification not only for the lives

for his bride.

in Black

The

and White

:

dergraduates and

all

service

men on

the

Bowdoin Campus. The committee

in

we may

give in this

war but also for the
war by boys who

lives given in the last

charge of arrangements for the weekend,

believed that they too

and the senior

bring a peaceful world.

class as a

whole, realize

that the success of the affair

is

dependent

finally

were

fighting to

When

does come, you should

peace

know what

seal stands

tion of

on

all

time,

students.

With the

limitations

money, and enrollment of the

College, this social event cannot be

pared to a houseparty, which
it

com-

is just

as

should be, for houseparties as former-

way

that

we get

to accomplish this

is

is vital

check on the

and

men who

"make the

peace." Otherwise you will be destined

dren go off to war just as

will provide

for an intelli-

will

war. However,

weekend

The only

practical to act as a

to

this

it.

gent public with an understanding of

what

ly held are out of place for the rest of the

a pleasant and entertaining break in the

a*a*S>

we need, and see

watch your children and grandchil-

today.

we

are doing

The Weskyan Argus.

mm

is

guaran-

QMutttr

•

m

fMMJBO

HailKOAD TAttS
1942
AVlkAGlD MOM THAU 3%
MILLION DOLLARS A DAI—
MORI THAN 7WICI THS JAXIS
OF mi; MORE THAU THRU

*J.ooooo»

A OAT
'

TIMES THOSE Of 19*0.

PERFECT SHIPPING

teed to be permanent.

A OAT

11 11

upon the complete support and coopera-

out clearly and

i+n

i*»i

K oat 000
A DAT

)

Packed in white

gift cartons (except

14 ounce). Prepaid east of the Mississippi;

14

«*

$3-6* do*-

ia

ol

$3. j j doe.

10 og

$2.95 doe.

7V2O*

$a-95 do*-

$2 jo dog.

OR

5

otherwise please add 25 cents.

(not shown)
x

MONTH

Glasses for
pEKflCTlV PACKED. PtOHSir STOWED AMD

CAREfmr HAHDiEP

—

4 M41U0M DOOMS

WORTH Of AIRPLAHE EH6IHES ARE TRAWS-

all

a

prices.

Write

$2.95 doz.

3 /i oe.

leading colleges and

D

universities in authentic colors at the

same

Card

enclosed to be sent with

order.

for information.

PORTED. EfflCIEHTlY

Payment

is

enclosed.

AMD SAFELY, 10 A

ALUMNI SECRETARY, BOWDOIN COLLEGE, BRUNSWICK, MAINE

SJHflE tOt CAR

Please ship

Name
Address
Signed

Bowdoin Glasses

for
3d.

"Why we cannot truly appreciate tne happy, unconventional, Bohemian life we lead in the old
dormitories until we hatve to leave
it forever;

t

For most of us the days in which

the

"A Cincinnati book-dealer has
the following note,
dated 1880.

TOUTH LOOKS TO FUTURE

form or other. Those interested should

her

"What would be the result if from Mrs. Harriet Bother St>-.w*;
we worker! as hard through all the 'You are right as to 'Uncle Tom's
year as we shall for the next two Cabin;' it was not written on Walnut Hills, but in the old Titeomb
weeks

beneficial of extra-curricular activi-

There

to

visit

it is

al-

kiss

entitled "*Col-

ments!

i

instructor in the advanced Navi-

to $500.

did you that reporter kiss
wrote the ball last night?

I

ara

gator School.

They cost up

Why
Who

and

"Sub-Freshmen have been numlege chargt s-vvore $110, that board
erous on the campus of late.
"is obtained in town at $3 to $4 a
"The Bugle editors hope to have
week. Other necessary expenses
will probably amount
to $40 a the volume out early next term.
The recent fresiiet procured
jyear. Students can, however, by
forming clubs under good manage- havoc within the college boatment, very materially lessen the house.
lack of electric light kept
cost of living."
Continuing, we discovered that the library closed evenings for a

tons.

I

Punishment complete.

EeJso:

j

raining demolition bomb* on Nazi
cities today. These instruments of
destruction so important in razing
Nazi war plants, interrupting railroad transportation and other war
objectives, range now unto several

where he is
commander and navigation
Monroe^

flyers with tha

:

!

•

American

especially

pride will

Bowdoin read?
Echo: Bowdoin Reed.
What shall we do to naughty

Whose wrath has made her

decimal fractions, interest, square
root, and the metric system; Algebra, as far as
logarithms in
Wentworth's Treatise; Plane Geometry; and English Grammar
and Composition. Quite a bit dif-

usual."

David T. Stark
J.

metic,

The audience enjoyed this almoat as much us a qui>;> by Presi-

John F. Magee
Robert C. Miller

Morton

1

—

;

S. Lifshitz

Robert R. Rudy 46, Eric Norwich '46, and Charles A. Jordan
'47 passed the A-12 test and were

What name with

—
—

Charles W. Curtis

\

become acquainted with the College
make use of its
facilities. Reports from various alumni
indicate that Bowdoin men frequently
have come fn contact with one another

not and cannot be continued in some

ior

Edward F. Snyder
David M. Towle
L. W. Cooper

were

Registration Service and

undoubtedly true that many more will

ways formed one of

'45

Jr.

many

while serving in military forces, but

have

and M. Kenneth Morse

Little

Rooert W. Seeley,

'46

dent?

quirements to the freshman class:

The green Marine tried it. The
one with the trophy collection
watched for him rather anxiously
wondering whether his joke might
not go too far. Soon the Marine

service as possible will

more than one year

will testify to the

birthdays.

]

Latin Grammar, including Prosody;
Latin Prose Composition;
Caesar -Gallic War, Books I-IV;
Cicero-Orations against Catiline,
for the Poet Archias and the.Manilian Law; Virgil
Aeneid, Books
returned looking dejected.
"What's the matter? Did you do 1-VI; Translation at sight of easy
passages from Caesar and Cicero;
as I told you?"
"Yeah, but when I jumped up Greek Grammar; Greek Prose
Anabaand yelled To Hell w.th Hi.ohito!' Composition; Xenophon
Iliad,
a bunch of Japs jumped up and sis, Books I-IV; Homer
hollered To Hell with Rooscv.lt!' Books I-II; Translation at sight of
and I couldn't shoot ail those good easy passages from Xenophon
Ancient Geography; Outlines of
Republicans!"
Greek and Roman History; Ariths-r

Jr.

M. A. Lehrman

Dana

I

with HlroMto!" Japs pop up all
around. You shoot these, collect
your souvenirs and return.

Jr.

Rolfe E. Glover
Frank H. Gordon
Eric E. Hhrshler

Army will not call
until they reach their 18th
Clark

]

Continued from Page

*-r

George C. Branche,

Navy, while the

Last week .Neal C.

£

1S46

will

be given at the College. The successful candidates will probably be
called in March, if they are in the

men

I

that through

graduates who have been at Bowdoin for

fact that interfraternity sports

John T. Caiulneld
Walter S. Donahue,
George J. Kern

Next November, the V-12 and
A-12 qualifying examinations

Continued from Page

an announcement about

the

are, at present,

[

many
Army

aviation.

—

Sun Rises

Dean's List

closed

in operation

ing teams from the three civilian dining

There

Corps Reserve.

The Bowdoin

should be no great difficulty in organiz-

clubs.

the present, there are
openings still available in
at

who were

armed forces throughout the counand even abroad, may have some

now

it

men

is

WALTER

S. DONAHUE, '44,
C. JOHNSTONE '44 and
recently called out of college for training with the Marine

HARD

Kit

"V

its

than the present ORIENT, a laThe ORIENT was as much a
mentable fact, but one due to the literary as a news publication in
difference in times rather than in 1896, for we find the following bits
personnel, we feel sure. One very of -verse in its columns:
colorful advertisement publicized
Echo and I
the superiority of "Strat ton's Rus1: Investing in a suit of clothes.
sian Gut Violin Strings," sold by
At any difference I connive
John F. Stratton & Sou, Importers
Between a thirty-dollar suit
and Proprk'tors of Walker Street,
And one we get for twentyN. Y. "Genuine and the only Genfive.
uine 'Russian Gut' Violin Strings,
Eesto Five
No Dealer or Musician need be
bothered by poor Strings if he de1: The great election's near at
sires to buy Good Ones," which
hand.
seems very logical and straightAnd, when its outcome is deforward.
creed.
Opposite the editorial page is
Who'll be the nation's Presithe following list of entrance re-

in the

Registration Centers

If

This service

associated.

ous houses where undergraduates are
living.

"Col-

which

This
handsome envied. the past week or two than
was bound in magazine the young man possessing a best
form and issued every alternate girl, a horse, and a sleigh."
Wednesday during the collegiate
Here appears a certain similariyear. We noticed at once that it ty between the present day and alcontained far more advertismg most fifty years ago

arty service

in

issue of

publication

the Navy
might designate. Professor Kendriek interpreted this simply as a
move to protect the Navy's interest and that it is not indicative
of a curtailment of the
training programs. In fact, the Navy
will doubtless keep the programs
open for some time in order to
build up
a strong reserve of
trained officers.
placed

made

editor-in-chief.

listed in the

Although the Navy V-5

ed in keeping Bowdorn's swimming pool

INTERfRATERNITT SPORTS
summer

at-

tention.

College and faculty

this

Al-

though there are only a few more than
twenty members of 1944 left in college,
we hope that former members and those

With

taa raaauasa

•

Wednesday, Aug.

VoL LXXIII

Previous

years.

have carried out such projects,

with varying degrees of success.

m« vonk. m. v.

mmmmm «*

c aictaa

very

a

is

future

in

fruitful

CaMrAf rnaparioeTj rTaSmnaAafrar

4 2o

C

laudable

fund,

SWIMMING POOL

National Advertising Service, tnc

ago, one of oar re- the hour for chapel would not
as a present of the meet with popular approval next
March 18, 1896, term;
of which John Clair Minot '96 was
"If any mortal has been more

porters

ORIENT

move, and one which should prove very

scholarship

'47.

BOWIKHN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Published

action taken

Of 1896

Sometime

Front

by the Class
of 1944, that of the setting up of a

The second

And

Editor Finds Amusing News
Advertisements In ORIENT

The

hoped that a large number of
students will participate and make it an

and

m

noted above to:

«..
.*.

Address

,

]

.

THREE

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

Pictures

Of Early Bowdoin

Teams

Athletic

VARIETY

POLAR BEARS DOWN

ARMY

By Alan

Huleatt,

.

.

.

Perry

S.

Despite the presence of war throughout the world, there

Means Lead

a strong chance of a calendar revision to take effect in

is still

Aggressive Offense
Of Big White Nine

which has already been 'adopted by 14 govmore holidays annually, the greatpart of them falling on Mondays. Sounds like bigger and

The

1945.

ernments,

On Saturday afternoon, July 31,
at Pickard Field, the Big White
baseball nine took over an All-Star
team from the Meteorology unit,
6-3, in what proved to be one of
feature

the

.

.

ALL-STARS, 6-3

attractions

the

of

Open Post Weekend.
Bowdoin lost little time in picking up an early lead. Bill Macln-

er

plan,

calls for several

better weekends.

.

.

.

help to many students, especially
those would-be professional men,
to whom a bachelor's degree is
merely the beginning of several
2.
years of concentrated study.
Why not an issue of the "Quill"

Talk in the air of a "social weekend" before the summer runs cmt
back memories of old
brings
Houseparty days, those famed occasions when dates came from all
corners of the globe and took up
residence in Brunswick for the
The
better part of a week.

tyre stole second after being hit by
this summer? There must be some
a pitched ball, scoring soon on a
literary talent left on campus, insingle by Dick Means, the latter also crossing the plate on a single by- recent action of the State of Geor- cluding any Army Meteors who
Waller Finnagan. In the second in- gia in lowering the age require- might bo interested in contributning the Polar Bears again tallied ment for voting to eighteen is ing. 3. It's too bad that Brunsas Mort Page, drawing a walk and evoking widespread comment. If a wick doesn't possess a nice, comstealing second, came home on man Ls old enough to fight, the fortable inn. There are rumors flyTom Huleatt's single to center argument runs, he's old enough to ing about that such a one might
vote. Sounds logical, but there is come into existence after the war.
field.
4. Wonder does anyone every buy
Sutton, Fisher, and Prescott still a large difference in the maan Italian Sandwich these days?
scored for the Army in the third, turity needed to take a pot-shot at
They were sure popular a few seasixfh, and eighth innings, but this a Jap or a German and that neceswas not enough to overcome the sary to distinguish a bad politician sons back and were actually a meal
The work on
The Ath- in themselves.
from a good one.
Big White lead.
the grade crossing downtown will
Charlie Kehlenbach's single in letic Department might do well to
indeed constitute a major improvethe sixth brought in Walt Dona- send out applications for tickets
ment in town when the job is finhue, and Bowdoin added two more for the first post-war Maine game.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

next frame on hits by Hul- All who leave invariably express
and Maclntyre, aided by nu- the intention of returning for that
Unconfirmed
merous errors. Prize play of the gala weekend.
game came in this inning when rumor division: The College will
Huleatt reached first on a clean soon sponsor another Faculty-Stuthis time with real
single to short left, and then went dent picnic
Thoughts before driftall the way around the bases and clams.
crossed home plate standing up as ing into the welcome arms of Morthe Army boys threw the ball all pheus: 1, Wonder won't a lot of
college and universities maintain
over the infield.

Chan Schmalz, pitching all but
the last inning, gave up only three
and was

in

very

Sutton, ss

3
3
2
2

Lempert, 2b
Mosney, lb
Fisher, lb
Wl'by, cf

.

Schmalz Hurls 3-Hitter

Morrell Attends

Btisle, rf

As Bowdoin Triumphs

Athletic Conference

Errico, 3b
Russell. 3b
Jines, If

Mason,

By

getting their six hits

New England

when

Colleges

the fifth inning, [the Association
of New England
called because Colleges
for Conferences on Alhleof darkness. With three runs in ;1ics, at which tiowdoin
was ic|>rethe first inning and two in the sec- sented by Mai Morrell, director
of
ond. Bowdoin was never in serious athletics. Few
definite decisions
trouble.
were reached as to the future of
The score:
intercollegiate athletics
in
New

If

Bowdoin

ab

Maclntyre, 3b

.

.

r

h

o

1

1

3

.

1

2

1

Means, 2b

2
3
2
2

2

1

1

2
2

Knight, rf
Devine, If
Kehlenbach, lb
Carey, cf
Page, c
Schmalz, p
Totals

.

.

1

a

2

'

,

1

1
1

8
ab r

18

Army

and

having

those

1

6 15

5

o

a

with the former more
maintain already estah-

units,

'likely to

6

h

units,

I

I

1

1

Naval

5

1

England, but certain roods were
noted, Mr. Morrell said. The Conference tended to divide into tw.o
groups:
those
colleges
having

I

1

Naval Air Station

i

I

4

1

1

1
l

o

l

1

4

4
5

1

1

31

3

ab

r

4

1

h
2

o
3

Mdnt'o,

If

2

1

1

J'nstune,

2b

3
4
4

1

2

1

4
4
3

1

2

,0

1

1

1

5

1

8
2
6

F'nigan, cf ......

Donahue, 3b

KTImch, lb
Clark, lb
Page, c
Schm'ltz, p

a
4

3

1

31

.

3

.

.

Rasback (Maclntyre). Wild day paper without catching the picSchmaltz 2. Left on bases: ture
of someone he knows who is
7, by Bowdoin 5. Winning
era

MacArthur. Time:

know.

Umpires:

2:40.

DO YOU DIG
Submitted by

Wm.

One

being married.

pitcher: Schmaltz. Losing pitcher:
Rasback.
GarnaJcos,

I

others
.

.

he

also sees sev-.

would

like

to

.

IT?
Cameron

Bruce

Butter
er University

3

.

pitches:

Army

2
3
3 24 12

1

3

.

mous for his sympathetic stories
about flogs. From canines to glamorous sirens seems to be a pretty
big step or is it?
Things
have come to such a pass that a
body can hardly pick up the Sun-

Stolen bases: Maclntyre, Finnagan, Donahue, Page, Shepp. Hit by
pitcher: by Schmalz (Lempert I;

2

rf

.

1 inning; off Rasback, 3 in 3 innings, olf Karukush, 5 in 5 innings.

1

Huleatt, ss

Means,

eration that is already deposited in
milady's pocket l>ook.
The lat-

off

2,

-CUIR GUrAS.

*""*'

<fO*£
joSt

3

Balxxck, p
Totals

33

6

8 27 15

Score by innings:

Army

10

..

10

1

0-3

..210001200

Bowdoin

8

lished teams.

Following
i

1

.

•">,

by

Shepp, 2b

i

Huleatt, ss
Clark, cf, lb

1

4
7

1

4

To

three hits until

1

1

2
2
2
2

Preeoott, c
they would do the most good, BowMeet
Discuss The
King, c
doin outdistanced the Naval Air
K'sbuck, p.
Station, 8-3, in a short five inning
Wartime Sports Front
K'kush, p
game, Thursday, August 12. Chan
Totals
Schmalz, on the mound for BowOn Saturday, August 7, in BosJ
Bowdoin
doin, held the Air Station team to
ton, there was held a meeting of

when the game was

1

.

plastic and glass
ration tokens will soon appear to
enable retailers to make change
for ration stamps. Thus, something
else will be added to the conglom-

Rasback 1. Struck est "Esquire" carries an advertiseRasback 4, ment for a book entitled, "Famous
out: by Schmaltz.
Karukush 1. Hits: ofi" Schmaltz, 3 Hussies of History." The author is
in 3 innings; off Fia brook, none in Albert Payson Terhune. long faBabcock

1

Com-

announced that

throughout the game. Tom HulErrors: Sutton 3, Lempert. Maand Dick Means led the Bow- son, Jines, Shepp, Prescott, Johndoin attack with two hits apiece in
stone, Donahue, Kehlenbach. Schfour trips to the plate.
malz. Two .base hit: Maclntyre.
Army All Stars
ab r h o a Base on balls: off Schmaltz 3, off
1

of

would approximate perfection....

eatt

Kane, ss

Chamber

.

.

danger

little

the

Ten years ago, bottled beer was
sold in the Union. Many of the undergraduate
body
undoubtedly
wish that the practice might be revived on some of these warm sumThe governthe three-term year after the bat- mer evenings.
tle is over? It sure would be a ment, via gestOPA channels, has
.

hits

if

Central to make its trains arrive
here on time, then conditions

.

.

.

merce could only induce the Maine

eatt

.

Now

ished.

in the

.

are

Dartmouth was the only college
they would indicating that it would continue

those

which indicated that

continue intercollegiale

colleges

football:

hockey.
Discussion

arose over the quesSkiba, 2b, ss
3 1
3 •Dartmouth, Connecticut. Harvard, tion of holding athletic contests on
Miggins, ss, p
2 1
2 2 Middlebury. Bates, Coast Guard, Sunday, some being in favor of
Ra'zak. rf. 2b
3
1
Maine, Brown, W. P. I.,
lufts, this procedure, others being opMeyers, cf
3
1
posed. There was also the quesYale, and Rhode Island.
Bielski, 3b
2
1
to
If possible, basketball
will
be tion of charging admittance
Clifford, lb
2
9 o
servicemen, the majority feeling
continued at IVrtmotith, ConnecBrace, If
2
1
that servicemen should
pay 50
Cappillo. c
2
ticut, Harvard. Middlebury, Bates, percent of the established
price.
Hogan, p. rf
2
1 Trinity,
Coast
Guard,
Maine,
Mai Morrell said that Bowdoin
Totals
21 2 3 12 6
Brown, W. P. I., Tufts. Yale, and has made no absolute decision to
continue or abandon intercolle.Northeastern.
giate athletics. Present circumThose favoring the continuance
stances ar.? hardly favorable to the
Scholarship Fund
of soccer were Dartmouth,
Con- maintenance of regular teams and
necticut, Harvard,
Coast Guard, schedules, he said, but the athleticdepartment does not wish to give
Brown. W. P. I., and Tufts.
{ Continued from Page x ]
members i»eriodically through the
Cross Country will be maintain- up intercollegiate contests unless
1

.

.

I

.

Obstacle Course
l

Continued from Page

found D. I). Distongay,
with his hearing, because
confusing commands and
the course had made him

~t~*\

troubled
the many
orders at

doubt his

Also regaining his health fast

Was D

T. Strong, who declined an
Interview because he was busily

engaged reading a

l>ook

entitled
trying not

"Hydraulic Logic,'' and
to be bothered with repeated quips
from one But Y. Drill, who has a
secret formula for making dubious
remarks.

However, it was the intention
Of the "Orient" to get the straight
facts concerning the multitude of

breakdowns

in

the

calisthenics

who have rungs down),
and mountaineers
enjoyable experience
are urged to jump down on the
through Pickard

classes, .and so for those

not had the

of traveling
Field's feature attraction, a short
description follows of the horrors
of the obstacle course. Certainly
that is where the root of all the

trouble

the course alive. Close observers
also note that an ambulance is always at hand for those who come
out with a chance of survival.
The obstacle first encountered is
a 25 feet ditch modeled after the
famous Grand Canyon in Colorado,
with an abundance of scenic beauty, and a registered nurse at the
bottom for those who fall into the
unmeasured depths. Next follows a
replica of the Golden Gate Bridge
tat least so it seems to a certain
disillusioned junior) which is designed to be crossed without using
hands, feet, or body. Then after
hurdling twenty" obstructions each
ten feet in height, a tall structure
looms up which'makes the empire
state building look puny.
This
tower-like affair is scaled by
means of ladders with rungs at 15
foot intervals (100 rungs up, 100

other side from the second rung
to the top. (This was done once,
and the poor sucker developed

such
terrific m velocity
hurtling
through space, and his body was
then pressed so deep into the
earth, that extensive excavations
have not as yet uncovered his remains.)

Following
this
stratospheric
climb, ccmes a maze of paths purposely erected to confuse the issue. This maze, in turn, reveals a

and gifts will ed at Dartmouth, Connecticut,
be gratefully received by him at Harvard, W. P. I., Yale, M. I. T.,
sand-bag any time.
and B. U.

barbed-wire fence and
emplacement which hides several
threatening machine gun nesis.
Having disposed of this opposition
by means of some handy hand-

the

big high-light

only seven

men have come through

TownTaxi
Phone looo

of the whole

[

built to scale

Continued on Page 4

from

]

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your
Always Top Quality
Steaks

Chops

Fancy Groceries

TONDREAU BROS.
Street

Brunswick

PRINTING
STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

MIKE'S PLACE

ing best

Printing

to have your girts get acquainted with the cus-

toms and doings on the campus?
is an easy and inexpensive way.

with
Virginia Weidler -

Edward Arnold
also

Fox News

Cartoon

Aug. 29-21

Fri.-Sat.

Bombers Moon
with
George Montgomery

-

SEND US YOUR SLANG AND GET $10
Address

Annabella

Phone 328-M for delivery

— Telephone 3 —

:

IF

WE USE

College Depi., Pepsi-Cola Co., Long Island City

IT

N.

Y

There

ORIENT

Send a

gift subscription to the
to all your girls and
friends. Copies mailed anywhere in the world.
extra

No

other
charge for foreign delivery.

Remember

-

The

ORIENT

is

the College Oracle

Aug. 22-23

Sun.-Mon.

The Constant Nymph
with
Charles Boyer - Joan Fount aine
also

Hears All - Sees All - Tells All - No Censorship
Bring Your Subscription Today
to the ORIENT Office - Moulton Union

$2.00 a year

Aug. 24

Tues.

Wildcat
with
Richard Arlen - Arlene Judge

BANK
of Brunswick,

Badman
-

also

Name

Fox News

Cartoon

Aug. 27-28

Frl.-Sat.

Addreas

Patronage

The

Aug. 25-26

Wed.-Thurs.

Diana Barrymore

to:

Maine

WATCHMAKER - JEWELER

Capital, $175,000
Total Resources $3,000,000

Student

JEWELRY

STORE
Solicited

146 Maine St.

Brunswick, Me.

also
Selected Short Subjects

Frontier

ORIENT

BERRIE'S

FIRST NATIONAL

Paramount News

and Reporter

ONLY

PopM-Cola Company, long bland City, N, Y. Bottled rocoHy by rranchijed Botnen.

Robert Paige

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Brunswick

Would you Hke

Youngest Profession

with

The RECORD OFFICE

Hers To Hold

Paal K. Nlven, Bowdoin 1918

Book Store
NOW ON SALE
College

SO LITTLE TIME—John P. Marquand
THE END OF THE BEGINNING—Winston Churchill
THE HOME FRONT—David Hlmdiaw
UNDER COVER--John Roy Carlson

$3.75
$3.5«

$S.0n

$3J»

City, State

Deanna Durbln

Maine Street

BrunswickllardwareCo.

have your friends know what you are doing?
hear of your athletic achievements'?

Deliver the

BOTTLED BEEB
does the cook-

like to
like to

Ask Us For Quotations

HOT DOGS

PHILGAS

Do you
Do you

We have

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

Aug. 19

Wed.-Thurs.

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

course.

"The Ropes,"

absolutely necessary.

CUMBERLAND

grenades, the struggling straggler
is obliged to pull himself through
an amount of quicksand before he
can face his real test for strength,

lies.

Daring adventurers who venture
forth onto the death-trap grounds
•re first greeted by several encouraging signs to the effect that

secretary-treasurer,

Printers of

The Orient

The Orient

Office,

Moulton Union, Brunswick, Maine

-

Joseph Cotton

also

News

Cartoon

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON

Mala*

\~

6.

mm

—

;

V

FOUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

down Main Street?" Eager fresh- or waistbands!! No baggy pants! body, because they give with every
ORIENT of 1896
And tried to keep a laugh back man— I'd make a dash after Ethel. Illinois; Clarksville, Tennessee; motion the puUeys working on
•..
„
There were many strange ad- They are never pulled up from the
"My dear, your joy is premature,
from
cables that are preserved
_T
.
[ Continued from Page 2 ]
vertisements in the back, but per- shoe. No straps in view when
....
For I am only half-back."
._; , „ .
..
wear. Last for years. Worn by
"Dear heart. I'm very happy now
University of Chicago Weekly haps the most amusing' was that worn with full dress or negligee.
dressed
America.'
best
men
in
the
That you have come back
Professor— How
would
you for "SCIENTIFIC SUSPENDERS. Perfect ease to every part ot the
curls

]

.1

.

i

;

—

I.

••

!

whole."

punctuate the sentence, "Ethel, a

With gentte hand he smoothed her

girl

of eighteen

walked

years,

HEALTHFUL, COMFORTABLE,
DURABLE. No strain on buttons

Important Ration Dates

Town Clerk

And

Items

Food

longer rationed.
and frozen fruits and vegetables and dried fruits
blue coupons from
rationed are obtainable with
War Ration Book 2 through Sept. 7. Watch Tor changes in
point values.
Meats, edible fats and oils, including butter, cheese and
canned fish, are rationed, obtainable with T U V red coupons in book No. 2 through Aug. 31.
Coupons No. 5 may be used through September 30.
Coupons No. 6 in "A" book valid through November 21. All
pleasure banned. B and C coupons valued at 2 4 gallons.
Stamp No. 18 in Ration Book 1 valid for one pair until October 31. Stamp may be transferred among members of the
All canned

Fuel Oil
Gasoline

Shoes

NPQRST

family.

Services

Quality!

Sugar

Cocoa Brown

Baige or

Gabardine

for Your FREE COPY
of t he Now FIRESTONE tooklot

Com*

Jacket

In

Tires

SUMMER CARE
of the

WAR GARDEN

All men and women entering the armed forces of the United
States should surrender both ration books one and two tc
the local War Price and Rationing Board within five days
after leaving. Books of deceased persons should also be turned in to the local board.
War Ration Stamp No. 13 in. Ration Book One, now valid
for five pounds, through Augfust 15. Stamps 15 and 16 hon
ored for five pounds each for canning purposes. Persons
needing more than 10 pounds for canning can apply to rationing boards for additional stamps.
Motorist* with gasoline rations of 240 miles or more per
month are eligible to apply for either grade 1 or grade 2
tires. Second inspection for B gas book holders must be completed by June 30; A book holders by September 30 and
third inspection for C book holders by August 30.

p.

m. ev-

8-12

1-4.30

a.m.,

p.m..

Money Order and Registry windows close at
5.00 p.m. daily, but First Class
articles may be registered at the
stamp window for the next hour.
7.00 a.m. to 7.00 p.m.;

CURTIS MEMORIAL, LIBRARY
Open 1-6 except Saturdays. Saturdays 2-5.30 p.m.; 7-9 p.m.

BOWDOIN COLLEGE LIBRARY
Open 8.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m.;
1.30 to 5.30 p.m.; 6.45 to 10.30 p.m.
to 5 p.m.; 6.45 p.m.
to 10.30 p.m.
Sunday 2 p.m.

RED CROSS WORK ROOM
212 Maine Street
Mondays and Wednesdays,

10.00
to 12.00 a.m.; 1.00 to 3.00 p.m.
Wednesday evenings 7.00 to 9.00

p.m.

WALKER ART BUILDING
Open

TOPS If AM PUBLIC LIBRARY
urdays

is

left

"The

after

—

and ZOO
Thds it is only a bunch of logs
Sundays and holidays and boards, nailed together by

2.00 to 4.00 p.m.

Open

Not much

Ropes," only three minor hindrances t!wo^>f which have not been
given names, and "The Wall." The
first of the two unnamed ones is
a trip through several layers of
discarded packing crates (that
have the sides removed) for the
purpose of strengthening morale.
(It's easy). "The Wall," which
used to be tougher than anything,
will now hardly be considered an
obstacle since a door is to be built
in. And last comes a group of horizontal poles placed 15 inches off
the ground, which have to be
crawled
under without
being
touched.

10.00 to 12.00 a.m.,

to 4.00 p.m.

2.00 p.m. to 8.00 p.m. Sat-

— same

on Wednesdays for

TOPSKAM SURGICAL

THE POCKETBOOK

Best Seller of All Time!

of

36 t o 46

such well-intentioned men as Z. K.
that are making more
history at Bowdoin thnn many

Krimansky

elaborate brick structures.

KNOWLEDGE &j

DRESSINGS

WORKROOM

Registration Service

Open Wednesdays 2.00 to 4.00
and 7.00 to 9.00 p.m., Thursdays,

[

Continued from Page
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Cress
By Don Koughan

WE

were stewing in the Hole
the other night with our friends

Punchy and The Reaper, and discussing the desirability of women.

Now

in recent times the appellacome to
be used in connection with some
of our fairer friends; this we do
not feel to be strictly straightforward. Surely, those who love us
could hardly
be
placed coldbloodedly in the .category of the
"undesirable." And what of those
who respect us? Are they to be
considered "undesirable'' morely
because they inflate our ego? Nay,
gentle reader, say not so. What,
then, is to be the criterion in the
determination of "undesirability"?

tion of "undesirable" has

m-c

THIS

is

a question of great

moment. Such implications are
a Mot on the escutcheon of

womanly honor

that

scarcely

doe* credit to our gentlemanly
code of ethics. Who knows but
What the dears consider same of
us to be "undesirable"?
Gad,
what an idea! It appals us just
to think of it. But to get back
to our original argument. What
are we to use as a negative

,

yardstick of desirability? Nobody in the Hole seemed to have
the answer, so we turned to Ted,
the omniscient tapster. But for
some reason he misunderstood
the import of our question, and

brought up another Pick. Which

]

we drank.
training centers, and published in
the alumni magazines of the rem-c
spective colleges; and
that
(3)
HAVING been given the public
each alumnus who learns of this rebuke in Chapel the other day,
program is requested to get in we are completely squelched. It
touch with local leaders of other seems that the President took up
alumni groups in his city to work the challenge of our recent Quip
out with them the methods of Modest, and made with the Resetting up the local College Reg- tort Courteous.
are deeply
istration Center and making it ef- grateful for the President's kind

2.00 to 4.00 p.m.

,

1.00

• Full Rayon Lining

Mustard and

Continued from Page j ]
a plan in the "Hangman's Quarterly," not only afford a chance for
using every human muscle (plus
several inhuman ones), but also
make if possible to put an end to
one's tortures by dropping off
at the right moment and thereby
being blessed with a broken neck.
"The Ropes" require above all else
endurance, for it is not with impatience that the climber can pull
himself up fifty feet of rope and
then traverse a horizontal bar
suspended in the heavens.
[

the present.

Including

INSECT CONTROL

7.95

m. to 5

8.30 a.

,

No

Coffee

EXTRA QUALITY cd BETTER VALUES

• Sizo

Open

ery day except Sunday.
Superintendent of Schools

The War Price and Rationing Board which serve* Brunswick te Closed Saturdays and Sundays.
located at Bath Street School. Office hours are 9 a.m. to S p.m. closed
BRUNSWICK POST OFFICE
Wednesday. Mr. Guy Patterson is chairman. The Board members
Lobby open 6.00 a.m. to 10.00
and staff welcome any opportunity to be of service to people of the
p.m.;
Sundays 7.00 a.m to 10.00
should
rationing
price
control
or
inquiries
about
community, and all
Parcel Post, open
p.m. Stamp
be addressed to them.

FOR

Looks!

Selectmen and Tax Collector
Open 9.00 to 12.00 a.m., and 2.00
to 5.00 p.m. Closed Saturday af-

Open

wir
Good

BRUNSWICK TOWN OFFICES
ternoons and Sundays.

w

Comfort/

Obstacle Course
~J4our6 Zror ZJka f-'ubtiic

•

We

Here's the jacket you'll wear for a long, long time and

always be comfortable, always feel well dressed.

The Holy Bible

Beautiful, high sheen gabardine,

King James version of the
great book, bound in flexible
imitation leather. .

fective.

interest in our crusades for college activities, and apologize for

"At the outset it was decided to
establish Centers in several cities what might have been interpreted
and prove the value of the Service as a Reproof Valiant.
versities to participate, but as inm-c
before asking all colleges and unisems to be someformation
got
around several thing in the air these days of a
wrote jn asking to be included.
most intriguing nature. It ap-

THERE

Delicious Coffee— Quick!

"As soon as

Protect Your Gatollnol

the College

LOCKING
GAS TANK
CAP

it became clear that
Registration Centers

were serving a useful and worth
while purpose the subcommittee
asked the Association of American
Colleges to take over the Service
in order to make it available to all

and universities and to
bring about the opening of Centers in as many cities as possible
close to the more than five huncolleges

1.98
Fits almost

any

car.

Don't take risks

Set of

. . .

keep your gas tank locked 1

23 Pieces/ Complete

Service for Four I

Moonstone
Luncheon

Sllex Drip

Coffeemaker
Two-Cup
Capacity

Set

AREUSaOlHTHE

CONSTRUCTION OF THE
FOJR-ENSlNE. L0N6-RAN6(T;
FiyiNS FORTRESS BOMBER

SEVERAL MILES AWAy

table-

Set includes four each
salad plates, cups and
saucers, footed tumblers

usual

the

or A camel enable
HIM TO DETECT THE
PRESENCE OF \**TER

1.98

spoon of coffee used. Does
away with waste, for you

need

<DtK MILES L.
VARIOUS SITE* AND TyPEf

"fte seNsrrrw mostrils

1.45

Makes a cup for each

don't

The art of camouflage is nr,t confined to military objects as witness
here its application to household
equipment. At first fiance scarcely
anyone could think the item at the

Genuine Yale lock with two keys.

and sherbets; and one

spoonful "for the pot." And
eo easy to keep sparkling

Boy

.

.

.

don't you wish

could get
The Bag of a Score of Uses!

t

UTILITY

28-Oz.

Quick

acting

cleaner

for

woodwork, floors, etc
hard rubbing needed!

walls,

No

Amy

With Spotsl

1.09
Smartly tailored of heavy

aac

roe,

GET IN TK<

Gear- Grip Tread
provides amazing surefooted control on wet,

FIGH1

slippery pavement.
2.

Safti- Lock. GamDipped Cord lody is
be retreaded again
and again.

For Wartime Driving!

3. Safti. Sured

Constrae-

tion graduates the
tough tread rubber

11415

down through

the tire

My

body to Increase

EICHMSE

mileage and tire

by

MAIL OR PHONE YOUR ORDER

the fight

in

keeping off the
telephone unless it's

Come in and lot us holp you
moke out an application for
a tiro rationing cortlficato.

Specially
built for slow sp eed, low
mileage driving.

says all us kids

can get

—

S year guarantee!

pop

life.

If you are eligible and
require new tires, buy
the best buy Firestone.

Perma-Life
Battery

*

just

important.
lets

TRANSPORTATION CHASGIS PttXiD
ON OlDlll OF il 00 OB MOUt

war

He says it
come first.

calls

SEE THE EXTRA VALUES IN FIRESTONE MERCHANDISE IN EVERY DEPARTMENT
Tire*

•n4 Recepping

latteries

Se*rt Plug*

Vermont,

N Home Appli*nc»»
Brake Lining
Auto Accestoriei Hardware
Rediot end Mutic Hou>*w«r«t

Lewn end Garden Recreation Supplies
Supplies

Whoal Goodt

Toys

Gam«s and Books

Louisiana,

Hotel

—

—

sends for us;

we

it,

,

just report at the

end of every semester. And fiow we

Main understand

City,

Frances;

We

in-c

PARDON

us while we bore
you, but we heard a neat explanation of the recent week of

Gothic weather. We met a guy
from South Boston Saturday
night who had the situation
cased. "It's the shootin'," he inshootin'."
sisted,
"allatime

"Hows

that.

we

Jack?"

in-

All 'at
"It's no good.
guns, an' stuff. Busts up the
clouds like. So what happens.

quired.

Allatime— rain."

We

left

him

holding up the Eagle.

Columbia, South Carolina; Corpus Christi, Texas; Dcs Moines,

Nashville, Tennessee, Hermitage
Iowa; Detroit, Michigan; EvanHotel, 6th Avenue North; Newark,
North
New Jersey, Robert Treat Hotel; ston, Illinois; Fayetteville,
Fort Leavenworth, KanNew Brunswick, New Jersey, Carolina;
sas; Fort Sill, Oklahoma; Fort

so tough the tire can

SAVE TIRES AND GAS

that the President is
no longer chiding the major wanv
ing boys.
miss the little chats.

Hotel

Missouri, Continental Hotel, 11th

applicator Is inside
bottle top. 5-os. size.

we

mont,

Washington Hoteh>=vJCansas

1.

on Pro

have been on Pro for the greater
part of our stay on Campus. We
never overcut, we never get drunk
we never
well hardly ever
raise hell. We just flunk Freshman Math perpetually, so we are
always on Pro. It has arrived at a
point where the Dean no longer

and Baltimore Streets; Los Angeles, California, (1) USO Club Offices, Pacific
Mutual Bldg. (2)
Biltmore Hotel, (3) Ambassador
Hotel (4) Union Terminal; Louisville.
Kentucky, Brown Hotel.
Fourth and Broadway; Miami,
Florida, Columbus Hotel; Mon-

Handy
the

the fight, too ?

m-c

WELL, it seems wo are
Come to think of

the participating institutions.
Registration Centers, as of June
1, are located
at the following
places: Atlanta, Georgia,
294 '^ Peach tree
Headquarters,
Street, N.E.; Baltimore, Maryland,
Emerson Hotel; Biloxi, Mississippi,
Chamber of Commerce Building;
Buffalo, New York, Hotel Sutler,
Niagara Square; Burlington, Ver-

leather trim. 6 1/3"xU w x8".

Built With American-Mode
Synthetic Rubber Has
These Features:

Remover

in

we

We

again.

duck
material with simulated

Ovtltf

Spot

More than 80 colleges and uninow numbered among

Army, we hear, was entirely
successful from anybody's viewpoint; this should certainly act
as a precedent for a civilian
week-end of a similar nature.
And what of those undergraduates who are to be with us only
for this current trimester?
just can't let them go without a
taste of the old days. It wouldn't
have to be a big houseparty,
Dean, just a little one . . .

versities are

olive drab, fast-dyed

THE NEW FIRESTONE
DELUXE CHAMPION TIRE

&

rapid expansion of College Registration Service on a sound basis,
because the Service clearly comes
under one of the Association's
purposes, namely, 'the prosecution
of such plans as may make more
efficient the institutions included
in its membership.' "

Street;
Cleveland, Ohio, Hotel
Statler; Dayton, Ohio,
Biltmore
Hotel, 210 .North Main Street;
Denver, Colorado, Brown Palace
Hotei; Fresno. California, Hotel
California; Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, Penn Harris Hotel; Indianapolis,
Indiana, Claypool Hotel;
Jacksonville,
Florida,
George

BAG
SOLVENTOL
6<K

"The Board of Directors of that
Association promptly approved of
taking on the responsibility for the

AWVS

—

sugar, creamer,
each
and sandwich plate.

dean!

Dissolves the Dirtl

left is a radio— yet that is just what
It is.
Its business unit is enclosed
within a cabinet which is an authentic reproduction of a major league
baseball. It is dialed as shown and
the sound escapes through apertures at top and bottom. Confusing.
too, is the electric heater pictured at
the right, for It could easily be mistaken for a radio. A distinguishing
feature of the heater is a fan which
blows the hot air away from the
heating element.

dred camps and training centers
now existing in the United States.

pears that some courageous lad
figured that we ought to have a
houseparty just for old time's
sake. When we heard this, our
eyes were immediately filled
with remeniscent tears. We have
always thought of hmis* uarties
as being strictly desirable affairs.
After all, why not a
houseparty ? The "open-post"
week-end sponsored by the

NEW ENGLAND

Feints

Clothing
Leather Goods

»

1

TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.

Roger Smith, Livingston
Sam Houston, Texas; Fort Wayne,
Avenue; New London, ConnectiGalveston, Texas; GreenMohican Hotel; New Orleans, Indiana;
ville, South Carolina;
Hamilton,
Louisiana, Roosevelt Hotel; NorNew York; Holyoke, Massachufolk, Virginia,
Monticello Hotel;
setts; Houston, Texas; Jamestown,
Old
Point
Comfort, Virginia,
Rhode Island; Junction City, KanChamberlain Hotel; Providence,
sas; Key West, Florida; Lexington,
Rhode Island, Providence BiltVirginia; Macon, Georgia; Niagmore Hotel; St. Louis, Missouri,
AWVS Headquarters, 215 Corona- ra Falls, New York; Oklahoma
Florida;
do Hotel; San Francisco, Califor- City, Oklahoma; Orlando,
Palm Beach, Florida; Pasadena,
nia, The Palace
Hotel; Seattle,
California; Pinehurst, North CaroWashington, (1) Service Men's
lina; Portland, Maine; Richmond,
Club, 1322-2nd Avenue (2) OffiYork;
Virginia; Rochester, New
cers Information Service. 417 UniSacramento, California: Salt Lake
versity Street; and Springfield,
City, Utah; San Diego, California;
Massachusetts, Kimball Hotel.
Sandusky, Ohio; Santa Ana, CaliCenters are expected to be
opened in most, if not all, of the fornia; Savannah, Georgia; Seatfollowing cities where local alumni tle, Washington;
San Antonio,
Louisiana;
Texas;
Shreveport,
have been asked to act:
Indiana; Southern
Albany,
Georgia;
Amarillo, South Bend,
Carolina;
Pines,
North
Spokane,
Arlington,
Texas;
Virginia;
AsTampa,
Florida;
bury Park, New Jersey; Atlantic Washington;
Tennessee
Tucson,
City, New Jersey; Baton Rouge, Tullahome,
Louisiana; Battle Creek, Michi- Arizona; Washington, D. C; Waco,
New York;
gan; Boise, Idaho; Boston, Massa- Texas; Watertown,
chusetts;
Brownsville,
Texas; Honolulu, Hawaii; London, EngChapel Hill,
North
Carolina; land; Algiers, N. Africa; Brisbane,
Charlestown,
South
Carolina; Ausstralia; and Sydney, AustraChattanooga, Tennessee; Chicago, lia.
Hotel
cut,

;

w

FALL TRIMESTER BEGINS
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7

THE BOW

Weekend

Senior

Masque And Gown

Will

Be Held In Chapel

About 25 Men Will
Receive Degrees
At Brief Ceremony

"And Miles Around":t
'was written by Jack Kinnard '41 the year
Tuesday, August 17, in the
after he left college. He wrote
Moulton Union, the Masque and
one-act plays at college, one of
Gown held a smoker at which the which was produced in the one-act
members elected officers for the play contest during his senior
recommended
was
Rail term.- It
year. While associated with the
by the retiring executive commit- Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,Theatre
tee that the usual members-atas scene designer, he wrote a onelarge on the new executive comact play which was produced by
mittee be abolished for the duraJasper Deeter at his
famous
tion and that the production adviHedgerow Theatre outside Phila-

.

now

and

entitled

"And

Miles

Around," was announced as the
next production to be presented,
with
connection
if possible, in

Day

Father's

late in October,

on recommendation

day, September 25.

,

and

members of the
follow
Boards and the Faculty in procession to the Chapel, where bachelor
by
degrees will be conferred
President Kenneth C. M. Sills.
then

commencement luncheon
be held at 1.00 p.m. at the

The
will

Walker Art Building, where the
President and Mrs. Sills will reTickets for this
be procured at the

ceive informally.

luncheon

may

Alumni Secretary's

the Masque and Gown was sponsoring a contest for undergraduates which resulted in the production of Carmichael's "Shepherd of
My People," and one tryout was as
much as the organization felt
capable of attempting at the time.
The Kinnard script was shelved
for the winter and came up for reconsideration last Spring. During
this time Kinnard had been sent
with the Army Air Force, of which
he is a civilian employee, to foreign duty, and he submitted the
script to the Dock Street Theater's play competition in Charlestown, South Carolina, and to the
Hedgerow Theatre.

office.

Seniors may obtain commencement announcements from Thomas A. Cooper at the Delta Kappa
Epsilon House.
Seniors' Last Chapel will be
held at 12:10 p.m., on Thursday,
September 23. President Sills will
preside.

Weekend"

—

begin this afternoon

The

and evening with informal vie dances at the various fraternity

end

will

On

Talk Based

conflict and the formation of an international organization
devoted to the attainment of permanent peace and order fol-

committee in charge of
plans for the weekend, composed
of Alan S. Perry, Samuel B.
Wilder, and Russell P. Sweet, has
made arrangements with Mr. Donovan D. Lancaster for the college

Results

lowing the war. President

some of his achievements
undergraduate career and the work that he has been
doing this summer in support of the Ball-Burton Hatch-Hill

guests to eat at the three fraternity houses serving meals to civS
lian students.
The Theta Delta
Chi, Alpha Delta Phi, and Kappa
Sigma Houses will be vacated for
Frederick
Spauldlng
By
W.
the use of students' dates. All men
Dean Paul Nixon gave the first living in these houses are requested
of a series of two talks in chapel, to move out no later than three
Friday, September 3. entitled "Col- o'clock, Friday afternoon.
lege Failures and College Values."!
The Dance Committee agrees
The subject was brought forward
by the result of a questionnaire that the following regulations seem
fair enough, since the college must
sent out to Bowdoin graduates all
over the country.
The question limit this house party more than
was customary before the war:
asked was: "What are deep and
lasting regrets of your college (1) Guests should not arrive before Friday noon, September
years regrets of omission and
10. Alpha Delta, Theta Delta,
commission, for things you could

resolution.

ROBERT HALE

Last

fall

when President

Sills

announced that Bowdoin College
would admit in January, as Freshmen, boys who had completed only
three and a half years of secondary school,
there
were many
critics. Among them were a large
number of our own undergradu-

Of Voting Age

ates.

Some sixty such Freshmen were
admitted. At the end of the year
their grades were as follows:
16%
18%
f

82 //

11%
16%
7Vr

A

to

COLONEL APPLINGTON
HEADS A.S.TJ». UNIT

A minus

R

plus to B minus
C plus to minus
plus to D minus
E plus to E
Left before the end of the
the term.

C

further feature of the weekend is a tentative baseball game
with Bates, to be played at Pickard Field Saturday afternoon.
Coach Neil Mahoney has been investigating
the possibilities
of
than
matured
18 are no more
Other men elected to the Student scheduling this game, but at the
equally aged women, the privilege Council are as follows: Thomas R.
time the ORIENT went to press
of voting should be given to all Huleatt,
'45,
Jr.
A. Chandler the game was still indefinite.
over 18, President Sills said.
Schmalz '45, Alfred M. Perry, Jr.
Music for Saturday's dance will
Coming directly from schools '45, Frederick J. Gregory '45, Ian be provided by the Clambake
the
and colleges to the polls,
Maclnnes '46, George C. Branche, Seven, composed of students in
younger generation would not be Jr. '46, Raymond C. Bourgeois '46, the pro-meteorology
unit at Bowlacking in knowledge of govern- Malcolm Chamberlain '46, and
doin. This band has played at sevment and civics. On the contrary, Morton F. Page '46.
eral of the Army dances held here
Thomas U. Hall "44, John J. Deit is President Sills' opinion that
recently.
Members of the band
the 18 to 21 year age group is vine '44, Alan L. Michelson '46, Edare as follows: Stebbins, clarinet
much better informed about the ward R. Marston '46, and Edward and saxophone; Red Hoffman,
various workings of Democracy F. Snyder '46 are the first five alclarinet
and saxophone; Cleve
than many an older group of pres- ternates.
Page, tenor saxophone;
Charlie
ent voters.
Wood,

D

we made

whom we

had to drop.
And we made another mistake in
third of

admitting those of the

7%

DEAN PAUL NIXON

group,

be added, that we, and all other
college officers, make plenty of
such mistakes even in normal
times and with older boys. Perhaps our own long experience and
mitted could have done decent
boys' school reports and psychologwork if they had set about it.
ical tests should make us perfect
They were temperamentally, not
mentally, unfit. This too, should
[ Continued on Page 3 ]

who

scholastically discouraged,
left before the
semester ended.
But it should be added that nearly all the boys mistakenly ad-

SUN RISES

Moreover, with their instruction

Coming Events

in the social sciences still fresh in

By

Phil Hoffman

With '44s Weekend coming up
our thoughts naturally turn .to
music and bands. Of course, we
won't say a word about how we
used to see the Messers James,
Dorsey (both), Ellington, Armstrong, et al around the Hyde
Gymnasium. No, we won't even
mention it. That's water under
the bridge. Everyone is set for a
well earned good time, and that's
one thing we never miss at. However, it does seem to be an occasion for a moan about the current
state of our canned music.
•-r

When all we can get for our
tckeJs Is Al Dexter aad his
Trooper* playing "Pistol PaCkta'

we think that the
itptkm have been plumbed and
that something ought* be done.
Thlak off the rising generation!
la It to he allowed te> grow up
bcAevteg that Al .Dexter and his

with the other pickup bands now
grinding It out are the highest
products of American musical
genius? Since August 1942 all
bands that want to stay in good
with Mr. Petrillo, and they all
seem to, haven't been allowed to
record. The recording companies have stood pat. Recently the
they
radio people said that
weren't Interested In coming to
terms, because the ban hasn't
hurt them financially.
Financially! How about the mangled
aesthetic feelings of the youth
of America? Last time they
Hlbpped prohibition over.
This
time we're in danger of losing
our swing. It's a vicious conspiracy; that's

I'acldn'

Mama"

mmmm

It Is.

s-r

Mama,"

•Ttotal

what

minds, young men and women, having
reached their 18th
birthday, would for the most part
'be much more interested to vote
and to be a part of their government, than to wait until they
reach the legal age, at which time
they might well have lost enthusiasm.
'their

I

,

Setting the legal age at 21 is an
arbitrary matter, for people are
not alike, and maturity does not
necessarily come with age. It is a
fact that in old Rome, boys came
of age at 15 and 16, and while
this may be too young, 18 is certainly not. Youth is not so much
afraid of change as those of older
generations, and it cannot be denied that we are living in a world
of change. Fear from any sort of
"youth movement," President Sills
grave
says, should be dismissed
1

'

gentlemen,
The only way

£

is

Continued on Page 4 }

—

1

I

Continued on Page 2

]

—
—

sing.

—

The Reverend Frederick W. Whittaker
'44, Pastor of the First Parish
Congregational Church of Yar'
mouth.
Thursday, Sept. 16 Professor
Kamerling. John Devine '44 will
Wednesday, Sept. 15

—

Had Long
First

Friday, Sept.

17—The

Dean.

Other Events

—

Friday, Sept. 10 Senior WeekEnd continuing through Saturday.
Saturday, Sept. 11—There will
be a picnic for members of the
Senior class and their dates. In
the evening there will be an allcollege dance at eight o'clock in
the Zeta Psi House.
[

Continued

01/1

Page 4

]

Service In

World War

Army

staff of the
Specialized Training Unit is

headed by Colonel Horace T. Applington. Colonel Applington is a
graduate of Columbia University,
in the class of 1907. He was commissioned in 1911. During World

1

and

leader.

A
I

1

students and their
be found elsewhere in

of

list

dates

may

this issue.

CHORAL SOCIETY
PLANS TWO CONCERTS
The Brunswick Choral Society
resume its rehearsals on SunSeptember 19, in Memoat seven o'clock. Undergraduates are urged to make this
one of their extra-curricular activ-

will

night,

rial Hall,

ities in

place of the Glee Club.

Two

concerts are planned: one
near the last of October for the
benefit of the parochial school,
which burned last -Spring; and a
Messiah concert at Christmas time
made up of all servicemen on cam-

townsmen and womhigh school girls, and service-

pus, faculty,
en,

men

at the air station.

printed

War

It is not altogether unfitting that

you should be addressed at this
time by a member of the Class of
1910.

When

that

distinguished

\

i

for 15 months he saw serwith the American Expedihis
to
tionary Force. Previous
coming to Bowdoin, the Colonel
was in charge of the military units
at Amherst, Massachusetts. Colonel Applington's adjutant. CapDanley is an
tain Philip R. F.
Army Reserve Officer, graduated

j

I,

vice

from the University of Illinois,
where he was a member of the
'

R.O.T.C. Unit: 'The Colonel also
has two aides. Second Lieutenant
that
Finland, Eslhonia, Latvia, and
among the most momentous which
Jesse W. Hackamack, from the to
this planet has witnessed. A new
University of Missouri, and Second Lithuania.
Hale was a member of the order is indeed coming into existLieutenant Norman B. Sherry, a
graduate of Dartmouth College.' Maine legislature from 1923 to ence in Europe and the world. It is
The permanent organization, or 1930, serving as speaker of the certainly not Hitler's new order.
Representatives But it is not yet our new order,
cadre, as it is called, consists of Maine Hpuse of
He was elected as a not your new order, nor mine. Fate
six enlisted men, headed by Mas- in 1929-30.
ter Sergeant Russell W. Morrison, representative to Congress from will decide whose new order it is
a man with 27 years of experience the first Maine district on Septem- to be. I should like to think that
you young men could and would
ber 14, 1942.
in the army.
As an undergraduate at Bow- shape it to some seemly end. I
Most of the 199 men in the unit
am sure you will not be so thoughtcome from South Carolina, Ala- doin, Hale was editor-in-chief of less and unapprehensive as the
bama, and Florida. The group is a the Bugle, chairman of the Quill
Class of 1910. You know how grave
class
senior
Board,
Ivy
Day
poet,
mixed one as far as education
and universal are the dangers that
goes, consisting of men with high poet, president of Ibis, and winner
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
school educations, and varying de- of several prizes and awards.
grees of colleges educations. Colleges all over the country are rep9
resented in this group. The majority, however, has had
only a
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
I
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j

I
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j
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Hildreth 25 Announces Candidacy
For Governor In June Primaries

I

Horace A. Hildreth, Bowdoin
in the Class of 1925 and
currently president of the Maine
Presented
Senate, recently announced his
candidacy for the Republican nomin the June
The Witan meeting on Tuesday ination as Governor
Primaries. His public statement,
evening, September 7, was highcoming on Thursday, September 2,
lighted by the gift to the Bowdoin
said:
College Library of two of Edward
"In view of the present political
Arlington Robinson's original manuscripts; one, the first draft of situation in Maine I believe it is
"Miniver Cheevy," and the other, only proper to make my position
the manuscript of the "Twilight known at this time. This seems adSong." Mr. John Richards, a mas- visable from the point of view of
ter at St. Paul's School in Concord, the Republican Party as a whole
New Hampshire, and his sister, and required in fairness to other
trombone;
"Brady Jim"
Miss Richards, made the valuable candidates for public office and to
(Diamond, piano; Wally Wolhagen,
gift of the manuscripts, together my many friends throughout the
drums; and Joe Batorski, trumpet
with a collection of Robinson's let- State who are entitled to know my

day

sing.

>

a
we can have
crisis.
In 1920, after the World War,
records made at all is by turning
in our old discs for scrap. In re- woman suffrage was granted, givturn what do we get on this prcci- ing all United States citizens over
This,

Chapel Services
Friday, Sept. 10 The President.
Professor
IS
Sept.
Koelln.
Professor
Tuesday, Sept. 14
Root. Hoyd Knight '45 will

Monday,

is

class graduated from Bowdoin, the
Robert Hale, born and educated world had not seen a major war
in Portland, was graduated from for 95 years and the phrase "totalBowoin in 1910. surhma cum itarian war" or for that matter the
laude. While at Bowdoin he was adjective "totalitarian" was quite
a member of Psi Upsilon and was unknown. When we last marched
elected to Phi Beta Kappa.
He out of the chapel no shadow of a
studied in England on a Rhodes future war overhung this Campus.
Scholarship and received a B.A. I doubt if any of us had ever heard
degree from Oxford University in of an economic depression and the
world /eemed to be rolling on to
1912. He continued his studies at
Harvard Law School in 1913-14, the fulfilment of every confident
and was awarded an M.A. degree prophecy of an ever brightening fuifrom Oxford in 1921. In 1921 he ture for the sons of men. Since that
'was given an honorary M.A. de- day the world has been steadily despoiling us of our illusions.
gree by the University of Maine.
You at least will not so readily
In 1914 he was admitted to the
fall a prey to bitter surprises. You
Massachusetts barj in 1917 to the
see about you a wor-ld so fallen into
Maine bar. Since/ 1917 he has
brutality and desolation that it
practiced law in Portland, being a
must be as hard for you to have
partner in the law firm of Verrill,
faith as it would have been hard
Hale, Dana and Walker since 1920.
forays to duubt. Much that has
the
He served in the Army 8f
happened in the last four years was
United States from August, 1917, inconceivable, even on the day that
grades Hitler's armies moved against Po-'
1919,
in
to September,
from private to second lieutenant. land.
.He received his commission in
Whatever the future course of
France, serving with the infantry.
the war, and whether the victory
In 1919 he was a member of the
in which we believe so devoutly
staff of the mission sent by the
comes soon or late, I think it plain
United States Peace Commission
the events of the hour are

Graduate Of Columbia,

R. Thayer.

A

Mr. Hale's address

text of

t

and Kappa Sigma Houses will
be vacated for guests by three
By Charles W. Curtis
P.M. on Friday.
The administrative
Guests are to leave by Sunday

Patronesses' for the Saturday
night dance will be Mrs,. Kenneth
C. M. Sills, Mrs. Morgan B. Cushing, Mrs. Henry L. Johnson, Mrs.
Thomas Means, and Mrs. Albert

full

ROBERT HALE HAS
OUTSTANDING CAREER

.

cident occurs.

Head

Lloyd R. Knight "45 was elected
president of the Bowdoin Student
Council for the fall trimester at
the recent elections held Tuesday,
September 7, in the gymnasium.
Philip H. Philbin '45 and George J.
President Sills pointed out that Kern '45 were tied for second place,
it was a matter of simple justice receiving the second highest numto let those old enough to fight ber of votes, and the new Council
have the privilege of exercising will decide which of the two men
the franchise. And since men at will be the new vice-president.

a mistake in
admitting some of the last 16%, a

Clearly,

.Student Council

In his chapel talk on Monday,
August 23, President Kenneth C.
M. Sills stated his reasons for supporting the proposal that 18 year
old luen and women should be allowed to vote in the United States.

The

below.

representa-

Congress from the first
Maine district, who spoke in
Chapel Thursday noon.

—

The text of Dean Paul Nixon's
talk in Chapel, Friday, August 27,
is printed in full below:

'10,

tive to

morning, unless, in certain
Elroy Osborne LaCasce, Jr., Fryecases train accommodations
Seymour Elliot Lavitt, group wished they had taken
burg;
more courses that related to the
make it impossible to leave till
John Thomas
Rockville, Conn.;
business or profession they were
Sunday afternoon.
Lord, Portland; Richard Newton
in; another small
group wished (S) Students and .their guests are
Means, Newton Centre, Mass.;
they had -taken more courses that
to leave the fraternity houses
( Continued on Page 2 ]
had nothing to do with their life
at which Naval Officers are
group
work. A certain other
quartered by nine .o'clock on
Tentative College Picnic
wished they had made more faculboth Friday and Saturday
friendships;
another
even!
ty
night*, nut on both nights may
Planned For Sept. 18
smaller wished they hadn't made
stay at the other houses until
so many— and so the regrets went.
one A.M.
Apparently this
A faculty committee has made Small groups who wished they had
would leave only four houses
tentative plans for an udderdone one thing; others who wished
open to our guests after nine
graduate picnic to be held Sat- they hadn't. Some regrets were
in the evening Alpha Delta,
urday noon, September 18. Pro- more unfortunate than others.
Chi Psi, Kappa Sigma, and
vided there, is fair weather, the' One non-graduate wrote, "I left
Theta Delta.
picnic will probably be held at
without the definite recognized (4) After the close of the college
Simpson's Point, and transpor- respect 01 anyone, professor or un•
dance on Saturday night, there
tation will be furnished.
should be no dancing at the
dergraduate." The most common
houses. This would be a violaHowever, the plans may be regret of all was the regret of not
tion of town ordinances.
canceled if not enough students
making a more important busisignify their desire to go. A poll
ness of college work— getting belThe College is taking a bit of a
will be taken In the near future
chance 'in sanctioning, in these war
ter marks.
to find out how many want to
The Dean expressed his belief days, even a limited sort of house
party. It is expected that undergo.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
graduates will appreciate this fact,
abide by the ordinary rules, as well
Sills Favors Lowering
as by these special regulations, and
Lloyd Knight Elected
take care that no discreditable in-

Nixon Finds Boys Admitted Without
School Diplomas Have Done Well

introduced Mr. Hale to the

briefly

in his

—

i

Sills

Chapel gathering, mentioning

Of Questionnaire Sent
To Bowdoin Graduates

(2)

A

College. His brief address centered around the present world

The

DEAN SPEAKS ABOUT
FAILURES, VALUES

1-

honorable Robert Hale, representative in Congress

from the first Maine district and graduate of Bowdoin in the
Class of 1910, spoke in Chapel, Thursday noon, September 9,
before a large gathering of students, faculty, and friends of the

be the college dance at

students at Bowdoin.

Following are the men who are
tentatively listed to receive their
bachelor degrees on September 25:
Candidates for the degree of have done and didn't, things you
bachelor of arts: Joseph Frederick needn't have done and did?"
Casey, Dorchester, Mass.; Walter,
There was no unanimity in thq
Scott Donahue, Jr., Milton, Mass.;
many replies received. One small

Director
Quinby it was decided to cast the
play outside of the Masque and
Gown membership, with the members devoting themselves to production, publicity, or business details. Through the generosity of
the Brunswick school committee,
the stage of the Longfellow School
It was one of the top half-dozen
will be available for the producmanuscripts in the Dock Street
tion of Kinnard's play late in
competition and was accepted for
October.
production by Jasper Deeter in
The retiring president, Craw- May. The play has been a part of
ford B. Thayer, who has been exthe regular repertory at
the
tremely active as playwright, ac- Hedgerow
Theater for the past
tor, and publicity man during his
three months, with Jasper Deeter
time at college, has gone to the playing
a leading role, and has atUniversity of Iowa for graduate
work.
[ Continued on Page 4 1
of

Festivities for "Senior

Chapel Address Supports
Four-Senator Resolution

The ceremony

will be a very simple one, similar
to that of a year ago. Seniors will
assemble outside the library, and

Encouraged by this success, Kinnard wrote his first full-length
play which he offered the Masque
and Gown for production last summer.
This
play,
'Tomorrow's
Yesterday," was rejected by the
executive committee, inasmuch as

Gregory; ProEmManager, Robert
Dana
mons; Publicity Manager,
Little; Business Manager, Chandler Schmalz.
About fifteen men signed up for
work with the Masque and Gown
during the Fall or Winter season.
Jack Kinnard's play, originally
"Tomorrow's Yesterday,"
titled
Frederick

Features College Dance At Zeta
Psi House Saturday Evening

Graduation exercises for ap- the Zeta Psi House Saturday evening, from eight to twelve
proximately 25 men will be held
in the Chapel at noon on Satur- o'clock. This dance will be open to all civilian and military

delphia.

duction

Organization

International

houses. Highlight of the weelr

By Paul W. Mnran

NO. 10

1943

8,

Begin With Informal House Dances

Festivities

Graduation Exercises

Will

Present Kinnard's Play

retary,

On

Hale Speaks

Robert

GRADUATION EXERCISES AT
NOON, SEPTEMBER 25

ORIENT
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sor from the senior class likewise
be abolished. Elected to the presidency was Donald Koughan; Sec-

mm

•

Robinson Manuscripts

graduate

To Bowdoin

j

j

.

ters to them. President Kenneth C. plans.
Sills, to whom the presentation
"I shall be a candidate for the
surprise, spoke in Republican nomination for Goveracceptance of the manuscripts, nor in the Republican Primaries
telling of his deep respect and ad- next spring.
miration for Mr. and Miss Rich"In making this announcement I
ards, and what a great honor they
fully aware that the responwere bestowing on the College.
sibilities which will confront the

M.

was a complete

[

Continued on Page

next Governor of this State taking
office in January 1945 will include
primarily (1) the proper placement
in civilian life of our returning
service men and (2) the transition
of
I

I

i

I

;

i

J

j

!

i

I

4 ]

war workers

to full

and

profit-

A. HILDRETH '25.
President of the Maine State
Senate, who last week announced his candidacy for the Republican nomination as Governor
in the June Primaries.

HORACE

am

!

Before the presentation was
made, Mr. Richards spoke informally on the life and works of Robinson. He had known Robinson as a
boy in Gardiner, Maine, and gave
his audience much insight into the
'character of the shy, witty, hardstruggling, but always cheerful
poet. He emphasized Robinson's
love for his own part of the country, and stated his belief that a
person cannot love the people in a
country until he loves some section
of that country. Mr. Richards
brought out the fact that Robinson was one of the first to write
poetry about the "everyday doings
of common everyday people." Rob-

"

nouncement."

A native of Gardiner, Hildreth
able peacetime employment in industry and agriculture. My position attended high school in that city.
on these and other problems will be At Bowdoin he was prominent in
clearly stated during my campaign. athletics, debating, and dramatics.
twin brother Charles
"I do not propose however at the He and his
footpresent moment to start a time played opposite ends on the
he aLso gained recand
team,
ball
campaign.
political
consuming
There is too much war work of ognition as a baseball pitcher. He
Zeta Psi Fraterpressing importance for me and is a member of
everyone else to do in the imme- nity.
He received his law degree from
diate future. Because of this situation I am limiting my statement Harvard Law School in 1928. takat this time to the foregoing an[ Continued on Page 4 ]

—
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make the Orient a

best to

better than
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Established 1871

been easy, and we
have been made.

realize that mistakes

and

improvements

could not be carried out because of various restrictions imposed by the war.

PbJHp H. Hu ffi— >«•
W. Cooper '47, C»arle» W.
John H. Farrell '46, Dana A. Little
•4«. Rot F. LHtleJuUe '46. Harry Ltodemaan,
Jr. '4t, Paul W. .Moran '47, John O. Pieksen '47,
Philip C. Roberla '47, Wolfgang H. Rosenberg

Nevertheless, we feel that we have made
some contribution to the College, however small, and in spite of errors and
omissions. At any rate, we sincerely be-

met*"

R.

Editor
Llewellyn

._:

Curtis

'47.

W. Hpaulding '47.
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Fred

'47,
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We have

during the war.

doing

valuable for

it.

pensable to a

Such

of a truly

Orient,

general custom of the

It is a

No. 10

at such a time as this, to address
torial to the

THE BOWDOIN FRONT

graduating

Orient. In it are contained
news and notices of Bowdoin men in the

issue of the

of

service

enough, the war has provided Bowdoin
with an opportunity never before equaled in

men

long years of history. Bowdoin
all over the world, at

its

are scattered

every outpost of democracy, fighting and
dying for the ideals every free man holds
dear.

On

ating

100%

campus, the College

cooper-

is

staff. Bowdoin and her sons, in this as
in every other crisis faced by our coun-

perform-

try, are turning in a brilliant

Bowdoin Front

ance. But the

down

individual cases. There

many

in

bogging

is

is

a certain dangerous sentiment which is
shared by many of us, the feeling that

my part

"I'm doing

Think

ask."

What

men

today to help our fighting

make secure many of

battles to

and the way of

forts

did you do
in their

the

which

life

com-

we

are

its

weight in
A.S.P.

Some have

This

made

Orient

the last issue of the

is

trimester. Plans are being

to continue publication during the

and we certainly hope that nothing

fall,

Orient

will cause the

But

ing.

this

is

to cease function-

the last issue with

which

connection.

we

that

It

seems

like

only yesterday

gathered in the office in the

Moulton Union to

receive our

signments. Actually,

it

was almost a

The changes

three years ago.

first as-

in

We have a feeling that

enter after college.

world and the College have been many
and of great importance since that time.

We

wish at

this

time to extend our

thanks for the work done by our managing and assistant editors,

whom
left

are

now

all

but one of

They have

in service.

College within the past year, some

having graduated, some continuing their
studies in the uniform of the country-*—

Don

Doug

Sears,

Craigie,

Carmichael,

Dick Hornberger.

and

Bill

HaJ Curtis, Paul Davidson, and

interest

Their cooperation

was always most

gratifying,

and they did much to keep the Orient
running during trying and

Even

after leaving, they

contact with the

Orient and have made

several helpful suggestions.
ciate

their

Orient

is

interest

and

We

feel

appre-

that the

a better publication for the

work they nave done.

To

ail

alumni,

and

have from time to time co-

operated in the work of the paper, go our

many

thanks.

We have tried

to

do our

'•

A. Paynter, Jr.

Belmont, Mass.

Portland
Portland

I

he

is

Mustard and

shown the

candidly

Too much

facts.

presenting

token,

Too much

this policy.

make

can be charged to

sacrifices

govern-

ment failing.
But if this war is to be won, youth
must make adjustments quickly and ef-

Melrose, Mass.
Melrose, Mass.

Lewiston
Roxbury, Mass.
Lewiston

must

He must
He must sacrifice
living. He must be pre-

his standard of

He

ideals, discussion's meltand sizzling there
the frying pan of hot dispute.
I know not prejudice nor hate

can make them cold, and
when we come, weary and
sick of war, that hearth

must be ready and willing to do all
with important reservations.

must be willing to make the change
because he wants to; so that when the
war is over, he will be able to return to

He must make

former status.

Bowdoin's light should fail.
"Would-have-been" '42

,

is

humane postwar

society.

He must

writer is located somewhere
la the Pari no area.
How the
"Orient" ever got to the battlefront, wc have no idea; but the
Important thing is that it DOES
get there. Apparently it has a
warm reception with Bowdoin
men In the service; this should
be a warning to those who write
for the "Orient", and for those
of us who remain on campus. No
matter how we may feel about
our presence here at this time,
Bowdoin's representatives in the
service are expecting us to carry
on through the war. This applies not only to the faculty
and the undergraduates, but to
the men who will eater la f he
future as long as the war lasts.
its

and
ac-

cept the restraints and limitations which

democratic peoples have found essential
in time of war,

and he must protest

any abridgment of those liberties
not necessary in the promotion

is

of the general welfare.

He
all

must

upon

insist

critical

thinking

issues involved in the conflict but

restrain

from developing a shallow skep-

ticism.

He must

exercise self -discipline

by cooperating with
measures set up for

his fellow citizens in

efficient

group action.

should maintain his emotional bal-

ance by placing his energy in constructive action, rather

than into

tures against the culture of
tions.

—The Daily
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had always

m-c
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all,

we

apoliglze to
to the men of

the President and
the faculty. Bowdoin's admlnls-

i

|

of

tratlon has done an admirable
job under extremely trying conditions. The very fact that we
were unaware of their attitude
toward the ex t ra-cur ricular activlties is a tribute in itself to
All along the
their modesty.
way the administration has supported our beliefs and arguments unobtrusively. To those

we

away from Bowdoin.

. . .

shame the upperclassmen. We
hope that in the future new students will show an increasing,
rather than a decreasing, inter-

This

we

&

in

t

Twentv-one Associated Companies provide telephone

own

territories.

3. The Long Lines Department of A. T.
long distance and overseas calls.

&

Telephone Laboratories
research and development.

on

4. Bell

could almost

Bowdoin was quite
normal. The Sills's Sunday afternoon "at Momes have continued to
be a Bowdoin tradition. There has

Telegraph Co. coordinates

activities.
Bell Svstem
*

service in their

to the social side of the unlife,

familiar throughout the nation as the

American Telephone

1.

all

YES, all in all, it has been a
very' pleasant summer. With the
coming Senior weekend as a cli-

believe

is

—

2.

dergraduate

emblem

symbol of a well -trained team, integrated for service
peace or war The Bell Telephone System.

m-c

max

peace and war

in

carries

T. handles

scientific

•

that

life,

is

the manufacturing, purchas-

The benefits of the nation-wide service provided by
these companies are never so clear as in time of war.

been no rationing of graciousness
at 85 Federal Street. We hope the
tradition remains; it adds much to
collegiate

Western Electric Co.
and distributing unit.

5.

ing

'

which, at times, be-

comes barren.

may

even when it extends to
their behavior outside the classrooms. This is particularly true
now more than ever before as a
result of the lowering of the entrance age.
The Dean's tactful
handling of a very unpleasant job
has endeared him to many a Bowdoin man. The Dean's and the
college's— interest in students long
after they have left Bowdoin is
widely known and appreciated.
justified

—

thought

m-c
has been a very successterm on many counts. The

THIS
ful

—

scholastic record
particularly
that of the freshmen Is an enviable one. It
Is
unfortunate
.that choice of courses has had to
be limited. The "100" course
would appear to have been completely successful. The continuation of this system of advanced
courses might well be followed
In more normal years. And the
summer sessloa itself looks as
though It might be here to stay.

m-c

MUCH
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is
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teed to be permanent.

those

that speakers have been much more inserved only teresting than usual, it seems.
to fill space. Our "tempest in a President Sills's addresses on Labor Day and the lowering of the
teapot"
has
reached
foreign
voting age were particularly outshores, and is apparently

editorial

this

Californian.

letter made us thoughtIts address Indicates that

ful.

an indispensable prere-

quisite to the building of a decent

which

proportion
from
the
freshman class. In fact, the
freshmen have quite out to

est in college organizations. And
the prospect looks quite hope-*

near slandered.

m-c

THE

the ad-

justments because he realizes that win-

ning the war

must

glow as warmly as before.
Tell "Casey" that we're here
to no avail if, in our absence,

—

He

against

Mustard

ing-pot,

sacrifice his life.

the above

last

with

sacrifice his leisure.

submit to regulation.
pared to

consid-

in

erable

—

fectively.

He

production men, "Orient"
Bowdoin - on-the-Air

reporters,

members are drawn

say that not one organization
ing communication from Lt. Alan
Logan O-1040265, 744th CA Bn has suffered ladk of interest
from the faculty. Other colleges
(AA), APO 922 c/o PM San Franand universities have not been
cisco. It is dated August 7, 1943.
so fortunate in having such a
The Orient may reach more
sympathetic administration.
distant shores, but nowhere is
it welcomed more than here.
m-c
Each issue brings to these
DEAN Nixon, who was unjustly
nostalgic eyes bright dreams
maligned by us in our last column,
of Bowdoin, like a crackling
is also deserving of an apology.
fire
before it, softly bubbling
The Dean's interest in students Ls

of

necessary

this

—

the

is

for which the gentle
readers (if there are any) will
probably be grateful. However, it
was a surprise to us that we have
readers far from Brunswick. The
other day we received the follow-

and vagueness among youth today

due to

this

and Cress

cold

of the apathy, indeci-

youth's reluctance to

may have

versatile

—

1

By Don Kougaan
THIS is the last "Orient" of the
summer session; by the same

the government has overlooked this adof

Gown

PorUand

where ever they may be and to
some of those that we have damn

,

country faces. Unfortunately,

crisis his

olds.

group.
"Quill" has been
largely written by members of
the Class* of '47.
Masque and

Salem, Mass.
Portland
Portland

FIRST

Cress

and imperativeness of the

immensity

a radio address. Several bills are
in the making, both in state legislatures and in Congress, while one
state, Georgia, which until recently was considered one of the most
backward states of the Union, has
passed a bill giving suffrage to 18

ful.

at the suggestions

if

]

The coming

Eliot

Elaine Grinker

i

Yet despite the fact that no immediate action is expected about

curricular activities

Rita Serlick
Harriet Tabor

Anne Sims

Continued from Page

talented and

New Haven, Conn.
Lawrence, Mass.

Sally Press

of 1943.

stemmed from our own efforts.
The freshmen seem to be a very

Jean Lamb
Dorothea Goldblatt
Vera Rosen

Joan Berman
Lorna Wise

As of Class

think that some of
the awakened interest in extra-

Fall River, Mass.

Barre, Vt,

Sprague

at

WE like to

Portland

Ethel Shaw
Beverly Sopovitz
Betty Antick

*

known
Norman

nationally

women

the age of 21 the right to vote.
President Sills believes that it may
well be a result of this war that
the voting age will be lowered to
18. It is hardly likely that much
will be done about the matter on
a national scale until after the
war, because of the complications
and difficulties confronted in war-

year

South Windham

Lawrence, Mass.

Isabelle

such

Jr.,

Belfast

Norma Russen
Audrey Watters

:

on

Dedham, Mass.

Ann Daugherty

N. Y.; Harry Burton Walker.

Vineland, N. J.; Samuel Barber
Wilder, Orange. N. J.; Ross Edward Williams, Scarsdale, N. Y.

the proposal, President Sills was
alreadv encouraging it last fall in

Framingham, Mass.
Newton Centre, Mass.

are essential to the continued free

importance of his job

his

Damariseotta
Damariseotta
Damariseotta

Catherine Clemens
Betty Gibson
Mabel Hutchjngs

school, but he can be helped to realize the

He

others, students, faculty,

who

Hall

Robert C. Miller
Hyman L. Osher
Robert M. Winer
Leonard M. Hirsch
Fred W. Spaulding
George Younger
David S. Howell
Alan Mickelson

the fighting and winning of this

Youth may chafe

difficult times.

have kept in

Ray

from adults that he can be of the greatest
service to his country by remaining in

full

the

L

Townsend

George C. Branche
Gerald R. Nowlis
William Clenott
Shepard Lifshitz
Charles G. Chason
Jordan H. Wine

help youth acquire includes a knowledge

the Class of 1944 will have any active

Lowell, Mass.

SIGMA NU

W. Robert Levin

Probably the most important under-

war

W

•

;

Forum on

time.

Newton Centre, Mass.

NON-FRATERNITY

standing which a liberal education should

why

Hanover, Mass.
Damariseotta
Damarlscotta

Orono

Dorothy Sullivan

John O. Piekson

WARTIME ADJUSTMENTS

of

Newton, Mass.

Carolyn Denny
Joanne Hebb
Joan Grice

Arlme Ripley

two

they will do equally well in whatever

work they

J.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA

they have done a

large,

[

PSI

Gail Griffin
Mary Fielder

(Methodist)

Win-

Jr..

James Richard
chester. Mass.;
Higgins, Scarsdale, N. Y.; Richard
Waltham,
Johnstone,
Carlton
Mass., David Hughes Lawrence,
Philadelphia, Pa.; Wilfred Robert
Levin, Lewiston; Richard Weeks
Morse, Wellesley, Mass.; Hyman
Louis Osher, Biddeford; Russell
Prescott Sweet, Dan bury. Conn.;
Hubert Willis Townsend. Auburn,

]

Voting Age

Harrison, N. Y.

Madeleine Booth
Joan Nevins
Marion Means
Lois Crede
Nancy Booth

i

last year.

West Roxbury, Mass.

Wason

Frank W. Alger

Milton C. Page

some have already grad-

pretty good job.

is

summer

for the

l

left,

By and

weeks.

sion,

LAST ISSUE

Polly

A. Chandler Schmalz

Truman

years of war.

uated, the remainder will leave in

vantage

not pulling

is

this struggle!

•

two

college during almost

Englewood, N.

Continued from Page

Thomas; Frances Perkins, Secretary of Labor;
Major George
Fielding Eliot; Governor Baldwin
!of Connecticut; Governor Cooper
of Tennessee; and Dr. Yung-Ching
Yang, President of Soochow University, and
Tallman professor

KAPPA SIGMA

Class of 1944 has been going to

Home

Front

their

of today

Hubert

The

—

that

Perry

-

enjoying? Can you
you are doing all you can and then
a little bit more? How about buying an
extra War Bond during this Third War
Loan Drive, or at least make regular purchases of War Stamps? And when you
return home, why not make that appointment with your local Blood Bank?
Let's not have it said that the Bowdoin

now

S.

George S. Hebb, Jr.
Stanley A. Frederick
F. Douglas Fenwood
Llewellyn W. Cooper
Elroy O. LaCasce, Jr.
Joseph W. Woods

welcome advice and knowledge, but they
have no desire to have their opinions
and decisions formulated by others.

development of mankind.

truthfully say

by

all

The youth

fellow students.

—what more can you

over.

it

ZETA
Alan

what they should

or should not do, least of

with our national war effort,

with three different groups now being
trained by the faculty and the college

We have read

of the graduating class

to be told

Bath
Portland
Cape Elizabeth

Helen Mittlacher
Jeanne Sullivan
Suzanne McLean
Charlotte Root

Thomas H. Boyd, 2nd
Richard N. Means

like

Grace Whittemore
Gloria Rice

Jean Dinsmore

Robert M. Emmons
Burton Thornquist

any great degree.

The members

Portland
Belmont, Mass.
Natick, Mass.
Plymouth, Mass.
Portland
Portland

Marjorie Sloat

Dunn

J.

Russell P. Sweet
Alfred M. Perry, Jr.

do not

South Portland

Barbara Carle

John T. CaulAeld

Leo

such editorials from time to time, and
frankly, they have not impressed us to

Strangely

country.

their

predictions for the future.

Joan Cleveland

Ann Hamel
Virginia Graham
Margery Dyer
Naomi McNeil

annual

an

men and

DELTA UPSILON

edi-

and making

their four years of college

Ever since Pearl Harbor, The Bowdoin
Front has been an important part of each

an

reviewing

class,

Mary Bloxsum
Pat Connelley

[

Alan Stoddard Perry, Barnstable,
'William Wesley Pierce,
Mass.
foreign 3rd. New Bedford. Mass.* Robert
affairs in New York City, held Victor Schnabel, Scarsdale. N. Y.;
this year x for two days under the Burton Thornquist, Newton, Mass.
Candidates for the degree of
title of
"Our Future World,"
of
science:
Thomas
President Kenneth C. M. Sills will bachelor

An

Christ Church

cluding

Bangor
Brunswick
Bath
Bangor

THETA DELTA CHI

GRADUATION
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Colby College

Maiden, Mass

Prudence Porteous
Maxine Connelly
Connie Comee

George Sanford Hebb,

Graduation

speak on Tuesday, September 14. Amerland Cooper. St. Louis CounMissouri;
*Norman Sears
is
His subject
"The Atlantic ty,
Cook, Billerica, Mass.; Fred DougCharter."
Many outstanding personages las Fenwood, Yonkers, N. Y.; Truwill be present at the forum, in- man LeRoy Hall, Geneseo. N. Y.;

Pleasantville, N. Y.

Nancy Jacobson

James R. Higgins
William M. Moody
William T. Gill
Frederick J. Gregory
Malcolm Chamberlain
George P. Shaw
George H. Griffin
Robert W. Seele, Jr.
William A. McLellan
Joseph H. Johnson, Jr

liberal education.

N.V.

Julia Lorenz

J. Walsh, Jr.
Gardner N. Moulton

activities are indis-

full realization

Hunter S. Frost
Walter W. Harvey

Bath
Bath

Martha Morse

Adam

succeeded in

more varied and

college life has been

Carmen Huse

Edward R Marston
Edward F. Snyder
Dana A. Little

a considerable extent, and

this to

AJphonse W. Query
O. Smith
Philip H. Philbm

DELTA KAPPA EPSILON

up

curricular activities should be kept

-

Henry

B. Cutler

COlby College
Lewis ton
Lewiston
Jamaica Plain, Mass.
West Newton, Mass.

Woods

Eloise

SPEAK AT

NEW YORK FORUM
From

Guest
Lavra Tapia

Nan Souter
Marion Brauneis
Carryl Donavan
Nancy Sewall

James

lieve that, in so far as is possible, all extra-

Co-director*: Associate Professor Athern P. Daggett
Assistant Professor Philip M. Brown

•

Student
Wallace C. Philoon, Jr.
John E. Grant
R. Clifford Bourgeois
Joseph F. Carey

innovations-

'**

Junes

Edltor-ln-Cfclef
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VARIETY
By Alaa

S.

Perry

Welcome

all

Senior

Weekend

dates!

There

dances,

very

no

little

trips to Vic's,

no

Mere

sunrises at

Do have

be a weekend, and there will be a dance.

And

you?

Point, in fact

to remind one of pre-war Houseparties. But

please

come again

—we

it

will

fun, won't

having you here.

like

.

.

.

a small world: Colonel Ap- ever see fit to star the high-school
CO of the Engineer's unit girl's heart-throb in a picture with

It's

now on campus, took an English Dorothy Lamour, the all-time low
course at Columbia some thirty in entertainment history would be
years ago. The instructor was reached, if anyone is still interPresident Sills
Aged male ested in our opinion.
Thirteen
.

.

.

.

.

.

A

Seven.

life

with Wife

And even when one

rolling sevens, that's a lot of
The height of something-or-other in this topsy-turvy
world is the unconfirmed report
that the Bowdoin College Library
is on the Dies list for un-American activities because it is a subscriber to the "New Republic."...
•Pet peeve for the last two weeks:
the sun- less weather.
When
is

money.

.

.

.

General Montgomery was hardening up troops in England, his fav-

j

I

'

was to require his men
to run a seven-mile obstacle course
once every week. No small wonder
that the Tommies might have been
very happy to leave their dear, old
motherland and head for the sands
of Africa.
Personally, we
don't care for this fellow Sinatra
.

.

one

bit.

And

if

i

j

'

i

i

Hollywood moguls

i

.

.

resolution.

the

treating

Bates,

j

.

]

—

"^

But we aren't. Alative.
most always we can tell whether
what's The use
Both debates are on the same
a boy can do college work, but it s „, *,„. 4„
..
2
_,
questions, and both will follow the
easy to guess wrong on whether
*„*
semesterJ or two or three, at the
procedure outlined above.
he will do it.
age of seventeen, and then being
Last June we admitted some
grabbed off by the military ?
fifty-five Freshmen for Summer
On Sunday night last fall, a longer awed by college men
Trimester, of whom
forty-five
rather large group of undergradu- finding out what I was good at,
were under eighteen, a few under
trying out new
ates, of all classes, were at
my and wasn't
seventeen. At the end of the first
broader associations and
house. I asked them what they fields
half of the trimester, the grades
thought of the college's intention contacts ... bit of a push in inof thus new Freshman group were:
good into enroll a January crop of Fresh- tellectual interests
20'/r
A to A minus
e y es °P^ n
wi o>r
men who would finish "only three structors
237r
B plus to B minus
readier to tackle strange jobs
and one-half years of school. All
277,
C plus to C minus
harder work
less memory
of them were against it. They in20% D plus to D minus
need to use your own
timated that we were starting it stuff
4 rA
E
as a financial racket. Such boys brains ... on a rung a bit higher
4'/r
Left before the end of the
new friendships, experiences,
were too young for college. And
term.
campus activities
what good would it do them to ambitions
That's an excellent showing in
.'fine coaching.
come when they couldn't stay
any man's language, college, or
These were some of the things
more than a year?
era. Moreover, only one
of the
I asked them
those boys, on reflection,
to think
diagnosticians.

'

i

^

^J

£«™

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

^

.

.

.
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.

sixteen last March, caught for our
State championship baseball team.
Academically you war Freshmen have extraordinary opportunities. Since all our civilian students have entirely separate instruction, classes in many courses
are very small indeed,
as
you
know, and probably Bowdoin students never, got such close personal interest on the part of their
instructors as you boys are getting
now. You Freshmen know, too,

TownTaxi
Phone looo

.

.

.

.

.

back.

Hadn't some of them, or some of
their friends been only seventeen
when they entered? Hadn't they
themselves got at least something
out of just their Freshman year?
There was a silence, quite a long

felt

they'd got during their
year. Being "on their

one

element

they

Freshman
own" was

all

thought

highly important. It is highly important. And it is more important
than ever in these days when

does the cook-

ing best
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ers, most of whom, he
shown themselves to be very
telligent and reasonable.

says,

Hours to be arranged
Hours to be arranged
8

TTS

.

.

came

tributions

more

thick and fast.

A

social ease

.

.

Many grave problems

Hours to be arranged
8
11
9

Hours to be arranged
8

MWF
MWF

2
6

1

3

Religion 1

TuorTh

11
10

Lib.

11

Lab. to bo arranged

9
10

Spanish 1
Spanish 3
Zoology 1
Zoology 5
Zoology 7

1.30

TTS

-

.

.

.

up

1.30 Lab. 2.30 or 3.30
Lab. to be arranged
11
to be arranged

.

.

.

.

being on

my own
.

.

best choice he ever made
to come, even though he may have
forfeited his school diploma. And
that goes even for those of you
who came to scholastic grief, even
for the few we had to drop.

dents,

Very possibly this summer's
baseball team, as a team with
even a short out-of-town schedule,
will be our last. But most of our
campus organizations will carry
on. Our Student Council, our class
and fraternity offices, or proctor-

commonly

our "Orient" and "Bugle"
and "Quill," our Debating Council,
and B.C.A., our Chapel Choir, and
Masque and Gown, and "Bowdoin
on the Air," our Camera Club and
Witan, and maybe our Ibis, are exships,

.

mem-

CONCERTS

SIX

was

be some-

do, Freshmen never had
such a chance to develop rapidly
at Bowdoin as they'll have in these
days of war. And there's more to
it than being a big frog in a little
pool. The frogs actually grow.

you Freshmen believe in Bowdoin, believe that you are getting
things of value from your experience here, I hope you will give me
the names of friends of yours who
seem to you to be the sort who
would also profit by a similar exIf

a Civilian Defense mobilization by
Maine and adjacent sections of
Canada, since in any actual situation, practice in co-ordinating the
defense systems of the two coun-

tries

would be extremely valuable.

Professor Daggett reports that
during the period of August 25-31,
inclusive,
the fraternity houses
with no reported violations of dimout regulations were Kappa Sigma, Zeta Psi, and Theta Delta Chi.

The situation is generally satisfactory at the College, said Professor Daggett, and facilities are getting better and better as makeshift screens are replaced by adequate shades.

Alfred Brinkler Will Give
Recital, Sept.24

Organ

As part of the Commencement
Alfred Brinkler,
F.A.G.O., Portland city organist,
will give a recital on the* Curtis
organ In the Chapel on Friday,
September 24, at 8.15 p.m.

exercises,

Mr. Brinkler gave eleven consummer in Portland
will present an unusually
brilliant and interesting recital
for Bowdoin College undergrad-

certs this

and

May Open One-Act Play

uates.

Contest To Servicemen

now on campus. Prizes for this
contest are ordinarily twenty-five
dollars and fifteen dollars for the
best and second best plays to be
produced. One panel of judges
from the faculty reads all manuscripts submitted and picks the
three or four best-suited for production. These plays are then cast
and directed by their authors and
shown to the public late in February, when a second panel of
judges determines their respective
merits. If the contest is opened to
service men, it will be necessary to
advance the production date to a
time earlier than the departure of
the first group of Meteorologists.
This information on the final decision will be published in the near

STUDENTS SPEAK ON
POST-WAR EDUCATION
A panel discussion was presentWednesed over station
day, September 1, on the subject
of post war education in America.
The program was under the direction of Alan S. Perry '44, and carried on by Seymour E. Lavitt '44,
Harry Lindemann '46, and Llewel-

WGAN

W. Cooper

lyn

'47.

The post-war education discussion included a consideration of
the accelerated program; its advantages and disadvantages, as
well as the question of whether or

not the government should be al-

lowed to 'take over' colleges making a college education available to

everyone

The

advisaoility of the

adoption of various plans for post-

war education were

future.

Student Councilmen, Cap- Society will present six concerts at
the College during the 1943-44
season. All Bowdoin College unfree
dergraduates are admitted
and are urged to take advantage

tains and members of teams, all
sorts of organization officers will
be these younger fellows. If positions of responsibility produce indevelopment, as they
dividual

DO YOU DIP

ITT

SvbmHUd by Win.

Cameron

Brae*

_

Butler University

also taken up.

ipO*-B

.-.."•"ti'SS"'"^.

of this privilege, as most of the
artists appearing are generally
heard in only large centers.

Much

of the music will receive
performances and much of

first

the music played

performed even

The

only rarely

is

in large centers.

program will be given
by the French musicologist tenor,
first

Yves Tinayre, who made a sensa-

New York

tion at his debut in
He will perform a

-1939.

in

program

of music of the medieval period
through to Bach and will be accompanied by the string quartet.

And certain to perience. New Freshmen will be
endure is our Compulsory Physi- admitted in October, February The date is September 15.
On
cal Training program, under Neil and June. We should keep in resi- September
14, Yves Tinayre will
Mahoney,
Jack
Magee, Adam dence here at least one hundred
give an informal discussion and
pected to endure.

Walsh and

their accomplices, five

and

civilian

fifty

students, as at

We need that many to analysis of the music to be sung.
This discussion will be at the
many intra- maintain the continuity of the College and to preserve something of Moulton Union at 9 p.m.
mural teams in touch-football and
what it stands for. academically,
On November 17, 19, and 21, the
soccer and probably varsity terms socially and spiritually, in days of
Curtis string quartet will present
from our four groups civilian stu- peace. And I am certain that it is
chamber music concerts assisted
dents, Radar officers, Metes, and not only food for the College to
by Professor Tillotson
in
the
A.S.T.P's. Games with teams from have Seventeen-year old boys enBrahms piano quartet, Shostakothe neighboring Air Station are ter and stay as long as the war
vich quintet, and Dvorak dumky
also contemplated.
lets them, but food for the boys,
times a week.
fall

we are

I

am

told that this

present.

to have

—

yet. limited freedom,
of a year, or even less, of college

prove a salutary interim between school days and
army
camps.
to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

quintet,

and

the

in

Spring,

two

trio concerts.

CUMBERLAND
Sept. 10-11

Frl.-Sat.
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ALL
Chops
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toms and doings on the campus?
There is an easy and inexpensive way.

Destroyer
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Edward
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POSTERS
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Hears All - Sees All - Tells All - No Censorship
Bring Your Subscription Today
to the ORIENT Office - Moulton Union
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News

Popular Science

Tues.

Sept. 14

Melody Parade
.Mary Beth Hughes

Selected Short Subjects

$2.00 a year

Passport To Suez
with

to:

Manager
The Orient

BANK
of Brunswick,
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Patronaga

-

Ann Savage
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Fox News

•

The

College

SO LITTLE TIME
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Sept. 17-18

Holy patrimony

.

Monty Wooley
Office,

Moulton Union, Brunswick, Maine

-

Paramount News

Grade

UNDER COVER
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time which has sold so
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$3.50
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We are stocking this book
BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 15, THIS STORE WILL CLOSE ON
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS

Fields

Cartoon

Store

MARQUAND

not had a book for a

BrunswickHardwareCo.
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Book

$2.75

By JOHN

Sport Reel

with

The Orient

Y.

Brunswick, Me.

140 Maine St.

Solicited

readily"
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Capital, $175,000
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STORE
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with

Wed.-Thurs.

Ask Us For Quotations
Deliver the

Joan Leslie

-

_
is

We have

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

The Sky's The Limit
also

ORIENT

Remember

Sept. 12-18

starring

gift subscription to the
to all your girls and
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere in the world. No extra

Your

Smi.-Mon.

Fred Astaire

charge for foreign delivery.

MIKE'S PLACE

Phone 328-M for delivery

Do you like to have your friends know what you are doing T
Do you like to hear of your athletic achievements?
Would you like to have your girls get acquainted with the cus-

Send a

Always Top Quality
Steaks

test will

.

.

.

.

sor Tillotson at once. All
bers will be paid.

The Brunswick Chamber Music

The freedom,

showAnd there still Is "college life,"
ing what I could do without my as you
Freshmen know. I haven't
parents' pushing
.
chance to talked with one of you who doesn't
make my own mistakes
getting seem to like the place and feel it
in a mess and being ashamed of
it
self-confidence once I was
admitted to a good college
no
Yes, We're Interested In
.

Beginning in the Fall trimester, the Sunday '^Vesper Choir
will sing each Sunday. Those in-

MUSIC SOCIETY PLANS

Hours

was the

ARP

German by Professor

the advisability of opening the an-

1.30

10

Ham

translated into
Koelln. and
after the presentation, Professor
Ham also gave a short address.
Those in charge of the program
were as follows: Professor Manton
Copeland, chairman; Professors
Ernst
C.
Helmreich, Thomas
Means, Stanley P.
Chase,
and
Thomas A. Riley.
fessor

of post-

terested in joining this important college activity, see Profes-

8

MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF

Sociology 2

Dean, after which Dean Nixon
gave a speech, and was presented
with his letter. The letter to Pro-

The executive committee of the
Masque and Gown is considering

1.30-4.30

Hours to be arranged

1

for both of whom the year
1943 marks notable anniversaries.
For the Dean, this year represents his 25th year in office. For
Professor Ham, it marks his 40th
year as a teacher at Bowdoin. He
is one of ten in the college to hold
this honor. Of all the men called
from Bowdoin to teach at other
institutions, Professor Ham is the
only one to return to the College.
President Sills acted as chairman at the picnic, and read letters
to Professor Ham and Dean Nixon
congratulating them on their fine
records of service to the college.
Professor Means read a Latin
translation of the letter to the

Ham,

in-

Sunday Chapel Choir Will
Resume Activities In Fall

9

TTS
TTS
TTS
TTS
TTS
TTS

The next

Saturday afternoon, at Pickard

Field,

have

creasing importance and response
bility in meeting these problems,
concluded President Sills.

.

the jolt of flunking an hour
exam
getting an "A" set me
.

Canada

.

... a bit of life in company with boys who
polish
rather looked up to in predominantly and fundamentally
my home town as a "college man" are a mighty decent sort, is likely
bit

ARP Test Will

Include Maine,

war employment will arise, and nual one-act play contest this winlabor must and will assume an in- ter to members of the armed forces

8

MWF
MWF
MWF

the coun-

Sills,

try as a whole feels that in the
be
should
future the unions
stronger and more responsible and
held to
their leaders should be
His experitheir responsibility.

Hours to be arranged

Italian 1

•

He went on to say that popular
supports the no-strike
opinion
pledge of labor during the war,
and that this pledge has been kept
very well, with the exception of
the strikes in the coal industry.
This is certainly no time for
strikes, said the President, this being the overwhelming opinion of
the men in service. On the other
hand, it is also not the time to
crack down on labor nor take

poise,"
riding

.

.

HOT DOGS

PHILGAS

1.30 Conf.

TTS
TTS

9
13

Latin A
Latin 1
Latin 3
Latin 9

Monday,

chapel,

In

9

Hours to be arranged

Philosophy
Philosophy
Physics 1
Physics 3
Physics 13
Psychology
Psychology

Next

Ham

an informal faculty picnic time in September. No definite
September 6, in observance of La- was held in honor of Dean Paul date has been set. The chief feaCommenting on the Nixon and Professor Roscoe James ture will be a co-operative test and
bor Day.

10

TTS
TTS

1

Russian

President Kenneth C. M. Sills

spoke briefly

After this summer trimester too. They will find that even a
I got more
er most Freshmen, along with all
one fellow admitted. sorts of other young fellows, nice ends, campus activities will be bit of college is far better than no
"The
and bull sessions got and not so nice, will so soon be mos^y in the hands of Sophomores college, both in the Service and
me out of my shell," said another. subject to the restraints of miliand Freshmen. Fraternity Presi- out of it.
Then they all opened up. Con- tary life— and to its unrestraints.
"Well,

silence.
.

Academic records such as these
didn't
surprise
me.
Once I
gathered some long-term statistics on the comparative grades of
those of our students under eighteen and those eighteen and over.
The unders won. They also won,
by a narrow margin, in their accumulation of "campus honors."
That Last «li<l surprise me. But it's
a fact. Incidentally, five or six of
these January Freshmen represented the College
on
varsity
teams last spring; one of them,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

three boys, who left before the
term ended, did so because he felt
he was in too deep academic
waters. Incidentally, he was one
of six admitted after only three
years of secondary school. Two of
the other five got "A" grades. Two
"B ", and one "C".

A
B

4

History 9

.

Nixon And

Day

MWF

"The accelerated program .should History 12
be a permanant feature of college

.

Am

.

Continued from Page

.

.

1,

Faculty Picnic Honors

Chapel Dn Labor

Lab to be arranged
and lab. to be arranged place of labor in the present day,
on a holiday which labor gave up
Lab. to be arranged
in order to maintain regularity in
Lab. to be arranged
war production, President Sills
Hours to be arranged
said that in this country there is
11
an increasing majority of the peoTTS 9
ple believing in the policy of colTTS 10
There is a
lective bargaining.
TT 9 and lab. to be arranged
growing feeling that labor unions
Hours to be arranged
have their place in our industrial

1

Government 1
3
Planned Against Bates Government
Government 12
Government 100
"Bowdoin-on-the-Air" will soon Greek 1
present two radio debates. The Greek 100
debates will feature Bowdoin vs. History 1

•

Dean's Talk
[

!

section
section

1,

MWF
TT
MWF
MWF

German 1
German 3
German 100

Two Radio Debates Are

education."
In order to clarify talking points
and to utilize most fully the limited time allowed the debaters, they
have picked two questions which
connection
in
will be answered
with the resolution. The questions
are: 1. Is the accelerated program
desirable from the standpoint of
the college, student and faculty?
2. Is the accelerated program desirable from the standpoint of the
nation ?
Due to time limitations on the
follow
-a
air, the debates
will
schedule. First, there will be a
one minute summary given by
each debater on the stand he will
take. Then each of the debaters
nights we would have liked to have
will be given four minutes to anseen: The presentation of Ravel's swer the two questions, after
"Bolero" by the talented dancer, which each will present a one
Ida Rubenstein, In Paris, 1928. minute final summary.
According to the story, the hypnoThe first debate will be pretism of the music coupled with the
sented on September 15, at 7.45
suggestiveness of the performance
over station WGAN. Clemresulted in a violent and dangerous p.m.,
'47 will take the
riot.
For an evening filled ent A. Hiebert
with nonsense and laughter, try "I affirmative position in the resoluThinking of My Darling," by tion representing Bowdoin while
Vincent *McHugh on the Seven- Travers Smith will take the negative position representing Bates.
Day Shelf at the Library.
The second debate is scheduled
for September 16, at 7.30 p.m.,
that while the requirements for over
Lewis ton station WCOU.
the degree have not changed, you Lewis P. Fickett, Jr. '47 will repcan now elect many subjects resent Bowdoin, and take the negusually restricted to upperclass- ative part against Arthur Ploener,
representing Bates for the affirm.

,

orite trick

pointments for sittings may be
made In the College Office,

.

.

;

Number

work

done within the next week. Ap-

—

—

minute for married

students in getting this

all

French
French
French
French
French

.

.

.

English
English
English
English
English
English
English

'

.

years ago, a Bowdoin song, "Forward the White," received a very
favorable recognition from the
"New Yorker," which described it
as one of the snore outstanding of
all college songs. For some unknown reason, it died out and failed to receive the prominence which
was phophesied for it. Wonder is
there anyone now in college who is
Accordacquainted with it?
ing ato a recent survey, the average' time spent by an American
soldier over his coffee in the morn
ing is 18 minutes. Seems as though
any college student could break
that record with no trouble at all,
especially if there is an eight
o'clock class but a minute or two
away. . One unsuspecting member of the faculty purchased two
rabbits for his son a few months
back. Little did he realize! The offspring, which are now threatening
to drive the professor and family
out of house and home may be had
for the asking if you can catch
them as they scamper wildly
around in the back yard.
Speaking of animals, ever notice
that Brunswick is a haven for
stray dogs. Some of the more outstanding of the canine creatures
considerable
reknown
attain
through the passage of years. At
present there are three who now
haunt the lounge of the Union.
Then of course there is the overstuffed bulldog who lies on the
sidewalk in front of the bank, tripping all passers-by.
First

TTS 11
TTS 9
TTS 9

1

Chemistry 1
Chemistry 3
Chemistry 5
Chemistry 7
Chemistry 100
Comparative Literature
Economics 1
Economics 9
Economics 11
Economics 100

tography work for all men now
in College he completed by the
ead of next week. Individual
photographs will be taken at the
Webber Studio—98 Maine Street.
There will be no personal charge
for pictures taken, as has been
the case in former times. The
committee in charge of the publication asks the cooperation of

plington,

hearts throughout the country will
gladden once more now that the
Post Office Department has lifted
against the
its censorship ban
famed "Police Gazette." The action no doubt will reverberate in
an uncontrolled rush orr barbershops and shoeshine parlors all
over the land.
Thoughts before drifting into the arms of
Morpheus: 1. For some reason or
another, women radio announcers
seem to be vastly inferior to their J
male compatriots. This is indeed
hard to understand, when one considers the fairer* sex's gift of gab.
2. Wonder why the general public
doesn't see fit to adept the 24 hour
method of telling time used by the
armed services. The device is surely less confusing than the AM-PM
practice. 3. Why not a revival of
the old Union Board movies?
few seasons ago, these Saturday
night functions were indeed entertainment iifesavers during the long
cold months of the Maine winters.
4. Seems as though an asbestos
heir would be immune to fire yet
some wag figured out that it cost
Tommy Manville close to $875 a

Astronomy
Biology 9

President Speaks In

Hours- to be arranged

Art 1

form. This book will not be a
have- not appeared In a previous
clan* yearbook, as in the past,
but will Include alt men In College who have not appeared In a
previous "Bugle." This means all
men in the Classes of '45, '46, and
'47—and any others not included
In the last two volumes of the
"Bugle" who may still be here.
It Is imperative that the pho-

big-name bands, no Life photographers! no all-night House

Autumn Trimester

Aeronautics 1

In the fall, there will be published an issue of the "Bugle," In
and simplified
a> vary compact

no

will be

Courses For

THREE

t-

FOUR

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
Notice

Masque And Gown
[

Continuea from Page

[

traded the attention of profesand moving-picture
producers. Even the distant Pasadena Playhouse in California has
become interested in its producsional theater

bombing it can be utterly destroyFailures, Values
ed. Do not permit anyone to tell
you that the abolition of this sort
[ Continued from Page

Hale Address

1 ]

i

]

of destruction

Joe Carey
through the

'44 wtflfce* to extend,
ORIENT, his thanks
to all those contributing to the
recent
Russian
War Relief
Drive. Although starting rather
slowly, the Campaign was successful and a substantial amount
of clothing was collected. Chairman Carey appreciates the cooperation he received from the

Continued from Page

it is

beset our country and the world.
|

tion.

is

I hope,

]

t

Coming Events

Continued from Page

i ]

j.

Continued from Page

i

]

impossible or that

unworthy of your best atten- that deep regrets
Do not let anyone tell you so often theresult

You must conceive how these dan- American national interests would
gers can be repelled. You will not, be compromised by a collaboration

are ous rationed wax but a "Pistol
are also subof not doing our Packin' Mama",
we try jected to an unending stream of
spur us "oldies." Thank Heavens at least

in later life

We

level best the first time
college. One failure may

make

the mistake of imag- with other nations for peace. Do
ining that our troubles end with not be misguided by such famous
tion.
victory and that, like people in the wisecracks as that the United
The play is based on the prob4fairy stories, we shall all live hap- States "never lost a war or won a
lem coming into most people's
pily ever after.
conference." This is historically
lives of choosing between a search
Members of the Class of 1910 in untrue, but even if it were true, we
student body hi this work.
after dreams or a satisfaction
this and other colleges grew up in ought to be imaginative enough to
practical
with immediate and
a world in which H. G. Wells and realize that we might by negligence
problems. Into the lives of a midBernard Shaw held a wide intel- lose a future war and by diligence
Meeting
dle-class* American family comes
lectual sway. It interests us to note win some future conference.
Continued
1 ]
from
Page
[
character,
a decidedly unusual
that Mr. Wells today thinks that
Do not be distracted frqm the
whose presence influences them to
"There is no way out of the present issue of your country's security in
change their several lives. Al- inson was described as Being very chaotic state of human affairs but a peaceful world by talking about
sympathetic
in
his
portrayal
of
though the play is /shot through
a world wide revolutionary move- sovereignty. "Sovereignty" in the
with philosophic comment on life characters, showing charity to- ment on an equalitarian socialistic s#nse which you will hear it used
and how it should be lived, the wards all men, often writing of the basis." You will form your own by opponents of international coapparent
failure.
judgments about such dicta as this. operation is a wholly academic conclarity of characterization and the
Of Robinson's works, Mr. Rich- I am frank to say that I think a cept. The people of this country
emotion of the dialogue relieve it
of any stodginess or overintellec- ards read the rather tragic poem, better argument could be present- are in fact its sovereigns and they
Annandale Went Out," ed for the view that a world wide can and do delegate governmental
tuality. Director Quinby feels that "How
"Carma," "The Mill," and on the revolutionary movement «on an powers to such instrumentalities as
it is the equal of any of the five
student-written full-length plays lighter side, "Mr. Flood's Party," equalitarian, socialistic basis had may best be thought to serve all
produced by the Masque and Gown "Isaac and Archibald," and "Rich- been the way into the present the people. There is a technical reard Corey." He also read "Miniver chaotic state of human affairs, and striction of sovereignty whenever
'in the past five years.
Heading the
cast
are
Mrs. Cheevy," and the 'Twilight Song," that it wouldn't prove the way out America makes a treaty though
Athern P. Daggett and Professor the manuscripts of which were pre- except on what might be called a one of the objects of the treaty
bramble bush theory of history for may be to preserve the independFrederick Tillotson as Jim Elliot sented to the College.
Donald N. Koughan '45, Presi- which there seems little to be said. ence and essential sovereignty of
and his wife, Jane. In the respecNothing seems clearer to me this nation over its people.
tive roles of Jane's mother and dent of the Witan, in closing, the
than that we must create some
her three daughters are Mrs. Har- meeting, spoke of the fine response
International cooperation would
functioning international society,
old Webb,
Mrs. Robert Morss, at the meeting. He expressed the
and when I say "we" I mean you. be as unnecessary in an ideal
Miss Sylvia Hammond, and Miss hope that such extra-curricular acworld as a police force in an ideal
I beseech you to bring to this probtivities
would
as
the
Witan
be
able
Elizabeth Zietler.
lem steady minds resolute to con- city. But the world is not an ideal
to keep alive during the war.
Mr. Emerson Zietler is to play
quer difficulties, not wayward world. It has gangster nations or
the friend of Jim, Ralph Eberminds which yield readily to the nations with gangster instincts and
Little and Robert Emmons,
Dana
hardt; and the stranger who enabundant
precedents for failure. these lawless tendencies can be
property men; and John Caulfield
ters the house, Peter Robert AlWar even down to 1900 may have held in check only by some preand
Kenneth
Schubert,
electricgernon Berkeley, will be portrayed
been an endurable social phenon- ponderance of international power
by Private Harry Oster of the ians. Donald Koughan and Dana menon. Medieval war even had on the side of law and order. That
Army Meteorological Unit. Mr. Little will handle publicity, and something sportsmanlike and man- is what we in Congress look to in
such measures as the Fulbright
Streeter Bass is acting as stage Frederick
Gregory,
Chandler ly about it. It may have been the
manager, as he has done before
moral equivalent of football. There Resolution, shortly to come to a
Schmalz,
Littlehale, and
Roy
vote in the House, and the so-called
for the Masque and Gown, of
is Uttle of this in modern war. To
which he was an active member Llewellyn Cooper, box office and kill a man with a poison gas or a B2H2 Resolution in the Senate.
ushering.
while an undergraduate.
booby trap is a fairly precise moral
The Fulbright Resolution puts
On production Robert Bliss will
The cast has already held three equivalent for murder in its lower the Congress on record as favoring
be scene designer; Frank'Gordon, readings of the play, the last one forms. A city of a million people "the creation of appropriate interhas been a thousand or two national machinery with power
Raymond Paynter and Thomas being Thursday evening, Septem- which
years in building can be knocked adequate to maintain a just and
Boyd, carpenters; Donald Koug- ber 9, in the lounge of the Moul- out as a functioning society in one lasting peace, among the nations
of
night of bombing and in a week of \ the world, and as favoring the parhan and Eric Hirshler, painters; ton Union.
|

Sun Rises
i

on to do better work but subse- that "Jeannie With the Light
quent failures serve only to dis- Brown Hair" finally turned grey
courage us. He illustrated evi- and they let her die in peace.
dence of this by some Bowdoin
s-r
figures: "During a ten year period
The boys in our gang down at

{

i

only one-third of

the

Freshmen

dropped ever came back and of the

the yard got to tasking the other
day, as they usually do. This
time the conversation drifted to
education with emphasis on college. In our more or less con-

one-third that did return only onefourth stayed and finished." That
is, of 30 men dropped from college
enrollment only 10 returned and
fined atmosphere here we someof the 10 only two or three gradtimes tend toward self-praise. It
uated—two out of 30! The' pity of might be well for us to hear the
it is that they were all of a picked
criticisms of the man in the
groqp. It was unnecessary that
street,
more than four or five drop out.
s-r
Why this situation? Laziness, lack
They don't like the bookworm.
of will power, poor choice of runcase of a smart
cited
the
One
man
ning mates were some of the reathru school
sons, indicating a distorted sense local boy who went
getting an enhigh
honors
with
of values.
Books, books,
gineering degree.
The program of choosing a good nothing but books for him. "His
set of values is a topic in itself. It
father wouldn't trust him to go
is this problem that Dean Nixon
out and harness the horses!" He
will speak on in his next chapel
ended up penniless, too. We didn't

Witan

talk.

j
i

i

|

j

i

i
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United States
The B2H2 advocates an
organization of the United Nations
with specific and limited authority
"to provide for" the assembly and
maintenance of a united nations
military force and to suppress by
immediate use of such force any
future attempt at military aggression by any nation."
I
mention
these
resolutions
among many as showing concern of
Congress in this subject matter.
Obviously no verbal formula has
any magic. But some basis of international agreement .must be found
if human beings are to survive and
those high values of human effort
which we have come to refer to as
ticipation
therein."

of

the

the humanities. I am sure that the
cause of that survival is the best
cause under the sun.

say much, because we couldn't
harness them either. We suggested
that the fellow needed a psychiatrist. Sigmund Freud might have
discovered
that
an unrequited
childhood love for a horse was at
the bottom of his failures.
s-r

Thinking school life too insulated from the harsh realities,
the shop steward said that
young people are thrown into
life after graduation and told to
"scratch" although they have
never been taught to "scratch."

Not only objecting to too much
theory, not enouglt practical
knowledge, these men criticized
the discrimination displayed by
employers who choose college
men over non-college applicants.
They claimed that men of equal
ability with experience are often
turned down in favor of college
men "with theories." We suggested that enlightened personnel departments are interested
in finding the right man tor the
right Job.
s-r

These criticisms bring up one
There is confusion in the
public mind about the value of colpoint.

lege educations outside of the understood requirements for specific
professions. Why does the
man
who is simply going into general

—

ARMY WILL PRESENT
BAND CONCERT

Sunday, Sept. 12—7.00 p.m. The

band of the AAFTC unit will
a public concert on the

give
Mall.

Monday, Sept. IS

—Registration

fall trimester at the
Dean's Office. It will continue
through Wednesday.

for the

—Final day

Wednesday, Sept. 15

On Sunday

evening, September

the mall, the
12, at 7- p.m. on
Meteorology Band will present a
concert of the following numbers,

Professor Tillotson conducting:
1. Under the Double Eagle
2. Stormy Weather (Sea Bees)
3. Victor Herbert's Melodies

for registration for the fall tri-

4.

La Paloma

mester.
7.45
p.m.

5.

Gold and Silver
Smoke Gets in Your Eyes

WGAN.

6.

AIR. De-

7.

bate on the subject: Should the
accelerated program be continued after the war? A Bowdoin
representative will support the
affirmative and a Bates represent the negative.
Thursday, Sept. 16 7.30 p.m.
Station WCOU. BATES COL-

8.

Station

BOWDOIN ON THE

Service Medley

Semper

Fidelis

National

Anthem

Of Bowdoin Men

List

In Meteorology School

—

LEGE ON THE

AIR. The de-

bate will be repeated with different speakers and with Bates
supporting the affirmative and
Bowdoin the negative.
Sunday, Sept. 19 7.00 p.m. Memorial Hall. The Brunswick
Choral Society will resume itsmeetings. It has been necessary to postpone the opening

—

For the benefit of our readers,
some of whom have asked at various times to see a list of Bowdorn men in the pre-meteorology
school here, the ORIENT prints
below the names of these men:
Julian Ansell

.

fall meeting one week on account of the band concert on
the twelfth.

On

Friday evenings at seven
thirty the faculty women meet
in .the Moulton Union to sew
for the army units stationed at
the college.

On Sunday

afternoons from four
to six the President and Mrs.
Sills will be at home to members of the college and to the

AAFTC

and

ASTP

Units.

There will be an organ recital
by Alfred Brinkler on Friday
evening, September 24th, at

Richard Benjamin
Melcoim Bemoan
Arthur Berry
Wallace Campbell
Joseph Chadwick
Mitchell Jaoobson
Charles Maguire
Ralph Hawkes
Harold Mason

Sumner Hau ley
David Hastings

Thomas Meakin

A&T.P.
[

Continued from Page
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high school education. Some of the
men comprising the unit were
chosen through the A-12 examinations; some were drawn from the
ranks.

8.15 p.m. in the College Chapel.

At Bowdoin, the men will receive training in basic engineering.
business go to college ? To obtain
Those who successfully complete
an unfair advantage, the public
the course here will be sent on to
may say. "It should help me some advanced
unit, while those
business
along," the prospective
who fail will go back into active
man probably believes.
service in the ranks. The course
s-r
here will consist of three terms of
think that these concepts
twelvo weeks each. Twenty-two
arise because there is too great
of the 199 men have had the equivalent of Term I, and will take up
a tendency in college and out
the work of Term II immediately.
to put a dollars and cents value
on a liberal arts degree. If we This group will probably be here
would reassert that we come to only six months.
All men will
take mathematics, physics, chemcollege to broaden our mental
istry, English, history, geography,
vistas, to try to understand our
and a term of engineering drawworld, and to think intelligently,
we would be nearer the truth ing. There will be special emphasis placed
'and we would allay much crition the sciences, of
•
cism.
course.

We

'.

-

AMERICAN
BY

The College has had to engage
several new instructors to handle
this large influx of students. To
teach Physics, there
will
be
Thomas H. Wallace, who received
his Ph.D. from Boston University
in 1939. Recently,
he has been
teaching at Northeastern,
Lawrence B. Merrill, Bowdoin 1920;
and Richard A. Rhodes, Bowdoin
1944. The
mathematics department will be aided by Edward M.
Cook, Harvard 1939; and by Harry
Ferguson, Boston University 1939;
both of these men have been
teaching at Northeastern.

—

tEFF

The following men already here
will

complete the teaching staff

ASPT

for the

unit:

mathematics-

Associate Professors Reinhard L.
Korgen, Athern P. Daggett, and
Fritz C. A. Koelln, Assistant Professor Philip

M. Brown, and Mr.
Richard N. Cobb; physics— Mr.
Robert F. Kingbury. Mr. Elroy O.
LaCasce, Jr., and Mr. Robert W.
Brown; chemistry Associate Professors William C. Root and Samuel E. Kamerlirtg, Mr. Manning A.
Smith, and Mr. Philip J. Clough;
English
Professors Herbert R.
Brown and Arthur C. Gilligan, Assistant Professor Eaton Leith, Mr.
Thomas A. Riley, and Mr. Henry
G. Russell; history— Professor Edward C. Kirkland and Associate
Professor Ernst C. Helmreich;
geography—Professor Stanley B.
Smith, Assistant professor Philip
C. Beam, and Mr. W. Streeter

—

—

Marine Pvt. l»t Class M. C. Hoffman, survivor of the U. S. S.
QUINCY, was a loader on one of her big guns until she was rank during
an engagement with the Japs off Savo Island in the Solomons.
Hoffman is typical of the crew. You are helping Hoffman and his
buddies when you buy bonds during the Second War Loan Drive. They
give their lives You lend your money.

—

V. 5.

Tmemry DtfrrtmiU

Bass, Jr.

Hildreth
[

Continued from Page
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a position with a Boston law
firm, but soon returning to Maine
to become a partner>in the law firm
ing

Cook,

of

Hutchinson,

Pierce

&

Company

in Portland.
From the
start of his career, Hildreth has
enjoyed a wide variety of interests, political, business and civic.
practicing attorney, he is a
member of the Cumberland County, State and National Bar Associ-

A

Today- your
big drive
The
war increases

country looks to you to bock the invasion

on t As the tempo of the
as our fighting forces go
all-out for invasion, we folks back home must
is

...

investment in the world. That they help
secure your future . . . hasten Victory. So now
—today— back the attack—with War Bonds.

mobilize in their support.

A nd that's what the 3rd War Loan Drive it
for!

To reach our national quota everyone who
must invest in at least one extra
$100 War Bond during the drive, at least $100.
More if you can. That's in addition to your
regular War Bond subscription. Invest out of
your income . . . invest out of accumulated
funds. Invest every dollar you can. This is
total war and everyone must do his full share t
possibly can

15 BILLION DOLLARS
(NON-BANKING QUOTA)
.

•

•

•

You know all about. War Bonds. You know
that every penny comes back to you with generous interest. That War Bonds are the safest

Safest Investments in the

World

• United States War Savings Bonds Series "E"; gives you
back $4 for every $3 when the bond matures. Interest:
2.9% a year, compounded semi-annually, if held to maturity. Denominations: $25, ISO, $100, $500, $1,000.
Redemption: Anytime 60 days after issue date. Price:
75% of maturity value.

2V2%

Treasury Bonds of 1964.1969; readily marketable, acceptable as bank collateral. Redeemable at par and
accrued interest for the purpose of satisfying Federal
estate taxes. Dated September 15, 1943: due December
15, 1969. Denominations: $500, $1,000. $5,000, $10,000,
$100,000 and $1,000,000. Price: par and accrued interest.

%

"C

Other securities: Series
Savings Notes; 7/8
CerIndebtedness;
Treasury Bonds of 19511953; United States Savings Bonds series "F"; United

2%

tificates .of

States Savings

Bonds

series

"G".

ations.

During the past several years,
Hildreth has been a pioneer in the
development of peat bogs in
Washington County, and consequently is directly concerned with
the problem of labor and agriculture.
Sphagnum peat moss in
peacetime is used primarily for
agricultural and horticultural purposes. In wartime, it is important

magnesium,
an essential war commodity.

in the production of

Entering the

political field, Hil-

dreth served as a member of the
House of Representatives from the
class towns of Cumberland and

Falmouth, in the 89th Legislature.
In the 90th Legislature he served
in the Senate, being on the important Appropriations Committee and

BACK THE ATTACK-WITH WAR

BONDS

the

first Legislative

mittee.

Research Com-

Re-elected to the Senate

of the 91st Legislature, Hildreth

was chosen President
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Prince Loewenstein Arrives For Lecture Series Here
Lloyd Knight Conducts Freshman Smoker Tonight In Union
YVES TINAYRE GIVES
SONG RECITAL FRIDAY

College Officially Greets
1947 Fall Entering Class
Tonight there

will be a

Now

Three Recent Grads

With
World Economic Problems

Anti-Nazi: Acquainted

Instructors

Lecture Thursday
"Adventures Of A

Freshman Smoker in the lounge

By Wolfgang

last night as a visiting Carnegie Professor is
Prince Hubertus Friederich zu Loewenstein. Until October 29
Prince Hubertus will stay at Bowdoin, lecturing and teaching
under the auspices of the Carnegie Endowment fofc Interna-

previous years undergraduate attendance at this smoker has the nature of the program, he will
give a lecture in the Moulton Unbeen confined to the members of the incoming freshman class. ion tomorrow night at 8.30 in
undergraduates are urged to which he will discuss the music to

This year, however,

college

all

the

Lloyd Knight, President of
Student Council, will preside, in- Alexander Contest
troducing the three speakers of
the evening. President Kenneth Will
Held Soon
M. Sills will welcome the Freshmen on behalf of the college, while
Professor Herbert R. Brown will
Professor A. R. Thayer has anpeak for the faculty. Represent- nounced that the prelin-.nary
ing the townspeople of Brunswick, trials for the
Alexander
Prize
the Reverend Peter Sturtevant, Speaking contest will be held in
Rector of the St. Paul's Church, Memorial Hall on M.mday. Octowill speak.

Bowdoin song which has been neg
lected for the past four or five
years. It has also been planned
that John J. Devine '44 will sing a

few

selections.

The remainder

of the evening

will be spent in singing college
.songs under the direction of ProRefreshments
fessor Tillotson.
will be provided by Donovan D.

Lancaster,
ton Union.

Manager of the Moul-

Freshmen are reminded

to bring
their "Bibles" in order that they

Continued on Pa^e
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Professor

announced that the

piano.

Vividly

'

1

Interesting

Background

The best pre-flight training, says
Professor Brown, is a view of the
entire sky, not merely the instument panel. Letters from Bowdoin
men in the service clearly demons.rate how a knowledge of the
humanities has helped them in
learning other things.
Then, too, a view of the whole
sky enables us to read far moiv
accurately the signs for a tasting

Paul W. Moraii
1938, when he moved to Alfred,
Since Lloyd Knight *45 is pre- Maine, where he took up residence
siding at the freshman smoker to- in the York County jail. There he
night, we thought it appropriate to derived great enjoyment out of
present an article concerning his playing "63" with the trusties.
life and interests.
While attending Limerick and
In the first place, he was born in Sanford High
Schools,
Lloyd's
the oldest house in the town of brother (Class of '41) and many
Limerick, Maine, where his father other Bowdoin students whom he
and grandfather were also born. knew, interested him in coming to
At the age of six weeks, our enter- college here. For a while it was
prising youngster took it into his a tough choice between the ColTexas, lege of Agriculture at the Univerto
head to make a trip
where his father was a wild-cat sity of Maine, and Bowdoin Coloil man. The next event of im- lege. Finally
however, Bowdoin
portance in little Lloyd's life oc- won this young man, talented in so
curred one day when he was look- many fields.
ing at a cow. The cow, however,
His home being well suited for
didn't appreciate our hero's gaze, both hunting and fishing, he took
and in a short time (perhaps an active interest in these" sports,
three-quarters of a second) Lloyd and became, we are told,
quite
found himself
sitting
on
the skilled in them. Another interest
ground with a Hoof-print (still of his is knitting, and he has done
faintly visible) over his left eye.
quite a bit, including a chair mat,
Lloyd recuperated from
that woolen socks, and mittens.
blow, living a peaceful life until
[ Continued on Page 4 ]

peace.

Coming Events

—

'45,

Council.
Fri M Oct. 15—The President.
John Dexter, a member of the
AAFTC unit stationed at the
college, will play a trumpet
solo.

L

By Harry Lindemaa
It's

ternities that

about time Bowdoin 's eleven At

In a college
where over 80 per cent of the
freshmen will become members of
a national fraternity, we should do
something to aver! our confusing,
harum-scarum rushing that is now
present.
are one of the few
institutions that does not have any
fprmal system of rushing, ou'sid?
of our quota allotments.

We

Mi

One of the most popular
ninaleg systems Is the Issuing of
bids after a specified time. The
frrslunan states, let us say, his
Itrst, seooad and third etmice*.
The Individual fraternities
a list of specified length,

'* »>i«

con-

preference*

their

This method.

It

Is

for
true.

Into obvious comptkwttaiM
of quota* involved. It's
Irawtmck to In the fact
with certain prefer-

fers

have given him b.'ds.
the semester he

the end of

would yet accept

from other

of-

fraternities are

thus left unpiedred. Allowances,
however, could he made so that
fraternities whose quotas have
•lied eaa continue to
tea until their qu.'a to

then hlled.

college

ternities

Many

fratryindividual f reshi len
life.

have the policy of

ing to make
pledge before looking a roup

1

at

As a matter of f »tt. If the
freshman does look arniur.l. lie
may and taat quotas are flllr-1
before he has a chance to deall.

cide.

Naturally frster

\itiv,

may

hod men not all suit.-d to their
Ukss. Why, then don't %vo ha\-.
say two weeks before any bids

S-R

simWhy not have bids presented at
ply in the offering of bids, with one time to freshmen s-t that they
the prospective pledge makir.g lis might make a considered Judgment.
nesier.
first
s-.*
after
the
choice
Then it is more of a choice of all
During that semester, each firrh[ Continued on Page 3 ]
man wears the pledge pins of hais

I.

Aria

N.R

Aria

MoulBrunswick

public.

All these rare works are presented in their genuine form,

Oct. 15—7.30 p.m. Moulton

Fri.,

The women of the faculty meet to sew for the army
units stationed at the college.
8.15 p.m. Memorial Hall. The
Union.

without modern arrangement.
Mr. Tinayre will give the
translation of each song before
singing

The

Union.

Chamber Music Society presents Mr. Yves Tinayre who will
discuss "Music from the Middle Ages to Bach." Open to the

i

Recitativo

III.

Dummer

President.

Other Events
ton

Georg Philip Teleman

II.

18— The

Thurs., Oct. 14—8.15 p.m.

(1681-1767)

are given out?

S-B
Another pledging system

wards

Moil, Oct.

(complete performance)

S-R
Bowdoin'* need to not th<>
adoption of any one of these
formalized systems. We should,
however, take parts of them and
adapt them to our deeds. First
of all, with our quota system
we should have a definite length
of time before actual pied ;..<;.'•
Wartime conditions have caused
the fraternities to hastily ail
their quotas so that the fratenity chapter Hill
not die out.
Immediate rushing of fr«-si« :t m
belongs to pro- Pearl
Harbor
days when there was nothing
happening for the first few
school days except rushing and
orientation of the freshman to-

Russell.

Master of Governor
Academy.

sourdine

L'echelonnement des haies
d) Clair de lune
e) Fantoches
IV. Kirchenkantate "Festo Pentecostae"

off all but the pledge pin of
his choice.

—

Oct. 17 4.30 p.m.— Edward W. Eames, M.A., Head

Sun.,

c)

changed their methods takes

of rushing freshmen.

w ho

En

16— Mr.

Sat„ Oct.

Paul Verlaine (words)

Le son du cor

a)
b)

SUN RISES

Chapel Speakers
Lloyd Knight
President of the Student

Thurs., Oct. 14

Claude Debussy

fraternities

Philip C. CI >ugh '43

SEVERAL MORE MEN
JOIN WAR FACULTY
Meteorology, A.S.T.P.

Programs
Expanded

Call

For

Staff,

Bowdoin has recently acquired
the services of six new instructors.
faculty additions include

The new

Mr. Robert "W. Brown, Mr. Edward
H. Cook, Mr. Harry Ferguson, Mr.
Lawrence Merrill, Mr. Richard
Rhodes, and Mr. Thomas H. Wallace.

Mr. Brown graduated from Bowdoin in 1943 magna cum laude receiving honors in his major subj«<ct, chemiSTry:"Wmie at Bowrkrin
necessary.
The army and navy are looking he was a member of the Chi Psi
for men with a cultural back- fraternity and was later elected to
ground, for power of imagination the Phi Beta Kappa Society here.
and thought fulness are rarer than At present he serves as an instructor in both the A.S.T.P. and Metemechanical dexterity.

By

I

Brown

Wartime

Lloyd Knight, Student Council Head

Has

Edward

it.

Brunswick Chamber Music Society presents Mr. Yves Tinayre, tenor. Open to members
of the society and to under-

Professor Chase Will

Jersey, his

is

new

tured and taught, and it is a coincidence that he has visited every
state of the Union except Maine

Kirkland and

C.

I

orology Units stationed here.
Mr. Cook, a Harvard graduate in
1935, taught Math at Northeastern before coming here. He serves
now as a Math instructor exclusively in the Meteorology Unit. Mr.
Ferguson, a graduate of Boston
University in 1939, also came here
from Northeastern. He, too, now
belongs to the Math instructing
staff of the Met. unit.
Mr. Lawrence Merrill, the fourth
new faculty member, has been
teaching Physics at various schools
throughout the nation since his
graduation from Bowdoin in 1920.
At present he is instructor of
Physics in the A.S.T.P. unit. Mr.
Richard Rhodes, Physics instructor for the Meteorology unit, graduated from Bowdoin in May, 1943.

author,

he

new book

of Brunswick
will
last
through the month of October.
Elroy L. LaCasoe '44
The amount expected to be raised
is over $14,000.
President K. C.
M. Sills has been
appointed
as
Sills Attends Episcopal
chairman of the
Appropriations
Convention In Cincinnati committee. Professors Nathaniel
C. Kendrick and Herbert
Brown
hold the offices of chairman and
President Kenneth C. M. SUN
treasurer for this committee. Six
has been away since before the
other
faculty
members,
Dean
Paul
opening of the Fall Trimester.
He is expected to return to the Nixon, Professors Charles T. Burnett, Manton Copeland, Arthur C.
College today after being in CinGilligan, Samuel
E.
Kamerling,
cinnati, Ohio, since September
and Malcolm E. Morrell are, to act
29th in order to take part In the
as solicitors. The soliciting will be
general' convention of the Episdone all at one time. Thus it is
copal Church.
hoped to collect in
one
swoop
enough funds for all
war
the
agencies connected with this fund.
Nine
Agencies in the Town of Brunswick which will benefit from the
Class
In Fall
drive are the Brunswick
Community Chest, the Boy Scouts and
In the class that entered Bow- Girl Scouts, the Infantile ParalyWomen's
doin this month there are 9 boys sis Fund, the
Field
whose fathers are Bowdoin grad- Army for the Control of Cancer,
uates. These fathers
who " ha"ve the Salvation Army."
This Drive is a part of the Nasent their sons back to their own
alma mater come from several dif- tional War Fund Campaign, which
ferent classes. Only two of these is designed to aid many causes.
men came from the same class, The total national goal is 125 mil-

German

History.
The tentative
title for the book is "History and
the Germans," and the Prince
plans to base some of his talks
here at college on this work. His
last published book may also be a
topic of lectures, as it deals with
a subject often discussed.
"On
Borrowed Peace" (1942) pictures
the years from 1933 during which
appeasement failed. It contains a
chapter with suggestive remarks
for the future which Prince Hubertus may well emphasize. Not
only the civilian students, but also the uniformed trainees on the
campus will get a chance to hear
him. It is his desire to be able to
meet Bowdoin students informally
as well as to give lectures.
Hubertus Friederich zu Loewen-

R

Sons Of Graduates

Freshman

stein was born at Schoenwoerth
Castle, Tirol (Austria) on October
14, 1906. His birthday. Thursday,
comes, only, one. da^ after his ar-

|

j

Kern And Gregory

rival here in Brunswick. Hubertus is the son of Prince Maximilian
zu Loewenstein and of ,the younger
daughter of Lord Pirbright. As a
youth he studied at various "Qymnasia,"
in
Hamberg,
Munish.
Gmunden (upper Austria), and
Klagenfurth (Carinthia). Later he
attended the universities at Mun-

Ch° sen Council Officers

and

'

lion dollars.

that of 1912.
list of the boys now in college, the names of their fathers
and the class they were in follows:
Frederick B
ute
Auten '12; Dav^d co7e^p1?iiip
Cole '12; Stanley F. Doyle Stan-

New

Hampshire. Long-time
is now completing a
for the Columbia University Press, which will give a
broad survey of Occidental and

War Fund

Drive for Bowdoin College and the

|

•

New

At more than fifty universities
throughout the United States and
Canada, Prince Hubertus has lec-

Town

This concert will be the first in
Richard A. Rhodes, 2nd '4S
a series to be presented
by
the
ber 25, at seven o'clock. This con- Brunswick Chamber Music Society
test is open to members .if the during the coming year. The proDefends Liberal
three lower classes. Those in 'cr- gram for the concert
is as follows:
ested in trying out for places on I. Early Sacred Music by MediaevConcepts In
the program should come preal and Renaissance composers,
pared to give a selection of about
a) Organum duplum (1160)
five minutes in length. It is not
Last Saturday Professor Herbe
"Haec dies" Magister Leoninus
necessary to use thv same selecb) Complainte de l'agniaus douz Brown gave a speech in advocati
tion in the final competition.
of an education in the humanitii
( unaccompanied
The prize fund was given to the
Much of the chapel talk con>
Perotin (d. 1236)
college in 1905 by the Honorable
cerned men in the armed forcef.
c) Ave Mater
DeAlva Stanwood Alexander of
Professcjr
Anon. XlVth century An interesting fact
the Class of 1870 to be aw«o led
Brown presented was that it fs a
Venetian school
for excellence in "select declamad) Motet
"In
festis
Beatae mistake to make generalizations ufc
tion." There are two prizes, for
a company of twenty men, for
Mariae Virginis"
first and second place, which at
Nicolas Gombert example. A typical company might
present are about 25 and 15 dolcontain a writer of poems, a grad(c. 1480-1540)
lars. Last year the com est
was
uate engineer, and a former midgI. Dei Mater alma
won by Balfour H. Golden ' I, who
et auto" racer, which shows th#1
II. Virgo singularis
gave "The Congo" by Vachel Lindfew characteristics could be true
III. Sit laus!
of any company, no matter how
sey. Second place was taken by II Motet: "O bone Jesu!"
Andreas Hammerschmidt well organized. Thus individual atStanley Cressey '44.
tention, as much as is feasible, /J
(1612-1675)

3 1

week from Newfoundland,

Town War Fund Drive
Begins This Month

j

Lloyd
the
speeches,
Knight will sing a song written by
Kenneth A. Robinson of the class
the
"Forward
of 1914 called
'White." Lloyd Knight and Professor Frederic E. T. Tillotson,
who will accompany him, are taking this opportunity to revive this
After

this

American home.

uates at 8.15 in the Union.
At the concert on Friday evening in Memorial Hall, Mr. Tinayre will be assisted
Mrs.
by
Bridges, violin; Dr. John Russel,
violin; Mrs. Brown, viola;
Mrs.
Charles T. Burnett, violoncello;
and Mr. Frederick E. T. Tillotson,

Be

C

tional Peace. Residing here at the Eagle Hotel, the Prince

coming

be sung Friday. The title of his lecture will be "Adventures of a Pilgrim in the Past." The lecture is
open free of charge to undergrad-

attend.

H. Rosenborg

Arriving

Moulton Union at 7.30 p.m. As in past years, this will Pilgrim," To Be Preview
be the official welcome expressed to the Freshmen by outstandYves Tinayre will be at Bowdoin
ing members of the faculty and of the town of Brunswick. In Thursday and Friday and, owing to
of the

A

Hamburg

ich (1924-25),

Geneva

(1926),

(1925-26),

where

he

studied law and political science.
Prince Hubertus received his Docley Doyle '13; Fred I. E. FerrisThe Student Council meeting tor of Law degree at Hamburg
William F. Ferris '14; Lendall W. held last Monday, the 11 of Octo- University in 1931, his Referendar
Hayes—Harold M. Hayes '14; Ro- ber, concerned itself with Frosh in 1928 at Berlin University.
land D. Mann Roland W. Mann Rules and elections of
officers.
On April 4. 1929, he married
'92; Robert R.
Schonland, Jr.— George Kern, Class of '45, is now Maria Schuylenburg. The Prince
Schonland '21; Philip S. the Vice President of the Student and his wife have two daughters,
Robert
Smith, Jr.—Philip S. Smith '15; Council. Kern was tied with Phil Maria Elisabeth and
Konstanza
and Roger N. Walker—Thomas B. Philbin, also of '45, in the last Maria.
Walker '06.
Student Council election. Philbin
Expatriated by Hitler on politiThere are several other mem- declined the nomination, as he is cal grounds in November, 1934,
class leaving in January.
bers of the new freshman
Hubertus then received Czechoslowho have other Bowdoin connecTom Huleatt '45, is the chair- vak citizenship through the perpreceded by man of a committee who will dis- sonal courtesy of Dr. Benes, Presitions, or have been
relayves other than their fathers.
cuss plans for Freshman Rules dent of Czechoslovakia. His first
While at Bowdoin he majored in
with the Dean. Others
the visit to the United States came in
on
Physics and was a member of the
committee are George Kern '45, 1935 Since 1937 he has been a
Kappa Sigma fraternity.
Visiting Carnegie Professor in this
and Chan Schmalz '45.
The sixth new faculty member,
The meeting closed after Fred country, teaching history, governMr. Thomas H. Wallace, graduated
Gregory '45, was elected secre- ment, political economy, and infrom Boston University in 1933
ternational relations.
tary-treasurer.
from which he received a Ph.D. in
f Continued on Pane a 1
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
A smoker for those men interested in the Glee Club and any
sort of musical activity was held
Is
Monday night in the lounge of the
Jobs Available
Moulton Union after the Masque
and Gown smoker, and following it
Student Aid
musical opportunities were discussed.
Jasper Deeter of the Hedge Row
By Roy E. Littlehale
The Glee Club this year will join
Theater, just outside of PhiladelA situation now exists in the
Jack Kinnard '41, when he was
Student Aid department of the forces with the Brunswick Choral herTa^ an una^rgrVduate.* did
££'
ln tno
college that is both rare and Society, which, rehearses Sunday- of his work with the Masque and companies °L
«"?££
Albert
R. evenings from seven to nine. It
Professor
strange.
Gown on production, ancTwas the has
Thayer, who succeeds Professor is a mixed chorus consisting of men Production Manager on the Execu- Around" under its original title of
Charles H. Livingston, reports that and women from the town, the tive Committee for two years. "Tomorrow's Yesterday" through
S
he has many opportunities for stu- college faculty, radar school, naval However, in his Junior year, he th
This experience of Kinnard indidents of the college to find employ- air station, and students from the won second prize in the one-act
ment, but that there is a shortage pre-meteorological and engineering play contest with "Modern Erato", actes one of the values of the oneayconlest; that a competitor
units. All singers among the unof applicants for the jobs.
*>
and was hopeful of commg off with
attempt may
The converse of this situation dergraduate body interested in top honorsfftaiin his Jworyearj
successful later on.
extremely
has been the problem that the Stu- choral singing of good music are he submitted another play manu-.
_
dent Aid Committee has usually urged to select this as their music- script which was accepted for pro- Mergendahl s first one-act p ay
faced in times past. Other years al extra-curricular activity at duction and was skillfully played- was not considered good enough
for production when submitted to
have found this committee search- Bowdoin.
under his own direction. He was
A performance of Handel's greatly
the judges, and Wiiliam Brown's
ing for jobs for the undergradudisappointed when the play
ates, rather than attempting to "Messiah" is scheduled and will be failed to receive a prize, but most first play only received a prize because
of its originality. Edwin
find enough undergraduates to fill presented at Christmas time.
observers agreed that the plotThere will be a concert series by
Vergason wrote his first one-act
Professor Thayer,
the positions.
thread was too tenuous and that
who is in charge of Student Aid, internationally renowned artists, he had spent too much time on with so little promise that the
judges hesitated to permit its prohas many types of jobs waiting for consisting of six concerts: the one characterization and dialogue.
duction, and the first play subapplicants. These include such oc- Friday night; on November 17, 19,
In this respect, he was somewhat
cupations as waiterships, library and 21 the Curtis string quartet similar to Charles Mergendahl, his mitted by Carmichael was refused
desk clerks, newspaper carriers, and assisting artists will give three classmate, whose play won the production by the Masque and
work at the Union, and employ- concerts; on March 22 and April contest. The ORIENT of March 5, Gown Executive Committee; yet
19 Yves Chardon, cellist, and
every one of these men later wrote
ment at private homes.
1941, describes "World's Fair" as
There are, of course, reasons for Norbert Lauga, violinist, and Pro- an impressionistic play based on a good enough full-length play to
fessor Tillotson, pianist, will prewarrant production. If this record
this surplus of jobs such as the war
the theme that "if you give a guy
making available many more jobs sent two programs of trio litera- a gun. he'll shoot it." The play was of success in failure were the only
the one-act play contest
result
than in ordinary times, the acceler- ture.
set in a fourth-rate hamburg joint
The annual Burns anniversary
proved itself valuable.
ated courses reducing the number
on the lower East Side of New would have
program will be held as usual on
The competition was started by
of applicants, and the small stuYork City. In the cast was Mrs.
without
January
25.
undergraduates
cf
a
gioup
dent body- However, there, should
Robert Morse, now appearing in
Later in the year concerts of the
any faculty advice or stimulation
be some men in college who would
"And Miles Around." Despite his
conappreciate the opportunity of se- best in recorded music will be pre- disappointment, or perhaps be- '33-'34, and Director Quinby
employment sented over the Simpson memorial cause of it, Kinnard continued to sidered it the most hopeful sign of
part-time
curing
Such men should see Professor sound system in the Moulton Un- write after leaving college, and has dramatic activity on the campus
Thayer for information.
t Continued on Page 2 ]
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
been considerably encouraged by
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PLANS FOR SEASON
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One- Act Play Contest

Many
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Speak On

graduates on the presentation
of their blanket tax. Single admission, a dollar ten; service

WGAN Tonight

'

1

j

i

men, fifty-five cents.
Sun, Oct. 17 7.00 p.m. Memorial Hall. Meeting of the Brunswick Choral Society. All undergraduates interested are urged

The Bowdoin-on-the-Air program tonight will feature an ad-

—

dress by Professor

P.
Stanley
Bowdoin's Shakespearean
authority. The address is occasioned by the college's recent acquisition of two original manuscripts by Edwin Arlington Rob-

Chase,

to attend.

—

inson "Miniver" Cheevy" and "The
Twilight Song.'
After thanking the donors, Kir.
John Richards and his sister, for
the gift. Professor Chase will read
and briefly discuss the manuscripts.

also intends to recall memories of the great poet's visit to
Bowdoin in 1925 to receive an
honorary Lit.D.
L. W. Cooper of the class of '47

He

will announce.

tmam

—

Mon., Oct. 18 8.15 o.m. Moulton
Union. Annual fall meeting of
.the Phi Beta Kappa, Alpha of
Maine. President Sills will talk
on "Experiences of a Public
Member of the War Labor.
Board." The meeting is open
to ell members of the college
,

j

|

community. The public meeting
will be preceded by the initiation of the new members. The
initiation ceremonies will be
held in the Conference A room
of the Moulton Union at seven
forty-five.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
>

The Bowdofn Orient

HEW

THE

As
Hmnswi.k, Maine

EstabtUrtied 1H71

ORIEHT

Mustard

a result of the reduced enrollment

and the consequent curtailed

Cress

activities

Orient will be pubtwo weeks in-

of the college, the

Managing

hrilt

Hoffman

Philip H.

on

'45

A. LHtle '49

Bkim

Harry Llndemaroi '46
John H. Farrefl '46
'47, Ray F.^BIUi*CortU
Charles
W.
mh rai6Hl
h tie 16, Paml W. Moran '47. Wolfnan* H. Bawen'47.

Athern P. Dtgfetl
Assistant Professor Philip M. Brown
Philip H. Hoffman

.Associate Professor

Manager

irrnlatlon

WvdnMi*yi

.1

.

WIHh*H

v

T. CH11 '47

Year by the Stu<l*rU»
new* rommurif«tion» to the Kdit<>.

'luring th*- College

A<J>li-*-«

.-.

.

.

staff

do everything possible to continue

will

publication and maintain standards al-

liOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

Dtrerfen:

t

W. s*pnul«ng

'47. r'rrd

Imtk

cardinal policy will necessarily

have to be self-preservation. The

roniniuniraUen* to th* Bu*in»«i Manner of
fubliKhins <«m.|.any at the Orient Oflief. Sul>i
|..->
>nr in ailvanre: with Alumnus, $3.&0.
l:i-- matter at the post office at Brun»wi«-k.

ready

We

set.

feel that

worthwhile

it is

to record Bowdoin's changing aspects

during the war years.

More than

we

ever

will

need the co-

mi

.

"*1»ep««»i.KTeo

420 Maoison
Imtmo

Mamring
\ol.

New YO«k.

Ave.

aotToa

•

utiui
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Dana

Editor at Oris Ism*

Wednesday. Sept.

I.XXIH

A. Little

No.

194S

18,

11

Jim Higgins graduated in Sep-

Orient lost one of the
and best-liked men who have ever

ablest
sat in

the editor's chair. His ability, leadership,
and hard work were largely responsible

paper

the

of

continuance

the

throughout the past hectic year.

and respect in
had the happy

liness inspired confidence

who knew

faculty of

him.

He

knowing everything that was

going on.

Sunday

He

guided his organization

on a very reduced

increase the strain
staff.

This

Bowdoin's newspaper.

is

you
by all

If

have views on a current issue,
means write them down for publication.
Nothing so enlivens the pages of any

much

journal so

and friend-

Jim's qualities of alertness

all

staff. If

the facts in time for the

all

as controversy.

The Orient; has perhaps dealt
clusively with events, not

We intend

people.

too ex-

enough with

in the future to fos-

community
greater extent on the

ter the unity of the college

by touching to a

A

through troubled waters with a calm and

human

steady hand.

number of personal interviews will
be seen in our columns. We will want
to know in the future not only what is

placed on his shoulders

The burden

greater than that of his predeces-

was

sors. It

was

in

December 1942

over the paper.

t(x>k

He had

that he

the end of

It

had "been called

into

.,

1

.

Orient might corisomething which was un-

addition- to his dut»es-H» editor-in-

work

chief he did the

of a

managing ed-

itor for certain issues.

This he continued

to Jo> throughout the

summer

when

there were

no managing

trimester

editors

on

organizations are holding their custom-

ary Freshman Smokers. In order that

may

these groups

continue to function,

them

the entering class must give

By

their

them
you will be helping to keep Bowdoin traditions alive. You will also be making
wide acquaintances in the student body
whole-hearted support.

joining

thereby tasting the best part of college

the staff.

Jim Higgins not only did more work
than previous editors, he did

and extremely

ly

As

well.

it

cheerful-

he prepares

go into active service with the Navy,

to

we

aH wish him Godspeed.

have ever seen.

Wednesday

at noon.

began

It

up Thursday afternoon found that only
remained

eleven, there

The wartime

this

necessity of

lodging the Freshmen in the fraternity

houses naturally reduced the mobility

freedom of action of the entering

iting

There was comparatively little visof the several houses by the Fresh-

men.

Much

ever,

must

of the blame for
fall

this,

and extra-curricuwhich contain a cross
of the college population can you

section

who were content to put
men who happened to

perclassmen

assigned to their houses.

A

little

and considerable consumption of
valuable shoe leather. Nevertheless, no
is

more rewarding from the point

view of social experience for both the
Freshman and the upperclassman.

of

If

wc grant

avoid this narrowing effect of fraternity
life.

It is gratifying to realize that the in-

trinsic value of participation in the ac-

of these organizations

a life affiliation

is

by no means a

sively.

ity

We cannot say,

we must conclude

and see the world," but you can be
campi any-

is

that so

yards of material were
is

"enough." Just what

the government intended to do with
those

we

all

strips of vari-colored wool,

little

never could quite figure out. In any

case,

whatever they wanted to do, they

It will

and

now we can

we want

them.

be mildly interesting to notice

existing conditions,

a lot of us will be running around in ob-

five*

of the houses.

A delayed pledging season would per-

solete cuffless trousers.

ents of the

two

men

possible that

eleven fraternities he really

government

on

into best.

like to

have ex-

this

issue.

problem in

be fairly even-

and the two types
to get along with each other.

old fashioned

fits

Perhaps propon-

styles will

ly divided

mit the Freshman to decide which of the

The Orient would

from the new students. Esprit dc
among Bowdoin men ha=

corps

come upon

evil days.

In

have

enough!"

it

have

It is also

that

case,

the

piles of those little

varicolored strips piling
ears although

will

will entirely reject the

cuff.

will

'

this summer featured guest
speakers rather than the usual
papers by students and faculty revealed.

grams

members

of the college

communi-

Tentative plans for the

ty.

first

•

M.

a

great

Many

m
AGAIN we

-

feel

U. S. Army Air Forces' expanding
cadets
program. These aviation
are receiving three weeks of intensive physical, military, and aca-

demic instruction

Maxwell

at

beginning
Field preparatory to
their actual flight training at one
of the many primary flying schools
located in the Army Air Forces

Eastern Flying

Com-

Training

mand.

On August

Private
Douglas Carmiehael "43 reported
1943,

25,

Georgetown University, WashD. C, lor reclassification
the ASTP. He received his basic
training at Vint Hill Farm Station,
Warrenton. Va. While at Georgelor
classified
town, he will be
higher studies in some university
or college under the auspices of
the Army.

at

ington,
in

Bowdoinites, particularly

Naval
On September 9, 1943.
Even the up- the new freshmen, know nothing
Robert P. T. Cofof the existence of the ORIENT'S Aviation Cadet
Professor and
Mrs.
rival on the Bowdoin campus. This fin, son of

perclassmen seem indisposed lo
wood chapel speakers. This lack of
enthusiasm cannot be laid to the
war's influence.

METEOR published by
soldiers in the Meteorological unit.
This paper very ably reports on
the activities and interest of th(
Air Force men.
The latest issue, of October 11.
contains, among
other
things,
plans for a prospective post weekrival is the

c

constrained to

speak of extra-curricular activities.
On last Monday evening there
were two smokers held in the
lounge of the Moulton Union. The

NOW

been
has
Robert P. T.. Coffin,
Naval
Air
transferred to the
Training Center at Corpus Christ i,
Texas, after successful completion
training
flight
of the primary
course at the Naval Air Station.
Glenview. Illinois.

regulai

money and

infinite ef-

The magazine is available at
the desk in the library, yet well
over half of the two hundred
copies printed still remain at that
Even if you don't want to
makes a damn fine scorepad for bridge. But the least yon

place.

read

list

of

W. Eames,
Governor Hum-

Head Master of
mer Academy, South

wailed the fact that such activities
are not sufficiently publicized:
pretty weak excuse. Announcements are made in chapel, posted
on the bulletin board, printed in
the college calendar and in the

—

radio and
cecv«n with earplug are hein«r men" for tK>th
telephone work.
hotter recepFilling snugly under the helmets they <ri\.'

Byfield,

Massachusetts,

—

The President of the
Oct. '14
College.
<ieorge Norton NorthOct. 31
rop, Head Master of the Roxbury Latin School, Boston,

tion by keeping out battle noise

—

.

.

they an- cooler, more

Signal Corps engineers working with Western Electric
and Bell Telephone Laboratories developed this new all-

—

purpose military headset.
lb-re

—

lo

\ i< <•

is another instance of Bell System
our nation at war.

—

War

calls

Thai's

ton, .Massachusetts.

>er-

keep Long Distance lines buny
vonr call may be delayed.

ir/iv

—

Nov. 28 Clifton D. Cray. President of Bates College, Lewiston.

li-

"GOSH— ON
AGAIN! BET

-

NEW

PEN.

I

THE FRITZ

CAN'T GET

A

EVEN REPAIR

PARTS ARE SCARCE!"

"WHY DON'T YOU GET HEP
TO PARKER QUINK, JIMMY?
HAS SOLV-X IN IT TO
PROTECT METAL AND RUBBER

TT

any man who went to Bowdoin.
Ask, seme of the men who never
had a chance to finish before they
were called to the service. If you

to buy
the Pi-

.

comfortable.

Massachusetts.
Robert H. Dunn, Rector
of St. John's Church. Portsmouth, Ne»v Hampshire.
Nov. 14 Albert D, StautTacher.
Minister of the Missions Council of the Congregational Christian Chorches.
Nov. 21 J. Edgar Park, President of Wheaton College, Nor-

Nov. 7

headset!

SIGNALMEN formerly saw action without helmets because
old-style headsets were too bulky. Now miniature re-

— Edward

c .
PERHAPS you're only going to
be here for one semester, or a year.
That still leaves ample time to do
something in student activities. If
yob don't believe it, take a look at
the inscription on the memorial
flagstaff one of these days. It
might give a cause for some thinking. Don't think that these things
aren't important: they are.
Ask
in

and

new

thte

AND

KEEPS PENS CLEAN!"

think that this college is for the
- c
sole purpose of giving courses and
of the Bowdoin Quill offering a place to exist, you'd betpublished toward the end of ter move on. brother, because
you're in the wrong place. Bettor
think it over.

rates."

AN ISSUE

m

'

[

up around

its

has already cried, "Hold,

Continued from Page

i

1

Prince Arrives

ion.

A

string quartet will be formed
this year. An excellent cellist and
[ Continued from Page i }
violinist are among the student
Before 1933 in Germany, Hubody.
bertus was founder and leader of
Any student playing the violin
the Republican youth movement in
should communicate with Mr. T11Berlin, 1930. He was also editorial
lotson, as this is a. rare opportunwriter for the "Berliner Tageity. If a sufficient number of singand contributor to the
blatt,"
ers-present themselves, a glee club
"Vossische
Zeitung."
Furtherwill be formed, but at the present
more, he founded and edited a
the number is not sufficient to carweekly, "Das Reich," Saarbruery on this unit.
cken (1934).
Those members who are left and
Prince Hubertus ^advocates a
the choir will jgin the* Choral Soplan Ho establish international uniciety, which meets Sunday eveversities as part of the peace
nings.
covenant. He is in favor of setting
The choir, which sings every
up a free German movement, posSunday, is open to any singer who
sibly a transplantable exiles' govdesires to join. No special ability is
ernment on free German soil in
required, as there is a sufficient
former German East Africa.
number of singers to carry along
Since early in the last decade
those who cannot read music.
five books have been published by
The tradition of musical chapels Hubertus zu Loewenstein, all of
on Fridays will be carried on. Any
them about the present European
student who can play an instrupolitical difficulties: "The Tragedy
ment or wishes to sing should com- of a Nation. Germany 1918-1934"
municate with Mr. Tillotson.
"After Hitler's Fall, Germany's
The first student recital will be Coming Reich" (1935); "A Cathoheld
the Moulton Union on Sunlic in Republican Spain" (1937);
day afternoon, November 14. The "Conquest of the Past, an Autosecond wfll be on Sunday after- biography" (1938); "On Borrowed
noon, December 12. These student
Peace" (1942).
recitals are the highlights of the
He has also contributed to The
musical season for undergraduates.
The
Quarterly,
Social Science
These recitals are open to the
American Mercury, and The Atpublic and tea will be se/Ved.
lantic Monthly.

m

fountain pens rationed !

"DEDUCED

drastically

-** government

order,

by

sediment

choice brands of fountain pens
are

becoming

parts, too, are

scarce.

war

It

brilliant,

Parker

solv-x is

Tarker Pen Company, Janes
ville, Wisconsin, and Toronto,

most pen

trou-

FO* V

The

Canada.

"Micro-film Black." New Parker Quink in "Mien-film
Quink comes in 7 permanent colors: Micro-film
Black, Blue-Black, Royal Blue, Green, Violet, Brown, Red. 2 washable colors:

MAIL

Black" photographs

perfectly!

Black, Blue, lit,

fto&cUjtona in 5 toamf
'

containing solv-x.

by removing the causes.
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Quink with

ideal for steel pens, too!

Solv-x ends
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of rubber caused by highly

smooth-writing Parker Quink,

bles

SOLV-X

prevents the corrosion of

acid inks.

real war-

time protection with

left

metal parts and deterioration

Repair

casualties!

So give your pen

away the gum and
by inferior inks.

It flushes

first-

2H and up.

MAKE YOUR DOLLARS HGHT— BUY WAR BONDS NOW"

1. Protects rubber
life

. . .

lengthen* Hie

of sac or diaphragm.

2. Dissolves sediment and gum left
by other inks. Cleans your pen as
it

writes.

-

3. Prevents dogging of feed.

4. Safeguards base metal parts . .
prevents corrosion.
S. Assures quick
starting

and even

PARKER Quifilc
THE ONLY INK CONTAINING SOLV-X

C^.

Tlw Park*

\

M^vaHaM

this

it, it

can do is to struggle over to the
brary' and pibk up a copy.

doubtful that the students are

"Terry and

a

is

trimester:
Oct. 17

his

fort.

just a bunch of damn fools; but
what other conclusion can be
drawn? Some students have be-

space next to

following,

cal classes
besides
civilian classes.

considerable

apathetic.
There still is no evidence that the students are devoting an extraordinary amount of
time to their studies. As yet no
valid reason for such lack of in-

The

Sunday chapel speakers who will
conduct the services during the fall

the summer trimester. This enterprise represented an investment of

offers to

the undergraduate every possible
opportunity for student activity,
yet the students show no interest.
Student extracurricular activities
are a vital and important part of
undergraduate life, yet for the
most part students are completely

it is

Ls

Sports take up lour pages out of
the total sixteen. Features take
up another four of the paper,
mimeographed, by the way, and
stapled into booklet form.
The METEOR has been goinf;
since April. At first it took a page
of the ORIENT but it soon acquired it's own facilities. The ediPvt.
Clair
tor of the paper
is
Smith and Private Arthur White
is the Associate Editor.

m

BOWDOIN COLLEGE

tribute

to Professor
Herbert R.
Brown, who teaches Meteorologi-

paid

signalmen can

wear helmets with

Chapel Speakers
SUNDAY CHAPEL SPEAKERS

and a dance or two.
In another section,

Outside of the executive committhere was one upperclassman
present. There were four freshmen
present.
Immediately after the
Masque and Gown smoker, the musical activities had a smoker: total number of students present,
six. Only one upperclassman. Yet
ten men in the entering class indicated in their entrance papers an
interest and experience in musical
organizations. Professor Tillotsnn
arranged for Glee Club and Choir
tryouts on two afternoons last
week. This information was in the
college calendar and posted on the
chapel bulletin board. Not a man
made an appearance. These facts
need no comment.
- c
tee,

that trouser cuffs are in

saved and that

undergraduate organ-

ization of men interested in the
literary arts, plans to continue its
'activities. Due to the accelerated
summer program,, the Witan's pro-

Glee Club

again has not been bruited about very

many thousand

Witan, an

'

ON THE CUFF
The news

of

METEOR ANNOUNCES
OPEN POST WEEKEND

was

way.

done to change

hours of entertainment at four or

next

"Join this activ-

what comes of all this. Will most men
want cuffs again or not? In case they do,

can only offer a Freshman a few,

pressions of opinion

many

one only as

fairly certain of seeing other

but

amount of physical exercise in the
weeks on the camform of calisthenics and military

a freshman asked us the
swimming.
whereabouts of Winthrop Hall.
And what has become of the old
custom of speaking first to upperclassmen? It is sometimes difficult
to elicit a response of any kind
pus,

ORIENT. Maybe we ought

if

e\en the most energetic rushing commit-

its

local

have,our cuffs again,

Under

great,

a result of their having traveled exten-

should be entered into

that something should be

the system.

cases

it,

future associates, then

is

Their reputations in

ed service.

have apparently done

is is

after fourteen

terest has been brought forth,

unfortunate that

that

within a few hours after meeting one's

tees

athletic

much. The explanation given

pursuit of Freshmen entails a

effort

game

Proc Night?" when we mentioned
only studying
our own experiences with it. And

how-

on the indolence of up-

pledge pins on the
fee

the danger of isola-

for each has a long record of distinguish:

why

easy to understand

should be true.

class.

is still

from the main student body. Only

tion

tivities

unpledged at that time.

and

now

officially

An informal check-

a handful of the entering class

is

are

lar organizations

This rushing period was the shortest

It

we

eating in three dining rooms instead of

by joining the

RUSHfNG
we

life.

For despite the fact that

In line with continuing student
extra-curricular
activities.
the

Front

was that of the Masque and end sometime in November, inGown; eleven men were present. cluding perhaps a football game Coming;

heartening to see that despite

is

•

The A. S. T. U. is losing its supbe; that at last the American colply officer, Lieutenant Sherry, who
lege is down to brass tacks. Yet
is now recuperating from a bad
how much is lacking! Those of us
who remain to remember the Col- cold.
Reports coming from headquarlege in its glorious prewar days are
ters assure us
that these men
deeply conscious of the changes in
campus life. And the things ina: here at Bowdoin College are^working hard throughout their basic
shock us most are not due to the
training which is
in
its
fourth
war itself. The other day a nmn
who entered Bowdoin at the he- week. These men rise at 6.30 a.m.
and after a fourteen hour day,
ginning of the summer trimesier
they retire officially at 10.30 p.m.
asked us, "Just what in hell is
Their basic training consists of not

first

'

everything a majority of the established

precedented in the history of the paper.
In

it.

country's

their

In order that the
tinue, Jim did

doing

is

CAMPUS ORGAH1ZATIOHS

but one of these

all

who

happening, but

at that time

By

tour managing editors.
the spring trimester

service.

interest side of college life.

large

meetings of the season include a
paper on Thomas Hardy by Mr.
Philip Clough of the faculty. It
is hoped that in the near future
Mrs. Elinor Graham, author of
"Our Way Down East." may be
prevailed upon to speak. The date
of the first meeting has not as yet
been determined, but will soon be
announced, according to the organization's president. Donald N.
Koughan '45. New officers will be
elected at this time, it has been

m

touch with a

in

you are approached by an Orient reporter, you will be
helping the paper to continue if you give
of the

night deadline. Unnecessarily late stories

tember, the

tor

brass

to

means that if you
the paper, you would be

member

him

JIM HIGGINS

When

down

Getting

have news for
helping us by getting

N. Y.
f»« FeaaewCT

•

student

the

that simply

tacks,

Keprtuntathf

otirgt Pmklithrrs

of

body, the alumni, and the college administration.

roa national AOvaanaiMe er

National Advertising Service, Inc.
i

operation and sopport

Bowdoin

The Army Specialized Training
Unit here at Bowdoin College is

now under the new command of
Philip R. F. Danley. BeFALL has arrived, and with it, Captain
concerning
Considerable news
fore coming to Brunswick, Capfall weather. With the eyes halfArmed
the
tain Danley was a R. O. T. C. in- Bowdoin alumni in
clcsed. it is almost possible to
through
structor at Norwich University in Forces has reached us
imagine that things are as they
Professor .Nathaniel C. Kendrick.
Northfield,
Massachusetts.
The
were before the war. There are the
'43,
a
Norman O. Gauvreau
A. S. T. unit was first organized by
new
freshmen,
eight
o'clock
Colonel Horace T. Applington who Lewiston man, and Harold L. Mcclasses, rushing, leaves on the
was its past commander. Colonel Lellan '41, from Belmont, Mass.,
ground and bonfires, cider and
Applington left Bowdoin College won their Navy "Wings of Gold"
apples, the October sunlight in the
Second
September 12, so that he might and were commissioned
afternoon. But closer inspection re- on
from active service on Sep- Lieutenants in the Marine Corps
retire
veals many changes in the old orReserve this week, having com30th.
der. Men in uniform marehing tember
The new executive officer for pleted the prescribed flight trainacross the campus, the intermittent
ing course al the Naval Air Trainthunder of the Corsairs and Ven- this Army Specialized Training
been announced as ing Center, Pensacola, Florida.
turas, black windows at night, the Program has
Naval
designated
Kenneth
Captain
B. G. Parson who Having been
appalling void at the lower end of
Aviators, they will go Into active
Union street, nostalgic .memories of began his duties here on October duty at one of the Navy's air
Captain Parson was associated
football weekends, the small num- 7.
operational training centers before
ber of students in once-large with the First Service Command being assigned to
a combat zone.
Tactical School in Serbridge, Mascourses. And where are the campus
Ralph E. Kidd '43 and Frederic
dogs that used to frequent the sachusetts.
The
unit has a new first ser- H. Giddings '43 have reported to
chapel ?
geant George N. Nadeau who has the Army Air Forces Pre-Flight
- c
School for Pilots at Maxwell Field,
CRITICS oF the college would come here after four years of Alabama to begin the third DBase
maintain that this is as it should overseas "duty.
of their training as pilots in the

stead of weekly..

The

LOUGH WILL REA©
PAPER FOR WIT AN

C

The

By Don Koughan

lished henceforth every
IMilor-in-Chief

CAPT.PHIUP DANLEY
COMMANDS ASTP UNIT

<*nd

qo«e»»r

—

.

y

ORIENT
THE BOWDOIN
>wb

'rnkffe

On Saturday

Exhibition In Union
i

»

C0AOTM1LLER PLANS
VARSITY SWIM TEAM

Sills Urges Courage
Wishes To See
Sunday Choir Candidates In Address To Grads

Tillotsdn

Any singer on campns Interested in Joining the Sunday
chapel choir, please aee Mir. TUlotaon any afternoon
between
two and' ffve o'clock In the mmir
room.

Craves

!

;

at
j

<

i

'

MEN

UP
FOR CROSS COUNTRY
EIGHT

HOT LICKS

SIGN

y Al Wehren

j

i

The following men have signed
article is the first of a up for Cross Country under the
I This
series which will appear in the direction of Coach Magee:
ORIENT this fall. Al Wehren, the
C. J. Reed '46. J. C. Branche
writer, is a Freshman who en- '46, F. B. Autin '47. B. E. Gorton
tered college this month Editor's 47, B. J. Guy '47, A. J. Wehren
Note!
'47. R. H. Whittemore
'47,
and
James Caesar Petri Hal* ban on E. Robinson.
record-making by orchestras seems
Equipment has already been isto he a flop from quite a number sued and training
has
started.
of angles. The proof lies in the Coach Magee has expressed
the Graves
hopes that the

fact that the record selling agencies are having an extiTCHe'y successful year. The platters they are
selling come from various places.
First of all, a bootleg concern un-

men

will stick to

the training and hopes to be aWe
to give them their Varsity letters
at the end of the season. Although
not so rigorous as last year, the
der the name of Hit" is se'Iing training will include road work didiscs which are transcribed ri.reot- rected toward building the men up
ly from radio programs and soli for a solid hour's running.

under fictitious names. Second',
the old tunes are coming back in
droves to haunt "Prexy" Petrillo.
Among these are "Paper Doll" by
the Mills Brothers, "Honeysuckle
Rose" by Fats Waller, Benny
Goodman's "Sometimes I'm Happy" (backed by a jump tune called
"King Porter"), and such favorites by Duke Ellington as "Moon
Indigo" and "Solitude."
Among Hie other sources of
current waxing* are the crooner*.
Snob groanera an Btng
Crosby, Dick Haynes, Perry
Como,
and
femtne-entrancer
Frank Sinatra are cutting dines
with
vocal
accompaniment.
Theae records are usually strictly "Ichy," due to the excruttating vocal background.
Then there are the cowboy combos who turn out such monstrocities as the recent "Pistol Packin'
Mama." Also now and then, a
fairly new recording comes sneaking out. Among the 200 most popular
the
bugs jitter to are:
"Boogie Woogie" and "Well Get
It" by the Sentimental Gentleman
of Swing. Tommy Dorsey "On the
Sunny Side of the Street" cut by

will speak.

The singing

ol
will

Sons of
Bowdoin,"
complete the program.
"Rise,

James Bowdoin Scholars
chosen by scholastic ranking

arc
since

entrance into college. Students attaining straight "A's" for two tri-

is

P°s»*ble to have a team,
he thought the

However, practice rooms

son will hold
ian

j

-

j
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;

i

~
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tnis connection,
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Tne schedule
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mesters will receive books with the stand for the peace for which wc
all pray. Despite the overwhelmJames Bowdoin bookplates.
This ceremony is not just for the ing majority given the Fulbright
V-12
Scholars, but for the whole col- Resolution in the House of RepreLocal Spotter Post
lege. The ceremonies will also be sentatives this week, it is not go9
ing
to be an easy thing to win
open to the public.
Closed
over the American people to a
The second nation-wide tests for
policy of realistic cooperation with
The blackout which was schedother nations, a policy that will re civilians desiring to be considered
uled to occur sometime between
quire subordination of sovereign- fOT the Arrn > Specialized Training
the seventh and the sixteenth of
ty. the removal of economic bar- Program or the Navy College Prothe month occurred last Thursday
riers, and the adoption of some- STam V-12 will be given on Tuesevening. The test was completely
They will
thing like free trade; perhaps even day, November 9th.
successful and without incident.
a temporary change in physical probably be held in the gymnaThe air-rajd warning service
A Masque and Gown smoker standards of living, and certainly sium.
A booklet with complete instrucwhich has been maintained since was held in the Lounge at the a marked change in our spiritual
midnight on April 5th, "1942, was Moulton Union on the evening of thinking. But all these problems tions, requirements, and applicadiscontinued Monday, October 4th, Monday, October 11, at 7.30. The will give you an opportunity and a tion blank may be secured from
1943, at nine p.m. after almost a Executive Committee elected last challenge to show that it is high Professor Nathaniel C. Kendrick's
year and a half of continuous serv- August consisting of Don Koughan time for youth courageously and office on the top floor of Massaice. The Brunswick post had be^ii '45, President, Fred Gregory '45, intelligently to take a far greater chusetts Hall. This pamphlet also
on a 24-hour basis throughout that Secretary, Dana A. Little '46, Pub- interest in national decisions and contains several sample probperiod.
licity Manage*, Chandler Schmalz to make its influence more effec- lems in order to give the candiMr. Emerson Zeitler '29. chief '45, Business Manager, Robert Em- tive. I am of the personal opinion date an idea of the type of quesobserver of the Brunswick post re- mons '47, Production Manager, that youth 'has left for too long a tions to be asked an the test.
Aside from physical limitations
ceived the call from the regional was present except for Robert time exclusively in older hands dedirector notifying him that the Emmons '47 who left College. The cisions that affect youth most, and there are- also some other restnearmy ordered immediate discontin- Executive Committee appointed that is one reason why I advocate tkms P^ced on the eligibility of
of
any
uation of the service. Appropriate- Frank Gordon '46 in his stead as lowering the age for the fran- civilians. No member
ly enough, the last report was sent Production Manager. Robert Sper- chise to eighteen. But whether or branch of the armed service may
in by Willis Baker, the post's old- ry '44, formerly Production Man- not such a change
takes place a PP'y- whether he is on active
The age requireest observer, who has regularly ager, has returned to College and there will be many opportunities status or not
stood a shift twice a week ever been appointed Production Ad- for youth to take a strong stand ments for the ASTP differ from
for domestic and foreign policies th ose of the Navy V-12 Program,
since the opening.
visor.
Many of the College faculty and
The smoker was started by which you are convinced are right A candidate for the V-12 Program
between
students have been active in the reading the report of the meeting but which may run counter to pop- must have been born
Brunswick post since the service held last August, in which it was ular opinion among your comrades March 2, 1924 and March 1. 1927.
was begun. The Post was first or- voted that the Masque and Gown or in your community. Then will In other words, he must have atganized by /Professor Thomas combine with
the
Community be the time to summon from the tained his 17th but not his 20th
Means,
and
Professors
Cecil Chest and split the proceeds of past that spirit which so many birthday by March 1, 1944.
A candidate for the ASTP has
Holmes and Stanley B. Smith have two performances of "And Mi'< s graduates of this college have exserved as officers of the day Around" on October 29 and 30, re- hibited, the spirit of independence more leeway as far as age reand of moral courage. Think of quirements are
concerned.
He
throughout the entire period. The spectively.
It was also announced that the William Pitt Fessenden daring to must have reached his 17th but
faculty and student body together
took care of between twenty and One-Act Play Contest has been vote against the impeachment of not his 22nd birthday by March
thirty of the one hundred odd advanced so that the plws will be Andrew Johnson though all Maine 1, 1944. This means that he must
watches a week. Those with espe- presented on December 18. Manu- was demanding he do so; think of have been born between March 2,
1927.
Anycially long records of previous scripts should be submitted to the .Thomas Bracket t Reed daring' to 1922 and March 1,
against popular further information may be observice include Richard Rhodes '43, judges, Mr. Qumby and the Exec- take his stand
who had served more than any oth- utive Committee .if the Masque clamor for the unnecessary war tained from Professor Kendrick,
with Spain; 'think of Edwin U. faculty military advisor.
er undergraduate and who had re- and Gown, before November 29.
Also through
Curtis, Police Commissioner of
Professor Kenturned to work on the three to six

^f

™*

We

Freshman Smoker

ASTP And Navy
Exams On November

[

Continued from Page
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1

may

participate in singing the college songs.

By Army

|

'

In past years it has been the
custom for representatives of the
j

|

military students.

various campus activities to speak,
buV"this"yea^"th!s will"be handled
by tne organizations at individual

smokcrs

you like to see a fel- since 1931 under the auspices of
low run 20,000 billiards in onei the Association of College Unions
hour, forty-one minutes and eight and the Billiard Association of
secends without a miss?
America. His purpose, chiefly and
Pete won't take up an hour of he has succeeded, no end—is to
your time, making that many bil- make college boys and girls billiards for you, but he'll show you liard-conscious, showing that the
how he once did it, and he'll show game is easily learned and easily
you other tricks on a billiard table played well, if the beginner will
that'll make your eyes pop out.
learn simple fundamentals and
Pete is known throughout the apply them constantly.
world as the "magician of the
Since the outbreak of the war he
green table," and he has about 550 has travelled to service camps
shots in his repertoire that will throughout the country.
make you say "impossible," even
after you have seen them.
Take his "Dollar" shot, for exModified Bugle Will
ample. Pete stands a silver dollar
Cn end, between two pieces of bil'45, '46, '47
Include
strokes
the
hard chalk. He then
dollar to the far rail, from whence
it returns to come right back beThe Bowdoin Bugle, yearbook of
tween the two pieces of chalk.
the college is still in the process
Tricks, however, are only inci- of preparation. Unfortunately, we
dental to Peterson's purpose. He are unable to say when the Bugle
has been touring American college will be finished.
The
Bowdoin

—

—

A

j

Bugle Staff is as follows:
Lewis P. Fickett, Jr. '47
Lewellen W. Cooper 47

SUN RISES

1

£

Peter-

I

i

;

Mr,

for both civil-

How would

VH FRP\HMF\

,

and

1-6.

two shows, afternoon and evening,

will

be available free and everything
possible will be done to encourage this hind of effort.

tion. The decision on our footbal
of course, unchances will be made when Adam
certain. At present Bates, MIT,
and Boston University have indi- Walsh, Coach of football, inspects
the new squad. Twenty-seven men
cated their willingness
to
meet
witn Bowdoin. Also, a few other showed up for opening practice
schools may have informal teams, Monday.
Only two members of last year's
Possibly Amherst or Harvard,
Bowdoin team. Waller Finnegan
c first meeting of all students
'45 and Tom Huleatt '45 will be
interested in swimming was called
present. The main source of mafor last Monday afternoon, Octofrom
ber 11. This group was divided in- terial will undoubtedly come
the incoming freshmen. .It is up
to two parts: those who wished to
compete on the team and those in- to Walsh to decide whether Bowterested in the Military Swimming doin's team will be physically qualified to play its usual opponents.
Course.
Many of Bowdoin's usual comNo captains are available as yet.
petitors: Amherst. WiHiams. \Ves.44
Last year, Ross E. Williams
yan and C ° ,by
a "d
and Adin R. Merrow 45 were the
ar reinforced this year by
have left
f
I have not, however, chosen to co-captains, but both
will
Marine
Units.
12
and
v
speak to you of courage because Bowdoin.
;
is of as
Last year the team had only play, however, if our team
we are at war but because you will
good physical calibre as is neceshave need of that virtue just as half an hour available for practice
sary
to protect the members of the
much when the war is over or ir each day. Time will be short, but. squad against
unnecessary
inthe tasks- of ordinary life. It wil! just as last year, it is hoped dial
juries.
take courage of a high order tc the mast will be made of it.

MASQUERS WELCOME
ERESHMEN AT SMOKER

Charles C. Peterson, world's fancy-shot champion, will
be at the Moulton Union, Saturday, October

thought of participating in varsity
before would now be able
to compete with better chances of
rZZT~
;
success. The only letter man back
POfYTRAI MlttllM.O
KS
is Geor& e J K *™ '45. Under present regulations the servicemen at nCprlVin
ft\
HAjOlllTlttil
B^d?'" cannot compete in inter- UGI L»1W
collegiate meets, but if the team
does mwt some army or navy unit,
„. t look for muoh
Do
d
these men would be eligible. AlIt is still uncertain whether or
read y some of the Meteorologists
not Bowdoin will enter this fall's
nave ex Pr^ssed their interest
in
intercollegiate football competi-

I

I

if it

s P° ns

j

|

aI1

Miller,

team training would be good for
tne bovs ana tnat boys who never

i

|

s

sponsibility.

min S tea m this year. Bob
swimming coach, said that

I

;

CHARLES V. PETERSON, who will give exhibitions in billiard
playing on Saturday afternoon and evening, October 16, inthe pool
room of the Moulton Union.

,er aIso said that

W^OI* *

Speak

Oh James Bewdoin Day

Bowdoin would have one. Mr. Mil-

s P°rts

I

With Private Teaching
Any student wishing to pursue the private study of Instrument or voice shwld communicate with Mr. 1 illotson, as private tpachers will be imported for
the student
this purpose, but
most assume the financial re-

Despite the uncertainty of
all
at th * present time, the
Planning to have a swim-

The following is the text of
President Sills' speech delivered at
the Commencement Exercises held
at the close of the summer sesskm on September 25, 1943:
On this the fourth war time
.Commencement at Bowdoin let imf
first of all congratulate
you on
Dr.
Witt
your happy chance of being able to
win your degrees. You all are
thinking as we too are thinking
of your comrades arid brothers
James Bowdoin Day will be cel- here but a short time since, now
ebrated this year on November 3. scattered all over the world fightThis year, as two years ago. the ing for lTberty; they are with us
Day is being celebrated separate in spirit rejoicing for you on thus
from the Commencement exer- day, and we send them greetings
cises. The ceremony will start at and all good wishes.
Ever since colleges and univer11 a.m. and all classes will be adjourned at that time. The mam sities began in the timeless search
events are the
presentation
of for truth there has been one virawards, for scholarship and the ad- tue essential, "courage
is
the
dress
by
Frank
Pierrepoirt thing," said Barrie in his marvelGraves, formerly the commissioner lous rectorial address to the stuof Education in the state of New dents of St. Andrews in Scotland,
"all goes if courage goes.
York.
What
Born in 1869, the speaker went says our glorious Johnson of
to Columbia, where he acquired courage; 'Unless a man has that
four of his forty-two degrees. He virtue he has no security for prehas held positions as Professor, serving any other' ". Courage will
Dean, and President in many col- stand you in good stead as you enleges and universities besides his roll in the fighting forces of your
post as Commissioner of Educa- country; not merely in the heat of
tion. Mr. Graves will speak
on combat but in the dreariness and
boredom pf camp or ship, in the
"The Aristocracy of Service."
The ceremonies of James Bow- loneliness, physical and spiritual,
doin Day include the Invocation, that you will no doubt often txselections by the Chapel Choir, perience; In those moments it may
Awards, and the Responsive Read- be well for you to ask yourselves,
ing by one of the James Bowdoin What will my college think of me
scholars. After the reading, Mr.. if I give in ?
j

Charles Peterson, Fancy
Shot Expert, Will Perform

Music Lessons Offered
I

[

,

Continued from Page
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Charles W. Curtis '47
Alan Michelson '46

]

Upperclassmen and June freshtheir picXures taken
activit
ity sh£, ts have
compiled. October freshmen are
to have their pictures taken the
vidual characteristics ol t h e fra- 18th, 19th and 20th of this month.
ternities, and choose one in which Appointment sheets will be found
he will have congenial surround- at the college
office.
October
ings.
freshmen are requested to stale
S-R
the time of their
appointments
By changing onr rustthig thereon. The expense of th? picmethods, we will give a break
ture-taking will be assumed by
to freshmen. In a colle^j where
the college.
the fraternity system plays surh,
The yearbook will contain pican important part, it Is certain- tures of all students who have not
freshmm- had them in previous Bugles. The
ly advisable to have
1he fraternities rather than a snap
judgment on one particular .,ne.
After the period of two weeks, a
freshman will recognise the indi-

men tave had

onstkfer rushing not as a raekvt
but an an opportuuity fbr the

freshman to

select hi* h>.m.»

I

Bugle will also contain write-ups
of student activities at Bowdoin
with group pictures of these activ-

|

ity leaders.

f>»r

the next four years.

Have a Coca-Cola

j^

and their

Howdy, Neighbor

as

'|

|

i

|

i

j

i

;

'

;

|

Hampton; Jay McShann's
"Jumping
Blues".
and Harry
"Fireball" James' "One O'Clock
Lionel

j

j

i

I

Jump."
So far
has failed

record ban
miserably,
and it

Petrillo's

i

j

seems as though

it

always

The American people
their musk*, some way
other.

Without

because

it's In

it

will.

will

get

or anthey'd be lost

their blood. Well

eats, ril see you In the next
edition and until then
spread
your wings and fly right.

Burnett Talks About

Moral Values In Chapel

I

watch when he came back to
join the physics department as an
instructor in September.
During
The following is the text of Pro- the summer term seven of the nine
fessor Charles T. Burnett's chapel
members of the A.T.O. House
talk of October 11. 1943:
served almost every week on the
a.m.

"One

is

reminded of the Psalm-

brief description of the man
to be God's guest. And the
climax of that
description:
'He
that sweareth to his own heart
ist's

worthy

and changeth not'
"Within a fortnight, Joseph C.
night shifts.
"For youth in the Armed ServGrew, late embassador to ^Japan,
When the observation post clos- ices it is the order of the day
told the following story to an aued, the filter centers also ceased every day. The success
of
our
dience in New York City.
operation. The Army plans to ac- armies depends on this relation be"A group of people was
going tivate this system
on Wednesday tween the private and his young
through a building occupied
by
afternoon, from one to five p.m. In lieutenant.
soldiers who were casualties of the
this way it is hoped to keep the
"What is a clear conscience ? To
war. The visitors suddenly found
system ready to resume operation be sensitive to the common good
themselves face to face
with
a
should the need arise,
and responsive to it in act. T have
young man whose legs were gone. session of
free men.
exchange my legs for a clear conConsiderably embarrassed.
they
at a loss for words. One of
them, bolder than the rest, ven- example, neither cheat nor steal,
either as an individual or
as
a
tured in with the remark, 'How
group. This minimum
gives
us
did you lose them?" 'Lose what?'
he replied. "Your legs.' 'Oh those. plenty of hard choices.
"Just now we are in a time of
1 didn't lose them.
I exchanged
moral re-birth. We face the posthem for a clear conscience.'
"That young man drew a line sibility of great advance in social
between wrong and right, and ad- cooperation. We are inclined toward the common good. We are
hered to that line.
ashamed to serve our private ends
"It is not to be loyal to one's
word, to draw the line, at real at the expense of our fellows. The
time is ripe for youth to make
cost. A clear conscience
is
an
achievement. Let me
tell
you strides in the practice of coopera-

were

what experimental observation of

tive living.

children has shown.

"How

far

have

we

in

this

Chapel developed a clear conscience that, essential of social
life? Life with others is a strange
thing when one examines it. It is
a necessity and it is a pain. We
can't do without our fellows; and

—

we And

hard enough to do with
them. This war is the grim witin
a
new. We are continually
quandary. The only solution is cooperation. Cooperation, to achieve
not merely a private good, but a
shared pood, a common good. As a
>r al minimum, we need to speak
tie. share) the truth, and to do
the right by our fellows, that is,

science.'

m

what serves the common good. For

does the cook-

•

±
*

i

lian student seeking
deferment,
sucn as science majors
or
premedical students, should make this
r

1

j
t
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,

known

to
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Sh* Walter Raleigh is extra mild— burns
cool—with a delightful aroma all its own.
Try "inequality pipe tobacco ofAmerica."
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Put a pipe in his mouth ...
he smokes Sir Walter RaleigH!"
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forward the registration material
to *he local draft board. Any civi-

Australia

to

James Cagney

And Other

Phone lOOO
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"

^TATTONERY

TownTaxI

Boston, fighting it out for hours
alone in the famous Police Strike
on the principle made famous by
the man whom he made President,"No man has a right to strike
against the public order any time,
any place, anywhere." Doubtless

from Arizona

At home or abroad, when the American soldier says Have A
"Coke" to a srranger, he's made a new buddy. From Minneap-

Pf»l

TOBACCO

Smokes as sweet as
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with
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26 Receive Diplomas

By Bayr-

At Special Exercisces

UttlefcaJe, Jr.

The new

was not slow in getwas approached; there wasn't At the special summer commuch eating done last Wednesday noon. Anyway, a warm mencement exercises held on September 25th, President 'Kenneth
welcome to the new members of the College, and may their C. M. Sills awarded 10 Bachelor of
rushing season certainly

ting started, once die deadline

careers here be as long

and successful as

Let us hope Arts degrees and 16 Bachelor of
Science degrees. Of the twenty-

possible.

they will swell the ranks of the various extra-curricular College activities.

As has been

are a real part of College

them as you put

said before, these outside activities

and "you get as much out of

life,

in."

—v —

Incidentally,
the faculty de- of the conductors was asked if it
much credit for the way in would be able to make up any
which they have pitched in to help time, he merely replied, "This is
keep these organizations going. Re- the Boston and Maine." And he
markably few of them have had to was right; the train reached New
be curtailed "for the duration," York two hours late.
V
and the part the faculty has playFor one who is relatively uned ought to be more widely recfamiliar with the keyboard of a
ognized.
typewriter the most important key
V
What's this rumor going around of the whole apparatus is without
that the members of the daily doubt the backspaces If it is lack-

serves

— —

— —

choir have to sing

true?

now? Can

it

be

Judging by the Bob Hope picture
week, the Hays Office has cerbecome .much more lenient
lately. And the General Electric
picture,
"Twenty-three Eleven,"
that accompanied it seemed to be
far the most intelligent and welldone propaganda picture of the
War. Some of the others have been

last

tainly

—V —

does the 6:45 train leave?" really
takes on significance with the Boston and Maine, as the students will
agree who left at 8:45 on the 6:45
train Saturday, Sept. 25. Many
travelling to New York
and points South were glad to find
the "State of Maine Express" still

who were

Portland

when they

an hour

It left

late,

got there.

I

!

'

V
Personal:

B..

why

don't you

John Archer

'46

Returns To College

John Potter Archer, a member
continue to be
published throughout the coming of the class of 1946, has come back

ORIENT will

year. The new staff which is tak- to Bowdoin after several months
ing over this fall consists of Edi- of military duty. His honorable
came
tor-in-Chief, Philip
H. Hoffman discharge from the army
'45; Managing Kdi; >rs. Dana A. after a long time
of
intensive
Little '46, Harry Lindemann '46, training as an air pilot cadet in
Nashville,
Tennessee.
comes
John
and John H. Farrell '46; and SubEditors, Charles W.
Curtis *47, from Bel Air, Maryland, where he
Roy F. LittlehaJe '46, Paul W. is well known. His ambition to
Moran '47, Wolfgang H. Rosem- be a farmer will take John to ancoming
berg '47, Fred W. Spaulding '47. other college within the
The new freshman reporters year, where he may further his
who signed up at the smoker last agricultural studies.

Friday evening are John R. P.
Friedmann, Al Wehren, Bernard
E. Groton, Robert R. Schonland,
Philip L. King, Roland D. Mann,
Lewis P. Rickett, and Fred I. E.
Ferris.

Another ORIENT smoker will
be held on Thursday evening,
October 21, at 7 o'clock. It is
hoped that all men interested in
working the paper, and who were
not able to attend the previous
smoker, will be present.

PHI BETES ELECT

NEW MEN OCT. 18
One of the three yearly meetings of the Bowdoin Chapter of
Phi Beta Kappa for the purpose of
electing new members is scheduled
for next Monday evening, in the
lounge of the Moulton Union. After the election, President Sills
will speak on the subject, "Experiences of a Public Member of
the War Labor Board." This will
and
Professor
be at 8:15 p.m.,
Chase, the Secretary-Treasurer of
the Chapter, states that all members of the College community are

be announced in Chapel sometime
during the following week.

Lanyon, W.

Nowlis, G. R.
S., Jr.

P., Jr.

Kent, G. G.
Richenburg, P.

A.. Jr.
A., Jr.

.

Maine;

Roundy, R.
Whittemore, R. H.

'46

Stark, David

LET YOUR

setts, in absentia;

HEART

land Cooper,
las

DECIDE

in

fight again."

as necessary in
peace as

Headed for trouble.
You caa help save them. And at
Neglected.

with one step." It is important
that that step be forward not
back, be firm not tottering, and
above all that it be not sideways.
Your College expects a great deal
of you for to you much has been
given, and yaur College is confident that youSvill not fail to show
that courage which is today and
always has been the proudest pos-

ama^aaw

'

the same time help our fighting

the old Chinese proverb. "A journey of a thousand miles begins

men and
gift to

valiant Allies— with on*
your community fund and,

through

-

war relief
agencies of the National War
it,

St.

Thomas AmoreLouis

County,

Missouri, in absentia; Fred

to the 17

Fund. Give generouslT..Jiow.

NATIONAL
WAR FUND

New

York,

Truman Leroy

iial!,

Fenwood, Yonkers,
absentia;

Doug-

]

Will

thusiastic work in all phases of the
theater, and in addition to the five

types of media.

Not for General Distribution
For the use of media presenting

j

j

information to the public

men named

above,

whose

full-

length plays were later produced,
it developed the talent of Crawford Thayer '44, Seymour Lavitt
'44, Vance Bourjaily '44, Edward

DO YOU WANT TO BE A
SOCIAL WORKER?
Today college students are in Howard

'43,

Richard Bye

'42,

Law-

rence Springarn '40, Richard Ferfor so many kinds of jobs
nald '39, Carle de Suze '38, Fredthat they have an unparalleled operick Gwynn '37, Paul Welsh '37,
portunity to choose the life work
Frank Gould '37, Thomas Spencer
for which they are best fitted, and
'37,
Arthur Stratton '35, John
in which they have greatest interSchaffner '35 and J. Bassett '34.
est. Daily you hear about and see
the urgent need for your services
ers, medical and psychiatric workin the war. in industry, and in esers. They need young' beginners
sential professions.
and experienced executives. This is
In social work, as in other fields,
pioneer work because the "prothere is a serious shortage of young
grams are new, and all members
people with professional preparaof the staffs are working togethtion. Thousands of social workers
er to develop them.
are needed in civilian and war
7. Q: How would I secure a job in
agencies in this country and
social work?
abroad; thousands of college stuA: Applicants for positions in govdents are needed to prepare for
ernment agencies are usually reand enter the schools of social quired to demonstrate their ability
work.
by passing a civil service or merit
However, social work demands examination. For positions in privquality as well as quantity. High
ate agencies, the applicant applies
standards of preparation and per- directly
to the agency. Most such
sonal fitness are required. Because
agencies have definite personnel
selecting your profession is one of
requirements for the jobs.
the most important choices of your
8. Q: What other agencies emwhole life, this leaflet attempts to ploy social workers?
answer some of the questions you
Schools, hospitals, courts, fam-

demand

may have

about social work, to

help you decide whether or not
this should your choice of life
work.

Q: I feel that rny first obligation is to perform some essential
war service. Can I do this as a so1.

worker?
A: You can. Social workers are go-

cial

ing out with task forces of the

er?
A: Sound

.

..

mental and physical
health and a good record of undergraduate scholarship are taken for
in
granted
an aspirant to any of
the professions. Of great specific
importance in a potential social

worker is an. interest and faith in,
and liking for people people of
all ages and from all walks of life.
If you know and enjoy knowing all
kinds of people and if, in addition,
you and people who know you,
think that you have common sense
and a sense of humor, and if you

—

are responsible without being rigid,
then you have in you the makings
of a social worker.
3. Q: Is social work an easy way
to

make a

living?

A: No. The work

is

strenuous and

challenging.
4.

Q:

What

salaries

are paid to

social workers ?
A: The salaries are comparable to
those in teaching and public health

nursing; most positions average
from $1,500 to $2,500 a year.
Graduates of schools of social work
usually begin at from $125 to $135
a month when they have had no
experience; at $145 to $175 a
.

month when they have had previWell trained workers with experience and capacity
for leadership receive annual salaries from $2,400 to $5,000, and
some federal, state, and local executives receive annual salaries ol
$10,000 and upwards.
5. Q: Are
there any particular
advantages of social work as a profession that I should consider in
ous' experience.

Social work offers the opportunity
to render the most necessary service to the community. It is pioneer
work, for we are just on the frontiers of social progress, and there
is much unexplored territory lying
ahead of us.
6. Q: Where are most of the social
work jobs ?
A: In public, governmental agencies, particularly county and state
public welfare departments. These
agencies are expanding, and they
need all types of workers, including family and child welfare work-

Geneseo, New York, in absentia;
George Sanford Hebb, Jr., WinMassachusetts;
James
chester,
Richard Higgins, Scarsdale, NewYork ; Richard Carlton Johnstone,
Waltham, Massachusetts! in absentia; David Hughes Lawrence,
WilPhiladelphia, Pennsylvania;
Lewiston,
Levin,
fred Robert
Morse,
Maine; Richard Weeks
Wellesley, Massachusetts; Hyman
Biddeford,
Maine; chose "courage" as the theme of
Louis Osher,
Russell Prescott Sweet, Danbury, his talk. He told the graduates
Connecticut, in absentia; Hubert that he advocated that the franWillis Townsend, Auburn, New chise age be lowered to eighteen
York; Harry Burton Walker, Jr., because, "I am of the personal
Vinetemd, New Jersey; Samuel opinion that youth has left for too
Barber Wilder, Orange, New Jer- long a time exclusively in elder
sey; and Ross Edward Willlans hands decisions that affect youth
most ..."
of Scarsdale, New York.
Honorary commencement apDirectly following
the
compointments were awarded to Hy- mencement exercises in the chapel,
man L. Osher. "Summa cum a commencement luncheon was
Laude"; Ross Edward Williams, held on the steps of. the Walker
"Summa cum Laude"; Joseph F. Art Building. It was principally
Carey, "Cum Laude"; Elroy O. for graduates, their parents, and
LaCasce, Jr., "Cum Laude"; Alan the faculty.
Approximately 103
S. Perry. "Cum Laude"; and Rob- people enjoyed the time honored
ert V. Schnabel. "Cum Laude."
luncheon of lobster salad, rolls,
After the degrees had been in- ice cream, and coffee. President
ferred on the candidates, Presi- and Mrs. Sills received the guests
dent Sills gave his address. He informally.

Maaaaaaaiaaaaaaaa

i

when he arrived the following fall.
answer presenta- In the past ten years over thirty
tion on facts relating to the selec- original plays have been written,
tion of Social Work as a profes- cast, and directed by students, and
each year several manuscripts have
sion.
Prepared for the Offices of Com- been turned down by the judges. If
munity War Services of the Feder- the military and Naval men on
al Security Agency by the War- campus submit manuscripts to the
time Committee on Personnel in contest this year, it may be necesthe Social Services to be used in a sary for the undergraduates to
program to recruit professional cast and direct them, but in any
social workers conducted by the event, the contest will remain as
far as possible in the hands of
Office of War Information.
It is felt that this material might students. This policy in the past
be adaptable to several different has developed imaginative and en-

Wesley
Pierce, 3rd, New Bedford. Massachusetts, in absentia; Robert Vic- choosing it?
New A: Yes. These are much more imtor
Schnabel,
Scarsdale,
York, jn absentia; Burton Thorn- portant than the salaries, which
cover a rather modest range. Intelquist, .Newton, Massachusetts.
The following men received Ba- ligent young people realize that the
chelor of Science degrees: Norman serious problems which beset the
Sears Cook, Billerica, Massachu- modern world are social problems.
William

Massachusetts;

Sigma Nu

But remember

Lavitt,

Elliot

Rockville,
John
Connecticut;
Lord, Portland, Maine, in
absentia; Richard dtewto*! Moans,
Newton Centre, Massachusetts:
Alan Stoddard Perry, Brookline,

Kyle. Kim
Martin, A. R., Jr.
Neverdauski, T. H.
Norton, R. S. '46

W.

Seymour

Thomas

BetaThetaPi

E

....

President used the ancient formula that has been used in all Bowdoin commencements.
Bachelor of Arts degrees were
conferred on: Jo«*ph Frederick
Carey, Dorchester, Massachusetts:
Walter Scott Donahue, Milton.
Massachusetts, in absentia; Elrov
Osborne LaCasce, Jr. FreyburR,

Kappa Sigma

It will be a long. hard,
bloody
journey before victory is finally
Berlin and Tokyo are
occupied. In that adventure some
of you may take part, and it goes
without saying that you will need
courage. It will be a long, difficult, tiresome
journey
before
peace comes to this
distracted
world, and each one of you
will
have a part to play in forming
public opinion that will be necessary for a just and lasting peace
No doubt you will wonder what

do.

Organ Solo: Frederic XiHotsiM

"Rise, Sons of Bowdoin" and the
last verse of "The S.ur Spangled
Banner" *vere sung. In conferring
the degrees on the candidates the

Hayer, L. W.

W.

Ave Maria

Postlnde
Coronation March
The prayer
benediction
and
were given by 'he Rev. Thompson
E. Ashby, D.D. (Hon. 30) "f the
First Parish Church of Brunswick
The first and third verses *of

won and

man can

..

Meyerbeer

civic life as in battle, in
in war.

one

.,

Songs

ZetaPsi

Andrew Barton,

is

...

Rise, Sons of Bovd<»n
The Star Spangled Banner

~M., Jr.

R

Aedren, G.

.

(f..>m OrtaOr.)

Jr.

R

Silsby,

.

Conferring of Degrees
Address
The President of the College
Benediction

Paynter, R. A., Jr.
Walker,
N.
Delta Kappa Eosllon
T
Ferris, R. I. E.
King, R. L., Jr.
Schonland. R. R., Jr.
The t* Delta Chi
D.
Libby,
Reed. C. F. '46
Wright, J. J., Jr.
Delta Upallon
Auten. F. B.
Barnard in, E. A., Jr.
Rosenberg, W. H.

am hurt but I am not slain.
me down and bleed awhile.

That attitude

.

Verdi

Shorten, J. H, Jr.
Psl Upallon
Mann, R. DeW.
Chi Psl
Miller, R. C.

I lie

and

.

Continued frojn Page

A question and

Army, are at work in Army and
of the Navy hospitals, and are continuing
and finally the seniors. important home front services with
Professor Herbert Hartman was responsible positions in war industry, civilian defense, child and
the faculty marshall.
The actual commencement ex- family welfare agencies, and in
ercises took place in the following government service in every city
and county in the land.
order:
2. Q: What constitutes "personal
Prelude
fitness" to become a social workDubois
Toccata
.......

•

Alpha Delta Phi
Dewar, D. H.,

[

faculty,

March

Dean Nixon Talks On

One-Act Plays

Then came the members

Priyer
Untie

following men were pledged
to the; various houses in the past

Rice,
3 ]

:

The

'

rise

be-

Mjrcjie Religievise
The College H.xm.n

Egan, D. G.

I

in-

class
graduating
through the
which fell in behind. The procession then marched informally to
the chapel and exercises. Clement
F. Robinson '03, the new President of the Board of Overseers,
and the executive committee ol
the boards were on hand and preceded the faculty.
Mr
President Sills conducted
Robinson into the chapel. They
were followed by Dean Nixon and
Dr. Ashby, who were n turn fallowed by the executive committee.

New Men

TTiirty-one

Address

Continued from Page

And then

an

The commencement period

Guilmant

Fraternities Pledge

you will not have the opportunity
to do the kind of things these men
did, but you will certainly have
the chance before you are done
with life to show the same brand
of courage, "for courage comes all
the way."
'% "Fight on
my men, says Sir
I

exercises.

formal but impressive one.
No
honorary degrees were conferred,
nor was there any band.

.,

cordially invited to attend.
The names of the newly elected
members of Phi Beta Kappa will

[

special

The commencement was

Commenceiiti'tit

:

Sills'

ditions at the

gan with Senior's last chapel service Thursday noon.
This was
conducted by President Sills, but
this
no speeches were made
at
time. Friday afternoon has highlighted by the usual retreat of the
ing, the best way for the inexperimeteorological unit on campus.
enced is to use a pen,
The parents of the graduates had
V
an opportunity to witness this imIt is too bad that the bright pressive ceremony and it gave the
moon-light of these October nights occasion a touch of the military
will not last through-out the win- which had been lacking at previter,
appearing regularly every ous commencements. In the chapnight. The campus black-out is a el
Friday evening Mr. Alfred
menace to life and limb after Brinkler of Portland gave an orabout 8 P.M., and the moon is a gan recital.
big help. But next to the daily coOn Saturday morning, comoperation of the Man in the Moon,
mencement day, a meeting of the
perhaps the best thing would be to
executive committee of the boards
install rubber trees.
was held, during which the ASTP
V
primary engineering unit perThe handle on the front door of formed maneuvers on campus.
the library is working now. If some
Commencement exercises began
day you are unable to get in, and shortly before noon with a prothe schedule shows that the buildcession of graduates and faculty
ing should be open, try turning the
from the library to the chapel. The
handle. It works just like a door
faculty formed in cap and gown in
knob.
the library and then marched out

and when one write?

NEW STAFF TAKES
CHARGE OF ORIENT
The

were
ment exercises.
Bowdoin College attempted, and
to some degree,
succeeded, to
maintain some of the time-honored Bowdoin Commencement tra-

— —

That old saw about "What time

in

receiving degrees only 16
present at the commence-

— —

—V —

pretty poor.

men

six

DO YOU WANT TO BE
A SOCIAL WORKER?

Dean Paul Nixon spoke

Masque Performance

Lloyd Knight
[

Power In Chapel
the
1943,

in

Continued from Page

z

]

Lloyd, majoring in Government,
shows an active interest in poli-

tics, but says his great ambition is
opening chapel on October 7,
President to become a concert singer.
Of
in the absence of the
usually gives the first chapel course, he would very much like
to have a farm, where he could
address.
The title of the Dean's talk was hunt partridges, and in general
"One Thing Tests Don't Tell." The have a leisurely, thoroughly entalk consisted mainly of two let- joyable life. Other prospects for
ters which concerned a student future employment are working in
here some time ago, who showed a chemical plant, preferably as an
by his records from high school executive, and going into business,
and his aptitude tests at Bowdoin perferably owning a store.
that he was in the top half of his
When queried as to the fair sex,
That is, he showed great Lloyd says he doesn't want to setclass.
Ability that might have
ability.
tle down in the near future, but is
indicated high ranks at Bowdoin. "just looking around."
Although
But the young fellow didn't let he asserts he has no special girl,
school work interfere with college we often hear of Portland, Smith,
life, and he began to collect Cs,
Mt. Holyoke, and Radcliffe menD*s and F/s and weight. After a tioned in connection with him.
the
here
very enjoyable time
young fellow left for a business
He says the people in Brunsschool, and later joined the armed wick have been very nice to him,
services, where he received a com- and he owes them, in
his
own
mission.
words, "a heck of a lot." He menDean Nixon wrote the student's tions in particular the people confather, commending his son's at- nected with the churches where
tainment. The father wrote back he has sung, the concerts, where
sending his opinion that Bowdoin many have come to enjoy his
had not done enough to arouse his songs, and the
Professors
and

who

—

boy's interest that a liberal arts their wives.
college wasn't the answer for his
Until be came to college, and for
son that college iacult es sh -u.1
be able to stesr. s t .cnts utt^ voca- some time afterwards, Lloyd was
tions for which they will be fitted in the habit of following some one
see exactly what they should else. Now he can hardly realize he
take for courses in college and do is being followed, and fervently
as life work. But this father was hopes to set a good example for all
who come under his influence
expecting too much of tests.
recognizes
his
The Dean again wrote to that Lloyd says he
faults and shortcomings, but the
father:
students of
Bowdoin
College,
"Dear Tom:
There are plenty of tests that warm in their admiration for him,
demonstrated
repeatedly
profess to tell a lot about beys— have
in fact, they do tell quite a lot. their faith in his ability to do the
But there is. no test I know ol right thing, as for example his
presidency of the A.T.O. frater? a boys willingne-.i
that neas
to work at this or that, his stam- nity, presidency of the Student
ina for doing this or that, and his Council, pitcher on the baseball
A:
ambition to excel at this or that. team, a leading singer of the unily and child welfare agencies, recboy mentally well-equipped for dergraduates, and other achievereation councils, and such new college work, for instance, may ments too numerous to mention.
programs as social insurance and lack the will to put in the effort
housing.
That was Jack's case. Unless fooltry
9. Q: What do you mean by social proof tests can be devised to
boys before they come to college
case work?
when they enter tests that
A: One important kind of case and
don't
work is family social work, in show this quality of will— I
can do except
which the workers give assistance see what a college
to make it a matter of trial and
The U. S. Merchant Marine
to families who ask the agency for
error.
Academy. Kings Point, N. Y., larghelp because of friction, broker
"Yes, a lot of boys come to col- est unit of the U. S. Merchant Mahomes, poverty, personality maladbecause 'it's the thing to do', rine Cadet Corps, was dedicted
justments, and other difficulties. lege
heard from at 2.00 p.m. Thursday, September
The aim is to help build up the but most of them have
their elders that a college man ia 30, 1943 by Rear Admiral Emory
strengths of individual personality
apt to have a better chance in life. S. Land USN (Retired), Adminisand the family as a whole.
And this appears to be a fact. I trator of the War Shipping Ad10. Q: Is child welfare work also
fancy it will go on being a fact ministration, it was announced by
case work?
after this war. just as after the the War Shipping Administration.
A: Yes. Child welfare deals with last one. Tor this wa; is m*>Win{,
The ceremony was witnessed
similar problems, but focuses upon it clear- than in the Army and
the needs of the child. When the Navy these college boys, for some by 5000 invited guests officials
troubles of the family are too se- reason or other, are getting the of Federal, state, municipal and
county governments, representavere, the child may need to have a
p p o r t u nities, proportionately tives of the War Shipping Adminsubstitute family home or care in speaking.
istration and U. S. Maritime Coman institution. Many children need
"It's not easy to keep all the
to have care because their welfare young fellows in a college inter- mission, men identified with construction, maintenance and operais endangered by conditions in the
ested in academic work, though all
home or in the community, or be- good teachers are trying to. Man> tion of the American Merchant
cause the children themselves have boys go through a stage where Marine, and friends and relatives
some handicap. Child welfare work nothing interests them but the of the 2670 ("adet Midshipmen, future officers of the Merchant Mais interesting, and it is important, practical, or nothing but the unbecause it is in childhood that the usual, or nothing but the enter- rine.
best preventive work can be done. taining, or nothing but the easy
Built and equipped in record11. Q: How is a medical social thing. Yet, I don't thing the Col- breaking time at a cost of $6,900.worker different from a doctor or lege should give
teaching 000. the U. S. Merchant Marine
up
nurse?
large Academy, established in January.
a
Shakespeare because
A: Medical social workers cooper- group of boys would prefer Ogden 1941 as a permanent institution,
ate with doctors and nurses by Nash.
is to the Merchant Marine as Anlearning about patients' social
"It's no fairer to say that a pro- napolis is to the :.'avy and West
problems which have an important fessor should interest all his stu- Point to the Army.
relation to illness and the success dents, than to say that a doctor
The main buildings of the Merof medical treatment. They help ought to cure all his patients.
chant Marine Academy are lopatients and their families solve Anyhow, I am awfully glad that
cated on the former Walter P.
difficulties which have aggravated Jack is so well on his feet. And
Chrysler estate, one
the most
or helped to bring on illness, and we'll continue this argument when
which might stand in the way of a 1 get you in an easy chair with a famous show places of Long Island. This estate, in which it is
return to normal living. The cigar in your face."
understood Mr. Chrysler invested
medical social worker is usually a
about $3,000,000. was purcha.ved
staff member of the hospital or A: There is a continuing need for
by the Maritime Commission for
clinic, though some work as con- experienced social workers trained
$100,000.
sultants in public welfare agencies in statistical and research methods.
on problems of medical care and Their function is to assemble facts
Although the Merchant Marine
as a basis for social planning. Academy has been modelled
physical rehabilitation.
in
12. Q: Is there a demand for med- These positions offer interesting some
respects after Annapolis,
opportunities to combine scientific principally in the matters of d'sical social workers?
A: Yes. Even before the war, there methods and contact with vita! cipline and customs, the glorious
was a shortage and this has been human problems.
traditions of America's Merchant
increased by the demands from 18. Q: Is social work a good field Marine predominate in all par's « fr
for men and women with executive the life at Kings Point. Although
military hospitals.
psychiatric
social
ability?
both Annapolis and West Po-nt
13. Q: What do
workers do?
A: There are many opportunities predate the new Merchant Marine
A: They work with psychiatrists for workers with professional edu- Academy by many years, the Merand their particular concern is cation and experience in the field chant Marine predates both the
mental illness and defects and seri- to assume increasing responsibil- Army and Navy and even the Reous emotional troubles. They work ities for supervision, consultation public itself. The Academy has
in child guidance clinics and ment- service, administration, and leach- taken a fully justified pride in its
association with the grand old seaal hospitals, and' in all other types ing.
of case work agencies. The war 19. Q: What is the educational re- men who made infant America the
has created a great demand for quirement for admission to a world's greatest maritime power,
between the War of 1812 and the
their services in military institu- school of social work ?
A: Graduation from a recognized War Between the States. All of
tions.
the buildings at the Merchant Masocial
workers help college or university.
14. Q: Do
rine Academy are named in honor
20. Q: Why is this necessary?
juvenile delinquents?
who
Americans
A' Many social workers are em- A: All professional people need of outstanding
ployed as probation officers in broad basic education in order to have contributed to the history
courts, as well as in children's make the greatest possible contri- and traditions of the Merchant
agencies and child guidance clin- bution to the welfare of society. In Marine.
ics, where the*/ may work with addition, social workers, who are
As of September 1, 1943, approxconstantly dealing with human imately 7700 Cadet-Midshipmen
pre-delinquent children.
15. Q: What do group workers do? crises and emergencies, need ma- are in training in the U. S. Merand
A: Social workers trained in group ture, independent judgment;
chant Marine Cadet Corps and
work often supervise leaders of need to be able to get along well nearly all of these will become ofgroups engaged in recreational or with all kinds of people.
ficers during 1943 and 1944.
underWhat
is
the
best
informal educational group activ- 21. Q:
The United States Merchant
ities. There is a need for them in graduate major to prepare for so- Marine Cadet Corps
was estabsocial settlements, community cen- cial work?
lished by the Maritime Commisters, churches, camps, and hous- A: A liberal arts course with ma- sion on March 15, 1938. Its funcing projects. They are also employ- jor in social sciences (economics, tion is to train unmarried male
ed as executives in Boy and Girl government, sociology, anthropol- citizens of the United States beScouts, Y.M.C.A,, Y.W.C.A.. and ogy, or history). All the courses tween the ages of 17H and 23 with
Jewish centers. They are needed to which help you understand people a high school or college education
direct recreational activities in and the world in which we live are to become officers in our Mersuch war agencies as U.S.O. and good preparation. Biological chant Marine, both in the deck and
American Red Cross. Promotion in sciences (biology, physiology, psy- engine departments. In order that
this field is very rapid for well chology) or English are good min- they may qualify for appointment.
ors.
qualified people.
Cadets must be accepted for the

—
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DEDICATE 'ANNAPOLIS
OF MERCHANT MARINE'
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16.

Q:

Do

social

workers

have

anything to do with Community
organization ?
A: Yes. Some are especially trained for this. They work in councils
of social agencies, coordinating
councils, and civilian defense councils.

17.

Q: What
to do

there

are
opportunities
research in social

work?

mmmmmmmmm

Q: Where can

obtain educa- Merchant Marine Naval Reserve
and appointed as Midshipmen before they may receive appointment
as Cadets. They are then" desigHow
nated as Cadet-Midshipmen and
are given instruction in Naval
Science as well as in all nautical
subjects necessary to qualify them
upon graduation to sit for licenses
a basic minimum curriculum in as Third Mates or Third Assistant
the first graduate year.
Engineers in the Merchant Marine.

22.

I

tion for social work ?
A. In the graduate schools of 42
leading universities.
23. Q:
should I select the
best of forty-two schools?
A: All the schools have met high
standards of organization and faculty. All offer comparable courses

—

—
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WiH Be USO

Benefit

The Masque and Gown, which
has staged several benefits in recent years for the Red Cross and
U. S. O., will join hands with the

Community Chest
War Fund
Drive late this month when it presents Jack Kinnard's "And Miles
Around" at the Longfellow School.
Students will as usual be admitted
Blanket
on presentation of the
Tax card, but everyone else who
sees the performance will be contributing half the admission price
to this worthy collection of charities.

The Community Chest hopes to
raise the largest fund ever
collected in Brunswick for charitable
purposes, and the performances on
the twenty-ninth and thirtieth of
October will climax the campaign
for funds.
It is particularly
that the Masque and

assist the

appropriate
should

Gown

community at the same

time that it avails itself
of
the
town's generosity in permitting use
of its new school stage. This will
be the first performance of any
play on the
Longfellow
School
stage, although the Masque and
Gown- used the auditorium for an
arena-type performance last summer, and a U. S. O. troupe played
a vaudeville bill for
the
Army
Meteorological Units at the school
during August.

The acoustics of the auditorium
are as good as those of any hall in
town, and the stage should permit
better visibility for the audience
than any other stage since it is
higher than either the Memorial
Hall or high school stages.
The
scenery will be set up on Saturday
the 23rd, so that the cast may
have several rehearsals in these
new surroundings.
As previously announced.
the
cast includes Mrs. Athern P. Daggett, Mrs. Robert
Morss,
Miss
Sylvia Hammond, Miss Elizabeth
Zeitler, Professor Frederic E. T.
Tillotson, Mr. Emerson Zeitler, Mr.
Richard Chittim, and Pvt. Harry
Oster of the Meterorological unit.
Mr. Streeter Bass is stage manager.

The production is organized under Robert Bliss '47, as scene designer, with Frank Gordon '46 and
Ray Painter '47 as carpenters, D.
N. Koughan

'45 and Eric Hirschler
'46 as painters, Dana Little '46 and
Littlehale '46 as prop men,

Roy

and John Caulfield

'45 and Rolfe
Glover '46 as electricians.
Although the play calls for only
one set, much atmosphere must be
created by the use
of
unusual

properties and skillful lighting effects.

Twenty-three Students

Make Fall Dean's
The Dean's

list

list

for the

summer

trimester of 1943

has been announced and is posted on the
Chapel bulletin board.
Classes of 1944 and '45: Kenrick
M. Baker, Jr., David S. Howell.
Donald N. Koughan, Harold Lafshitz, Donald R. Mason, Alfred M.
Jr., Phillip H. Philbin, Wallace C. Philoon,
Jr.,
David W.
Ross, Morrel Shapero, John D.

Perry.

Toeller and Frederic W. Whittaker received ranks of B or better.

Members of the Class of 1946
receiving straight A's were Frank
H. Gordon, Eric E. Hershler, David M. Towle and Jordan H. Wine.
Charles G. Chason, Rolfe E.
Grover III, Joseph H. LaCasce,
Gerald R. Nowlis, Clayton F.
Reed, Thomas M. Sawyer and Robert W. Seeley, Jr., of the Class of
1946 received marks of at least
half A's and half B's.
The following twenty-one men
were on the Dean's List Else-

where:
Class of 1944

Lewis T. Milliken
C lavs of 1946

George C. Branche, Jr.. Malcolm
Chamberlain, Maurice A. Lehrman, Roy F. Littlehale. Jr., Morton F. Page, and Richard E. Robinson.

.

( la-vs

of 1947

W. Cooper, Chas. W. CurDavid Demaray, Leo J. Dunn,
Jr., Lewis P. Fickett. Jr., Geo. H.
Griffin, Paul H. Hanly. Jr.. Clement A. Hiebert, John F. Magee,
Robert C. Miller, Paul W. Moran,
David T. Stark, Bernard M. Tosoani, and David S. Wyman.
Llew.

tis,

New
[

Faculty
Continued from Page

I

]

1939. Before coming to Bowdoin.
he taught Physics at Northeastern.
Here he acts as Assistant Professor of Physics and is teaching the

May group

of Meteorologists.

Regular Bowdoin faculty

mem-

now teaching in the
A.S.T.P. unit include Professor P.

bers

who

are

M. Brown, Professor Athern P.
and Professor Fritz
Daggett,
Koelln in Math, Professor Arthur
Gilligan and Professor Eaton Leith
in English.

Professor Warren B. Catlin, another regular faculty member is
teaching a course in history
in the Pre-Meteorology unit.
Also instructing on the staff of
the Meteorological Unit is Elroy L.
LaCasce '44. Since last February
he has been associated with the
physics department.
Philip J. Clough '43 is another of
the recent Bowdoin graduates who
is now teaching at the college. He
is assisting in the chemistry department.

now
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NATIONAL WAN DRIVE
OCCUB8 THIS WEEK
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COLLEGE MOURNS

PRINCE DISCUSSES

LOSSOFGHUGAN

CHANCES FOR REVOLT Moved Ahead Two Weeks

And Natick Tomorrow
Special memorial
services
in
honor of Arthur Chew Gill'gan will
be held in the chapel at noon
tomorrow. Professor Gilligan died
suddenly last Monday morning at
a hospital in Portland. The fu.eral services will be held Thursday
afternoon at Natick, Massachu-

J

setts.

Mr. Gilligan has been ill for
some weeks, and was unable to
continue his teaching schedule this
fall.
Suffering from pleurisy, he
was believed to be recovering,
when his illness took an unexpected turn.

PROFESSOR ARTHUR
LIGAN,

He was born in Natick, Massachusetts on May 6, 1896. He prepared at Natick High School for

who

of
died

C.

indicated that college authorities would not be
averse to the holding of houseparties sometime in .December

tion of

GIL-

Romance
suddenly

Nazi crimes.
As a proof of

this,

Prince Loew-

KOUGHAN SPEAKER ON
JAMES BOWDOIN DAY

enstein stated that the National
Socialist, or Nazi party, has never
had the support of the majority ol
Germans. During the great depression of 1923, the party tried to cash
Don Koughan '45 was elected to in on the despair and disappointgive the response for the James ment of the people, thereby gainPROFESSOR FREDERIC TILBowdoin Scholars on James Bow- ing a considerable following. How- LOTSON, who has a leading role
in "And Miles Around."
ever, the party vanished completedoin Day.
Don is a native of Peak's Island ly during the recovery period.
Tickets for the performance on
Nazism came into light again
near Portland, Maine, was gradthe 12th, will be priced $1.10 and
uated from Newton High School in during the depression of 1929-1930.
85 cents in order to raise as large
Newton, Massachusetts. He is the People faced with unemployment,
a sum as possible. The reserved
of
Beta Sigma of whom there were many, were
vice-president
seats will be on sale at Chandler's
the only ones who fell for the ridicChapter of Beta Theta Pi.
Book Store from November 8th on.
Don is majoring in Economics ulous promises of the Nazis. In Rush seats will be available
and English, and is considered very 1932 millions of people once again through any of the Community
well read. Don is not only an Eng- deserted the party, for they realChest solicitors.
lish and Economics student, but he ized that they were following a
On Saturday, the 13th, admishas an interest for mathematics, phantom. At this time, many of the
sions will be free to students with
having taken math for six semes[ Continued on Page 3 ]
blanket tax books. Fathers, and
ters. He is, at present, an Engservicemen. Anyone else wishing
lish assistant in English 9 where
to attend that performance will be
he lectures at various times to the
Council
Plans
charged at the same rate as Friday
class.
One of his prominent
evening, and the Community Chest
achievements in the curricular line
will benefit from their patronage.
Fraternity Initiations

Instructor in Roat Bowdoin and
remained at the college until his
death. He became an Assistant
Professor in 1928, an Associate
Professor in 1929, and a full professor in 1937. He was a member
of the Phi Beta Kappa Fratern-

as

mance Languages

ity.

1

Perhaps the best way

to express

the feeling of the college at Professor GiUigan's death is to quote

a few of the remarks President
Sills made in chapel last Monday.

"He was ... a

splendid teacher

... a thorough scholar
a strong and helpful mind.
.

.

.

with

He

Student

de-

voted 18 years of faithful service
to the college . . . Although his
feelings were often masked in the
[

going from Major Probation
to the Dean's list in eight weeks.

is his

Continued on Page 3 ]

[

Continued on Page 4

The Student Coucil met on Mon-

~)

Iday, October 25, in the Moulton
Union, to discuss the plans for initiation. Dean Paul Nixon sat in
on the meeting.

f'^'"

I

Prince Gives Impressions Of College
To Reporter On Epe Of Departure

j

The
j

By W. H. Rosenberg

oratory to believe that no manuscript exists for speeches of an
hour or more.
His many "Bull sessions" at the
Beta house needed no preparation,
of course, but his eager- listeners
there will verify the fact that bull
sessions about subjects other than
sex can be interesting. At meals,
the Prince is slowly "making the
rounds" and getting a chance to
eat at all of the college dining
halls. Since his
total
stay
in
Brunswick will be somewhat less
than 3 weeks, he ate for almost
a week first at the Alpha Delta
Phi House and then at the Theta
Delta Chi House. Now until he
leaves on Friday, he is eating at
the Chi Psi Lodge.
After visiting more than fifty

Now here for over two weeks,
Prince Hubertus zu Loewenstein
many opportunities to get
His
to know and like Bowdoin.
stay at the Beta House, especially,
has helped to make the Prince's
stay here a pleasant one.

has had

The Prince mentions

the "Sound

mixture of scholarship and informality" as being one of the most
likable features here on the campus. He has lectured to the public
as well as to the military units
stationed here, and says his talk
to the "Air Corps Boys" was most
enjoyable. On Tuesday, October

;

1

first

problem discussed was

that of fraternity initiations. The
members agreed that one date
should be set for the initiation
ceremonies of all the fraternities.
It is hoped that all the fraternities will co-operate by setting the
,

I

week-end of November 12, 13,
aside for the Freshmen Initiations.

The Dean pointed out that Freshmen Review falls on November 8,
and that all the hour exams take
place during the week preceding
the Review. The Dean added that
he hoped the fraternities would accept the proposed date.
The Council then discussed the

question of Freshman Rules.
It
was pointed out that, although
most of the rules have been temporarily suspended, the traditions
the Moulton
in
19, his lecture
of not walking on the grass, greetUnion, "The Second Front in Gering upperclassmen first with the
many," was extremely well reBowdoin "Hello", and of waiting
students agreeing,
ceived. The
after hashing it over, that Prince colleges and universities in this in Chapel till the Seniors have
Loewenstein is indeed a learned country. Prince Loewenstein is not left, still exists, and that Freshmen are expected to help mainman who "knows his stuff."
life.
He states that "intellect ualAsked how and when he pre ism" at colleges definitely varies tain them.
Still on the subject of Freshthroughout the 48 states that he
swer that he hardly does any has seen, and that certain sections men Rules, the Council expressed
the opinion that Freshmen have
preparation on paper-often surn
f h
been very co-operative with reprises the questioner. It is not
„
,
I Continued on Page 3 ]
spect to going out of Chapel after
easy for admirers of his polished
the Seniors, but that they were
slipping up by sitting in the pews
nearest the door. These pews near
the entrance are not to be used;
Freshmen are to sit in the second
no idea whatsoever as to what the pews, both for the sake of comBy John H. Parrel!
pactness, and to hear the speaker.
purpose
is, let us
of
the
White
Key
discontinued
Since Bowdoin has
briefly inform them thereof. The It was also pointed out that latevarsity football until some uncomers should not rush in tnc
known future date, there is a no- White Key is the official college door, but go on the balcony. This
welcoming
committee and is re
actable lack of extra-curricular
does not apply to Sunday Chapel.
courtesy
sponsible
for
all
and
hosThis
Bowdoin.
The President of the Student
means that the White Key mem- P»tality shown to guests of the coi- Council, Lloyd Knight '45, informs
J * a,so conducts the progress
»***•
Athjob.
ners are now without a
us that he will call on the various
interfratern.ty
athletics.
(Prac«*
letics have always played a signi;{caHy a quote from the Freshman fraternity Presidents to discuss
ficant role in affairs of Bowdoin
the proposed date for the Freshs '"
College, as may be shown by the
man Initiations.
»-r
gay football week-ends of happier
In the past there liave been
times. It is with great pleasure
many type* of interfraternity
that we hear something is finally
SILLS
athletics for the White Key to
goins to be done about this, existcontrol: swimming, touch footing situation.
fall,
Softball,
bridge,
road
races,
»-r
and so on. But now there is
At the Student Council meetpractically nothing. Touch footing tkte Monday, It was agreed
The subject of President Sills'
ball does exist to some extent at
Uwt each fraternity and tin*
Sunday Chapel address was the
calisthenics, but more could be
Tnorndlke dub would elect a
problem of responsibility, both sodone with It. Let us hope that
representative to represent It on
cial and personal.
the Student Council will be able
ttw White Key. The hope of
As a text, the President used
to alleviate existing conditions
the Stodent Council to thai the
Kzjkie! 33 and a young Marine's
or a least to better the situation,
White Key will be
prayer which gave new expression
s-r
satisfactory
to devise tome
to them. The prayer was as folWe think that enough has been lows:
substitutes for the late college
Perhaps a bowling
said about extra-curricular activinthhHtoa.
"O God, give me strength to
is
It
and
fanned,
will he
ties qn campus and the need tor bear what I cannot change; give
that an Interfraentering into them in recent is- me courage to change what I can
sue% but we do hope that I he and should change; give me wisternlty bridge tournament and
Freshmen are taking advantage of dow to know what I can change
•too ImhnnWn icnednie will be
some of the other things the col- and what I cannot change."
lege offers. One of the mistakes
WrW
said
the
"This is a prayer,"
For the benefit of those men. oi most often made by undergradu- President, 'Which each of us can
the class of '47. and maybe there ates is not visiting the Walker Art very well apply to our own perare even some men in '46 who will Building. Hundreds of Bowdoin
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
fall into this category, who have
[ Continued or. PiJjs 2 J
|
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SUN RISES
,

1

DISCUSSES

PRAYER OF MARINE

t
!

-__

The ancient

man Hazing

ber 25,

1943.

Professor

A.

ON RADIO TONIGHT

First prize in the contest is at
present approximately 25 dollars,
prize, 15 dollars. Last year
first place honors were carried off
by Balfour H. Golden for his recitation of Vachel Lindsay's "The

14th, in the lounge

of the Moulton Union Yves- Tinayre. eminent
French baritone,
spoke to a sizable audience on the
subject of ancient music.
Speaking excellent English, his
talk was flavored with a great
The cast of "And Miles Around," sense pf humor and those elaborthe coming Masque and Gown play, ate gestures so characteristic of
will combine the talents of several •his people. He was in the French

actors who have played in previous
college productions with those who
are newcomers. No students are
participating since the play was in
rehearsal over the break between
the summer and fall trimesters.

PRINCE WILL SPEAK

2nd

On October

army in the first World War and
it was then that he received a serious knee "injury. When, in 1933,
Hitler came to power,
Tinayre

War

SPEECH OPENS
CAMPUS FUND DRIVE

R.

TINAYRE LECTURES
ON MEDIEVAL MUSIC

tradition of Freshonce more in full

swing. The hazing varies at the
The National
Fund Drive was officially opened at
three eating houses most of the
hazing taking place during meals. Bowdoin on Monday by President K. C.
Sills in a chapel
The hazing takes various forms:
there are the permanent talk. The Drive is to continue through November 2nd, and
first
signs such as hair parted in the a voluntary goal of
$500 has been set by the student commitmiddle a la Dagwood Bumstead, or
bristly, blossoming beards. Ordeals tee in charge of the drive.
of a more temporary nature include "vocal recitals," and the anThe organizations included in
nouncements which the day's busi- SILLS'
this all-out, all-encompassing camness calls for: What's on in the
paign are as follows: U.S.O., Unitmovies, who is playing, and a pered Seaman's Service and War
sonal rating of the pictures; inforPrisoners Aid, Russian War Relief,
mation on the current dance bands
Chinese War Relief, British War
President
Sills
spoke
in
chapel
is also given. Many pledges have
Relief Society. Greek War Relief
been forced to learn by heart the on Monday, about the coming Association, Polish War Relief,
attendance list of a dining-room. United War Fund-Chest Drive. United Yugoslav Relief Fund,
^The
President
said
he
hoped
that
Those not fulfilling the demands of
French Relief Fund, Belgian War
every undergraduate would see his Relief
ttie fraternity brothers are awardSociety, United Czechosloved "black marks" against the day way clear to give a generous con- ak Relief, Queen Wilhelmina Fund,
tribution
to
the
fund.
when paddling takes place.
Norwegian Relief, Friends of LuxPresident Sills commented on embourg,
Refugee Relief Trustees,
the close connections between the
U.S. Committee for the Care of
community of Brunswick and the European Children,
plus all the
College. President
Sills
stated Home Front Agencies
agreed upon
that the college contributions will
by your County War Chest. Only
aid our acquaintances who have
the American Red Cross which will
left us.
carry on a separate drive of its
The President read a newspaper own in
The Bowdoin-on-the-Air prothe spring, is omitted from
gram for tonight will feature an clipping about a former Bowdoin this effort.
interview of Prince Hubertus zu man. Sergeant James of the United
Loewenstein by Stanley Weinstein States Marine Corps, who sent a
Lloyd R. Knight '45, Student
'47.
contribution to the fund. Sergeant Council
President,
is
Student
This program will be regarded James enclosed a note with his do- Chairman of the Drive for the Colas a must by all who have had an nation which read, "The knowl- lege. Dr. Russell, who serves as
opportunity to hear or meet the edge that his people back home Chairman of the Drive in the Town
Prince during his stay here. He are watching him and trying to of Brunswick, is faculty adviser.
possesses an intimate knowledge help him is very comforting to a Student Treasurer for the Drive is
of the economic, political, social guy in' the
foxholes.
Knowing Lewis P. Fickett, Jr., 47. Solicitors
Americans, I
conditions in Germany.
know you will who have been named for the variThe Prince's observations and achieve your quota."
ous fraternity houses and dorm"The goal that has been set for itories are as follows: A.D. R. C.
predictions should be particularly
pertinent and
when the college is a high one," said Bourgeois '46; Chi Psi— Morton F.
significant
viewed in light of present-day war President Sills, "but if every stu- Page '46; Beta Theta Pi—George
developments and world political dent will give a dollar or two of Kern '45; A.T.O.— Lloyd Knight:
trends. Included, for instance, is a his money we can meet our quota." Theta Delta Chi—Thomas Huleatt
brief synopsis of
the
Prince's The United War Chest Fund hopes '45; Zeta Psi— Alfred M. Perry *45;
thrilling escape from the hands of to raise about $500 from the col- Kappa Sigma
Kenrick Baker '45;
will lege. It is expected that this will Sigma
the Nazis. The broadcast
Thomas Sawyer '46;
climax public appearances of the be possible since the only other D. K. E.— and Psi Upsilon— EdPrince during his stay here a]t contribution the students will be ward Snyder '46; and Delta Upsiasked to make will be to the Red lon—Moore Hall— James Ellis "46.
Bowdoin.'

M.

Thayer announced the following
as finalists in the Alexander Prize
Speaking Contest: L. W. Cooper
'47, Lewis
'47,
P.
Fickett,
Jr.
Frank Gordon '46, Clement Hiebert '47, Philip Hoffman '45, and
Al Wehren *47. The selections
were made on the basis of five
minute readings by the aspirants.
The final contest will be held
some time in the early part of December. At that time the contestants will recite a memorized
selection, eight to ten minutes in
length.
Judges for the contest
have not yet been named.

Congo." Second prize was awarded Stanley Cressey '44.

is

$500 Goal

Student Committee Seeks
Gifts From Every Student

—

ALEXANDER SPEAKERS
ANNOUNCED MONDAY

At the outset of his lecture, the 12th to make the benefit performPrince endeavored to correct the ance most helpful at that time.
idea drilled into the American people by Nazi propaganda, that the
Nazis and the German people are
one. This idea the Prince asserted,
was simply a ruse to implicate all
the Germans in the guilt for the

Monday.

Harvard where he was graduated
in 1918. He was an assistant professor in Romance Languages at
Miami University in Oxford, Ohio,
during 1918 and 1919. He received
his Master of Arts degree from
Harvard in 1924 and spent the
next year as a Sheldon Traveling
Fellow in France. In 1925 he took
position

Professor

Languages,

NO. 12

"And Miles Around' Date Houseparty Hopes Raised TRADITIONAL HAZING
By Dean Nixon's Stand OF FROSH UNDERWAY

The Masque and Gown presenta"And Miles Around" by
Jack Kinnard '41 has been postponed to November 12 and 13 and! at a Student Council meeting
will be played in Memorial Hall'
Monday evening.
rather than at the Longfellow
Definite plans have not been
By Charles W. Curtis
School. The postponement of Famade as yet.
On Tuesday night, October 19, thers' Day at the college and the
Prince Hubertus zu Loewenstein tardiness of the Community Chest
spoke in the Moulton Union before Drive, both of which affected the
a large audience composed of stu- Masque and Gown production, are
dents, faculty members and their the reasons given for the delay. It
wives, and townspeople of Bruns- now seems probable that Novemwick. Dean Paul Nixon introduced ber 13 will be Fathers' Day, and
Shortly after the preliminary
the speaker, whose subject was "A the Community Chest Drive will
be far enough along by November speeches, Monday evening, OctoSecond Front within Germany."

Believes Germany Can
Be Governed Through
Weimar Constitution

I

I

1

—

—

Nu—

Cross.
Following: the mention of the
drive, the President announced the
passing of the beloved and respected Professor Arthur C. Gilligan. President Sills said the college flag would be placed at half
mast and that the college would
be notified when arrangements for
a memorial service were complete.

FALL SCHOLARSHIP

AWARDS ANNOUNCED

Awards totalling over $6,000
another tragedy even more hor- were made by the Scholarship
Mrs. Athern Daggett, formerly a rible than the first.
Committee since Oct. 1. Chief
To avoid thinking of the ap- among the awards made were: the
professional actress, has given generously of her time and talent proaching tragedy, he took up the Bowdoin Scholarship to Basil J.
since coming to Brunswick in 1936. study of medieval music, becom- Guy '47 of Lynn, Mass.; three
In such diverse plays as "Bury the ing more and more involved in Kling scholarships Kenrick M. President Attends
Dead," "The Emperor Jones," and this fascinating research. Travel- Baker, Jr. '45 of Brockton, Mass.,
"The Petrified Forest," she has ling all over Europe, he discovered Philip H. Philbin '45 of Lowell, N. E. College
Meeting
played minor parts. In the one-act innumerable old manuscripts en- Mass., and Thomas M. Sawyer '46
tirely unknown even to the ex- of
Fort Fairfield. Maine: the
£ Continued on Page 3 ]
perts. He transcribed these, often Stanley Plummer Award was givPresident Sills attended the 85th
with great difficulty, with modern en to Frank H. Gordon '46 of Dex- Annual Meeting of the Association
notations, and has since presented ter, Maine.
of Colleges of N*w England held
Events
some of them in his concerts.
Seven alumni scholarships were last week at Clark University in
Today his valuable collection in- given the following entering mem- Worcester.
cludes some 2000 manuscripts bers of
Fri., Oct 29— Chapel, The PresiThe colleges making up the. Asthe class of '47: Michael A.
ranging from a time as early as Anthonakes of Lynn,
dent, Thomas Chadwick '47 will
Harvard,
Mass.; Thom- sociation are:
Yale,
play a clarinet solo.
[ Continued on Page 2 )
as H. Chadwick of Methuen, Brown. Dartmouth, Williams, U. of
Sat, Oct. SO Chapel, Professor
Mass.; John R. P. Friedman of Vermont, Bowdoin, Middlebury,
Koelln.
Goshen, Indiana; Robert D. Libby Amherst Trinity, Wesleyan', Tufts,
4.30 p.m. Chapel,
Sun., Oct. SI
of Scarsdale, New York; Roland D. Boston University, and Clark.
George Norton Northrop, M.A.,
Mann of Bangor, Maine; Richard
Head Master of the Roxbury
These colleges are represented
Latin School. The choir will sing
A. Roundy of Beverly?: Mass.; and by the president and the dean or a
"Laudamus" by Prothero.
Nathan T. Whitman of Bridgewa- faculty delegate. Professor HerThe
Thorndike
Club
held
first
its
A
conMemorial
Hall.
2.30 p.m.
ter, Mass.
bert Brown was Bowdoin's faculty
meeting of the fall trimester on
cert by the AAFTC Band.
delegate.
Oct. 20.
George C. Branche '46
7.30 p.m. Memorial Hall. BrunsThis year's meeting was the first
wick Choral Society.
was elected president; Leonard A.
Mon., Nov. 1 Chapel, The Presiin recent years to have ail the colHirsch '47, vice-president; Clem- Bowdoin-On-The-Air
dent.
leges fully represented.
ent A. Hiebert '47, treasurer; and
There was informal round-table
Jordan H. Wine, secretary. Ten Arranges Schedule
new members joined the club at
{ Continued on Page 4 ]
The James Bowdoin Day exerthis meeting. They are Stanley N.
cises will be held on WednesBowdoin-on-the-air has already
Altman, Irving Rackman, Thomas
day, November 3, in Memorial
arranged its schedule of broadH.
Chadwick,
Warren
L.
Court,
Hall at eleven in the morning.
Dave Demaray, Bernard. E. Gor- casts far into the next semester.
Dr. Frank Pierrepont Graves,
The music department will be
formerly Commissioner of Eduton, John H. Holmes, Myer Norrepresented many times in future
cation, of the State of New
ken, Alfred J. Waxier, and Stanley
York, will give the address on
W. Weinstein, all members of the broadcasts as student vocalists and
intrumentalists feature the prothe subject: "An Aristocracy of
class of '47.
By Bernard E. Gorton
grams.
Service."
It was decided that meetings
When we went to interview ProOn November 10, 1943, ProfesThe Masque and Gown performevery
would
be
held
othen
Wednesfessor
Brown for the ORIENT, we
by
Around"
sor
Robert P. T. Coffin will read
ance of "And Miles
Jack Kinnard "41 has been post- day at 7.15 Conference Room A, several of his poems on the sub- knocked at his door and were welponed until November 12 and Moulton Union. Professor Helm- ject of nature. On the next pro- corned with a cheerful, "What can
reich, faculty adviser,
Urges all gram, two weeks later,
13. It will be in Memorial Hall
Lloyd R. I do for you?" We explained that
than at Longfellow
rather
non-fraternity members to join Knight will sing several
songs we were a representative of the
School.
the organization at the next meet- with John
F. McMorran collabo- ORIENT and wished to interview
ing.
Plans for a Fathers' Day have
him, whereupon Professor Brown
rating.
not been completed. It has been
The broadcast scheduled for showed us into his study, the walls
decided not to have, it on Ocof which were lined with books and
December
8th
will
feature
a
f
tober 29th.
Freshman string trio under the colorful college prints. "Early
Mr. Boyer has a limited number
direction of Professor Frederic American novels and college prints
of the copies of the "Bugle"
Tillotson of the Bowdoin music are my hobbies," Professor Brown
published by the Class of '43
IN
available for distribution to the
department. This trio is composed explained, and proceeded to give us
faculty. They may be obtained
of David Demeray '47, who will the following story:
Scheduled soon is an informal play the viola; John Friedman '47,
at the Library.
Herbert Ross Brown was born in
The AAFTC unit stationed at meeting of the Witan, a student cellist; and Wallace Jaffee '47. Allentown, Pennsylvania. He atthe college is planning an Open
organization of men interested in violinist. Professor Tillotson will tended Lafayette College, gradPost Week-End on the last two
literary* matters. Anyone interest- accompany.
uating in 1924. After his graduadays of October.
ed will be welcome to attend.
Stanley A. Frederick '46 and tion he received a travelling felThere will be a review of OctoBob Bliss '47, secretary of the
ber Freshmen on Monday. NoJim Cutler '47 will be featured on lowship which took him to Engvember 8th. All grades should organization, announces that cig- the December 22nd
program. land, where he lived for a month
arettes and refreshments will be
be in the hands of the office by
Frederick will play a trumpet each in London and Edinburgh,
liberally supplied, and that ties
eight-thirtv on Saturday, Nosolo and Cutler two selections on and spent the rest of his time hikvember 6th.
need not be worn. It is also suging up and down the countryside.
The Brunswick Choral Society gested that any men who have the accordion.
After his return to the United
Sometime in January the organwill give its first public concert
written something should bring
States, Professor Brown taught
of the season on Monday eveization
intends
to
present
draa
their manuscripts along for readnine. November 8th, at eightfor a year at Lafayette. In 1926 he
ing and discussion. This is by no matic skit written hy Donald N.
fifteen in Memorial Ha.'J for the
joined the English Department at
means compulsory, however, and Koughan '45.
benefit of Saint John's School.
Wolfgang Rosenberg '47 is the Bowdoin, and has been with it
should not stop anyone from atAdmission, fifty-five cents.
ever since. Thus Professor Brown
The Bowdoin Club of Portland tending because he does not have chief script writer for the organi- has been at Bowdoin for 18 years,
will meet at the Portland Club
something to submit. The Moulton zation. He is assisted by Stanley
'47
Weinstein
for a chowder supper on Wedand
William S. except for a few leaves of absence
Union will be the place of meetduring which he pursued graduate
nesday evening, November 10th,
Lamparter '47.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
studies at Harvard (]$.&), and
at six o'clock.
realized the inevitable approach, of

Monday evening three members
of the student committee in charge
of
the Drive made
informal
speeches in each of the three eating-houses of the college on behalf
of the Drive. Lloyd R. Knight' '45
spoke at Chi Psi House; Alfred
Perry '45, at the A.D. House; and
Kenrick Baker '45 at the T.D.
House.

At present the total enrollment
of civilian students is 159, the goal
set is $500.

—

FOUR MORE MEN
ENTER PHI BETE

Coming

—
—

8

27, 1943

Dean Nixon

Memorial Services Will
Be Held In Chapel

WILL BE NOVEMBER

War Fund Campaign With

College Launches

*

Wm

On Monday, October 18, Phi
Beta Kappa held the last of its
three meetings this year in Conference A room in the Moulton
Union. Those elected at this meeting were: Hyman L Osher '44,
Alan S. Perry '44, Kenrick M.
Baker, Jr., '45. and Alfred M.
Perry '45. Those previously elect|cd were: Robert W. Brown '44,
George A. Burpee '44, Douglas
Carmichael '44, Robert E. Colton
'44, Stanley B. Cressey '44, Balfour H. Golden
'44,
Stuart E.
Hayes '44, John E. Hess '44 Donaid A. Sears '44, and R06S E. Wii-

'

.

THORNDIKE CLUB
ELECTS OFFICERS

i

'

—

Brown

i

I

;

AH those recently
were present except Alan
Continued on Page 3 }<

liams
elected

'44.

1

Of American

Calls Ignorance

Culture "Criminal" In Interview

WITAN PLANS EARLY

j

MEETINGS

j

UNION

|

|

HHMM

_-

MAMAAA*

Columbia University (Ph.D.). His
academic record also includes
in Phi Beta Kappa

membership
and Zeta Psi

fraternity.

|l

Professor Brown's special inter|

est

American Literature, and he

is

has been giving courses in it at
Bowdoin, as well as in the English
Novel and in English Poetry. Professor

Brown

states that for the

past fifteen years he has been especially interested in the place of
American Culture in a college curriculum.
inal for

He feels that it is crima college student not to

know the
his own

literature

and history of

country. The war has
brought this problem into sharper
focus, and it is now becoming generally recognized that it is the duty
of every American to be acquainted with the culture and historical
background of his country.
Professor Brown is director of
the course in English for the

Meteorologists of the AAF, and
the ASTP at Bowdoin. He and Professor Kirkland of the history Dc-.
partment have devised a plan
whereby the Armed Forces at
Bowdoin receive what is the equivalent of a course in American Culture. The courses in English and
History have been synchronized in
such a manner that the soldiers
[

Continued on Page 3

]
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

The Bowdoin

The Christmas

Orient

RniiMW-tck, Maine

Hoffman

Philip H.

Dana

Kettte>r»

and

Harry Lindemaim

•*•

Bownorx pi-bushing company

AMorlate Profenwor Athens P. Dagget t
AaiUatant Profeaanr PMHp M. Brawn

away from

College

i'uhli«hed hi-weekly when rlajuee are held by the Student* of
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•wiiul etna* matter at the post office at Brwarwick. Maine.
ArMdirsjtion for a chance in the frequency of publication pend-
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By Bernard

may

favor

the

idea around Febif

we

must have visitors to the college, it is best
to have them all at once and get it over
•

with.

This theory doesn't appear sound.
is

why

short, therefore

try to

house alumni and houseparty guests on

why conWould it not

the same weekend? Similarly,
centrate the travel load?

inif
.
i

•rrMtiHTio roe N*rMM)M. »ovI«tiiih«

:•»<«••

<

•

wni

Managing Editor

Will

I,

Le« ftaessm

•
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thing to the National

some-

really give

War

Fund Drive

can't afford

4

With 20

it.

or 30 billions

power

purchasing

excess

of the existence of the Freshman during

have not heard the cry

way

of spending

The
that

With

we would
dollars we

few exceptions,

a

never miss the

or ten

five

might contribute. The real question

Do we want to

give?

why we

reasons

The mere

There are

is,

excellent

should.

cataloguing of some of the

on the

turns from this one drive

enough to

It

is

Community

Boy and Girl
the Salvation Army, the Infan-

Scouts,

Women's

Field

and

for the Control of Cancer,

many

foreign relief agencies iriast aH

obtain enough from the Drive to con-

work

tinue their vital

coming

for the

and to the unlucky victim. With regard to humor, laughing rather halfheartedly as you think, 'Thank God
I'm not in his position," appears to be

Why

should

town which

You
You

help the agencies in a

I

my

isn't

permanent home?

are living in Brunswick, aren't you?
appreciate, don't you, the friendly

you have encountered here? You
fire, and

attitude

take for granted the police,

other locally supported protective services available.

you don't

They wouldn't

really live here."

say,

This

"But
is

our

chance of saying, "Thank you.'"

As

for

its

seasickness

yet

life,

on the ocean,

a part of life

who wants

get

suffer.

being a part of College

is

to be seasick?

usually attacks the traveller

The

illness

on the

first

part of his voyage, making adjustment

new

to the

life

doubly

Freshmen, College

difficult.

a

is

new

For most

voyage, re-

quiring extensive readjustment, and the
attitude of the upperclassmen should be

They

rather than hindering.

ought to try to make the readjustment
as easy and effective as possible.
Respect can never be gained by one

who makes a
hazing, who
more

fool of himself.

Yet during

plays the fool and looks

ridiculous, the upperclassman do-

ing the hazing, or the Freshman being

hazed?

As

%

far as building character goes, ac-

cording to President

Sills in

chapel a

short time ago, a Freshman's character
largely determined before he gets to

is

You've heard of Charity. This is your
chance to see how it feels to be on the

amusement you can

out of watching a Freshman

helpful,

face that objection:

let's

unfortunate episode

a great deal of harm, both to the College

year.

All right,

The

which ended the S.C.D.C. certainly did

Chest, the

Paralysis Fund, the

does no

hardy sounds reasonable that hazing

re-

and worthiness.
Such organizations as the Brunswick

the

life; it

harm and amuses everyone; it causes the
Freshman to respect the upperclassmen,
and it builds his character.

establish its importance

Army

a part of College

the only type of

agencies which are depending

hope-

chief arguments for hazing are

it is

does no harm.

they're tax-deductible.

we

far,

ful sign for the future.

those inflationary dollars and, of course,

tile

So

this year, a

this is

couldn't be a better

cry

dining rooms has formerly been the bane

floating

no time for us, members
of a privileged class anyway, to whine
that we haven't got the money. There
around

This

funnier!"

his first semester at College.

we

Let's not drag out the old line that

of

HAZING

Granting that

College.

it

does affect

an enthusiastically-used paddle would
seem to have a rather negative effect
on character. However, if the method

it,

giving end.

great feeling. This

It's a

is

a

multi-purpose campaign. Let's give accordingly.

is

THE QUOTA STST EM
The

It

ing

fraternities are facing a situation

new

intention of distribut-

established.

The committee and

The

fall.

of "courtesy freshmen," while

Good Clean Fun, makes

sideration of the
sincerely

we

want

no doubt
a recon-

problem necessary if we

to keep our chapters.

the survival of the
it.

to maintain that

we do

device

intend to follow the policy of

acknowledge
if

It

fittest, let

would he

we have

us at least

hypocritical

a quota system

not intend to enforce k.

HOUSEPARTIES
about time to start discussing
when to have houseparties. Is it to be
It

tle

is

before Christmas, as in the past, or at

midyear Commencement,
novatidn?

/

last year's

hv

year.

to offer

now

of

lit-

but the rather doubtful

paying dues,

everything
should be done to make them attractive
logically follows

THE

A.

S.

to

conclusion which
do away with haz-

R.F.L.

T. P.

KEWS

It is a pleasure to

welcome The A.

S.

We like to think that its addition represents another tie binding together stu-

dents in and out of khaki in mutual understanding.

That we have common interests here
Bowdoin is obvious. Sharing news of
our activities would seem to be a logical
at

m-c

We

shall leave it to our readers
to decide the issue. This little investigation seems to prove that
men are definitely interested in
their clothing, and that women are

•

not the only ones to have independent opinions on the subject.

m-c
There is a
which we would
those

who

little

experience

like to share with
believe themselves to be

Although working with a small staff,
the editors of The T^ews have come up
with a sizeable volume 1, number 1. The
Uvdy style which characterizes The
Thews' columns should attract civilian
are perhaps a

trifle

jaded

with the Orient's tendency to stodginess.

We want to express a hearty "Welcome." Wc hope mat you will continue
your association with

us.

On Tuesday, November 9, at 9
a.m. in the gymnasium, the second
nation-wide test for civilians deto see that it will still go to press, siring to be considered
the
for
even though only once every two Army Specialized Training Proweeks. You never seem to realise gram or the Navy College Prowhat the ORIENT means to a gram V-12 will be given.
Bowdoin man until you are away
A booklet with complete instrucfrom the campus and also away tions, requirements, and an applifrom intimate contacts with other cation blank may be obtained at
Bowdoin graduates. Down here on Professor Nathaniel C. Kendrick's
the other end of U. S. No. 1, I office on the top floor of Massareally enjoy reading the paper.
chusetts Hall, The pamphlet also
Three cheers and a hearty pat contains several sample problems
on -he back for the Editorial or. in order to give the candidate an
Jim Higgins. He certainly de- idea of the type of questions to be
served all the credit you gave him asked on the test.
and more. I am quite sure that
When the Wank for the tests is
the ORIENT would never have filled out it must be signed by
his
untiring
survived without
Professor Kendrick, and either the
work. I think he gave more to the Army or Navy Test specified on it.
paper than any three previous edi- In as much as the tests can not
tors-in-chief, and we of the busibe changed from one of the serness staff sure appreciated his vices to the other after they have
hearty cooperation at all times. 'been taken, Professor
Kendrick
Business and editorial worked as wishes to emphasize the extreme
one instead of two staffs as was importance of not signing up for
previously so often the case. The
the .Navy unless you are sure of
best of luck and good wishes to being able to pass the physical rehim.
quirements. If you take the Navy
I hope that this rushing question
not pass the
test, and then do
will be cleared up in a short while. physical examination, the results
somewhat

might be discontinued.

I

am

glad

m-c
This gave us some food for
thought. We wonder how many
students really know what hard
work means, even those with fivecourse schedules. Of course, the
Navy men stationed on the campus are getting paid by the government for studying. But that's

Although

I

was educated under

the old system of catch-as-catchI think that the writers

m COMMUNICATION

can,

ORIENT

this last
ideas. I believe I

had some good
would advocate

the rwo weeks' wait before pledg-

To

ing. I have heard of a rather nice
system in which the rushers do not
wear any pledge pins, but get a
Then on a
pin with each bid.
specified day, on emerging from
chapel the rushee puts on the

Editor

the

the

of

Bowdoin

ORIENT:
hope you were not really serious in stirring up at this time the
I

ancient discussion of possible rushing system agreements at Bowragged old question has
pledge pm of the fraternity of l.is been hauled out and placed on
choice. However, I will leave it display every few years for the
up to someone else to iron out the past forty, to my personal knowldiffculty of one fraternity becom- edge.
ing over-pledged and another unThe consensus of opinion has alis
der-pledged. The main point
ways been, after careful discuslet's all get in on it now. The
that the bes* interests of
ORIENT has been the debating sion,
Bowdoin lie in avoidance of any
ground for this question long
formal rushing system. Experienough.
ence elsewhere with such systems
The best of luck to both the edi- has shown them to be nurturers
You
torial and business staffs.
deceit,
dealing,
of underhanded
made a good start in a long, up- and worse; and Bowdoin has been
hill journey.
well-spared of these difficulties.
the
word
to
just
a
closing,
In
At any rate, the present year,
student body. The ORIENT is
fracyour paper. Get behind it and with the College reduced to a
tion
of its normal self, is no time
you
can.
as
time
much
as
give it
to take any such serious step as
If it dies now, Bowdoin alumni
would be Involved.
all over the world will lose one of
doin. This

of

the

Now we

don't

weapons at the disposal
United

Nations.

Yours sincerely.

W. FROST

J.

TWO FACULTY MEN
SPEAK AT DINNER

—

and mechanization. It
up to us to show our appreciation by at least putting in a minimum amount of time studying for
is

our elective subjects, at least.
Only too soon we, too, may be
getting paid by the government to
study other subjects that may not
appeal to

us.

m-c

Walking across the campus the
other day (and we do mean across
for freshmen are now sharing this
privilege with the dogs and upperclassmen) we encountered a
funny-looking group of men huddled on one of the paths leading
across the campus. Coming nearer, we saw that they were Radar
men, and that they were waving
us away frantically. We muttered something about "idiotic experiments." Upon second thought,
however, it occurred to us that
the experiments might have some
sense after all, even though they
.stopped us in our righteous way.
These men are studying Radar, we
reflected, and Radar is supposed
to be one of the most
powerful

Tinayre
Continued from Page

r

1

900 A.D. to the time of Mozart.
Some of these masterpieces are of
supreme beauty. Perhaps one of
the greatest tributes paid Tinayre
was by an old peasant. After Tinayre had presented a stirring performance, the old man came up to
him, gripped his hand silently, and
broke out in tears.
Thursday's lecture was followed
on the next evening by a concert

which included works of ancient
masters as well as works by the
modern French composer, Claude
Debussy.

••

I

Professors Herbert R. Brown
mind having to make a detour
around some o£„.lhe Radar men and Athern P. Daggett will speak
engaged in radio experiments on at the annual dinner of the combined Penobscot Bowdoin Club and
the campus.
the Bowdoin Teachers' Cluo on
m-c
Thursday evening, October 28.
They say that there is a streak
The Bowdoin Club of Porlland
of bestial cruelty in every man,
just the point: they are getting however civilized they may seem. will hold its regular fall meet in.; at
Club on Wednesday
paid, and study eight hours a day. Having witnessed some of the fra- the Portland
We undergraduates pay, and ternity hazing ceremonies, we are evening, November 10th. Dean
certain Paul Nixon will be the principal
At
study how many hours a day*? inclined to agree.
Perhaps not enough of us realize houses the freshmen hazing has speaker. Adam Walsh will discuss
the great opportunity we have in reached interesting proportions. the athletic situation and show
being able to attend a Liberal Arts The favourite hours for these en- movies of 1942 football games. It
mealtime, is expected that Lt. RaymonJ
college in these days of increasing tertainments is
at
specilization

It is absolutely necessary that
registration be completed by Nothan those of the Army.
requirements, vember 9, and Professor Kendrick
Besides physical
there are also other restrictions on announces that men on campus
the eligibility of candidates. No who are interested should sign up
member of any branch of the immediately.
armed services may apply, whethWord has been received from
er he is on active status or not. Big Spring. Texas, that Lt. Charles
A candidate for the V-12 program Kinsey, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
must have reached his 17th but Charles Kinsey of Xenia, Ohio, has
not his 20th birthday by March 1, been promoted to Captain. He is
1944.
a bombardier instructor at the Big
The age limits are not quite so Spring Bombardier School. He
strict for the ASTP. A candidate graduated from Bowdoin College
must have attained his 17th but in '40, and is a member of Beta
not his 22nd birthday by March 1, Theta Pi.

I

unduly overworked.
The other
day we had a conversation with
Lieutenant (j.g.) Dicke of the
Navy Radar Unit stationed at
Bowdoin. We
mentioned
our
heavy schedule of four courses and
added that some nights we studied
for as long as three hours. We
then asked, "How much do you their best contacts with their alma
Navy fellows work?" Lieutenant mater.
Dicke replied, "Well, we have
Sincerely.
eight hours of classes a day, and
RICHARD L. SAVILLE. .'<rd
one hour of calisthenics, plus a
four-hour exam every Saturday."

step in the right direction.

who

Of

—

f

T. P. T^ews to the pages of the Orient.

readers

statistics.

interviewed. 11

favour
of
cuffs,
six
against. This seems to answer the
question pretty definitively. Ii is
interesting, though, to note the
reasons advanced for the respective opinions. Both groups claim
valid reasons for their particular
choice. The pros state that cuffs
are useful as ash trays, and for
catching stray coins that fall from
your pockets they also serve to
hide bowlegs. Here are some arguments of the Con: pants without
cuffs are neater and more military
looking; when there are no cuffs
there is no space to collect dirt;
cuffs are useless. Both sides claim
their styles of slacks-adornment
to be the more good-looking.
in

The

is

ing speedily.

the system have

been circumvented this

Sophomore

Inasmuch as the Fraternities have

to the Freshman.

blood equitably for the duration

and thus helping to keep all chapters
alive that the faculty committee on
pledging, and the quota system was

If

limit its benefits only

the beginning of the

privilege

better off.

was with the

being

why

the frequent lapse of character seen at

which will grow worse before it is better.
Three of the chapters are already hanging on the ropes and the others are not

much

so efficient

to the Freshman? It might be good for

few

men

was
I
72,
in fear that the paper

we had with Volume

m-c
First of all a

a total of 17

were

echoing within the various fraternity

week.

this

would seem

to have certain merits.

and

« f r>n

F.

college.

as Christmas Houseparties

DRIVE

down and

Let's dig

two

Bowdoin

the

received the first ORIENT of
the fall trimester a few days ago.
and thought I'd write a letter
about it. Realizing the difficulties

Newspaper readers may be divided into two classes: Those who
read the editorials, and those who
don't. We do not venture to guess
of which class the ORIENT readers are composed. Those of our
readers who do read the editorial
page, however,
may remember
that our last issue contained an
editorial on trouser cuffs. A curious subjects this. The editorial
was prompted by the recent, government announcement that it is
again legal to have cuffs on your
pants. The editorial referred to
raised the question:
"Will men
want cuffs again?" We decided to
answer It by means of a little survey among the members of the

idea of reinstating houseparties

"Louder

WAR FUND

THE

The

Harry Ltademann

of this Issue,

better to spread these over

entirely different periods?

Ot

•

much

be

«t

National Advertising Service, Inc.
ijJItm PtmiUkm Keprommotttm
NEW Y©»K. N. V.
A20 MtOltON AVC.

of

1944.

Navy requirements

I

likely to be

ruary 5-7, 1944 on the theory that

Housing

T» the Editor
ORIENT:

school.

authorities

Commencement time

Philip H. Hoffman
William T. Gill '47

Manager

Circulation

of the test are thrown out. The
are stricter

COMMUNICATION

the

spirit is in

more

girls are

'45

A. Little **«

John H. FarreU '46
sub-K4itor«: Chart** W. CnrtU '41. Bay r. UUt*bak- '46, Paul W. Moran '47, Wolfgang H. RoaraIwrg '47. Fred W. Mpaulding '47.
lHrrf^or»:

The

pre-Christmas party.

able to get

Manadnc

scheduled

is

Wednesday, December 22 at
4:30 p.m. The weekend of December
17-20 would be a logical time to hold a

Efttabiiftlwd 1*71

Editor-in-Chief

vacation

to begin

air then,

Vol.

.

'

doubtless based on

Roman

principle

—

censes" Bread and Circuses. The
ingenuity that is exercised in these
displays is considerable, and one
can not help but reflect to what
nobler purposes it might be put.
Some of the exhibitions have included talks on "Why I recommend Fletcher's Flea Powder and
What it Has Done for Me." renderings of "Pistol Packin' Mama,''
and "The Scarsdale High< School
Football Song." The only relief for
the suffering freshman seems to be
the joyful anticipation of what he
will do to other Freshmen next
year. And thus the cycle goes on.

m-c

—

equipment through

every hattlefront
at sea, on land and in the
air— telephone and radio equipment made |»y Western
Electric i» seeing plenty of action.

For 61 years, this Company has been the manufacturer for the Bell Telephone System. In the important war work that Western Electric is doing today,
college graduates— men and women of varied abilities
—are finding opportunities to serve thei r country well.

Buy War Bonds regularly—from

IN

SEARCH ME,

MY

PEN

THINK

IT

CONKS

CAN

till

Victory!

PCACC SOuRCC Or SUPPLY rOI THC iCll SYSTEM
WAR.. ARSENAL Of COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT.

DAW I'M
WRITING UNOE SAM'S
FLYER

note

Western Electric
IN

"JEEPERS,

HANDSOMEST

to their destination.

—

On

'19, chaplain of the PortlerJ
harbor defenses will be present.

et Cir-

—

fighting

Lang

ancient

the

"Panem

Coast Guard-man stands watch over the
convoy
telephones warnings that keep it in
protected formation
helps to pet fi<rhtin<; men and

THIS

PAT.

PARTS ARE SCARCE.

PROTECT

AND

IT

HAS SOLV-X

PENS

AND

WHY

DIDN'T

REPAIR

YOU

WITH PARKER QUINK?
IN

IT

IT!"

OUT.

BE

HXEDr

1
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College songs have always been
at
an enjoyable feature of life
Bowdoin. It is gratifying to see
that this tradition of singing time
is being carried on,
not only at formal occasions, but
also during meals, bull-sessions,
and the like. We know of at least
one house where a choir devoted
to the singing of traditional college songs is being planned. The
farepertoire will include such
vorites as the "Whiffenpoof Song"
and "Cocaine Bill and Morphine
Sue." These songs are to be unveiled at mealtime with the different tables competing, with quality
on the whole being sacrificed for
We discovered the
loundness.
other day what a perfect Saturday
night entertainment singing these
songs can be. The movies and
Town Hall dances sometimes lose
their appeal; and it is at such
of
custom
times that the old
cheerful singing comes again to
the fore. We hope it will stay

honored songs

en shortage grows
Don't

expect to replace
your pen if it fails now!
Production of all pens—

Solv-x roots out the causes of

brands

rubber rot always caused by
highly acid ink. It ends clog-

especially ofnrst-choicc

—has been sharply reduced by
Government order. Repair

there.

parts, too, are scarce!

Why

ARMY MEN PREPARE
FOR OPEN WEEKEND

^

let

Parker

Chunk

provide the "ounce of prevention"? This ink alone has
the magic ingredient, solv-x.

SUNRISES

This coming Saturday and Sunday will be an open-post week-end
[ Continued fror* Page i ]
for the servicemen stationed in the
army units at the college. The
men have spent four years here proposed program offers a wide
and never once gone through this variety of events. The college pool
place. Believing that a word to will be open on Saturday afterthe wise is sufficient, we will drop noon from 130 to 3.00 o'clock. Bethe subject here trusting that at tween 300 and 4.00 a military
some time during their stay here swimming exhibition will be given
every Freshman will avail himself by the Air Corns and the ASTU.
of tiie opportunity to see some of
On Saturday evening there will
the masterpieces of art now hous- be a formal dance from nine uned at the Walker Art Building.
til one o'clock.

not

most pen

failures.

ging and gumming
cleans
your pen as it writes!
For steel pens, too, Quink
is ideal. The Parker Pen Company, Jaoesvdle, Wisconsin,
and Toronto, Canada:
.

.

at

.

fjQtUHji...

Protect* rubber

1.
life

. . .

lengthens the

of toe or diaphragm.

'

FOR V

MAIL "Mkrm-lHm Block." Parker Quink in "Mien-film
Black" photographs perfutly! It is jet-black— ideal for every use. Quink comes
in 7 permanent colors: Micro-film Black, Blue-Black, Royal Blue, Green,
Violet, Broun, Red. 2 washable colors: Black, Blue. Family size,
2%. Other
sizes, lffi
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It

off the metal corrosion and

and up.

2. Dissolves sediment and

by other
it
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left
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Peterson's Trick Shots

^

Astound Union Crowds
By Roy

P. Uttlcfcatot Jr.

One

thing in the world on which

you can depend besides death and taxes i* the subjects which are discussed on
the editorial page and in the columns of the Bowdoin Orient.
At the beginning of the year, inevitably someone berates the
present rushing system of the fraternities, thereby fanning
the usual hazing, anti-hazing controversy into full flame.

Then another remarks

that

now

fall is really

here,

inasmuch

as the smell of burning leaves at last pervades the campus. It

probably won't be long before someone starts wondering (and
asking),

"What

about house-parties?"

Incidentally, now that more than
the fires of learning are burning on

And

so

it

goes.

Englanders

sent there in the
Army ? Most of them think that
campus, watch out when you walk getting 'Georgia back in the Union
past those innocent looking ash- was not worth fighting the Civil
heap* toot the fires of learning*. War.
The acorns concealed within have a
V
disconcerting way of exploding and
The rumor is that Chandler's is
shooting in all directions, with de- all out of Professor Smith's "De
v-axtating results to the unwary.
Rerum Natura. Someone bought
the copy a few days ago.
V
There's a new alibi for that
V
black-eye now, instead of the old
With only one hundred and fifty
one about running into a door. Just or so men now in College, we probsay you ran into a tree in the ably won't see a class the size of
black-out; there's a fighting chance the Tallman course last winter for
that it will be true anyway
the rest of the war. Classes are so
small that the average student
V
Imagine getting fan-mail after isn't getting enough sleep.
writing only one column! Think of
V
what two columns might do.
A sign of something or other
gas-rationing) was the
V
< probably
The flies coming into a certain long, sleek black limousine being
fraternity house to get out of the towed down Harpswell Street the
cold lately have been badly disap- other day by a very battered and
'

pointed.

And

isn't

it

about time dusty truck.

they took the screens off to

let

V

the

A concert by the Brunswick

On Saturday

evening, October
16th, Charles C. ("Pete"). Peterson, world champion fancy shot
artist, performed a billiard exhibition in the pool room
of the
Mouiton Union.
astounding
One of his most
shots was his "forward draw".
After the cue ball hit the object
ball, it went ahead a foot or so,
striking the side cushion at about
a forty-five degree angle. Then it
striking
the
reversed direction,
same side cushion twice more, the
end cushion once, and the side
cushion a fourth time, finally making the billiard.
Another feat was the so-called
"impossible." With the cue ball
jammed into a corner and the

B. C. S.

j

treating him to come there for
his first meal or a meal, anyway.
If he replied to the letter favorably, there would be a delegation
to meet him, and to corral any

1

—

.

|

!

i

^

^

:

•

,

.

title is

interesting sidelight of the

I

and back
the two

1

i

.

.

.

|

j

j

I

|

.

CROSS COUNTRY MEN

MAY ENTER

Kappa

;

i

Ads

Have

I

usua,ly eon* 18 ^" of paddling and
The paddling could take
various forms, but the main principie of them all was the same, and
is well enough known so that it
need not be explained here. In the
fire-drill, a large fire was built in
the fire-place, and the Frosh instructed to extinguish it by carrying in their mouths a substance especially prepared for its appetizing effect. The
horror
stories
mentioned above usually dwelt
with much detail on this part of
the ceremony, and thc "fire-extinguishers" were not disappoint

,

j

edln

TownTaxl

FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

^ed
*s

PHILG AS

does tht cook-

tog best

RninswickHardwareCo.

"Me and Harry";

Mrs. Harold

Webb

has been

two previous Xutt-kngth plays by
students—"No Place on Earth"
Var*a»». and *Wt and Harry" by
Mergendahl. She also played in the
Tnraat." She has acted
[

Continued en Page 4
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when

the

Blended from choice Kentucky hurleys,

mild— burns

cool—with a delightful aroma all its own.
Try wthequality pipe tobacco of America."

SIR

WALTER

RALEIGH

fani K. JOvan, Bowdoin 1916

•IN TOBACCO

The Orient

Smokes as sweet as

it

this:

C.

terest.

G.—6

Bates—

"bridge" between the New and Old
worlds which will strengthen and
increase existing ties of mutual in-

-

7 14
6

Encouraged by

his

0—27
6

own

ideals for

the future, he thinks that Europe
is as young and striving as it ever

back cows. The assignments were was, and that as soon as the Nazi
limited only to the ingenuity of the yoke is thrown off, a decent and
Sophomores, who also meted but well organized society may be set

punishments for failure.
Immediately
following

up.

Hell

The A.D.'s lobster, he says, was
whde T.D. "atmosphere" and Chi Psi "service" are

Week, the

quite a treat,

the Student

quite to his liking. At mealtime
he proudly displays a shiny cigarette case which was presented to

initiations took place
in the various fraternities, and
hazing by the fraternities, and
Freshmen rules continued until

out, usually

Council voted them

around the beginning

him

at

Bowdoin on October

14.

of Spring.

dr

"Coke"= Come, be blessed and be happy

a

.

in

.

.from Idaho

Iceland

to

Have a "Coke", says the American soldier in Iceland, and in three
words he has made a friend. It works in Reykjavic as it does in
Rochester. 'Round the globe Coca-Cola stands for the pause that rt
freshes—has become the ice-breaker between kindly-minded strangers

the

Sophomores

wars were
seldom
definitely
known, the honors being divided
from year to year.
When the Maine Game arrived,
around Thanksgiving, a week was
set aside known as Hell Week,
during which Hazing
redoubled
and Freshman Walks were carried

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHOtlTT OF THE -COCA-COIA

The Coca-Cola Bottling

COMPANY SV

-the global

•

high- sign

Plants, Inc.

_0

Oct. 28

Thurs.

Claudia

HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEER
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Fancy Groceries

-

Dorothy >lcGuire

Robert Young
also

Fox New*

TONDREAU BROS.

Cartoon

Phone 328-M for

Oct. 29-SO

Frl.-Sat.

delivery

Branswlck

Maine Street

Maine Street

Hostages
Luise Rainer

with
- William Bendix

Maine

Brunswick

also

Paramount News
Short Subjects
Sun.-Mon.

Oct. SI -Nov.

FIRST NATIONAL

1

Nelson Eddy

with
- Susanna Foster
also

Paramount News

Nov. 2

Submarine Alert
.

of Brunswick,

Sportscope

Tues.

with
Richard Arlen - Wendy Barrie

BERRIED JEWELRY
STORE

BANK

Phantom of the Opera

Mains

WATCHMAKER - JEWELER

Capital, $175,00t

Total Resources $8,060,660

Student

Patronage

Brunswick, Me.

146 Maine St.

SeHolted

Also
Selected Short Subject*

Nov. 3-4

Wed.-Thurs.

The

College Book Store
We are "Sold Outw on
CONQUEST OF THE PAST
ON BORROWED PEACE

The Good Fellows
with
Cecil Kallaway - Helen
also

Fox News

Walker

,

Short Subjects

Nov. 5-6

Fri.-Sat.

A Lady Takes A Chance
with
Jean Arthur • John

Wayne

also

smells

Chops

Steaks

1»<3 Th« C-C C*.

MIKE'S PLACE

Always Top Quality

CUMBERLAND
with

.

Sir Walter Raleigh is extra

Austin made all three successful
points-after-touchdown for Coast
Guard. The box score looked like

when mo6t if not all clothes were
removed. The winners ol the-^e

"Put a pipe in his mouth
.
he smokes Sir Walter Raleigh!"

— Telephones —
of

dle Atlantic states rate highest in
the Prince's estimation.
When his hope to return to Europe in the future is fulfilled, the
Prince hopes to
help
build
a

j

proclaimed Freshmen Rules to the
incoming class; immediately following the proclamation there was
a battle between the two classes,

appeal

in California in the "arena" style
performanot of "Julius Casear."

were

j

this respect,

Proc Night was a night
early Fall

PRINTING

POSTERS

]

fire-drills.

ALL

STATIONERY

1

formance where the upperclassjmen entertained the Freshmen. It

j

TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS

Continued from Page

produced was not deemed to
be sufficiently amusing, a series
of black
marks
was
entered
against the Freshman's name on
the record kept for that purpose.
When a previously decreed number of the little marks had been
attained, a razoo was held, a per-

j

dub in the 'Beaux
Strafegdn" in 1986. She has been
two student-written one-act
In
plays, one of them by Kinnard;
read for one of the Gilbert and
SoUivan Operettas in the Union;
a small part in Mergen-

Moody, a T.D., and Jerry Hickey,
a Deke. Of the Bates subs, two
also once students at Bowacademic" than certain other sec- doin: Joe Flanagan, an A.D., and
tions. New England and the Mid- Bud Sweet, a Zete.
[

fect

"And

for the dramatic

—

erly

|

MEET

'

and Gown who is now a Major in
the British Army, first appeared

—

Joyce, fb.
On the above, two were formBowdoin
students:
Bill

Loewenstein

!

'

Faculty Comlaw."
mittee in charge of the new ColBecause the new totalitarian re- lege Catalogue which is to come S. Perry, who is now in the Navy,
gime had complete control over all out in time for the celebration of but unfortunately none of those
public activities, it was an impos- Bowdoin's sesquiCentennial next previously elected were able to be
sibility to have an organized "Un- spring.
present. President Sills, who is alderground." The Prince emphaProfessor Brown has written a so president of the Alpha of rector Morrell, however, entrance
sized the fact that although there book, "The Sentimental Novel in Maine of Phi Beta Kappa opened of a Bowdoin team depends on
is no single unified "Underground" America
1789-1860," which was the private meeting. It was an- progress of the men within the
as such, every person who has published by the Duke University nounced after the meeting that the next few weeks.
In regard to other sports acChristian, democratic beliefs is Press. It received a special award next elections would be held at the
tivities, little is definitely known
automatically an active member of from a committee of three distin- end of this trimester.
a passive opposition An example guished scholars in the Duke UniPresident Sills gave a talk on at this time. Chief among obstacles
of this principle is Italy, where versity Press Centennial Prize the War Labor Board of which he to an intramural schedule is the
totalitarianism has existed for 20 Contest for a scholarly contribu- is a member. He
named each competition for available athletic
years. However, as soon as Musso- tion to the social, literary, and member of the board and pointed equipment by the several military
lini was ousted, democratic groups artistic
history of the United out the ability and fair minded- units, as well as the stddent body
..prang up throughout the country. States. Professor Brown has been ness of each. One of his main It is hoped, however, that through
The persecution has reached a frequent lecturer at the Summer points was the inconsistent policy \ a program of swimming and basenormous proportions in Germany; Sessions of Columbia and of Duke of the Government in domestic] ketball this winter, athletic activithe terror has been increasing con- University. He has also contrib- affairs. In proving his point, he ties may continue even though
stantly; these factors prove that uted
articles
and reviews to referred to the rec?nt strike of the- modified in form.
resistance in Germany is reaching "American Literature," "The New fishermen who wer? prevent»-d oy
ordinance
a climax. In fact, Germany is an England Quarterly," and "Modern a Navy Department
a cigarette.
occupied
country—over 800,000 Language Notes." Since 1929 he from unloading their fish excepi
In another advertisement, ChesNazi guards are needed simply to has been a member of the Com- after working hours, but no one terfield continues to pay
tribute to
suppress
internal
revolt.
The mittee of Bibliography of the would be willing to pay them fori the printed word by featuring the
Prince firmly believes that it is American Literature Group of the thei." overtime work.
magazines, using as is theme the
question
period
A
followed
possible to start a second front Modern Language Association. He
magic of the magazine to stir the
within Germany, with the free- has also written an Introduction to President Sills' talk, and light re- pulse and quicken
the emotions
dom-loving people doing the fight- the Facsimile Text Society edition freshments were served.
with tales of romance and advening.
of Hannah Webster Foster's "Thc
ture or mystery and tying up with
Important as it is to prepare for Coquette," an early American
the enjoyment of smoking by saywar, it is more important to pro- novel dating from the year 1797.
ing that you can always count on
Chesterfields Stress
pare for peace, Prince Loewenstein
Professor Brown is married.
Chesterfield for
anthing
that
believes that before the end of the Among his hobbies are the collectmakes smoking a real pleasure.
war there will be a German revo- ing of early American novels and Dependability In
Two advertisements are devoted
lution provided the Germany peo- of college prints. We understand
to Chesterfield in New York and
ple can be given the encourage- that he used to play a good game
On October 11, the Liggett and in Washington- -the nation's busiment and the materials with which of tennis, but "owing to the war, Myers Tobacco
Company
launched est cities— with the statements
to fight. In the post-war period and my work with the Armed
its coast to coast fall campaign of that "Where the Best Wins the
Germany will enter the democratic Forces, it seems that this will Chesterfield advertising once
again Test They Satisfy."
family of nations under its own have to be out for the duration"
As this campaign concludes in
emphasizing its basic idea that
Weimar Constitution It is his con- We were inclined to agree with "They Satisfy" which has for December, the last advertisement
viction that the Germans will be him when, we noticed a large sheaf
years been almost a synonym for features the familiar Santa Claus,
able to set up their own govern- of corrected papers on our way
carrying the red Chesterfield carChesterfields.
ment and educational system, with out.
Under the headline "Dependable ton symbolizing holiday cheer.
the sympathetic cooperation of
As Your Daily Newspaper," the
other nations. The Prince's plan for
first advertisement
says:
"You
post-war Europe is the renewal of
Miles Around"
light up a cigarette, unfold your
the United States of Europe, an
newspaper and the news of the
[ Continued from Page i )
organization greater than any sinworld unfolds before your eyes,
gle nation, based on a cultural and
You depend on the printed word
legal union. The other part of his play contest she has assisted stuto keep you up to the minute on
plan provides for an international dent playwrights many times. Both
everything that'
counts,"
and
system of schools and colleges, "The Male Anhnar. and "The
makes the final point by stating
with the large exchange of stu- Watch on the Rhine" benefited
that smokers depend on Chesterdents and teachers throughout the from her fine performances in
thefield for everything that counts in
world. In this way, Democracy leading roles.
Her finest work,
would be striking at the very roots however, has bean in the classics.
of war by creating warm friend- where she is happily remembered
ships between the people of all na- aa Olivia in "Twelfth Night," Yes, We're Interested In
tions.
Dorine in "Tartufe," Katherine in
Your
The 2,000 European children "The Taming of the Shrewd," and
brought to this country by the Paulina in the "Winner's Tale."
United States Committee for the Curiously enough this will be her
Care of European Children, mem- first appearance in a student-writ'
ber agency of the National War ten, full-length play.
Fund, have been given shelter in
Mrs. Robert Morse, the wife of We have had long experience in
65 conammltles th roughou t 35 t former president of the Masque
producing for Bowdoin men:
states.

of

Coast Guard boys was made on a
26-yard run by Dorscy, one of the
standout players of the game; an*
other on Russell's 45-yard return
of a Bates punt, a pass from
Dorsey to Nutter; and a rush
through the line by Lynch.
Bates scored its six points on a
21-yard pass from
Cameron to
Stone in the latter part of the
second quarter.
The line-ups were: Coast Guard
Martin, le; Frenbach, It; Starbuck, lg; Crews, c; Harris, rg;
Boon, rt; Goodbread, re; Austin,
qb; Dorsey, lh; Russell, rh; and
Lynch, fb.
Bates Moody, re; Hickey, rt;
Lukens, rg; Currier, c; Alex, lg;
Hutchinson, It; Deering, le; Ordeman, qb; Hennessey, lh; Orr, rh;

J

in

I

poet to

close friends.

!

exhibition occurred when "Pete"
put a silver dollar between two
blocks of chalk and struck the
The dollar
dollar with his cue.

.

typical one.

The

j

Last Saturday the U. S. Coast
Professor Stanley Perkins Chase
dealt with the Robinson Gift to Guard Academy of New London,
the college in the first Bowdoin- Connecticut, fresh from its 7-0
on-the-Air program of the fall, triumph over a strong Renssalear
team, mowed down the Bates V-12
October 20.
Four of Edwin Arlington Robin- team, 27-6. Earlier in the season
Coast Guard had won over Bates,
son's manuscripts were recently
25-6.
presented to the college.
After
One factor quite noticeable in
reading two of Robinson's most
the game was Coast Guard's sufamous poems which were includperior weight. As a result of this,
ed among the manuscripts, ProfesCoast Guard rushed 195 yards to
sor Chase went on to discuss and
Bates' 90.
interpret them. He recalled his
The first touchdown for
the
the poems,
first encounter with

story,
a
day's
"The Twilight Song" and "Miniver
Cheevy," saying that it was during
"Grandfather Frog's his freshman year in college that
Strange Ride."
they were brought to his attention
Grandfather Frog felt quite se- by Marshall Cram, the man who
cure in the world, ne saw no rea- later became Chemistry professor
son to be much afraid of anything. here at Bowdoin.
Danny Meadow-mouse was differProfessor Chase mentioned the
ent. He was timid and always run old ties which bound the famous
under the shadow of the long grass poet, Robinson, so close to Bowbeside the
Lone
Little
Path. doin. Edwin Arlington Robinson
Grandfather Frog scoffed at this received an honorary degree of
behavior and hopped down the Doctor of Letters from this colmiddle of it. Suddenly the shadow lege.
of Farmer Brown's Boy fell across
Besides the two poems, the four
the Lone Little Path. Danny Meanewly acquired Robinson manudow Mouse squeaked a warning to scripts also include two letters
his old friend, but too late. Farmwritten by the
some
his

synopsis of the

others that it was
possible
to
catch. During the following hectic
'days the Freshman was taken to
er
Fraternities
to
test
?™°"*.°*
COokmg
d to me
the **»*
.
T\
Then came the critical
days when
the bids were given out and the
answers anxiously awaited. Since
there was no quota system then,
the competition was terrific with
each fraternity out for itself.
After the pin was safely hung
upon the as
yet
unsuspecting
(Pledge, the fun began. Perhaps
er Brown's Boy had seized Grand""^P^ting
is not
the correct
Handel
term: innocent might be better. father Frog and was carrying him
(From Solomon)
For there was always someone to away by his long hind legs before
From the Relm of Souls Despread horror tales of the hazing he could croak twice. This was
parted
Gluck to
Frog's
Strange
come. These stories made up "Grandfather
-(From Orphius)
Ride."
in gruesome detail
what
they
Three Madrigals:
The moral is: "Don't be too conlacked in acctrracy.
In These Delightful Pleasant
The first shot to be fired in the fident of your ability no matter
Groves
Purcell
rather one-sided battle of hazing how experienced you are." PerShe Is So Dear
Pratorius
was the posting
in
prominent haps this thought is as important
And Now is the Month of
at Bowdoin as in the Lone Little
Ces of thc
Freshmen
rules.
Moriej
orIevi£i?
These made it necessary to wear Path. Don't miss the next story of
Freshman hats, forbade walking the Grandfather series. There's a
Lloyd Knigkt wUl sing:
on the grass, and otherwise made moral in every one for the men t>f
The Blind Plowman
Bowdoin
Clarke the Freshman realize his
place.
Old Man River
Kern The Student Council Disciplinary
Forgotten
Eugene Cowles Committee was made up of a rep- out. The fraternities would deprive the pledges of any money in
resentative from each house, and
VI.
3. v. S.
one from the Student Council. As their possession and anything else
Pilgrims Chorus
Wagner the name suggests, its duty was which might be useful to them.
they were taken many miles
to enforce the Freshman rules and Then
(From Taunhauser)
At Father's Door Moussorgsky punish those who disobeyed them. away from the campus, and left to
The penalty usually consisted of find their way back in the middle
(Russian Folk Song)
Deep River
Arr. Burleigh j removing the hair except for vari- of the, night.
The other important occurrence
(Negro Spiritual)
jous tufts left for their decorative
Now Let Us Praise Famous .effect. Another penalty frequent- of the week was quests, when asto
Men
Vaughan Williams fly imposed was decorating his face signments were handed out
with cosmetics and requiring that each Freshman at midnight, toihe stand on the chapel steps and gether with instructions for the
jsing Phi Chi after chapel to the fulfillment of the assignment by a
certain time the next morning. The
admiring audience.
Soon after the start of Fresh- assignment's varied from finding
N.E.
man Rules, hazing began in the data on gravestones to bringing
Fraternities. At meals, the Freshmen would be required to enterCross Country men are looking
tain the others with songs, jokes,
foiward to a possible opportunity
Ihe information about the fraterfor participation in' the New Engnity they were required to learn,
lapg Cross Country
Meet
in
and various other antics -calcuFranklin Field, Boston, on Novemlated to entertain. When the efber 8. According to Athletic Di-

pleted the shot perfectly.

.

membership

j

j

.

Brown

of

;

1

To Thee Alone
Thou Knowest Lord
Purcell
How Lovely is Thy Dwelling
Place
Brahms
(From The Requiem)
And the Glory (From the

V

to be a

j

.

rolled to the end rail
again, going between
pieces of chalk.

interest has appeared on

'

Messiah )
Handel
other two balls touching it and
II.
each other in a straight line, Mr. Lloyd Knight
"force
Peterson
executed
a
Where'er You Walk ... Handel
masse," which drove the cue ball
Honor and Arms
Handel
down the end rail and back again
III.
to make the 'count.
B. C. S.
A third startling shot was Day of Judgment, Arkhangelsky
"riding the rail." The cue ball,
Praise Ye the Lord
driven by extreme English, jumpCesar Franck
ed up on the cushion, rolled along
Intermission
the length of the
it for nearly
IV.
table, then dropped back on the B. 1
S.
table, hit four cushions, and comMay No Rash Intruder

An

A new

StalT Correspondent
campus. Thornton Burgess' NaTimes as an "Old Timer" of '44 ture Stories have apparently beor '45 will tell you have changed come increasingly popular. This
as regards to particulars for in- information comes to us from the
coming freshmen.
research of Professor Herbert
The "old-time" freshman was Hartman who recently discovered
met at the station by
a
large a "Nature Story" ripped from
throng of upperclassman, eager to the pages of the N. Y. Herald
rush him off for his first meal Tribune, and is corroborated, by
here. The chances were that he Mr. Kenneth J. Boyer. librarian.
had received several letters from
In order that you shall not miss
as many different
fraternities, anything as far as Nature Stories
each praising its merits and en- go, the ORIENT will present a
Bach

I.

out.

has

.

By a

be given at Memorial Hall on Monday, November
8th, at 8.15 p.m. Professor Frederic Tillotson, director
of
the
Brunswick Choral Society announces that the assisting artist
'45.
will be Lloyd Knight
Students of the college are invited to
attend free of charge. The program will be as follows:
ral Society will

We wonder where the custom of Perhaps the part of the exhibiusing the editorial' "we" originated. tion most remembered by the auWhat is there about Georgia that Do editors consider themselves dience is the lecture which Mr.
makes it so popular with the New akin to royalty?
Peterson gave before and between
trick shots.
Without a doubt,
every one interested in billiards
Prince's Lecture
who attended the exhibition
Interview
learned more about the game in
f Continued from Page i 1
[ Continued from Page i ]
one hour than he had learned in
any six months previous to it.
anti-nazis believed that the danger
was over, and the appointment of study periods in American History
Hitler to the chancellorship came at the same time from the hisas a terrible shock to everyone for torical and the literary angle; thus
the President who appointed him the soldiers are receiving what Gilligan
Professor Brown Jeels every underwas supposedly against Nazism.
l Continued from Page i ]
The Prince told about one night graduate ought to receive: a course
when he was going to make an showing the roots of our culture tradition of New England reserve,
through
a
simultaneous
study
of
election speech.
On the way he
he had a real interest in his infound a paper on which was a proc- the Literature and History of difdividual students
His death
lamation by Goering, then the ferent periods of American civilizacomes as a great blow to all his
tion.
Minister of Police, giving the pofriends at Bowdoin."
lice force orders to "shoot first, and
Professor Brown's "extracurricask questions afterwards." The ular" activities include membership
Prince read this paper at the meet- in the Recording and Library Com- Phi Beta
ing, and then stated that "Germ- mittees of the faculty, as well as
[ Cttnlintud from Page t ]
any
ceased
the
State
flies

Cho-

hy

PRTNCE HUBERTUS IV LOEWENSTEIN
More oops— at* ordered

Paramount News
Short Subjects

F.

Better have one reserved

W. CHANDLER & SON

wo*

the bowdoin orient

EWS
»

TH
THE A. S. T. P. NEWS

T. P.

Robert Logan In ILS.0. Competition
Robert Minor
Hitting their stride, the EnginKenneth Snyder
William Lyerly eers went off to town last Sunday
night, and with a show of songs
Wallace White
and dances, starring the 'Four DeArthur Drexler merits and a Gig/ ran away with
Pvt. Snafu the first prize at the U.S.O. birthday party. The act, featuring Lou
Kolokoff, Richard Marquis, Ray
Mentally, Bob Minor, .Ken Snyder

Special Events

Sports

Reporters

ASTP Will Participate In
Public Speaking Contest

Engineers Take Honors

THE STAFF
Editor

On the evening of December
20th a Public Speaking Contest

I

Hall for members of the military
units stationed at Bowdoin College. President Sills has made
available a First Price of $20.00
and a Second Prize of f 10.00, to
be awarded by the judge* to the
best of the six participant*.
A preliminary contest will be
held In the Moulton Union at 7
o'clock Thursday evening, November 11th, for selecting the
six Anal participants. The choice
will be made on the basis of
originality of the papers and effectiveness in presentation. , The
papers should not exceed ton
minutes in length. In the preliminaries the speech may be
given either from notes or from
the reading of the manuscript.
Subjects are entirely optional.

"Now You Know" Depi

and Wally White was the first of
its kind attempted by this unit,
and we modestly admit that it met
the
concerning
are the hottest tips
zanies in the A.S.T. Engineers, to with no small success.
Bringing back the good old days
you!!! But before we start, may I
remind you that this is strictly an of vaudeville, (and other thiftgs),
the show opened with young Priv"info" strip for the benefit of the
ate, Kolokoff in the part of a rathrest of the boys. If you know of
any interesting, juicy stuff, slip it er browbeaten bartender singing,
IGirl of my Dreams," with Marin an envelope, and throw it to the
Editor, and from then on it's T.S. quis at the keys. Then amidst a
shower of Golden Bantam, out
... So here goes

The

tid-bits stated herein

litle

—

.

.

.

The recent closing of "John's"
Place has given us no end of curiosity. We wonder who will be the
first to case the joint and see what
makes it tick? . . .
I give a lot of credit to the happy boy on the fourth floor who had
his date out in the rain a week ago.
He was very wet and they say
Then of course
very muddy!!!
there's the table-tosser boy of
Saturday night
Monday night
Mr.
was really the send-off .
Bruening finally got hitched with
the aid of the honorable Mr. Theobald, beloved student of Mr. KirkThe
land. As the story goes
boys were having a couple of
"snifters" at the Maine, when the
bartender started to pick on Mr.
Bruening. Now Mr. Theobald, be.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Upper Memorial

will be held at

strode four characters who, when
the laughter died away, as well as
many old Vaudeville stars in the Mr. Quinby and Mr. Thayer will
audience, swung into "How you
be glad to discuss contemplated
Gonna Keep 'Em Down on the papers with any of the particiFarm." This was followed by a pants.
routine full of jokes, gags, and
what have you, in which "Horizontal"
Oberg was laid low,
"Stinky" steins left claiming the
boys had a slight odor, and finally
Jobs Still
developed into a fight over some
slight cheating at poker. While the
audience sat stunned, the "Four
Professor Albert R. Thayer, diDemerits" snapped into a boogie
rector of Student Aid reports that
routine for thirty-two bars, and
there have been some new jobs
climaxed the night with "If you
made available for students of the

Thayer Has Numerous

Open

Odd

Knew

Susie."

college.

Although a few have

al-

The program featured entertain- ready been filled there are several
ers from the Naval Air Station, jobs open around the college camboth British and American, the pus and in the town of Brunswick.
"Mets," and some mighty pretty
A campus agent for the New
ing a fine man of character, stepcivilian talent in the form and York Times is needed, as well as
ped in for his buddy, only to be

faces of the hostesses of the
confronted by a few sailors and
U.S.O.
marines. It was just a quiet little
All in all, the evening was a
affair, and the boys still get a few
great success, and certainly was
laughs.
enjoyed
by all who attended. The
a
of
innovation
the
marks
Today
new A.S.T.P. service, a paper writ- entire show was part of the party
the
ten 'by and for you fellows. This celebrating the anniversary of
bi-weekly publication is to-be is- founding of the Brunswick U.S.O.
sued free to all members of this which has been a swell place as far
Command. Through this medium as this Unit is concerned, and I'm
we shall bring you news of com- sure that all of us appreciate the
Young has done toward
ing events, special events, gossip, work Mrs.
humor, sports news, and interviews making our stay here as enjoyable
with interesting personalities on as possible.

Pvt.

the Campus.

men

do various odd jobs in
Brunswick on private property and
in private homes. Window washing,
fall housecleaning, and leaf rakto

ing are among some of the available jobs now. For many of these
jobs there is a standard pay of 50
cents an hour.

W. White

butions. All items should be turned
in to the Editor by Sunday night.

See you next week.

THE EDITOR

credit

it

.

is still

Wonder

.

.

good?

.

.

.

their

if

Another

week has passed and the pretty
little red signs on the doors have
Miracles will never
survived.
But if they are touchcease.
"Youse'll be hurtin* "...
ed. ..
I hear that Sam Lorenzo goes for
a couple of beasts down at the
State Lunch. The CAD!!
There were quite a few "babes" at
.
the dance Saturday nite.
One fellow spent the night in the
Brunswick R.R. Station with a girl
How boot that? .
.
friend
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Two young

.

.

arrived from
Brookline, Massachusetts. . . .
Kolokoff. Petersen and K. Roberts
Kent
.
P.S.
squired them.
took over KolokofTs tentative
ladies

.

.

.

.

.

...

date.

...

Were Seen"

"They

J.

Stein,, the ru-ru kid wait"Lucky"
ing in line for chow.
Logan and wife in their new limou.
.
Minor in fatigues. ...
sine(?)

Stinky

.

.

.

.

"Stinklinger" staying in nights

Weidner trying to get into the Air
Logan must have perCorps
Sgt. Famum with
suaded him
too many women (you can believe
it or not) ... Grimm, Manahan,
Kortan, Havens, Feldman and Petersen had a real live cat in their
room Tuesday eve... All showed
.

.

.

.

.

.

affection for the female feline
.
.
Especially Grimm, the wolf.
The biggest deal of the week was
the one pulled off on the Athletic
Field last Saturday before inspection. Lieutenant Hackamack bet
Captain Danley that he couldn't
command a section from the other
.
The captain
end of the field
.

.

.

commanded from one

end; the secP.S.
tion obeyed at the other
The Lieutenant lost the bet.
Now the question is Just how was
the bet made, for a glass, a pint or
a quart ?
.

.

.

.

.

.

See youse guys

later.

.

.

.

Pvt. Shelter Half

Goebbels and Himmler, puddin' an'
pie.

Censored the papers and made 'em

.

Backman,

Theta Delta Chi "

y f

If the truth should

come out some

I.

Baker, K. M., Jr.
Barnes, B.

W.

Bartel,

R

Burn ham, F.
Caulfield

J.

P.

,

L

Cooper,
W.
Court. W. L.
Curran, P. A.
Curtis, A. P.

11

In such a

fix

to be so fertile.

The Spirit of 1776 won our Independence, the Spirit of $18.75 will
keep

it

for us.

.

.

.

BUY MORE BONDS

been overcome by sufficient

]

R

R

Harvey, W. W.
'

Hanly. P. R, Jr.
Hayes,
W.
Hcrrjck, J. E.

.

L

C A.

L

L.

Hirscto, L.

M.

M.
Jr.

Holtman, F. G.
Howell, D. S.
Huleatt, T. R.. Jr.
Jaffe,

cal

handicaps

greatness.

tremendous physibefore

and live can only be had in a
achieving country where one is given freedom in all that he does. Thank God
build

The third portion of the prayer
perhaps the most important
that of possessing the wisdom necessary to distinguish between what

that I live in a democracy, for the
way of life is also mine.

is

democratic

one
can
change,
and what of prayer. Concluding, he said,
one cannot change. To prove the "When we learn the power of
importance of this third section of prayer, we realize that there is
the invocation, the President quot- help embodied there, which will be
ed two examples from his own per- of value whenever and wherever
sonal experience, one of a brilliant these problems of the possession of
come becollege president, who tried to strength and courage
change too much too quickly; the fore us in our lives."
other,

1

'

team.

After graduating in 1925. Coach the first man ever to coach both
Walsh went to Santa Clara Uni- Harvard and Yale.
versity, where he was the Athletic
is a long one and requires frequent
rehearsals.

"And

Around"

Mr. Richard Chittim is also faced by a difficult task. First as a
philosophic young doctor who loses
his wife. Private Harry Oster of
regularly for the Arlington, Mass., the Meteorological Unit is in many
Little Theatre before moving to respects the center of the play. His
Brunswick.
admonition to the other characters
Miss Sylvia Hammond joined the after he has appeared from "noMasque and Gown last summer on where" .to cook breakfast and to
her return from Mt. Holyoke to tell them "to look life in the face"
play the cockney maid in "Tons 0/ is a highlight of the play. He is obMoney." The present play gives h*r viously the playwright's idol and
the opportunity to show more of mouthpiece. The Masque and Gown
is fortunate in having his services
her talent
[

Miles

Continued from Page 3

]

Mr. Emerson Zeitler '20, played in this important role.
the "returning alumnus" in "The
Male Animal." His present part
calls for a very different character-

Don Koughan

ization.

His daughter Libby will

make her dramatic debut

[

in Kin-

nard's play.

The other three are

actors

who

He

Continued from Page

i

]

very active in extra-curricular activities, being president
of both the Witan and the Masque
and Gown. Last spring he took the
Juvenile lead in the Shakespearean
is

are appearing for the first time in
a play. Most important is Professor
Frederic Tillotson, whose enthusiasm for the play has added to the Play, "The Winter's. Tale."
pleasure of the rehearsals. His part

Bowdoinham

W.

James, M. K.
Kent, G. G.
Kern, G. J.
Knight. L.R.
Koughan, D. N.
Kyle, K.

\

Moore Hall

spendable

Delta Kappa Epsilon
28 Moore Hall

R

Hiebert,

Roosevelt and
Franklin D. Roosevelt, both of

whom overcame

i

Swimming Pool

Frederick, S. A., Jr.
P.
Friedmann, J.
Frost, H. S.
Gerritson,
D.
Gill, W. T.
Glover,
E., Ill
Gordon, F.
Gorton, B. E.
Grant, F. H.
Grant, J. E.
Gregory, F. J.
Griffin, G. H.
Guy, B. J.

R.T.
HalLT. U.

States— Theodore

of a college student, who
gave in too willingly to an inherited tendency toward indul- N. E. Colleges
gence in drink. The success or
[ Continued from Pane t ]
failure of these two individuals
discussion of the problems brought
All men interested in the activ- pivoted on their wisdom of dis- on by the war, and
a discussion
which they apparently looking ahead to demobilization.
ities of the Witan are urged to at- cretion,
tend the forthcoming meeting, the lacked.
On November 1, he will give an
which
anof
will
be
exact date
He stressed. However, that he address at the opening exercises of
nounced in Chapel and on the bul- firmly believed that it can be ob- the winter term at Bates, addressletin board.
tained, chiefly through the medium ing both civilians and V-12's.

Alpha Tau Omega

L

Hall,

equally well; friends who have
their personal beliefs and opinions
and respect the ideals of others. I
want to be myself and live my life
as I see fit.
The kind of life that I want to

Sigma Nu

Farrell. J. H.
Ferris, F. I. E.
P., Jr.
Fickett,
Finnagan, W. P.

R

Old

left, but
revived a year ago last June. The
club hopes to be able to continue
its program of informal discussions, lectures, and readings, and as
has already been announced in the
jast issue of the Orient, Mr. Philip
Clough of the faculty will read a
paper on Thomas Hardy at an
early meeting.

quote Shakespeare and Bob

utili-

zation of the will power is proved
best by the success stories of two
great presidents of the United

29 Moore Hall
348 Washington Street, Bath

J.

effectively conceals its* sex;
it clever of the turtle,

i

Alpha Delta Phi
30 Moore Hall
Theta Delta Chi

Jr.

Dole. S. F.. Jr.
Dunn, L. J.. Jr.
Egan, D. G.
Ellis, J. E.
Ericson, R. C.

W,

decks

Continued from Page

State Series. The game record is
thirty-six wins, fourteen losses and
six ties.
Married in 1924, Adam has two
sons; Adam Jr. and Billy. Adam is
a freshman here, and Billy is enrolled at Westminster Prep School.
There will be no football team at
Bowdoin this year, Coach Walsh
said. As in most colleges, there is
a serious lack of the material necessary for turning out a successful

Theta Delta Chi
Alpha Delta Phi

Holmes,

I think

[

Adam came to Bowdoin in 1935,
after his year at Harvard, and has
been here ever since. In the past
eight years, the Bowdoin football
teams have either won or tied for
became the first non-alumnus to
coach at Yale, and in 1934 he was
first place in seven out of eight

Sigma Nu

10 Pleasant Street,

C

W.
Curtis,
Cutler. E. B.

Holt, J.

Which

Witan

L Havens

Sigma Nu

The

armored

'

I

Pvt.

Director for four years. In 1929 he

Theta Delta Chi

Boy. will there be Heil to pay!!!
turtle dwells 'twixt

I

entertainment features planned for
the weekend There are plans afoot
for a Splash Party Saturday afternoon at the College pool, to be followed by a joint Retreat formation
in which both the Engineering and
Meteorology Units will participate.
There will be plenty of girls and
plenty of fun, so come on gang,
let's make this a big success!

Chi Psi
Chi Psi
Chi Psi
Theta Delta Chi
Theta Delta Chi
Zeta Psi
29 Moore Hall
Beta Theta Pi

Claffey, J. D.
Clark, W. F.
Clarke, R. M.
Clenott, W. S.
Cole, D.

Hirthier, E. E.
Hoffman. P. H., 3rd

day.

1

On October 30th, there will be a
formal dance held in the gymnasium under the auspices of the
Engineering
Meteorology
and
Units, and with the cooperation of
the manager of the Moulton Union,
Mr. Lancaster. The dance will be
held from 9 'til 1, and music will
be furnished by Cary Grant and his
New York orchestra. As featured
vocalist, we shall hear Miss Massachusetts of 1942. After the dance
refreshments will be served consisting of cider and doughnuts.
This dance is but one of many

31 Moore Hall
Chi Psi

T.

Chadwick, T. H.
Chamberlain, M.
Church, J. leC.

Demaray, D.
Dewar, D. H.,

Kappa Sigma v
I
Chi Psi
i
Alpha Tau Omega
32 Moore Hall
30 Moore HaU
Sigma Nu
Kappa Sigma
Kappa Sigma

ZetaPsi
Chi Psi
Beta Theta Pi

L

Brass, L.

I

& Adam OPEN POST WEEKEND

j

wood

.

Delta Kappa Epsilon
31 Moore Hall
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Alpha Delta Phi

2nd

P.,

Bernardin, E. A., Jr.
Bliss,
R.
Bourgeois, R. C.
Boyd, T. H.
Branche, G. C, Jr.

Hills,

lie.

half of

Neil

'

FORMAL DANCE TOPS

Interview Dept.

,

Campus. The name of the organization derives itself, a little humorously perhaps, from an AngloSaxon word meaning "The Wise
Men." The Witan stopped its activities a year after Professor Horthe Student Directory
it was successfully

for the convenience of its readers

Abbott, C. L, Jr.
Alger, F.W. e Jr.
Anthonakes. M. A.
Archer, J. P., Jr.

Altman, S. N.
Auten, F. B.
out of

first

AST

Looks At

Democracy means a great deal
Greetings, fellow students of
to me personally. First of all, I am A.S.T.! This is to introduce the
Jewish. That in itself will explain Campus Interview Department, the
some of my reasoning. Secondly, I success and continuance of which
am of Russian extraction. My par- depends upon your approval.
This first endeavor is somewhat
ents left their homeland because of
persecution inflicted by the Czars of a double feature, in that we
and by the majority of his follow- have included interviews with two
forming the Master Folk Songs of
ers. Lastly, I was brought up with of the Bowdoin men best known to
America, including Blues, Boogie His eyes are dark and sunken;
these two factors well in mind and us.
and Jive." Financed by one hun- A vaccuous void his mind
was always conscious of the opdred and ninety-nine men, the His gait is weak and drunken
The full name of the first is Neil
He cannot long go on.
portunities present in this country T. Mahoney, but we've never called
largest organization ever to back a
which were not given^to my par- him anything but Neil. He came to
"name" band, it shows promise of
,
ents.
being the greatest aggregation of A long-forgotten species
Bowdoin last year as coach of basDemocracy to me means free- ketball and baseball. He is a native
swing musicians since Benny Pol- Of sad humanity
He sleeps not, yet he's dying,
dom of religion. I pray in my way of Newton, Massachusetts, where
lack paid Harry the Mighty twenA son of A.S.T.
and follow the customs of my re- he attended Newton High, graduatty-five a week.
"Doc" Minor
ligion as I see fit. Nobody tells me ing "after a fashion" from NorthThe band will be fronted by the
what church I should attend. My western University in 1929.
"Doc," sometimes known as "OneLung" Minor, who gives out on a
conscience, and nothing else dicFrom college he went to professtrictly corn iron horn. Personnel Sills' Chapel
tates to me.
sional baseball, playing as catchef
includes Tex Ritter, (sensational
Democracy to me means free- in the Piedmont and Texas
[ Continued from Page i ]
ride man), and Baby (Iron Lips)
dom of expression. I car say what- Leagues. In fact, thus far Neil's
Van Liere on trumpets; Henry (No
ever I please and nobooy will stop whole career has been tied up with
relation) Buzza, Charlie (Scat) sonal life. We think of death as a me. If I don't believe the Adminisbaseball in one form or another.
Ruff, and Creeping Gee-Gee Griffin great mystery, but it is surely no tration is following the right polIn 1939, he went to the Boston
on saxes; Eight-Beat Marquis on more mysterious than life itself, icy, I can stand up and say so. Red Sox as a scout, where he repiano; Wally White on the drums and it is almost second nature for When I vote, I cast my ballot for
mained until he obtained his posiand Dick Newell, who slaps a mean us to believe in personal immuta- the man who believes in the same tion as coach at Bowdoin.
bility." We cannot help qualities
bass.
thing as I. I have a voice in the
Neil has a "wonderful" wife and
of character which we have inMonday the eighteenth was the herited, or the circumstances of government which has jurisdiction two sons, Neil Jr. and Kevin. Neil
over me. My parents never had
date of the first rehearsal. The our environment. Not one
of a great
of us that right in their own homeland. Jr. has the makings
band is rehearsing by sections at can change the fact that we are at
shortstop, while Kevin rather leans
After the War is over, and we to the outfield side.
first, and after about a month of
war, or that many of us may soon
a
there
are
again,
home
go
complete band rehearsals, it will be called for military training. We all can
Athletic Director and also Head
few things that I want that can
be ready for the public.
must, therefore, to summarize the
Football Coach Adam Walsh was
only be had in a democratic state.
Arrangements purchased so far prayer, possess strength to endure
in Churchill, Iowa, in 1901. He
born
I want a home where I can be
by A.S.T. students include, among all those things which are no fault
moved to Hollywood, California, at
myself. I want to hear my wife's
others, original manuscripts of the of ours, all misfortunes which are
the age of six, graduating from
voice and our children's laughter.
famous Woody Herman's "Amen," not of our own making.
Hollywood High School in 1921.
1 want children who are really
"Missouri Scrambler," "Southern
letters in
The second part of the prayer
who will go out and play While there, he earned track.
"One O'Clock Jump," can be applied with equal signifi- children,
He
Fried,"
baseball and
patch of basketball,
in the rain. I want a
"Tuxedo Junction," "Stardust" and cance and to our personal life. It
of the football
Captain
also
was
ground where my children can
the "Woodchopper's Ball"
team. He studied mechanical enis relatively easy to be self-satisbuild blockhouses, and I can putWatch out, Harry, here we fied with ourselves, but it often
gineering at Notre Dame from
ter around in a garden.
1921 to 1925. and was center and
takes tremendous courage and income!!!
to
I want some real friends,
domitable will power to change whom I need not be afraid of say- Captain of the team composed of
what we can and should change. ing the wrong things, who can the famous Four Horsemen and
That weaknesses can and have
Hope the Seven Mules.
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SOLDIER DISCUSSES
HIS LOVE OF AMERICA

His pulse rate nearly gone;
Cadaver-like and callow,
James, Goodman and Dorsey are
having their worries these days. He cannot long go on.
Aside from having their losses in
recording royalties (per action of He walks in six inch paces.
With a slide-rule for a brain.
Little Caesar) their greatest headache is the formation of the Of blood he has no traces,
And long he's been insane.
"A.S.T. Classical Society for Per-

This semester the Student Aid ing.
has had difficulty in finding underThe Witan was founded in 1938
graduates to fill the positions pre- by F. C. Horwood of St. Cathersented to the committee. If more ine's Society, Oxford, visiting Tallcerabout
a
information is desired
man Professor at Bowdoin, with
tain job which is now available, see the purpose of encouraging informor call Professor Thayer.
al discussion of literature on the

We want you

fellows to feel that
this is your paper. The Staff will
welcome any constructive criticism
or any suggestions you may have
for the improvement.of your paper.
If any of you feel that you are
qualified as amateur reporters, we
will be happy to print your contri-

The Poet's Corner
AST. JUMP OUTFTT
ENDANGERS BIG NAMES His breathing faint and shallow,

a

I

Zeta Psi
Alpha Delta Phi
Alpha Delta Phi
183 Maine Street
Theta Delta Chi

Kappa Sigma
Alpha Tau Omega

Ifour Daily Paper

Theta Delta Chi
Chi Psi
Alpha Delta Phi
Theta Delta Chi
Theta Delta Chi
Alpha Delta Phi
Chi Psi
Chi Psi
Alpha Delta Phi

ou light up a cigarette, unfold your newspaper
and the news of the world unfolds before your
eyes. You depend on the printed word to keep
you up to the minute on everything that counts.

Chi Psi
Zeta Psi
Orr's Island
11 Moore Hall
Delta Kappa Epsilon
24 Moore Hall

And

smokers depend on Chesterfield
for everything that counts in a ciga-

Beta Theta Pi

Kappa Sigma
5 Moore Hall

rette.

Delta

Kappa Epsilon

Chi Psi
Theta Delta Chi
Alpha Delta Phi

Make your next pack
and see how really good a

Better -Totting.

Chesterfield

Topsham
Kappa Sigma

cigarette can be.

Beta Theta Pi
Alpha Tau Omega
Beta Theta Pi
Beta Theta Pi

^.
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Their Right Combination of the

world's best cigarette tobaccos makes
them Milder, Cooler' Smoking and far

Theta Delta Chi
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MMHMHHHIIiaMIMaHMMI

MMMHHI
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Masque And Gowners Produce Play Tonight And Saturday
Request No Initiations
'And Miles Around' Benefits On
November 12 and 13

War

Relief Chest

Since tonight's performance of the

"And

Miles Around"

is

Fund
Masque and Gown's

to benefit the Brunswick

War Chest,

Tomorrow night's
Tickets may be obtained

students will cjnly be admitted with tickets.

performance will be free to students.

from

War Fund Solicitors.

Although cast by
faculty members and townspeople, the comedy is produced
and publicized by student members of the Masque and Gown.
at Chandler's or

On

Saturday, November 13, the _,.,. ..
_-*n*
performance will be open to all J_J_S tiOIIOrS Ulill&in
students on presentation of their
blanket tax cards. The men of
Memorial Service
the Armed Forces have also been

At

COLLEGE WAR FUND
REACHES $225TOTAL

Lloyd Knight, president of the
Student Council, has requested
that no fraternity initiations be
held Friday and Saturday, No-

vember

12

and

IS.

This request has been made
because of the conflict with the
performances of the Masque and
Gown play, which will be given

on those nights.

PLAN ESSAY CONTCSr
ON AMERICAN AFFAIRS

We

,

have been collected by property men Dana Little '46 and Roy
Littlehale '46. Electricians John
Caulfleld '45 and Rolfe Glover '46
have completed plans for the complicated lighting effects needed on
"And MHos Around." The entire
worked
production crew
late
Monday night after the Choral
fish,

f

Continued on Pate

\

Fordham

University.
Winners in all regional contests
throughout the country will participate in a national broadcast at
either New York City or Washing-

not

to Washington.
a doctor of philosophy, only a masThe contest is under the spon[ Continued on Ps_d '3 ]
Roosevelt
sorship of
President
and various educational organizations interested in South Ameri.

can relationships.

Billiards

By Roland D. Mann
Jim Hedges '44 has returned to
Bowdoin after an absence of 13
months with the Air Transport

Tournament

Ken Baker

lis

Reporter Uncovers Fame
Of Dean's Medalist Dog

the name of "Joe Bowdoin."
Not unsurprised were readers
of the press who found "Joe
Bowdoih's" picture published.
Dean Nixon, however, upon being interviewed, stated briefly,
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tion.
It is doubtful whether it
t/ill be named the "Bugle" since
is impossible for this book to
equal the elaborate photography
and the special effects of the original yearbook and thus it could
not take a place in the series. A
name is being sought .that will
connect the idea of the wartime
program with the book. Any suggestions that students might venture will be gladly received by
Charles Curtis '47 or Alan Michelson '46 at the T. D. House.
It was hoped to have the book
ready for distribution earlier, but
due to* several unavoidable delays
Photograph, the book will
Hn
P™1*10 not ** ready before the
holiday. The earnest cooperation
and in many cases, the assistance
of the student
body
will
be
needed at all times to insure \ha
success of the book The constant
changing of students, the
men
leaving o go into the service ^11
that leads to enormous compli-

g* P*™** *
S**_
M
*
JJ_iE
"

I
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'HAPPINESS' IN

_____

j

leaders. The speaker stated that
colleges should not attempt to
cultivate "An
Aristocracy
of

TALK

cations.

Brains" but should instead accept men who will be of use to.

B.C. A. Elects Officers;

society.

Plans Discussion Group

£

"If we paid more attention to
happiness instead of our woes we

Continued on Page 3

i

i

J

!

December 18. Each playwright
will cast and direct his play. A
first meeting of the Witan,
second panel of judges will pick
organisation of undergraduates interested in literary matters, the best and second best plavs in
productton. The winner will rewill be held Wednesday. November 10, at 7 p.m. in Conference ceive $25 and a statuette, "The
Room A of the Moulton Union. Prologue, which will remain in
his possession until the next oneProfessor Chase will read a paper
on "Shakespeare in America," and act play contest, The runner-up
new officers for the organization will receive $15.
will be elected. All students who
are interested will be welcomed,
particularly Freshmen.

Music Dept. Announces
Varied Coining Events

New Records Will Be
In spite of the small student
body, the music department has
made elaborate plans for the
forthcoming season.

dents,

and

it

is

hoped that more

especially since the record

ban of
James Petrillo, it seems probable
that most requests can be carried
out sooner or later.

The Brunswick Choral

Society,

consisting of townspeople, Army
and Navy men, and several Bowdoin students, has
planned
a
Christmas Concert with the rendering of Handel's "Messiah." The
Choral Society, which has taken
the place of the Glee Club, gave
its
first
concert last Monday
night in Memorial Hall.
There will also be a series of
student recitals presented monthly
under the supervision of Professor Tillotson. A lot of good talent

These records, and many more,
including the Carnegie set in the has been unearthed recently.^ and
chapel, are for the use of the stu- the first program should prove to
dent body only, who may play them be very interesting. It will be held
every night from 8-11 p.m. Music on Sunday, November 14, at three
for all tastes is canned there, o'clock in Moulton Union. Lloyd
ranging
ready for use,
from Knight, Tom Chadwick, and John
Tangos by Albeniz to Gershwin, Friedmann will be among the perfrom Beethoven to Shostakovich. formers. The second concert of
What titles will be chosen by this series will be held sometime
the department as additions to the
£ Continued on Page 3 ]
collection is not yet known.

_________________

1

According to Professor Dag-

Army and Navy men. Such ma-

\

j

;

1

I

also a faculty-student tea for men
in the service. The details of these
[

Continued on Pa%e

Visit

To

Campus

Zone

Warden,

there are no present restrictions
concerning the amount of light
which may be visible from the
exterior of college buildings.
Regarding the removal of dim-out
coverings, all those not permanently attached will be taken
down, with others being left up
in the possible event of future

would be placed on sale at
the Union one or two evenings a
a
week. Further plans include
short period of organ music in the
Chapel for those wishing a meditation service of that sort, and

emergency.

3 ]

.

College Proves Bewildering

for Miss Sally Moody Of Hollywood
One very damp and

The

an

will be made soon. Although it is
difficult to buy new recordings,

Go On Again Here

trances.
gett,

terial

Paper At Witan

Blanket Tax Committee
has turned over to the music department the sum of 50 dollars.
Already a large number of requests have been made by the stu-

py^y

With the suspension of dimout regulations on November 1,
the Bowdoin rumpus onee again
assumed a normal appearance.
Particularly noticeable was the
elimination of window blinds In
the Library and in Moore Hall,
and the addition of lights in
gateways and dormitory en-

iary, Clement Hiebert; Treasurer,
Raymond Pavnter. Mr. Russell is
serving as advisor for the group.
Organizational plans are now
underway for several pojects concerned particularly with the men
in uniform now stationed on the
Bowdoin campus. It is hoped that
it will be possible to provide reading matter on religious topics for

|

ords, the

Classes will be held as usual on
Friday and Saturday;
therefore
guests are not to arrive before
a f ternoon. The girls will
have to leave by Sunday evening
at the latest. With a few minor
differences, the same rules wili
hold as were applied to the summer affair. Houses, in whicjh Naval
men are living will not be available for housing the guests.

As Dimout Ends Nov.

f

j

We

rec-

|

|

contest should be submitted be
fore November 30.
Manuscripts
should be signed with a penname, and a sealed envelope with
the pen-name on the outside and
the writer's own name enclosed
should accompany the manuscript
Where God is, that is where true Manuscripts may
be
slipped
happiness is. Happiness is achieved through the mail slot in the door
by keeping mind and heart in com- of the Masque and Gown office,
°"*
munion with ourselves.
the
balcony
of
should
Memorial Hall,
concentrate on goodness. It is this They should be between ten and
positive attitude that marks a forty pages in length; if type(written, they should be in tripliman."
After the talk, the choir sang cate,
"Hark the Vesper Hymn is StealA panel of three judges will
ing" by Manney.
read the plays submitted and will
pick the three or four to be produced. Rehearsals will begin immediately after the judges make
Professor Chase Reads
their decision. The plays will be
Meeting produced in Memorial Hall on

new

houseparties held in years past.

i

dividual happiness in his address
"People don't know when they are
happy," he stated. He pointed out
that we frequently discover happiness after we have lost it.
In closing he said "Happiness is
not life as it is; it is for us to find,

acquisition of

to be known as a Senior Weekend Dance and will bear litUe
comparison to
the
Christmas

Iights

Officers elected at a
recent
the Bowdoin Christian Association are as follows:
U>resident, Kenrick Baker; VicePresident, Clavton Reed; Secre-

meeting of

NOVEMBER WILL BE
ONE ACT DEADLINE

For the

Simpson Sound
system
rather
than by a band.
The
Student
Council hopes to secure the swimming pool and the Pool Room in
the Union for the exclusive use of
students and their guests on one
of these evenings. The affair is

]

;

1

would find life much better," de29
clared the Reverend Robert H.
Dunn, rector of St. John's, Portsmouth, New Hampshire, who was
the chapel speaker on Sunday, November 7.
Manuscripts for the
annual
The Reverend Dunn discussed irt- Masque and Gown One-Act Piay

Added To Music Room

fraternity presidents.
It has been tentatively decided
to have music for the dance on
Saturday evening supplied by the

^*

I

j

REV. DUNN DISCUSSES

.

it

*

I

____________

A modified form of the Bowdoin
"Bugle" is planned for distribution before the Christmas vaca-

,

Not without Home snooping
around was it found out that a
Brunswick resident had recently gained fame in the "West."
Dean Paul Nixon's dachshund,
entered in a contest in Rockford, Illinois, by Mrs. Nixon,
won not only a blue ribbon, but
also a trophy.
At the show, sponsored by the
Rook River Kennel Club, the
Dean's dog won his fame under

The faculty met Tuesday evening and proposed the dates upon
which the Student Council has decided. The entire affair will be
run on a similar scale to that of
the summer week-end party. All
students having dates will be assessed on approximately the same
basis as they were in the summer: this assessment is to cover
food expenses. Housing facilities
will be arranged by the student
council in collaboration with the

was

i

Sigma Nu: Tom Sawyer
D.KE. and Psi U.: Ed Snyder

Coming

CONCERT SUNDAY

Next Issue Of Bugle

1_l^

i

the motor. The radio operator wir"No comment!" Only by underhand methods could the few
ed that they were coming in on one
motor. Then, luckily, the pilots suc- Plans Still Tentative
facts of the story be obtained.
ceeded in getting the motor going
Command. He left us after the again, and they arrived safely, with
As this writing, plans for the
summer session of 1942, to take his no one the worse off but the radio pocket billiards tournament are
Events
basic navigation training at Burl- operator, who caught merry hell still tentative. Don Lancaster has
ington, Vt., and Presque Isle, when they came in.
CHAPEL SERVICES
agreed to reserve the pool tables
Flying with Jim were two other in the Moulton Union for contesMaine. A month later, he started
Thursday, November 11—The
flying cargoes for Northeast Air- Bowdoin men, Joe Sewall '43 and tants at the time of the matches,
President: Armistice Day Exlines under contract to the Army. Hdlden Finley '44, both of whom, and generally to supervise
the
ercises.
The work mostly consisted of car- he says did a fine job.
tournament. There will be a time
Friday, November
12—ProfesJim was enthusiastic about the limit on each set
rying personnel and cargo to newly
matches,
of
sor Daggett, Wallace Jaffe '47
constructed bases in the North At- fine performance of American lab- which will consist of fifty points
will play a violin solo.
lantic. Nearly all the work was or in filling its contracts in the con- for all matches except the semiSaturday, November IS The
secret, and the flyers carried pass- struction of these new bases. He finals and finals which will be 100
Dean.
said that the flyers really got a points each.
ports for any country.
.Sunday, November 14 Rev. AlOne of the funniest things that warm reception when they arrived
will
be
fee
The admission
bert D. Stauffacher, Minister
happened to Jim in his 12 months at places where the men hadn't twenty-five cents, which must be
of the Missions Council of the
of flying came at the beginning seen a ship or a plane for months paid before the first match, and
Congregationalist C h r i s t ian
While returning from a flight, and on end.
the prizes, amount depending on
Churches. The choir will sing
Jim flew with some of the best the number of contestants, will be
still some miles from the base, the
"Jesus, Joy of Men's Desiring"
pilots cut one engine and asked pilots in the country, men who had either money or cigarettes, at cost
by Bach.
Jim whether he thought that they really seen aviation* grow up, anc
The real object for most con- Monday, November
15 The
could make the airport. As the had pioneered in the development testants, however, is not so much
Bursar.
plane was dropping 500 feet a min- of North Atlantic cargo work. to win as to have a good time and
Because of transportation diffiute, the answer was rather obvi- "They're doing a wonderful job," learn more about the game of
culties, it is unlikely that the
ous. Then the joke was on the pil- he said. "They really deserve all of pool. If any reader is interested,
observation of Father's Day will
ots they frund they couldn't start the credit."
who has not already done so, he
be scheduled this year.
LanDon
to
give
his
name
should
The Maine Social Science Assocaster, Kim Kyle aj the Beta
House, or Paul Moran at the Kap- ciation will hold a dinner at the
pa Sig house. As it stands, about Hotel Eagle, 6.30 p.m., Friday
twenty have entered. The only evening, November 12. After dinner the group will meet in the
qualifications are that he be a
lounge of the Moulton Union for
October
afternoon,
Sunday
On
civilian student and be able to
its evening program.
The Asso31st, the band of the meteorologhold a pool cue.
ciation will hold its final session
Responding to a popular deical unit stationed at the college
at
9.00 a.m. in the Union, Saturmand
for
band
a
rather
than
reMemorial
Hall.
concert
in
gave a
day
morning,
November
13.
The band was conducted by Pro- cordings at the December 3rd and Choral Group's Concert
The Masque and
Gown will
the 4th Dance, Philip H. Philbin 45,
fessor Frederick Tillotson;
present two consecutive performtrainee manager for the group is Chairman of the Music CommitKnight
Lloyd
Features
ances
of "And Miles Around" by
Dexter. The program tee for the Senior Weekend, is at
PvL John
Jack Kinnard '41, at Memorial
present considering various possifollows:
bilities.
On Monday at 8.15 a concert was Hall, November 12 and 13, as a
Under the Double Eagle, march
benefit
for
the National
War
Scheduled for a hearing soon is given by the Brunswick Choral
Wagner
Admission will be
a swing outfit made uo of Bow- Society at Memorial Hall, with Fund Drive.
The performance of "And Miles doin students and meteorologists
Knight '45 as soloist. The free to students on Saturday eveAround" on the evening of Fri- Philbin points out that the band Lloyd
proceeds of the concert went to the ning. Reserved seat tickets must
day, November 12, will be a bene- will necessarily have to be a reabe purchased at Chandler's for
St. John's Parochial School; stufit for the Community Chest, and sonably priced one.
dents were admitted free of the Friday evening performance.
students will therefore only be
The Bowdoin College Club of
When interviewed, he stressed charge.
admitted by paying for tickets. the importance of a large turnout
The program is reprinted below. Boston will hold a dinner at The
Ticketa may be purchased through in order to
--g^ Since
University Club at 6.00 pjn., FriI
Chandler's bookstore or through a there will be no general assessday evening, November 19. Dean
Brunswick Choral Society
Community Chest solicitor.
ment, costs must be covered by To Thee Alone
Bach Nixon and Alumni Secretary, SeSibelius
Finlandia
the admission fee. He said that Thou Knowest. Lord
Purcell ward Marsh, will speak.
Ivanovici so
Danube Waves
The Alumni Council will hold
many expressed dissatisfaction How Lovely is Thy Dewlling Place
United Nations Anthems: includ- with the idea of recorded music
Brahms its fall meeting at the University
(From the Requiem)
ing those of Norway, Poland. that the idea has been virtually
.
Handel Club, 11 a.m., Friday morning,
And the Glory
Belgium, Greece, The Philip- abandoned.
November
19.
(From the Messiah)
pines. Czechoslovakia, The NethThe Directors of the Alumni
Lloyd Knight '45, President of
erlands, Mexico, China, Russia, the Student Council, has appointwil
lheir ,al1 me« tui g
hold
Handel i^"
Whw'ervouWalk
Canada. Great Britain, and the ed Alan M. Perry '45 in charge of
r
Saturday
.
United States.
November 20, at ,?*5E
11 ajn.
tickets and George Kern '45 in
__._..___- r_„_i «___»*Intern*—«lon
Qua et
charge of refreshments.
,j
Ljs;
?H fir
17th
The Swiss Boy, cornet duet played
A Food and Rooming CommitYe
by Pvta. Joseph Batorski and tee consisting of one man from
7
Wednesday,
John Dexter arrangement by each of the Fraternity eating
At
45
on
Pr«_»__1T____i *--_*Paul de Ville
places will be appointed to work May
vr
1SnA.1l November 10th. Bowdoin-On-TheHandel
No Rash Intruder
p T
present Professor
Stormy Weather
with
Donovan
D. Lancaster,
(From Solomon)
Coffin who will read from his
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
{ Continued on Page 2 j
Page 2 ]
poems.
|
I Continued on

ARMY BAND GIVES

formerly commissioner of education for the State of New York.

i

1

on December

___•

Hall,
and
then went on to state his views
proceeded to Memorial Hall. The
about the future. He was skeptiactivities were opened with an
cal about "Unconditional Surren_Z1
and maintained that Ger- invocation delivered by the Revermany must be let eff easily after end George E. Lynch.
President
C. M. Sills anthe war, in order to insure Eunounced the names of the James
ropean prosperity.
The
Prince
Scholars,
requesting
stated that "the crust of Nazis Bowdoin
i
iel, * s
of
e honorary
could be peeled off,- and the Gerawards f
to rise as their respective
J51 would
u „,.
*
iman people
return to
relanames were mentioned. Books
tive normality in a
very
short
bearing the book plate of the Hon.
time
t
1
During the
question
period £____j
e " nc k
and cla y ton
which followed the lecture sev- J5
5£__
f
*" averaee
erar animated discussions sprang
"?*£__?__!
of A in a « their courses.
up. Soldiers in
the
audience,
Donald N. Koughan in deliverasked questions. There was a deing the response stated that edubate about the purpose of holding
to
oppose
"War Goilt" trials for Nazi lead- cation is a weapon
P.1"^ 01 **ers, during which
the
Prince
The program was concluded
pointed out that the German peo£wl
_^2i_£, «_£ ArfsVocracy
pie themselves would take care f
? tof Service" by Dr. Frank Pierrethe guilty Nazis before any trials
Grave
f°merly
commiscould be arranged. He repeatedly £__
_
emphasized the fact that Ger-'f! "^ of education and the naBeta
manv must not undergo too many JionaJ P^idem of Phi
v
)a
*P*
restrictions after the Armistice, *
Graves emphasized the need
but instead she must te helped
J**
back to a peaceful era of the fu- for leaa- rs. and the need of liberal education to produce
such
ture.
I

paid expenses for participating in
a regional contest to be held at

New Name Saught For

,

D.U. and Moore Hall: James El-

,

James Hedges 44 Returns From
13 Months Of Air Transport Work

Chi Psi: M. F. Page
Beta: George Kern
A.T.O.: Lloyd Knight
T.D Thomas Huleatt
Zete: Al Perry

j

held

not thoroughly definite as yet, because ar-

nouncement of the James Bowdoin Scholarships, a response by
Don Koughan '45, and an address
by Dr. Frank Pierrepont Graves,

The academic procession
formed at Hubbard

the Student Council has de-

rangements for feeding the guests have not been arranged.
all appearances, however, it would seem that these arrangements could be made.

K

representatives of
the various fraternity houses were:
A.D.: R. C. Bourgeois

K.E.:

in collaboration with a
to notify Professor Thayer by
Bowdoin graduate, Professor Tur- November
10, as notice of Bowgeon of Amherst is a thoroughly
doin's wiHingnessTmust be sent on

}

I

The student

It is

faculty-,

Weekend dance will be

From

i

$1.40.

American Republics," and

edited

He was

average of $2.50. Second in total
amount was Kappa Sigma with
$30. The civilian average was about

will be

j

(1933);

^iC^^n^^/^e

interested

sound piece of work.

Ceremonies
celebrating
the
Third Annual
James
Bowdoin
Day, last Wednesday, included
an academic procession, the an-

5*SW_ _J_S. r*e n
_"2_5___?5_K_|
power
Prince Hubertus
was
with an
first

Together with the

»

cided that a Senior

3rd and 4th.

t

^
^

ton and will subsequently be given
$500 for travel and study in Mexico during the summer of 1944.
If the exigencies of war travel
to preparation for that teaching.
make the trip impossible, the ConHe was not in the technical test will make study awards of
sense a productive scholar, though
$500 cashthe edition of Moliere which he
Students
are urged

1

i

Of Education In
All Future Society

for International

houses, Zeta Psi

December 3rd And 4th Are
Dates Chosen For Affair

Stresses Importance

Peace.
but the College was far
His talk, entitled "On Borrowed
short of the $500 goal set by PresiPeace," was based to a great exdent Sills. Dr. Russell was the
1 ° n his vast knowledge of the
.
Ity advisor, and Lloyd Kni
J*" ors lead,n
« u*> to *** Present
was the student director. Lewis .f**
Fickett was treasurer. Mort Page's
Summarizing first the history
Chi Psi's gave the highest amount
of Central Europe between
the
lected,

In the National Discussion Con-

22?

Bowdoin Scholars

Speaking in the Moultrn Union
on Tuesday, October 26, Prince
Hubert us zu Loewenstein gave* the
second of a series of two public
lectures here at Bowdoin College,
durin 8 hte stay as Visiting Profcs
In the War Chest Drive which
sor of the Carnegie Endowment
ended November 3d, $225 was col-

A

work began last August
__T_^_l_5F_r_2
when Bob Bliss '47 made his first
,2JS
___L*y__5_?2
quiet, important
duties of instrucsketches for the setting. The ___?
construction ot the scenery was ting youth.
A day or so ago
started early in
September by through her tears his mother told
Frank Gordon '46 and Ray one of his colleagues that Arthur's
Paynter '47. The paint crew con- life was bound up .completely in
sisting of Don Koughan '45 and Bowdoin, that he thought of little
Eric Hirschler '46 completed, their else in life. He had few interests
work during the Summer Session, outside of the college, and he was
including a
Properties,
breaK- little known even in the communiaway fishing rod and a stove ty of Brunswick so utterly decapable of cooking hot cakes and voted was he to his teaching and

Dr. Graves Addresses

Finishes Series Here

Student Led Drive
Ends Still Short
Of Informal Goal

test on Inter-American Affairs,
invited to attend.
few seats
probably to be held in January,
will be reserved for townspeople
The following is the text of the contestants will discuss at a
and members of the faculty un- President Sills' address given at round
table the various aspects of
able to see the play Friday night. the memorial services for the late
Pan-American relations. During
The doors will open at 7.30, and Arthur Chew Gilligan which were the evening session each contesthe curtain will rise at 8.15.
held on Thursday, October 26, in tant will draw
a subject on some
The cast of "And Miles Around" the college chapel.
aspect ot hemispheric relationconsists of townspeople and faculare gathered here today to ship, and speak extemporaneously
ty members, the activity of the do honor to the memory of a fine
on this .subject.
members of the Masque and Gown teacher and a good man. For
The two winners in the contests
being restricted to work on pro- eighteen years Arthur Gilligan had
»ob__f lOOO^word" essays' on
duction, publicity, and business. been a member of our faculty de..-_.
sUbject
Bases for £„___

This

Loewenstein Lecture

|

afternoon,

depressing

two weeks ago. two

gures were leaning forward in a
ramsh ackle car peering through
a dirty rauviashed windshield
[a
They were young men, and both
very excited. They didn't know
the way too well, and this was an
required-,
that
important trip
speed. The road was practically
invisible. The darkness was pressing upon them from the woods
j

fl

j

J

I

j

j

and

fields

road.

The

on either side of the
yellow, ' insect-spotted

lamps in front of the car were
finally lit Their powerless beams

were swallowed up immediately
by the cold blackness of the highway. The rhythmic purring of the
motor was like a clock ticking

away impatient minutes.
to them like hours,
lights ahead. ,

"How much
of the

It

and

seemed
no

still

farther?" asked one

men.

"I think we're coming in now,"
answered the other, "I see lights
ahead."

Lights ahead— they had made
good time in spite of the storm.
But no, this wasn't Portland. It
was a small suburban village. They
had another five miles to go. The
lights of the village gave them a
spark of courage as they sped by.

The first sight of Portland, to
them was like a glorious sunset
after the storm. They were in the
middle of the city before they
knew it and the car ground to a
stop in front of the Eastland Hotel.
The wearied travelers were in
need of courage and strength; so
they rushed into the cocktail

MI8S SALLY

MOODY

Hollywood Movie Starlet
lounge and threw dewn two shots

Then to the telephone:
"Number, please?"

of brandy.

"Room

1192. please."
"Hello, Miss Mcody.

The Bow-

doin boys have arrived. Are you

ready?"
"Oh, hello," whispered a sweet
voice on the other end of the
[

Continued on Page

3 ]
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The Bowdoin

at its head in the person of Phil Philbin.

Orient

We

hope

all

work

will continue its

it

Mustard

1

so well begun.
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of the more obvious aspects of

fraternity life have changed considerably
so.

There was a time when fraternity men
were playing hide and seek with college
authorities, when they were outlawed.
There was a time when the emphasis on

and secret signs was much greater

ritual

than

today.

it is

The

rivalry stage

was

a

long one marked by severe competition
letter orders.

Grad-

what we would
harmony and co-

inetrtfraternity

call

faa f*

•

operation has evolved.
Managing Editor For TW« I«ime

The

<9ohn H. Farrell

central idea of fraternities has

always been fellowship.
Vol.

LXXIII

Xw.

Wedneaday.

r#,

Mo. It

'•*•

met

fraternities

THE WEEKEND
be definitely on the way, and that

The Army had its Open Post
Weekend and the college will have its
equity

is

and

itself

everybody seems happy about the whole

who

and

isthenics,

your hands.

You may

cal-

morale boosting and relaxing effects of

a party.

Of tHe

none

the

bill

better than houseparties. Naturally,

we

fills

understand that this will be a war

all

houseparty minus most of the
other years, but

we

Each one of us

ed, just so long as

we

of

frills

can have a reason-

ably accurate facsimile.

We will have

to..

depend on imagination and ingenuity to
for the rest.

The only

we

thing to do

_..

is

_

_ _
.

to

show

that

appreciate the college's decision to

have houseparties by deportment appropriate to these sober times. It

would not

be playing the game to let our good
spirits

run away with us and cause any

disturbances which

would immediately

redound to the discredit of the institution which has been good enough to permit the

festivities.

We would be thereby

jeopardizing the chances of those

come

is

a proxy for

many

absent members.
Just/as the college

something quite

is

American

in its origin, so the fraternity

system

quite indigenous to our

is

as

soil.

can survive just so long

has interested members. Take an

it

You

active part in your fraternity.
find that its founders

the

for

highest

wished

will

to stand

it

Your absent

ideals.

brothers expect you to keep them high.

don't mind that just

so long as the tradition can be maintain

make up

profoundly affect the future

An organization
things which can be pointed to

as typically Bowdoin,

to perpetuate

of your house by your action, or lack of

without benefit of

is

up to you

It is

WAY DOWN EAST

'OUR

How many

the
Freshmen
Liberty Ship bears
the founder of the
learned of the exisof

Bowdoin

Graham
Farm

Has

Gorton

K.

AND

AROUND

Mft£S

And

Presentation of

Front

{

College? We
tence of the S. S. "James Bowdoin" just the other day while
attending a reception
at
the
President's House. Mrs. Sills exhibited an album of photographs
taken while she christened
the
"James Bowdoin" at the South
Portland Shipyards during
the
launching ceremonies. Where the
S. S. "James Bowcioin" is now is
anybody's guess.
Navy Censorship would keep us from finding
out. but it is intriguing to think
that somewhere on the
Seven
Seas, perhaps in a sonc vt combat,
there is a ship bearing the name
of the founder of this venerable
college. This is truly an example
of the linking of the New with
the Old, and it seems to us most
apt that- the name of the man who
founded this College way back in
1794 should be written upon
the
bows of one of the ships that are
helping win this war. We
hope
that sometime in the future the
history of S. S. "James Bowdoin" daughter.
will be written and addpd to the
The book begins with the advent
College annals.
of Lani Graham, who was almost
born in Longfellow Square in
m-e
While on tee subject of the
Portland because her pregnant
founded of mir CoBege, we
mother had chopped down a
would like to point out that durChristmas tree earlier that day.
ing the recent celebration «r
With this eventful beginning the
"dames Bowdoin Day" hardly
story of hfe with the Grahams unfolds, with frequent use of the
any of the Freahmen knew tae
words to "Rise, Sons of Bowflashback technique, in a (Chronology which is at times quite conf us-.
den". Due to tae abaence of
ing. However, this is not a narrahazing at the fraternity nouses,
tive but the record of several inthe freshmen have not learned
cidents, each of which hi its own
to sing the traditional songs of
right adds conviction to the authe College. This is most rethor's thesis that Maine is a good
grettable, and one hates to think
place in which to live. Elinor Grathat these old songs should die
a death of oblivion daring me ham *«ollects buttons, addresses
women's clubs, takes the feminine
war; how about reviving these
leads in Bowdoin plays, acts as
songs and singing litem at varichief mourner at the funeral of a
ous occasions, so that at least
casual friend; she drives a model -T
all the new Freshmen have a
Ford until it collides with the car
chance to learn them and pass
them on to future generations of the Freeport Police Chief, and
finds other obstacles to her peace
of Bowdoin men t
of mind in the unfriendly antics of
m-c
The subject of the quota on geese and goats. One of the latter
fraternity pledges is a hotly de- species is the villian of an episode
which is more amusing because it
bated issue, one where
"Fools
involves Bowdoin/s Professor Cc*>
rush in, when Angels fear
to
fin; the poet gallantly rescues lady
tread." We shall venture a rush,
Graham rrorn the ungentle-manly
however, and express a few opinadvances of a goat, only to find
ions.
It seems to us that the
himself the victim of a dastardly
quota is at present defeating its
own purpose, i.e. that of keeping act on the part of the beast
OUR
EAST is hualive the fraternity chapters on
the campus. There are
a con- morous and entertaining reading,
siderable number of
Freshmen but it also presents a serious view

I

,

,

'

j

{

|

this Friday

and

and Saturday by the Masque

Gown is another happy testimony to

the vigor of this organization. In the

midst of the press of wartime work

men and women have loyally
worked together to produce this play
which will not only bring welcome entertainment to town and college but will

these

.

War Fund as well.
Quinby is entitled to thanks

benefit the National

Professor

and congratulations. His is the dynamic
spirit which keeps the Masque and

Gown

not just

alive,

but strong.

who

l

;

'

{

I

kind,

Bowdoin men

gave

their

whole-hearted support. The committee appreciate your coopera
rkm tor this very worthy cause.
Sincerely yours,
Samuel A. Ladd, Jr.
Campaign Director
74

Mohawk

|

Drive,

W. Hartford, Conn.

To the

me

Let

ORIENT:

editor of the

congratulate you

and

your

staff
for keeping
the
to such a high level of
excellence in these difficult times.
The activities of the college
amaze me. I wish that I could

ORIENT

.

take advantage of the many opportunities offered so generously
to
civilian
students,
service
trainees and the community.
The address to the graduating
class by President Sills and the
Chapel talks by Dean Nixon and
Professor Burnett are timely and
give sound advice for all in any
walk -of life in peace or war.
May I ask a question to keep
the news in the ORIENT accu-

,

-

rate? The October 13, 1943, issue
on page pne states, "Sills attends
Episcopal Convention in Cincinnati." Was not this
in Cleveland, Ohio?

terrific l»eaiin<_r

villi

meeting held

wire for replacements

for military

Asphalt ooenMBj applied in time keeps out

tinued success of such deserving
activities as the ORIENT. 1 re-

maker on telephone
Withont rowering the wirc«, this trollev

moisture, chief trouble

main.

lines.
Sincerely,

pleasant for her; she has discovered the character of Maine people
and has fallen in love with them;
her portrayal of Hannah as an
"Apple Orchard Saint" is at oner
an expression of art and religion
because it paints in word-pictures
the soul of a human being. The
book has value because it is writthem out of a fraternity alto- ten from an
optimistic point of
gether merely for the sake of pro- view; in
these days of turmoil it is
tecting the fraternities who have refreshing
to find some one who
been unable to attract new mem- can*
recognize a fundamental goodbers.
ness in the life which is ours. That
goodness is found in human friendWhenever a Bull Session gets ship and in an appreciation
of the

tf rafted

iiw,existinj!iinc*mn-tbejkept in good condition.

With best wishes for the con-

of life. The most charming story
JOHN A. WENTWORTH.
in the book is told in the chapter
1909.
on "Missy And The Goose," in
which Mrs. Graham pays a sincere
and beautiful tribute to old age. Elinor Graham has couched her
The author is deeply grateful to testimony in a literary style which
the friends' who have made life is equally appealing when She de-

left who have not joined a fraternity. Evidently,
they
have
chosen not to join some of the
fraternities whose quotas, are as
yet unfilled—why keep them out
of the others? For four weeks all
the houses have had an equal and
fair chance to capture pledges; it
seems to us that the time has
come to lift the quota so that the
remaining unpledged men, especially those with affiliations to
a particular fraternity, have
a
chance of joining the house
of
their choice, instead of keeping

Kaca In.m poles to homes take a
from old man. wrsuVr. And

TELEPHONE
'

scribes a natural scene of beauty,
writes a character sketch, engages
in conversation, or tells a humorous anecdote; the result is a thoroughly entertaining book added to
the list of artistic endeavors to
portray the soul of the Pine Tree
State. That soul, I have found, is
only revealed, to those who have
discovered that Maine is a place in
which to live.

painter speeds the coating

— helps

recondition

W lines a day.
Tins simple "stitch in time" helps keep
eommntireations open to the homes of

America
ital

— and

saves critical materials

war weapons.

|

ITor calls kpop
. . .

^

leant** tr/iy

Long IHstnm-p Unem busy

vrwr etiH

may

/*#»

elfuWeruf.

.

POSTWAR PLANNING

after us.

—

j

WAY DOWN

Miles Around

peak. At the present time Ihere
are probably 150,000 men in the
program, and the Army expects to
take its replacements at the rate
of from six to ten, thousand men

The

I

with

truly in need of the

is

one with men of many inThey often help to open

link

Now, more than ever, it is true that a
man can shape the character of
The fraternity idea is in
r«6 chapter.

it.

is filled

are bigger than any col-

single

it.

Today's college student, whose year

gold buttons,

tie,

doors after graduation.

divided into three nearly overlapping

whose week

and

lege

thing.

trimesters,

They

life.

stitutions.

heart.

This

.

calls

Bowdoio man's

for rejoicing in every

is

They provide a

not only in undergraduate days but in
later

Pre-Christmas Houseparties seem to

houseparty.

because

It is

primary need that

this

they have survived.

By Bernard

know that a
the name of

ually the present era of

i/UUlf Pmkliibrri RrlrrrsetHathe

420WAOIMNAVI

Many

with the other Greek

»t

he

Service,

make a few observations

appropriate to

throughout the past 100 years or

'47.

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

W mu

initiation time approaches, it is

concerning the fraternity idea.

'4u

Wntrgang ». Bentu>

IT,

SpauMUng

Cress

INITIATIONS

be as great a number of men
chosen for the training taken
from the regular Army as there
has been in the past.
According to information availper month.
The New England able at present, the various mediElinor
Novei.
quota tor seventeen-year old en- cal schools of the country will be
listed reservists
is
250 men a allowed to pick their 'own men unLocal
Areas
month. It was also announced til 1945. However, once these men
For Plot Background
On Tuesday, (November 9. ai 9 that nearly all of the replace- "aretn medical school they will be
o.n>.
approximately forty men ments would be selected from the under the Army or Navy. As of
By Elinor Graham. 173 pp. New took either the A-12 or V-12 ex- men who have already taken the January 1, 1945, the Army and
York: The MacmiRan Company. amirrations. The results of these A-12 examinations and men come Navy will select from 75 to 80">
tests will be known in about a up for induction into the service.
12.00.
of the men admitted to medical
month. As iar as is know now an- They will then be sent to a special
Reviewed by
and
from school, and ,tho remaining 30 or
other test will be held In the replacement center
Frederick W. Whit taker
there into the ASPT training it- 25Vr will probably be made up of
Spring.
"It took me a long time to admit
At a recent Army meeting in self. From now on there will not these classified as 4-F and women.
that life in Maine is good." ThhT is
Bbnton It was announce! that the
the confession of a sophisticated
young actress who deserted Broad- ASTP program was new at its
way in favor of marriage and a
saltwater farm in Maine. Mrs. GraCommunication
ham's book is made up of a series
autobiographical
of
anecdotes,
Community War Chest
many af them extremely amusing,
Brunswick, Maine
/
and is the story of the conversion
November 7, 1943
of a lady of the world to life as a
good neighbor at Flying Point. Mr. Lloyd Knight,
David and diner Graham had President Student Council.
bought a house with its surround- Bowdoin College,
ing farm on one of the fingers of Brunswick, Maine.
land which reach into Case© Bay Dear Sir:
We or the committee write to
from the town of Brunswick; there
they learned that the beauty of nh- express our sincere thanks to you
ture, the joy of physical toil, and and to your committee for your
the comfort of human friendships, efforts and contributions for the
are vital to the happy life; there National War Fund
and
the
they* experienced the thrill which Brunswick Community War Chest.
comes to the parents of a baby As usual in campaigns of
this

iWHITTAKER REVIEWS

«»»«*
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We can look

forward to the yuletide

season as a jolly one indeed as a result

of this happy turn of events.

men

has often been said that college

It

of this era can be of real social value in

postwar years by helping to build a bet-

we

ter world. If

Y^HiTE KEY

believe that besides be-

coming doctors, engineers or business
indeed pleasant to see that the

It is

White Key

is

once more actively

direct-

ing a well rounded schedule of interfraternity athletics

basketball league

and competitions. The
games are already weH

under way. Members of the houses involved might well turn out in greater
numbers both to play and to watch,
however.

The

bridge tournament should have

plenty of talent to

draw upon

men we

will

have a responsibility to

help in this undertaking, then
well devote a

little

we

could

more time to

a study

The

visit of

of the problems involved.

Prince Loewenstein was a stimulating
experience and should be followed up.

We can probably

accomplish most by

independent research.

knowledge

The

college

is

Self-sought

often the best retained.

can help

in

many ways. Ap-

the con-

propriate lectures can be given. Perhaps

tinuous use to which card tables are be-

even a Tallman Course on some phase of

ing put at the dining
indication

.

if

room houses

is

any

The proposed track and swim

meets should likewise arouse widespread

postwar planning could be obtained.

Bowdoin has yet

to be

made postwar

conscious.

interest.

of the

activities

under the supervision

White Key represent another

typical

example of the sensible

college

is

way

adjusting to contraction.

essarily, the

the

Nec-

sphere of our extra-curri

Along with the unfortunate changes
wrought by war, we should recognize
some compensatory factors.
Eating in three central dining rooms
has certainly resulted in improved interfraternity relations,

m an
more
to the summer

rapidly forming holes. This paper

example. Only

five of a staff of

than 20 were here prior
session,

yet the breaches are plugged

and the organization goes on. Upperclassmen are helping by joining groups
that they passed up in freshman year.
The White Key deserves commendation. It has a forceful and dynamic leader

tacts

among

body

really

all

more intimate con-

undergraduates. Every-

knows everybody

else

now.

Westbrook

thoroughly

all

Army
[

The

cal classes

have also brought

stu-

nity distinctions fade as virtually the

whole college does pushups from the
same floor. Everybody is glad that we
have men like Adam Walsh and Neil
Mahoney. It would be an understate-

ment to say that the morale of
is.

their

life,

and they have

•

Stortage

and

•*pROTECT your pen, or you
JToaBf hare so do without
!

Turlet'

those

ssts

Unde

Sam.

Continues from Page
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Manager of the Moulton Union.
Philbin,

as

President of t
is also planning
basketball game between the top
teams in the Inter-fraternity
League for the Friday evening of
the Weekend.
The costs of the tickets to the
dance and the food assessment
have not yet been determined.

no exaggeration to
any that an excellent time was
had by all, and that this first
visit to Westbrook will not n ect m arWj ha the last for a great
many follow*. At leant WE hope
It Is

White Key,

be.

MM

We have determined to open a
department of Odd Statistics per- He rings the Chapel
ueSs
ten
taining to Bowdoin. Everyone is times a day, seven times on Saturdoubtless familiar with the min- day, and once on Sunday, a total
gled chime of Chapel Bells. But ef 998 tunes every Trimester, or
who knows how many times fhey aTSe times a year—a figure borare rung a day, and by whom? dering on the astnmumical. And
Well, the unenviable Job of getting Clayton save he hasn't miesed one
up evety day except Sunday at 7 to far ... we wonder, would any*
a.m. belongs to Clayton Reed '46 ens notice it tf ha did?
,

increasing

Smoom-wrrtihg, brilliant.
the only ink with solv-x.
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Solv-x stops

most pen

bles before they start.
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trou-

It pre-

It's

wrecking of rubber caused by
high-acid inks. Solv-x endt
dogging and gumming . .
cleans your pen at it unites!
Parker Quink with Solv-x is
ideal
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stcet pens, too!
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vents metal corrosion and the

tut production of all
fountain pens— especially
first. choice brands. Repair
parts, too, are dwindling.
Now is the time to switch
co protective Parker Quink.
radically
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Government rulings have

Weekend

dance included
same sailors Just back from a
cruise, and also some soldiers of
the Meteorotogy Unit at Bow-

of pens

<J&&£C0 you/i,p6n >*ontoW..fnnfe QtUtt£ ZOttA 4Q&-x /

Hymn"

"Marine's

"The Air Corps Seng"
French National Defile, march

guests at the

wont

TERRIBLY

]

Medley of Service Songs:
"Field Artillery Song"
"Anchors Aweigh"

and soothsayers who
bad mumbled something about
"kindergarten
stuff."
Other

It

SO

Concert

Continued from Page

skeptics

doin.

ME

NOW
REPAIR

SCARCE"

Ted Koehler, Harold Arien

i

dents closer together. Class and frater-

love of

thor keenly desired to share with
the world her own inspiring experiences with life and people in
Maine; she is inviting others to
come and live with her, and I hope
that they will respond, for Maine
needs citizens like the Grahams.

girls

expectations,

confounded

•BITS

my

me a response to the beauty
have seen in their lives."
I have the impression that this
book was written gecause the au-

countered a merry company of
fellow-undergraduates all headed guess where? The hospitfie

WHEN PENS AND

in

felt in

our facts (this is where training on the ORIENT makes itself
invaluable) we at once
grabbed a timetable and ascertained that the bus for Portland
left at 1.45 pan. Saturday afternoon. On the same bus we en-

of

IER. THAT'S VlTAc

made ***• they have met with me

I

—

was beyond

cular activities has been reduced, but the

more intensive use of those available.
Freshmen are gallantly moving up to fill

sanctity of human personality;
thus Elinor Graham writes: "When
I think of Maine, I don't think of
pine and spruce and wind-swept
rocks, nor of sailing ships and
lighthouses, but of the friends Ive

We

way in which news Is said to be
spread through the jangle by
means of tom-toms-a-quite mysteriously. After making sure of

tality

UHITT

student body has wisely decided to

make

..."

•rvf scumro my pen
TtOUSlES WITH PARKER
Cjjgm THE SOLV-x IN
mOltCTS METAL AND RUB-

j

ua«>
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These

to the "Now If . . .*• stage,
question "Now if Bowdoin
were co-ed
is put.
reaiiw that debating eventual
possibilities la rather futile, »o
we did the next-best thing last
week-end and hopped the bus
down to Portland hi order to attend the tea-dance given at
Westbrook Junior College. The
Westbrook girls, according to
time-honored tradition, extended
an invitation to the Bowdoin
boys which was gladly accepted.
The news of the dance only
reached us
through
devious
channels something like the

down

— SUY
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THREE

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

.....

VARIETY
By Ray

F. Uttleuale, Jr.

"The power

Now

dim-out.

them. Incidentally,

was the Army

if it

why

what

at

Six

Schedules Arranged

OF PROFESSORSHIP

To Enter Armed Forces

lift-

Many Sports Events

hi

do something about

it

In Last

White Key Organizes
New Teasos To Compete

step into

that ordered the

doesn't

LHTH DEPICTS FALL

did to the

it

when you

see the puddles

ing of the shades of night,

own

Look

of the jxess."

you can

m die dorms?

and bft the shades

Ob Monday, November 1, a
meeting of the White Key, an unWhoever typed the programs tor body is smaller, or pLtnaan the dergraduate committee for the orthe band concert last week made reason is that they are hardened ganization
inter-fraternity
of
an error when he gave "J** a» Pro- to it; onywajc the Infirmary tsnt sports, was held, to discuss the
fessor Tfflotsons middle initial doing the buJThess in calisthenics schedule of forthcoming events. It
Perhaps he didn't want to bother casualties that H did last winter.
was deckled to hold the basketwith two letters, and so he awr*
The swimming depar tment is in- ball games on Monday and Tuesaged them up?
day nights, respectively. The refvestigating the pamWhr drsappe arJust a suggestion: Why wouldn't ance of about eight inches of water erees for the games are to be sup•'Stormy Weather" he a good song ffttn the pool Hit wee n Saturday plied by the teams not playing en
commit(or the Meteorological Unit?
morning ami Monday morning a given evening, said the
tee decided to meet every ThursIt was unfortunate that the That's about Ibrty-flve tons, or
walks hadn't been raked for the roughly 700.000 gallons. What day night to determine the referee
piuteaa tu a an James Bowdotn Da}'. would anyone want that much wa- by a majority vote.
Arrangements were also made
IV wearing in and out somewhat
it«

case,

,

•

ter for

Graves apparently

Dr.

not

is

aware of the fact that when one
speaks of "the state of mind," the
reference is obviously to New Jersey.

Maybe

it's

—

because the student

PR£-MBD TESTS
HELD LAST FRIDAY

Wmmm1mm^mmmmmmtmtmmwmmmmmmmmm cards.

The committee is also planning
an inter-fraternity track meet;
Leo Dunn '47 and George Branche

the
Kappa
On Friday afternoon, November 5, approximately 35 students Sigma fraternity held its Fall initook the examinations given by tiation, at which Richard Roundy,
the American Medical Association Philip Ricbenburg, Richard Whit
to students all over the country. tibnore. George Kent, and Alfred
all off 47, becanje memThese tests are required of all Wehren,
'
pre-inedical students before they bers,
In the business hwetmg foHowThey arc
enter, medical aoboal.
new
given to find out how much tbe)**g th* ftiiHatlOH ^ several
.
student has accomplished in htejofrieeio were elected: PrnTift
the Hoffman '45, was elected presracademic requirements
replace
k. <Qiandfrr
nast, and bow well suited he is for <Mtl to
Schmate '45, **ie is going Ihto the
a medical career.

evening

\

H

m

I

ance for practicing.
Other events planned by - the
committee include a bowling tour-

|

.

J

.

Jack Magcc

i
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for rehearsals this week.
The business details are in the

hands of Eric Hirschler '46 and
Fred Gregory *45; Dbna Little
•46 Is in charge oT publicity. Their
burden has, been somewhat eased
by the cooperation of the Community Chest organization, but

i

]

time in Irs history,
Bowdom oak boast a string trio.
This seldom heard combination
Which has gotten 'Under way
through the leadership of Professor Tiilotsetv w*H play hot only In
the student recitals, but also will
be in change nf one of the Friday
musical chapeis as well as one of
Bowdoin-On-The-Air
the
programs. Their la eaiaab will be
varied, including works
of -old
composers skd Beethoven -as well
as some of the scares of the modFsure.
ern French
composer,
Meanbm of the trio are Wallace
Jaffe '47. violin, David Domaray
"47. viola, and John Frieadmann

m

chamber music and has done
numerous recordings as well as

Concert
[

from P*«e

CotitJntiei

i

broadcasts for the National Broad-

]

casting Company. They will be
for a few
From tne Realm of Souk Departed the guests of the collegethree
condays and will present
Gluck
Orpheus
From
(

certs in Memorial Hall.
Three MssYUjass:
la These Delightful Pleasant
PUrcell
Groves
Clayton Frederick Reed
Pratorius
She is So Dear
Richard Edward" Robinson
And Now is the Month of May
Thomas Mills Sawyer
Morley
Harold Morris Small, Jr.
Arthur Abbott Terrill
Lloyd Knight
David Morten Tbwfe
Clarke
Plowman

The Blind

Kern

Man

River
Forgotten

Old

Delta Upsi-

I

\

j

Tom Sawyer
Sigma Nu;
Jodson Merril '46. Alpha Tau
'46,

Omega;
George Branche- '45, Thorndike
Cl0b.

I

Everyone

in his fields

him recognized

who

his students.

life

fluffy blond raccoon fur coat that
almost covered her knees. On her
synthetic blond head she placed a
in the green snood you know what that
long flowing
affe^ian. of hiB Iriends, he lived a is— to hold up her
in hair.
full life. As a teacher he must
On the way back to college, this
his lonely moments have realized
explained why she
that be could never see the results delicate orchid
Deke house that
Of his years of work, intangible had called the
this whole story
iiHleftnfte as they -are; and, the fateful night when

and

esteem

our Bowdoin library, to the building up of which be gave devoted
care, ore at least equal to these in
this college may have in the academic world for the maintenance of
scholarly work is due to him and
to others lflce him. He had the

and
most modest of men, be would

in

(From Taussbaua c i

t

.

]

*

f

Conunutd from Ps^e

The James

Bowdoin

are as follows:
Csnea af 1914

i

Thomas

excellent. He was inflexible in hfc
Wick, Basil Guy, Kenrick Baker, iefetme of the aims and purposes
and Clement Hiebert; Christian of a liberal education, to free the
Community Responsibility, David
from ignorance and pre juThorndike, Ray Paynter. Clayton
Sparing of praise, when he

]

faith:

Of

'

,

|
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informal

hgd enjoycd

^
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BASS BOOTS

told

George Clayton Branche. Jr.
Malcolm Chamberlain
Charles Moody Crain
Ccnrad Anthony DeFilkppis
Paul Herford Eames, ft-.
Rolfe ndr iag* Gtewar. 3rd

Frank Hardy Gordon
njjaaaii

ii

Hastings, 2nd

Frank

the

me

1U.
recently that

lUagl

twnwrledge

emMOm

noma

had long experience
ror oowooiu

a morell

of

French
and

than FroJeaaor Ofl-

He waa aatwst etruaHy it
In modem contemporary

French author
Wwurj or
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also

good news that Bass Ski
are stiU being made ... even
ia baited quantities. Because they
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when experts draw
mention with fancy twists and

And
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It's

it*
tlons of taodero

,

a bystander

STATIONERY
TICKETS
FRATERNITY FORMS

that one of Our graduate students

tne
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I

pl*o to "fly through the air like
'
Mercury" You needn't be

PRINTING

he bofiewaflH

Clastic Literature of the 16th

fflh
Ufan.

Neat time there

hot

no une in America had
Jr.

CLASH OT MO*

David
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ALL Your
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with
Humphrey Bogart Bruce Bennett

j

jrabb prists

Ctminmi fro* P*gc
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Chad-

Jr.
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MacMerran;
amend he spoke with auJohn
Reed, and
Frederick thority, and euuafiy Jndsrue were
Retatedness,
World
Scholars Spaukling. Lewis Fickett, Wolfhis comments when the faculty
William was about to stray from paths that
and
gang Rosenberg,
Latapaj liT

Kenrick M. Batter, Jr.
Alan Sargent Cole
Philip Horn Hoffman, 3rd
George Johnson Kern
Donald Nash Koughan
Harold Lifshitz •
William Edmund Maclntire
Donald Robert Maxson
Lewis Thurston Milliken
Nelson Bowman Oliphant
Alfred Morris Ferry, Jr.
Wallace Cupetand Moon.
David William Ross
Lennart Sandfoist
Morrill Shapiro
Myron Stephen Waks
Norman Oscar Woks

t

!

.

Frank William Alger,

The party broke up early because Miss Moody had to be back
at her hotel by 9.30 where she was
coming films:
"Pm-Up Girl." expecting a very important phone
"Shine On Harvest Moon." and call from her manager in New
"Rhapsody in Blue."
York. The two young men who
Up to this point she had not de- drove her back reported that she
tected the odor Of the plot. She was thanked them many times for the
having such a grand time playing | enjoyable evening "and wondered
with egos that she hadn't given it why there was a law against kidserious thought. It was decided napping.

i

^JS^L

U£ SfSL SSJd

Chrctian

own home.

Moody

m

.

Dr. Graves' Speech

born.

~~

i

{

|

Moussorgsky
-At Father's Door
(Russian Folk Song)
and other projects are being given
Arr. Burleigh more specific consideration within
Deep River
(Negro spiritual)
various ocbomlttess of the B.C.A.
On faculty committees he was their good fortune^ter another
Now Let Us Praise Famous Men
These committee groups are as invaluable. He had a lot of comround of drinks, she donned a
Vaughn Williams follows: Interpretation of
the mon sense and his judgment was
.

course, these fellows
did not teH her until later on that
this was. a kidnap, and that she
was not going to entertain the
Deke boys, but that she was now a
guest of the glorious Kappa Sigs.
dirty, lowly trick this was, but nev-

was

cer-

We

Continued jrow Page

j

—

he
tainty sievor have thought that
had much influence. But bis gratethe
to
witness
bear
can
CoHege
ful
reputation Of making Tils students
and to
\"j^£k*M»rt his . service
.
. »-=.
work very hard; but no one any- 1!
A
faithfulness and loyalty of his
where In all the years he taught the
spirit.
here ever questioned his Eaifltess.
ertheless a story goes with it.
Beneath his New England reserve
This gorgeous creature called the
there was a deep, if unexpressed,
Psi U. fraternity one evening, seeksympathy for youth; and time and Miss
ing the whereabouts cf an ex-foottirae again he told me of his pleasball star. The phone was answered
{ Continued irom PaRe
ure when an indifferent student
by naval officers, who occupy the
turned the corner and began to
house at present, and they told her
improve; and he was often de- phone. "Why don't you boys come
the Deke house. This she
aiting for to call
pressed when his efforts were un- up tb my room? I'm
did, and the first man to answer
availing. One of the members of 1 my dress to come bar* from the
the phone was a bit dense.
the department wrote only yest-jr tailor shop.
He didn't know who the great footday, "I always remember one of
e'd loye to." ams the
"Why,
ball player was, nor could he behis remarks at a time when we answer, in a UWldnmg voice
^
^
b>ve that he was talking to Sally
were both getting rather tired of
"Won't you cone in?"
Moody, a starlet from Hollywood.
!I"«^
uZ
^U»l
^fcMdftT
prolonged routine work. He said, the
voca
00 1*
after she told him that her
Even
1 am weary now but it's strange
They stambled "through the door,
the Sunday paper,
how my interest and enthusiasm trying clumsily to introduce them- picture was inwas
all a hoax and
he thought it
come back as soon as I get in selves and one another.
a lively blond
when
But,
hung
up.
dassthe
front uf students in
"What are you shaking for?" member of this house heard about
all agree that is a
room.' "
she asked. "Did you have a big this telephone conversation, he
quality of a first rate teacher. I night last night?
knew it was no hoax. He immedionly worn that more of his many
"No just a little nervous." was
-J^ Moody -t ner
pupils had been aware of his inth* Eastland Hotel, and
"»«"»
them as mdhh- ^Wnenher ^,«=
tense interest
«>»w>
w*Hr
kt*1
she
bac£
cyme
^ dress
delightful chat with
by,
and
for,
lived
duals. He really
*230Urne
Sh* informed him that she
his students.

**

B.C.A.

—

Well, stubbornly they refused,
so all the Kappa Sigs surrounding
Sally Moody, dancing starlet from
Hollywood went over to the Deke
house. Here, much to their satisfacticn, they were received coldly.
Even Safly had a hard time breaking the ice, which didn't run true
to her form. The visit was short
and climatic. They were glad to get
back to the warm climate of their

might seem uneventful.

i

VI

|

here?"

unexciting; but in all
things .that reaUy count, particu-

standards of accomplishment from
-

that she should know, and she was
Every one was pleased with
the way she received the news of
her kidnapping. In fact, she was
She called up the Deke
thrilled.
house and laughingly apologized
for the mistake she had made, but
she was having so much fun—
"Why don't you boys come over
told.

i

perhaps

talked

his mastery.

Whatever

Coach

lave a Coca-Cola =V0fekome, Short-Snorter

his

to

\

i

w

Howard Towie

Jordan

.

I

w

Eugene COwies

Brunswick Choral Bantety
Wagner
Pilgrims Chorus

'45,

Joe Woods '47, Zeta Psi;
Ian Mrfnfics "46, Beta Theta Pi;

first

;

I

John Caulfield

of the members have worked
production,
the
long hours on
and nothing could have been done
without their cooperation. Sev47, 'cello.
eral new Freshmen are now lendPerhaps the: outstanding event
ing a hand, "but the dub heeds
of this year's season wili be the
more men to run the one-act play Curtis String Quartet Festival to
successfully.
December
contest
be held November 17, 19, and 21.
The Curtis Quartet is one of the
best combinations" in the field of

all

Theta Delta

Chi;

December.

For the

Concert getting the stage ready

DHta Kappa

Miller.

j

call

"Bogey." a swell fellow; Dietrich
Garbo are a little queer;
"Bing" is very forgetful; and Errol
Flynn isn't as bad as he's supposed
to be; she visited Robert Taylor
on her way East, and she says that
Frank Sinatra" is a good singer.
This of course was disputed she
rambled on about the long hours
they have to work while making a
picture. Many times they have to
do the same routine over thirty or
forty times before it is actually
taken. She told them she was leaving Sunday for New' York, where
she expected to try out for a 20th
Century contract. She is now with
Warner Brothers* where she has
danced important roles in three

{

'45,

lon;
in

'Asd Miles Around'

'47.

Epsilon;

Fred Gregory

•

summer by Bob

this

of Swimming.

and

|

'
The following are members of
the White Key representing their
service: Robert J. Snerry ^44, was respective fraternities:
Pros.). AlPhilip Philbin '45
elected Master of
Ceremonies;
pha Delta Phi;
ned to enter a medical school the Bttfl W. Moran '4f. was elected
Chandler Schmalz '45 (Vice
next fall. However, with condi- secretary; Philip Richenburg was
Pros.), Kappa Sigma;
guard;
and
Richard
tions Chancing as rapidly as fliey elected
Bill Bartel '47. Psi Upsilon;
are at present, each student, re- Roundy was elected Whrte Key
Francis Grant '46, Chi Psi;
plans to fepieaefitatTse.

Evette

were—^Humphrey Bogart they

j

The

Nttsicil

In answer to many questions,
toM the boys, in a very unsophisticated manner, how she
landed a contract in Hollywood.
She told them the type of people
the different actors and actresses

i

nounced when ready.

|

Mai Morrell stated that the icerink will be prepared for a hockey
league if the students seem interested in it.
A new addition to the athletic
program will be the formation of
a water-baseball league. This novel*
sport was introduced to Bowdoin

she

i

I

three-cornered track meet,
contestants from

with her.

|

I

J

here."

With petal-like footsteps she
went around on the first floor from
room to room, inspecting the house.
Behind her swarmed a hive of
drones, watching her every movement and craning an ear for every
word. Music floated forth from a
phonograph in the. sunparlor, and
every one had a chance to dance

I

|

gardless of daas, who
enter medical school at some time
in the future, takes the test. The
character of these tests is confidential and the results are not obtainable by the students.

me

j

1

raiment for three- man teams, as
wefl as a pihg pong championship,
a swim meet, and a chess tournament. Plans for these events are
as yet incomplete, and will be an-

teat was formerly gwen
only %o uppercsassmea who plan-

A

made up from

:

j

will get calisthenics attend-

occasion.

each of the three eating houses
The Kappa Sigs most be very nice will be staged either just before or
fellows to let the Dekes entertain just after the house parties.*

I

'45 have been appointed «& a subcommittee to arrange for the
Candidates for the track

meet

present left the chapel, the organist played. "Anchors Aweigh."

.

event.

New Events

,

^

^
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On Monday the White Key held
President SiHs introduced Lieutenant M. H. MacMUlan of the a meeting with its president, Phil
as
Station
Philbin '45 presiding. The problems
Brunswick Naval Air
the chapel speaker on Wavy Day, connected with the winter intramural sports program were disWednesday, October 27th.
were
Lt. MacMUlan spoke on the cussed, and several decisions
history and background of the na- reached.
A new team of "Independents"
val uniform, describing the various
insignia. He also drew several in- was created to join the regular
teresting paraMeis between the teams in the basketball league.
United States Navy and the British During the Christmas House Parties the top two teams in the
Navy.
As the students and others league will play for guests of the

Ha

^

,

Monday

Professor Eaton Leith recalled
The following men have recentClimaxing Ms series of public
the •'Golden Days" of dignity of
ly left college to enter various
appearances at Bowdoin, Prince
college instructors in hi§ chapel
branches of the armed services.
Hubertus zu Loewenstein was in- task on last Friday.
Henry C. Francis '46 left colterviewed by Stanley Weinirtein
He divided the time of pro- lege on October 18 to enter the
'47 on the regular Bowdoin-On-The
fessor's glory into three periods:
Marines. He will be stationed at
Air broadcast, Wednesday evening,
the "Golden Day," lasting into the
Princeton.
October 27, »43.
the
"Gutlded
early twenties;
Alfred J. Waxier '47 left on OcSummarizing his experiences,
and'
Age," through the Harding
tober 21 as a draftee.
observations, and predictions for
Coolidge era, and from that tune
William
M. Lanyon. Jr. '47 left
Prince
deaudience,
the
a
to the present, the "Dechne and
on October 20 to Join H»e Naval
fended the German people who he
Fall" of the professor.
Air Force under the V-5 training
said were, for the most part, AntiThe professor of the later part program.
Nazi in conviction and belief.
century was m his
the
Walter Finnagan '45 left college
When asked if organized oppo- of
received
glory and always
a
on October IS. He expects to be
in
sition to the Nazis
existed
respect becoming their office and
in
the service in the near future.
retoday,
the
Prince
Germany
not be equaled on (or even off)
Jordan Wkie '46 left on .Novemplied that such opposition did not the campus. Although not a great
exist as' we here hi America conversationalist, he felt at ease ber 4 to join the Army Specialized
would understand the term. How- with the pen. The professor ap- Training Unk at Amherst.
Chandler Schmalz '45 reported
ever, he said, "There is much ma- peared in class in formal frock
terial for such opposition in exis- coat and often opened his lecture for induction on November 9th.
fact,
In
tence in the Nazi State.
with a prayer. In that period the
everyone who believes in certain professor did not feel obligated to wonderful weekend parties before
values, religious or moral, auto- amuse his students, or color his
she rose to fame, but she said, "I
belongs
potentially
and
matically
lectures with choice bits of humor. don't want to wander around by
to an underground movement of He did not fraternize with pupils.
myself." This of course was the
opposition."
He settled any disciplinary prob- cue, and it was not passed up. She
Though little news of German
spoi and there
on
cordially invited to come up bywas
acts of sabotage, or for that mat no humanitarian dean to protect
train on Thursday night, to be the
tor, news of any kind reaches us them from his righteous wrath.
guest of the Deke men (boys). She
confrom Germany, the Prince
Professor Leith gave the fol- was to notify them upon her arrivtended that the occurence of lowing extract from the college
al in Brunswick. All of this, of
such acts was well proven by the laws of an earlier Dartmouth: course, was very clumsily arranged
black-shirtof
a
known existence
Students would treat their tutors in the first place.
ed army -of occupation *bout 800,- and professos wih a deference and
This blonde member of the Deke
000 in size, stationed within the respect becoming thei office and fraternity could not possibly hold
con fines of Germany itself,
relation to them, (viz.) That they all this information to himself,
"Revolt in Germany, carried uncover their heads at and within
so he gradually let it drool out. on
ou t either by Army officers or by the distance of three rods from
member of the Kappa Sigma frathe people themselves is quite them, *hen the weather "don't"
teroity, in a very confidential manprobably," said the Prince. Re- render it inconvenient, and their
ner. The latter, in an innocent
education of the German people, hands are not otherwise necesfashion, began laying plans for a
and especially the German youth sarily employed; that they enter kidnap. Only a few trusted mem-,
he did not believe to be neces- not into controversy or dispute
bers of the Kappa Sig house were
sary.
with them; That they rise when a told of the plan, and everything
Based on his vast practical ex- tutor enters the room; that they went off like clockwork.
perience in Germany itself, and on never interrupt; That they be not
At 6.00 p.m. she was escorted to
his political studies, the Prince aikative, clamorous or noisy nor
the awaiting vehicle and rushed
concluded that the future of a use indecent
before back to the A.D. house at Bowdoin
gestures
New Germany, with a government them; That they punctually per- for supper, where she arrived at
based on the enlightened, but neg- form their orders (unless other6.45 p.m.'
lected Weimar Constitution, look- wise instructed by the President).
Sally Moody, dancing starlet
ed bright indeed.
great from Hollywood, then proceeded
a
The twenties saw
role.
professor's
change in the
per schedule to the Kappa Sigma
on house, escorted by two armed
appeared
English knickers
he considered led to the fruition of campus and important guests were bodyguards .namely A and B. Upscholarly ideals. Many of us haw entertained at high teas by the on arriving at the house she went
ia sinking 'of the heart when we faculty. By W28 the profs dig- first to the washroom, where she
realise that the college has lost nity had so sunk that he was on arranged herself for an interesting
one v«4io fought so valiantly for the same level as the successful and eventful evening. To herself
high standards of scholarship, and life insurance salesman. In an ef- she was no doubt thinking:
who in his own scholarly life fort to bo a good mixer the pro"It is certainly a shame about
showed such devotion to truth. fessor sacrificed his high pedestal the Deke house burning down.
'That he should die still young, as for a well kept post.
Lack of time prevented Promaturity reckons age, at*the full
height <ff hfe inteliectua. powers. fessor Leith from completing his
with outline. He left the contemporary
is one of. those mysteries
which life, is. ntied. Like that of scene to be interpreted by his lisall teachers, to the/OUUide world teners
.

now?

KAPPA SIGS INDUCT
FIVE FALL FROSH

!

WGAN Interview

CELEBRATE NAVY DAI
WTO CHAPEL SERVICE

WOAN

for a Bridge Tournament to be
It's fortunate that all the rata held in the Moulton Union on Dethat has fatten since the end of Au- cember 4. The contest will be an
gust has** come down as snow.
open one, and the entrance fee will
That lost and found notice in the be 30 cents per team. Contestants
Unteh about the "male watch" is are to sign up with Don Lancaster
an intriguing one. Probably the at the Union; Mr. Lancaster will
and
refreshments
also supply
draft caught tip a1th it.

suggested a conga chain.

Mm Lam Cakege

Athletic

ktauMral

W. CHANDLER & SON
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keep it for

was

teemed composition, relegated me
to the rear of the room, and has
since ignored rae in a most dis-

...

S." Thus is born this article.
Passed into the clouds of memory is the eventful week-end of
October 30th, which was sponsored by the Engineers and the
"Metes." Taking all into consideration, the affair was extremely
successful and was enjoyed by all
who attended. (Except Private
Shelter Half.) The chances are
good that the near future will see
a repetition of the same idea, with
perhaps a few slight modifications.
Starting the week-end off, as
most of you know, was the swimming demonstration of Wartime
Aquatics put on by the members
of the swimming classes. This was
followed at 4:45 by a Retreat
formation of the Air Corps, complete with band, flags, and all the
paraphenalia attendant upon the

wn

that

it

May

I

.

now you know!!! — And

so

my

on

"D's"

get

still

.

I

English

thr-mes.

SHORT QUIRKS ON THE
FORMAL DANCE: AND SATURDAY NITE IN GENERAL: The
dance started a trifle late, as the
freight the band happened to be on
was held up by a cow at the crossing.

.

.

was

it

Speaking about the band,
was a

.

fairly good, but there

much individualism
And I was sober too!
"Waterfall" (you know
mean the "Old Man- River

shade too
shown.
.

...
who

.

.

J.

I

—

Kid") and his date, plus Ken Snyder and his frail, as well as a few
others found the floor too slippery,
so they took off their shoes and
danced in their stocking feet
These characters spent most of

Sunday pulling

.

.

THE

.

'

due to start, but due. to circumstances beyond our control, things
didn't get under way until a wee
bit past nine. Between the decorations in the gym .and the luscious girls in formal gowns, the
gym was quite a spectacle and a
very nice one at that.

On Sunday, for those who were
able to get up in time, there were
Chapel services in the college
chapel After these were over,
noon chow was served and many
of the fellows brought their dates
over to the Delta Upsilon house
for a taste of real food served

.

G.

tenant Hackamack stopped in to
see how things were going. ... I
can't figure out why none of
them had dates. ... I was wondering if the E.M's have all the
^babes in this town already lined
up.
I'd be glad to fix them up,
if they wanfme. Pvt. Butler, formerly of the D.U. house, was
tickling the ivories during the intermission; some of the chickens
of the Air Corps men were clustered around Butler (who they
seemed to go for) while their dates,
the Metes, sullenly looked on
T.S. for them.
From a personal viewpoint, I must say Mrs.
Logan, wife of "Wings" Logan, was
about the most ravishing thing at
the dance. ... I would have to go
for a married woman. ... In tossing a few bouquets, I think Bill
Rhinehart, Art Burditt, Rex McCord and Dave Saltiel did a swell
job on the decorations. ... By the
way, fellows, how were the dates
from Wes tbrook ? .
I must say
that Vrazo had a beast worth gasping at, don't you think?
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Now for more dirt around home,
Hyde Hall, to you.
Moving a
week ago was the laugh-of-the-day
The general idea was to grab,
.

.

.

.

.

.

and the Devil

most-

I

take' the hind-

got the hidmost.

.

.

.

There

w;ls a slight controversy in one of
t ho first floor rooms.
.
.
.
The oc-

cupants,

Rupestinker,

Ask

.

Stiens.

.

We can't

.

.

soldier.

.

.

re-

long

says and does.
although

... He

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

>

look of a contented cow, (he saw
his better seven-eighths last week.

.

j

Ask Corporal Land about

.

We

his 1882 belle. ...
understand
she's the president of the Portland
Soda Jerkers Union, Local 802. . .
.

Well, payday has

come and

gone,

and no one semed really happy
about

it.
Just think, another
to go before we can draw
our next ten bucks.
We really
fcbouid ask the boss for a raise, or
.

.

j

I

m msam*
Thefl

Beta Theta Pi
Beta Theta Pi
Alpha Tau Omega

Beta Theta Pi

Delta Kappa Epsilon

P. W.
Morrell, R. L.

Kappa Sigma
Sigma Nu
Delta Kappa Epsilon

for the treatment of Gerlutions should be .introduced into
after the present world conthe Constitution of the body, givI should like to present
ing it the power to enforce any of
views on the subject, not as an its rulings. These steps might
amateur politician but as a stu- prevent the Court from reaching
dent.
the fate of the League of Nations.
tician

many

Hall. He is, by the way,
the pianist with our newly-formed dance band.
After entering the Army last
April, he went to Camp Blanding,

Hyde

,Florida, where he went
his basic training period.

my

flict.

First of

through

all,

I consider it highly

to attempt to evolve
He came impractical
successful post-war plan withup to Bowdoin, and now we ex- any
out first considering what the inpect him to make a really great
ternal political and social condi-

mechanical engineer.
tions in Germany will be. I believe
Sergeant Paul S. Farnum, the
that Prince zu Loewenstein was
personnel clerk here, was born in
1917 in Wilton, Maine, where he correct in prophesying an internal
has lived ever since. He received revolution at the end of the war.
The question then arises as to
his education at the Wilton Academy, where he pursued a general whether the revolution will consist of a more or less orderly recourse of study.
for the volt of the armed which would
Sgt. Farnum worked
Bass Shoe Factory in Wilton be- leave the country in the hands of
fore his induction into the Army the military authorities, or whether it would be a revolt of the great
in February, 1941.
Paul is single, and when asked mass of the German people which
what he planned to do after the would leave the country in a conwar, he said he was going to re- dition of chaos approaching anartire

to the

Maine woods

rectly responsible to the World
Court, and to no other authority.
I am firmly convinced that it
would be extremely impractical to
split Germany after the war, and
every
precaution
I think that
should be taken to prevent any
power from doing this. After the
war is ended and the armistice
countries
signed, the victorious
should call a convention in which
territorial
the policy regarding
problems would be
determined.
Then, and then only, could this
plan be followed successfully.

Private Robert Logan

chy.

to fol-

low

his hobbies of hunting, fishing and trapping. Just call him

Dan'l Boone Farnum.

who was

paid, as Librarian, one
hundred dollars per year.
New
England Puritan conservatism was
in evidence, and it was not until
1911 that the library was open on
Sunday afternoons; it remained

closed evenings until 1924.
The library has moved far from
the conditions of forty-five years
ago when the ORIENT stated
that in a library of twenty thousand volumes, there was no copy
of Thackeray or Cooper, and until the receipt of a recent bequest,
none of Hawthorne, but still the
students complain of a lack of upto-date fiction.
In the opinion of the present
Librarian and of the President,
of the greatest need of the library is

This might .be done by providing
eacn of the countries w:Ch it's own
police force which would be di-

I

\

If the latter should be the case,
obviously it would be necessary to
establish order before any plan
could be carried out satisfactorily.
This would necessitate the creation
of a strong occupational force,
which would act to police the country and to prevent the radical element from gaining control.
If, on the other hand, a cooperative military regime should be
left as the controlling agent, less
stringent steps could probably be
taken with comparative impunity.
I think that in such a case, an occupational force will still be essential, the prime purpose of such an
organization should be to aid in
the reconstruction of the country,
rather than retribution. Careful
steps should be taken to place an
officer well versed in social and
political problems in the command
cf such an Army.
After order has been restored. I
believe that a popular vote should

LET YOUR

HEART
DECIDE

number
Hubbaid more money with which to buy
had more books. The college has enhumble early beginnings. Bow- deavored to give the best students be
However profuse

books

now housed

Hall, the

Bowdoin

the

in

Library

,

j

doin had a library before it had
either a faculty or buildings. Part
oi uic first subscriptions for it's
books,
not
benefit, consisted of
money; and one of the earliest
of
the
entries on the records
boards provides that Rev. Doctor
Deane should have charge of the
books given to the college, and
"lend them to ajiy of the trustees
who may incline to borrow them."
In the very early 1800's, the
widow became the first of a long
list of donors of special collec-

held, with a restricted number
ample opportunity for undivided of parties participating, for the
work, and to draw and keep first men whom the German people
class professors by providing them want to lead them at this time.
with facilities for a reasonable Naturally, the men nominated for
amount of research, and for each these elective positions would have
of these purposes a good supply of to be approved by the Allied occupational commander. By this methexpensive books is necessary.
od it would be possible to insure a
Question on 7-ecent examination popular German government which
paper: "If the President of the would operate in accordance with
United States died, who would get the Allied aims for a more peaceful
Europe.
the job?"
Little Joe's arx"^r: "A DemoThe next step would be to turn

'

tions and sets. Among them are
the British and Foreign Bible Society, the American Bible Society,
and the American Board of Foreign Missions.
For many years the usefulness
of the library was seriously hampered not only by inadequate
housing, but by lack of accessibility. The librarian was not an independent officer, but was one of
professors,
whose regular
the
work took most of his time, and

'

cratic undertaker."

h^ MAKE EVERY
S3*

PAY DAY

ffi BOND DAY
*

is

one of 17 major war

munity's needs. Give generously.

ly.

The need

am

relief agencies participating ia

the National

War Fund. Civ*

once for all these and our com-

also of the belief that the

is great.

NATIONAL
WAR FUN»

formation of a world court would
be a good idea.
All
national
powers should be represented at
this Court, the number of representatives from each country to
be governed not only by the popu-

JOIN THE PAY-ROLL

SAVINGS PLAN

USO

the German national government
over to these individuals. Naturally, it would be advisable to retain
the occupational Army until the
government was running smoothI

*

Yon ean cheer some lonely
home—becaoso

aoldier far from

*

cooperating with

'

Zeta Psi

Alpha Tau Omega

Page, G. W.
Page; M. F.
A., Jr.
Paynter,
Perry, A. M. Jr.

Delta Kappa Epsilon
Chi Psi
Chi Psi
Zeta Psi
Alpha Delta Phi

Philbin, P.

H.

Pieksen,

O.

Alpha Tau Omega
Jr.

7*

Alpha Delta Phi

W.

Theta Delta Chi
Beta Theta Pi

Richenburg, P. A., Jr.
Robinson, E. G.
Rosenberg. W. H.
Ross, D. W.

5 Moore Hall
32 Moore Hall
lAlpha Delta Phi

A., Jr.

S., Jr.

Smith. P. S., Jr.
Snyder, E. F.
Spaulding, F. W.
Sperry, R. J.
Stark, D. T.

Kappa Sigma

Kappa Sigma
Sigma Nu
Kappa Sigma
Delta Kappa Epmlon
Alpha Delta Phi
Theta Delta Chi
Alpha Delta Phi
ZetaPsi
Alpha Delta Phi
Delta Kappa Epsilon
28 Moore Hall

Cram House
Beta Theta Pi

Thorndike, D.
Toeiler. J. D.

Alpha Tau Omega
Kappa Sigma

Toscani, B.

Chi Psi
Chi Psi
Theta Delta Chi

M

DM.

Travis, C. K.

Walker, H. B..
Walker, R. N.
Walsh. A. J.
Waxier, A. J.
Wehren. A. F.

Jr.

Weinstein, S. D.
Whitman, N. T.
Whittaker, F. W.
Whittemore, R, H.

Wine, J. H.
Winer, R. M.
Woods. J. W.
Wright. J. J.,

This would prevent the countries
like China and Russia from gaining any degree of control due to
For the past few weeks, every numerical superiority of populadaily paper has carried the details
tion, and would provide a fairly
of a plan formulated by some polieven distribution of power. Reso-

Beta Theta Pi
Sigma Nu
Beta Theta Pi

Olds. C. A.

Towle.

Arkansas City, Kansas, where

On Postwar Germany

.

M

W.

Of AST?

to

lation of the country, but also by
it's economic standing in relation
to the other nations of the world.

Soldier Offers Views

home

>

^Built of Harvard brick, Indiana
Hmestone, and Maine granite,
Hubbard Hall is one of the most
beautiful of the Bowdofn College
buildings. It was constructed in
the early 1900*s
by
General
Thomas H. Hubbard in memory of
his son. Who died at the age of
five.
Although it cost General
Hubbard approximately fpur hundred thousand dollars, it's replacement value has been assessed at
nine hundred thousand dollars.
The estimated number of vol;umes in the library is 193,618.
This figure compares favorably
with any of the Eastern colleges

micro-films of all the periodicals
issued in the United States before
1800. These early American periodicals can be found in no single
library in the United States today.
The library committee is
considering the filming of a con-

70 Loring Street, Auburn
Delta Kappa Epsilon

Beta Theta Pi
ChiPsi
Alpha Tau Omega
Theta Delta Chi
CHiPsi
Alpha Tau Omega

Interesting History

These figures do not
include four hundred and eighty

Kappa Sigma
Kappa Sigma

Martin, A. R-, Jr.
Maxson, D. R.
Merrill, J. R.
Michelson, A. L.
Milter, R, C.
Milliken. L. T.

«F.

Bowdoin Library Has

iof like size.

Kappa Sigma

F.

J.

W.

J.

Magee, J. F.
Mann, R, DeW.

Silsby,

a

true Southern gentleman.
Dick Newell was a leetle bit annoyed over the date Farnum fixed
up for him.
.1 wonder why. ..
At least, Newell gave an excellent
imitation of a calf bawling.
Sunday was a quiet day if you
were asleep in bed.
Bill Petersen and Kent Roberts had their
"futures" up here, and the last
time I saw them the girls had a
train window up, and the boys'
were hanging on getting in a last
farewell.
DiNunzio hates life
as usual, while Judycki has the
.

Jr.

Schonland, R. R.. Jr.
Shapiro, M.
Shaw, G. P.
Shorten. J. R, Jr.

really let

.

MacMorran,
MacNeil,

ZetaPsi

Delta Kappa Epsilon

D. A.

Little,

Littlehale, R. F., Jr.

McNeil, H. D.,
Maclnnes, I.

Roundy, R.

we must admit he
.

H., Jr.

Sawyer, T. M.
Schmalz, A. C.

Southern Fried Witaker was on
the loose Saturday eve. ... It
seems he has a bad habit of getting
tight and then forgetting what he

really retained his standards as

Lindemann,

Reed\C. F.

service.

loose,

ft

H

Lifshitz.
Lifshitz, S.

Rice, E.

looked bewildered, and then
plunged into an account of his

know how
Army?

Lelmtian,
Lit** R. D.

Query. A. W.,

Sam

of you guys

R

Lawlis,

Zeta Psi
Zeta Psi
Delta Kappa Epsilor
€hi

.

1923, but has lived at his present
for the past eight years'. He
received his schooling at the KenStudents
dall School, and later at Boston
University, although he originally
planned to attend MIT.
Charles Bonner Buff was born
He is also a talented musician.
on July 4th, 1923, in the little
town of Lewis, Kansas. He lived His renditions of the better known
boogie-woogie numbers on
the
there until 1939, when he moved
piano are always popular around

Personal Interviews

1820.

.

the second half of the Student Directory

is

R

.

1st division, Sicily!

he's been in the

This

LaCasce, J. H.
Lamparter. W. S.
Lanyon, W. M, Jr.

Nor kens

H—

end)

.

—

Student

Norton, R. S.
NowMs, G. R.

Sam: Why have you got blue
braid en your cap?
Soldier: Who the
are you?
Sam: Aren't you stationed up
here at the college?
Soldier: (indignantly) I am not!
I'm home on sick leave from the

Any

.

Moulton, G. N.
Nevordauski, T. H.

sist the temptation to tell you of a
short conversation we overheard
on Maine Street Saturday nite between Sam Lorenzo, a little dog,

and a

things of similar merit.

As the twilight dim embraced
the campus (Gee is that corny)
beloved sergeant-major.
the contented Engineers counted
That's about all the dirt fer now. their remaining change, swapped
gang, so til the next issue, I'll be lies with their buddies, ignored
hopehaunting you!!! their books, and v looked
Private Shelter Half fully into the future.

Moran.

Westfall,

and Woidncr (poor boy) decided
thry wanted three desks. They
were told they couldn't have them,
but they seem to have them now.
.

style.

.

.

run,

I.

In the afternoon, the Air corps
band wound up the week-end's entertainment with a band concert
in Memorial Hall, featuring as its
main attraction the National anthems of the Allied nations. From
then on it was mostly fond
adieus, loving embraces, and other

.

still

.

.

.

splinters .out of usual military formations.
their dogs
Snyder, of course,
At eight o'clock the dance was
was on the ball and led the Conga
line.
Messy, wasn't it?...
-_
Sgt. Nadeau of
Sgt. Nadeaus should we? ...
Any of you' want to learn the
and his buddy, Sgt. Farnum had a
couple of cuties at the dance.... game of cribbage, should see Privtook
only
Just to prove they can still get ate Romano. ... He not
dates.
Wonder what kind of our SUpply Sergeant, Sgt. Colfey,
lipstick Sgt. Nadeau uses ? Captain to the cleaners, but he also tooK
Danley, Captain Parson and Lieu- forty-five coppers away from cur
.

.

represents the German
race, nor. the German mind. Joseph
Goebbells, Adolph's Mickey Mouse,
has been using this line of reasoning in an attempt to convince the
world of the superiority of the
New Germany, but the people of
the world refuse to believe him.
The Prince further stated that

is
my
gusting manner. Such
weary fate." All the sympathy I
could get out of Logan was "T.

.

EfS

l

•

Hitler into power.
he completed his high school eduHe went further and stated that cation. After being graduated, he
there is in Germany .today, a most attended the University of Kansas
effective underground. So effective, at Lawrence, where he majored in
in fact, that Hitler is forced to music for two years prior to enkeep an army of 800,000 men in tering the Army. While there, he
Germany. This fact leads the became a member of the Phi Mu
Prince, to believe that a swing to Alpha national music fraternity.
a new form of government can be
Perhaps one of the secrets of
expected in the near future, just Charlie's popularity, is his outas it came about in Italy. He of- standing musical ability. He can
fers as proof the Anti-Hitler Mani- and does play many instruments,
festo, which was recently drawn including the. clarinet,
trumpet,
up and signed in Moscow. One of drums, piano, saxophone, flute and
the first Germans to sign this the oboe, as well as several others.
Manifesto was a German aviator, He bas had three dance bands of
the great-grandson of Bismarck. his own.
The Prince stated that numerous
"Bonner" was married in March,
individuals, both in the German 1943, shortly before entering the
army and in German civilian life Army. He was sent to Camp
are against the Nazi form of gov- Blanding, where he received his
ernment, and that these subversive infantry basic training, with the
elements will eventually free them- 66th Division.
selves from the Nazi yoke, overJack Stiens, (not Steins) was
throw Hitler's government, and born in Cincinnatti, Ohio, on Oct.
bring about peace.
27th, 1924. At the age of seven,
Peace after the war depends however, he moved to Charon largely upon a lasting friendship ville where he now lives. He was
between France and Germany. For educated at the Westchester High
years it has been the desire of School.
Prince zu Loewenstein to see these
"Stinky" worked as an inspectwo countries living in a state of tor of medical cotton before enmutual benefit towards each other, tering the Army, a vocation he
for upon the relations of France does not intend to return to.
and Germany depends the peace of
He entered the Armed Forces
the world at large.
last February, and was sent to reThe United States should and ceive his basic training as a cook
will have much more to say at the with the 66th Division.
future Peace Conference. The misIt seems that we of the Entakes of 1919 must not be made gineers have an amateur invenagain.
Precautionary
measures tor and scientist in our midst. His
must be taken, to prevent a recur- name is Richard Marquis, and he
rence of the dreadful state in Ger- hails from Watertown, Mass.
many after the last war.
He was born in Cambridge in
Private /Melvin Handelman
tinuation bringing the aate up to

neither

es-

iiround about this column
drives me to distraction
say that our Editor, Pvt.
Logan, is not the connoisseur of
this col yum
Prithee, I am your
bt>t friend
Suspect everyone

Urn.

.

'

my

kittens, refused to return

.

and English trickery during the
World War Peace Conference, and
that the starvation and misery
which resulted in Germany brought

"Now You Know" Dept
After the first
tion, so much conversation

us.

Wilson was torpedoed by French

War

#

BUY MORE BONDS

The Spirit of 1776 won our Independence, the Spirit of $18.75 will

Kenneth Snyder By Wally White
Pleads For Gentle
William Lyerly
Writing on a newpaper gives me
Handling: Of Germany
Wallace White no end of befuskm. About two
deadline, Logan
hours
before
tbe
Arthur Drexler
In Post*
Plans
tears up to me and says sweetly,
Pvt. Snafu with his moustache flexing in the
breeze, "White, I want a five
Prince zu Loewenstein began his
hundred-word feature story out of lecture with the statement that the
you!" I sez to, Logan, "You're Nazi government advertises itself
nuts! The last time I attempted as representing the German mind.
to write five hundred words, my He argued that this was not the
week of publica- beloved English prof nearly had case; that Hitler's government

Reporters

1

Jr.

You Can't Beat Their
MILDER BETTER TASTE
lhere's no busier place than Washington, D.C. It's the
room of America's mighty war machine. And

ChiPsi
Chi Psi

control

Delta Kappa Epsilon
Chi Psi

Chesterfield is the busiest cigarette in town. It's on the
job every minute giving smokers what they want. Its
Milder; Cooler, Better Taste makes it the capital smoke.

Kappa Sigma
Beta Theta Pi
Alpha Tau Omega
7 Bridge Street, Yarmouth

Kappa Sigma
Alpha Delta Phi
Theta Delta Chi
ZetaPsi
Theta Delta Chi

You

can't beat Chesterfield's Right

Combination of the

world's best cigarette tobaccos for real smoking pleasure.

Make your

next pack Chesterfield

.

.

.

You

can't

.

month

.

.

.

Younger, G. G.

Theta Delta Chi

Zedren. G. F., Jr.

Zeta Psi

better cigarette.
Copra^ht S*i, laatrt
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Sweeps Through Beta Theta Pi House Saturday

Fire

Lennie Lizotte Signed Foir Senior Weekend Dance
Houses Plan Dances, Sleigh
Rides For Friday Night

Damage Mostly On

SIX SPEAKERS FOR
ALEXANDER FINALS

Two

Finals in the Alexander Prize
Speaking Contest are scheduled
Phil Philbin, chairman of the music committee for the to be held Monday evening, De-

By George

cember

6,

1943, at 8.00 p.m. in the

coming Senior Weekend on December 3rd and 4th, has an- lounge of the Moulton Union.
include: L. W. Coopnounced the signing of Lennie Lizotte's band for the Satur- Participants
er '47, Lewis Fickett, Jr.
47,
day night dance at the Moulton Union. Approximately 75 Frank Gordon '46, Clement Hiebert '47, Philip Hoffman '45, and
guests ar£ expected to be here for the weekend which is the

A

F.

Wehren

war-time substitute for the usual Christmas houseparties.
his

from LewLston

$15,000, a serious

several appearances at the Brunswick Town Hall dances d .ring the
summer, and are
fall and last
well-known throughout this part
of the state.

below and Ernest Sylvester,

assistant chief of the Brunswick
department, was overcome by smoke, broke, out at the
Beta Theta Pi fraternity house at about 5.00 o'clock on Satfire

'47.

R

Thayer anProfessor A.
nounced that the contestants had
chosen the following selections for
their declamation: L. W. Cooper
Quartet
—"Over Jordan" by Ruth Sedgwick: Lewis Fickett, Jr.— "C. G.
Gives Three Concerts
the
Babbitt's Address
before
Booster's Club of Zenith" by SinAfter having received enthusi- clair Lewis; Clement Hiebert—
astic applause in Boston recently, "Principles of Americanism" by

urday evening.

ond

(OS VIEWS ON FIRE

—

fore Friday noon

An

will leave

side

and that they
sometime Sunday afternoon. Saturday afternoon a basketball game will be held between the
two top teams in the interfraternity league, which will be followed
by a general splash party in the
pool for the students and their

group presented three concerts in
Memorial Hall, the first two being
given. on Wednesday and Friday
evenings respectively and the last
performance on Sunday afternoon.
The programs included both old
Professor
and modern music.
Tillotson and Anton Torell, solo
guests. The recreation room in the bass with the Philadelphia SymMoulton Union, including the pool phony were the assisting artists.
The programs were as follows:
and* ping-pong tables, will be reserved for the undergraduates and
Program I
their guests throughout the week- Quartet in A major opus 33 no. 6
dance
evening
a
end On Saturday
Boccherini
will be held from 8 to 12 o'clock in
Allegro
the Moulton Union.
Andantino

of George J.
'45, President of Beta Theta Pi. as
to the cause of the fire which ran

—

evening,
(

Poe.

Speaking in groups of two, the
contestants will- speak « for approximately ten minutes each.
During the intermissions the newly formed Bowdoin String Trio
will play. In keeping with tradition, President Sills will preside.

THE BETA THETA
scene of the

fire last

PI FRAT KRN
NITY
Saturday af
ftfrnoon.

]

f

Girls Necessary Feature

a

Professor Quinby. faculty advisor of the Masque and Gown, informs us that he has already received a number of entries for the
forthcoming One-Act Play contest, and has been promised several more. The deadline for the
contest will be at midnight, November 29. Manuscripts should
be signed with a pen-name, and a
sealed envelope with the penname on the outside and the
writer's
own
name
enclosed
should accompany the^manuscript.

Tuesday. November

9,

Park

At Sunday

CHORAL SOCIETY WILL
PRESENT

—

however,

will

powers operating

—

One of the main features in this
year's musical program will be a
renuition of Handel's "Messiah" fcy

[

Society on December *20.
Judging irom the recent success
which this group experienced in
their concert on November 8, the
performance of this well-known
oratorio should prove to be a fine
one. Solo parts have not been assigned as yet. but it is expected
recognize that Lloyd Khight will be the bass

against

—

the

Wed.,

.

In spite of the

many

obstacles
gion and education. Those who presented by the war, the comhave faith recognize those last bined efforts of the
town
of
two as the powers which will win. Brunswick, Bowdoin College, and
They are the powers that arc in- Professor Tillotson have been able
Topic
terested in "prying individuals to produce a choral group. Every
out of the tribes" so that they Sunday night from 7 ,to 9 reThe first meeting, in the fall can act independently, on their hearsals are held in Memorial Hall
trimester of the Witan was held own initiative. Even out of the and are enthusiastically attended
in the Conference A Room of the charred ruins of cities is coming a by members, including a number
of students and Army men.
Moulton Union on Wednesday better civilization.
spoiler

of

civilized

living:

reli-

]

The

—Thanksgiving

A College holiday. The
classes will be held as
usual
8.00 p.m. Sargent Gymnasium.
Interfratemity Basketball. TD
Team

FrL, Nov.

j

24—Chapel,

Nov. 25

ASTP

vs.

Chase Speaks To Witan

On Shakespeare

Nov.

President.

Thrrs„
Day.

soloist.

this

Continued on Page 2

Coming Events

ident.

Their
Activities,
Place in Bowdoin." or the inevitable "Disadvantages of Some Hazing Procedures." No, we shall restrain ourselves, and instead, delve
into a field as yet unexplored by
the columnists and editorial writ-

era of the

ORIENT.
s

Dop,

let it

-

*

r

be known, arc an

Integral part of Bowdoin tradiHorn. What professor has not appreciated tfcrt r yelpa that kelp to

students at the time*
the tee potato of a particular lecture are being preaeat-

edf

What

a - r
are the limits of a dog's

As a test
fre edom at Bowdoin?
case let us submit the activities of
two canines last Thursday morning.

At

11.00

on that day. two dogs.

of then undetermined sex. strolled
into Bannister Hall to hear Professor Stanley Barney Smith lecture on Epicurus and Lucretius.
Professor Smith, though admitted-

MM

1943.

R

.

HMMMMMMMI

hours

Meanwhile Town Clerk John W.

later.

who

on
McKeen
'Tarmer" saitTtnat if the Betas
pouring
had. extracted, a toll from each of Street, noticed smoke
the people who went through the from the windows of the Beta
house Sunday as sightseers they house and sent in a box alarm
whistle "and
would hav'e nearly enough to p*y which set off the
brought the police and members
for the damage!
of the Shore Patrol to the scentBecause of the extent of the where they
worked to check thi
damage, Kern added, the house large crowd
which had begun to
unfortunately will not be in congather around the house.
dition for the
coming
Senior
Riley,

;

lives

'

Harold Liftshitz

Weekend.

STEPANIAN '41
MARRIES NOV.

'45

and Dick

.Norton '46 were the first of the
students rooming at the house to
see the fire which had broken out
at their house. Ontheir
way

home

after finishing supper early,
they heard the fire alarm
and
found the fire engine drawn up
before the building from which
clouds of smoke issued. They immediately rushed back
to
the
Theta Delta Chi house,
where
most of the Betas were still having supper, to inform the President of the house, George Kern
'45.
Everyone at once rushed to

13

Announcement has been made
in Richmond, Va., of the marriage
on .November 13 of
Miss
Jean
Beverry Wills, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Allan Linwood Wills of
Richmond to Lt. Charles Stepanian of the Army Air Force.
Mr. Stepanian was a Bowdoin
student in the class of 1911.

the scene of the blaze, where

He

'the

firemen had now put up a floodin under-graduatc
dramatic activities and a member light and dragged a second hose
This
was
building.
into the

was prominent

Kappa Sigma

fraternity.

[

Continued im Pane

J 1

will

The
President Park indicated" 1*4
was point further by telling e personal

for the Army units stationed at the college,

IMHM

i

ALICE GODFREY

ADDRESSES B.C.A.
Monday evening, November 15,
1943, the Bowdoin Christian Association had as guest speaker,
Miss Alice Godfrey, traveling secretary for the World Student Service Fund. Miss Godfrey explained the purpose and functions of
both the Fund and The World
Student Christian Federation.
The latter organization, she explained, is not actually an organization as such; but rather a unifying medium of all Christian young
people everywhere. She emphasized particularly that the task of
the WSCF is especially important
during the war when open com.

munication

many

is
so
restricted
in
of the occupied countries.

She said that the task of the

WSCF

that of rendering aid to
students in need: evacuees, refugees, and prisoners of war. Miss
Godfrey stressed the great importance of training these students now so that trained, capable, and resourceful leaders will
is

not be found wanting when peace
comes.
The BCA hopes to have several
most guest speakers during the
year, and it extends a sincere welcome to all the students of the
college to attend their meetings
on these occasions.

Professor Koelln Reviews "'And
Miles Around," Praises Acting

sew

I

10,

part of the meeting
ly a dog lover was determined to largely devoted to the election of experience. While in the west
J»e
speak to an all-human audience. officers for the ensuing trimester. had the occasion to
witness
a
The two dogs in point consisted of Robert
Bliss, who was secre- savage tornado.
It
destroyed
one rather large German Shepherd tary of the Witan last trimester, everything in its path, and as he
and a small mongrel dog, rumored was elected to fill the office of watched, it seized a tree with inby unkind wags to be the result of President, and William Smith visible hands, and twisted it from
an indiscretion of one of the canine Lamparter was elected to the po- its trunk, carrying it two fields
belles of Brunswick.
Reasoning sition of secretary of the organi- away. Obviously i.he trr«e woulo
that the latter was probably a fe- zation. Professor Robert P. T. die, for there seemed nothing hut
male, the Professor adroitly shoved Coffin was chosen faculty advisor. a bit of stump left. But from that
the smaller pooch out, and sure
Retiring-President
stump,
there
Donald N. hopeless looking
enough, the larger dog followed. Koughan introduced
Professor grew another tree as tall as the
After being subjected' to this slight Chase, who read a
paper
on first.
the canine procession lodged them- "Shakespeare in America." ProIn this war the majority
of
selves in the Chapel. One can only fessor Chase traced the growth in Americans
believed the,y were seeguess at the reaction of the mon- popularity of Shakespeare's plays ing
the end of the British Empire.
grel when Professor Smith, after in the Colonies, and in independent But out of that deplorable situawatching the successful completion America, from the 17th century, tion of defeat is coming the realiof his procedure, summed up his when the interest was slight, up zation of victory.
theory of operations by muttering through the 18th century when a
Another striking example comes
"Cherchez la femme" which means, familiarity with the Bard's works
from the Bible. Jesus was parthe
of course, "Let the buyer beware." was a necessary adjunct to
taking of his last supper. He was
with
literary
knowledge
of
anyone
s - r
sensible to the fact that he was tr
and
pretentions
to
learning,
Professor Daggett, entering
when be put to death the next day. This
the Chapel at neon, espied the through the last century
was the result of his life work,
through
Shakespeare
became,
police dog and rather brusquely
and to all outward appearances,
showed the dog the way oat. Let popular interpretation, the prop- he had failed. Even one of his
us not, at this time, compare the erty of the average man.
disciples was to betray him. He
Chase's
Following
Professor
system used by Professor Dagbroke bread and shared wine,
reading, a discussion on the modgett with that ased by Profess or
holding the first communion. This
Smith, as the female hound was ern study and interpretation of ceremony came to be the foremost
modern
Shakespeare's
their
plays,
hidden by two
sacrament of the church/ Again,
presentation, and! secondary school
the mongrel
out of apparent defeat came life
study, was held.
true mash
and success.
hope
W^tan
officers
of
the
The
silent while a nwartial trio perPresident Park felt that one
present various prominent oilformed. However, ht the easuwig to
should have faith when the going
wooding, the pooch beea—e of aa campus writers to speak before is tough, for the best will grow
organization
near
futhe
in
the
Inadvertent ptactag of a stuture, and even
greater student from the worst, if you will wait
dent's feet or Jiweaiii of a defor it
participation is anticipated
{ Continued en Page 3 ]
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We

Pres-

"47

Examinations for the ASTU.
7.30 p.m. Moulton Union. The
women of the faculty meet to

i

November

first

CHd Days, Where Are They?" "Ex-

Kem

of the

A.

26—Chapel, The

John Friedman

play a violoncello solo.
Sargent Gymnasium. General

1

evening,

tracurricular

j

I

1
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SUN RISES
The subject for this week's Suri
Rises, dear reader, is "Dogs." Admittedly, such a choice for a topic
shows how low some people will
stoop to fill a column. Before you
skip this feature for some of the
more intellectual ones of the paper, however, please remember
that this is one of the few columns
that is not devoted to "The Good

.

1943,

!

By Harry Lindemann

the window, which he succeeded
in doing
without injury.
Mr.
Philip Clough managed to escape
through the front door.
The first alarm, which had been
a still one. summoned a truck of
volunteer firemen to the scene.
Adam Walsh, football coach of
the college, was one of the first
to enter the smoke-filled building.

,

people,

scripts.

dance

This limited houseparty will be
one feature which the war can't
very well change that of spending a few idle minutes (or hours!)
Continued on Page

erty,

smoke became so dense that he
was unable to go down the stairs
and was forced to jump through

According to the "Head," two
of the boys said that they smelted
{something, but no notice was
The college bridge tournament,
taken of this.
This
happened
originally scheduled for Saturday,
about five o'clock Saturday, and
December 4, has been postponed
at five-thirty
himself went
jintil the week after
the Senior
were later told by Elliot
post-war collaboration. This was down in the cellar to check the
Week-end. The tournament, will
not an independent action, taken furnace. At this time the rub- Nickerson, the son of the fire
be heid in the Moulton Union on
by Bowdoin BCA alone. On the bish which, according
to
the chief, that "The smoke was so
Friday. December 10. All men incontrary it was part of a nation- ^Brunswick Fire Department was thick we could not sec a hand
in
participating must
terested
wide campaign carried on by af- the cause of the fire, was not out-stretched before our ryes, and
give their names to Mr. Donovan
filiate College Christian organiza- burning.
Later on. however, the had to locate the fire by sound."
D. Lancaster on or before Wedtions
throughout
the
United fire broke out white nearly all the The firemen finally succeeded in
nesday, December 8.
Betas were put to supper, and it dragging a hose down into the
States.
twenty-five cent deposit will
On each ballot two questions was not finally extinguished till basement, where the blaze had
be required of all participants. were asked the student. 1.
Would approximately two and a half apparently started.

Manuscripts may be slipped Examples were set forth to ilSo new what happens? Recently somebody got the brilliant idea through the mail slot in the door lustrate this "great basis of life."
Many individuals who are not
of having canned music by way of of the Masque and Gown office
the Simpson sound system. Maybe off the balcony of Memorial Hall. sure just what we are fighting
it's none of our business, but we They should be between ten and for, are inclined to think that the
think that for $2.20 at least a forty pages in length; if type- war has "spoiled civilization" or
harmonica and a guitar could be written, they should be in tripli- that we ate fighting a losing batProfessor Quinby states tle against those who would place
engaged. As if in answer to this cate.
that
the that he will be happy to look over us in certain tribes, governed by
thought, word comes
spring, at
idea of a- "vie" dance has just first drafts and give advice to a strict ruler, for that is the way
three hunabout been given up, and Philbin those intending to submit manu- the human race began. Other
their da'es

[

Lt.
Sigda
had
set about saving propbut after a few trips the

meanwhile

that it had started
because of defective wiring. This
theory corresponded to that of the
rest of the Beta's when it was
discussed by them Saturday evening. This idea
was later disproved by the State Arf-on squad
when it went over the building

Sunday.

On

the World Relatedness Committee
of The Bowdoin Christian Association conducted a student poll
in an attempt to ascertain sentiment on the campus in regard to

aW

3 ]

Barnet. Count Basic. Will Bradley, Tony Pastor, and many other
"name" bands used to give our
usually none - too - cosmopolitan
campus a night-club atmosphere
every now and then.

looking around for
band. Hooray!

was

;

Of College

is

j

"A Perfect Day" Cary J. Bond
"Give Thanks and Sing"
Harris
A
Mr. Knight will be accompanied
by John F. MacMorran, Jr., '46.
Men who enter the tournament as you be willing to instruct your
The program will be announced IrtearfrTnay ptdrthc h ow n -part* senator
representaWr ih
by Frank H. Gordon '46.
ners.
Washington to vote for a bill
Refreshments will be provided which would authorize the United
for by the staff of the Union. The States to join a world organizaPresident
Speaks prizes, which will probably be tion for the purpose of insuring a
taken care of by the deposit fees, just and durable peace and share
will be paid off in cartons of cig- in its expenses and all other reChapel
arettes.
sponsibilities involved?
2. Would
you be willing to continue for a
President John Edgar Park of
period after the war such warWheaton College spoke in Sunday
time regulations as the rationing
chapel, Novemoer 21.
of food, gasoline,
His talk
restriction
ot
emphasized religion's belief that
travel, etc., • it such were found
'MESSIAH'
"things will revive" even those
necessary to relieve distress, rein the most distressing condition.
store order, and help other na-

mothballs) of houseparties that
used to be. True, the weekend
won't be so exciting or spectacular, and the dance probably won't
last from ten to four, as has been
a
the case, but the tradition of
Christmas houseparty will be kept
alive, or at least reasonably so.

Four years ago last
the Ivy House Parties,
dred Bowdoin men and
went to various spots throughout
the state for picnics and enjoyed
Harry
dancing to the music of
James at the Ivy Ball, part of
the
which was broadcast over
Yankee Network.
the
And so it went also at

International Trend

For Friday, Dec. 10

4.

Doe End Of November

Wartime Weekend, Reporter Notes
Christmas houseparties — Charlie
By Paul W. Moran
The Senior Weekend dance to be
held on December 4, together with
the faint semblance of a houseparty that week-end, brings back
nostalgic reminiscences (now you
can put that dictionary back in

Student Poll Reveals
I

3.

One-Act Manuscripts
Dvorak

Continued on Page

which was the

I

—

"Dumka".

HOUSE

Set Bridge Tournament

KNIGHT WILL SING
OVER WGAN TONIGHT

First prize of the contest is
This evening, the Bowdoin-ontwenty-five dollars, and second
prize is fifteen dollars. Last year the-Air program will feature barifirst place honors were carried off tone Lloyd Knight '45, who will
by Balfour Golden for his rendi- sing a few selections. As usual
tion of "The Congo" by Vachel the program will be heard at 7.45
Lindsay. Second place went to p.m. over station WGAN.
opus 59 no. 3
His program will be as follows:
Beethoven Stanley Cressey.
1.
"Absent"
John, Metcalf
moto—Allegro
2.
"The Old Road" John P. Scott

Menuetto
The entertainment on Friday
Presto
evening will be arranged by the
committees
from the various Quartet in C major
houses, and as far as is known all
Andante con
the committees are planning house
vivace
dances. From what has been turnAndante con moto
ed in to the Senior Committee apMenuetto
proximately seventy guests are exFugue Allegro molto
pected for the week end. The members of the Senior Committee are: Piano Quintet in A major

that there seemed to be a fire in

through the Beta House Saturday the basement

Himself by Robert Benchley; and
Wehren "The
F.
Telltale Heart" by Edgar Allan

•

Mr. Philip Clough '43. instructor
at the college, the only other occupant of the building at the
time, telephoned the fire station

Kem

The theory

excerpt from "Benchley Be-

A

Awakened by clouds of smoke
rolling into his room on the secfloor of the house, Lt. Sigda
was the first to discover the blaze.

'FARMER' EXPRESSES

The committee for the Senior the internationally famous Curtis Pelham St. George Bissell; Frank
Weekend has announced that the String Quartet was Bowdoin's Gordon "The Slaver" by Stephen
girls ate expected to arrive not be- guest of honor last week.
The Vincent Benet; Phillip Hoffman

t Conrotued tn Page j

USN,

Sigda,

between $10,000 and

at

during the course of which Lt. (jg)
jumped from a second story window to a porch
fire,

come
made Curtis String

bend
and have

Lizotte and

Floors, $10,0 00 Loss

By Bernard E. Gorton
Causing damage estimated

Griffin

First

Nov. 27—Chapel,
The
Dean.
Sargent Gymnasium. General
Examinations for the ASTU.
Sun n Nov. 28—4.30 p.m. Chapel,
President Clifton Daggett Gray
of Bates College.
The choir
Sat.,

will sing

"Ye Watchers and Ye

Holy Ones."
Memorial
Brunswick
Choral

Hall. The
Society.
First rehearsal for "The Messiah" which will be presented
in December.
All interested
persons,
whether previously
members or not, are cordially
invited to take part.

7.00 p.m.

Mon.,

Nov.

29—Chapel,

The

President.
8.00 a.m. Resumption of academic classes of the

AAFTTD

By

Fritz Koelln

yie acting. That Mrs. Daggett is
to be ranked as a professional artthe audience had known foV a
Bowdoin playwrights by staging long time, but the fact that Mr.
promising works of Bowdoin stu- Tillotson proved to be able to exdents This policy is now taking tend his standing as an artist into
a still more pronounced turn toward a helpful cooperation between the different factions of
the Bowdoin family when it includes a play by a Bowdoin alumnus. Such an enterprise contributes to the mucn-needed process
of bringing gradually to life the
latent possibility of the American college to develop more and
more into a cultural community
with its membership spread all
over the map and its natural center on the home campus.

Mr. Quinby is to be congratulated on his policy of supporting

ist

.

:

*

As soon as one considers an individual enterprise in the light of

Professor Koelln
such hopes, the question of the
12.00
noon.
Massachusetts
failure or success becomes a mucli
as a very
Hall. Grades for the Mid-Semore vital matter than it would be the field of acting came
surprise
to most. The expleasant
mester Review are due. The
if it were merely taken as an evecellent performance of Mr. Ciutreview will include warnings
ning's entertainment.
tim was commented on in spite of
for all classes and grades for
In the case of the performance the fact that the audience obthe freshmen entering in Octoof Jack Kinnard's
"And Milesi viously did not understand his
ber.
Around," this question of failurs*
8.00
p.m. Sargent
Gymnas- or success seems to be definitely part. Nor did the audience apparently understand the theme of
ium Interfratemity Basket- decided
if one just listens to the
ball. Team A vs. Team B.
be sure, there are
judgment of most people.
The the play. To
9.00
p.m. Sargent Gymnascondemnation of the play was some lines that had better be cut
ium.
Interfratemity Basketfairly general; it appeared main- because they throw the listener
ball. Thorndike vs. Team C.
The deadline for submitting ly in three shades of severity, and even the cast off the track.
scripts for the one-act pjay con- varying mostly directly as the de- For instance,
Jim should not
test of the Masque and Gown is gree of charity that one could in
pajamas after
general expect from the judge, shout for his clean
midnight Monday, November 29.
The Choral Society will present Just as general as the condem- Jane has left him. It is very hard
the "Messiah" on December 20.
nation of the play was praise for
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
68.
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believe* Play Review

what you

tight for

[

observed that going to the

It is often

BfWMWtpk. Maine

little

value. Every once in a

while, however,

you bump into a picture

flick is

Mil'

like

Hoffman

Philip H.

Edlior-to-Chk4
Managing Editor*

Dana A.

Little '46

was
would

qilwn

Boston College squad looked

his

pretty small

and pretty

light

compared

annaugh, the underdogs came out ahead.

were reminded of last year's state
champion Polar Bears and how light
they looked compared to Maine. Again

aevCarleHsc or

was a

it

who was

great coach

largely

National Advertiiing Service, Inc.

responsible for victory.
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Dana

far this Issue

Wednesday. Nov.

interested us especially about

Cavannaugh was his all-out devotion to
his job and the similar devotion he demanded from his players. He believed
that if a man was not prepared to make
every sacrifice to win the game, he was

A. little

No. 14

l»tt

24,

What

.

not only breaking a trust With the stu-

THE BETA FIRE

it needs a catalyst. She has
her life put up with a marriage in which the hopes and wishes
of her youth were lost out of
sight. When Peter walks into her
home, she is just about ready to
detach herself from the part she
baa been playing Peter 'is like an
answer to the question that has
been struggling to the surface in
her. And the answer is: you see,
you could be like that Just stop
out of your shoes and become an
onlooker of life! Jim needs a
severe shock to snap out of the
obsession that has had him ever
since he came back from France.
His fishing is nothing but an inmelancholy,
the
dulgence to
broody mood into which he lapses
under the influence of the horrible
experiences of the war. The shock

Jane

dent body, alumni and public, but he

sympathy to
The Orient
the members of the Beta Theta Pi Fraternity for the severe damage their chapextends

was making a mockery of

its

We

suspect that a similar zeal for

one's job, whatever

it

may be,

a prere-

is

house incurred in Saturday night's
very regrettable lire. Many have taken

quisite for success generally. Leaders in

the opportunity to express their eager-

indolent,

ness to be of help, and the occupants
should realize that everyone stands will-

more

ing to be of service.

who go about it with determination,
and who are willing to fight for what

A

dramatic incident such as this

always provokes

public

their fields are not the half-hearted, the

and

the. nonchalant.

be those

likely to

They

are

who are convinc-

f

—

ed of the value of what they are doing,

fire

they believe.

a!nd

interest

all

sport.

ter

arouses demands for measures to prevent

CURTIS STRIHC QUARTET

no exception.

recurrences. This will be

that comes to him when his wife
leaves him is the first and severe
treatment. The final point when

Would
spect

all

it not be worthwhile to inour houses for possible fire hazlittle time spent in checking

Bowdoin was

A

zards?

Papers and rubbish have a tendency to
r

an excessive degree. Let*s elim-

;

Rendered fire-conscious
help

couldn't

this

dience not Only hailed them for their

high musicianship, but also for extra-

and

local theaters

ordinary power of expression and inter-

one's chances of survival therein in case

of

pretation."

(Overcrowded as they are

fire.

it is

Professor Tillotson deserves the credit

very difficult to leave, these buildings

for attracting suck outstanding artists

under normal conditions without getting
pretty thoroughly shaken

it

up

to Bowdoin's campus.

in the pro-

once the cry of "Fire!" had been

only frequent but of a very high quality.

rais-

As on

ed.

Installing a

exits

and the

work of public

forbidding of standees, in lieu of building

I said before, I

audience.

On

the other hand,

it

was quite clear to me what the
author was doing by merely fol-

is

—

performance and
the
knowing of a similar treatment in
the field of the modern novel, that

further evidence of his assiduous devo-

lowing

tion to Bowdoin's musical standing.

few casualties if a fire should ever

of Claude Houghton.

RECORD COLLECTIOH

start.

am

not sure
that the stage is the place for a
theme like this. The audience did
not catch on, and it is certainly
one of the demands we have on a
[playwright that he convinces his

As

lectures

explaining the music being presented

another theater or two, might prevent
quite a

Ti Hot-

this occasion, Professor

son's follow-up

few more

Through his con-

stant endeavors, musical events are not

We hate to think of trying to make

cess.

everything clicks is reached when
he. can snap out of his former
Usual defense action of brooding
oyer a fish pond the moment he
if
he
needs it most. It is as
caught a glimpse of himself in a
mirror when the meaning of the
action
spite
of Ralph's
little
With
flashes through his mind
the littleness of Ralph's act he also sees the littleness in himself
that was also necessary to give
the dreadful nightmares of the
past their hold over his life. You
get the meaning if you contemplate the following aphorism of a
modern philosopher: "an habitual
pessimist is a person who is on too
intimate terms with himself."

As one observer commented, "The au-

weekend,

speculating .rather

gloomily about our

to

justly-

the musical year here.

inate this hazard, too.

we

week

by the

famous Curtis String Quartet. The
Quartet has made annual appearances
here for some time now, and their coming has become one of the high spots of

such things as wiring and heating systems might well avoid serious damage.
collect to

privileged last

listen to three concerts

—just about

You may call the technique oi.e
of the psychological experimentation. The action goes on entirely
in the plane of awareness.
The
happenings themselves are morevor
less used as shock treatments to
cause people to wake up. Sometimes it does not take any outer
event to cause the person to w*ake
Up—as in the case of Mary Elliot.
She leaves off in the middle of a
dance and looks out of an entirely
new pair of eyes into the work?.
People see immediately that she
has changed, and the first suspicion is that she has been disillusioned in a love experience. But
that is not the case. Her sleep
wore thin and was cast off. For

We

are held by the Studawtn of

.

saw what he meant

I

at the spot when people said Ihe
play went to pieces.

to Yale's aggregation. Inspired by Cav-

Addrrss now* communication* to the Editor
and sebst riot ton com mmniea Uon » to the Business Manager of the
Bowdoin Publishing; Company at the Orient Office la t*e atoulUnion. Bowdoin Ccibirr. Brunswick. Maine. Entered a*
toti
second rtaa* matter at the poet office at Bnuiew iek, Mflne.

knew from

the beginning that
Jack Kinnard wanted me to write
him my opinion of the play, and I
was curious why he wanted it.
While I watched (he performance
I

In one of his games in the early twenties

}

skillfully treated.

be hard to find a better one.

Aaseciate Protector Attorn P. Daggett
AMlittant Profeaaor Philip M. Brown
Philip H.
Judaan B. Merrill '46
Advertising Manager
William T. Gill '47
Circulation Manager

wtnMAL

soldier

It

Mustard and

matic line of the action vtslhlc
Without being distracted
into
emotional misinterpretations.
I
•m not yet convinced that the
theme lends itself to a treatment
•a a play. But I do not doubt that
there Is a theme in the play; nor
do I admit that it has not been

which human charac-

"Fight for what you beHeve."

BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY

aaeeteewrco ret

and

i

throw off the suspicion of
melodrama after this line. It is
hard enough to to make the dra-

Frank Cavarr-

as football coach

P<njf

to

ter can reach. His guiding motto

Director*:

rlwMs

life

reveals the heights

MHMMm:

Published bi-weekly when

The Iron Major.

naugh's

'45

Barry t tnirmaati 'U
John H. Farretl '46
OsaWtaa W. Cvrtia *47, Bay F. UWWhaJe •«, Paul W. Moran '47. Wolfgang H. Rosenberg '47, Fre«J W. Spaulding '47, George H. Griffin
•47, Barnard E. Gorton '47.
________

Bow Hotn C6lU~m

of

Continued from
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DECEMBER

3rd

AND 4th

Nowadays when such a large per cent

STATEMENT

the

Senior

Weekend

the

represents

satisfaction of a popular

newcomers

often appropriate to em-

it is

phasize certain things which are ordinar-

clamor for a

allowed to come to the attention of

ily

band rather than canned music. For this
accomplishment hedged about with so

the student in his long and leisurely stay

many difficulties Phil Philbin as chairman of the Music Committee deserves

Record Collection kept

here.

alias the

thanks.

News

It would be nice to see everybody get
on this party, "The more the merrier"
and besides it will help the financial situation no end if a really large group gets
out on the dance floor.

Don't forget to
a bathing

tell

suit, since

Swimming Pool

will

lot of

that

you have only

you

frown on editorialnews stories. The reporter who
covered the Record Set addition story
seemed so

we

irrepressively enthusiastic that

thought

it

only

fair to transfer

some

of his blue penciled thoughts to the ap.

propriate place in the

Orient.

Tom

Hall and Frank Alger remain of those

who were in college when Lifts cameramen came around at Christmas Houseparty time in 1939 to cover an event

which had become an instituttn. Fewer
still were the prophets then who could
have foretold that the European conflict
begun three months before would eventually bring that venerable and jolly custom of Christmas Houseparties to the
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Student Poll

Church In Germany

Cress

Ernst

Professor

spoke on

By

Borate Gorton aad the fjuy
la the Other OelL
The most exciting event on
campus tor quite some time was
the rtre at the Beta house Saturday night. Contrary to all* news*
paper tradition,
we did not
"scoop" it; as a matter of fact,
we only learned of the fire inch*
rectly through the
tact
that
everyone at the T. D. House hud
left their supper to see it. All this
on top of the fact that we passed
in front of the Beta house, just
after the blaze had started, on
our way home from a shopping
expedition downtown.
Seeing a
large number of cars drawn up in
the street, we wondered whether
there was a funeral taking place
in the vicinity, or if perhaps the
High School was
presenting
a
play. In other words, we couldn't
see the forest for the trees.

Helmreich'
School
and

C.

"Joint

Church Positrons

Germany

in

—

in

'

chapel, Saturday.

In the Middle Ages education
was generally dominated by the
regular

clergy

church.

the

of

Along with many other

duties,

the educational responsibility of
the parish fell into the hands of
the sexton.
These sextons, or
sacristans, had regulations whicn,
in 1531. stated that they "should
at times, especially in winter, al90,
teach in loyal and regular
manner the other people Christian hymns and help them sing
at services before and aiter sermons. He should also help teach
the young people the catechism
according to the command of -the
pastor. He should set the clock,
lock and unlock the church door,
sing in the choir."
,

poll.

When the importance of reading
realized the logical one to
teach it was the sexton. At this
But all in all, it was a hell of a time the sacristan was practicing
good fire. It far surpassed the various other trades on the side.
ffre last spring at the Deke house, He was often tailor, cabinetmaalthough this may be considered ker, shoemaker,
church
and
to be a somewhat dubious distinc- schoolmaster, all in one. The sextion. We were rather sorry that ton of the church was an accomthere wasn't more flames to be plished person, but he was grossseen,
but amazing billows of ly underpaid. He would take on
smoke made up for the lack of new services if he could, but only
color. The most colorful comment got a few more pennies a day.
of the holocaust was made by an
This illustrates how early eduunidentified citizen who said, "Oy cation was carried on mostly unJese' Crifi', she wan dam' fine der the authority of the church
fire!" And it was.
of the town. As time has gone oy
m-c
the German government has enBut the catastrophe did have deavored more and more to disits amusing side.
We noted a solve the connection between
couple of T. D.'a trying to make church and school. It has tried
time with the local belles by up to the present day. Now this
stoutly
maintaining that they union, so beneficial in the past has
were Betas.
hardhearted been dissolved.
The
became

—

—

—

1

wenches took no

pity

on

the

however, and the last

lotharios,

we saw

(the dears, We
mean.) they were staring soulfully
at the very efficient lads of the
Shore Patrol who were on traffic
duty. Maybe the boys would have
made out better had they attempted to establish themselves
as Shore Patrolman in plain-

— m-c —

of them

clothes.

— m-c —

account which appeared in Sunday's Portland -Telegram.- The
story made
the
front
page,
though it was doubtful that any
but bystanders who had actually
seen the blaze, and few of these,
could have described any similarity between events as they actually occurred and the newspaper account. In the first place,
the Betas were not even allowed
the distinction of having the lire
reported as being in their own
house, for the 'Telegram" misnamed the joint the "Alpha Deita
Pi" house. No doubt this caused
no end of concern to loyal A.D.
alumni who saw the account on
Sunday morning. We cite as an
instance of the manner in which
the military have taken over ti«e
College, the headline, which implied that the greatest event by
far was the spectacular escape of
Lt. Joe Sigda, who jumped out of
a second-story window. Now had
the "Telegram" been on the ball,
they would have
known
that
numerous enthusiastic Betas have
jumped out THIRD story windows
whan incited by dosing with
medicinal spirits. And then the
'Telegram" missed the great
tragedy of the ea:ire situation
namely, the total destruction of
the Lounge Moderne in the basement of the Beta House. And
careful observers of the affair assert that there were screams of
agony from alcoholic ghosts left
over from the last Ivy House-

—

in connection with

coming

this

event, need ,we mention that all

the

Not the least humorous touch of
the whole affair was lent by the

party.

Although the Beta fire has temporarily stolen the show, the coming houseparties are still, we believe, the star event.
Much letter-writing has recently been done

were

envelopes

addressed
"Miss X"? The standard answer
to the query "Yahavinadearupforthastink?" is still "HathahelldoIknow?" And then there was the
very unwise gent who simultaneously sent out two invites and got
back two simultaneous acceptaances.

Him we

but worried.

left at

Signal Corps lineman and" hi« comrades are

building ami keeping open the telephone lines

— m-c —

and defence in every
Not only on land, but abo at sea and in
telephone and radio rrruipment mai'e by

that help to coordinate attack

But about that fire. After
per at the T.D. house there
the damndest crap-game you
did see on that million-buck

sup-

battle zone.

was

the

ever
car-

There was one Beta who waw
having the hottest roll of the tripet.

mester,

THIS

the Hole,

air.

Western Eleetrie

r

This

who

i«

helping to bring \ ictory closer.

Company— fox 61

years the manufacturer for

the Bell Telephone System

refused to leave the
end of the rolL. even
though he was informed of the
blaze down the street. It took a
little time, but he won. G. Kern
(the Head) wanted us to put him
in this calumn, and this is as
good a place as any to put rvm in,
even though we haven't the vaguest idea as to what in hell this
little plug has to do with the
preceding anecdote, or anything
else for that matter. OK, Head?
That's all we wanted to know.
Votes!
floor until the

—

is

today a vast arsenal of

military cnnununicatioris equipment. College gradu-

ates— men and women (pf
ing to ppeed this

vital

varied training— are help-

*vW production.

Buy War Bond* regularly—from

note

till

Victory!

Western Electric
IN

N

PEACt.-SCliRCC Of SUPPLY FOR THE SELL SYSTEM.
WAR ... ARSENAL Of COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT.

—

m-c
But the Betas really missed the
boat.

We

have estimated that the

House could have been papered
and festooned with brand-new
Scottissue paid for by potential admission fees exacted from the vast
throng of morbid curiosity-seekers
were
of the cold, grey dawn.
looking around the House ourself, and we were amazed at the
crowd. One guy came up to us
and asked when the next bus for

We

Bowdoinham left. When we told
him that this was not the Maine
Central Station, he just stared at
us. But the next guy was really
the pay-off; he was looking for
the bathroom.

names and aodxeeaea of stockholders owning or holding one per cent or more of
total amount of stock. If not owned by a
<
cor por ation, the names and addresses of
the individual o wner s must be given. If
owned by a firm, company, or other unincorporated concern, its name and address,
an well as these of each individual member,
mast be given.)
The students of Bowdoin College.
In these days of rationing, it is
Brunswick. Maine
mort- reassuring to learn that the .fam». That the knows bu n dli s hier s ,
gagati, and other security holders owning or ous Bass Ski Boot is still availholding 1 per cent or more of total amount
or ether seeuriUes able. The G. H. Bass Co., whose
of bonds, meetgaaws
are: (If there are none, so state.)
ski boots are an integral part of
their well-known line of out-door
4. that the two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owner*, stockhold- footwear, is mainly run by Bowers, an* security holders, if any, contain
whose
not ealy the list of the stockholders and se- doin men. Streeter Bass,
curity ho lder s as they appear upon the uncle and father are in charge of
books of the company but also, in ease*
where the stockholder er security holder ap- the company, Is an instructor in
pears upon the books of the company as German here at Bowdoin.
trustee or ft any ether fiduciary relation,

BASS SHOES ARE

STILL AVAILABLE

BOWDOIN GLASSWARE
SOLD BY THE ALUMNI OFFICE
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE ALUMNI FUND
These

glasses

a Bowdoin

make a

Home and

Bowdoin man or
seal stands

Hand Blown Tumblers

fine addition to

a

WITH BOWDOIN SlAL
Black and White

fine gift for a

for his bride.

out clearly and

u

in

The

guaran-

QuanUty

teed to be permanent.
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$3.65 do*.

ia

cc.

$3.35 dez.
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ing out of fraternity houses carrying

verge of extinction.

if

Journalistic rules

mov-

one shoulder.

yourself to blame

izing in

the same and fellows will again be

a couple of oldtimers like

a wide

to broaden your Culture.

a

Androscoggin Bridge since that January
1940 issue of Life, but the spirit's still

Only

is

don't take advantage of this opportunity

water has flowed under the

their clothes over

an addition amounting to

variety of music at your fingertips, so

"Splash Party" aspect to the weekend.

A

Chapel.

look over the selection. Here

Cyrus

lend

in Bannister Hall

50 dollars has recently been made to the
prompts us to say that it is
well worth your while to drop in and

her to bring along

the use of the

case in point is the Carnegie

collection

in

Curtis

A

OP THE

«Al»AUakU;NT.

of the student body are comparative

Signing Lennie Lizotte to play for

Student Director of the Poll,
Frederick W* Spaulding '47, when
interviewed /xmcerning the poll,
[ Continued from Page t ]
expressed great pleasure at the
said
he hoped it
results, and
tions to recover from their war would serve as a stimulus of seridamages?.
ous thought orr the part of the
Results here in Bowdoin were student body in regard to post
as follows: 1st question 102 Yes, war problems. W. S. Lamparter
19 No; 2nd questk>n—80 Ye*, 41 '47 assisted Mr, Spaulding in conNo. It will be interesting to note ducting the poll- Lewis Fickett
how this Bowdoin vote corre- '47, Clement Hiebert '47, Kenrick
sponds with
national
resuts, Baker '45 spoke briefly at the
which we hope to have in the very
eating houses on behalf of the
near future.

Helmreich Speaks On

HOW ABOUT IT?
t

Occasionally

violent

student

reac-

tions to certain things that appear in the

Orient

indicate that undergraduates
Have decided ideas at least on what they

don't

want

in the paper.
other day it was suggested that
a column devoted to news ofthe several
doo't like to
houses be inaugurated.
rush into these things now, so we
thought we would hereby put out a
on the subject.
reefer

The

We

In cooperation with the "America Keep Fit" program, the G. H.
Bass Company is continuing to
make many of its well-known
These Bass
style of ski boots.
books of tho company at trustees, bote Ski Boots retain their high standstock and seeurithat in a capacity other
than that of a bona fide- owner and this ards of workmanship. Total proafnant ha* no reason to behove that any duction is of course held down by
other person, association, or corporation
ha* any latercet direct or ladtrect la tho the manufacture of their "Cold
said stock, bonds, orriher terurttiec than Climate Boots" for the Army And
a* so stated by him.
.
the general scarcity of leather. IT
ATHWtN P. DAGGETT.
was any criterion,
last winter
these "Cold Climate Boots" may
be much n e stle d at Bowdoin in the
name

the

whom

of the person or corporation for
such trustee Is acting, la grren ; also

that the said two paragraphs contain statement* embracing affiant' s full knowledge
and belief a* to the eireumstanees aad cond a>
which
eUtloaa ui
carity ho lde rs who do not appear upon she
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VARIETY
By Roy

F. Llttlenale. Jr.

—

.

Evidently a couple of the firemen at the Beta house

MEET PLANNED WITH
MIT SWIMMING TEAM

THE BOWDOIN STUDENT BOPY OF TODAY

fire

Coach Bob Miller of Ihe swim-

wouldturn out to be a long one, because they ming team has made definite
swimming
sent off a boy to get them each ten cents worth of tobacco. And plans for as full a
schedule as possible. The team at
now one fellow who was trappwj, in the building knows what the moment consists of more than
thought that

it

happens to people

who

a dozen swimmers who have been
working out daily since ihe middle
of October.

sleep through supper.

— —

A meet with MIT in Boston on
January 15 is the only o:»e.so far

— —

scheduled.
However
tentative meetings have been arranged with Boston University,
Harvard and Bates,' and the contests will bring together several
old team mates. The high point
of the schedule will be the New
England Intercollegiate meet in
March for which no plans have
been made as yet.
The squad is painfully lacking

v
didn't last very long. All this nameActing in the Maaque and Gown calling of the enemy seems rather
week required more than chudish, anyway. "Sticks and
ability it aho required a strong stones
may break my bones, etc."
stomach. Despite their appetizing
V
smell the pancakes left a lot to be
In Washington, the traffic cops
desired.
are spending their time chasing the
V
new streamlined trolleys (like the
Quite a few have commented on ones they use In Boston occasionthe way Mr*. Daggett carried the ally). One of them was clocked gokettle of hot water from the stove ing nearly fifty miles per hour the
to the smk in the play. Whether it other day. It's hard on the passenplay kut

— —

waa held the wrong way or

definitely

not, gers, too, when the ear*has to stop
in experienced men;
George J.
suddenly.
Kern '45, being the only carryV
V
over from last year's team. Coach
The record that was supposed to
When so much dirt sticks to each Miller hopes that since Bowdoin
sound like an automobile arriving passenger as he gets off a Boston
will be in varsity' swimming comsounded more like an accident. It and Maine train, it's surprising
petition this year,
the student
was a good thing it was tuned low. that the coaches aren't clean for
body will whole-heartedly support
Perhaps sharpening the needle the next bunch of passengers. But
the team. Many more swimmers
would have helped
no, there's just as much dirt, as are needed on the squad, and it is

the kettle did contain hot water.

— —

— —

—V—

^

ever the next time.

hoped that as many students as
V
possible wiM take the opportunity.
going to have air-raids
in Brunswick while there is a concert going on in Mem Hall, they
Non-Fraternity
ought to have the bells and
whistles tuned so that the concert
Pace
Basketball League
will be able to continue uninterrupted Perhaps it was only poetic
justice to have the noise occur durThere are six teams in the ining music by Shostakovich.
terfratemity basketball tourna-

— —

There's no point to it, but it
might be interesting sometime to

If they're

figure out the amount of work
in putting up and taking
down the sets for the plays, u
would amount to considerable.

done

Teams

—V—

Let's hope -the College has been
able to talk turkey to someone, because it will seem like an ordinary
day without a gobbler.

—V—

—V—

Inasmuch as this column is aupto the campaign posed to be "Variety," there will
that was started to "beat Hitler be no further mention of the dimby calling him his real name, out here.
Shlckelgruber ? It's just as well it

What happened

;

"

[

Continued from Page

around

six

was

brought

finally

under

control at 6.45 p.m., exactly an
hour after discovery, but the anxi-

ous occupants still had to wait
for about h.ilf an hour for the
smoke to clear before they could
re-enter the building.

The building did not suffer as
much structural damage as had
been feared, but damage to walls,
floors, and furniture was nevertheless serio|us. The origin of the
fire had been in the basement,
and from there it had spread up
two interior supporting walls as
high as the second floor. Thus the
chief damage was to the living
room and the dining room on the
lire floor, and to the two rooms in
the center of the second floor occupied by Harold Lifshitz '45,
Shepard

.

Lifshitz

Leonard

'47,

Brass '46, Lt. Joseph Sigda and
Ensign Howard Bollanger, USNR.
Personal propertv damage was
mostly caused by smoke, which
stained everything /with which it
came in contact/ A number of
books were ruined by water, and
there are a
number of large
holes in the walls of the second
floor due to fire and efforts of the
firemen to get at the blaze. All
the furniture on the first floor be-

The

Bowdoin
Front

ready coming in. The successful
candidates have been ordered to
report to Portland on (November
2$th for their interview and physi-

The

C—
B—
C—
B—

Bowdoin

like yelp.

men who

are accepted for the program will
prooably be called into active
duty in one of the Navy's assigned colleges at the beginning
of the next term
starting
March. Those not falling within
the quota at this time (will be held
on an inactive status until the following term in July.

m

B

M

A—

Thorn

THE PICTURE OF THE GENERAL STUDENT BODY
taken

on the terrace of the Walker Art

this fall

which was

Building.

Team A

-

a- r
T.D. - team
Team C - B
be said here, that we defi- T.D. - Team A
Teams C - B
nitely oppose the presence of dogs
Week of November 29
in Chapel. It la our further belief
T.D. - Thorn
Teams B - A
that dogs should be kept in their
Thorn - Team C
place. Be gentle with them, we say,
Week of December 6
be kind, but we reiterate, remem- T.D.
Team C Thorn - Team B
ber that they are subservient beTeams A - C
ing in our class-conscious and raceWeek of December IS
conscious society. I do not believe T.D. - Team B
Thorn - Team A
that the time for the letdown of
the barriers between the human
animals and the canine animals Senior
has arrived. If you, dear reader,
[ Continued from Page * I
have a desire to conceal a dog in
your chapel seat, our advice td you
Is: su press it. That the dog is our
George Kern '45, Refreshments
sincere friend we still will certainly
Clifford Bourgeois '46, Chapernot deny. We must remember, ons.
however, that dogs breed quicker
Fred Gregory '45, Francis H.
than we do, and may in time out- Grant '45, and Bill Harvey '46,
number us on the campus. It is also Room and Board.
to be doubted that the Bowdoin vaPhil Philbin '45, Dance.
riety of pooch has a very sincere
Tom Huleatt '45, Publicity.
kjve for religion. After all the funAlthough no definite action has
damental question in the admittance of dogs to many activities is been taken so far, it will probably
"Do they pay tuition," The answer, be arranged for the girls to stay at
Lodge, the T. D
in the majority of cases, must be the Chi Psi
House, the A.D. House and at the
in the negative.
Kappa Sig House.
Don Lancaster has announced
came wet, and the basement was
filled with about
six Inches of several requirements which he
water. The rest of the house suf- wishes the student body to cooperfered no damage. The value of ate in. These are:
the damage has been estimated (1) Turn in your name not later
between $10,000 and $15,000 by
than Tuesday, November 30th,
the
contractors.
to some member of the Senior
Earlier
estimates of the insurance company
Committee assigned to room
placed the figure
at
and board if you plan to have
between
$5,000 and $10,000.
a date for the week-end.
The Beta Theta Pi alumni came (2) All people not attending a
up on Sunday, November 21 to
party in a House are to have
view the damage. It was decided
Saturday noon and evening
that the Betas should continue
meals (Dec. 4) in the Moulton
living in the house.
Union noon meal at 1.00 p.m.
Pour slept
in the building on the night of
and evening meal at 6.30 p.m.
the blaze, and the
rest
moved (3), There can be no provision for
hack Sunday night. The Are in
room and board for any people
the furnace has been kept going,
attending a party excepting
and water was restored by Sunundergraduates, their escorts
day night. Emergency lighting
and chaperons.
had been rigged up, but the
(4) Meal and Room Prices:
house will not be completely reFriday night through Sunday
stored before Christmas,
many
breakfast—$4.00
materials, especially those needed
Saturday night through Sunto repair
Let

1

Continued from Page
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Polka
Piano Quartet

Shostakovlch-Jaffe
in

Program

non tanto

"Dumka" Andante con molo
Scherzo

Bach-Jaffe

Quartet

G

in

D

minor for
in
violin alone)

(from Pertita,

Furiant

(

Program

III

Chaconnc

Finale

Quartet

II

major opus 77

in

C

major opus 49
Shostakovich

no. 1

Haydn Quintet
Gershwin- Jaffee
Hopak
Moussorgsky-Jafle
Piece en forme de Habanera
Prelude

rfo.

2

,

in A minor opus 114
"The Trout"
Schubert

(for violin, viola,

violoncello,

bass and pianoforte)

i

A HINT
.

Neceswry

Male

engineering,
training for
languages, pieforeign service,
personnel quaint ed
and
medical work,

isputr*

14* Maine Street

Tel. 679

does the cook-

ing best

BrunswickHardwareCo.

v

Schenectady

— the

universal

high-sign

Cokeys Coca Cola
It's

COMPANY BY
Coca-Cola Bottling Plants, Inc.

natural for popular

name*

to acquire friendly ahbreviaItions. TKat'* why you hear
'
Coca-Cola calfcJ "Cole".
I

JAR VIS
112

Maine Street

Is

MIKE'S PLACE

Always Top Quality

HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEER

Chops

Steaks

Nov. 24-25

Wed.-Thurs.

Everybody Happv

Fancy Groceries

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

with

Ted Lewis

-

Nan Wynn

also

Brunswick

T0NDREAU BROS.

Short Subjects

i

Phone 328-M for delivery

Brunswick

Maine Street

Mateo Street
Nor. 26-27

Fri.-Sat.

Maine

Brunswick

Guadalcanal Diarv
.

.

.

NOW OPEN

with

...

Preston Foster

-

Lloyd Nolan

atao

STUART PRINT SHOP
Alvin Settle, Proprietor

,

j

Yes, We're Interested In

Complete Printing Service
Town
L. C.

Tel. 89-

ALL Your

7!

Cartoon

FIRST NATIONAL

HANK

Nov 28-29

Sun.-Mon.

HERRIE'S

True To Life

W

Brunswick
SMITH TYPEWRITER- FOR SALE
Bldg.

Paramount News

PRINTING

With
- Franehot Tone

of Brunswick,

Mary Martin

Sport Reel

Maine

Capital, $173,000

atao

Paramount News

JEWELRY

STORE
WATCHMAKER JEWELER
-

Total Resources $3,000,000

We have

ATTENTION
and

SERVICE MEN

had long experience In
producing for Bowdoin men:

Student

..

And Other

Printing

Ask Ua For Quotations

200 Maine Street

Brunswick

- Herbert Marshall
tiao
Selected Short Subjects

Wed.-Thurs.

Manager

The Orient

Brunswick, Me.

The

Dec. 1-2

HERE IS

Case
Lionel Barrymore

College Book Store
BUY ERNIE PYLE'S
$3.00
YOUR WAR

THE REST BOOK YET OK THE WAR
IN WILL ROGERS STYLE

<wtth
-

Van Johnson

Paul K. Niven, Bowdoin 1916
Printers of

146 Maine St.

with

Mary Astor

Dr. Gillespie's Criminal

— Telephone 8 —

Solicited

Young Ideas

.

Visit the

AMUSEMENT CENTER

Patronage

Not. 36

.Toe*.

STATIONERY
POSTERS
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

The RECORD OFFICE

PHILGAS

that refreshes

CUMBERLAND

SHOP COLLEGE STUDENTS

POPULAR and CLASSICAL
RECORDS

to

Take Your Date To

—

FIELD'S RADIO

John*s

for the pause

stands

The

>

m

St.

BOTTIFD UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA

for the exclusive use of those
participating in the Houseparty.

spectacular.
Don't forget the weekend of
December 3-5 will be just what
make It Since this is the last
houseparty for a long time for
many of us, let's make it a very
happy one for all concerned.

.from

between strangers.

day breakfast—$1.70
This bill will be collected
through the College Office.

Climaxing the week-end will be
the dance Saturday evening. When
you come to think of it, a war
houseparty isn't so bad*— it just
means the enjoyable without the

.

Friendly greetings like the Come in and sit down of the
Newfoundland fisherman and the Have a "Coke" of the American
soldier are understood everywhere, Around the world Coca-Cola

for Houseparties

The cause of the fire is as yet
undetermined
The two most
commonly accepted theories are swimming pool and the pool room
that the blaze waa due either to of the Union have been reserved
a defect hi the wiring system, or
to the spontaneous combustion of
waste matter in the cellar. The
men of the Insurance Company's
Arson Squad are investigating the
matter but have not yet (at the
time of writing) reached a defi-

down

sit

C minor
Brahms

ma

Allegro,

Weekend

the electric wiring, being difficult to obtain.

a "Coke" s= Come in and

Have

Ravel-Jaffe.

String Quartet

it

The A-12 and V-12 qualifying
examinations will doubtless be
given again in April, providing
that there is no curtailment of
the programs. Those planning to
take the exams are
advised
to nite conclusion.
place special emphasis on their
The fire engine left at 8.30 p.m.,
Mathematics, Physics, and Eng- but two watchmen remained in
lish, particularly vocabulary.
the building overnight to protect
The men passing the A-12 tests property and to make sure thai
can wait unti^ their 18th birthday the fire would not start up again.
before entering the ASTP. This
program is now at its peak and
will probably be kept there by re- Girls
placements for quite some time.
[ Contutuoi from fefe > }
About 150,000 men are now ensitting around with the dates-p
listed in this program. The re*
talking. Too bad the dim-out isn't
placements will come :hiefly from
still in effect. Oh, well. Professor
the A-12 men rather than from
Daggett may be able to conjure
the ranks as has been the custom up \ convenient blackout.
until a short time ago. Because of
All kidding aside, there is an
this the level will he higher, and eanlkmt
chance for all to
the selections more strict The a good time,
and we're sure
men entering the ASTP will be as- one will. The parties and hay
signed to specialize in one of the rides Friday
evening will prpvide
five branches of the program
an opportunity for the girls to

psychology.

T.D.-Team

A—

—

Professor Nathaniel Kendrick
stated that the results from the
V-12 examinations taken here a,t
the College on November 9 are al-

cal examination.

—

,

o'clock,

'

Sig.

The scores of the games to dale
arc as follows:
[ Continued from Pag]
Nov. 2
T.D. —31
Team A 45
Nov. 3 Team
25
Toam B-J7
slre far an encore, let out one
Team
25
Team
18
hrief bat very eloquent yelp.
T.D.—24
Thorn.—
This tin-human sound drew a de- Nov. 12 Team
20
Thorn— 25
servedly atony glance from ProNov. 15
Ind.—28 Team
25
fessor Daggett, who with admirNov. 16 Team
37
Ind.—40
able restraint kept the program
The following is the schedule
running without a eastigatlen of for the rest of the games before
either the human or canine ele- the Christmas vacation:
ments responsible for the unWeek of November 22
i

I

ten minutes
after the discovery of the fire.
It was half an hour later that
assistant fire chief Ernest Sly
vester was overcome
by
the
smoke, which was still veiy dense.
He was taken to the office of Dr.
E. G. A. Stetson for treatment. In
the meantime a large crowd of
neighbors, students and faculty
members had assembled to watch
the progress of the firemen. The
fire

Kappa

SUNRISES

Beta Fire

ment: Team A, Team B, Team C,
T.D., Thorndike Club, and the InTeam A is composed
of A.D., Sigma Nu, D.K.E., and-f
Psi U. Team B is composed of
V.\J« Chi Psi, and A.T.O. Team C
is
composed of Beta, Zeta, and
dependents.

also

Fox News

Sound Act

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON

^

,

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

TH
THE A. S. T.P.NEWS

J\. O.

THE SETTING SUN"

THE STAFF

Bass Fiddle

And A

Pair

Drums

Of
Are Wanted
Short Story
of the six o'clock loSpecial Events
Will anybody who knows where
cal wheezed and coughed as it
jerked to a stop. Very few passen- there is a bass fiddle or a pair of
gers alighted from it at the su- drums available please contact
Sports
burban stop so that the chuffing of Bonner Ruff as soon as possible?
Reporters
the engine started before the hiss- Our band is doing fine, and all they
ing of the air brakes stopped Don need are these* two instruments beKent stepped off the local with a fore they will be able to play for
lightheadedness that he had never us, so if any of you fellows can
felt in all of his thirty-five years, help us out, please do so as soon
as you can.
Dept. and as he walked up the little dusYou
ty road to his small home he beWell here we go again ... I came even more exhilarated; more
must say that things have been refreshed. It was this wonderOpinions Vary
considerably quiet; Could it be the ful life he was leading, away from
furloughs? What furloughs ?
the smoky metropolis. The doctor
The Check
Most Of us will be home in time for had given him six months to live, Should
Wednesday's dinner at any rate-^- and here it had already been a
I hope.
His
year, a year of happiness.
To fill up space this week the
The fourth floor is quite the thoughts wandered; first to his bigger heads of the paper dedded
busy spot. Not only are the floors wife and son who were awaiting to conduct a poll. A consensus of
washed every night, but a few his arrival for dinner. The evening opinion amongst the various charboats have been seen rowing up the kiss from his wife, the inquisitive acters of this organization, on the
iii 11.
White and Marquis don't squeals 'from his son, asking if he subject of who should pay the bill
had brought him a toy, a hearty when a soldier has a date with a
agree on the subject of fate.
Marquis seems to believe that you meal and a good book then his woman in the service was sought.
have a 50-50 chance of dying in track of thought switched to the
So with a pendl in hand I dashevents at the day of work. He had
your sleep. ... A fine thing.
ed about the barracks trapping nuAs if we get enough sleep to die! never cleared up so much work, merous members of the organizaAnd who wants to spend a and had never received so much
.
tion. Burt Landman was climbing
cooperation from his fellow workwell-deserved nap in dying.
out the Fire Escape when I caught
It's foolish.
They also hold ers why, it had been better than him, nevertheless he consented to
Christmas and lastly His subconseances in their spare time.
give us his much-valued opinion on
Any time any of you want to know scious mind brought him back to the subject. He thought the felanything concerning life, ask Reed. the present moment, to enjoy the
lows should foot the tariff, for afBig Time Operator. ... he dean and woodsy air of Indian
ter all, it's a variety of investI Summer, the far off barking of a
knows all the answers!
ment.
Yes, yes, we can see his
hoar his side-kick, "Dutch" Van dog, and the evening song of the
point.
Litre wants a pair of short pants. birds. The leaves were slowly
Bob
"Southern Fried" Whitaker
colors
that
the
vivid
turning
to
you
blame
him?
Can
Stew-dent Ed Zucker
Cleve- only Nature can produce. The sun was asked next. In his soft, dulcet
that
land fan
sprained his ankle. was still high. The whole picture voice he expressed theopinioo
the
.... He claims it was due to of this rich and full life made him the fellows should. After all,wombasketball, but he was secretly giddy, made him want to run. So WACS and WAVES are still
practicing a new ballet toe routine. he did, starting off at a good pace, en.
increasing his stride by the yard.
Dashing down the hall, I ran
Oh you kid!
For the benefit of those who The wind rushed by his ears with amuck of another one of> the
didn't hear about the ten heroes a whirring sound. The doctor said would-be Engineers. Fred "Shorty"
no exercise, but he was well now Jones was a little dubious. We finwho went to Westbrook.
and could do all the running he ally pinned him down, and he said
Listen my children and you shall
wished. He swiftly shortened the that he imagined that the soldier
hear
distance to his home and finally ought to. He had no legitimate
How the ten little soldiers cried arrived with his lungs nearly reason for this statement, howfor some beer.
bursting and his eyes as clear as ever.
Yes. it was a very sober evening! the clean air.
Ran into another one of the
But
Disgusting, isn't it?
Everything happened as he had "fellows." Whadda ya know.
the boys faithfully stayed until pictured it. His wife, his son, his Two
demerits!
midnight, fulfilling their promise. dinner all complete. After dinner
Ken Nunnaly wasn't feeling so
The bars were closed, the and began to reflect.
well, but he came out of his coma,
They
town was quite dead.
He awoke with a start, realiz- (coma that's a polite word for
arrived back here in Brunswick at
ing that he must have dozed off. stupor) long enough to say that a
4.30 a.m. Sunday morning, very unMa- The fire was stiU sputtering merri- date was still a date, and that he
happy and disillusioned.
ly, and as he looked out the window, would go to the same places and do
cut went all out for A.S.T.
the last rays of the sun feebly tried the same things, and also that he
he turned on the heat ... he also
his inwas seen picking up his teeth three to pierce the heavens and then, should get some return on:
giving up the struggle, disappear- vestment.
Painter
times that evening.
ed. He glanced at his watch, cursed
reclining
Lou Kollokoff was
und Walker wanted air. ... Vidal
softly to himself; the little hands Russian fashion in his hand-knitted
smiled too well, Newell was too
had stopped registering time. His pajamas when I caught up with
quiet, Altshuler was too charming,
book
fell to the floor, and leaving him.
He laid down his bowl of
and Snyder and -White too, too
it where it lay, he walked to the
bortsch aside long enough to state
We now come to the front
punchy.
door. The sharp, and brisk that the wench should take care of
two Casa novas and lovers.
evening had changed to a the drinks and any bail that might
autumn
"Red" Rodgers and "Valentino"
Indian Summer night. As be incurred during the evening.
Wilson.
Rodgers hooked onto balmy
he walked out on the front lawn He did make the concession that
"Little Annie Rocney" while Wiland looked at the heavens, the the boy should pay for the trolley
son took over Betty Pad-whats*
stars twinkled down with a lumi- fare. If the girl has a ration book,
her-name.
More fun. ....
nous glow while the Milky Way, she should supply the ham sandI see where Azar is still bucking
true to its name patched the heav- wiches.
or is it a Section
for a C.D.D.
There
8?'
Donaldson "Rebel" Woody came
Oberg and Mayes have ens with a clear whiteness.
played with his son while his out with the statement that the
he
They
been busy little bees.
wife finished the dinner dishes.
girl should pay. Why not; they're
were almost railroaded into speakdescending when
some- The sun was still
in the service too.
ing at a nearby church
Don noticed the ah* was becoming
thing about morals and religion in
Bernard "Bittersweet" DiNUnzfc
a little cooler; in fact it was cool
.luckily
the present day Army
enough to build a fire in the prided claims that his date should foot the
it was called off.
This was too
open
fireplace which gave the room bilL They are making more money
bad. ... I would really like these
such a homey touch. So with skill than we are (?) and besides, we
lovely boys to see the inside of at
and ah adeptness little realized in are in demand Ha, should we tell
least one church before they enter
this metropolitan worker, he soon him?
th«> pearly gates of Heaven. ...
Brad Gaines gave a typical GeorDid I say Heaven T . . J Oh yes, 1 had a fire that sputtered and
cracked .giving forth the essence gian gentlemans opinion that the
see Dick Rusche is back on
of pine. His wife had finished the soldier should pay, because after
crutches. ... I really don't think
task
dishes and started the long
all, she's still a woman, and one
he should play so hard.
"S.F."
of putting her son to bed. As he jest doesn't expect a woman to
hi taker wants to have spelling

*

Robert Logan
Robert Minor
Kenneth Snyder
William Lyerly
Wallace White
Arthur Drexler
Pvt. Snafu

Editor
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said good-night to his son and told pay a-tall.
included in his English course
.
.
naive, isn't he?
The biggest his wife to hurry back, he became
My next victim was a really
increasingly aware of the pride he
questions floating around at presHarringheld for his small family. After the practical individual. Joe
ent are, "Where is the dancing
advised taking them to the
ton
had
stomped
up
the
dan we were promised," and youngster
U.S.O. where there is no bill to
"Why don't we have some kind of stairs with his mother warning pay.
him not to walk so heavy, Don
a variety show?"
Personally,
"Hot R-R-Rock" Oberg gave
sighed picked up his book, lit his
I think that we should have both
in his favor- forth with a long dissertation on
But as the story was brought pipe and settled down
ite chair in front of the fire. He nothing in particular, and wound
to me.
The fellows will give
up by saying that it all depended
some of their own time if the gov- laid down his pipe, closed his eyes, upon which one of them was not
light the countryernment will give them a few hours was no moon to
side, no street lights to sound a flat broke at the time.
of its time.
This sounds fair
discordant note in this peaceful
All of this goes to prove absoto me. but who am I to say?
.
picture. The night was quiet, se- lutely nothing. Next time the GalDon't we all feel soldierly these
rene, and at peace.
loping Poll will cover another quesdays.
Especially with the new
He didn't want to walk, because tion of vital national importance.
wool caps we are wearing for the
winter.
Mine just won't fit my the running before dinner had See you next issue.
Pvt. Terry White
"Zooty" head
(Too many tan- tired him, and yet he started up
gents)
Donaldson Woody, the road. He presumed his wife was
"Confederate Spy" .
keeps still putting his son to bed. The
thinking he's back with the Yan- incessant sound of the crickets and much dearer, now. The glow bekatydids disturbed the quiet air. came brighter and brighter until
kees .re-fiEhting the Civil War
T.S.
He'll probably lose again. The hooting of the owls and the the clouds in the sky looked like
Hey. Lieutenant Hackamack, whirring of the bat's wings made red cotton floating on a sea of
hew about giving us our P.T. peri- him feel lonely and small in this black. Half way across the valley
od off Thanksgiving afternoon, so night which was so dark and peace- floor he heard someone calling his
.
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Sgt.

.

Service

By Ken Snyder

M/Sgt. Russell W. Morrison was
born and raised in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, on July 4th, 1895.
There he attended the Joseph
Singerly Public School and Central
Manual Training High School. After graduating, he went to the Uni-

My husband worked on one shift
for two months. Now he left me
and

I ain't

had no pay since he has

gone, or before either.

Please send

me

elopement, as I

have a four month old baby and he
is my only support and I need all
I can get to buy groceries and keep
him in close. (Figure that one

It's always a little hard to relate a story about a person who
has had her youth before your
time, but from conversation, actions and written evidence you can
find out sufficiently how her character was tempered in that time.

She was christened Ruth Rebecca in the year 1903. She was
not born of a rich family; in her
earlier years was thin, gaunt and
wore her hair in pig-tails. Ruth
was more tomboy than she was
girl, and could equal any boy in
sports or games with skill and agilHe entered the Army on June ity. She learned responsibility and
30th, 1916', and has been in it ever good taste at an early age. Matursince. After receiving his training ing, she cast 4ff the aspects of a
here, he was sent overseas wtih the tomboy and changed into a charm29th division, 104 * Field Signal ing young girl.
This change
versity of Pennsylvania, where he
majored in law. At that time, however, it was extremdy' difficult to
start practicing law due to the
long training period involved, so
when the First World War started,
Sgt. Morrison enlisted.

Battallion,

Company

C.

He

partici-

pated in the Oisne-Marne offensive,
he encountered sporadic
fighting for three months, and also
All these are simple errors, but
in the battle of the Meuse-Argonne,
wait and see what we get next!
where he was the recipient of two

out.

where

brought her ability into new fields,
chiefly writing and music, which

Please send me a letter and tell
me whether my husband made application for a wife and child.
(Lady, please, the relief authorities

have nothing to do with such matters.)

Both sides of my family is very
poor and can't expect anything
from them as .my mother has been
very sick in bed with the doctor
for over a year and won't change.
(Try a lawyer)
I have already wrote to the
President, and if I don't hear from
him I will write to Uncle Sam and
tell him about you both. (So there,
too)

The Mrs. has had no clothes for
over a year, and has been regularly
visited

by the Parish

priest.

(Why

Reverend!)
I can't get my sick pay and I
got sue children. Can you tell me
why? (Frankly madam, we haven't
the slightest idea)
I am writing you to tell you that

i.

Newsom was born

5th, 1922,
Azalia, Indiana,

Arts course. Before his induction,

in the town of
he worked as an efficiency expert
where he spent the for the Republic Steel Corporation.

twenty years of his life. Last He hopes to follow his chosen
year he moved to Columbus, In- career, that of a real estate broker after his final discharge busting
While living in Azalia, he at- him to the rank of civilian.
tended the Columbus High School,
Burt entered the Army on April
graduating bj 1940, with high schofirst

diana.

He then went to the 2, 1943. He received his basic at
Camp Standing, Florida at the AdUniversity of Indiana, where he
Administra- jutant Generals Office Divisional
in
Business
majored
Headquarters of the 66th Division.
tion.
lastic honors.

Harold O. RupMnger was born in
Prior to entering the Army,
"Buck" worked as a control clerk West Bend Wisconsin, in 1923. He
for the Public Service Company of lived there until 1935, when he
Indiana. He does not intend to go moved to his present home, Milback to his old job after the war, waukee.
however, preferring to return to
Her was educated at the North
college to complete his education. Division High School, and after beSeptember 10th, 1942, was the ing graduated, went to work for
date of his induction to the Army. the Cutler-Hammer Company as a
He was sent to Camp Wolters, machinist. As yet, he does not have
Mineral Wells, Texas, for his basic any definite post-war plans, but
training with the Infantry. After doubts if he will return to his old
completing his basic, he was a code vocation.
•

were her favorite pastimes. She
played the piano 'by Ear,' sang in
a clear soprano voice, and danced
with the grace and ease of a pro- clerk at Camp Rucker, Alabama
wounds, one in his right arm from fessional. These traits marked her until the time that he arrived here.
a bayonet, and one in his head. Af- as a popular girl; and so she was.
Burton K. Landman was born in
ter recovering, he was about to be Her brother Homer was a charter
Jamaica, Vermont in 1923. When
sent to Sedan, when the Armistice member of Sigma Kappa Delta,
was signed. In 1919 he returned to the fraternity which unanimously he was only one year old, however,
he moved to Connecticut, which he
the States for a short furlough, adopted her as the fraternity
and then went back to Germany sweetheart. She still didn't have now claims as his home state. At
with the occupational Army in the much money to spend for clothing,
Medical Corps. It was 1922 before so with a little imagination, a sibility on his shoulders at an early
he returned to the United States. piece of material, and infinite skill age, teaching him how to budget
Ever sincefthis period, Sgt. Mor- she made many of her own and save his own few pennies. She
kept nothing from him, never tied
rison has been a non-com. He was
clothes. Her personality bubbled
made corporal January 9th, 1923. effervescently, never ceasing; her him down, and took him wherever
Sergeant January 5th, 1925, S/Ser- sense of humor and wit was en- she went, guiding ,toward righteousness and perseverance, and
geant on June 9th, 1925, T/Ser- vied -by many of her
own sex. Her
geant on December 12th, 1940. and ambition was the stage, but her preparing him for the day when he
permanent Masters-Sergeant on family intervened in* this matter. would have to stand on his own
two feet. She suffered, but her son
March 25th, 1941.
Ruth married at an early age was not all the responsibility. She
Since the last war, Sgt. Morri- and
settled down to provide a life
son has served at fourteen or more of security in -^he future. A year did have a husband whom, as a
good wife, she must love, honor
different posts, and with the Inafter her marriage she had a son, and
obey and
so
she
did.
fantry, Medical, Signal and Coast doubling
her responsibility two» Through thick and thin, up and
Artillery Corps. Since about 1924,
fold for in-addition to the domeshe has been on the Detached List. tic worries of every young wife, down, this trio lived as happy as
any American family should. Ruth
His duties at these posts have she now had
her infant to care for. never lost her charm, her grace or
been many and varied For exam- Her
health never failed during her personality. She still possesses
ple, he has been a clerk, Sergeant
these years, although her weight her youthfulness, her sense of
Major, Sergeant-instructor, Supply
never exceeded one hundred pounds humor and her words of wisdom.
Sergeant, and Chief of Section,
and her height was never more Yes though her son is growing
Officers' Division. He has held
than five feet.
older, he still heeds her advice.
these positions in the United
She was criticized time and "For in this small world of ours,
States, Puerto Rico, France, and
time again for the way in which there is never sufficient knowlGermany.
she raised her son. She put respon- edge.'
Among his treasured possessions
are two letters, one from General
John J. Pershing and one fsom Major General C. G. Morton, which
were given him at the close of the
First World War. He is also the

j

|

February, 1943 was the date of
I

|

!

!

—

—

Charles L. Clarson, member of the
knows for sure. (Or anything ?
House Military Affairs Committee,
In answer to your letter, I gave

birth to a

hope

his induction into the Army. He
also received his basic training at
Camp Wolters, Texas. After the
completion of this^>hase of training, he was sent to Fort Benning
where he received Paratroop training. He was at Fort Benning for
two months and was then sent here
for his Engineering course.

Today she is a young modern
wife and mother. There are very
few things which clash with her
principles. She smokes and drinks
with moderation, and will do anything for a laugh. And so her son
has been taught along with re-

—

sponsibility

and light-heartedness
Today her home is

—moderation.

finished in excellent taste; not lav-

but rather with expensive
She still plays the piano,
sews, embroiders, and
makes her own clothes; she is still
thrifty, she is still through sickness and health, the Florence
Nightingale of her family, and she
still looks toward the future. Yes,
she is truly a wonderful woman;
and why riot? Wouldn't you feel
ishly,

things.

she

the

still

same way toward your moth-

.

my boy was borned two years ago
and is three years old now. When
do I get relief? (When he's four)
Please find out if my husband is
dead as the man I am living with possessor of letters of recommenwon't eat or anything until he dation and personal letters from

MORE WAR BONDS

BtTY

For

er?

Men Who Need Them-Fine Wool

Suits

General Raymond E. Lee, General
boy weighing 111 pounds.
Townsend, General OldfielH, General McCroskey, Major General

this is satisfactory. (Quite)
girl to a
Docs this make any differ-

You have changed my
boy.

DonaM
June

He was educated at the Canton
High School, and at Renesselear
College, where he took a Liberal

•

out!)

I

present, his home is at 4 Forest
Street, Hartford, Connecticut.

Personal Interviews
Of ASTP Students

RUTH

Morrison Has

HEIGHT OF SOMETHING Seen Much
Although it is obvious that none
of the contributors to this article
will ever be considered for the
Pulitzer Prize, they at least give
us an insight into a unique type of
writing. All these items were actually included in letters received
by the Texas State Relief Officers.
They are written in all seriousness,
the only trouble being that the authors are slightly hampered by a
complete lack of knowledge of
English grammar. Hold on to your
hats, you English professors, and
here we go.
When do I get relief? You send
them where I am.
I am a poor woman, and what I
got is gone.
This is my eighth child. What are
you going to do about it?
Please send my wifes form to fill

EWS

•

Blood,

and many other notable mil-

itary figures under whom he has
ence?
served.
I have no children .my husband
Sergeant Morrison's home is
is a truck driver and works day
and night. How can I get relief? Boston, Massachusetts, where his
family now lives. He has four mar(?)
In accordance with instructions, ried daughters, and one son, who
is now serving with the Navy at
I have given birth to twins in the
Dutch Harbor, Alaska. He will also
enclosed envelope. (That should be
proudly
tell you that he has fifteen
interesting.)

grandchildren.

am enclosing my marriage
Oh yes, one more thing. Immediand my two children,
one of which is a mistake, as you ately prior to his assignment here,
he served with the Selective Servcan see. (Get my glasses, Waldo.)
ice Board of Massachusetts Tor one
My husbands projects were cut year.
off three weeks ago and I have not
This is the first of a series of inbeen able to get relief since. (Don't
terviews with the officers and men
tell us his troubles.)
who are in charge of this ComPlease send me a double bed, as
mand. If you like these, will you
the one you sent was a single, and
my wife and children have to sleep please tell the editor whom you
would like to get the dope on when
on the floor. (Why, you cad!)
the next issue of the A|S.TJ».
All of this adds up to absolutely
Sir: I
certificate

nothing whatsoever, but it should
give any English professor a bad
case of jitters.

News

is

published.

_..•

Our boys must keep oa fighW
tag— we most keep on bay*

—A

LOST
Kappa Sigma fraternity ring with the initials W.RT^.
on the inside. Will finder please return to Bill Watkins, on the fourth
floor of Hyde Hall.

tag
tory

WAR BONDS
is

won.

until vic-

KeeponBACaV

ING THE ATTACK.

0*

.

.

.

.

.

BASS BOOTS!

.

.

we can

that

relax after the meal.
or should I say, rest up for
Well, I can dream, can't

ful.

Hi.» feet

never stumbled over name; turniifg around he saw his
wife calling and beckoning to him.
Pondering over this, he wondered
how and why she had followed him.
He shook his head, signalling to
her that he was going on, for
fires had always fascinated him.
He quickly crossed the small valley and started toward' the summit. Looking over his shoulder, he
saw that his wife was still waving

the rocks in the road; his footing
secure. Don knew he should
go back, but the night drew him
I?
on, over small hills, and small valLast Tuesday afternoon, (the
leys. It was then he realized that
16th) really took the cake ... A
it was getting lighter; not much,
lot of us were on hand in the crime
but just a faint glow in the heavbut for the sake of those that
ens. As he readied the top of the
were unfortunate enough to have
next hill, the cause was hidden bemissed it.
Just as the 1.19 foryond a rise in the terrain about a
mation was sent on their way, Serhalf mile ahead of him. He figured
jeant Nadeau turned hjs back to
that one of the lumber mills in
walk into Hyde Hall.
Out of Hathaway, a nearby town, must be
nowhere, snowballs materialized
burning. He could see the road
and converged on that small but
mighty physique.
Attempting

...

.
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to keep up his
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name and rank he

.
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ble. It's

good news

that Bass Ski
being made... even
Because they
are scientifically constructed to give
you a real "understanding" of skiing. Look for ) ours soon, and for
It's

Boots are

still

.

$29.50 to $42.50

in limited quantities.

war-scarce WEEJUNS. too, for afterskiing comfort.

THE TEMPO

.

light.

•Ill

Don Kent's wife was coming
though, and seemed to understand
down the steps. Reaching the livthat it was all in fun. .
ing room, she saw her husband
Well, fellows, have a good time
asleep in his favorite chair. Noticon those furloughs. ... Be back

stem the rising tide
Not succeeding, he ran like a bat out of youon time, now.
Who am I kidknow-where into the dorm. Even ding. .
hi* hat fell off. Guess we ought to
See you all with a new load of
be ashamed of ourselves. ... He dirt when you all return. 'Bye now.
Pvt. Shelter Half
* as a pretty good sport .about it
.

—

no more

surveyed your wardrobe with thought and find you need new clothing, we can
supply your needs. Here are staunch worsteds and sturdy tweeds that give long, long
wear. You'll find that styles are a.s enduring as the quality, and the prices are sensias fine clothing as we've ever stocked.

If you've

—

.

feebly tried to

of ammunition.

to him. He became a little exasperated at this and hurried on to his
goal. When he reached the top,
everything went black there was

Next time there's a ski party on,
plan to "fly through the air like
winged Mercury"! You needn't be
a bystander when experts draw
attentios with fancy twists and
turns. That is
if you can find s
pair of Bass Ski Boots!

Kent was dead.

-

Arrow

Fall

$8.95 to $11.50
.

b—kf*t »/

US

tawsauaMMMM
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Fall

$2.24

Handsome woven

Perfect fitting • longer wearing • Bostonlaas are snore Important than ever

fitting

6

fabrics with the perfect
collar

Arrow

/

Beneits
&ad4 S&i ^06?4

Brunswick

Fidelity Building

l

numm

-

SHIRTS

SHOES

Bass Uutdetr Foetu-iar ftr men and
itvtnen. Writ G. H. Bass
Gt., 211
N. Main Stmt, It ilfn, Maine.

.

ing the book on the floor, she went
over to pick it up, realizing that
the fire was out. She touched Don's
hand; it was cold You see—Don

Intertill at illustrated

Bostonian

aaaaaaaia

amaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaai
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BRIDGE TOURNEY SATURDAY
AT THE T.D. HOUSE
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Annual Religious Forum Gimes To Bowdoin Dec. 12-14
Senior
Hay rides, Dances Were
Main Events Of Weekend
The

Weekend Bring! 95 Guests To Campus

Nine Students Will

GEORGE

Perform At Recital

DIED IN OHIO NOV. 24 fPost-War Planning

At

3.00 p.m. next

Sunday

Bowdoin Christmas Houseparties, was held last Friday and
Saturday, December 3 and 4. Lloyd Knight '45, President of
PROGRAM
Bowdoin String Trio
the Student Council, reports "that the entire affair was a
Sonata-a-quatre
great success from

all

The weekend started

officially

i

PLANE EXPLODES
OVER COLLEGE

on Friday noon, with approximately ninety-five guests arriving from
New England, New York, and other regions on Friday afternoon and

Solo for Cello
Suite
Caix de Hervelois
Prelude grave
Allegro

j

Saturday.
Friday afternoon and evening
was consumed with dancing at
where naval officers were residing.
The A.T.O. and Thorndike groups
had hay-rides. The lack of sufficient snow on the roads prohibited
many of the houses from having

A

\

;

!

Navy plane flying over the
heart of Brunswick disintegrated
on. Wednesday, December 1, at 3.20
p.m. in an accident which cost the
life of the British pilot.
Parts of the plane were dispersed
over a considerable area, with the
f use iage

sleigh rides

and one wing

La

John Friedmann

Thomas Chadwick

falling in

'47

Solo for trumpet

Pomp and Circumstance

Elgar

Stanley Frederick '46

from the house. The motor of
the plane landed at the intersec-

feet

Solo for Baritone
Birthday for a King Neidlinger
Street,
Harry Boehmke (AAFTTC)
and buried , itself four feet in the
Sol
° for Clarinet
The
wing
other*
of]
frozen ground.
•Serenade
Drigo
the plane fell near Adams Hall,
Thomas Chadwick '47
where classes were soon dismissed.
large crowd of spectators con- Solo for Baritone
Le
Tournoi
du Roi Jean
sisting of students, townspeople;
tion of Federal

t

t

Solo for saxophone
Reverie
Claude Debussy

the back yard of Joseph R. LaBeau, 56 Federal Street, just ten

Saturday afternoon a
"Splash Party" was held at the
About
Curtis Swimming Pool.
twenty couples were in attendance.
The climax to the weekend was
the informal dance on Saturday iq
the lounge of the Moulton Union.
The music was provided by maestro Lennie Lizotte and his 13-piece

On

—
—allegretto
Neapolitan—allegro

Minuet

and Maple

A

orchestra from Lewiston. With the
aid of a female vocalist sufficient Army and Navy men rushed tomusic was provided to fill the hall, ward the scene of the wreck,
which was extremely crowded by spurred on their way by the sight
couples.
of soldiers carrying a .50 caliber
machine gun that had dropped
from the plane. Army and Navy
men had to be called in to hold
back the crowd while the body of
the pilot was being removed to a

Saint-Saens

Harry Oster (AAFTTC)
Lloyd R. Knight

RCA. SENDS MEN
TO BATH CHURCH

'45

Christianity "Relevant"

Asserts Rev. Anderson

Mrs. Hayes Has Played Many Roles
During 25 Years With College

"When one looks at the torn
bodies and equipment caused by
war, one may think that hate, and
not love, is the basis of the universe," the speaker said. In the
face of these conditions many de-

By Paul W. Mormn
we"
The other day "editorial
walked into Mass. Hall in search
of a story on Mrs. Hayes' 25th

"However, no one
has vet found a substitute
for
faith in God."
"Christianity," said the Reverend Mr. Anderson, "affirms tiie
unity of the human family. Today, to speak of this unity seems
a paradox; but science is relatively smaller than i: was. However,
sert

i

|

suspect, the sub

Sun Rises concerns observations made on the numerous eventful happenings of the
past week or two. The college, we
ject for this week's

why

Will

time, just after the Armistice had
been signed, students were still in
uniform here at college, and Win[

result

H. Farrell

are

Wartime Bowdoin Bugle

Continued on Page

SUN RISES
As you might

nations

Christianity is not irreiethrcugh space. Chaos will surely
reselt, one that is even
worse
than the chaos of today, :1 nations
being thrown together after this
war will not pul! together. The
only sure way to unify nations,*'
said the speaker, "is through the
felllowship of Christianity."
v
[ Continued on Page 4 J
is

son's office in

By John

the

virtually roped together like Alpine mountain climbers. If they
are not together in
body
and

out our pen, and began to write.
After much grilling of our subject, the following facts emerged:
Immediately betcre Mrs. Hayes
emcame to Bowdoin, she was
Ex-Mayor Matthews'
ployed in
office in Boston for a period of ton
years; for the five preceding years
she had worked in Judge John-

.Now
Waterville.
she got her methodical ways and genius for organization!
Mrs. Hayes canio here in 1918,
No/ember 17. to be exact. At that

religion.

economically,

story was that evening, we were
persuasive, and after the wall of
reluctance had been broken down,
we sat down on the ruins, took

we know where

«rf

\

witnessing the crash,

unconfirmed).

s - r
This event stirred up quite a bit
of discussion, interest, and much
think, has witnessed few periods souvenir hunting. However, the tion it received from the student
as eventful as this last for some plane wreck has not been the most body. The "Bugle" is being pubtime. The Beta fire, which previ- interesting event of the past week lished by "The Brunswick Record."
ously had assumed the major role as far as the students were conin bull sessions, has been super- cerned. The main event in the eyes
ceded by talk about the plane of the students was, of course, the
wreck and the Senior Weekend.
Senior Weekend which served as
• - r
a pinch-hitter for the pre-war Slated
concern in* houseparties. Regardless cf the exThe <Ht
tke "dteiatogmtioa" of the airpense of the affair, there were
This year's State of Maine
over Brunswick last week
seme things about the weekend
As everyone which reminded one of the good Scholarship examinations will be
held on Monday, December 13.
(bat ataee the whole
old days.
throughout the State. The examcottage and
s - r
up some space),
Such old-timers at the college inations will cover the usual subit. the plane exploded
who were fortunate enough to jects, English, General Informaseed all over
have participated in houseparties t ion. and Mathematics or Latin. It
is expected that there will be apfee Bowdoin
during peaceful years have told
proximately fifty contestants. Last
us that they noticed some shnThe largest single piece
winners
were
Robert
larity. For example,
Bowdoin year's
a few hnadrrd yards from
men mere still visible dropping Michaud of Brunswick, Frank
A.T.O. home on Federal
Gordon of Dexter, Edward Craine
classes last
off the trains for some distance
Many
of Dover-Foxcroft
and Joseph
along the tracks sight.- often
Wednesday were "adjourned" a
LaCasce of Fryeburg. Those conviewed b y train passengers of
tastes early as student*
earlier
Bowdoin houseparties. ducting the exams will be: Prof.
h> the scene of the erash.
Korson at Bangor, Prof. Borne at
ored that, as a
It has been r
[ Coniinued on Page 3 )
'
i Continued on Page 3 }

Maine Examinations

For Next Week
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Continued on Page

—Chapel,

9

bin

'45,

— Chapel,

gett.

grants;

2 ]

John R.

11—Chapel,

Reed

Friedmann

Clayton

Forum Committee
RCA.

—

um.

j

f

Track Coach John
the White

Key

]

consisting of

George C. Branche, Jr., '46
Leo Dunn, Jr., '47. Among
events of the meet will be a
yard dash, a 40 yard dash, a
yard and a 220 yard run, a

and
the'

100
j

440;

8.00 a.m. First academic classes
of the new term for the ASTU.
9.00 a.m. Hubbard Hall. Examinations for the State of Maine
Scholarships.
3.30
p.m.
The President's

House. The President and Mrs.
Sills will be at home to the
members of the religious Forum, the faculty, and undergraduates.
8.00 p.m. Sargent Gymnasium.
Inter-fraternity basketball. T.D.
vs.

Team

B.

two|
mile run, pole-vaulting high and
broad jumping, and the shot-put.
The contest will take place in the

9.00 p.m. Sargent Gymnasium.
Interfratemity basketball.
Thorndike vs. Independents.
The 13th Annual Religious For-

Gymnasium and commence at 7.30
p.m. Coach Magee urges as many

um, December 12th-14th, will
have as its topic: "'Religion as
an Aid to World Harmony."
There will be the usual after-

,

(

students as possible to attend as
there are excellent chances for all
to

win an event.

MMaiMMMMMMai

Gilette's idea
other colleges

Win

Colgate,

,

of the religiou*
forum is under the direction of
Clayton F. Reed '46, of he B.C. A.

I

prize

J

A>j

'

contestants and
for their hard
for the contest.

—

19.

chapel service will consist
annual Christmas sing.

ol

list

preparing

told the large

may
[

Among

The first speaker on the
gram was L. W.
Cooper

^

pro-

re-educa-

April

governpresident of the student
ment at Mt. Vernon. He did unAmherst,
dergraduate work at

who was

entitled "Over Jordan."
a
biographical sketch by Ruth Sedgwick. He touched en the highstruggle she had securing her vocal education, and finally gaining
recognition as a negro singer. He
finished his speech with a description of Marian Anderson, singing
on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial, with the statue of Abraham Lincoln in the background

;

'

i

!

president of the sophomore
and senior classes, captain of the
team.
aid
freshman football
later varsity, president ot the i»iter-fraternity council, vice-president of the student government,
president of the Senior Honpr So-^,
ciety, and' a member of the AmHo
herst Christian Association.
did graduate work at the EpisCamSchool.
copal Theological

and was a Simpson
Fellow at Jesus College of Cambridge University. England, fron.
[ Continued on Pa.ce ; )
bride. Mass..

Moulton Union on December
two o'clock. Because of the
difficulty of war time conditions
such as reduced student bodies and
transportation there will only be
three* schools. South Portland,
Lewiston and Portland partieipat-;
ing. .This will be the smallest group

Daggett* Interviewed

of schools participating since the:

By Bernard

Continued on Page

in

Leslie Cadigan wa»
12. 1910. Mt. Vernon.

Vernon
N. Y.. prepared at Mr.
High School and Episcopal Higii
high
M. School. Virginia. While in
Prof: school he played football and was
Prof. ^on the track team. He was also

was

f

play

,

spoke on the life of Marian Anderson, negro soprano. His speech

the
the

religion

Rtv George

in
public
the group that

he named were Kenneth C.
Sills. Robert P. T. Coffin,
Chase, Prof. Thayer, and
Quinby.

revenge?"

lion'"

men who were born

of successful

formerly his students
speaking.

This^ year's annual interscholasdebate wall be held in the lounge

1

!

'

.

He

in

for

"What change in attitude
must
accompany the tfnnsiiion
from
war to peace?" and "What part

their instructor

work

audience which had gathered for
the contest that he felt deeply
honored 'when he gazed at a long

of the
11 at

j

ing the desire

j

tic

.

*n~
ligion be instrumental in surpress-

string orchestra, which will, L.H.D.. Litt.. presided. He opened the program with a short introductory speech praising
the

By

Orient,

j

j

;

[

;

1

;

j

Views Future World Organization
the willingness of the nations

E. Gorton

1

i

I

dinner discussion groups.

MMM

in-

volved to make sacrifiees towards
Bowdoin Interscholastic Debating
imperative
that
the
"It is
may be
II
.attaining that end.
League was formed in 1930. There
United States join with other na- necessary, for example." Profeswill be only one forum .on the
question— Resolved: That the vot- tions in constiucting an organi- sor Daggett continued, "that ra-

devoted to maintaining
ing age should be lowered to zation
eighteen years. Each school will be world order after the war." This
represented by two speakers, one is one of the opinions given by
on each side of the question. The Professor Athern P. Daggett to
judges will be: Professor Albert R. the representative of the ORIENT
Thayer, Mrs. Ernest C. Helmreich, in an interview on postwar poliliProfessor W. H. Hubbard. Athern

tioning in the United States be
continued for a time after the end
of the war in order to facilitate

reconstruction and rehabilitation
work in Europe. This is the sort
of sacrifice that v. .11 make interinfact
national co-operation a
stead of a theory."

P. Daggett will be chairman, and
Lewis Fickett will be the time-

When we asked Professor Daggett about the possibility of a recurrence at the end of this war

keeepr.

of the feeling of Isolationism that
swept the United States at Lhe
end of the First World War. Professor Daggett replied that "It is
not so much the recurrence of
of
change
Isolationism as the

THIRTEEN ENTER
SPEAKING CONTEST
Thirteen men have entered the
1868 Prize Speaking Contest trials
which will be held on January
4. The contestants are: Frank W.
Algers '44, Kenrick M. Baker '45,
Professor Athern P. Daggett
John T. Caulheld 45, Philip H.
Hoffman, III, "45, Donald N. Koug- cal developments which covered
such
subjects
as
the
United
nan, '45, Harold Lifshitz '45, Royi
after
the
E. Littlehale, Jr.. '46„ John W.l States foreign policy
MacNeil '44. Alfred M. Perry, Jr., war, the trial of war criminals,
'45, PhUip H. Philbin '45, David W. and the kind of government to be
Ross '45, Morill Shapiro '45, Fred- established in the Axis countries.

Isolationism into Imperialism thai
to be feared."

for

is
,

We

then brought up the ques-

tion of the trial of the so-called

war criminals under International

j

1

j

Law, and asked Professor Daggett whether he considered such
a trial feasible. Professor Daggett, who gives a course on International Law at Bowdoin, re-

"The form of the international pjied that he did not consider such
The prizes in this contest are' world organisation to be formed a trial within the scope of In"International
from the annual income of a fund after the war for the maintenance ternational Law.

erick

W. Whittaker

'44.

'

\

I

and

The program

Contest, which

THREE SCHOOLS ENTER
FORTHCOMING DEBATE

'

auspices of the Religious Forum
on "The Meaning of the Roman
Catholic Faith."
Dec. 18 Chapel, The President
will discuss the Religious For-

many

and Clayton- Reed '46 at the
wont to Clement ATthur Hiebert live,
a member of the Polophonic So- '47.
when
Other speakers on he pro- Thets Delta Chi House,
ciety and Cathedral Choir is Clir- j
Rev. G. Ernest Lynch will stay.
gram
were: Llewellyn
Winficld
ence Cradvvick of Portiand Who]
Topics to ,.be discussed by m'47. Frank Hardy Gordon
Cooper
will be the tenor soloist for the
formal student groups will
bd
'46. and Philip Horn Hoffman
15.
concert. Lloyd R. Knight
15 in
"What part wilj religion play at
Wilmot
Brookings
Mitchell. the
tho bass soloist.
peace table?" "How may

On Sunday, December

of

Forum. The choir will
a
Christmas
chorale,
"Break Forth,' O Beauteous
Heavenly Light," by Bach.
7.00 p.m. Memorial Hall. The
Brunswick Choral Society.
7.00 p.m. Moulton Union. The
Reverend W. Edmund Fitzgerald, S.J., will speak under the

houses.

including Williams.
Colby.

Declamation Contest

;

i

F.

ligious

TRACK MEET PLANNED
FOR FRIDAY NIGHT

Fickett, Hiebert

!

Chairman cf the Re-

'46,

sing

exceed

that number since pre-matriculation scholarships were given toj
about eight October freshmen for'
two terms provided that their
scholastic standing remains satisfactory. In addition to these, a few
of the February freshmen will receive two-term stipends also.

of

fraternity

has spread to

under the

Morin.
Stanley Frederick '46 will play
ja trumpet solo
from ihe aria.
"The Trumpet Shall Sound."
Miristnias Carols Service

'47

2.00 p.m. T.D. House. Interfraternity bridge tournament.
2.00 p.m.
Moulton Union. Interschclastic Debating Forum.
Dec. 12—3.00 p.m. Moulton Union. Student Recital. Tea will
be served.
4.30 p.m. Chapel, The Reverend
Gecrge Leslie Cadigan, Rector
of Grace Church, Salem, Massachusetts. Opening of the Re-

apscholarships

J. Magee will be
in charge of the event, which is
being planned by a sub-committee

the support of President Sills, secured fourteen
ministers
who
spent three days at the various

Violists- Mrs.
Archie
Broun,
David Demeray '47
Second
violinists
Dr.
John
Russel, Mrs. John McNeil
Piano accompanist
Lucille

Professor Dag-

P.

will

Peter Sturtevant.
The first religious
roium
at
Bowdoin, in 1930. was organized
by Gordon E. Gilette, then an undergraduate of Bowdoin who, with

rad School

Philip H. Phil-

ligious

A track meet in which the three
eating houses will compete is
planned for Friday, December 10.

December

P. Friedmann '-17
Violinists
Mrs. Edward BridgLt. Carl Lawson (USNR Ra-

Hyde Athletic BuildInter-Dining Club Track
Meet.
7.30 p.m. Moulton Union. The
women of the faculty meet to
sew for the Army units stationed at the college.

Dec

men

will

is

Those who

talk include, besides the Reverend
Cadigan and Father Fitzgerald,
the Reverend G. Ernest Lynch of
the First Parish Unitarian Church
in Portland,
and the
Reverend

es.

will play a violoncello solo.

Scholarship awards for the coming trimester will be made during
the first week of February, Professor Kamerling, in charge of Student Aid, announced today. Stipends will be awarded according to
the financial need of the applicant
and his scholastic standing for the
first trimester.

however,

The program

John R.

AIR. The Bow-

ing.

the

for

ates.

The

7.30 p.m.
|

«

awarded,

evening,

speak during the three-

day conference.

21. at 8.15 the Brunswick Choral
Society will present the sixth annual performance
of
Handel's
"Messiah." The performance, to
which undergraduates will he admitted free, is to be held in Memorial Hall.
The presentation will
feature
four soloists, and the accompaniment will be provided by a string
orchestra which has been formed
of townspeople and undergradu-

provide the accompaniment
fcr
the soloists, is made up of the following:
Cellists -Mrs. Charles Buimti,

President of the White

Key.
Dec. 10

Early in February

plied

On Tuesday

take place.

Four clergymen and President

'

I

doin String Trio will play.
8.15 p.m. Moulton Union. Meeting of the Witan.

Announce Aid Grants

Approximately thirty

will

Sills will

1

I

—

Dec

Catholic Faith."

'.

8 Chapel, Professor Coffin.
7.45 p.m. Station WGAN. BOW-

DOIN ON THE

Maine. His topic will

CHORAL SOCIETY WILL
PRESENT THE MESSIAH

n nd the CfHhedral Choi.-

Coming Events
Dec

Ed-

Cheverus High School, Portdeal with 'The Meaning of the

House Chairmen will be
David
'46 at the Alpha Deila
The Alexander Prize Speaking Thorndike
Phi House where the Reverend
was
held in
the
fred Brinkler.
t| 1r
prom in. it Moulton Union Lounge
£itzgei aid will reside Raymond
last MenPortland organist. She is al»o a
at the Chl
evening, was won by Lewis Pavnte
member pf the Polophonic Society day
where Rev. Peter Sturtevant will
Perley Fickett '47. Second

good.

of the Committee on
Publicity of the Connecticut State

Chairman

W.

by an address by Father

Fitzgerald, headmaster of

v The "activities of the forum will
open on Sunday afternoon with a
Vesper Service by the Reverend
George Cadigan of Christ Church.
Salem, Mass., and will continue
until Tuesday evening, at which
time fraternity discussion groups

shell of selfish relations."

committees, including Railroads,
Labor and Cost of
Living.
In
these capacities he became the coPublic
author of the
Utilities prophets who would make such a
Commission Law of Connecticut decision simpler and better than it
and the Workmen's Compensation might ordinarily be. He called upAct of that state and hrter seev«r+on, alL^young people present teas a Compensation Commissioner. make sure that when such a mo"Who's Who in America" cites ment as the American people saw
him as being a member of the in 1919 comes again that they will
Military Census Commission and have made the decision for the

[

mund

'

Sunday evening, December 1 2, the thirteenth annual
forum sponsored by the Bowdoin Christian Asso-

ciation will be highlighted

direction of Professor
Frederic
Tillotson o^ the music department
Cecile Tetu will be the soprano
President Sills observed that
soloist for the performance, while
when the moment comes to decide the local
soprano soloist will 00
(whether for the good or evil side"
Beatrice Brinkler
Portland.
Sw should listen to the words of Mrs. Brinkler is theof wife
of Al-

Assembly, having
there
chairman of several
important

Council of Defense during World
War I. He served in many other
waf-time capacities. In 1912, lie
was appointed by President Taft
as a member of the National Committee on Industrial Relations. He
"Industrial
was the author of
History of Connecticut."
After graduating from Bowdoin
he served successively as principal
of the Franklin and Milford, Massachusetts, high schools, resigning
to represent Ginn & Company
(1892-1905)
and the American
Book Company (1905-1914). His
ability in the organization field
has been frequently recognized by
organizations
the
professional
with which he was associated
the National Association of Com-

religious

Prophets he believes have been

business
opinion,
George
B. somewhat negelcted in Bible readChandler, who had been Executive 1 ing. In many cases when their
Ohio. Educator, historian, states- work would have done good it has
Vice President of the Connecticut been passed by. President Sills adChamber of Commerce, assumed vises young people to read these
a position as executive director of writings as a necessary part o f
the Ohio Chamber, of .Commerce. one's liberal education.
Under his leadership the
Ohio
A more familiar example of well
Chamber of Commerce has grown reasoned prophecy was uttered in
to be the largest and most influ- 1917 by President Wilson. Wilson
ential business organization of its asked us to stop and think of the
kind in America. He proved him- next war. He predicted that a war,
self to be in
every
sense
a more terrible than the one in
business statesman, an orator of which the world was engaged
ability, a keen student of public would be fought by the incoming
affairs, who was known among generation, unless some organized
his professional associates as the plan of peace were inaugurated.
"Dean" of Chambers of Commerce Wilson pointed out that we would
executives.
have greater economic interest in
George Chandler was born in the next conflict; that a greater
Fryeburg. Maine in
1865.
He proportion of our men would be
died suddenly on November 24» lost. His predictions were ignored
having been in good health until by the American people. Today we
fore in the Ohio Chamber Offices. are fighting a war that will not be
just before his death.
He was Ipaid for by the next generation, or
stricken suddenly the evening be
the next, or the next.
In 1923, Wilson sorrowfully acBefore entering the field of organized business. Mr. Chandler knowledged that we turned our
had served two terms as a mem- backs upon our associates at the
ber of the Connecticut General close of the war; we drew back into

year's

potential
Air Corps men
have changed their minds. (This
Is

Appear January 5

According to the staff of this
Bowdoin yearbook, it will be
published January 5, 1944. It will
be called the "Wartime Bowdoin
Bugle" in order to keep the series
with the name "Bugle" in it This
was decided by the staff and was
approved by Dean Nixon!.
Although this "Bugle" will not
be as ornate as in the past, there
will be write-ups and pictures of
all the summer activities. According to Charles Curtis '47, the staff
was disappointed in the coopera-

3 ]

many

rumor

November

death of George Brinton Chapdler,
'90, was announced in Columbus,
man, organizer and interpreter of

r—

On

ing to well reasoned prophecy.
"Because the people would not
listen,"
President
Sills
stated
"churches long ago abandoned the
use of prophecy." The old Hebrew

been our

waiting ambulance.
The Bowdoin Christian AssociaSouvenir seekers of the numerThe Reverend Mr. Wallace Antion sent a deputation of three
ously scattered fragments were derson was the visiting speaker
speakers and one saxophone solo- soon discouraged, and more than at Sunday
Chapel on November
the
Center Street one
ist
to
would-be
was 28. His taik was on the question
collector
Church in Bath,on Sunday, Decem- promptly relieved of his scrap by "Is
Christianity Irrele vant?"
'45
spoke on
ber 5. Kenrick Baker
a heavily-armed marine.
"Many people in
times
like
"The Church Ecumenical MoveEyewitnesses of the accident these," the Reverend Mr. Anderson stated, "tend to lose their
{ Continued on Pane 2 }
[ Continued on Pane 4 ]
moral standards. They begin to
think of God as, being too- unreal
to be of any help in this "practical"
world.

anniversary as secretary of Bowdoin College. After using various
and devious means to dig up facts
of interest, and meeting with little success, we decided to question
Mrs. Hayes in person. When .she
became aware of the purpose of
our visit, Mrs. Hayes, reluctant
to talk about herself, said. "I'm
too busy; come back tomorrow."
However, as the deadline for the

Commerce Executives"
On

Loeillet

Speakers Will Organize
Debates At Eating Houses

% President Kenneth C. M. Sills
was the speaker in Sunday Chapel,
December 5th. In his talk he recognized the world's need for listen-

Of '90; Known As
"Dean Of Chambers Of
Class

;

Largo and Allegro con spirito
Fantasie
Orlando Gibbons
Wallace Jaffe '47, violin
David Demeray '47, viola
John Friedmann '47, cello

standpoints."

CHANDLERJSflls Advocates Better

after-

noon the twenty-fifth student recital will be held in the Moulton
Union. After the program, which
follows, tea will be served.

Senior Weekend, which took the place of the usual

B.

[

Continued on Page

3 ]

of peace

is

not

so important as

j

[

Continued on Pu^c
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The Bowdoin

Since a great majority of the sec-

years.

Orient

ondary schools graduate

their students

Pi Delta Epsflon

Was

only in the spring, this necessitates the
Brawmick, Maine

Hoffman
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Dub* A

'45

Little '46
'46
'46

Hmrry Lindemann
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who

admission of students

E«taalteae4 1871

m

have not yet'

received their diplomas.
lection the

airy Collegiate Journalism Fraternity, established a chapter at Bow-

By careful seDean has found that good

results are obtained.

As

a result of admitting freshmen

able to keep ahead of the draft boards

and maintain a

sufficiently large enroll-

ment to. carry on its basic academic funcLarge entering classes of worth-

tions.

while students are of vital importance

Bowdoin

to

at this time in its struggle

war

to survive the

k

years,

now

is

uates should strive to help their alma

mater by directing qualified young

men

to seek admission.

admittance, the February class will have

Loc

•

Aaecut

Inasmuch as

rmauac*

»«•

•

it is

an unusual time

to be particularly actively solicited

LXXHI

Harry

for This Issue,

Wednesday, Dee.
iii.

ii»

»

i

i

Nov 15

Looking over the calendar in the newus to dunking

.

i

i

i

HOME FOR CHRISTMAS

noticed,

We

who will be
we not be

scious, therefore, of

dent protest. History will probably re-

unable to get

peat

gratefully con-

our good furtune in

realization of the sacrifices others

making

the

We are

worth something.

This

soldier's advice for the

men

pulsory athletics

is

Our

the full meaning of war.

in the services.

re-

They

training. For. example, Joe

Carey

rosy-hued

grim fact of sudden, violent death.

Who of us now dares forget for a single moment that every day, every hour,
every minute there are men and boys

ajl

dying as the young pilot died? Think

preparatory value of track

stress the

No

picture of conquering heroes, but the

under Coach Jack Magee. Jack has had
many letters from former Bowdoin track

men now

have done,

us, as few, other things, could

juvenated by the addition of track work

letter

can you, in some way, however

'44,

small,

help to shorten the sacrifice of those
are dying for us every day?

of

marching and running he encountered
in the Marines.

some men had

He stressed

in keeping

credit for the ease with

Remember

A.FORUbl

The

pursue in

college has succeeded so far in

our academic work. One .of the greatest
gains we can make thru our college ex-

retaining a large proportion of

perience

tions. It is gratifying to

do a

tomary functions,

specific

amount of work by a specified time. The
ability to be on time is a strong asset
throughout life and one which many fail
to attain. Apparently, we are all endow-

utility executive

to see people

who was always

when they kept

activities,

Only

last

privilege

weekend we were given the

of

perpetuating

This coming weekend we shall
have the opportunity of hearing some

outstanding

glad

fields

More than

their ap-

who invariwho was
That may be an

men

representing various

of thought in the religious
that,

the

advantage

to discuss their

these

might

we

we

is

likely to

be the sort

shall encounter" in life.

just as well prepare for

it

feel

views with

the informal atmosphere of

and answers should
prove not only interesting but helpful
to many.

while

go home for Christmas we
that we have been preparing,

It

is

usually expected that during the

college period the individcrai witL settle

To what extent

on

we toughen ourselves depends essentially
on us. Our opportunities are here,
whether we seize them or not is our de-

a satisfactory' concept of roan in rela-

tion to his world. In contributing

attainment of this end, the

to'

Forum

is

the

an

important part of the student's education.

cision.

It is

FEBRUARY

$e

enabling

ideas, of questions

are here.

can

of

the

the living room. Such a free exchange of

We

When we

mentally and physically.

men in

World

Forum has

students

extreme case, but it

house

cial life.

peculiar

of thing

the

party tradition, highlight of Bowdoin so-

even

late.

tradi-

•list.

ably refused to see anyone

minutes

and

note that the

pointments punctually, but
five

cus-

its

Bowdoin Christian Association sponsored Religious Forum can be added to that

ed with a desire to take the line of least
resistance. The prizes go to those who
can conquer themselves and come thru
on time with what is to be done. Someone was telling us the other day about a

7,

show

1944

to be

c

-

morning showed that' things were
stHl going strong-—or shall we say

Bowdoin the

the
hayride
sounded strong
planned for Friday night didn't
come off, supposedly because the
hay got wet. In other words, it fell
into the water too bad.
- o
The evacuees from the houses in
which the girls were staying met
with varying fates
ejected
from the luxuries of the T.D. house

—

m

•

we were

•

hoped that the

college will

appreciation for the efforts of

A. in arranging this extensive
program by attending the scheduled

to

comment on

riot

the fact that

have another entering

way

Orient before

it is

too aoan

we

shall

class cooling this

before long.

Last January the college adopted the
practice of admitting ireshmeo at mid-

..

December

13th.

]

The Brunswick Chcral

Society's

performance of the "Messiah"
has been tentatively scheduled
for Tuesday. December 21st.

—

•

m

I

|

i

j

|

forced to seek shelter
that gutted ruin you know where
from civilization to the primi.
tive stone age
pretty bad, gett's background and academic
pretty bad
wc heard of one career.
guy who lodged at the Eagle overProfessor Daggett was born at
night but that may be a malicious Springfield, Missouri. He received
.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

interest

among

One

the publi-

no

-

his A.B.
his

c

and

.

.

.

Dartmouth, and at Randolph-Ma-

—

into the fraternity these following

men:

Ham

'22, former edEdward B.
itor-in-chief of the ORIENT.

Ebern G. TJteston '22, former
manager of the Bowdoin Publishing Company.
Carroll S. TO* le '22, former editor-in-chief of the "Bugle."
Georg* B. Wolch '22, chairman
of the "Quitt."
Bruce M. White '22, former edttor-hvohiot of the "Bear-skin."
Karl R. Philbrick '23, editor-inchief of the "Bugle."
Frederick T. Tnrgeon '23, editorin-chief of ths ORIENT.
The fraternity was forced to become inactive at Bowdoin m 1932
because of lack of interest. It
seemed that the honors received
from membership were not sufficient to compensate for the initia-

Forum

Continue^ from Page

i

]

1935-36. He has been director of
Salem, Mass.
The Rev. G. Ernest Lynch was
born February 8, 1012 at
Fall
River, Mass., prepared at Huntington School for Boys. He did
undergraduate work at Duke University, where he participated in
the theatrical, music, and literary
clubs, and was. a member of Ihe
football squad. He did his grad-

uate work at Harvard Divinity
School. He has been secretary of
the Unitarian Youth Commission,
and a minister at
Marblehead,
is now rector of Grace Church,
Mass. He is now pastor of the
First Parish Unitarian Church in
Portlnd.

The Rev. Peter Sturtevant was
born March 22, 1913. Philadelphia,
Penna., prepared at Penn Charter School. While tn preparatory
school, he was a member of the
Science Club,
Senior Honorary
Society, and played football, tennis, soccer, and basketball He did
undergraduate work at the University of Pennsylvania, was
a
member of the Psi Upsilon fraternity, and of thj Board of Governors of Houston Hall,
played

from Bowdoin in 1925,
and Ph.Efe from Har-

AM.

of the high spots of the vard in 1928. and 1931 respectively. After serving variously as instructor in English and Government at the University of Maine,
Lafayette College,
Bowdoin,

con Woman's College, he joined
the subject, be- the faculty of Bowdoin as English
ing only a neophyte in. the art of instructor in 1932. He became Asjive ...
sistant Professor in 1934 and was
- c
made Associate Professor in 1940.
/
Having, exhausted this inex- Professor Daggett is married and
haustible subject we now turn to a member of Phi Beta Kappa and
"
other recent events of importance Alpha Delta Phi Fraternities.
Professor Daggett's wartime acMid-term review /"one dees
not speak of these things") ap- t ivities include teaching matheAsked
pears to be an unpleasant institu- .matics to the Engineers.
tion designed to remind some of us whether he enjoyed this, Profesof the academic side of things* If sor Daggett merely replied, 'I
you don't bother to think of such ffind it interesting." That's what
trifles- as marks and cuts
don't we would call, the height of disthe
worry: the Dean and Miss John- cretion. Other activities of
son in tbe Information Office will Daggett family, which includes
gladly take care of these little mat- Mrs. Daggett and son Billy, are
active participation in the Masque
ters for you
and Gown and tennis. Professor
- c
told us "I have the best
We wonder how much our inno- Daggett
partner in Brunswick you
can
cent readers know about how the
me on that." While an unORIENT and, more specifically, quote
dergraduate at Bowdoin, Profesthis column, are produced. There
sor Daggett was active in debatare various theories concerning the
ing, and he has coached debating
nature of journalistic production,
teams
and
Alexander
Prize
there are those, for instance, who
Speakers in the past. He believes
believe in spontaneous generation
that the public speaking experithrough the catalytic action of alence gained by the freshman in
cohol. Brother, don't ask Us which
English 4 is most valuable, as it
one we employ that's a military
forms an important part of the
But to resecret. Ahem, ahem.
training of a Liberal Education.
turn to the good old ORIENT, the
This training- has proven especialspawning place of monstrosities
ly valuable to those
taking
up
as

know much about

m

BEFORE

the war Bell Laboratories* scientists put
quartz crystals to work in such a way that twelve
conversations are carried on tiro pairs of Long Distance

,

.

.

.

i

!

wires at one time.

Now
90.000.

.

.

m

—

—

these, well,

eviL

Nobody ever shows

it's

new copper

BeH System

i-«

a year instead of

these tiny crystals are helping to provide more

the beRt in the world.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

—

such

first place.

And

communication for each pound used.
They serve on the battle fronts, too. "western Electric
has manufactured some eight million quartz crystals for
use in the dependable communications equipment Bell
System research is giving the armed forces.
In the better days ahead this experience will again be
directed toward keeping this country's telephone service

j

.

with- strategic metals so scarce, the

using only 6.000 tons of

—

War call* keep Long Distance
. . .

lines busy

That's trhy your rail wi/iv be del avert.

a den of

up, in the
In the second place, the

show up don't do any
work. How does the paper come
out that's one of those mysteries,
you know, like the riddle of Life.
However, the ORIENT office now
boasts the most modern typewriter
on campus a 1942 Corona. How it
got into the office is something of
a mystery—but why bother to find
out? Maybe if you'd scrape long
enough you'd find dirt and I
fellows that

—

.

—

-

—

don't

mean

gold.

m

c
Having wearied our readers thus
long we depart, but not before uttering a serious note (we can do
that too). There is a worthy project forthcoming which we urge all
-

V"'

—

stuff"

we recommend an

T

t

X+4-

!"--

RIJM fHI Mmffm
RH

students to attend, or. at least look
into. We mean the Bowdoin Christian Association Forum for details scan the columns of this paper. Religion is a much belittled
factor in many students lives, but
for those who look down on "sissy

nL .nBUlRn^nl

lataT^

nVV ^n? Jnft JB

IV'fl

\

Bn^L'

^""^

article in

soccer, tennis;, and basketball. He this month's Readers Digest endid graduate work at the Virginia titled "There are no Atheists in
the Sky." No one would call the
Theological Seminary
and
the
University of Pennsylvania.
He men who fly Fortresses over Gernow holds tbe B.D. degree. He many sissies, so for their views on
has been curate at Grace Church, a "sissy subject" see the aboveAmherst, Mats. Ho is now rector mentioned article. It should show
of $t. Paul's Church, Brunswkk. some of our he-men up as being
The Rev. W. Edmund Fitzger- slightly off the beam when they
ald, S> tt* was born in Providence, talk down on religion.
R. I., in 1901, and entered tiie
vice.
Jesuit Order te 1919. in Yonke^s,
7.00 p.m. Address in the MoulN. Y. He. received bis AJ3. and
M.A. from Boston College in 1924 ton Union Lounge, The Meaning
of the Roman
Catholic
Faith,
and 1925. He. rece:reo the degree
Father W. Edmund Fitzgerald.
of. S.T.L. in Lyons. France in 1332
and was research student at the Monday, December 13
12.00 m. Chapel
address
by
University of Paris. W33-3Z and
President Kenneth C. M. Sills.
at Ihe University of
Berlin
in
3.30 p.m. Tea at the home of
1925. From. 1939. to 13*2, he was
chairman of the Department of President and Mrs. Sills for the
Classics at Boston College Grad- clergy, college faculty, and stuuate School. In 1942, he came to dents.
6.30 p.m. Fraternity Discussion
Portland as Rector of St. Ignatius
Residence and Principal of Cbev- Groups. These go at late as. students and minkters desire,
but
erus Classical Hign Schovi.
there should be a break at about
8.00 p.m., to' allow those who wish
Schedule of Eventsto study to do so.
11
Tuesday* December 14
j
12.00 m. Chapel
Address
by
12.00 m. CHapel Adaress.byjlev.
Clayton F. Reed '46, Chairman of
the
First
G. Ernest Lynch of
'
the Forum.
Parish Unitarian Church in Port-
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teed to be permanent.

Packed in white

Blown Tumblfrs
with Bowdoin Seal
in Black and Whits

H'.nd
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Home and

Bowdoin man or
seal stands
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add 25
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oz
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Since this is the last

i

,

its

the B. C.

Christmas vacation,

!

Continued from Page

claim that a blast preceded the disintegration of the plane, but the
Public Relations officer of the
First Naval District, Boston, re*

•

and would also have serv- dance Saturday night was some
ed as a valuable clearing house for super-special rug-cutting on the
idea> on publications.
part of Bob Libby and a certain
must have been
In the year 1922 the pi Delta Navy wife
Epsilon Fraternity succeeded i.) pretty good, or at least the crowd
their aim, and there were initiated seemed ho think so not that we

we forget.
B.E.G.

B. C.

m

to

I

(

equivalent should well be possimainDaggett
ble," Professor
tained, "But a wise policy on the
part of the Western powers, and
not necessarily one of appeasement, could well have been instrumental in preserving tbe Weimar
Constitution."
Concerning the Allied policy in
stated
Italy, Professor Daggett
that, "Although it looks as if the
Allies were favouring a literal return to the ante bellum status
quo, it will scarcely be possible to
pre-totaliold
reconstitute the
tarian regimes."
After concluding the above interview with Professor Daggett in
his office on the second floor of
the Library, we were just in time
to hurry to the scene of the plane
crash, but not before
we had
found out about Professor Dag-

A check-up at the various
houses sometime early on Sunday

cations,

B.C.A.

*

learning to

its tenure* at

Delta Epsilon Fraternity at-

who

Mental toughening can be ours from

is

During
Pi

—

for the fact that Lennie Lizqtte
was too loud, and the room too
small. Personally, we'd have preferred the gym with plenty of room
to spare.

—

According to an article in the
Portland "Sunday Telegram" of
April' 22, 1923, the chapter at Bowdoin had speakers appear before
the members, at various times during the year. Thi Chapter was at
that time hoping to reorganize the
method of election to the Bugle
Board, and in this field were investigating the methods, employed by
ether roHegcs and universities.

the twisted metal and the

young body underneath—lest

thru the training on his track experience.

we

two Worthy years on one or more
college publications.

[

the difficulty

up and laid the
which he went

the various "disciplines"

tions. Since the purpose of Pi Delta Epsilon was to foster and honor
college journalism, the eligibility
rules also provided that a man
must have been a senior "or junior
in college «uid must have completed

tion fees.

one of the best track men Bowdoin has
ever had, emphasized the

amount

this

was the death of the battlefield. The
death of a young flier brought home to

doing the physical

toughening. Thin has recently been

—that

was it

dent realized that this

com-

dajly

Those

tion gasoline at the scene of the acci-

two ways,

College can toughen us in

mentally and physically.

war came

lives.

wreckage, and smelled the odor of avia-

them."

and

The. deadline for scripts for the
Masque and Gov. n Cne-Act
Play Contest has been extended

Plane Crash

We then questioned Professor1
Daggett as to whether he considered a revival of a democratic
government in Germany based on
the Weimar Constitution. "I doubt
wnether the Weimar Constitution
like Humpty Dumpty could be
put together again, but a democratic government based upon its

We

the leaders of ajl the publications
including the ORIENT, the "Quill,"
the "Bugle." and the "Bearskin." rumour.
This would have provided a bond of

who heard the explosion, saw the twisted

home was, "ftepare them by toughening

m

common

suddenly into our* peaceful

at

A

.

.

Current Events

—

the grimness and tragedy of

reminded of Professor Burnett's chapel
talk last Wednesday. He quoted a statement of a veteran of Sicily found in
Ralph IngersolTs book, Battle fctfee Pay-

.

tempted to secure for membership

When, many of us witnessed the crash
of a British training plane the other day,

us a desire to make

instills in

activities

off.

why

can't see

to force the issue.

•

A
are

want

LEST WE FORGET

home?

our

we

and

itself,

faculty should

being able to have a Christmas vacation
at

incidentally, that the Christ-

mas vacation in 1944 is scheduled to
end LVcember 2% 1944. For the record,
we don't think it will work. It was tried
in 1942 and abandoned because of stu-

For many, many American families
Christmas will be far different from
the traditional one. There will be in a
great many cases one or more sons or

this

daughters

and

ly published catalog set

along these lines of things to come.

home. Should

for

sought out.

1948

8,

—

proficient in journalistic lines

1

signed to handle problems dealing with states rather than with
the
individuals. I believe
that
punishment of the "war criminals
will be taken care of through extra-legal means after the defeat
of the totalitarian governments
involved. Where a legal trial is
had
punishment
desirable, the
best be left to the law of the
various countries involved; such as
Russia, Belgium, or Holland."

E. Gorton

party

must have bad completed honorable work on the college publica-

National Advertising Service, Inc.
CtUtU PmkUthert kepre tentative
Ave
Maw VOWf. N. v.

Managing Editor

Vol.

as

never before that alumni and undergrad-

i

does not contain either the taugh by Professor Daggett are
Jaw or the procedures necessary American Government and Interfor such a procedure, being de- national Law.

Well, the much-heralded houseis over at last. In retrospect
The Pi Delta Epsilon Fraternity it seems that we all had a pretty
was founded at Syracuse Urriyer- swell time. Of course it isn't what
sity in 1908 and up to 1932 had
it used to be, and all that
thirtjr-two active chapters.
col- but to one unacquainted with the
lege in order to have had a Chappeacetime splendors of Bowdoin soter in Pi Delta Epsilon at that
cial life there seemed to be little to
ton* had to have a fine standard of complain about.
collegiate publications and also
- e
have a high rank in the college
To the observant, the houseworld- in this respect. It was a departy afforded an interesting study
cided honor both for the individin the accuracy of the photographuals in a college and to the coler's art.
have all seen 'her'
lege where Hie chapter was estabpictures on the other fellow's desk,
lished to have a chapter of the
but to see 'her' in the flesh is still
fraternity. A man in order to bemere interesting.
come a member of the fraternity
no - c
must have been recognized as being
The dance was a success, except
dote.

three times a year, the college has been

By Bernard

Continued from Pane

ported that examination" revealed
no evidence r.f an explosion. It has
been announced that a board or enquiry will investigate the crash.

Law

Cress

H. Griffin

During the years from 1923 to
1932 Pi Delta Epsilon an Honor-

aceocscMTto ro« national aavaayiMM* aw

<e*roa

[

By George

teaching and law, jtwo professions in which Bowdoin graduates
have been especially active.
courses
regularly
The two

Daggett Interview

Mustard and

Journalism Fraternity

events in force.

Not

the least benefit which

derived from the

Forum

max be

is the broaden-

ing effect inherent in becoming acquaint-

ed with a variety of views in matters, of

rehgioa Such a broad understanding
certainly

is

the aim of the cultured man.

D

universities in authentic colors at the

same

prices.

Write

Card

enclosed to be sent with

order.

for information.

Payment

is

enclosed.
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Glasses

as

noted above *o:
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Sunday, December 1*
land.
4.30 p.m. Reverend George Cad"6.30 pan. Fraternity Discussion
igan of Grace
Church,
Salem, Groups.
Mass., speaks at the Vesper Ser-

Name

•

Address
Signed

..-.^....

Address

ntM
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—

1

m
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

VARIETY
m
ly

•

•

•

Events

instead.

"Ebony Eddie" Ellis,
back from Thanksgiving

Friday afternoon; they were taken for a ride
tike that

would seem to make the Athletic

Department a good candidate
ment of Utter Confusion."

for the

Nc*

1

Tor\er's "depart-

titles are, 'Techniques of
Fishpond Management." "The Conbe considering removal of the trol of Reservoir Silting," "Packcow-catcher" from the locomotive ing of Cotton at Gins for Uniform
and attaching it to the rear of all Density," "How to Prepare Sour
trains. The idea is to Cream," and "The Heating value
the cows from boarding of Alcohol."
the slow-moving trains and biting
V

priate

The

Vocal railroad

is

rumored

to

the passengers.

The

—V—

As soon as someone remembered
to put the plug back in the drain,
the mysterious disappearance of
water from the swimming pool
ceased It had the department worried for a while.

— V—

*•

aren't

Hmm?

arts majors
impractical ones

liberal

the only

Sunday morning a
science major tried to light a gas
stove that had been leaking all
night. He now knows something he
CoHege.

in

—V—

For those undergraduates who
like to keep up with the times,

some interesting

government

pamphlets have been arriving

in

*the
year
for his por-

Continued from Page

i

]

dance*
were continued, and at toast one
fraternity was lucky enough to
have been able to fake a short
automobile ride.
s

Entrance requirements in the
form of physical examinations for
the United States Army and Navy
Air Corps have been lessened in
their severity. The age requireto
ment also has been revised
make the corps open to both 17
mbsl
and 18 year olders. The
notable change in the Army physical requirement is a slackening in

-

Kappa

The

carried on a conversation during most of his speech between
the captain of a Steve, ship and his
first mate, who were discussing
the filthy condition of the slaves
on their ship, and whether or not
it was God's will that such trading be done.

i

r

Sigmas

deserve

for their ingenuity which
was required in order to so efficiently and beautifully decorate
the interior of their chapter house.
credit

i

the

in

works and

well
of ihe

its critics.

He

j

ing style.
I

Music by the Bowdoin

—Wallace-

Trio

Jaffe

'47.

Violin;

David Demeray '47, Viola; John
Friedmann '47. Violoncello ineluded Sonata a Quartre for violin, veila, cello, and cemballo

—

!

discuss-

ed various plays by Shakespeare
manner
and compared them with present
day, with all the thumb-and-vest
day plays and moving pictures. Ingesturing and the voice changing
from pianissimo to crescendo, and terpretations of various Shakespearean lines were questioned.
the mispronouncing of fifty-cent
The last speaker on the prowoids. His speech
required
a
gram was C. A. Hiebert who won
great deal of acting ability as well
second prize.
"Principals
of
as speaking ability.
v. as
He
Americ?»nii>m" wits ihe title of his
speaking as a politician from an
speech, written by Pelham
St.
average American city
named

i

political

Address

1944.

contributions
liance,

and

inquiries

all

Dramatists' AlStanford Uniand
theatre

to

Box 200

Z.

already placed in
cinema, for advice and

.'issistanrc.

whose
contributors
Recent
work hasbceh recognized by press
and public since their entry in
these competitions, include

^(•

Owen

WAR BONDS

tory is won.

theatre of northern

California.

No

1868 Contest
[

Continued frnm Pcge

i

]

among community

as
the." res,
part of the Alliance's eff. rt to inthe
troduce new playwrights to

of $1,081, given by "the Clan of
1868 to 'that member of the Senior Class who shall write and deliver the besl oration."" Standards

country at large. Other privileges
extended to contributors include
tho critical review of th( season's

this year to permit students who are not seniors

have been relaxed

best contributions, preset -ted first
in
at the Dramatists' Assembly
summer following: the competitions, and issued in printed form
in the association's Bulletin each
Iwo
year; brief written critiques

to participate.

Sad Case

Roommate: "You
What 's the

t

for each items

of*

contributions

look

broken

up.

Student "I w
the
pay
which the writers
money for a study lamp
nominal fee of three dollars; in•So?"
"They sent me a lamp."
troduction of promising dranrit-

Our boys must keep on fighting—we must keep on buying

mer repertory

second prizes are j.'iven, but
leading honors plays are 'ent with
French,
the winners to Samuel
NBC offices in New York, MGM,
String and responsible producing units

—

for

until vic-

Keep on BACK-

ING THE ATTACK.

ists to

members

of the associate n

Have a Coca-Cola * What's

i

!

the

good word?

j

good and

!

emphasing

Zenith,

its

Mrs.

George

Bissell.

It

was a subject

dealing with the fine background
of our country and how
much
everyone hayto- live up to, to be
proud of, aiff to defend.
Following the last speaker, the
String Trio played
Fantasy
a
which was interrupted when the
judges brought in. their decisions.

in the social

Their dining room (which they
cleared and made presentable for
dancing) was a work of art, and
reminded one of the interior of a
All of this, plus the fact that
modern (e) night club. The "sliding
the eye examination.
she was on the Republican State
panel" effect in their sun-porch
Committee for four years and was
All men who have been deferred
While on the subject of pras£ a delegate to the Republican Naand whose same deferments are
lag and crediting we think to tional Convention in Philadelphia
soon to expire should make this
only fair to express our gratitude
in 1940, make it rather reasonable
fact known to Professor Nathancollege
authorities
to
the
to beheve that Mrs. Hayes is a
iel Kendrick, faculty military and
through whose efforts
and Repubiean. In fact, she tcld us no
naval adviser. Other men who dethose of the Student Council
less than three times that she is
sire deferments, but have not rethe affair was made possible. such. Personally, if we were a
also announce their intentions to
Though older men on campus Republican, In fact, she told us no
Professor Kendrick.
No results concerning the Army claim the event was not com- once, let alone two or three
times, but on the other hand it
parable to previous housepartiea,
A-12 examinations, which,
were
an understandable claim. It did seems rather safe here in Maine
given on November
9th,
have
serve to acquaint the more to confess it.
been received by any Bowdoin apyouHiail undergraduates with an
Four weeks ago, on Thursday,
plicants as yet. The results, ace
old Bowdoin tradition.
November 18, a ten was given in
ceived previous deferments should
the faculty room in honor of her
expected to arrive in the near futwenty-five years here at Bowture. The Navy V-12 applicants
Miks
doin. Tea was poured
by
have been informed of their rec- Scholarships
by
Elizabeth Brackett, assisted
ords on the examination. A num[ Continued from Page t }
Miss Marion Downing, Miss Helen
ber of men received notices to noand
Cobb,
port to Portland for interviews Portland Mr. Hallman at Farm- Johnson, Miss Jean
and physical examinations, and of ington, Mr. G. Pope in Washing- Mrs. Lois Benjamin. The highceremony
this group several applicants have ton County, Mr. LaCasce '14 at light of the informal
already been
accepted by
the Fryeburg, Prof. A. P. Daggett at was the- presentation of a bouquet
of flowers to Mrs. Hayes.
Navy.
Memorial Hall at Bowdoin.
A by no means small factor in
Bowdoin's success, but one which

;

|
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UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

Do you like to have your friends know what you
Do yon Use to hear of your athletic achievements?

—

are doing?

Would yon like to have your girls get acquainted with the diatoms and doings on the campus?
There is an easy and Inexpensive way.
Send a gift subscription to the ORIENT to all your girl* aad
ether friends. Copies mailed anywhere in the world; Xo extra

.

Remember

-

The

ORIENT is

bow

or

to get

understood in Newport or

the CoHeffe Oracle

places.

!

Around

freshes, —has

and Reporter

along with folks

says the returned soldier

Have a "Coke",

charge for foreign delivery.

!

New

and his friendly gesture

Zealand, at

home or

6
u

is

2

in far-off

I

the world Coca-Cola stands foe the pause that re-

O

become the gesture of good will, saying Let's befriends.
narural for popular names
to acquire friendly abbrcvia*

I
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AH

-

Sees All

-

Tells All

-
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It's
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The Coca-Cola Bottling

Bring Your Subscription Today
to the ORIENT Office - Moulton Union
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tions. That's why you hex
(Jix-J-Cula callcvJ "CoLc".

Plants, Inc.

j

we

ONLY
Deliver the

is

V. C.

PERKINS,
Phone

Fh.G..

Mrs. Hayes,

who

behind

the

scenes has. inestimably aided the

*ties.
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SMITH TYPEWRITER POR SALF

Moulton Union, Brunswick, Maine
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<
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does the cook-
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Thurs.

The Heat

Is

Steaks
9
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I

There may be a tendency in some folks, to willingly accept less in fabric and tailoring these days than they would expect in peace rime years. But we think thai unmg.
We won't compromise, and with the consent of the government we are netting: ju>t
as hue clothing as ever. Take overcoats perhaps we may not have quite as many
you need a new overas usual but these we have are unconditional fine quality.
coat—you can come here feeling sure that you'll find the same excellent merchandise you can always expect us to offer you.

—

HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEFR
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Chops

Fancv

mike's place

(ii-oceries

—

wit*

ing best

Alrin Settle. Proprietor

W

—

Office,

a^

Mae West

Victor Moore

-

also

Fox News

Complete Printing Service
Tel. 89-

The Orient

Mgr.

STUART PRINT SHOP
Town BMg.
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,

W»

CUMBERLAND
...NOW OPEN...

Overcoats

f

Address
City, State

President and the adminstraUve
staff in the pursuance of their du-^i

ALLEN'S DRUG STORE

to:

j
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ORIENT

Name

tied,

FOR CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS

$2.00 a year

seldom think

of, is the digniwhite-haired contribution to
Bowdoin's efficiency, the indispensable Mrs. Clara Downs Hayes. It

BrunswickHardwareCo.

TONDREAl! BROS.
Maine Street

U

Brunswick

$24.95 to $47.50

Maine Street

Dec 10-11

In Old

—

Phone 32S-M for delivery
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Hayes' achieve- bad qualities in a humorously saworld are her tirical style. The speech was entwo
years' titled "Address by George Baborganization and
and bitt", a satire on the American
presidency of the Business
Professional. Women's Club here politician by Sinclair Lewis.
the
in Brunswick; secretary of
The third speaker was F. H.
Saturday Club, also here in town; Gordon who recited "The Slaver."
charter member of the
D.A.H.;
Past Matron of the Eastern Star;
secretary of
the'
Cumberland
County Republican Committee;
and secretary of the Republican
Town Committee.

Among

A.

[

i

menu

1

vcrsity. California.

Philip

K. Thalheimer. Their decisions received
loud applause. The speeches wire
delivered in forma'., public speak-

,

words.

i

ert P. T. Coffin, Mr.

Annas and Mrs. Mildred

He

")

i

poom by Stephen Vincent Benet

and
theater
tlready placed in
cinema, for advice and assistance.
Writers should send for registration forms and information at
present
once; final date for the
series of competitions is March 'o,

After Frank Gordon finished his
Allegretto Allegro— Loeillct
with a large crowd of negroes speech there was a slight inter- Sonata a Quartre
and whites together racing her, mission, during which the BowLargo Allegro con snirito
applauding wildly her magnifi- doin String Trio played a Sonata.
Loeillct
Mr. Mitchell thi>n introduced. P. Fantasic
Gibbons
cient performance.
,
The second speaker was L. P. H. Hoffman who delivered Robert Menuetto from Divertimento in C
Moz.iri
Fickett who won the contest by Benchley's "Looking over Shakesmir.or
delivering a
typical
American peare," a satire on Shakespearean

known

told
Various
anecdotes are
about our heroine, such as the one
about Mr. Mclntire's arrival here,
fresh from Bryant-Stratton. Mr.
Mclntire. walked in, and
when
questioned by, Mrs. Hayes, seemed
able to do the work, "Sit do«n
and take a letter!'' were the next

chapter

and

Continued from Puze

[

years.

SUN RISES
[

a

David Stark, '46, will speak on
Four awards in dramatic wnt"James Joyce." one of the out- ing are offered in the ninth 3nstanding modern novelists of our nual competitions of Dramatists'
time at the weekly meeting of the Alliance of Stanford University.
Witan on December 8. A series of Th? late great Stephen Vincent
lectures has been planned for the Be.net ;» remembered in
new
a
ensuing months which should prize for radio plays in prose or
prove to be of interest to all of the verse, preferably on
American
more literary-minded students of themes such as the poet himself
the college. Professor Coffin is produced to richly; the award is
scheduled to speak sometime dur- fifty dollars and recommendatijn
ing the first week after vacation. to radio production units. Other
Professor Coffin was chosen fac- •nvirds are the Anderson prize v-f
ulty advisor for the club at its last one hundred dollars
verse
for
meeting on November 10. Reginald drama, in full-length o r one-act
Wright Kaufman, editor of the form; the Etherege award for full"Bangor Daily News" is also sched- length comedy, also one hundred
uled to speak in the spring trimes- dollars; and the Gray award for
ter. In May Benjamin Ames Wil- dramatic criticism, whuh brings
liams, of nation-wide fame for his twenty-five dollars
and recomBook-of-the-Month dub selection, mendation to standard p-rfodicais.
"Strange Woman" will address the The most producpable
the
of

Dodson of Virginia, whose poeras
an J poetic play have been published in Theatre Arts Magazine;
George Seilicl of Pennsylvania,
whose work has been acepted by
French; Charles Angoff. whosi
drama produced by BHe'<friars in
members.
Anderson
dramas offered fo the
,New York was criticized in The
and Etherege prize will be staged New Yorker and the metropoliThe judges were Professor Rob- by Hillbarn Theatre, only sum- tan dailes; Ned Rosinj,'. who pub-

i

Alexander Prize

planned to move
Mrs.
Hayes'
desk from her favorite corner,
but an emphatic and persistent
and
Mrs.
"NO!" was heard,
Hayes still works in the corner campaign speech
she has inhabited for so
many

why.

Havrkles

Range-

ging the dead animal for seven and
a half miles through 2 feet of snow.

of the staff moved to
the Union for the summer. It was

j

the library lately. Typical appro-

came

'44,

in

in his opinion the hardest
task of the whole affair was drag-

members

critical sugges-

tion, there will be an attempt
hereafter to have at least one
pleasant item about something in
every column. This week the bouquet goes to Professor Brown for
the new College catalog. The reactions to it so far have all been favorable, and it's not hard to tell

should have learned in Chemistry
1-2.

a recent

to

]

T0W1TAN0NJOYCE

trait)

—V—

Due

i

was that

was
Massachusetts Hall
made over. Formerly, the entire
There was at least one unsuc- first floor, with the exception of
cessful attempt during the dance
one
the President's office, was
Saturday night to give a drink to room, and the various
exhibits
the bust of Peter Blair Ferguson
didn't exactly make
the
place
standing by the door to the lounge.
conductive to efficient v_>rk. Mrs.
It wasn't particularly successful.
other
Hayes together with the

—V—

of the faculty was
seen kissing the date of one stu-

—V—

their occu-

of

In the record department of a
store in Portland there was a sign
on the counter reading, "Latest President in 1918.
Hit Tunes?" The record on top of
A few years ago
the pile underneath was "Hark the
President Sills sat
Herald Angels Sing."

A member

Apparently

signs

string of beads, two skirthangers,
and a box of powder?

Despite its diminished size, judging from the high percentage of
the
late
Bowdoin
House-party was no less successful
than some of its larger predeces-

dent during the festivities.

little

pancy around Does anyone want
one lipstick, several bobby pins, a

casualties,

—V—

may have moved out of

fraternity

many

—V—

sors.

girls

houses and gone
home, but there are still a good
the

Ptige

of
Commerce,
huntsman, out of ammunition, was Ohio Chamber
George Chandler played a leading
forced to club it to death.
in
Upon extended queries among role for nearly two decades
the Delta Upsilon fraternity mem- making the organization probably
bers, the fact was established that thq most aggressive and construcEllis had been hunting all day tive in the country in representwhen at 5.30 pan. he sighted his ing, defending and promoting the
prey in the dusk. With one bullet interests of organized business.
His services in Ohio
left for his .35 caliber carbine, he
and
his
Mrs. Hayes
crept
within
several
hundred widespread experience and trainyards of the deer, and after taking ing in business and political fields
f Continited from Page t ]
elsewhere gained for him a nathrop and Maine Halls were bar- careful aim, sent his last shot on
its way. The only official comment tional reputation of commanding
racks. President Sills was Acting
which Ellis would give to the press stature in the business world.
President in 1917-18, aud became

— —

Stamford University Sponsors Four
Contests Foar College Dramatists

STARK WILL SPEAK

Continued from

mercial Executives. •
In
he was appointed
1920
of the American delegates at the
organization meeting of the Inley. Maine, with a 175 H>. Whitetail
ternational Chamber of Commerce
deer. Upcn being interviewed Elheld in Paris in 1920. Pamphlis was rather reluctant to state
lets prepared under his direction
the circumstances of the kill, but
and issued by the
Ohio
State
after lengthy pleading, he coyly
Chamber of Commerce since 1926
admitted that the animal had been
constitute a contemporary record
shot at 300 yards with a wellof current economic and political
placed bullet in the back. This apquestions.
parently broke the backbone, for
At numerous meetings of these
when Ellis reached the critter it
was paralyzed, and the Rangeley bodies he presented papers on the

Students taking calisthenics expected to go for a hike a
last

[

Pound Maine Deer

r. Ilttleaale, St.

week ago

Chandler Dies

EHfe '44 Bags 175

•

mmm

Brunswick

i
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TV' ORIENT publish** below the official directory of the eolleg?.
It lists namr* and mmir n atm sad phone numbers of all faculty and staff
members. It includes the various offices and the undergraduate organhmtions as well as the headquarters of the se rvice

AAFTTD Headquarters.
Maine Hall
u adtmic Director, E.

Hammond

Mclntire, G. R., Bursar

Alpha Tau Omega,
65 Federal St.
Secretary's Office,
Massachusetts Hall
Art Building (Walker)

Headquarters,

259 Maine St.
Academic Director.

Hammond

W. H.

Officer,

AAFTTD
W.

S..

34 Longfellow Ave.

Beam. PC,
Walker Art Building
32

Elm

St.,

Beta Theta

Nixon,

551

Commanding

1794-1803

The Reverend Peter Sturtevant

The

Topsham
McKeen

Pi. 14

'

11

Belmont

)

instructors,

778-xM

tastes,

157

Dimeter cf Admissions,
Massachusetts Hall
157
83 Federal St. 558-W
Ferguson, H., 8 Potter St.
523-M
Grant Lieut. R., Adjutant,
AAFTTD
1010
Ellis. R. H..

Gross. A. O., 11

Boody

437-M

St.

Gymnasium, Campus
Hackamack, Lieut. J. W.,
Company Commander,

551

ASTP

life

Ha!!.

W.

K.

Off.

6 Whittier St.

903-M
715-W

Ham. R. J., 3 Bath St.
Hammond, E. S., Director
of Admissions
Academic Director,

AAFTTD and
9 Thompson

157

Off.

ASTP,

St

A.,

Off. 158

683
716

E

Helmreich,
C.
6 Boody St.
417-M
Holmes. C. T.,
60 Spring St.
469-W
Hormell, O. C. 15 Potter St.
960
Hubbard Hall (the Library)
5
Infirmary, Campus
112
Jeppesen. M. A.,
8 Harpswell Place
69-W
Johnson, Dr. H. L., College
Physician
Infirmary Off. 112
Town Office
145
12 Boody St.
615
Junkins, Mrs. R. Y..
10 Boody St
271
Kamerling. S. E..
43 Harpswell St
348-W
Kappa Sigma, Harpswell St. 8270
Kendrick, N. C, 185 Maine St. 853
Kingsbury, R.- F..
254 Maine St
Kirkland, E. C.
15 Cleaveland St.
778-M
Koelln. F. C. A., 7 Page St.
855!
Korgen. R. L,
Princes Point Road
546-5
Korson, J. H.,

is

moV

Massachusetts
Hall,
where, according to a treasured
Bowdoin tradition, the President
called them to morning
prayers
(at six o'clock) by rapping on the
stairs with his cane. For the first
twenty years, the College took
virtually no responsibility for the

]

concepts. "Dictators," said
the
speaker, "are always determined
to be recognized first before any
deity.
must recognize, howeve:', that there must be a higher
allegiance than humanity itself."
chapel
War, summed up
the
speech, can never be a solution to
are
any problem, for its results
he
never permanent.
"Force,"
said, "will stop force, but force
will never stop ideas, the smoldering fire that will break out again
for
hope
and again. The only
mankind is goodwill, the type that

We

religion.

—

Darkness,

speedy and powerful ships with their heavy guns
and armament we must buy War
Bonds. Citizens of a large town or
a given community, working in unity, could buy one of these ships for
for these

the Navy if they put at least ten
percent of their income in War
Bonds every pay day.

pines at night. Especially the final
teir/i of President Allen's rule was
marked by undergraduate turbu-

lence.

The Middle Years,
Its

financial

1 839-1885
weakness, acute

after the panic of 1837, caused tne
College embarrassment also in its
relations with religious bodies. Although Bowdoin had been established through the efforts of Congregutionalists,
its charter
contains nothing about church affiliation, and both
Unitarians
and
Episcopalians had sat
on
ils
Board of Trustees, the majority of
whom, like President Woods, were
quite free from ecclesiastical narrowness. The temper ef the students was pronouncedly libeial.
Yet the fear of losing orthodox
support and the power
of
the
more conservative Overseers were
constant threats hanging over the
Trustees' heads and leading again
and again to compromise, such as
the hedging declaration of 1841 to
the effect that Bowdoin was a
Congregational college, committed
to giving moral and religious instruction in harmony "with its rU'nominational character as herein
defined." By sucn means th<? College obtained some sizable bequests, concerning the proper use
of which, in the later period of
prosperity and complete intellectual freedom under Hyde, opinions
of the Courts were solicited. Only
in 1908, by the surrender of one
fund to a residuary legatee, was
the last (and purely nominal) sectarian restriction removed.
Sargent,
70 directed sports
and worked out the system of exercise based on individual meas-

1868, and the first class game of
kicking
football
(the
English
was played in the next
year. Rugby football came in in
1884; tennis began to be played
about the same time.

game)

Tne first Bowdoin chapters of
esintercollegiate
fraternities.
admintablished early in
his
of
istration, supplied the means
channeling off any execessive exuberance of youthful spirits and
social
the
in time
re-made
life.
undergraduate
fabric
of
But the College was confronted
with graver dangers than those
arising from a certain uncouthness in undergraduate life. Presihis
all
dent Chamberlain, for
great services to College, State,
and Nation, was unequal to coping
with the difficulties now besettiiii;
inadequate enthe institution:
dowment and equipment, a dedissension
creasing enrolment,
the
and
among the Faculty
Boards. Probably no one else connected with either group couid
circumthe
have succeeded in
Chamberlain's resignastances.
tion in 1883 provided an opportunity to secure from outside the

LOOKING OVER THE BETA HOUSE—Kim

Kyle 47 and a Radar
Ensign are looking over a minor part of the damage resulting from
the bad fire at the Beta Theta Pi House November 20. Not far from
walls
these badly damaged
the flames burned a large hole straight
through the ceiling of the first floor.

men

for teaching position. "Anaemic persons do not get on well at
Bowdoin," he once told a candidate, and he gave less weight to

1

j

;

j

formal qualifications such as the
possession of degrees than to in-

1

the major field of
study;
the
foundation (1928i of the Tallman
visiting professorship; the conduct
in alternate
years
(beginning
1923) cf Institutes
in
various
branches of learning; the estab-

and

lishment (1935) "of Kent Island
teaching ability. Thus atound the 'Scientific Station; the augmenlanucleus he inherited he built up tion of endowment
funds from
again a remarkably strong Facul- $2,473,451 to $8,681,502; theerection ot several needed buildings,
ty, remembered to-day with gratinotably the Moulton Union
and
College the vigorous leadership tude by all the older graduates.
a
numerous Moore Hali. and the development
Only three from
imperatively needed.*
The Modern College, 1885-1944 group of long tenure, and perhaps of the Pickard plaj'lng-field the
The inauguration in 1885, afier listed-r-all graduates of the Col- more effective organization of the
a two years' interregnum, of the lege: the courtly Henry Leiand adumni through local associations
Reverend William DeWitt Hyde Chapman 1869-1913), in English and an alumni office. And even in
Frankim this briei summary there must be
.vitty
marks the real beginning of an- literature; the
that
lively
other era. Not yet twenty-seven Clement Robinson (1874-1910), in grateful mention ol
;hc
scholarly and very sufficient company, first
years old and virtually unknown chemistry; and
in art assemDled in 1921 bv Mrs. Willism
Henry
Johnson
(1877-1918).
the
Andexcept at Harvard and
J. Curtis and Mrs.
Younger
and
modern
languages.
George
C.
the
over Theological Seminary,
new President brought to his ta>k men who taught under Hyde for Riggs (Kate Douglas Wiggin),
the Society of Bowdoin Women.
going
to
brief
period
before
a
which
iman athletic physique
between
townspeople
pressed young men, a remarkabu larger fields elsewhere included Relations
'92, in eco
and college people have grown
administrative capacity, an acute Henry Crosby Emery,
steadily
more
cordial; to many a
William
MacDonald
nomics:
and
modern
and sympathetic grasp of
and Allen Johnson, in history and graduate, some df the pleasantproblems, and above all an energy
est memories of college years are
political science.
which swept away accumulated
Kenneth Charles Morton Silis. associated with the interesting,
scholastic dust like a fresh breeze of the Class ot 1901. Winkley Pro- varied life of this State of Maine
from the Atlantic. The College lcssor of the tatin Language and community.
To-day the stars of the flag
which he took over may be com- Literature since 1907 and Dean of
the College since 1910, served for in the Chapel number 1,820. In
rooted
tree
pared to a deeply
one year as Acting President, aad their light, all these
advances
which needed
fertilizing
and in 1918 was made President. In the College to render unstinted
pro- full sympathy with Hyde's aims seem of moment only as they help
pruning. These life-giving
service to the Nation in the hour
cesses Hyde instituted; the presand with equal devotion to the of need and the guardians of the
ent vigorous new growths are due
ideal of the liberal arts college. College to bring it, with honor aad
to him or to the successor whom
President Sills has carried ior- unscathed, through a world war.
tellectual breadth, character,

I

;

1

he trained.

By numerous books

published during his
(1885-1917) President

long

Hyde

term
ex-

ward the program which
ecessor initiated.

vances

his pred-

Among

made during

Preferable

the ad-

the present

urements which he later employed erted, also, a nation-wide inllu- adininstration have been: the inat Yale and Harvard and which ence toward liberalism in politics, crease
ot the Faculty from thirtygave him a national reputation. education, and religion.
one to sixty-six members, making
Rowing became popular in
Uie
No small part of Hyde's success possible smaller classes
and more
in
the
college
the
later
in
in the re-orientation of the currisixties; we hear of baseball first
frequent conferences; the inauguin 1860 and of the first intercol- culum and the invigoration of inration (1919) of the system
of
legiate game in 1872. The first struction was due to his discerncomprehensive examinations
in
college track meet was held
in ment in the selection of younger

Sweet young

thing:

"Have

The 500-pound demolition Bomb is
one of the lighter ones. Bands are
attached to facilitate handling and
the fins are not attached until the
Bomb reaches the airfield, because
bending would injure accuracy.
Your purrhey cost up to $500.

i

!

Payroll Savings Plan will help proLet's
vide Bombs for our airmen.

Top

that

Ten Percent."
t". i". j

tory was established
in
1824.
senior reading included books on
"natural law." In the main, however, an intensely
conservative
spirit prevailed; in 1824, for
instance, a professor was appointed
to 1 he cnair of philosophy primarily to confute the reasonings of
Kant and Coleridge, which were
regarded as dangerous to orthodoxy. The only distinctly progressive step taken :n
the thirtyseven years under review, except
for the attention given to mineralogy, was the
introduction
into
the curriculum in 1825 of French
and Spanish, a brilliant undergraduate, Henry W.
Longfellow,
having been designated for the fu-

Sweet younc thing: "So would
I, but have
a cigarette
"
you're waiting

while

spendable
as Sanfa C/aus
I

j

j

Chesterfields

is

j

Ttmtury Offer: ii.tr.:

pend on

1

to please

gift you can deany smoker. Their

a

!

Fennellville Road
LaCasce, E. 21 Moore Hall
Lancaster, D. D. Manager,

Moulton Union
40 Harpswell St.
Larrabee, D. C,
12 Douglas St.

Milder, Cooler, Better Taste
preciated everywhere.
fail
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Little.

Mrs. M.

8 College
Livingston.

388-W

Off.

609

388-W

St
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Jdagec,
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winter comes, are you left
behind. ..at the ski slopes/ Here's

"Good

Skiing Begins

5!
.

-

1032-

Director of Track

and Held Athletics

Off.

'

480

With Good

Ba*s Boots."
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lut Chesterfields on your
list for Christmas.
You can't buy a better
cigarette.

IBASSBOOTS
Fortunately, wc are

still

able to

%

must

man-

ufacture ski boots in limited quantities.
Although stocks at your dealer's aren't
too plentiful, there's a good chance
"Eds" and "Co-eds" can find a pair of
Bass Ski Boots. Look for them
and
for war-scarce WEEJUNS too
get
your M. S. as a Master of Skiing soon!

—
—

FREE!

649

Library
'ag. St.

f»t

a suggestion bound to help your
skiing success. Boss Ski Boots! They
are finely constructed, easy to wear.
That's why "in-rhe-lcnow" skiiers say

H..

76 Federal St.
Ljon, Miss E. E., Cataloguer,
I

Ifi/frfi"
When

D.

Little.

1

***^

916-W

(Hubbard Hall),

Campus

8 College St.
Lt.-Comdr. N. C.
Naval School of Radio
Engineering

why—

Combination

give smokers what they want.
639

461-W

24 Longfellow Ave.

ap-

ofthe world's best cigarette tobaccos
can be depended on every time, to

Leith. E..
Library'

is

They never
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Off.
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Interesting illustrated booklet of Hass Outdoor
Footwear for men aid women. Write G. H. Bass & Co.,
212 N. Main St, Wilton, Me.
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a

cigarette?"
Elderly lady: "What: Smoke a
cigarette? Why, I'd rather kiss
the first man that comes ; long."

oratory were interspersed
throughout the course; as early as
1812 there, were required themes,
and a chair of rhetoric and ora-

Hayes. Mrs. C. D, Secretary
of the College

as

and manner of
found on the campus of

building.

dent

862-W

54 Harpswell St.
Heating Station, Campus

of

hear

Prior to the erection of a
in 1808,
of
the
students lived in the single college

fessor

Coach of Foot-

tons.

544

Hartman, H. W.,
17 Belmont St.

of

We

to-day.

WAR BONDS

478
230

them men

interests,

dormitory

ball

8821

of

were inducted; the Presi- physical exercise of the students.
delivered his inaugural ad- By Longfellow's time, to counterterm."
the
Off. 313 dress; on the .following day eight act "a very sickly
Faculty went so far as "to recom234 Maine St.
990 condidates presented themselves
for admission, were examined and mend a game of ball now and
Whittier Field
631-W
themselves,
duly enrolled; and the College was the.i," and the bo>s
Wilder, G. G., Librarian
Off. 5
set up a bowling alley; but lauk
finally in operation.
of funds prevented any
regular
2 Page St.
467-W
The Early Years, 1802-1839
gymnastic instruction until much
York. G. M.. 22 Cedar St.
457-M
President McKeen had set tr.e later. Supervision over the dailyZeta Psi, 14 College St.
8. 10
same requirements for admission graduate curriculum- was rigidly
as were in force
at
Harvardprescribed:
Latin,
Greek, and
namely, a knowledge of Latin and mathematics almost continuously
Greek that would to-day be credi- life of students was at first strict;
table to an upperclassman c •..- efforts were made, with very incentrating in classics, and an ac- complete success, to enforce reguquaintance with mathematics "as lar study hours and a nine o'clock
far as the rule of three." Through- curfew. Faculty records arc conout this early period, the under- cerned to an
inordinate extent
American flyers with the RAF are graduates had* Greek, and Latm witn infractions ot discipline rangtor the first three
years; geograining demoliUou bombs on Nazi
ing from depredations upon propraphy and logic in freshman and
cities today. These instruments of
sophomore
years
respectively; erty to "frequenting the chambers
destruction so important in razing
Nazi war plants, interrupting rail- and such authors as Locke, Paley, of fellow-students in an idle and
and Butler in junior and senior wanton manner." Ordinances of
road transportation and other war
years. Exercises in rhetoric and
objectives, range now unto several
Walsh,

V*.
To pay

sporadic efforts to enliven classroom routine: President McKeen's
use of "models" in mathematics,

j

Off. 478)

some

abilities.

i

chaos, suicide these are the alternatives. Christianity is not irrelevant."

ture teaching of them.
Beginning in 1804 with the appointment of a tutor, there was a
gradual increase in the number of

uncommon

Continued from Page

stressed
Reverend
Anderson
that we must seek to obey God's

comes from

Pastor of the First Parish
Church, Portland, at the Theta
Delta Chi House.

W

and

more are needed.

—

J

AAFTTD

costing approxi-

Delta Phi House.

commerce, which kept tellectual promptings, and formed
the scattered Maine settlements the first
of the two literary sotouch with "foreign parts"; a cieties, the Peucinian
and
the
fighting spirit evidenced by the Athena?an,
which flourished for
proud record of Maine in the more than
a generation, holding
French and Indian wars many debates and literary
exercises
such conditions, interests, and and maintaining collections of
memories peculiar to Maine had books, which now enrich the Colproduced by the end of the eigh- lege Library. Similarly, by such
teenth century a strong sectional devout spirits as found the refeeling. One natural result of this quired daily prayers insufficient,
temper of mind was the recurrent a "Praying Circle" was formed, to
demand, in the last two decades satisfy the
members'
religious
of the century, for a Maine col- needs and to bring Christian inlege to train Maine youth.
fluences to bear upon the unreThe Boards selected as the first generate majority. In short, there
President the Reverend Joseph was much the same diversity of

D

mandant,

10,000 ton Cruiser

mately $20,000,000. Many Cruiser*
are under construction and mam-

The Reverend Ernest Lynch.
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and astronomy, and served
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dishing, M. B., 165 Maine St.
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Campus
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ASTP

Out

Edmund

in

8293

Dean's Office,
Massachusetts Hall
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Maine and College Sts.
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about 10,000 tons.

navy has. about an equal number
light and heavy Cruisers, the
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seaborne
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lattei
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308-M
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Reverend

in

for instance, and Tutor Smyths
introduction of the blackboard. In
U. ^.frtaiury OtfVrttHtut
general, however, instruction was
conducted largely by daily recita- ign and 1824 show some relaxapolitics and evangelicalism in retions from textbooks, and .must t ion of the earlier rigor,
but the
ligion, found here a more fertile
often have been a rather languid grotesque spectacle continued
to
field. The ruggedness of the counproceeding. At all events,
the be presented, of grave professors
try itself; the distance from the more
inquiring minds soon found patrolling the campus by day end
seat of government in Boston; other
means of satisfying their in- chasing miscreants through
the

Beyer, K. J.. Library
16 Longfellow Ave.
Brown, F. W., 265 Maine St.
7 Whittier St.
648
352-M
Brown, H. R., 32 College St. 576-M President's Office.
*
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displacing

built

and heavy, Uie

Fitzgerald, S.J., Headmaster
of Cheverus Classical High
School, Portland, at the Alpha

shipbuilding.
and
trade.
Among them, especially in Uie
larger seaport towns like Portland
with its 2,500 inhabitants, some
families of accumulated
wealth
and of a considerable degree of
culture had already attained political and social influence. The tradition of Maine,
however, was

P..

Navy Cruisers are
classes, light

Rector of Saint Paul's Church,
Brunswick, at the Chi Psi
Lodge.

ing,

Manager

Gymnasium

WAR BONDS

Clayton

glimpse of some of the many problems facing the post-war world.
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639
Dean,
Massachusetts Hall
Off. 157
260 Maine St.
1028-W
1010 Naval School of Radio En
•
gineering. Campus
609
405-W Orient Office, Moulton
Union
264-W (and has remained) distinct from
that of Massachusetts; rank and
23-W Parson, Capt. K. B. G., Executive Officer, ASTP
176-M
478 wealth counted on the whole for
8781 Pickard Field House
269-W less; the hold' of Puritanism was
not so strong; and popular move5 Potter, D. T., Supt. of Grounds
ments, such as Republicanism in
and Buildings
746-M
Off. 157
1044
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The Founding of the College

St.
144
Off. 230

Moulton Union, Campus.
Dining Service

Off. 157

Hyde Hall

Athletic Department,

Bass,

Off. 170

—

Campus

Harrington, Capt.

Growth Of College
Thru 150 Years

When Bowdein College was
607
717 founded, the District of Maine
St.
was still a part of Massachusetts.
8010 Merrill, L., 54 Main St.
Its population was rapidly growYarmouth
ing from fewer than 100,000 in
170 Miller. R. B., Coach of Swim1790 to 150,000 in 1800—and was
ming
Off. 633
made
up largely of sturdy, hard23-W
10 Green St., Topsham
602-W
working, middle class people of
Morrell, M. E., Director of
English or Scottish ancestry enAthletics
478
Off. 551
gaged in farming, lumbering,fish262 Maine St.
441

Aiumm

E. S.
Office.

555
551

Rev. Anderson
i

Reed '46 on
Enduring Peace," and Basil Guy '47
on "Church Unity as an Aid to
World Harmony." They presented
to the Congregationalist Methodist
Young People's Group a

9 Page St.
Means, T., 267 Maine

8119
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BOWDOIN VS. BRUNSWICK
SWIM TOMORROW

THE

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

Four One -Act Plays Entered
Campus Greek War
NEW AST UNIT COMES
HERE ON MARCH 13TH

Certain Types Of Clothes

First
Professor Chase, in today s chapel, announced a three-

Group Of "Metes"

Leave February 12;

day student drive to secure clothing for the Greek War Re- Mclntire Weighs Rooms
lief Association. The campus chairman for this drive will be
On March 13 another detachLloyd R. Knight '45.
preliminary meeting of the fraternity
ment of ASTP trainees will comhouse representatives was held Tuesday, January 12.
mence academic training at Bowdoin College. Since the Army au-

A

BCA Members Conduct

War

13th Religious

Relief Association is asking
for clothing that has good wear
left in it. The collected clothing
will be sent to the Greek Association's national headquarters at
730 Fifth Avenue, New York City
for shipment via Red Cross ships
to Greece.
The representatives of the variolic
Lanson'
houses are:
Olds; A.D. —Cliff Bourgeois; Sigma
Bob Morrell; T.D.— Fred

ATO—

Nu—

Gregory;
Zete Joe

—

Beta

—Ian

Maclnnes;

Deke

Woods;

—Dana

By Clement

j

Forum

A. Hiebert

Considering the theme of "Religion as an Aid to World Harmony," the Bowdoin Christian Association presented the 13th annual religious
forum December
12-14. Highlighting the threV day

program of

activities,

which

in-

cluded special chapel services, a
tea at the home of President and

Little; Kappa Sigma— Phil Hoffman; D.U.— Eb Ellis. The facul-

ty advisor

be

will

used clothing provided the latter

good condition.
Old clothes of good quality are

is in

gift to

Greece,

Dut

No
On

will be
It is

made

At

Exams

to

briefly

so

summed

adequately
and
up the value and

the purpose of the liberal arts in-

on Page

3 ]

Tillotson

SUN RISES
By Dana

A. Little
In about another three weeks
"January
of
the second group
freshmen" will be arriving on
campus. College authorities estimate that the number will be in
or
the vicinity of forty men(
of
majority
rather boys), the
whom will be entering the college
of
system
war-time
under the
three and one-half years of preparatory and high school education.

I

I

j

1
'

:

;

1

I

most

spectacular

program
consists
entirely
of
poems written by the great Scottish poet Robert Burns set to the
music for which they were origi-

i

s-r
It la upon these forty odd individual* that the task of preserving the college'* social, po-

and
will

economic

fall.

All the

institu>

would be no rushing before such
and such a date and also establishing a quota system restricting the number of pledges a

,

'

a

a-r

In the eyes of many undergraduates the most important of these
groups is the Bowdoin fraternity.

consequently,

the

first

new freshmen; or, in other
words, the introducing of all those
look eighteen and over to the
and such and in imtraverns
local
pressing these bewildered youngsters that Alpha Beta Gamma has

fraternity could have. I recall
ashing a member of a particular fraternity on this very date
how the lushing at his particular house was going, and he re-

a casual tone that they
their quota the prevevening.
Another wellknown fraternity (or such they
consider themselves) instituted
a rather ingenious "promise
system," wherein they pledged
the alloted number of neophytes
and then kept on going.
And then comes the other question of hazing and initiations. Last
£ Continued on Page 2 ]
plied In

had

few

weeks of the coming trimester will
be devoted to the rushing, and the
subsequent hazing and initiation

bulletin board and I believe it's
still there, or
the last tune
I looked) agreeing that there

wm

campus

ORIENT,

the
Mssqur and Gown, the Bugle,
and of course, the various fraternal groups will depend upon
these men to carry on their own
particular traditions and purorganization!*, the

In the first place, the pledglng butt fall was done on a
purely honorable set-up. Representatives of the various fraternities, at the request of the
Student Council, met and signed
a document (later posted on the

ious

'

I

filled

At present there are 144 civilian students attending the Coltaking into account the seventeen who have left since the
fall trimester began in early October, and the one student, Wallace Phi loon, who has returned
to pursue post-graduate studies.

Band Reorganization

Gives Messiah Concert

At 8.15 p.m. on the 17th of
November, 1943, the members of
Witan gathered in the lounge of
the Moulton Union for the second
meeting of the organization this
trimester. The meeting was opened by President Robert Bliss '47.
who called upon Secretary William S. Lamparter '47, tt read his
report. 4The rest of the meeting
was given to a lecture on the
piscatorial arts especially in ref-

fessor Robert Peter Tristram Coffin.

Professor Coffin also read several of his articles which appeared
in the nationally known magazine

Gourmet.

The speaker's pride in his- native land was
expressed rather
emphatically in his scorn for the
methods of outlanders in cooking
the lobster and
other
seafood
which are, in their best quality,
found in Casco Bay and nowhere
else. And it may be a question in
other's minds, but in Professor
Coffin's there is no doubt that all
clams caught outside Casco Bay,
particularly those
in Penobscot
Bay, ere of a definite rubbery,

Long-lost

Star Band will present

a' concert
in the Spring. However,
there is as yet an unfortunate lack
of members. Mr. Tillotson would
like to see all undergraduates who
are interested in this project at
the earliest opportunity.

time.

STUDENTS PRESENT
SECOND PROGRAM

On Tuesday

evening December

Brunswick Choral Society
presented Handel's "Messiah ". The
Society, which by now is already
well-known to the Bowdoin campus, gave its second concert with
the aid of a newly formed string
orchestra, including. two members
of the student body, David Demaray '47 (viola) and John Fried21, the

mann

'47 ('cello).

Although some of the

choral
work lacked the usual perfection
on account of the few numbers of
rehearsals, the
whole performance was enjoyable especially for
the excellent singing of the soloists, and the better-than-ordinary
playing of the orchestral accom-

paniment.

Soloists were:

Knight

who sang

'45

Lloyd

the bass;
Clarence Chadwick from Portland
who featured in two tenor solos;
Beatrice Brinkler, likewise from
On December 12th, in the Moul- Portland, who starred in the difton Union, the second student reficult alto arias; and Cecil Tetu,
cital of the semester was performwho was Brunswick's own sopraed. The program was as follows;
no soloist. Also assisting in the
The Bowdoin String Trio: the performance was Stan Frederick
Sonata a Quartre by Loillet, Wal- on trumpet.
lace Jaffe

maray

'47.

David DeJohn Friedmann

violin;

'47, viola;

'47. cello.

Tom

Chadwich

'47,

clarinet

and

saxophone; Seranade by Driga and
Seranade by Debussy.
John Friedmann; Suite by Caix
de Hervelois.
Harry Oster AAFTTD baritone
solo by Saint-Saens.

AAFTTD,
Boemke.
Birthday of a King by Neidlinger.
Lloyd Knight '45; One Alone,
and Smilin" Through.
Stan Frederick '46, trumpet;
Pdmp and Circumstance by Elgar.
Harry

the

The eleventh annual one-act play contest, sponsored by
Masque and Gown, will be held next Monday at 8:15 in

£.ounge of

the

Moulton Union. There

will be

no admission

Dr. Edward S. Hammond, Director of Admissions, announced
Monday that the College, continuing the practice begun last year
of admitting freshmen in February who have completed three or
three and a half years of high
school with good grades, will wel-

4ohn MacMorran '46, Robert Bliss "47, William Lamparter
147, and John Owen of the Meteorological Unit will compete
for prizes of ten and fcve dollars.

come a new freshman

BOWDOIN-ON-THE-AIR

ge since the plays will be read rather than acted. Plays by

class next

The panel of judges asked to
read the plays to determine which
were worthy of production, consisting of Mr. Seward Marsh, Dr.
Manning Smith, and Mr. Richard

month.

On the afternoon of Monday,
7th, the new freshman
class will arrive and take up residences at Moore Hall and the
various fraternity houses. The fol-

WILL HAVE

February

NEW TIME

Chittim, were in agreement that
the general level of the writing did
net warrant the difficulty of producing the plays, especially as one
of them called for Elizabethan costumes, the cost of renting which
would have exceeded the amount
to be awarded in prize money. The
Masque and Gown executive committee, was quite willing to accept
their opinion and very grateful for

been
Bowdoin-on-the-Air has
changed from 7.45 p.m. on alter-

lowing day, Tuesday, is freshman nate Wednesday evenings to 8.30
registration day, and on Wednes- p.m. on alternate Thursday eveday, February 9th, classes of the nings, Faculty Adviser, Professor
spring trimester begin for fresh- Albert Rudolph Thayer announced
last Friday.
men.
On Thursday evening at 8.30 p.'
Approximately the same courses
will be offered next term as were m, January 13, 1944, Professor of
Music, Frederic Tillotson will accompany John R. P. Friedmann it.
However, the committee did not
'47, cellist,yind Wallace Jaffe '47,
want to cancel the contest entireviolinist, in a program of modern
ly after so many years cf successstring music. Mr. Jaffe will first
play a violin solo, "Czardos" by ful operation, and it wished to encourage new playwrights and actMonti. Mr. Friedmann will follow with a
cello
composition, ors. It therefore suggested that the
be read by casts of actors
Gabriel Faure's "After a Dream." plays
Then' both instrumentalists will wit * thc action described by the
authors, a method which has been
collaborate for the closing number
used effectively for some years
of the evening, the first movement
with Gilbert and Sullivan operettas
Allegro from the Concerto in A
composer by the Masque and Gown. This prominor by the French
posal was considered an excellent
Saint-Saens.
Director of Admissions
compromise' by the judges.
Edward S. Hammond
The first program presented unThe plays will be judged at. the
der the new schedule will be one
offered last year at this time. The commemorating the birthday
of reading by another panel of judges,
geographical distribution of stu- Robert Burns on January 20, 1944. as has been, the custom for the
past few years. The Masque and
dents, too, will be almost the same The vocalists for the occasion
as usual, with the exception
of Lloyd R. Knight '45. baritone, and ?° " has been fortunate to secure
two students from Latin America, Mrs. Catherine Daggett, alto- f°r ,s P*nel Mrs. Clyde Congdon
,^ school committee. Professor
who are now both in the United will be accompanied by Professor; ****
Frederic Tillotson. and Professor
States and will definitely be here. Tillotson.
Professor Stanley B.
One of these "good neighbors" Smith will make some prelimin- Herbert Hartman.
Reading in MacMorran's pjay
from the south is from Panama ary comments appropriate to the
City, and the other comes from occasion and Lewis P. Fickett, Jr. will be Mrs. Streeter Bass, Miss
Bogota, the capital of Columbia.
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
'47, will announce.
Most of the students planning
to enter next month
are below
draft age, practically all of them
£$*%
being seventeen years old. It is
difficult to state the exact number of entering freshmen, for ap'

]

Current Events

w

]

I

I

Monday, Jan. Id—Chapel, The
President.
Tuesday, Jan. 11-Ojapel, Doctor Ashby.
Tuesday, Jan. 11—8.00 pjn. Sar-

gent Gymnasium,

Basketball

Coast
Harbor).

(Boothbay

Guard

vs.

Wednesday,

Jan.
12—Chapel,
Professor Chase.
Thursday, Jan. IS—Chapel, Raymond Clifford Bourgeois '46,
Alpha Delta Phi.
Thursday, Jan. IS—8.30 p.m.
station
the-Air.

mann

WGAN.
John

P.

'47, violoncello,

and Wal-

—

AH man

'47,

bari-

jtone, will sing.

Friday, Jan- 14—7.00 p.m. Curtis

Pool.

Swimming

vs.

Bruns-

wick High School.
Friday, Jan. 14—7.30 D.m. Moulton Union. The women of the
faculty meet to sew for the
army units stationed at the
Saturday, Jan. 15—Chapel, The.
Dean.
Saturday, Jan. 15
Basketball
at Bates; swimming at MIT.
Sunday, Jan.
16—4*0 p.m.
Chapel, The Right Reverend

—

John Thomson
Bishop of
choir will

New

Dallas,

D.D.,

Hampshire. The

sing

"Diffusa

est

Gratia" by Nanino.
Sunday, JM. IS—6.30 p.m. Chi
Psi Lodge. After-supper BCA
discussion group.
cation for Peace.

Sunday, Jan.
morial Hall.

Topic: Edu-

IS—7.00

p.m.

Me-

Among

the

recent

Bowdoin College was a
recordings.

to
series of

were presented to the Colby Mr. Arthur H. Benoit,
aad are the ones which bad
ings
lege

been previously used In government broadcasts over the air on

WGAN

in Portland.

Choral Society Plans

The Brunswick Choral Society,
members of the un-

consisting of

dergraduate body. Army men, and
townspeople, is now holding rehearsals for a Spring Festival in
Memorial Hall. Featured will be
the hit tunes of
immortal
the

George Gershwin and Siegmund
Romberg, composer of
"Student
Prince."

program

Among
will

other

consist

thirlgs,

of a

Lhe

Bach

Cantata, the Gloria
from
the
Xllth mass by Mozart, as well as
a Motet by Victoria and a Monteverdi Madrigal. All undergraduate singers arc urged to attend
the rehearsals on Sunday nights
from 7 to 9 p.m. in Memorial
Hall.

THE LATE JOHN
B.C.A. Will Sponsor

Peace Discussions

17—Chapel, The

At the Chi, Psi Lodge on Sunday the World Relatedncss Com-

President.

mittee of the B.C.A. will present
the first in a series of discussions
to be conducted by various members of the faculty on the several
The plays will be read rather aspects of the future world peace.
The series, consisting of five lecthan acted. The public is cortures, is known as "Education for
dially invited to attend.
World Peace."
Professor Athern
P.
Daggett
will be the first speaker of the
Lieutenant - Colonel Raymond series beginning next Sunday, at
Lang of the Chaplain's Corps who the Chi Psi Lodge, immediately
was to have spoken in chapel un following dinner. Professor DagJanuary 9th is unable to be pres- gett's subject will be "Political
ent. He will speak instead at the Aspects qf World Peace." He will
be followed on each of the four
vesper, service on April 16th.
Sundays following, by Professors
Helmreich, Catlin, and Russell,
who will speak on the "Historical-

Since only one manuscript
la
for the 1868
Prize Speaking Contest, the
contest is tentatively called off.
There may be a contest in the
spring term. If President Sills
finds that there will be enough

waa turned

applicants.

nasaainMisnaaaaiaaMaaninssaasi

8.

R.

BANKS

'42

who was

killed in action

on October

1943, in Italy.

Perry and Bourgeois Recall Facts
In Lives Of Late Banks and Leete
were
Members of the college
much saddened to learn last

very

December that 2nd
Banks '42, had been

Lt. John R.
killed in action in Italy on October 8. 1943!
Lt. Banks had taken part in the
Tunisian and Sicilian campaigns

and was one of the first American officers to enter Messina.
Johnny came to Bowdoin from
Virginia Military Institute in 1939,

the life of the fraternity and of
the college. His death constitutes

a real loss, both to the college and
to his immediate family.
tiie
Henry Wright Leete
of
class of 1946 was injured in an
automobile accident on December
morning of
24th, and died the
December 28th. Henry prepared
for Bowdoin at Hartford Public
High School. Previous to this, he
His
lived in Peiping,
China.

and soon became one of the most
popular and respected members
father is a Missionary Professor
of his class. He played guard on
at the iNanking Theological Semthe football team, and took active
inary. He had been at Bowdoin
part in interfraternity -athletics.
for barely two months when his
In his senior year, he was a memfor
Background for World Peace,' ber of the Student Council, and mother died. He left school
the "Economic Aspect of World president of the Zeta Psi Fra- the Army in December of 1942.
Peace," and the "Religious Aspect ternity. He was a recipient of the Henry had not seen his father for
six years, but the week before his
of World Peace," respectively.
Herbert Locke award, given eabh
father,
Commenting on the purpose of year to an outstanding member of death he spent with his
the series, Professor Henry
G.
who had returned on the Gripfraternity.
Duplicate
Russell said: "The object of the that
solm. He was well liked by both
World Relatedness Committee in awards were made in 1943 to Rob- his professors and classmates, as
presenting this series of lectures, ert L. Edwards, former editor of
of
he was an ardent supporter
is to stimulate student interest in the ORIENT, and to Richard C.
died
the future peace talks, and to pro- Johnstone). The award was made everything American, and
vide them with opinions and ideas in recognition of his qualities of fighting to keep the American way
leadership, and his contribution to of life.
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
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gifts

These record-

J

Spring Music Festival

Monday, Jan. 17—8.15 p.m.
Moulton Union. Masque and
Gown One- Act Play Contest.

Arthur H. Benoit Gives
War Records To CoUege Submit One Manuscript
In 1868 Speaking Contest
War

for
admission
keep
coming in slowly, but about 10
are expected. It seems certain
that during the spring trimester
there will be enough students to
maintain the continuity of the
civilian part of the College.

plications

Brunswick Chor-

al Society.

Monday, Jan.

i

Fried-

lace Jaffe '47, violin, will present an instrumental program.
Friday, Jan. 14 Chapel.
Professor p. M. Brown.
Stanley

Nathaniel

j

,

Bowdoin-onR.

college.

memories will come
back to some members of the old
student body when a Bowdoin All-

Arrive Feb. 7th;

Most Do Not Have
Diplomas And Are 17

POEMS READ TO WITAN
BY PROFESSOR COFFIN

Continued on Page 3

Plays Will Be Read Instead
Of Acted In 11th Contest

40 FROSH ENTERING

Men

lege,

[

HAMMOND SEES ABOUT

Monday

i

Brunswick Choral Group

a "better bunch of fellows" than
The first rehearsal will be held
Delta Epsilon or what have you.
This newssheet has always prided on Monday, the 17th in the Band
itself on the amount of bull that Room on top of Adams Hall at
can be written in one issue on the 7 p.m. Professor Tillotson hopes
now-hackneyed fraternity quts- that as many as possible will try
tion, but there is always more td
to turn out so that Bowdoin can
be said (or at least some fools
continue in its policy of having its
think so.)
activities "as usual", even in war

a-r
j

of the

of the

Announces

sometime

who

One

musical events each year is the
Bums Anniversary Concert. This
Spring it will be held on Sunday,
January 23 at 8.00 p.m.
in
the
lounge of Moulton Union.
The

available.

exceedingly gratifying

ment has

time.

And

PLAN BURNS CONCERT
FOR JANUARY 23

i

find William DeWitt Hyde's "Offer of the College" printed inside
the back cover. No short state-

[" Continued

Uom

ficulties involved in obtaining an
accurate, complete, and interest*
ing record of the activities
and

"

mirably done.
old
the
Scarcely a word of
catalogue remains; the new edition was produced with very little
catalogue
attention to previous
the
format. Strangely enough,
size and color of the catalogue is
not exactly a radical break from
former practices, for the bulletin
published by the College at the
end of the last century was the
same size and color, which makes
black
book
the familiar little
something of an innovation in its

litical,

Scheduled to appear January
the Bowdoin Bugle will not
be issued until the last week of
the semester. This seemingly inexcusable delay is due to the dif5th,

;

R

.

Published At Term's End

College Catalogue Will Serve
Purposes, Reviewer Believes

Brown.
The
fessor Herbert
new catalogue is largely the result of his efforts, and the whole
in - excollege community joins
tending him and his committee
their sincere thanks and congratulations for a difficult job ad-

Bowdoin's Enrollment 144
16 Men Leave College

As

nally intended, that of the Scottish mountaineer. Until, -a
few
years ago, these poems, as well as
their music, were completely forgotten by the English speaking,
world. It was only through the
follows: Robert
Wood, Houlton untiring effort of Professor Stan.»«.*.
High School; Herbert and Loomis ley Barney Smith, a great adThe new catalogue of the Col- Sawyer, Fort
Fairfield
High mirer of Burns, that they were
lege seeks to perform the duties School
Donald Mortland, Sears- brought to light and tbday have
which were in the past done by port High School; Byron Keene, found
enthusiastic 'response among
two publications. The excellent Rockland High
School;
Rufus poetry lovers in American
and
cuts which now appear in the new Short, Edgecomb
High Schoool; England.
bulletin will dispose of the neces- John Kelly,
Lewiston High Schooi;
The program will have a presity of printing an expensive pic- Robert Maxwell,
Thornton Aca- view on Bowdoin-on-the-Air on
torial publication to be
sent to demy; Simon Dorfman,
Biddeford Tuesday, January 20, at 8.30 p.m.
prospective students. It is to be High
School;
Ralph
Hughes, The entire concert at the invitaregretted that some of the picBrunswick High School; Merlon tion of Harvard
University, will
tures are not more timely, but on
Henry, South
Portland
High be repeated later in Paine Hall on
the whole the pictures that do ap- School;
Robert Burroughs, Deer- the campus of that institution.
Alpear are indeed excellent.
ing
High
School
(Portland,
though no credit "ne 1 appear, it
The bass parts will be sung by
Maine); Milton Popkin, Carl Leis, believed that some of the best
Lloyd R. Knight '45. One of the
bowitz, and John Lyons, Portland
pictures were taken by Professor
performers of last year's BowHigh School.
Stanley B. Smith. The new
and
doin-Harvard - Radcliffe concert,
The faculty interviewing com- Miss Marjory Rice,
very attractive map of the camwill sing tne
of
Professor soprano solos.
pus was the work of
Professor mittee consisted
Mrs.
Katherine
Professor Daggett will present three
Philip C. Beam. It is hoped by Athern Park Daggett,
songs.
many who have admired it that
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
large reproductions of the
map

Not the least sensational of iccent events on the campus is the
publication of the new Bowdoin
Bulletin,
Number 269.
College
From cover to cover, the catalogue is a thing of beauty. This
startling new edition represents
hours
of
the fruition of many
quiet labor by the able new Catalogue Committee, headed by Pro-

Monday's Competition

the

these lines.

->.

In

erence to the capture and subseArmy- Specialized to the engraver. The staff pre- quent disposal of those members
Training Program has not yet been sents these facts because it wishes of the genus "Homarus," by Proof

shipping space is very limited. It
is necessary that every garment
Decision Arrived
has good wear in it and is useful.
For this reason only certain types
Scholarship
of used garments will be acceptDr. Henry G. Russell
able. Please be sure any you colFinalists
of the State of Maine
Mrs. Sills, and discussion groups
lect are on this list.
Scholarship Examinations were
All wool garments
be at the several eating houses, was
must
interviewed at the college on Friclean and packed with moth pre- the address by Father W. Edmund
day,
January 8, 1944. Despite the
ventives. If you know the sizes Fitzgerald, Headmaster of Cheveheavy storm twelve of the fifteen
please mark them when you sew rus High School, Portland. Father
Fitzgerald spoke on the topic, selected to be interviewed arrived.
Contm»ed
on
Pjk« 2 ]
I
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
The group was interviewed periodically from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m, by
a committee of faculty members,
lunching at 1.15 p.m. at the Chi
Psi Lodge. The finalists were as

New
Two

i

cleared up. An Army engineer is the students to understand its
due at the college this week to con- problems, and it earnestly solicits
sider the problem with Glenn R. the cooperation of all in any last
Mclntire, Bursar.
It is unlikely minute details that may arise.
that any more fraternity houses
will be taken over; however, Mr.
Mclntire promises nothing along

Professor

Thomas Means.
The Greek War Relief Association will accept new clothing
or

a valuable

Wartime Bugle Will Be

other information about an elusive student body that has been
changed greatly, sometimes even
formation regarding the quantity from week to week, during the
of men in a troop movement, the summer and autumn of this year.
number of men expected to arrive
This material has been obtaincannot be announced.
ed, and "The Brunswick Record,"
It is expected that these new the
establishment
doing
the
trainees will arrive approximately printing, has the book nearly all
one week before their academic set up in type. The photographers,
work begins, in order to become ac- although beset with a great num*
climated to the college.
ber of Army, Navy, and civilian
The "Metes." who came last orders, have completed the task
February, will leave on February of making the glossy prints of the
12th. The coming A.S.T.P.'s have pictures of the students.
These
not been split up into terras, as the prints, together with the pictures
A.S.TP.'s here have.
of the various athletic teams and
The rooming situation for sol- activity groups, have all been sent
diers

NO. 16

12, 1944

Relief Clothing Drive Closes

thorities forbid publication' of in-

the
All clothing must be in
hands of the campus committee
by Monday, January 17. The Greek

"EDUCATION FOR PEACE*
STARTS SUNDAY

ORIENT
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The Bowdoin

any more. The

Orient

vised

own

its

Army no

doubt lias de-

By Roy

However, there is still a fair sampling
of civilians hidden away in the frater-

1871

nity houses. Professor

who
Hoffman
Dana A. Little
IJndemann
1

Philip H.

Bdtt of In -Chief

Managing Kdltora

Curtis

There
to

Fred W. Spaiildlnir
Bernard B. Gorton '47.

ber*
17.

'47,

George H. Griffin

'*»,
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Wednesday. Jan.

12,

They are needed and needed

will be sent.

badly by one of the most heroic peoples

H. Farrell

You

No. 16

1944

DANCES

thOnost

because

right.

I

valiant.

am

I

daim the

a

I

third as
'

and

to lions

evident la6t

day night

We
with

coming rushing season

prompt us to

utter a

instituted in order to help

tem was

all

President

the

of

Student

the

He

agreed that

Specifically, we-

should

this purpose.

like

to call at-

-

tcntion to the device of the so-called

men's Pledge"—dubiously deserved ex-

what

has a quota of two.
it

tering class.

No

It also

two

has, let us say,

The

discovers that

legacies in the en-

legacies are in the bag.

work is even necessary
for them. But the House has a nice shiny
Rushing Committee with a good live
wire chairman, so why stop now? Besides there are Freshmen X and Y who
real pledging

are just dying to join the Fraternity.

The

"Courtesy Freshmen"

device of

J

868 PRIZE

when

happy solution. The pledge
be put on X and Y and they

is

The second

oldest prize at

Bowdoin

annual

income of a

fund of

the

to be given that

who

Class

shall write

best oration.
college
eligible,

member

At

Due to the fact that only one
was submitted before

more papers

House's quota of two. However, the

wise the prize

by no means forgotten.

understoond that they are

They are in fact
"Gentlemen's Pledges." The house may

still

in

manuscript

Thayer

is

will be submitted.
will, of course,

Otherbe with-

held.
It

would be unfortunate to see the
would in-

world upheaval the fortunate few, those

effect,

however,

is

net

the same. Interesting

variations are possible in this scheme.

What

unfair about this practice?

is

Obviously, the fact that a House thereby

dicate that in the midst of cataclysmic

who

are reading, studying

and contem-

plating in college, those from-

world

will expect leadership,

whom

the

v

have noth-

ing to contribute to the controversies

and problems which beset the world.
This

is

surely untrue. Let us prove

it

its al-

little

to be

gained from a demonstration that

Amer-

icans can always find a

is

way

to beat

any

We knew that already.

CLOTHES EOR GREECE
In the old days

when Freshmen used

to live in the dorms,

crew of

callers

among

the motley

who
down were book sales-

used to knock and/

or break the door

men, members of the S.CJD.C, football
pool addicts (usually very large operators),
It is

would

and old clothes men.
of the old clothes
speak.

from Pc%e

They

men which we

don't

come around

Air Corps.

Corps.

:

officers of Bowdoin's
eleven fraternities are as follows:

The Orient knows only too well the
inroads which the manpower shortage
can make on any organization. La critl'art est difficile.

unwanted

afternoon,

Decem-

man

'47.

Dunn,

Thomdike
Paynter

'46

and

Jr.

Zete Psi
erick,

— President, S.
'46;

Jr.

Berry, Jr.

A. Fn-dSecretary, A. M.

'45.

\'

Kappa Sigma— President, P. H.
Hoffman '45; Secretary, P. W.
R.
F.
Moran '47; Treasurer,
Littlehale

Pi— President,

Kern '45.
Sigma Nu President,
Sawyer '45; Secretary, R,

—

rell

'47;

ham

Treasurer, F.

G. G.

T.
L.

P.

M.
MorBurn-

'46.

«.

:

y Bfc *
„.%^ \

}

*~ ^M&fr^f

fraternities limit their initiation
to the basic elements of the firmal
ceremonies prescribed by
their
constitutions, and that the prewar hazing be temporarily abolished. I can think of more than
one fraternity that had quests,
lasting from a couple of hours to
all night, and
"fire-drills"
and

N)^.

X,

w

|

j

**>

f^

•

s
I

-

r

lu

made

be

to

a game

followed,

every
INters

theatre of this global war, Airplane Spotscan the skies night and day
their field
telephones ready to spread the alarm instantly.

al-

though I'm quite sure I break
more than the average. Anyhow, what all this adds up to is
just what is the point of having
• quota system or fresh ma n
rule*

if

there

some

isn't

sports-

manlike attempt made to

fol-

low, or a method of penalizing
the offenders?

hold the offensive.

For 61 years, Western Electric has been the manufacturer for the Bell Telephone System. Today all
our facilities are devoted to making military communications equipment. In this vital work, college
graduates men and women of varied abilities — are
playing an important part.

i

s - r

the

new freshmen come

in February I hope
find the same old

they will

i

still

customs and

traditions that has made Bowdoin
what it is— Vic's, the Hole, proba-

and Farmers' crap games.
wonder if they will.
tions,

—

At sea and in the air, as well as on land, telephone
and radio equipment made by Western Electric speeds
reports and orders— helps our fighters to win and

—

,

.

'

I

Iluy

War Bomls

regularly —from

now

till

Victory!

!

j

Western Electric

j

•

ticket?"

One Acts
Continued from Page

[

i

]

IN PEACE. ..SOURCE Of SUPPLY TO* THE BELL

"Nope," said Henry, "my wife
wounldn't le* me keep her if I
won."

IN

SYSTEM

**».. ARSENAL Of COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT.

Margaret Lane, Miss Mary Young,
Mr. Hobart Ellis '39, Ralph Glover
'46, Joseph Woods- '47, and Burton

Walker '43 special student.
The cast of Bliss's play will include Donald Koughan '45, Clifford
Travis '45, Dana Little '46, and Roy
Littlehale '46.
Lamparter's cast will include
Mrs. Athern Daggett, Alfred Perry
'45, Gerald Nowlis '46, Lewis Fickett '47, Clement Hiebert '4T» and

Raymond Paynter

'47.

Owen's readers will include Miss
Marcelle Drapeau, Professor Robert Coffin, Gene Gruhler, Milton
Prigoff, and Kenneth Shankes.
The choice of a play to be produced in March, rehearsals for
which will begin at the start of the
spring trimester, will be announced
at the reading, as well as the date
of the actor's tryouts for the production.

,

Clothing
[

Continued from Pane

in the Greek Relief
label. Articles that

i

BOWDOIN GLA55WARL

]

1.

}

Wool

SOLD BY THE ALUMNI OFFICE
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE ALUMNI FUND

Association
will be aci

cepted are:
suits for

men,

women

2.
Coats, jackets, skirts, separbass soloist
ate trousers.
of the festival, will sing the follow3.
Knitted underwear in good
ing: "Is There for Honest Povcondition and in all sizes, from
erty?", "Bonnie Lassie Will Ye
infants to adults.
Go?." "John Barleycorn," "It Was
4.
Sweaters
pullovers, cardiUpon a Lammas Night," "Al- gans, vests, sacques.
though Thou Maun Never Be
5.
Dresses of wool, cotton, silk
Mine," "I
Son of Mars,"
or rayon. These must be plain and
"The De'il's Awa's With the Exsuitable for office wear. No fancy
ciseman," and "See the Smoking
or elaborate clothes are wanted.
Bowl Before Us."
6.
All
types
of
practical
Mrs. Katharine Daggett will sing
clothes for
children,
especially
several songs, one of which is
corduroys, cotton knit shirts, un"Lord Randall, My Son." This is
iderclothes, simple
little
suits,
adapted from the famous Burns'
dresses and coats.
ballad, "A, Where Have You Been
7.
Men's shirts.
Lord Randall. My Son?"

'45,

—

These

make a

fine addition to

Home and

a fine gift for a

glasses

a Bowdoin

Bowdoin man or
seal stands

for his bride.

out clearly and

is

Hand Blown Tumblers
with Bowdoin Sbal
Black and White

in

The

guaran-

Quantity

teed to be permanent.

'

Am A

«

\

*H

believe, in theory at

least, that the rules for

are

fe^fl

one of those wierd char-

who

-

»

'

am

acters

m

***

J
^y*^ffi%hW
^JWijr
jkjwhW^r^^

"ping-pong games" were not infrequent at most of the houses.

Alpha Tau Omega— President,
Blackout
Knight '45; Secretary, J. O.
A missionary-society member
Pieksen '47; and Treasurer, J. R. approached Henry. "We are having a raffle for a poor widow,"
Merrill '46.
she said.
"Will
you buy a

Raymond

i

I

•

y:

L. R.

'47.

Continued from Page

•

the Student Council decided
and the Dean and President Sills
"advised and suggested" that the

When

'46.

Beta Theta

9

•

'

Continued from Page

visitors!

•

fall

and children.

the publication of the "Wartime Bowdoin Bugle" until the end of the trimester might cause grumbling criticism.
Critics, however, should examine all of
the facts before passing judgement.
The fact is the editor, Charlie Curtis
'47, has been making Herculean efforts
to overcome numerous obstacles, chief"
among which is the decline of the staff
from a skeleton four to a microscopic
two. Add to this the difficulty of recording exact facts and figures in the midst of
die shifting sands of a Bowdoin campus
gone to war, and you begin to get an
inkling of the task confronting Charlie.

ique est aisee, amis

—

J.
President,
Upsilon
Secretary, F. G. HoltHedges

'44;

[

set

announce

to

*

ORIENT PRINTS LIST OF
FRATERNITY OFFICERS

]

Psi

[

at superficially, the delaying of

Jl

Sun Rises

first began when Gordon E.
then an undergraduate of
the college, conceived the idea of
inviting ministers to the campus
with an eye to fostering the reliAt that
gious life of Bowdoin.
first forum
14 ministers spent
three successful days discussing
and
personal
both
problems,
Uie
otherwise with members of
undergraduate body.
The success of that first forum
resulted not only in the continuation of the event on the Bowdoin
Campus, but also introduced the
idea to other colleges.
Clayton F. Reed, '46 served as
general chairman of the forum.
House chairmen included David

THE BUGLE
Looked

*

theme.

will be the

just

Incumbent

Lloyd R. Knight

In the abstract there

has

Burns

lotted share.

law.

correction

so.

succeeds in removing from the number
of available freshmen more than

—V—

A

Gillet,

hope that

even be so circumspect as not to initiate
them until two freshmen from the

The

— —

which

considering

this date in the

latter alternative take place. It

class year leave college.

— —

This last religious forum marked the. thirteenth such occasion

the January 5 th

automatically pledged.

same

— —

re-education?
Kenrick Baker, '45, President of
the B.C.A. gave the chapel talk
on Tuesday, the last day of the
forum.
t

Senior Class, to enter this competition.

will be officially reported as filling the

tacitly

men

least eight

an extension of

legacies are

deliver the

were specially designated as
in view of the disruption of the

deadline, Professor

is

— —

In the several discussion groups
participants endeavored to reach
conclusions on the following quessignificance.
tions of
postwar
What part will religion play at
the peace table? How may tne
conflicting ideologies of the world
be harmonized? What change in
the
accompany
attitude must
transition from war to peace?
What part may religion play in

of the Senior

and

that their work is, and will continue to be, acceptable, will be
called. "Sufficient
evidence"
to
the local board would probably
consist of two certificates: one, a
statement that he is present at
the pre-medieaJ institution doing
satisfactory work; the other, that
he is accepted in an accredited

medical school. The first certifitempt is made. Unfortunately, it ing into a party^.The cast of that 'Cate has been the only one redoesn't leave much room for the play was obviously carefully se-' quired up to this time.
Men interested in joining thp
occupants.
lected.
ski troops are urged to obtain
V
V
Apparently it is impossible to
The suggestion has been made further information on this branch
have both comfort and speed on a that laproom be sold on the Bos- of service, for it is disclosed that
train now. The distance between ton and Maine busses, particular- this type of trooper is in much
demand. Aviation cadets are also
Boston and Brunswick is increas- ly on the Westbrook run.
much wanted at this time.
ing all the time.
V
Draft mechanism
has
been
V
If the student body shows sufIn the
Contrary to the growing suspi- ficient interest, it is possible th.it speeded up remarkably.
future
men
who
completed
presoothfeaturing
known
is
that there
cion, let it be
a special program
liminary tests similar to the A-12
still an organist at the console in ing music will be given after each
and V-12 may be required to take
chapel.
exam period for resting shattered
physical exams in order that their
nerves. Guilmant's "Lamentation"

and Tuesday evenings.
The leaders were as foHows: At
the A.D. House, Father Fitzgerald; at the Chi Psi Lodge, Reverend Peter Sturtevant; and at
President
Sills
the T.D. House
took the place of Reverend G. Ernest Lynch who was unable to be
there
present. Tuesday evening
was but one meeting and memtwo
eating
bers of the other
houses were invited to the Chi
Psi Lodge where Reverend Sturtevant was leader.

$1,081 contributed by the Class of 1868

pins will

It

— —

—

SPEAKING

provides the

two

— —

Kappa Epsik»n— PresiDelta
dent, D. A. Little '46.
the Sills' at a tea given at the
Theta Delta Cbi^President, T.
informal
President's home.
The
R. Huleatt, Jr. '45; Secretary, F.
gathering provided opportunity to
M.
Treasurer,
J. Gregory '45;
become acquainted with the men Chamberlain '46.
who were to lead the discussion
Delta Upsilon President, J. T.
groups at the houses on Monday
«!•
Caulfield. '45; Secretary,
L-

Saturdays.

The system operates somefollows. A House finds that it

as

that
the
It was unfortunate
Is there any truth to the rumor door of the chemistry building
that the swimming pool is going was open the other morning when
to be turned into a paradise for it froze.
tropical fish?
V
V
Rehearsals for the one-act play
It is amazing, the amount of contest are underway
At
now.
furniture which can be crammed least one of them
an
showed
into a small room if a sincere at- alarming tendency for degenerat-

On Monday

"Courtesy Freshman'* or the "Gentlepletives.

—-V—

ber 13 the visiting clergy, faculty,

were well-attended vie dances in
the Moulton Union about every Saturday night. There was no particular reason for them either, except that it was
summer and the fellows wanted to have
a good time on Saturday night. Well,
it's winter now,
and there are still

but certain sharp practices have also

Army

to join the

cannot present sufficient evidence

have been broken already.

his

and students were the guests of

there

come stronger and the weak, weaker.
That aim has to a degree been achieved,
which seek to defeat

l

ties.

around the campus 4iad de-

hark back to the summer of '42

natural tendency for the strong to be-

arisen

lesson for

—V—

—

We

to combat the

was designed

week.

Preceding the speech of Father
Alpha Delta Phi— President, R.
Fitzgerald, at the Sunday afternoon vesper service, Reverend C. Bourgeois '46.
Psi President, D. R. MaxChi
George Cadigan of Grace Churcn
Salem, Massachusetts, presented a son ,'45; Secretary. F. H. Grant
'46.
plea for tolerance of the minori- '45; 'Treasurer, M. F. Page

"death on that sort of thing."
can
hardly believe that. All one has to do is

Bowdoin

fraternities to maintain their

chapters. It

End of nature

tree.

"The Meaning of the Roman Calh-

creased to the point of extinction but

the quota sys-

it,

School.

Frank W. Alger. Jr., '43 left DeThomas R. Huleatt, Jr., '45 left
cember 22 to report to the Marines December 22 to go to Columbia
at Parris Island, Ncrth Carolina.
Medical School.
Kenrick M. Baker, Jr., *45 left
Philip H. Philbin. Jr.. '45 left
December 18 to continue studying
December 22 to go to Yale Medical
at Yale Divinity School.
Fred I. E. Ferris '47.ieft Novem- School.
Joseph J. Wright Jr. '47 left Deber 12 because of his health.
Hunter S. Frost '47 left Decem- cember 22 to join the Army Air

'

olic Faith."

muttered that somebody or other was

understand

ly left College:

Front

first

authorities
Selective
service
it makes good propaganda for the unwary.
have announced drastic new proThe natives don't seem to mind come in on the above item re- cedures which will curb many ocit, however.
A gray squirrel was garding the s wimming pooL Plans cupational deferments of men 18
frisking around in a large drift have been made for raising pen- to 21 years old. The order, which
beside the Congregational Church guins, not tropical fish, and there will become effective February .1,
the afternoon
following
the is even now a walrus on exhibit will re lieve the necessity of father
"three-hour storm" (courtesy of at the proper hours five days a drafting for some time. Student ber 22
deferments in effect February 1
Portland weather bureau).
He week.
will be allowed to expire, howswam around on top of the snow
V
with only his nose showing; whenThe ice on .the doorsteps of the ever. Exempt from induction will
ever he came to
a
particularly various fraternity houses offers a be a limited number of men purhigh ridge
he
just
tunneled simple and effective way of reach- suing scientific or* professional
through it. He was finally startled ing the ground in the shortest lines of study. It is greatly to be
and scrambled quickly up a handy possible time. More than records expected that medical men who

[ Comiiitieil

—Horrors!

social life

of caution.

As we

Hie

time, though,

BC A Forum

were musing over these matters

Council the other night.

goats, yet certain tendencies
fall

worst in years.

th.e

LEAVE COLLEGE

Bowdoin
its

favor; imagine spending four winters in Maine. It's peculiar

Flash!

They were understood. There
was a Christmas Houseparty Darice
and an Ivy Houseparty Dance and one
at Commencement. But you couldn't
just have a dance because it was Satur-

•

should not like to compare the

fraternities in the

accelerated program has at least one thing in

each season seems to be

Paul H. Hanley, Jr., '47 left
January 8 to report to the Army.
Lendall W. Hayes '47 left December 6 becouse of his health.
16
David S. Howell '45 left DecemThe following men have recent- ber 20 to go to Harvard Medical
to the services be determined immediately.

worth

The

.

games.

lion.

any one of you
shall throttle him

If

touches the fourth,

word

There were three or four "Victory
Dances" in the fall after home football

the right that

forthwith."

We

conscious sop to a moribund Puritanism.

was to be divided

me by

to

falls

might makes

having a dance. There always had to be
a very good excuse perhaps as an un-

one occasion

lion took the initiative

me

"It belongs to

The second

On

for

not having a dance just for the sake of

piece saying:

first

have a

Bowdoin has always been noted

themselves with a lion.
a deer killed in the hunt

seizing the

will probably

uniform to wear before long anyway.

La Fontaine recounts a fable in whjch
heifer, a goat, and a lamb associated

among them. The

made

come
in handy."
Remember there is no
"might" about their utility where they

RUSHING AGAIN
a

shabby,

little

clothes just because "they might

N. V.

Jafca

be a

We

in the world.

Managing Editor

may

must try to overcome the college man's mania for hanging on to old

National Advertising Service, Inc.

*ZO MAOWOM Ave

clothes

but they can be reclaimed and

'46

j'ublinhul bt-we»fcly
cl
are haad by tb» BtttaWwtT of
!t»w<lujn Colh-xe. Addrean new* ronim—
a ti * to (k« BdStor
Kub><rri|iti"n comi(tunioatior> . to the aJiml—i
>ir nf tha
Hrivxtoin I'uhli-hintc Company at the Orient Office in the Moultmi I'nion. H'twdnin Collem. Brunawirk. Maine. Eni*red aa
ticoiui claaa matter at the poet office at Brun*wiek. Maine.

fU

those garments which you

all

....

— —

Those
over.

and

House

a representative in each

over.

Hoffman

Judson R. Merrill

is

whom

are no longer using should be turned

Direetom:

PhJttp H.

in charge of the drive to collect

is

^Q#bplN ORIENT

F. Littlehale. Jr.

The

how

us to cooperate in this worthy enterprise.

'46

Roy

'47.

Thomas Means,

clothes to be sent to Greece, appeals to

'46

H. Favrrwti '«
F. Li We-

"SZ.
W.

Httfc-Kdltor*: Charle«

'45

.

VARIETY

system for disposing of

G.I. castoffs.

I
nruimvlclt, Maine

..Tlffl

1

Packed in white

gift cartons

14

on

i»

c*

$3-6? doz.
:.

10 oz

(except

14 ounce). Prepaid east of the Missis-

5

otherwise please add 25 cents.

sippi;

$2.95 doz.

l /x*K»

:

$3.35 dos.
92.95 doz.

x

oe

$2.50 doz.
(not ahown)

!

Miss Margery Rice, soloist of
year's
Bowdoin-RadcliffeHarvard concert, is singing twelve}
important Burns' songs. Among
these are: three songs from the
"Jolly Beggar," the old version of
"Auld Lang Syne," "O, I
Come
to the Low Countrie," and "O,
Open the Door Some Pity to

last

Am

Show."

8.

Shoes

in

good condition.

Glasses for

all

3V2 °*

leading colleges and

universities in authentic colors at the

same

prices.

Write

.

underwear.
The
peasants in the mountains
are
used to wearing long wooolen underwear. Do you have aid fashioned underwear of this sort packed away in your trunks? It should
be more appreciated
than
any
other gift.

Card

* 2 -95 doz.
enclosed to be sent with

order.

for information.

9.
Blankets, towels, sheets and
pillow slips.

10.

D

Payment

is

enclosed.

ALUMNI SECRETARY, BOWDOIN COLLEGE, BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Woolen

Please ship

Bowdoin Glasses

as noted

above to:

Name
Address
Signed

Address

\
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SCHEDULE OF TRIMESTER EXAMINATIONS Swimming Meet Planned

BASKETBALL TEAM
WINS COACH'S PRAISE

January
Examinations In

Big White Hoopsters
Make Five Victories
Out Of Five Starts
By George

not listed will- be arranged by the instructors

1.

History

Adams

1,

Comparative Literature

.Mem. Hall

Chesnistrjr

French

Government

Bowdoin's varsity hoop*
turned in a good record

THOMAg

U.

HALL

Chi Psi

'42,

Lodge Proctor and member of

Psychology

Psychology Lab.

S,

Student Council, who with his
brother Bob, won second prize in
the Bridge Tournament on De-

cember

11, 1943.

Saturday, January 29
Chemistry

Bridge Tourney

Art

7,

Library, Debating

Won

Greek
Music

Mem. 104
Mem. 104

1,
1.

v

Originally scheduled
to be held in the Moulton Union,
the tournament took place in the
living room of the Theta Delta
Chi house;
11, 1943.

Gregory .and Kern obtained a
total of 74 points. Second place
went to Tom and Bob Hall who
made 65 points. Abbott and McClellan followed* just behind the
Hall brothers with 64 Vz points.
The Griffin-Dole team made 4th
place with 60 points. '
Twelve teams competed in the

The remaining teams

contest.

Roundy and

Merrill; Knight

and

Thorndike and Pieksen;
Frost and Query;
Curtis
and
Shaw.

Boom
Adams 205
Conf. Room

Mathematics
Sociology

Spanish

1,

Zoology

1,

105,

Hist.

1 .

35.

visited the Air

Base on

Tuesday, Jan.

4, to play the last
of its warm ups. This game was
against the pick of all the best
players at the Air Base. The team
played very poorly during the first
half, being behind 30 to 19. But
they came back strongly during the
second half picking up 44 points
to the Opposition's 18, thereby winning 63 to 48. This game showed
the aggressiveness, courage and
hustle that this year's team has.

,

Astronomy

Banister

1,

Psychology

1,

Banister

a**

Tuesday, February 1
Government
History

1,

Mens. 104

French

Philosophy

Adams

2,

205

Banister

1,

Mathematics

103, Banister

Mem. Hall
1, Mem. HaM
Economics 11, Mem. Hall
9,

Economics

German
German

8,

Russian

1.

1.

Mem.

Hall

Maine.

Wednesday, Jan. 26— Bates at
Bowdoin.
Saturday, Jan. 29— Maine at
Bowdoin.

Our main objectives for this
month are the games with Bates
and Maine. Coach Mahcney stated
that Bates has Navy V-12 boys,
playing for them as well as civilMaine is using only civilHe also said that if the boys
played with as much spirit and
hustle against these opponents as
they have their former ones they
stand a good chance of coming out

Brunswick

S,

f

third. 27-18,

Mem.

Page, Moran, and Thorndike, time
105

1:41.7. 27-23,

Hist. Con/.

S,

then

Room

been improving

all year, but unfortunately he is leaving for the
Saturday, Jan. 15.
The team has been practicing
under adverse conditions all year
and the boys have shown excellent
coopera tion with the coach.

.

.

Chemistry

French

8,

5.

Brunswick. Bowdoin

and the meet decided

Alvin Sett I*. Proprietor

Boom
Room

Chem. Lecture

is

it

derful reading.

It

cleverly

an almost impossible task to sum
up the entire history of the College in thirteen
and
one-half
pages. Perhaps some day Professor Chase will take the time to
write a complete and definitive
history of the College; it is just
about time that Hatch's frightfully dull work was replaced.
It was gratifying indeed to see
the descriptions of courses of the
curriculum had been revised and
rewritten. Up to the time of the
new catalogue, some of the writer
ups were so vague and inaccurate as to be almost worse than
worthless. Some of the
courses
listed had not even been offered
for several years.

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

We have had long

ATTENTION

in

favor of

COLLEGE STUDENTS
and

SERVICE

Scholarship
[

Continued from Page

,

i

}

Albert Rudolph Trayer, Professor
Stanley B. Smith, Director of Admissions.

mond, and

James

Edward Sanford HamDean
Paul
Nixon.
Lewis

E. Ellis '44,

|

FRATERNITY FORMS
Printing

[

i

200 Maine Street
Wednesday
Stark

'47

-

evening David T.
speak on James

will

BASS BOOTS]
Famous Bass Boots really- are right!
Built for efficiency and comfort

what

Brunswick

on

ski ex nerts agree are the best

points

ski

in

boot construction,

Bass Boots are the campus choice
tor champ-style skiing!

Though wax
some of these
and

women

limits

production,

men

fine "boots for

are

being made.

still

If you re lucky,

your dealer has a pair
for you. So buy Bass
and the sure.

. .

footed control that means ski mastery!

Keep a lookout for WEETUNS,

too, if you'd like a super-comfortable

shoe for after-skiing and loafing.

THE TEMPO

*Hf!

Imteretttmg illttttrattd booklet a*

Bass Outdoor I ootucar for muss and
u-umen. Write O. H. Bass & Co., 21 2b
N. Maim Slrttt, KUtvm, Maim*.

give them a better one this time.

a

|

•

"Coke" = Come, be blessed and be happy

be held' en March 14 and 15 at

group. Since three of the finalists M.I.T.
were unable to be present, final
The team is shifted around ocExams are still casionally, but, generally speaking,
pending.
the line-up is something like this:
In addition to the four $500
Sprinters: Egan, Cole, .Boyd,
State of Maine Scholarships, there Curtis, Chamberlain.
are several alumni scholarships of
Breaststroke: Burnham, Moran.
varying sizes. Last years reciBackstroke: Page, Morrell, Hie•*
pients of the State
of
Maine bert.
Scholarships were
as
follows:
Distance: Kyle, Kern.
Joseph H. LaCase, Fryeburg AcaThose of you who sneer at the
demy, Zeta Psi
'46;
Edward idea of Bowdoin College swimming
Craine,
Dover- Foxcroft
High against Brunswick High School
School, Chi Psi, now serving in should remember that our team is
the U. S. Army; Robert Michaud,
Brunswick High School, Zeta Psi,
now stationed with the Navy V-12 Peace Talks
unit at Bates College; and Frank
[ Continued from Page I ]
Gordon. Dexter High School, ATO
'46.
Those
receiving
Alumni
of men who are well-acquainted
Scholarships
included:
Clement with the facts
of the various asA. Hiebert, Lewiston High School,
pects of the peace. The lectures
Thorndike '47; Llewellyn Cooper, should not be regarded as an exLincoln Academy, Zeta Psi '47; tension of classes, but as a opporGeorge Griffin, South Portland tunity to ask -questions, and as a
High School, Theta Delta Chi discussion period for the many
'47; and Edward Snyder, Oror.o controversial issues related to the
•
peace."
High School, DKE '46.
|

.from Idaho

'

.

.

Iceland

to

3

i

Have a "Cote", says the American soldier in Iceland, sod in three
words he has made a friend. It works in Reykjavic as it does in
Rochester. Be sure you have Coca-Cola in your icebox at home.
'Round the globe, Coca-Cola stands for the pause that refreshes

—has become

i

I

O
MCokeN rCoca-Coln
natural tor popular nam—

the ice-breaker between kindly-minded strangers.

It'i

BOTTIED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA

COMPANY

BY

LEWISTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

|

— Telephone S

Coca-Cola called "Coax".

;

MIKE'S PLACE

•

Always Top Quality

CUMBERLAND
Wed.-Thurs.

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

•

tome and doings on the campus?
There is an easy and Inexpensive way.
Send a gift subscription to the ORIENT to all your
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere in the world.

Jan. 12-13

Around The World
with
Kay Kyser - Joan Davis
Mischa Auer
also

Fox News

Short Subjects

Fancy Groceries

ITALIAN SANDWICHES

Maine Street

Remember

-

The ORIENT

is

-

also

Paramont News

FIRST NATIONAL

Cartoon

BANK

extra

the College Oracle
^

and Reporter

Sun.-Mon.

Jan. 16-17

His Butler's Sister
with
- Franchot Tone

Deanna Durbin

Hears

AU

-

Sees

AH

-

Tells All

-

No

Censorship

Bring Your Subscription Today
ORIENT Office - Moulton Union

also

Paramount News

Yodvll Reel

of Brunswick,

BERRIE'S

JEWELRY

STORE

Maine

WATCHMAKER - JEWELER

Capital, $175,000

Total Resources faUKMMHM

Student

Patronage

148 Maine St.

Solicited

Brunswick, Me.

to the

Jan. IS

Tues.

ONLY

$2.00 a year

O My Darling

The

Clementine
with

Frank Alberteon

ORIENT

-

Lorna Gray

also
Selected Short Subjects

to:

Wed.-Thurs.

Aneress

Johnny Weismuller

The Orient

$125

WE HAVE A FEW MECHANICAL DRAWING

Moulton Union,

Fox News

Short Subjects

SETS

at 912 each

-

Nancy Kelly
Office,

Book Store

EVERSHARP PEN AND PENCIL SET

Jan. 19-20

Tarzan's Desert Victory

,

College

HAVE YOU SEEN THE "COMMAND PERFORMANCE"

Name

Ci ty, State

The Orient

Maine

Brunswick

with

Fred MacMurray

and

Phone 328-M for delivery

Brunswick

No Time For Love
z

girls

T0.NDRE AIJ BROS.
Maine Street

Jan. 14-15

Fri.-Sat.

Claudette Colbert

No

Chops

Steaks
I

HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEER

1

Do you like to have your friends know what you are doing?
Do you like to hear of your athletic achievements?
Would you like to have your girls get acquainted with the ens-

K. Nlvwn, Bowdoin l»lf
Printers of

to acquiae friendly abbreviations. That'* wfay you beat

:

e

]

sandy variety.

t

results of the

Deliver the

Visit the

AMUSEMENT CENTER

Continued from Pafc
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New

A. Hiefor the

Ask Us For Quotations

The RECORD OFFICE
Witan

»

j

Climaxing the season will be the
England Intercollegiates, to

P. Fick-

ett, Jr., '47, and Clement
bert '47 served as ushers

POSTERS

TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
And Other

MEN

'

younger, more inexperienced than Brunswick, and Brunswick has the state champion team.

Half of every tank. gun. ship
scheduled for this semester is and submarine is made from scrap
with Portland High School on Fri- steel.
day, January 21. The meet with
M.I.T., originally scheduled for
January 15, has been postponed indefinitely, mainly because of the
number of swimmers who are ineligible. There are two tentative
meets, one with Lewiston High"
School on January 28, and one
with Edward Little High School on
February 4. On February 11 Deering High School from Portland
will come here for a meet at eight
p.m. that evening.

experience in

producing for Bowdoin men:

STATIONERY

Army on

ti

may be necessary to wait until
these
begin
next trimester to
events. The plans for the other held in the near future, and it
tournaments are to be discussed quite probable that they may be
at the White Key meeting to be reinstated.

charge for foreign delivery.

PRINTING

Tel. 89-

They

periods.
lar calisthenics
hockey games.
the
These events will be held only work out daily with
It team.
if enough men show interest.

smaller,

Have

and
makes wonmust have been

tory of the College

amusingly written;

Complete Printing Service
BMg.

<

Brunswick.

(tern. Lecture

.

STUART PRINT SHOP

•

came from behind to win the However, we gave them a good
was disqualified battle last time, and we hope to

BrunswickHardwareCo.

NOW 0£EN

I

I

freestyle relay, but

1,

Friday, February 4

PHILGAS

...

mile varsity relay. He plans to
enter such a Bowdoin team in the
plans included Boston Athletic Association games
chess, billiards, bowling, hockey, to be held in the Boston Garden
and water baseball tournaments. on February 12th.
and
Responding to the call were a
basketball,
The bridge,
been large number of men, among them
track meets have already
However, because exams are: "Mac" Holmes, John Frledheld.
are rapidly approaching and the mann, "Al" Wehren, "Bob" Miller.
George
and
Woods.
White Key has lost several repre- "Joe"
been Branche '46. With the exception
sentatives the plans have
George of Branche, all of the candidates
changed.
considerably
Branche '46 stated Monday that were freshmen.
These men are being trained by
it was hoped to have inter-eatingand Coach Magee outside of the reguswimming
meets
house

These

changed.

The only other swimming meet

The Varsity opened its regular victorious.
season with a return game against
There is
the V J Squadron at the Brunswith Colby planned, but this will new catalogue is a striking exwick High School on Friday, Jan.
not be definite until the first oi ample of his outstanding work.
7. Our team went so far ahead in
February.
A loud vote to all those who
the first fifteen minutes of play,
worked to produce the catalogue,
that. Coach Mahoney substituted
not forgetting the invaluable lahis whole squad from then on.
bors of Mrs. Herbert R. Brown in
Bowdoin emerged victorious for Catalogue
proof-reading and indexing. Those
the fifth time in a row 47 to 38.
[ Continual from Page i }
who are responsible for the new
According to "Neil" this year's
catalogue can be
justly
proud.
team, although it has had less ex- stitution as this short paragraph. There is no finer college catalogue
perience than other teams in the
Two new and striking features in the country.
past few years, has more spirit of the new catalogue
are
the
and go than any of them. This short historical sketch of the colyears' squad is also a very small lege from its foundation
to
its
one, there being only twelve boys present status, and the statement
does the cookout as compared to twenty five of the significance of Bowdoin as
test year.
The team sustained a a liberal college. The
historical
setback at Christmas with the loss sketch is the work of Professor
ing best
of Tom Huleatt. and since then the Stanley P. Chase, and the article
team has been composed mostly of "Bowdoin: the Liberal College" is
freshmen.
by Professor Edward C. Kirkland.
Coach Mahoney says this squad Both should be required reading
hishas cooperated excellently
in for all students. The short
"feeding" a man while he was hot.
and because of this Neverdauski
and Silsby have been the high scorers so far. Jack Magee has done
an excellent job of guarding along
with Mort Page, who is very aggressive. Don Egan is one of the
most improved members on the
team both at center and guard, as
is Bob Libby, who had very little
experience before coming to Bowdoin. Jack Clark at forward is one
of the real play makers on the
squad, and Phil King playing first
at center and then at guard has
done a good job. Bill Clenott has

track meet. The A.D. contingent
scored 38 points Friday evening,
December 10. In last place were
the T.D.'s with 11 points.
the
The Chi Psi Lodge took
first three places in the 40 yard
dash. Holmes, Grant, and Branche
were the winners. Huleatt took
House.
4th place for the
T.D.
Holmes' tune was 4.9 seconds.
Knight and Bourgeois of the A.
D. team were first and second in
the 45 yard obstacle race. Philbin, A.D.. and Clarke, Chi Psi,
were in third and fourth place.
Time: 6 seconds.
The Chi Psi's swept all four
winning places in the 300
yard
run. Dunn, Branches, "Holmes,
and Howell won in that order.

Brunswick.

The 150-yard medley relay was
won by the Bowdoin relay team of

Adams 205
Philosophy 6, Adams 205
Religion

No small credit is. due
the
Southworth-Anthoensen Press of
Portland for its marvelous job on
the layout, designing and printing
of the catalogue. Fred Anthoensen is recognized by those of the
printing trade as one of the finest
also a tentative game printers in the country, and the

ians, but

ians.

Chemistry

Government

I

earlier in
the' season have been necessarily

Knight, A.D., also won the discus 'throw with a heave of 108
feet, 10 % inches. Archer, Toscani
and Clark, Chi Psi, followed.
The Chi Psi team won the relay
1:01.4, with Chamberlain of Bowrace in 1:05.2. The T.D.'s were
doin second and Purington of
second and the A.D.'s last.

Thursday, February 3
Mathematics A, Mem. Hall

|

made by the White Key

gan

Mem. 104
Mem. 104
Mem. 104

1,

recently
Magee
Coach Jack
were called for candidates for the one

which

Tentative plans

!

with the score twenty-six to ten in
favor cf Brunswick, Bowdoin beto pick up. Curtis of Bowdcin
won the 100-yard freestyle in

Wednesday, February 2
Biology

Winning with 59 points, the Chi
and
Psi's defeated the
A.D.'s
inter-eating-house
T.D.'s in the

FOR BOSTON RACE

the
high
Knight, A.D., won
Brunswick won the 100-yard backinches. Cooper,
stroke in 1:18.9, with Baribeau of jump at 5 feet, 6
Brunswick and Hiebert of Bowdoin Auten. and Branche, all Chi Psi
second and third. At this point, team, followed.

English 25, Banister

Mora. 104

0,

The prizes consisted of cigaretMathematics
The Moulton Union Dining

—
—
—

45 to

1,

Banister

With Bates Saturday

Bowdoin

Debating

Banister

Mahoney Men

play,

12,

Mem. Hall
Physics 12, Mom. Hall
Zoology 5, Mem. Hall

History Conf.

1.

tes.

gym and

superior team work finally won th<
game In the last five minutes ol

Room
Room

Debating

9,

History

Farrell;

'received a Service furnished refreshments.
sound trouncing, the score being
54 to 17. This was the first of four
practice games which the varsity
Clash
played before starting their regular season.
On Wednesday, Dec. 15, the second of these games was played
against the Air Base Officers at
So far this year the varsity basthe Gym. Although the Officers ketball team has played four
pracwere more experienced, they were tice games and one regular game.
not in the best of shape, and Bow- They have come out on top
in all
doin won 47 to 39. According to of these games and hope to conCoach Mahoney. Bowdoin played tinue this fine record as they
poorest in this game.
tackle their next opponents. These
The gym was also the scene of are:
Bowdoin's third practice game,
Tuesday, Jan. 11
Boothbay
this one against the V J Squadron Coast
Guard at Bowdoin.
on Monday, Dec, 20. Although this
Saturday, 'Jan. 15 Bowdoin at
team was supposedly the best at Bates.
the Air Base and more experienceo
Wednesday, Jan. 19 Fort Wilthan our boys, the varsity really liams at Bowdoin.
clicked for the first time and with
Saturday, Jan. 22— Bowdoin at
ited at the

Walker

Monday, January 31
Italian

in

the order in which the> .finished
are: Morrell and Sawyer;
Ellis
and Caulfield; Clenott and Court;

1,

English

Physics

place honors in the college bridge

tournament on Saturday, Decem-

Room

MAGEEMEN TRAIN

TAKE FIRST White Key Meets To
PLACE IN TRACK MEET Map Future Schedules
CHI PSl'S

The squad has been working
hard lately, trying to get strong
enough to reverse the decision of
the last meet, which was won by
Brunswick. At any rate, it should
be a dose" contest. Coach Miller
seems pleased at the progress of
the swimmers, remarking that they
are snowing noticeable improvement.
Time: 34.2 seconds.
The last meet was a heartbreakFred Auten and Joe Woods of
er for Bowdoin, which had come the Chi Psi team were first and
from behind, only to be disqualified second in the 1000 yard run. Philwhen the judges decided that one bin, A.D., and Gregory. T.D, were
of the swimmers in the freestyle third and fourth. Time: 2 minutes
relay didn't touch the end. The first and 41.1 seconds.
Friedman. A.D., won the 600
event, the 50-yard freestyle, was
won by Miller of Brunswick in yard rui> in 1:24.6. Branche, Chi
28.5 seconds, with Egan of Bow- Psi, was second; Shaw and Curtis
doin and Page of Bowdoin second followed in for the T.D.'s.
Holmes and Cooper won first
and third respectively. Score 5-4,
broad
Brunswick. Sylvester of Brunswick place and second in the
team.
Psi
Chi
won the 100-yard breaststroke in jump for the
1:20.6, with Littlefield of Bruns- Knight, A.D., and Clarke, Chi Psi,
wick second and Mor&n of Bowdoin were third and fourth. Distance:
third. Score 13-5, Brunswick.
In 18 feet, 9 inches.
Harvey and Knight, A.D. won
the 220-yard freestyle, Metivier of
Brunswick was first with 2:44, and first and second place in the shot
^Kern and Kyle, both of Bowdoin. put. Travis and Gregory. T.D.
were second and third respectively. were third and fourth. Distances:
Score 18-9, Brunswick. Erswell of 33 feet, 3 inches.

Gyrnn

1,

<

ber

Cone* Neil Mahout y

English

9,

-

.

ing intermission the "Metes" and
the A-S.T.P. will play an exhibition
water baseball game.

Friday, January 28
Adams 102
Latin A. Adams 102
Latin 1, Adams 102
Physics 3, Adams 102
Economics

Fred Gregory
and
George
"Farmer" Kern formed the winning combination which won first

games, eight players were
picked out to be on the first squad.
These players were: Bill Silsby,
Jack Clark. Tom Neverdauski, Phil
King, Don Egan, Bob Libby, Jack
Magee. Tom Huleatt.
However, Tom Huleatt left at
Christmas time and since then
there have been only seven boys
on the first squad. These players
have all been shifted around in
order to find out at which position
they would be best.
On Wednesday, Dee 8. the Hedrcn Squadron of the Air Base vis-

Mean. Hall

12.

m

* a» .. rroi IX'
.nwi an
Dj
Tomorrow evening at seven
there will be a swimming meet
with Brunswick High School. Dur-

Hall

Hail

•Mathematics HI. Mesa. Hall

By Gregory And Kern

tice

Mem.

5,

Is

¥*

1.

Mem.

102

w

Libby '47, John F. Moore '47. Alan
Michrison '46. Thomas H.
L.
"Neverdauski '47, Morton F. Page
'46, William S. Silsby '47. William
F. Clarke '47.
After a few practices and prac-

Determined To
Avenge Last Decision
Against The Big White

Thursday, January 27

Griffin

on ao far. On November
16. 1M3. Coach Neil Mahoney held
the first practice for this year's
varsity basketball
team. Those
turning out for the team were:
John S. Claffey '47, William S.
Clenott '46, Warren L. Court '46,
Raymond M. Clarke '47, Donald G.
Bean '47, Thomas R. Huleatt '45,
Philip J. King, Jr., 47, Robert L.

the

Team

1:30 P.M.

men have
in

With Brunswick High

February 1944

8:30 A.M.

Turning back teams from the
Naval Air Station five times in sue^
cession.

-

F.

W. CHANDLER & SON

Joyce.
I

'
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Lana Turner Losing Grip
Unit Will Watch
Jump Band
•

The

AST

NEW YEAR'S EVE

Plays
the night before

And all

entire student contingent.

sergeant

He

—AH on

through

a G.I. was

There broke loose a storm,

Hyde Hall

T^oise without restrain,

stirririg

It

the ball!

made each

—But

basketball team
PVnlainc
of which it can be justly proud, ilC*"»3 .BgflMUB TTllJ O
and through the cooperation of the g\e k „_._ T kf _ J* _ l T««4officcrs and the kindness and will- VI ATniy iYieCllCcU leSl
The sergeant relaxing,
ingness of the kitchen force to readjust its schedule the students,
his bed of roses,
To
an end
brow .
h
will have the opportunity of getand head-scratching
Dreaming of Hawaii,
ting out in a body and watching
that has
the rounds smce th(?
the boys go through their paces. Army suddenly made the AST
Thursday night the game is sched- men up here sit down at desks in In quiet he reposes.
uled for 5:15, and in order to al- the gym and go through a lot of
low those interested in cheering mental gymnatics trying to answer
their team through forty minutes several hundred questions that
of good ball playing, Captain Dan- would have thrown a dozen quiz But, 'tis J^ew Tears Eve!
ley has re-arranged the evening kids and all of the cast of Informaschedule so that early chow will be tion Please,, viz: the Medical Ap- T^loise the world required!
five o'clock and others will follow titude Test of December 29th, vari''Don't let the sergeant be,
through every fifteen minutes. ous questions tossed at random inThus the mess will be over by six to the air have resulted in the fol- Don't care if he's tired!"
o'clock, allowing plenty of time to lowing set of answers:
get over to the gym and pick
1:
The purpose of the examyourself out a good seat. Study pe- inations was to determine which
riod that night will start at 7.30 men, now in various AST courses,
o'clock and will extend until 10.30. would be best suited to change Plans in their minds turning
This is an innovation at AST their specialization to that of
Of revelry and sound,
here, and if it works out will be either medicine or dentistry.
repeated in the future.
2: Because the requirements for
The G.I.'s hearts yearning
Thursday night will see the reg- medicine and dentistry are higher
ular team of Captain Carroll than those of other AST courses, To make shouts rebound
Engleman, Dob Larimore, Dick a written test was needed to deterItusche, Teddy Mohr and Ed Hus- mine the aptitudes of the men.
ney take the floor against a team
3:
If a man qualifies he will be
of Air Corps men that they have notified within the near future and
beaten in the past, but who have will he summoned before a civilian
on the fourth floor
always put up a good game until board for further examination,
bell bro\e the spell,
the final whistle. But if we were somewhere in the First Service
looking for a team in the immedi- Command. This follows through
The third floor replied
ate vicinity that the AST hadn't with answer No. 2 and the appearPlaying ance before the civilian board is With an ear-splitting yell.
licked, we are stymied.
for
the
purpose
of
determining
an
mid-Western style of basketball
with the fast break and with a applicants personality, character
and some other factors, which are
strictly offensive character, the
not taken into consideration in
AST five has taken the measure such
proportion in other AST
of the Air Corps, pick up teams
fields.
from AST. and the college. Army
The board is expected to call
4:
bans against outside competition
have reduced the field to just what up applicants some time during
can be built up on the campus, this semester.

all in

heart

warm,

vain.

yelled up. "I'll have

DESTINY OF
my

will!"

Down

came

answer

the

—

On

list

to side,

The

sergeant cried,

"At

case

up

Sessions,

game,

if

the rumors being heard

aren't of the usual

.

.

.

variety.

To add a little more interest to
Thursday's game, and give the affair a more "collegiate" atmosphere, the Air Corps swing band
will give out with a few pop tunes
before the game starts and during
the halves. Although jitterbugging
will be frowned on. you can stamp
your feet in time if the tunes get
you. The best tunes of all may go
to Carnegie Hall, but if the commuting distance is a little more
than your accumulation of C
stamps can stand right now, try
the

gym Thursday

night and you'll

get the best tunes served up in
fine style, and a basketball game
that'll serve to take the edge off
the week's grind, and set you up
in fine style for the Math test

Saturday A.M.

ing grade, (b)

what percentage
at

Each face grew pale
Fear in minds grew,

Should obedience prevail?

What

do?

else to

mentators

Down

And
The

ash can lays shattered,

The
The

sergeant's in bed,

For dear reader, surprise!

The

noise did doubly resounds

Hyde

Up

The

sergeant felt a pain

A

Through

With

glee in their eyes,

Their answer they found

trash

Twos
his

\ind heart go,

is all

Hall

scattered

dead.

like

the night before

Tear's

And

is

all

and
that the sudden closing down of
News commentators give him
A Dartmouth man, who later reqne theatre of war would have no
effect upon the plans for the train- neither the shivers nor great ex- ceived his doctorate from Harvard,
the professor was one of the first
ing of engineers, doctors, dentists
and others who fall under the huberance, and he abhors soap 10,000 to enlist in the AEF and
served in an ambulance corps with
AST .program. Not until a final
and complete victory is won would operas. But the rest of the world the 25th French Division. But even
there be any large scale reduction and the rest of people jnterest this in those days old SNAFU was in
his
usqal form," and Professor
of the AST program, and only then
when the colleges could function in jovial professor, whose classes in Kirkland smilingly told of his basic
training that consisted of close orthe former way would the AST
history are among the most popu- der drill and endless lectures on
start petering out. Students need
the Articles of War, but no amhave little fears of suddenly find- lar in the AST curriculum.
bulance driving, for his base was
ing themselves on the outside looking in, unless it is through some
Located at his pleasant Cleave- without them.
Returning from the war Profault of their own, or the failure to
stay up to the standards set by the land Street home, where with his fessor Kirkland went to Harvard
Army for classes. All those who verbal guard down he sat and (from the ridiculous to the subare real AST material will find
lime) and then after receiving his
plenty of opportunity given them chatted with your reporter, Profes- doctorate entered the field of teaching, starting at Brown, then Dartto continue their studies.
These
sor
Kirkland,
admitted a kinship to mouth tnence to MIT whe re he
men will find plenty of opportunities awaiting them, for it is the
the boys now laboring in his was engaged in teaching prospecintention of the Army to keep a
tive engineers); then he came to
steady flow of competently trained classes, for the professor himself Bowdoin, where he has remained
for 14 years, and where he replacspecialists coming from the nawore
khaki
for
Uncle
Sam,
and
in
tion's colleges to satisfy the deed Frank Munsey, former publishmands of a nation at war, and to those days did his work for only er of the New York Herald Tribsatisfy the needs of a nation at
une.
peace.
21 dollars a month.
Dr. Kirkland is apparently as
much enthused about this typically
The Allies will not be caught
New England town of Brunswick
again as they were at the end of
the last war, when they discovered
as is the poet who has so extolled
its virtues, Prof. Coffin. In fact,
too late that the war had burned
A PARODY ON
Dr. Kirkland has written a book,
off all their young men, and that
"Brunswick's Golden Age." but the
the colleges were not equal to the
ABOt BEN ADHEM

T^ew

,

through

Hyde

Hall

j

"My

record without a stain!

Gone

forever

—But no!

Not aGJ. was

—All on

stirring

the ball.

<

,

MENT NO.

qualifying marks, (c) how soon
will transfers to the medical field
take place*if an applicant is successful in passing his' examination
by the civilian board. Should it
come to pass that the future brings
us answers to any of these questions we will immediately pass
them along.

Bigger And
Army
at

Better '44

plans for the A.S.T. unit

Bowdoin call for an enlargewhich will bring total

ment,

strength to about twice the present enrollment.
The first contingent of new men
is due
to arrive in about two
months, and will take over quarters now being used by the Air
Corps. The arrival of the new men
will coincide with the paring down
of the Air Corps program at the
college.

Approximately two thirds

of those presently in attendance
from the Air Corps will leave in
March, and the remainder in the
spring, after completing their final
thirteen weeks. When the Air
Corps completes its last semester,
the second group of new men is
expected, boosting our total to approximately double present
strength.

With a growth of

size, is

expect -

j

SCSI] 1192

j

j

Procedure: There are several standardized methods of determining the velocity of a movwhich are to be used in this experiment. This is so because Newton's second law has been repealed, as evidenced by the fact that impulse (Ft) no longer equals momentum (mv) within a radius of two hundred yards of Hyde Hall. (This would include the
D.U. House also if the straight line connecting the two "will be considered the latus rectum of
side. With
*
men avail- a parabola).
.

spirit

To

insure the success of the ex1.
With a thermometer in your
and there should be enough ma- periment, the world outside Hyde mouth, a beaker of water on your
terial to furnish available men to Hall must be kept at a tempera- chin, a,micrometer caliper between
make up teams in any field, and in ture of -40° F. This can easily be your toes, and a meter stick
sufficient quantity to afford good done by packing cracked ice and wrapped around your neck, leap
brandy around the universe and from the fourth floor to the icy
stiff competition.
Also forseen is an enlargement stirring every ten minutes. If ground the moment the bugle
of Charlie Ruff's band, which is enough cracked ice is not avail sounds. (It will help the experinow playing with plenty of vim and able, let nature take its course, menter if someone is standing near
vigor and already has a couple of and the temperature will still re- with a hayfork, urging him over
professional engagements under main at a blood-curdling state. the sill.) After this is done, the
its belt. A few more pieces and the Then there must be a little wind. experimenter is ready for Section
wind 8.
unit would have a fine little band Yes, a wind is essential.
available for dances or other social that sends little chills around your
2:
The other method is a bit
functions, which, if the men were neck (collars down! Youse'll not
more subtle and devious. When the
interested enough in to support melt!)
bugle sounds, and the wave front
The time of the experiment is hits your ears at a velocity
properly, could be arranged and
of
carried through, perhaps on the also very important. It should be
331.35 meters per second, take
pivotal idea of various classes or conducted precisely at 0610. It is
refuge in the Dpppler effect and
dormitories acting as hosts on ro- inadvisable to determine the veimagine that it's only the 5:47
tating weekends.
locity of a moving body at midpotato train special from AroosThe future of these programs night on December 31st, particu- took to Oshkosh. Then,
when the
larly
and others that are already under
if the experimenter chooses
two gongs sound, you can yell "All
consideration depends entirely up- an ash can full of trash as the
aboard!" and go back to sleep. This
on the reception given them, and moving body, because the distance
can be successfully continued until
the support afforded them by the between the fourth and second
the C.Q. bursts into your room
students.
floors is not easily measurable. Nor
and
your bed on top of
AST has hit its fullest stride and is it advisable to conduct the ex- you. overturns
(It's the indignity of it all
established units will continue to periment at 0400. This was tried
that hurts, of course.) It is then
function for quite some time (how once and disastrous results were
time, you know, to fall dot. Quick
long is impossible to fortell), and achieved.
like-a-bunny, slip a tie over your
it is the intention of the officers
When all is ready, the experi- pajamas and dash down the hall:
and cadre at Bowdoin to make the menter can
begin to determine the you are fully dressed for reveille.
.stay of the men here as pleasant
velocity of a moving body falling The measure of your velocity in
as possible. With student cooperaout of Hyde Hall at 0610 on a win- falling out is then determined by
tion and a lively show of interest,
try Maine morning. There are two your ability to hurdle the vast
the coming months at Bowdoin
general methods of procedure that group of shivering G. L's standing
promise to be fuller and more
can now be followed.
just inside the door, waiting for the
rounded for the student.

among classes

is

,

,

ing body, none of

ed to come an enlargement to other
portions of the AST program up
here, notably in those branches
less on the academic and more on

clearly envisioned,

[

Army Makes Plans For

l

TITLE: Determining the Velocity of a Moving
Body Falling out of Hyde Hall at 0610 on'
a Wintry Maine Morning, to the tune of
demands
along
Reveille; or Out of Bed and into Bath
however,
demands

of

Bowdoin attained

the athletic and social
double the numbet of
able a more competitive

Superman, Soap

Operas and News Com-

A

tions,

AST students

Do Jive

defend himself against itinerant
*
reporters, this reporter dropped in
to see Captain Danley, at the inHe'll pay the bill!"
firmary the other day and plied
him with questions which were
hoped would prove of interest to
There then followed
the men at Bowdoin. One which
popped into my mind and which
clamor and clanging
the Captain considered important
That was peculiarly hollowed, enough to take the thermometer
*
out from under his tongue and
most unusual banging.
answer, was one which I have
heard argued during a few recent
bull sessions in various rooms. It
from the fourth floor
was, "What effect would a quick
Bowdoin College's popular Professor of History, Edward
victory in Europe have upon the
With a terrific clatter
present AST program in general? C. Kirkland, a professed adherent of the full life, and a former
Would it spell a quick paring down wearer of the khaki, can work up to a heated debate on Helen
ash can did soar,
of units now functioning throughIts trash all a-spatter.
out the country? Would students of Troy, but when it comes to discussing the finer points of
with part or most of the program Lana Turner (America's gift to the
sweater manufacturers)
behind them, suddenly find themselves yanked out and sent to an- he admits no interest. He also fails to enjoy America's reading
In a fit the sergeant falls
other outfit where their training
habit, the comic magazines, where in four color illustrations,
The poor man 'gins to weep
and efforts could be given litUe
Superman, Blue Beetle, The Masked Marvel, and dozens of
consideration?"
Bangs his head against the
These three questions were
other startling apparitions appear at a moment's notice to right
answered together, when Captain
walls
Danley stated that the Army plans grave wrongs and tweak Hitler's nose, and thus ruin some
for the AST have taken all such
back he goes to sleep.
dastardly plot to seize the world.
possibilities into consideration,

LABORATORY EXPERI-

and the AST team is haggling for a court date in. the near
future. It promises to be quite a

Professor Cold, So

Leaves

An

there!".

;

style,

Girl

,

His feet cold and bare,

j

There are still many other questhe answers to which we
could not get, and among them are
(a) what was considered a qualify-

Famed Pin-Up

A

Clasping gig

|

1>ut there is one group coming up,
a team of Navy ensigns which is
practicing on the quiet and is rumored to be looping them in in grand

A.S.T.P.

Taking advantage of a severe
cold which laid him fiat on his back
and made him unable to properly

|

|

^^^

birds pay!"

'Hooray!

Tears

J^lot

make you

"I'll

tight!

is

}{ew

WWc

VfCWC

the night!"

Hoise, for God's sake!"

Twos

on the Air Corps
Flight Champions tomorrow night at Bowdoin College gym,
under conditions that herald a brighter athletic program here,
and which will allow for full sponsorship of AST teams by the

I

is

All were awake,

"The

unit basketball team takes

Tomorrow Nite

CAPT.DANLEY VIEWS
"Tonight

_

The AST has 'a

Clash With Air Corps

THE BALLAD OF

Special Meal Schedules

Set Up;

Hoopmen

A

j.

last

second before exposing them-

selves to Brunswick's beneficient
climate. Your velocity is directly
proportional to the rate of flow of

"Where the
goin'?"
youse'll

hell d'you think you're

and "Quit shovin'
be ahurtin'," and is

or
in-

Professor smilingly insists that
task of supplying overnight the
these times are foreign to that
of nations for young men
trained
"Golden Age." His pet peeve is
definite lines. First,
concentrated on "those airplanes
the
of the Army
With apologies to
must be met, and even if the
which fly low and interrupt my lecEuropean theatre should suddenly
tures."
James Henry Leigh Hunt
collapse, just as it did before, the
Summertime finds Mr. Kirkland
war in Asia is one that is not being
on his farm in Vermont. His hobtaken lightly by planners of Allied
bies of gardening and mountain
strategy. There will be plenty of Sam Lorenzo (his ire increased)
climbing undoubtedly contribute to
calls for highly trained men in that Arose from his seat, his brow his amazing vitality and to the
theatre of war, before civilian debountiful good spirits of his lecdeeply creased
mands are even heard. To the AST
the
He saw, within the vastness of the tures, which temper somewhat
students falls the task of carrying
cold facts of history- In a sense,
room,
the torch of knowledge, until the
the Professor is something of an
world is again at peace, and boys Turning him white, like a lily In Epicurean, for he enjoys eating and
can again turn to books on other
drinking, in other words, a full life.
bloom,
subjects than war.
A student wandering from the His real field being economic
history, he has written among
fold:—
other books, "The History of
28 years service made Sam very
Economic Life" and

"It

verse proportional to the rate of
flow of "Why, certainly, go right
ahead; here, I'll pave a path for
you."

Takes Both"

my

It takes both .
.
two fingers to
give the Victory sign. It takes both
.

.

.

least ten percent of

your income.

Pay your Victory Tax and your in'he' is 'she.'
"William .Tell shot an arrow come tax cheerfully and gladly.
through an" apple while standing Both are in lieu of an Occupation
Tax to Hitler. U. S. Treasury DtPartmtnt
on his son's head."

"The object of

"The opposite if pessimist is
bigamist."
Increased demand in adequate
"A grass widow is the wife of a transportation facilities, and the
cutting off of sources of supply by
vegetarian."
and
by

sit

and

eat,

tls so,"

Sam

an oxen's low,

.

Mediterranean

look of all sweet ac-

Replied the boy.

"Shakespeare lived at Windsor
War Bonds and Taxes to make
that Victory come true. Continue
with his merry wives."
"A spinster is a oachelor's your purchase of War Bonds, at

"The

newed interest in his subject since
The AST arrived, since he had to re-

lord."

"Yea,

"The dome of St. Clement's is
supported by eight peers all of
which are unfortunately cracked."

Red Sea are connected
Sewage canal."

ya going?"

"Well ain't that one," said Sara.

sity of California:

wife."

H—

Answered, "A place to

some gathered in a
survey by The Daily Califorian
student publication of the Univer-

"Browning wrote principally he-

said,

cord,

some choice

roic cutlets."

he

And with a

"boners."
Here are

the enemy occupation have made sal
the vaging of certain materials e»
sential.

American

"Peacemakers of 1864." Dr. Kirkstudent wandering aim- ladn laughingly announced his re-

student raised his head.

examination papers
is not all dull
Now and then the proacross

tlu*

lessly

Correcting

come

to

"Where the

at a large university
routine.
fessors

I

bold,

And

up the

spoke, like

fashion many of his lectures. He
claims that he really enjoys his
work, and believes in giving the
students a hard but interesting
course. Above all, he insists that
he is no cynic, although that is the
common impression that students
get of him. This impression is
probably due to Prof. Kirkland s
ardent desire to expose the cheap
and the selfish in history so that
the students will not become dis-

tables, no vacant
illusioned later on in life.
between the men,
Probably the outstanding factor
want to tell you guys by which Mr. Kirkland is known to
that again."
his students is his keen sense of
(-'
humor. His laughter in his lectures
The student ate, and vanished. The is always infectious, and his students relish above all his biting

"Fill

chairs,

And

I don't

•

•

next night
sarcasms. He knows how to enjoy
again determined to do history.
(Ed. note It is hoped that the
Led the chow line, waiting by the professor will make good use of
his sense of humor upon reading
door with the rest,
But when 5:45 came, it was Sam the editor's frenzied attempts at
conjuring up a captivating headLorenzo who lead all the rest.
line.)

He came

things right;

—
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FIGHTING PRIEST WILL President Sills Desires
[COLLEGE HOLDS
Copies Of ^0, ^6 "Bugle

Masque and Gown Plans To

English Missionary
Has Had Year's Work
In New Guinea

Present New Farce "Goodbye

YEAR COMMENCEMENT

President Sills is very anxious
to obtain copies of the "Bugle"
of the classes of 1920 and 1926
to complete his file since he became President.

Any alumnus who has a copy

Again" On March 17-18 As

Red Cross

Coming

this

week

twice in Chapel.
'The Hon. Rev.

The spring production of

the

Red Cross

|

on Friday, March 17, at 8:15 p.m. in Memorial Hall. A-second performance will be given on the following evening for
the service men on campus.

a

produced

in

a farce-comedy

New York

first

1932

in

when it was one of the most successful productions of the season.
George G. Nathan wrote of it, "A
humorously observant fable treating of the love life of a literary
gent on a midwestern lecture tour
.
.
told its story with a saucy
eye to authentic character with a
pretty good flavor of wit." It has
.

been a popular presentation with

summer

and

amateurs

theater

groups for the past ten years. The
young
a
story revolves around
novelist who unexpectedly finds
himself resurrecting a college
friendship with a girl who has
since married.

The play

is

of particular inter-

Quinby since one of the
authors was his classmate at the
est to Mr.

"**Jg

;

1

M

HOLDEN FINDLAY AND ALBERT 8. LONG, JR.

.

,

^Jy

'

jjjJjJS Meteorologist

additions to

its

School and later his
professional
in
the

characters

twelve

«

tory.
dis-

thirty-seven entering students, Maine boys, numpredominate;
Brunswick audiences are familiar. bering
nineteen,
Three of them, the Misses Mary Massachusetts is second with eight
representatives; New York, third
[ Continued on Page 2 )
with three; New Jersey and the
two each;
District of Columbia,
Pennsylvania,
Connecticut, one;
one; and Bermuda, one.
Nine of the. matriculating group
received scholarships. Corrigan V.
tribution, of the

Five Former Bowdoin Men Return
To finish Incomplete Student Careers

Francis W. Smith
James Bowdoin scholarCarl Lebowitz and Robert

Dunham and
By Paul W. Moran
Perhaps to offset the youthful
influence

of the entering

fresh-

out from the aforementionad gentleman that he was originally a
candidate for BS degree in the
class of '44, but had left here to
join the Marines in May. In June

received
ships;

Burroughs, State-of-Maine schol-

arships; James Bagshaw, Ralph
men, very few of whom are over
John
Hunter,
Hughes, Robert
seventeen; perhaps to prove that
Keene received
occasionally a man leaves the ser- he was at "Dartmouth for fotrr+fcytms. and-Byron
scholarships.
vice to go to college, five former months, and then three months at Alumni

dear old
alma mater early this month. Alt."n»gh the average student is
pleasantly uninterested to read
that some students left Bowdoin

students returned

to

and later returned,

there

is

a

even dramatic story behind the bare facts.
In pursuit of this story, one day
last week we deposited our nickel
and called the Beta house. An incolorful,

telligent-sounding voice answered

—must

have been some one visiting the house and something like

—

the following conversation ensued:
"Hullo; .Beta house."
"Is Al Long there?"

FIFTEEN

MEN MAKE

SPRING DEAN'S LIST
j

!

I

i

;

I

j

The

upperclassmen
following
cut classes during the Spring
Trimester 1944 at their discretion,
having received "B" grades or better in their subjects in the Fall
Trimester 1943:
Rolfe E. Glover, III, P. H. Hoff-

1936—Welch '37
1937—Vergason '39
1938—Vergason '39
1939— Mergendahl '41
1940—Spingarn '40
1941—Mergendahl '41
1942— Bourjaily '44

may

Stage Spring Concert

;

the Fall Trimester 1943:

Lewis
Magee.

By Harry Lindeman

torians have

"Because famous artists of the
past thousand years have failed to
agree on what Salome, most famous siren in history, really looked
like,

Frank Ross, Hollywood

yet

to

prove

the
rumor that such gory outbursts
are the natural result of a thenprevailing meat rationing.) Furthermore, the Salome, which the

The release continues, stating
that Hollywood would just love to
spend time and money in search
of a person who will fit the figure
and personality of the old Egyptian of Rose, G. R. and Garbo, G.
Of course, this scholarly contest
might create some publicity, but
what Hollywood
mogul
cares

»

try.

about that. This contest, however,
should be of interest to you, gentle reader. Continue to the next
paragraph for explanation of latter remarkable statement.
»

-

r

The Bowdoin man la peculiarly equipped to become a talent scout for Mr. Ross since he
ha* the knowledge of beauty derived both from his courses in
eh—leal fields and because of
his trained roving eye. We of
the "Orient" Staff
(anyway
George Griffin and the writer)
fed that after being shown the
qualities desired by Hollywood
(if not by the Hays Office) In
their forthcoming ootosslal "The

•

-

r

Salome, first of ail is a gal capable of having men's heads bodies
removed) presented to her on a
platter. As example, she once met
John the Baptist under like emcircumstance.
(Hisbarrassed
(

mmamm

Fickett,

John

Jr.,

r

The reader

is advised first of
to think of the Brunswick
belles of his acquaintance. - The
scholars conception of Salome is
admittedly limited so that our
Egyptian might easily talk with

all

a French accent or may have
descendents from sections of
Africa
other
than
Egypt.
Salome, says Mr. Ross, varies in
the
Ave
famous
portraits
seventy-five pounds so it is advisable to select a girl who
makes a practice of varying her
weight at frequent Intervals.

The

must

have classical
Hollywood style,
or In other words, our Salome
must look good in leg art.
girl

beauty

in the

s

-

The reader

must take pains.
of the "Orient" know that it
too easy to attempt pick-ups
by promising, as an unofficial talent scout, a crack at Hollywood to
any girl of pleasing appearance.
It is our fervent hope, however,
that the girl you will present to
Frank Ross will not return to the
campus. If she does, Phil Hoffisn't

man

will insist on filling up the
"Orient" on her adventures with
the Kappa Sigs, thus wasting valuable space that could otherwise
be left blank.

W«d. Feb. 16—Chapel, Professor

Hammond.

Thurs. Feb. 17— Chapel, Professor Burnett.- The secretary of
the chapter will announce the
new elections to the Phi Beta
Kappa, Alpha of Maine.
Thurs. Feb. 17—7.45 p.m. Station

WGAN, BOWDOIN

-
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THE

Program Arranged For
26th Student Recital
On Sunday, FebAiary

20th, the

26th Student Recital will be held
in the lounge of the Moulton Union at three o'clock. All interested
students are urged to attend both
the recital and the tea following.
The program includes: Stanley A.
Frederick '46, trumpet; Lloyd R.
Knight '45, baritone; Thomas H.
Chadwick '47, clarinet and saxophone, John R. P. Friedmann '47,

and David Demaray '47,
will play a duet; and the
Bowdoin String Trio with Friedmann, Demaray, and Rdbert B.
Hunter '47, violin, will render sevcello,

viola,

eral selections. Professor Tillotson
is in charge of the program.

- AIR. A panel discussion
on "How the United States
Appears to Us" by students
with foreign backgrounds.
Fri. Feb. 18—Chapel, The Reverend John Bolger, Anglican

Missionary in New Guinea.
19—Chapel, The Reverend John Bolger.
Sun. Feb. 20 4.30 p.m. Chapel.
The Reverend Cornelius E.
Clark, Woodfords Congregational Church, Portland. The
choir will sing "Jesu Dulcis by
Thomas Luis da Vittoria.
Sun. Feb. 20—3.00 p.m. Moulton Union.
Student Recital.
Tea will be served. The public
Sat. Feb.

—

is

cordially invited to attend.

Sun. Feb. 20—6.30 p.m. Alpha
Delta Phi House. After-supper

BCA

THORNDIKES ELECT
LIFSHITZ PRESIDENT
A meeting of the Thorndike Club
was held Wednesday, February

9,

and the annual election of

officers
officers are:

took place. The new
President Shepard Lifshitz
Vice-President Warren Court
Treasurer Fred Spaulding
Secretary Maurice Lehrman
A smoker will be held for all
non-fraternity freshmen Wednes-

—
—
—
—

day,

February

16.

group

under

—
—

Room, Hubbard

Hall. Meeting
of the Phi Beta Kappa, Alpha
of Maine, for the initiation of

new members.
Mon. Feb. 21 8.15 p.m. moulton

—

Union. Open meeting of the
Phi Beta Kappa.
Professor
Stanley Barney Smith will talk
on "The Jolly Beggars." The
public
tend.

skills we have let them get ahead
of our controls until we are almost the slaves rather than the
The annual spring contest of molders of and the masters of
the Brunswick Choral Society, modern life."
He finally asked for bold statewartime substitute for the Bowdoin Glee 'Club, is scheduled to ments of faith by Christians, estake place in Memorial Hall on pecially by the young men of our
March 27. The society is com- time. He asked why religion
posed of faculty members, towns- should not declare itself more conpeople, and both civilian and mili- fidently and said we should not
tary members of ,the college. The forget the Christian Doctrines.
Rev. Barstow closed his
talk
association is under the direction
will with these lines entitled "Victory"
of Professor Tillotson who
taken from the body of an Ausconduct the March concert.
The program will include the tralian soldier:
"Ye that have faith to look with
following:
fearless eyes
Gloria from the XII Mass— Mozart
Bach Beyond the tragedy of a world at
129 Cantata
strife,
Victoria
Tenebrae Facte Sunt
And know that out of death and
Chorus from Brahms' Requiem
might shall rise
English Madrigals
The
dawn of ampler life.
Since first I saw your face
Thomas Ford Rejoice, whatever anguish rend
the
heart,
(dedicated to Stanley P. Chase
That God has given you the priceProfessor of English)
less dower
Monteverdi
Madrigal
Numbers from "Porgy and Bess" To live in these great times and
have your part
Gershwin
Scene
from Boris In Freedom's crowning Hour."
Coronation
Moussorgsky
Gondinow
Lloyd R. Knight '45 will give a
group of solos. Lieutenant Earl
Spencer will solo in two of the
folk-songs and .ballads which are
featured on this program.
.

.

is

cordially invited to at-

"

WARTIME BUGLE'S

ARRIVAL WELCOMED

On February
clusion of the

5th. at the contrimester, Bow-

fall

doin College held
special
commencement
exercises
12
for
seniors, six men receiving the degree of Bachelor of Arts, and six
receiving Bachelor of Science degrees.

The order of

New

England Colleges
Will Send Delegates To
June 24th Rites

follows: the

exercises was as
pfelude, "Toccata,"

by Dubois;, the
Commencement
March, "Marche Religieuse," by
Guilmant; the singing of the College

Hymn;

a prayer; the selec-

tion "Pax Vobiscum," by Garth
Edmundson, with an organ solo
by Professor Frederick Tillotson;
the conferring of degrees; an address by the president of the college;

a

benediction;

the

songs,

and faculty members had "Rise, Sons of Bowdoin," and the
met with the president the pre- "Star-Spangled Banner"; and the
ceding Saturday to discuss the postlude, "Grand Chorus," by Duprogram.

bois.

Those here to receive the degree
Following the recommendation
of the committee, the sesquieen- of Bachelor of Arts were Kenrick
'45.
Jr.,
Kappa
tennial will be observed on June Martin Baker.
24th,"the actual day of the grant- Sigma, a James Bowdoin Scholar
ing of the charter. At 11 o'clock majoring in English, graduating
the program of the day will open

Directly after the convocation will
be
a
luncheon, replacing the usual commencement
luncheon, for the
guests,
delegates,
alumni, and
relations.

*

friends.

The remainder of the program
consists of the presentation of a
Shakespearean play by the Masque arid Gown in the late afternoon or* evening of the 24th. On
Sunday morning, the 25th, there
will be a special service of thanksgiving and remembrance to be
held in the Frist Parish Church.
A concert will be given Sunday
afternoon.
,

Alumni and friends of the college have been urged to return to
the campus on June 24th, rather
than on June 3rd, when the graduation exercises will be held, for
the 3rd will be kept free of alumni
activities just as have the com-

mencements in September and
February. Alumni Association and
Alumni Council
meetings,
and
meetings of the governing boards
will be postponed from the com-

mencement dates
June 23 and

in

early June to

24.

In connection with the sesquieentennial, the committee has also recommended that an institute
dealing with the future of liberal
educaion in this country be heldearly in the fall.

Cum Laude, Phi Beta
Kappa, with honors in English,
now studying at Yale Divinity
Magna

Thomas Underwood

School;

Hall,

Chi Psi, majoring in ChemisJohn Whitney MacNeil '44.
majoring in History; Lewis Thurston Milliken '45, Alpha Tau Omega, a James Bowdoin Scholar majoring in Chemistry; Alfred Morris Perry, Jr.,
Zeta Psi, a
45,
'42,

try;

*

[

Continued on Page

2 ]

Bowdoin-on-the-Air Will
Participate In Debates
Tomorrow evening over

WGAN,

station
will

Bowdoin-on-the-Air

present a panel discussion on "How
the United States Appears to Us,"
by students with foreign backgrounds. Those taking part in the
discussion of the aforementioned
topic include the following:
Stanley D. Weinstein '47. Chairman, John R. P. Friedman '47, Eric
E. Hirschler '46, Bernard E. Gorton '47.
Attention is called to the change
of time of these programs. They
will now be held on alternate
Thursdays at 7.45 p.m.. instead of
at the usual time of 8.30.
On February 24, Clement A.
Hiebert '47 will go to Lewiston to
debate on the question, "Would the
general withdrawal of women from
industry at the termination of the
war be desirable?" This debate
will be broadcast over the Lewiston station
at 7.30 and
Miss Dorothy Strout will represent Bates.

WCOU

One week

later,

Thursday eve-

ning, March 2, Bowdoin-on-the-Air
will present this same debate over
station
at 7.45. Lewis P.
Fickett '47 will take the affirmative while Miss Despina Doukas
will represent Bates in presenting
the negative side of this question.

WGAN

Professor Kendrick Advocates Equal
Consideration For Nations In Peace
were, in comparison, fortunate to
say the least.
In 1922, Professor Kendrick entered Harvard Graduate School,
where he specialized in English
and modern history, in which^
shortly before his graduation he
served as an assistant instructor.
After writing a thesis on "Lord
Palmerston and the Revolutions
ducted" freshman, he managed to of 1848," he graduated from Hareke out a few moments to talk vard in 1925, and spent the next
modestly about himself and his year in London, Paris, and Vienna
under the auspices of a traveling
many war-time activities.

By Lewis .P. Fickett, Jr.
The other morning, after struggling through a group of draftscared students, we succeeded in
briefly
interviewing
Professor
Kendrick. As we expected, Bowdoin's armed services representative, was his usual busy self; but,
once he had temporarily allayed
the fear of an "about-to-be-in-

Nathaniel Cooper Kendrick was
born in Rochester, New York. He
Last week there appeared, after attended the University of Rochesseveral months of expectancy, the ter, graduating in 1921.
As his
new "wartime" issue of the Bow- graduation date suggests, howdoin Bugle, a yearbook with the ever, Professor Kendrick was one
pictures of all students who were of the
somewhat
unfortunate
in college during the fall triyoung men of a generation ago,
mester.
who graduated from high school
On Monday night, the entering
Reduced somewhat in size from just as the United States entered
class of freshmen was entertained
former editions of the college's World War I. By enlisting before
and "Oriented" at a smoker held
yearbook, the new issue was his eighteenth birthday he missed
in the
UpperMoulton Union.
limited to pictures of the stu- the first term of his freshman
classmen and members of the facdents, with several lines of infor- year at college, and was sent to
ulty were also present, the former
mation under each photograph. Al- France May, 1917. He returned
due to the fact that Coca Cola,
so, at the end of the new publihome at the end of the year, resandwiches, add other refreshcation there are several pages de- enteced college, but the urge to
ments were served after a few in-, voted
to extra-curricular activi- return overcame him. When he
formal talks given
faculty
by
ties carried on in the spring of
became eighteen, lie rejoined the
members.
1943. These pages of additional
army, but before he was able to
Lloyd R. Knight '45, president information
make a very appro- leave for France again,
the
of the Student Council, was maspriate ending for a "Bugle". which
Armistice was signed.
ter of ceremonies, and introduced
was, by necessity, somewhat curas the first speaker Professor EdAs one might suspect, and as
tailed in efficiency and production.
ward Hammond, Director of Adhis
However, the commendable part Professor Kendrick admits,
missions. Other speakers were Ascollegiate training was, therefore,
of the work which has been prosistant Professor George H. Quinduced under the guidance of Lewis rather sporadic and disorganized,
by, in charge of the "Masque and
and his memories of it, vague.
P. Fickett and Bernard Q* Groton,
Gown"; and Professor Herbert is
Contrasting the academic disorder
the clarity and unexpected
Brown. Professor Tillotson said a
of '17 and '18 with the present
clearness of
the
photographs
few words about the Music De- showing
condition of American
colleges.
students in poses well
partment, and several songs were
Professor Kendrick said he felt
worth posing for.
sung by the group.
that
eighteen-year-olds
today

COLLEGE CONDUCTS
FROSH SMOKER

IMiiMIIMaMiHHHMMHiM^MMM

Receive Six B.S.,
Six B.A. Degrees

.

i

discussion

the leadership of Doctor Russell. Topic: The Religious Basis
of World Peace."
Sun. Feb. 20 7.00 p.m. Memorial Hall. Regular meeting of
the Brunswick Choral Society.
Mon. Feb. 21 Chapel, Professor Koelln.
Mon. Feb. 21 7.45 p.m. Alumni

—

r

We

Coming Events

F.

the
Class of 1947 may take six cuts
during the Spring Trimester 1944
having received at least one-half
A's in their subjects, and the rest
B's, in the Fall Trimester 1943:
Charles W. Curtis, Clement A.
Hiebert, Robert C. Miller.
of

film

reader must discover, must be able
producer, has instituted an un- to pull off Minsky's own
Dance of
usual contest to launch one of the the Seven Veils. The
Metropolibroadest talent hunts yet attempt- tan Opera's "Salome" by the
way
ed by Hollywood film makers." So is the nearest thing to a burlesque
starts one of the innumerable show in the
Laguardia purified
press releases, lovingly delivered City
of New York.
to editors' desks all over the coun,

J.

The following members

in some respcts.
also asserted that "In relyscience and mechanical

been overdone
ing on

:

SUN RISES

the
tendency
among many of us has been tc
indulge in vague idealisms and
shallow social pleasantries" spoke
the Rev. Dr. Robbins W. Barstow,
President of the Hartford Seminary Foundation, at the Bowdoin
Chapel, Sunday afternoon.
Rev. Barstow stated the essence
of the Christian gospel and asserted that We seem to be. taking
them too carelessly and complacently. He went on to quote
editorials which claimed the restoration of idealism and liberalism
and he expressed the belief that
the excellencies of liberalism had
"I confess that

He

Twelve Seniors

seers,

I.

Confidence, Boldness

Choral Society Will

.

Observance Of College
Anniversary Planned

had close

«

man, 3rd, Harold Lifshitz, Donald
1943--Carmichael '44
"The Maine Guide" direct from N. Koughan, Donald R. Maxson,
The Masque and Gown dedicates
L. L. Bean. -It was nothing for Alan L.
"Huh?"
Michelson, Clayton F.
"the guide" to take five-mile Reed, David W.
"Is Al Long there?"
Morrill its forty-first season to its playRoss,
wrights who have contributed full
walks on the coldest wintry days Shapiro, Frederick W. Whittaker
"Ah—oh, th' guide."
in such attire.
"Huh?"
The following members of the length plays to its schedule, all
now serving with the armed
"Yeh. I'll see."
durclass
of
1947
may
cut
classes
We were naturally somewhat There is a malicious rumor to ing the Spring Trimester 1944 at forces.
bewildered, but soon recovered the effect that before it was dis- their discretion, having received
enough presence or mind to find
[ Continued on Page 2 )
straight "A's" in their subjects in

—

which is his
Dewhurst

that be would be willing to dispose of might write to the
President.

with a special convocation in the
First Parish Church, where an address will be given on the significance of the occasion, to be followed by the reading of a poem,
and the conferring.of the honorary
degrees. It is expected that deleand was ordained in 1924. During gates will attend from American
his early ministry in England he institutions
of
nigher learning
confesses that he spent
good whose charters go back to the 18th
deal of his spare time playing and century, as well as members of
coaching rugby and soccer.
the New England Association of
Colleges, together with represen[ Continued on Page 3 )
tatives from the other Maine colleges, and other educational institutions with whom Bowdoin has
Rev. Barstow Calls For

'

j

*

—Jonn

In school Fr. Bodger was a
star athlete and has continued his
interest in
sports,
organizing
cricket and soccer In New Guinea.
His theological and missionary
training was received at St. August ine's College, Canterbury. This
course includes work in such subjects as medicine, surgery, printing,
pedagogy,
carpentry.
He
passed his general ordination examination, but was too young to
be ordained, so returned for another year, spending most of it in
hospital work. He "passed" in the
Bishop's examination for deacons,

.

A

Parris Island.
Pfc. he entered
the Officers' Candidate Class, but
was returned to inactive duty after injuring his foot. After considerable scouting around, and
with the help of a Beta whose
initials are
Farmer Kern,
we
found out that the modest Mr.
Long was once the president of
the Beta House. "The Head" also
cleared up the mystery of why Mr.
Long should have been alluded to
as "the guide" by saying that
once in a while (perhaps eighteen
hours a day) Mr. Long used to
wear jackets and boots marked

title

World War

,

are from Uncle Sam's beckoning call,
should also prove one of the most
conscientious in Bowdoin's his-

According to geographical

NEW MEN TO STAFF

A

,

The

ORIENT ADDS TWELVE

Wins

On 'January 17, 1944 the J Twelve new men, including four
eleventh annual student-written upperclassmen, joined the editorat a
one-act play contest was held at ial staff of the "Orient'
the Moulton Union. The judges of smoker held last Thursday eveRoom of
the manuscripts were Mr.' Seward ning in the Conference
Marsh, Dr. Manning Smith and the Moulton Union. In addition
Mr. Richard Chittim; and of the Advertising Manager Judson R.
reading Mrs. Clyde Congdon, Pro- Merrill '46 welcomed six new men
Frederick Tillotson and to the business board.
fessor
At the Smoker the editor outProfessor Herbert Hartman.
lined the system of organization
First prize of ten dollars was
followed
by the "Orient" and the
the
of
Owen
John
awarded to
is pubAAFTTD. Also awarded to the way in which the paper the
prolished. He also announced
first place winner was the .Masque
of Clement A. Hiebert '47
motion
the
called
"Oscar"
and Gown
P. Fickett '47 to the
"Prologue." This shows an actor and Lewis
There are
sub-editors.
reading from a manuscript. The rank of
seven in that department.
trophy was particularly appro- now
After the smoker refreshments
priate for this contest since all
were provided and assignments
the plays were read.
was> were given out by the Managing
MacMorran . '46
John
Dana
A.
awarded the second place prize of Editor of this issue,
Little '46.
five dollars for his play "It's a
four upperclassmen joining
The
was
mention
honorable
Date," and
were William S.
given to William S. Lamparter '47 the editorial staff
One Silsby, Jr. '47, Shepard Lifshitz
"Conquest."
for his play,
"47,
and
*47, Richard A. Round
other play was also entered, "The
'47.
Wages of Sin," by Robert Bliss Thomas H. Chadwick
freshmen
The nine February
'47.
who received their first assign-^
According to Professor Quinby, ments were Charles A. Cohen '47,*
the reading of the one-act plays
James B. Hall '47, Arthur D. Dolworked out more successfully than loff '47, Robert B. Miller, Jr., '47,
expected, and there seems a fairiv.
Leonard D. Bell '47, Thomas H.
futuf^
good possjbiliiy that in
Chadwick '47, Frederick W. Wilyears readings may be held of the
ley '47, George A. Erswell, Jr. '47,
plays which are not produced. A
Robert W. Burroughs '47. Coryconsiderable number of new acting
don B. Dunham '47 also signified
possibilities were discovered some
his intention of joining.
of whom will appear in the new
Byron
Whitmore,
Charles
spring play.
Keene Arthur Dolloff, Robert MilThe winners of the contest in ler, and James Hall of 1 expressrecent years have been:
ed a desire to work on either the
Circulation or Advertising branch1934— Bassett '34
es of the Business Board.
1935— Schaffner '35

I

strongly-differentiated and even
those appearing very briefly on
the stage have excellent acting opIn the provisional
portunities.
cast selected for the local production are four actresses with whom

both members of
upperclassmen to return to college

One-Act Play Contest

number, who comprise the third

Drama

five

this trimester.

section of the class of 1947.
This section of he class, even
associate
if small, is certainly a very select
theater.
Every
and outstanding group.
Both the anthors are now in member of it leaving preparatory
Hollywood, Scott as a writer and school as he did, to be admitted
Haight as a producer. In the New had, according to Director of AdYork production, "'Osgood Per- missions, Dr. Hammond, to rekins," Haight played the leading ceive the highest recommendation
role supported by James Stewart, from his High School
Principal.
Hugh Ronnie and Leslie Adams, Averaging seventeen and one half
all of Whom went on to Holly- years of age, this entering class,
wood.
as a whole just six months away

Yale

They were among the

'44.

rUlieSter

new

thirty-seven
i

is

_

_

Mr bprMg

Bowdoin

Bodger, is a native of England,
42 years old, of boundless energy
and engaging personality. Following his father's death when he was
2 lk years old he was educated at
On January 25th, President Kenthe Royal Infant Orphanage, and
at King's School, Petersborough. neth C. M. Sills announced plans
Out of school for a year, he work- for the Bowdoin sesquieentennial
ed in an aircraft factory twelve observance this summer. A comhours a day, doing his share in mittee composed of trustees, over-

<

bye Again," by Allan Scott and George Haight will be pre-T_

The play

correct

Masque and Gown, "Good- 07 Frpchmpn Register

sented for the town and college as a benefit for the

to

CoMege, is the Reverend John Dewhurst Bodger, missionary from
New Guinea, whose visit here is
sponsored by the Bowdoin Christian Association. He is expected
to stay only over the week-ena,
and during his stay he will speak

Show

Benefit

MD

»»

VISIT CAMPUS FRIDAY

4

A

ALERT

-

fellowship.

When

he returned

1926, he

came

instructor in

in the fall of

to Bowdoin as an
replacing
history,

Professor Herbert Bell,

who had

gone to Wesleyan. Promoted successively to Assistant Professor in
1928 and to Associate Professor in
1932, he is still very, much interested in modern history- Since,
however, he spent his sabbatical
year in 1938 and the summer of
the critical year 1939 in England,
he has shifted his principal inter-

from diplomatic history to
English social history of the nineteenth century.

est

While in England just before the
outbreak of the present conflict
unin 1939, Professor Kendrick
earthed the papers and letters of
Sir Edwin Chadwick, a great social reformer of the first half of
the nineteenth century. After the
war, provided Sir Edwin's papers
may be found unscathed by German bombs, the Professor said he
hoped to arrange and to write on
them.

When
[

asked the proverbial
Continued on Page

3 ]
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Orient

might be hazarded that the theme

It

sentence most often repeated during last
Brunswick, Maine

1871

"We're sorry

BOIUr-in-Chlef
Managing Editor*

Philip H.

Hoffmw

Dab*

Harry Lindemann
John H. Farrell

W. Curtis

Sub-Editors.: Charles

Panl

W. Mora*

George H.

Griffin '47,

'46,

'47,

'45

A. Little '48
'46
'46

Soy F. UMte-

*47. Bernard fe Oartoa
Clement A. Heihert '47,

If BLISHINi, COMPANY
Associate Professor At hern P,

.

tions

SOSTOS

•

LOS

ASSILM

Managing Editor for This

Vol.

XXIII

I

•

arguments

A.

No. 17

1944

16.

LMMe

spoke of Bowdoin's war

Commencement Address.
He made a statement which he has made

before and which deserves emphasis and

whirlwind rush-

was

fall,

the necessity of getting the

halls.

The

fraternity dining

rooms were

essential to the existence of the college

and naturally the fraternity wished to
have their own members eating at the*
tables. Consequently, freshmen were
rushed and rushed fast so that within
one, two, or three days, usually a week

90%

wore

of the frosh

The

more or less arbitrarily assigns men to rooms in the fraternity
houses and thereby to seats in one of the
three central eating places on the campus. Fraternity House stewards are under no compulsion to fill up their dining
rooms with freshmen as in the past. Procollege

vision

1

made

automatically

is

for the eat-

military units, an event very unlikely to

as

Many

people, even

some undergrad-

uates have sometimes ventured the opinion,

"Oh, Bowdoin

down

will

have to shut

The answer

before long."

such uninformed crepe-hangers
President's statement above.

to

all

the

is

We can all

be proud and confident in the knowledge

Bowdoin

.that 150-year-old

is

m such a

Not all small colleges can
much as is shown by the several

strong position

say 'as

who have

we wish

point

to

make

that

is

there used to exist a physically compell-

No such

ing reason for a rapid choice.

now exists.

compelling reason

Is this

then

not an ideal time lo reexamine the rushing situation making provision for a
fairly lengthy Waiting Period during
which the Freshmen could really consider the various houses and make a

reasoned unhasty decision at their

leis-

.

closed

up shop

for the dura-

ure?

One

aspect of this rushing season

was

rather unique and deserving of com-

tion.

who

mendation. There was greater participa-

returned to Bowdoin at the opening; of

tion in the rushing activity this time

Bowdoin

from a percentage point of view than

The

former undergraduates

five

this trimester are evidence that

'men once discharged from active dutywant to come back to their akna mater.
These men can well be said to be the
forerunners of the postwar flood of re-

turning undergraduates. In every case

now and

both

and they

then they are

finding

Bowdoin ready and
welcome them back.

will find a

prepared to

GOODBYE TO THE MEJES
When

group of

I

can

This

is

certainly

Every-

a healthy condition

somewhat hectic one. Not only
the freshmen were tired after it was all

albeit a

Many

stand a

upperclassmen's feet could

little

soaking in hot water.

One" happy by-product of
frienzied activity

graduated

of

rapidly get acquainted

war may be said to
have ended. When they came to the
campus in February 1943 the first Bowdoin dorms were occupied by armed
forces. Winchrop and Maine Halls were
thus taken over, soon to be followed by
Appleton. Later Hyde 'went to the
A. S. T. P. and Moore to the Navy.
The Moulton Union began then its tremendous feeding tasks.
That year saw many changes. The
Moore Hall basement became a physics

thereby become firmly

first

recall.

body seemed ito be out and out for blood.
Whole houses seemed to form themselves into rushing committees and go
parading about hunting up freshmen.

over.

Army

we

any.other period

Air
Force pre-meteorology students were
the

Movies Made By Night

if

one skirmish during the battle

A prominent

member

is

any indication.

member of

the sophomore class at

Brunswick High. No question about
"system" needs drastic changes.

it;

of students to see whether one can
be built in three-quarters of an
hour as the book says. So far, construction has taken approximately
six hours. The experiment is still
going on. "Think of the experience," is the motto. All propaganda
to the contrary, however, we don't
V
think that igloo-building will ever
If it should- continue as cold as
become a major college sport, like
it is now for any length of time,
more anti-freeze is going to be bridge.
•S-.V
needed in the radiators of at least
Never realized before glancing
one College building.
through Upton Sinclair's novel
V
what a hot-bed of
The wind outside has nothing on "Boston" just
anarchy, socialism, and communthe gale in the chem lecture room.
.

.

— —

—

— —

ism Plymouth, Massachusetts, has
become. That probably explains all
any the red paint that has been dumped
on the Plymouth Rock in the past.

The place would make a good windtunnel about
morning.

nine

o'clock

—V—

—V—

With the experience it has just
had in locating stray rugs, the
Brunswick Police Department is
the place to turh should you happen to lose one. And you never can
tell what may happen to rugs now-

In reference to occupational defor students specializ'
ing in physics, chemistry, and premedical the following information
After
has been received.
February 15 these deferments

the present rushing ferments

It took one of the executives of
the American Tobacco Company to
think up that gripping advertise-,
ment for Luckies: LS MFT;
.
LS MFT, etc. Several suggestions
have been made for rewarding him
suitably, but he'll probably live to
a ripe old age nevertheless.

The town

up the path in
Kappa Sigma house
with snow once too many times.
At present the plow is parked out
there awaiting repairs.
filled

front of the

—V—

adays. Wonder if they know anything about cleaning them?

you

..

I

must be passed on by Washington
before action can be taken by photo-floods on
the
Deferments
local
boards.

!

his shoulders, se-

i

vide lectures on bird

life.

have to be sent in by the college
to Washington for approval, then
through the local boards. Men already in class 2-A will not be affected until their present deferexpire. Following the expiration date the men will then

ments

•

proceed in
the
aforementioned
manner. Undoubtedly all deferments will not be renewed. Men
taking pre-medical or pre-dental
work, and wishing certification at
Washington, must secure their admittance to a medical school for
eligibility for deferment.
Students majoring in chemistry
and physics will only be certified
for deferment by the college within the limits of a small quota set,
by Washington.
All men in these groups are to
keep in close contact with their
department or with Professor
Kendrick, whose office is located
on the top floor of Massachusetts

will look closely at what
to be a large, regularly

>"

fflffS*

j

I

How times do change. Now
everyone is going down to Vic's for Hall.
spaghetti"
"wonderful
the
he
Men becoming eighteen years of
serves. A large increase in busiage should register on their birthappears
ness is expected around April
day at the place mentioned above.
shaped snow-drift close by the
Fool's Day, though. The timing is
Registrations will then be sent
campus, you will see that it is an
JStteS'tSiSt
back to local boards; thus all men
igloo being constructed by a group

—V—

If

from a genera-

j

of a leading fraternity spent one day

enthusiastically rushing a

j

electricity

tor carried to the -cene and connected to the lamps by a 250-foot
cable. Often he explores water-

ways and bock country roads
Last Tuesday night in Memorial searching for unsuspecting wild
life to "shoot",with his camera;
Hall, Howard Cleaves gave a lecUp until this time all pictures of
ture on birds accompanied by
s«ne 2,500 feet of films, entitled animal life made at night have
in
"Midnight Movies
Animal been flashlight stills. Mr. Cleaves'
technique is probably the greatest
Land."
advance in wild life photography
The lecturer, Mr. Cleaves, has in the past fifty years.
earned the title of "the human
The lecture was sponsored by
chandelier" by using a somewhat
the Mayhew Lecture Fund, the instartling method of night photogCleaves mounts three terest from which is used to proraphy.

confusion during rushing doesn't affect merely the

freshmen,

j

I

Is
j

j

will

all

this

that the freshmen

is

remain

registered

their

in

home towns.

Masque and Gown
[

—

The

occur.

;

'

cided after due deliberation.

it is this:

|

F. Little-ale, Jr.

The

curing

Cleaves Shows Bird

.

ing and sleeping quarters of the fresh-

Bowdoin can continue to operate with
few as 150 undergraduates enrolled
and in spite of the withdrawal of all its

circulation. In substance

By Roy

.

.

men. The question of which fraternity
they wish to join is a matter for them to
decide a matter which virtually all fair
minded people will agree should be de-

wide

.

in favor of a

What a different situation now exists!
Dana

future in his

;

change. In

pledge pins.

FOR THE DURATION
Sills

facilitate a

the past, one of the strongest practical

at the most,

%t

Issue,

Wednesday, Feb.

President

which would
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CKICASe

we

freshmen settled in the various dining

Awdatant ProOwnor PbUlp M.
Philip H. Hoffman
Judson R. Merrill '46

MrautNTID SO*

really sorry? If

wartime era presents certain condi-

the

BOWDOIN

Advert Isii

we

Well, are
this

ing season at the opening of college in

Lewtat P. Pickett 'ft.

Directors:

you

to have to rush

..."

but

like this,

...

VARIETY

week's rushing was something to this
effect,

hate

1!
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The Bowdoin

'47,

.

Continued from Page

Twelve Graduate.
i

]

Continued from Page

[

,

i
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James Bowdoin Scholar majoring

Young, Margaret Lane and Marcelle Drapeau read in the one-act
plays, and "Miss Margaret Mitchell,
who has only recen'ly returned to
town, appeared in plays the summer before last and during the
preceding year.
The parts for
these actresses have been provisionally signed but may
be
shifted during the course of re-

graduating Magna Cum
Laude, Phi Beta Kappa; and Donald Lockey Phil6rick, '44, Delta
in Physics,

Epsilon, majoring in Government, graduating Cum Laude,
who has been studying in the
ASTP Unit at Cornell.
of
Bachelor
Here to receive
Science degrees were John Theo'46 dore Caulfleld, '45, Delta Upsilon,
hearsals. Ray F.
Littlehale
has just been chosen for the lead
majoring in Mathematics and
ing male role. Other important Physics, now in the Naval Midparts are being" played by Dick shipmen's School at N,otre Dame;
Roundy '47, Burt Walker, ss '43, and John Alvah Tuttle, '43, Theta
and Anson Olds '46. Smaller parts
Delta Chi, majoring in Physics,
to Don Koughan '45, Nathan Whitgraduating Cum Laude. The folman '47 and Dana Little '46.
lowing men received Bachelor of
The production work on the play Science degrees, but were unable
will begin this week-end, and any
Frank
exercises:
to attend the
students interested in building or
William Alger, '43, Kappa Sigma,
painting scenery, or working on
a James Bowdoin Scholar major-'
lights and properties should coning in History, now in the Marines
sult with Robert Sperry '44, Frank
at Parris Island; William Arthur
Gordon '46 or Mr. Quinby. Those McLellan, '44, Theta Delta Chi,
who work in this production will majoring in Chemistry, studying
be used later in the spring a* paid
at Tufts Medical School; Milton
production assistants to the PreCoburn Paige, Jr., '44, Sigma Nu,
paratory School Committee when
majoring in Mathematics, now
the High School onoact play constudying at Columbia; and Allan
test is held.
Woodcock, Jr., '44, Delta Kappa
Epsilon, majoring in English, who
is in the Marines at Parris Island.

Kappa

Returning Men
[

Continiied from Page

r

Fmdlay,

night !">
last Saturday
and Raymond Boucher.

]

who

Findlay,

wa's in the class of 1944,

was

covered that Mr. Long was always at Bowdoin from 1940 to 1942.
"finding" things around the Beta During the past year he was a
House, he accosted Kern with a navigator in the Air Transport
coat, the price of which was two Command, spending a lot of time
dollars.- Kern gladly purchased up around Presque Isle,
the
in
the coat and thought he had a cosmopolitan land of Fred Greggrand buy, until the rightful ory and Tom Sawyer. He now reowner claimed it, and Kern de- turns as a senior to resume study
termined thenceforth to employ of his major, history, but not to
to better advantage that part of neglect the study of present-day

Men

receiving orders for pre-induction physicals can inquire concerning transfers to Portland from
Professor Kendrick, if it is convenient to make the trip to their
home towns.
*

devel-

camera,
tr. latest
ur
nTelerhoiw

rpHE world 9

John H. Mitchell '43 has been
graduated from the Naval Air
Training Center, Pensacola, Florida, with a commission as Ensign,
U.S.N.R., in the Naval Air Force.
He will be sent to an operational
training center before proceeding
to a combat zone. While at Bowdoin Ensign Mitchell was in varsity athletics, and graduated B.S.
in February, 1943.
Robert Peter Tristram Coffin,
Jr., son of Professor and Mrs. R.
P. T. Coffin graduated from the
Corvus Christi air training as an
Ensign" in the Naval Air Force.
Robert Coffin, Jr., was in the class
of '45 and a member' of the £eta

Laboratory

-»*«

8

a
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Psi fraternity.

Cadet Richard C. Field '46; is now
an aviation cadet assigned to the
pre-flight school at Maxwell Field,
Alabama. Dick Field was a member of Beta Theta Pi.
Jim Hedges '44 has eotten the
S call from V-7 for March 1.

j-

BEIX

tinguished position, for, while it is
a common thing for college students to enter the service or employment, it is seldom that thev
return to tell the tale. They have
had varied and (we hope) not urrpleasant experiences, so if any one
wishes to compare college life with
life away from college, he might
speak to one or more of these fellows and have some interesting
light shed upon the situation.

TELEPHONE SYSTEM

War calls keep Long Distance lines busy
..That's why your call may be delayed.

.

i

I

!

Saturday,

Bowdoin gone

the

first

era

to

"Hep, two, three, fourf
became a commonplace; there were
severe exams and the axe fell periodically
lab; the cry of

VJCTORT OVER MAIHE
No one could have watched the thrilling spectacle of the Big White's triumph

over Maine's hoopsters last January 29th
by the score of 44-43 without getting

was the Old Bowthe Bowdoin we knew before

the feeling that this

—

Pearl Harbor.

The crowd

of undergraduates watch-

men wearing

ing and the five

the white

occupied the third page of the Orient

most exclusively of

for

down

the laggard.

can remember the birth of "The

its first

few

issues.

Editor Jim Higgins

'44 can qualify as one of the godfathers

of that publication which later grew
strong and became independent.

We can remember the novelty of hearing those marching
singing

Army
It

when

—

men

in olive

drab

singing lustily, especially the

Air Corps song.

was a disappointment to many

became known that the premeteorologists at Bowdoin would not
have a chance to become meteorologists.
it*

Naturally, die

Army has to be guided by
we can

exigencies of stern realities, so
be*

certain that wherever the

they wt»j
needed.

Metes go
be going where they are most

We

which

is

his

so-

fraternity

'45, a chem.
the college in January of last year to join the Army
Air Corps. He then went to Utah
for basic training, out is now back
^t Bowdoin, with the remark that
college is "a heck of a lot better
than the army." Ray expects to

major,

i

!

'

left

Dlay baseball

I

I

|

—

ing students: Holden

life..

Raymond Boucher

Reginald F. Spurr '46, another
also forsook the Bowdoin
campus after one semester a year
ago and has now returned. During the intervening time he has
gained much valuable experience
by working as a time study expert and as a lathe operator. Everhumorous Reggie 'a boon to the
Orient) came up with the remark
that " 'twas a hard fight, and I
lost
twice." He has the rather
incongruous distinction of being
at the same time an arts man and
(it is rumored) a jazz addict.
Not Jo be outdone by the Betas,
the Psi U's also have two return-

]

i

i

;

in

the spring, and

we've heard that he's pretty good
with the glove and pill.
Thus the Betas and Psi U's have
a monopoly on returning students,
with the notable exception of Austin Hogan '45, a Chi Psi. He is
majoring in chemistry. He, too,
.

was in the army reserve, stationed
at Curculum College during the
past year.

("Remember
',

Meteor," the Metes' newspaper, which

We

*

student body.

doin

his anatomy
briquet.

Beta,

were one unit; all were equally determined to win; all were putting everything they had into the contest the
players their skill and strength, the
spectators their cheers and exhortations.
Yes, watching that team composed al-

cutting

--

on campus and
welded into the

These

five

men

are in

a

dis-

—

uphill battle to a

again,

and

was a

thrilling

freshmen

fall

These

—J

an overtime victory

experience

not soon be forgotten.
of unity that drew

—one that

A welding spirit

all

those present

was born in the heat of
that affray. That spirit would be hard
to analyze and describe, but it was nonetheless real. It helped to make Bowdoin
part of us/ and to make us a part of
Bowdoin.

Don't envy others when they ski
the slopes with the greatest of

down
ease

both played a brilliant game, the game
lives, left right

into the service.

afterward to go

With them go the hopes

and good wishes of the

college.

To Neil

a Bowdoin

.

.

.

get yourself a pair of Bass

Wise skiers
wouldn't be without them ... for

seal stands

Though

supplies at your dealer's

lower, you probably can

still

happen to run across a pair of warscarce

WEEJUNS,

those wonderful

after-skiing leisure shoes.

Glasses for

all

leading colleges and

prices.

Write

oz

$ 2 -95 doz.

3V2 <*

* 2 -95 <k».

Card

for information.

Intertstng iHmstrattd booklet of

Ban Outdoor Footutar for men
women. Writ* G. ft. Bait & Co..
N. Main Stmt, Wilton, Maine.

is

enclosed.

ALUMNI SECRETARY, BOWDOIN COLLEGE, BRUNSWICK, MAINE

and
21

enclosed to be sent with

order.

Payment

Mill

$3.35 doz.

7V2 °*

D

universities in authentic colors at the

same

$3-6j do*.

10 OS. ...... $3.9; doz.

Sold only in one dozen lots of a size

Bass Boots for

c*

^
i»

buy

men and women. Look
yours soon. And you might even

guaran14

wise please add 25 cents.

balance and perfect control.

art

is

with Bowdoin Seal
Black and White

in

The

Prepaid cast of the Mississippi; other-

Please ahip

Name

for creating a masterful playing combi-

Address

nation.

Signed

.

a debt of gratitude

MaaaaM^aMMMAMMa

out clearly and

Bass Boots help to provide correct

helpful in their later experience.

—

a fine gift for a

for his bride.

Quantity

Mahoney we

owe

Home and

\

Hand Blown Tumblers

teed to be permanent.

only hope that the bit of
Bowdoin they take with diem wilt prove

all

fine addition to

Boots and join them!

for

Tom Neverdauski and Don Egan who

make a

glasses

Bowdoin man or

will

closer together

of their

SOLD BY THE ALUMNI OFFICE
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE ALUMNI FUND

an

to the lead, to a tie

tie,

finally to

fight

BOWDOIN GLASSWARE.

.

Bowdoin Glasses

as noted

above to:

Add

^^^
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Mermen Triumph

In Four Meets

Curtis Pool Site Of Stirring Mustard and
Decisions Over Three State
Cress
Schools In Recent Contests The wheel
has

Continued from Page
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BIGWOTEHOOPSTERS

Rev.Bodger
During his last year

in

i

THREE

—

'

.

a

TOP MAINE, 4443

]

England

>

'

M%

'

Neverdauski, Silsby

he took a special course in tropiLead Mahoneymen In
cal medicine at Livingston Colfege.
of coflege life
He left England in 1928 for Papua Thrill-packed Contest
once again run full circle, and a
in the breaststroke and Cole third
By Clemrnt A. Hiebert
new term is begun. Many men to join the New Guinea Angelicas
On January 29th, the Bowdoin
Winning by the large margin of in the 50-yard freestyle. Kern have left college for the armed Mission. He visited all the mis17
points,
Bowdoin swimmers placed second and Kyle third in the forces, and an incoming class of sion stations there, and was lo- Varsity Basketball Team played
cated for the first six months at the final game of its season, edgEgan, Chambersplashed their way to an easy vic- 220-yard freestyle.
40 freshmen has replaced many
Boianai, then was transferred to ing out the Black
lain, Boyd, and Curtis made up the
Bear 44-43. The
tory over Deering High of Portfamiliar faces at the table and in
Dogura to take charge of St. other three games, one with Bates
winning team of the final relay.
land last Saturday night, February
the classrooms. Some of the Army
Paul's School and do pioneer work and two
The Bowdoin swimmers took to Airforce Meteorologists
with Colby, have been
12. Bowdoin took first place in six
have left
in the mountain districts. During canceled
the
water
next
against
consida
because of the lack of
of the eight events to make its
college and are heading for ASTP,
weaker Portland High aircrew, communications, or fur- the first 14 years he opened nine men.
fourth straight win of the season. erably
out stations.
The last game was against
LaFleurs of Deering won the 50- School team. Curtis took first ther meteorology training. It is a
Other activities of his included Maine, who got off
place
laurels
in
50-yard
freethe
to an early
yard freestyle, while Morretl and
big step in the lives of these boys,
assisting in building the Cathedral
lead of nine points in the first
Hughes of Bowdoin took second style and the 150-yard medley and for many it has been their
of St. Peter and Paul at Dogura; ten
minutes. The Polar Bears
and third place respectively; the swim. Thorndike was second in the first chance at a higher education.
inauguration
of
inter - mission made a comeback,
former
event.
Moran,
Kern,
Page,
though, and the
How many of them will return to sports between various missionary
winning time was 30.5 seconds. In
half ended with Maine in front
the 100-yard breaststroke Moran and Chamberlain won in turn the college, end how many to Bowbodies; appointment by the Gover- by
only two points, 17-15.
and Curtis took first and second 100-yard breaststroke, the 220- doin, no one can say. But it is
nor General of Australia to be
yard
freestyle, the 100-yard backWhen Maine came back in the
fairly certain that most of them
with Lombard cf Deering following
non-official membei representing
stroke, and the 100-yard freestyle. will
second half to take a lead of nine
remember the college as a
in third pjaco; the winning time
the Christian Missions of the Leg- points,
Bowdoin took time out,
was 1:18.1 minutes. Kyle captured Kyle captured a second in the 220, place where they learned a good
islative Council of the territory gf
while
Burnham
was
third
in
the
and then in the last eight minutes
many things which will be of sigfirst in the 220-yard freestyle with
breaststroke.
Moran, nificance to them in their future. Papua; organization of the Jubi- tied the score at 42-42. In the
a winning time of 2:48.8 minutes. 100-yard
lee Festival of the Mission in 1941.
Boyd, Thorndike, and Chamberlain
five-minute overtime agreed upon,
I think that the average Mete
Second and third were taken by
Fr. Bodger describes his war Maine
made it another first in the last has got more out of his 12 months
immediately scored a point
Chamberlain and Blake (Deering)
work modestly: "Teleradio sta- on a free
relay. The final score was Bowdoin
in college than the average civishot, but in the last few
respectively. The 100-yard backtion at Dogura; assisted troops in
44, Portland 21.
seconds of play the Mahoneymen
lian student; he has had almost
stroke was won by Kern, with
locality in variety of ways, hospiIn a third contest with the three times as, much physics
scored. Winning 44-43.
Holmes (Deering) second, and
and
tal,
hospitality,
rescue
work,
Brunswick team the Bowdoin mer- math per week than the ordinary
Neverdauski and Silsby were
Mcrrell third. Winning time: 1:20
men administered a second dunk- student at Bowdoin. This, of guides, construction of two air high scorers for Bowdoin with 30
minutes. In the 100-yard freestyle
strips, establishment of outposts,
ing to the local high school swim- course,
points between them; high scorer
is due to the speeded-up
Erswell of Bowdoin won with a
chaplaincy work, welfare work,
mers. Curtis and Kern pulled down schedule and the
for Maine was Parsons with 16
concentration on
time of 1:02.7 minutes, while Maca first in the 50- and 220-yand free- a few technical subjects. The true etc."
points.
Donald and Densmore of Deering
style
respectively,
and Moran significance of the fact is that a
His tentative schedule in Brunsfollowed in second and third place.
In the previous
with
game
scored the same in the 100-yard liberal arts
college like Bowdoin jwick is:
Moran took the medley swim in
Maine on January 22, Bowdoin led
breaststroke. Burham and Kyle has been able
February 18, Friday— 12.00 m. at the
to
"deliver
the
2:09.2 minutes; Blake (Deering)
end of the half, when the
nabbed a couple of thirds in the goods" and a kind of goods
Chapel.
in
was second. Bowdoin won the
team was disabled by the removal
100-yard breaststroke and the 220- which it did not specialize
when February 18th, Friday— 3.30 p. of Jack Magee with a back inmedley relay with a team of Hieyard freestyle. Page placed second called upon to do so.
m. Tea at the home of Presi- jury.
In this
bert, Erswell. and Curtis. Time:
Nevertheless,
the
second
in the 100-yard backstroke, while
dent
and
Mrs.
Sills,
an
opporflexibility lies a hope for the re1 :52.2 minutes. The Deering squad
half was close until the last ten
Boyd and Chamberlain made it birth of liberal arts after the
tunity for students and faculscored in the final 200-yard relay
minutes, when Maine suddenly
ty to ask Rev. Bodger queson the disqualification of the f?!>me second and third in the 100-yard war, and it is to be hoped that
grabbed a ten-point lead to win,
freestyle. The relay team which
tions.
some of the boys who have gone
•
team.
56-46.
won in the previous meet with the
February 18th, Friday— 7.30 p.
On January 13, Mowdoin retali- same school of Egan, Curtis, through the specialized programs
The end of the
season
finds
Informal meeting at Codman
of the Army and' Navy at Bowdoin
ated for an earlier defeat by Bruns- Chamberlain,
Bowdoin with a record
two
of
and Boyd again will remember Bowdoin as a libHouse at St. Paul's Church.
wick High School with a 38-19 win grabbed the last event.
wins
and
three
losses.
Clarke,
The final eral arts college which helped February 19th, Saturday— 12.00
over the same school. Boyd, Moran, tally was Bowdoin 31,
Egan, Libby, and Neverdauski are
m. Chapel.
Brunswick them acquire specialized technical
Page, and Curtis won the 50-yard High School 26.
already in the Armed Forces, and
knowledge in war time, and which
freestyle,
the 100-yard breastErswell and Hughes both of might well do the same for them pected to move out of a frater- other members of the team expect
stroke, the 100-yard backstroke, whom were members
to leave soon, making it impossiof the Bruns- in the liberal arts field after the nity house to make room for new
and the 100-yard freestyle. Cham- wick High squad entered college
ble for the team to play the rest
pledges of the fraternity concernwar.
#
berlain was second in the latter this February
the scheduled games.
of
and are now working
ed. It is understandable
that a
event, while Burnham was second out with tiie Bowdoin
- c
team.
fraternity wishes to have its memCollege life runs in cycles (as bers live in its own house, and Hall, and. I understand that at
do most other things
in
this non-fraternity men have usually least 26 men have been found who
world), and the same goes for cooperated by vacating the needed are willing to do so. This is a
Kendrick
journalistic
comment on these room for the incoming pledge. case where individual comfort
cyclic events. The eternal ques- This, however, has meant that a must be sacrificed for the common
[Continued from ftige i J
tions of. fraternity rushing, pledg- non-fraternity man
was never good; the men realize that, alquiry abdut his ideas as to how ing, hazing, and initiating are sure of being able to stay in one though they may not have to move
Following is a list of the new peace iSay be maintained in the usually rehashed- every term. It is place,
and some men have been out of their own particular quarfraternity pledges:
post-war world, Professor Kend- doubtful whether any amount of forced to seek new rooms every ters at this time, the necessity of
Alicia Delta Phi
rick said he felt that an organiza- argument, either pro or con, on trimester, sometimes in the middle their having to do so is always
Roger H. Dickinson, Jr.
tion generally after a revitalized any of the above questions is of of a iterm. This problem has re- just around the corner. Only a few
Philip S. Smith, Jr.
League .of .Nations would, prob- great effect. All I wish to say is, cently cropped up once more, this men suffer at a time, hence only
Chi Psi
ably, be the best
solution.
He, that it is encouraging to see the time involving several men, and a a united effort involving self. Wyijsm S. Silsby
however, stressed the importance semblance of- an agreement be- solution was proposed in which s-acrilice on the part of the rest
Fred W. Willey, Jr.
of including m such an organiza- tween the various fraternities on some 30 non-fraternity men would can remedy the present intolerable
Richard P. Zollo
tion
the essential element of the vexed question of pledges. The move into a half of Winthrop Hall situation. If the project succeeds,
Put Uptilon
fbrce.
He stated, furthermore, much-debated quota system, hav- using it as a permanent dormitory. it will show that the non-fraternDonald R. Blanchard
that ho was confident that any ing once been established, seems Attempts are being made at the ity men have enough spirit to
Robert L. Clarke
permanent organization for the now to be adhered to by most of time of writing to find 30 men realize that only by united action
Arthur C. Sewall, Jr.
preservation of world order, to the parties involved. Last term willing to move over to Winthrop will they be abja to make a permDHU Kappa Epsiloo
anent home for themselves.
succeed, must also, in the long certain loopholes were found, and
George A. Erswell, Jr.
run, grant a fair and equitable means devised, .whereby the quota
Charles W. Pinkham
representation to the
defeated system could be circumvented by
Donald L. Fisher
powers.
"gentlemen's agreements"
and
The** Delta Chi
fNot only Is Professor Kendrick "legacies." But now some of the
Clement A. Hiebert
doing his share of academic war offenders have mended their ways
J. Frank Kimball
work by teaching Flight C of the and decided to* give their fellowDelta Upsikui
Meteorological Unit and several fraternities a break, for, as someHenry D. Page
ASTP units, m addition to his one put it, "It would scarcely
Zete Psi
regular civilian classes, but also make for good relations on the
John G. Lyons, Jr.
he performs the very time-con- campus if we said To Hell with
Francis W.
Smith
though
fraternities';
suming, but very essential task of the other
Richard E. Eames
being Bowdoin's armed services sometimes we feel like it." This is
William S. Augerson
representative. He is, as well, very a laudable attitude, and the only
James J. Bagshaw
active in community war work, be- one by which" harmony on the
Corydon B. Dunham, Jr.
ing chairman of both the Bruns- campus can be maintained; the
Kappa Sigma
wick USO and the Brunswick present war is a goood example of
M. Donald Jordan, Jr.
what results from a policy of egoCommunity War Chest.
Beta Th«ta PI
tistical isolation between nations
Greatly interested, in both athEarl D. Hanson
and surely nobody wants a minletic and fraternity affairs, ProRalph A. Hughes
iature war on the campus.
fessor Kendrick has served for
Robert B. Hunter
- c
several years as both faculty adGuy W. Leadbetter, Jr.
viser for the Bowdoin Chapter of
"She's more than a pal—she carries
The non-fraternity men have
Francis J. Rochon
Psi Upsilon, ahd as a member of been living a nomadic life ever
Sigma N«
supply of Sir Walter Raleigh!"
the Bowdoin Athletic Council.
since the beginning of the war
Arthur D. Dolloff
FILL UP YOUR POUCH with a supply of friendly, mellow air
Finally, when he told us for re- when the fraternity houses were
James B. Hall
Walter Raleigh if you want real smoking enjoyment. (And make
laxation that he had been the taken over by the college.
DeRobert B. Miller, Jr.
sure, pal, that you smoke it in a pipe that gets cleaned regularly!)
Dean's partner in both tennis and prived of their dormitories, they
Alpha Tan Omega
Take a tea-day leave from tongue-bite. Get acquainted with those
handball for some time, we were have found temporary shelter in
Thomas H. Chadwk-k
fragrant, choice Burley tobaccos in cool-burning Sir Walter
forced to conclude that he was, in- one or the other of the houses for
Robert L. Richter
Raleigh. Today, try "the quality pipe tobacco of America.
deed, a busy man.
varying lenths of time. But in alByron E. Keene
most ell cases the time has inCharles H. Whitmore, Jr.
evitably come when they were exRobert W. Burroughs
.
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FRATERNITIES PLEDGE

THIRTY-FOUR MEN
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WALTER

a Coca-Cola * Let's be friendly
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A FLYING TAKE-OFF
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the 50-yard freestyle event in the meet with Brunswick High School on
left to right are Thorndike and Curtis of Bowdoin and Smith

in

ruary 20, at the Alpha Delta Phi
House, Dr. Henry G. Russell will
preside over a meeting entitled,
World Peace Discussions "Religious Aspects . of World
Peace." On February 27, at the
Chi Psi Lodge, Professor Warren
Frederick W. Spaulding '47 as
The White Key, under the presB. Catlin of the Economic Departidency of Tom Sawyer, '46, has chairman of the World Related- ment, will lead a discussion of
announced that plans for an inter- ness Committee of the Bowdoin "Economic Aspects of World
eatinghouse hockey league should Christian Association, has organ- Peace."
soon be completed in spite of the ized during the past weeks a group
The two meetings already held,
delays in the finishing of the rink of discussion periods taking place were deemed a big success by
itself because of the recent snowat the various eating houses. These Chairman Spaulding. He expressed
storms. Persons interested in com- meetings have been and are being the opinion that it was a commendpeting in this league should see held under the title, "Education able fact that so many- students
Jim Hedges, '44 or Holden Find- for World Peace."
were interested in his committee.
lay, '44 at the Deke House, or Bill
On sheets distributed to the The discussions last for one hour,
Clark, '47 or Mort Page, '46 at student body, advertising the dis- from 6.30 to 7.30 p.m. For those
the Chi Psi Lodge.
about attending, Mr.
cussion groups, is printed in big doubtful
letters the slogan: "Not a class- Spaulding has the following words

B. C. A. Sponsors

PLANS BEING MADE
FOR HOCKEY LEAGUE

—

room

lecture true
discussion!" to say: "Education, in the sense of
This slogan was devised by Chair- preparation, fcr the coming world
Spaulding after much serious peace is a requisite for all Amerdeliberation, and was thought by icans. Conscious of this fact, the
the committee to be a slogan most World Relatedness Commission has
cast
likely to draw crowds.
a schedule of discussion
Several more discussion periods groups,
treating
the
of
vital
are planned in th# future. On Feb- aspects of the peace.T

Fraternities Agree On

New

man

Pledging Rules

Faculty and student representatives from each of the eleven fraternities discussed pledging procedures at a meeting held in the
faculty room
of
Massachusetts
Hall on February 7. Four rules,
adopted with the unanimous consent of all present, are reprinted
below:
t

,

|

j

I

,

a house has legacies in
the entering class and desires to
If

1.

j

i

pledge these legacies, they must
be pledged first. A legacy is defined
as a son.
grandson, or
brother of a fraternity man.
2.
If a house, for example, has
an opening for two men and three
legacies arrive,

this

;

OUTFITTERS
TO

I

]

I

may

house

j

pledge

all

three legacies.

If,

how-

Men

j

ever,

has an opening for' two

it

1 '

men and three legacies arrive, jt
may not have an understanding

Bowdoin

|

j

with the legacies whereby they
promised a future pledge,
and then fill the quota with other
men.

Will be

'

We

With the exception of the
men of the class which entered

Have

A

Complete Line Of
"-1

3.

February 7, 1944, every
man on campus will be outside
the quota at the close of the pres

Arrow

college
,

!

4.

As men leave during a

Flannel Slacks

Covert Slacks

Gabardine Raincoats

Covert Topcoats

\

tri-

mester they may be replaced by
any man on campus. The exception to this rule

holds when a
house may have benefited "D>\rule
No. 2. Under this vule one legacy
'was a bonus and if a bonus legacy
leaves he may not he replaced.

PHILGAS

Bostonian Shoes

Shirts

'

ent term.

|

,

Fine Selection of Imported
;

TWEED SUITS

does the cook-

ing best

Brunswick

Fidelity Building

BrunswickHardwareCo.

MIKE'S PLACE

Always Top Quality

CUMBERLAND

Fancy Groceries

HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEER
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

TONDREAU BROS.

Phone 328-M for delivery

Chops

Steaks

Feb. 17

Selected Short Subjects

UNION M»D«

.

21* -

??**f&u^

^

with
Faye Emerson - Jerome Cowan

smells

-

-<ry4^r

Friday, January 29. The swimmers from
and Hughes of Brunswick.

also
it

JUJj|**w*^jjo. I'M

Find the Blackmailer

TOSACCO

Smokes as sweet as

--?**'-*?"';

...-.'

Thurs.

RALEIGH

.

mat^m*^

my
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Maine Street

Feb. 18-19

Fri.-Sat.

Brunswick

Maine Street

Alababa and the
.

.

.

NOW OPEN

40 Thieves
.

.

.

STUART PRINT SHOP

Yes, We're Interested In

ALL Your

Alvin Settle, Proprietor

John Hall

with
- Marie Montec
also

FIRST NATIONAL

Paramount News
Short Subjects

Bldg.

Tel.

89-W Brunswick

^

PRINTING
had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

STATIONERY

COLLEGE STUDENTS
and

a way

to

win a welcome wherever you go

There* friaaaWnaat in the simple phrase ttmve a "CoktT.

It turns

SERVICE

pmm

tb*t nfrtsbes,—hMs

•ottud

m ieet

become die hi^i-sign of the good*

a«tmo*ity or tut coca-coia coa*amv •»

T*E COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS,

INC.

AMUSEMENT CENTER
200 Maine Street

Brunswick

C'ary

Grant

with
- John Garfield

Main*

WATCHMAKER - JEWELER

Capital, (175,000

Total Resources $8,000,000

also

Paramount News

POSTERS

FRATERNITY FORMS
Printing

Tues.

Student

Patronage

146 Maine St.

Solicited

Brunswick, Me.

Feb. 22

Henry Aldrich
Boy Scout

Ask Us For Quotations

The RECORD OFFICE
*" Telephone S —
Pan! K. Nlven, Bowdoia 1918
Printer* of

The

with

Jimmy Lydon

Visit iht

strangers into friends. In both hemispheres, Coca-Cola stands tot
the

of Brunswick,

TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
And Other

MEN

Feb. 20-21

Destination Tokyo

We have

ATTENTION

• • •

Sun.-Mon.

BERRIES JEWELRY
STORE

BANK

Complete Printing Service
Tow*

Maine

Brunswick

-

(Tiarlie

Smith

IF

IN

Selected Short Subjects
mumuWm*W**w4uwm***umu*tmmiia*uum

Wed.-Thurs.

College

Book Store

YOU WANT TO KNOW EVERYTHING THAT HAPPENED
1948

WORLD'S^ALMANAC

Feb. 2S-24

Cry Havoc

A GREAT ARGUMENT SETTLER

with

Margaret Sullivan

Ann

The Orient

Fox News

75c

-

Sothern

•

FShort Subjects

W. CHANDLER & SON

.

—

mm

POUR

—

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT

TH

A.

EfS

S. T. P.

Commanding Generals Asked To Use AST Grads Widely
Replacement Training Centers To Get Most Basic Grads
AST MEN GIVE LOWELL YE OLDE ENGINEERING STUDIES From Jungles SNAPSHOT OF
Advanced Schools Still Open,
NEW PERMANENT
1192
SCSU
To
THOMAS 6 WEEKS
But Quota Is Small; Service
FIXTURE
l.

War
'

Chemistry, Physics, all scientific knowledge does increase
In minds of engineers, except when comes ye order,
" Decease! •
To all mathematical tables close ye eyes*
T'is far more urgent to know how ye lies
On ye stomach while firing ye '03 gun,
So look ye into Field Manual seven dash oner

Dept. Insists On AST; Congress Stymied
AST NEWS

Editor
Pvt.
Reportorial Staff:

I.

Seligsohn

Pvt. J. D. Cameron
Pvt. B. Lawrence
Pvt. G. W. Turcotte
Pvt. L. Davidson
Rewrite Dept.:
Pvt. J. H. Mutter
Pvt. H. J. Walker
Pvt. F. L. Albert
Makeup Dept.
Pvt. G. G. Jonas
Pvt W. R. Watkins
Pvt. C. R. Davis
Art
.

Long, long ago, back in antiquAST men were wont to take
seriously the words of all and sun*
dry radio commentators. And so,
when the day came when that
gushing oil
commentator,
L.
Thomas," pompously tolled the
bell of doom for ASTP and gave
it, six weeks of life, an estimated
476 man-hours were spent at
SCSU 1192 in packing barracks
bags and winding up business and
love affairs in town. Those 476
man-hours of time and energy lost
while this nation was at war, will
forever stand as a black mark
against the oily record of one
Thomas, radio commentator par
excellence. And as soon as rival
commentators, of hair tonic and
toothpaste fame, read this article
and learn of the oil man's blunder, they will blast him off the air,
in en attempt to get people to
run their cars with hair tonic and
lubricate them with toothpaste.
We, the men of AST, therefore
give Lowell Thomas 6 weeks.
ity,

.

.

That Number

The following is an excerpt
from This Week, of January
16, 1944:

Come

(It could not be true, the doctor
he read the patient's
decided,
Someone had definitely
chart.
erred. Whatever else he was uncertain of In this man's Army, he
knew darn well the ranks did not
have enlisted men 75 years old • .

"How long have you been
Army?" the doctor asked.

in

to think of

Oh,

.

you.'*

"No, thanks," the old sergeant

was

don't

want a

dis-

hurt. "I
charge, air. Heck sir, my grandfather fought with Mad Anthony
Wayne at Stony Point and lived
until he was 96. My father was a
captain In the Civil War and
why
reached 92; and as for
I'm good for 190." As he finished
the eld man looked up anxiously.
The doctor sighed, bent down to
pat him on the shoulder. "Okay,
sergeant," he said. "If that's how
you want It, we'll see If we can't
you back to duty.")

.

me—

.

About

gram

currently

somewhat, the

AST Five

is

Will the members of ASTU
I
SCSU No. 1192, Bowdoin College,
basketball Brunswick, Maine be touring the
team, having gone hrough both countries of Europe, expenses premajor and minor games without paid, after this war is over, or will
tarnishing its clean record of all their younger brothers, now in the
high schools of the nation be the
wins,
Following is the boxscore for ones to see the Old Country ?
the first major game with the Air
Under a plan now cooking in
Bill that big white building in Wash.Corps,
back in January.
Rawlings did not score in this ington, D. C, our younger broth-

game.

.

.

.

METES

(87)

Fg FT

•

M

Concordia (g)
Sloan (g)

3
2
1

(g)

Hamilton

in-*1

2

3

(f)

1

3

#

Larrimore'

mathematicians, etc. Future needs for these specialists
Given Soon
cannot be foreseen, so the program may be reduced further or
The third nationwide test for it may be increased, depending
candidates who wish to be con- upon the turn of the war. But
sidered for the Army Specialized this much is certain unless ConTraining Program and the Navy gress intervenes: men now enCollege Program V-12 will be held rolled in Army specialized courses
on March 15, at 9 a.m. The test will complete those courses unless
needed urgently' elseis designed to measure the apti- they are
New examinations will
tude and general knowledge re- where
quired for success in the college be given, on March 15 for appliprograms. Students who take the cants for college training for civiqualifying test will be required to lian youths. So it can be seen that
indicate on the day of the test the Army's college program is a
their preference for the Army pro- going program, geared to be degram or that of the Navy. Taking creased or increased in size as
the test does not constitute en- military needs require."
listment in either branch of the
Rear Admiral Randall Jacobs,
armed services. Further informa- chief of naval personnel, stated
tion regarding these tests may be that "the Navy Department had
obtained from Professor Kendrick no plans to discontinue" its colat his office on the third floor of lege training program, since exMassachusetts Hall.
pansion made urgent the need for
guists,

Rusche (c)
Husney (g)
Moore (g)
Simpson (f)

Due To Be

.

Everett

6
3
5
5

61

The second big game with the
Air Corps, on Feb. 5th, was a wild
hoop battle that saw- the officials
but which ended with
on top, 43-39. Five
men were ejected via the foul
route, four of them from the AST

call 41 fouls,

the

AST team

starting, lineup. Bill Rawlings did
not score in this game either. The
box score:

METES

1

(f)

Concordia

Rosback

WAR BONDS

•

Non- Russell

(g)
Miller (g)
Bazus (g)
Sloan (g)
McCrady (g)

the House

2
4
2

Total

1

5
2
6
9
5

1

1

3

1

(f)

(f)

Silberling (f)

Military Affairs Committee is reported to be
considering the peremptory junking of the program.
It
would
deliberately destroy the principal
source of officers trained in the
specialties so vital in modern warfare. It would be willing to break
faith with the youths themselves,
"To what end is this revolution
in military
preparedness to be
undertaken ? For the purpose of
saving 200,000 fathers from miHtary induction.

(39)

FG FT
Mosny

sense":

"Now

11
11

1

•

2
1

1

1
1

7

1

1

3

'

The biggest

field

gun

in the

Army.

That's the Ut-mm. hewltser. It's
twenty-feet of barrel and must be
pulled Into position by tractors. After It Is rolled into place, its own
wheels are removed and the Big

Bertha is set upon its emplacement
rat's * flre •* its t«rget some twenty miles away.

"Now no one wants
drafted.

The cost of these huge guns runs
nto theasaads of dollars but we can
assure the Army of obtaining them
by our purchases of War Bonds.
or more of your income
Tea.
join

U. S. Jrttmrj Dtf*rt

am*.

Congress

39

ASTP

FG FT
|

i

Total
2

Rusche (f)
Simpson (f)
Husney (f)

5

10

Clark

1

2

1

j

I

;

!

(f)

Engleman

Oc)

3

4

10

2

2

6

Everett (c)

Mohr

(g)

Rawlings (g)
Larrimore (g)
the
Lee (g)

fathers

had

(43)

5

3

13

courage to adopt a universal service law, there would be no neces43
sity to induct them, as the same
games,
In between these two
Military Affairs Committee was
recently shown by a Selective Ser- came the big Navy game, in which
vice official But it certainly does the Engineers bowled over the Ennot make sense tb weaken the this game came when Bill Rawlleadership of the army in 1945 and ings sank a foul shot and scored
1946, it the war should last that signs. 45-14. The nigh point of
long, merely to save a few fathers. a point.
The decision is clearly one for our
The newest nomination for the
military leaders to make, not our
the
legislators, particularly in a cam- meanest man in the world is
ventriloquist who threw his voice
paign year."
under the old maid's bed.

J

mm

Holds Commencement
I

On Saturday, February 12, in
Hall, was held the graduation of two-thirds of the Army
Air Corps Meteorological Unit
stationed here at Bowdoin ColMemorial

lege since last February*.
At 2.00 p.m. the graduation exercises took place and the "United
the States Army Air Forces, 68th

Technical Training Detachment.
Basic Pre-Meteorology Program"

man

•

And

I

"i

necessary. Tha easiest way is to
the Payroll Savings Plan *t
your offtet or factory. Ltf "Tof
is

If

Meteorological Unit

.

3

I

I

It Will

Possibility After

Return To Troops
Inasmuch as most of the future

Cadre Urged To
Battle Air Corps!

HOT LICKS

;

j

i

Master Sergeant Morrison one of each individual graduate

Come True

The Fuehrer and Goebbels, touring Nazi-land in an automobile,
ran over a pig in front of a beer
hall. Learning the dead porker belonged to the tavernkeeper, Goebbels stepped inside to break the
news. An hour passed before Goebbels staggered out drunk. "What
happened?" asked his Fuehrer. "I
walked into the hall," Goebbels replied, "and said: 'Heil Hitler! The
pig is dead!' And the bartender
yelled: 'Gott sei dank! The drinks
are on me!'"

At Bowdoin they

bra, differential equations, vector
analysis, mechanics, physics, ge-

ography, English composition, and
public speaking. On May 20, .the
remaining students will graduate,
having begun their training on
May 31, 1943. On March 13, another detachment of the Army
Specialized Training Program is
expected at the college.

A man

should be

heavier, uglier,
his wife.

taller,

older,

and hoarser than

The Lieutenant emphasized the
fact that the Army has outgrown
its "Army- in-training" status, and

the ability of the combination just for combat, who possess all the
dig his two new recordings
complexities of technical knowl"Basie's Basement" and "Who Dat edge that is a part of large-scale
Up Dere?" Really solid!
modern warfare. It is in this
Benny Goodman has two good overall picture that the AST gradre-issues in "Alexander's Ragtime uate will find a place for himself,
Band" and "Solo Flight," while for it is the Army's intention to
Duke Ellington's re-issues ("Do utilize AST graduates by making
Nothing 'Till You Hear From Me" use of the technical groundwork
and "Take The 'A' Train") should which the AST man has obtained,
have a place in every good record either by placing him in the ranks
in those duties which require such
collection. If you liked Artie Shaw,
a background, or by sending him
it may interest you to know that
to service schools
for further
his theme song ("Nightmare") is
now available and also one of his specialized training, if the need
and the openings exist.
favorite numbers "Moonglow,"

—

music, here
.

s till

riot affixing their signatures to the
recorded pact, the AemrtcanBeopJe
are Tesoirtlng toj Decdp, Bluebird,
and Hit discs for their' music.
uslc. In
reality the lifting of the ban has
hurt the high reputations of some
top orchestras since they seem to
have chosen poor numbers for their
first recordings. With the lifting of
the ban people looked for big

is

an item

An editorial

terest.

of local in-

the

in

ORIENT

of two weeks ago suggested the revival of Saturday night dances in

the Moulton Union and so far I
haven't met anyone who objected
to the idea. Why not have them?
The atmosphere would be much
better than it^is at the local town
hall. We'd be" with our own class
of people and consequently be better able to enjoy ourselves. Let's
things things which would rank put some sparkle into our social
with the platters of pre-record- life at Bowdoin. As
soon as we hear
famine days things which justify enough' favorable
opinions or sugtheir faith in their favorite bands.
gestions on the matter we'll get
Needless to say they have been dison the ball. The rest is up to you.
appointed. The only popular band
What say fellows?
to start off in a groove was the

—

—

Woody Herman crew— "The band
that plays the blues." Woody has
come a long way up the ladder of

popularity since he first crashed
the ranks of the "name bands" in
1937. His last orchestra was reputed to be his best ever his new
crew is even better! Retaining only
three men from his old crew (a
trumpeter, quitarist Hy White,
and Chubby Jackson at the bass)
he has organized a terrific outfit.

—

Missing

—One Plate

A

fidgety little man was searchon the floor beneath the theater seat. Finally the woman next
to him exclaimed: "What in the
iig

world

the matter with you?"

is

Have you

something?"

lost

"Yes'm," said the
meekly, "a caramel."

man,

little

"Dou you mean to tell me that
His new drummer (Cliff Leeman) you are making all that fuss over
gives the band a kick it never had a caramel?"
"Oh. no, ma'am it
had
my
before—a kick which has helped

—

teeth in it!"

COLTEY CUTS A CAPER OR
THAT FRIDAY MORNING FRENZY
He

Coltey wakes and blinks

sips his coffee, times
not yet up,
still has time for the
seventh cup.

his eyes,

He

His head, oh what enor-

mous

size.

His knees are weak,

&

shot his nerve.
still the men he has to

He

serve.

In

But

dashes madly

down

the stairs,
his mind are whispered
prayers.

He

In train or snow arid even

He must

And

be there to serve

on

the line.

His heart is stout,
code is true,

how

notes

tempus

shine,

figits,

quickly

-

counts the minutes
his digits.

his

The onslaught

starts, the

line is endless,

Those clean sheets simply
must go through.

He

works alone,

his lot is

friendless.

The
to the mess hall,

eyes aflame,

But still his
from won.

the
vanished,

<

is al-

is

his battle

line

has

over
cribbage board.

far

collapsed

his

J.H.M.

4

the college level.
It
should be
stressed that Basic AST is not a
true
engineering
course,
but
merely a basic one; it is the
equivalent of a year or a year and
a half of college work, with perhaps more of an emphasis on the
sciences
than
is
common in

freshman college courses.

The purposes of AST then were
twofold: 1) to provide the Army
with college trained men who
would have the requisite intellectual keenness and ability to
absorb additional technical knowledge, and who would become the
best natural resources of the
Army, from whom could be drawn
all the new non-coms and
OCS
candidates which the Army would
need in the future; and 2) to assure the various specialized service schools in the armed forces of
an adequate supply of collegetrained men, who would have the
necessary college and scientific
background to enable them to receive additional technical training
whenever the need arose.
It is therefore obvious that the
final disposition of AST graduates
depends upon conditions existing
at the time of their graduation.
Upon their return to the troops,
they may be assigned to service
schools if openings exist or they
may be assigned to the ranks, under the theory that with the college training they have received,
they will advance themselves to
responsible positions in competition with the untrained army
men. All echelons, however, have
been instructed to use the AST
graduates as widely as possible.
Lieutenant Gieber also stated
that advanced schools are still
open, but that their quota is very
small. Final recommendation for
advanced students is made by the

Headquarters

Office,

but

prime

consideration is given to the advice of the college faculty. Closest
attention is paid to the over-all
averages of the student in considering him for advanced ASTP,
with the grades in physics and
mathematics carrying the most
weight.

AST

trainees al-

so depend upon the immediate
needs of the Army. Any man can
be pulled out of AST if he is more
urgently needed elsewhere, on the
basis if his past training, and it
is impossible to foretell how frequently the immediate needs of
the Army will hit ASTP.

No Rank There

A

weary soldier, fresh from the
front, moved slowly up the aisle at
the

ego's floored;

He
fight

wet

His fearful foe has now
been banished.
His worh is done, but his

gooey pulp.

AST had its origin in the fact
that no new college trained men
were entering the Army, and so
the Army had to set itself to the
task of training its own men on

Assignments of
on, he's

Suddenly

beats his eggs to a

now

is

yet.

single gulp.

His breakfast
most done,

heat

with sweat,
But he will win

He's racing time, a dangerous game.
He downs his toast with a

And

will go.

the best players in the East. Ser- Lieutenant Gieber stated, but it.
is expected that
most of those
who successfully complete Term
3 will be assigned at first to various Replacement Centers which
will act as
replacement depots
both for combat outfits and for assignments to service schools, if
openings are available.

geant Morrison has been playing
cribbage now fcr some twenty-seven years, and has been practicing
intensively since he has been stationed at Bowdoin. Preliminary
betting odds have been set at 27-1
against the Air Corps, by the local
bookmakers around The State
Lunch, who claim to be in the
know.

While on the general topic of

With. Victor and Columbia

flies

^

j

By Al Wehren

He

graduates of Basic 3, ASTP, will
return to the troops at the completion of their course, it has beenrevealed by Lieutenant Gieber,
Classification Officer at the Unit

There is wide popular feeling on h ere, that the Commanding Genthe campus here to arrange a crib- erals of a11 echelons, in all the
bage match between the A.S.T. and branches, of the Armed Services,
the Air Corps Cadres. The A.S.T. h» ve been asked to make as much
**<* advanced
men are highly confident of the^e of AST O3
outcome in the event such a con- graduates as possible
It is impossible
to tell where
test is held, since they have in

.

ended a year of studies in Brunsof seventeen or wick, which had been for many
eighteen. He asserted, "We must of them a very enlightening exin the future spend
more time, perience.
thought and money in improving
After an academic procession,
the physical qualities of our peo- Colonel Merlin I. Carter, Comple."
One step would be to re- manding Officer, New York Civiquire frequent medical examina- lian Schools Area AAFTTC, gave
tions in the public schools.
sec- an address. His talk was followed
ond step would be to teach city-' by the presentation of awards,
born and city-bred boys and girls made by President K. C. M. Sills.
how to take care of themselves In Fourteen of the "graduates" rethe outdoors, through some such ceived honors. TTv?y were Rayprogram as Scouting. The third mond W. Bender, Barton Bix>wn,
Knox's pro- Paul R. Davey, John B. Dexter,
point in Secretary
gram is the year of compulsory Donald J. Fluke, Victor R. Fuchs,
military training.
David R. Hastings, Robert E.
Congress, knowing that it can- Hughes, Allan M. Potter, William
not afford to allow this country to C. Prouty, Robert H. Sabel, Mellapse
into
the ' unpreparedness Maine, Ohio, Connecticut, New
which preceded this war, is also Jersey, Maryland, Indiana, Kengiving very serious thought to tucky, Illinois, Rhode Island, Floplans for a system of military vyn Savage, Christopher C. Street,
training for the boys of our coun- and John W. Susskind.
try, to take place as they reach
Present at the exercises were
the age of eighteen. This would the men who have been in charge
be their contribution to the safety of the meteorological unit. Capand security of the nation, and at tain Edwin E. Valmcre, Commandthe same time it would serve the ing Officer; Professor Edward S.
purpose of building them physi- Hammond,
Academic Director;
cally and mentally for citizenship, Captain William H.
Barrington,
the first duty of which is service Executive Officer; and Lieutenant
in defense of their country In Richard D. Grant, Adjutant.
time of emergency.
Meteorologists who left on SatDuring the year the trainees urday came mostly from New
would be given the same basic York State. Also represented on
training as that now undergone the map,
were
Massachusetts,
by selectees, and then be sent to rida, New Hampshire. Pennsylspecialist schools for instruction In vania, West Virginia, Washington,
the various branches of the ser- and Vermont.
vice, depending upon their aptiThe graduating Army Air Force
tudes. Upon completion of their men will take up a variety of new
year of service the men would be assignments. Some have been asreturned to civilian life to begin signed to the Communications Ditheir college careers or to enter visions of t2ig„Ah" Forces, while anbusiness life, but would be enroll- other group will go into Air Crew
ed as reservists for a period of Training.
from four to eight years.
studied algebodied young

7

1
1

stead.

and

Frank Knox, Secretary of

(c)

And finally, the "Boston Herald" Fuchs (c)
summed up the whole matter In Dyer (c)

wuatyouBtfWak

•

A

.

editorial entitled "Draft

3

career has served him such good

Navy, in a recent speech at Cleveland, Ohio,
advocated this one
year of training for every able-

Total
13
4
15

(f)

Rawlings

technicians.

an

2

(f)

yes,

Total one year of compulsory military
service when they complete their
high school education. It has been
proposed that, in this way, mil12
liorts of men now serving overseas
6
Wirt be able to return home upon
4
the completion of hostilities, while
2
these men with the year of mili6
tary training in the United States
3
will be sent overseas as an army
4
of occupation.

37

FT

Before the war, the sergeant
a night dispatcher for a large
coal and coke company, and after
the war is over, he intends to enter again into the field of air
transportation, in .vhich his army

was

their
younger
brothers after them, will receive

er^

.

.

is

Sgt.

i

1
tention of abolishing the program McCrady (c)
2
Batesote Of)
unless ordered to do so by Con
gress. Such a congressional order
is unlikely because the Army still
ASTP (61)
has a big need for specialists and
FG
technicians, such as engineers,
5
doctors, dentists, chemists, lin- Engleman (f)

A-12 And V-12 Exams

1192 whose men know all
to know about restrictions.
Knecht is Iowa-born, from
Council Bluffs. All else is restricted. (Wonder what walls he's beea
writing o.n.)
there

A

Schools

has become an Army in use and
make Herman's herd a top-notch in combat. There is, therefore,
seems that our mys- jump band. If you want proof of great need
now for men trained

it

terious keeper of the sheets (and
of '03 rifles to be cleaned) is all
tied up with restricted information. He therefore fits in well with

1

AST

The undefeated

States Wolf (f)
Silberlina it\
'
Miller <cJ

has no

Sergeant Simpson

became transportation
sergeant
for
his
regiment in Panama,
where he supervised plane trans-

Military Service

but

setts,

SCSU

After finishing his long stretch
in the jungles.

Unbeatable

being reduced Mosny

Army

it is rugged
in
the
Malaria in the garrison
cities has been practically wiped
''
out, but in the jungle outposts
flights
to
Central and South

jungle.

Plan Post- War

j

.

i

army man,

Sunday Funnies.
if ye want to pass, make appliance
to ye course in military science!!

American nations.

News," said, "These announcements and their accompanying
rumors are creating uncertainty
and confusion
while this pro-

(Ofay, doctor, but did you
think Brunswick, Maine was
a health resort?)

the jungles

SCSU

j

three,

'I. S.

*

.

M

as essential, methinks, as ye

Ye moral is,
Of ye mind

sound."

.

4.

M

six dash
ten dash O two, F
Oh, T
Everyone of ye, it is very plain to see,
Be needed in ye old engineering studies,

.

The authoritative "United

brow

engineer, bother not ye poor wrinkled

For 'tis time now
bother with ye olde technique of ye rifle fire,
not with ye properties of high tension wire.
So lay down ye texts on refraction and acoustics,
And pick UP instead ye Field Manual twelve dash six!

likely that the reported threat will
materialize. Spokesmen said that
the. training
of
students
for
specialized work was essential to
the successful prosecution of the
war. It was stressed that the
Army was not so much concerned
with the fate of the college as it
was with the need for engineers,
chemists,
physicists
and other
technical experts
College and
university heads
regard
both
ASTP and V-12 as basically

.

>

And

.

.

ve

To

Y. Times,'' in its Sun"Education in Review" col-

kindly. "I think
doctor spoke
that you have served enough of a
stretch. I'm pretty sure we can
awing a medical discharge for

fi

On decibels and photometry.

The "N.

the

T M ten ^^ four P

Spaghetti book.

how we

it,

.

.

For ye must look into

Which ye army calls ye Technical Manual, "The Army
Cook"
More popularly know 05 ye Macaroni, T^qodles, and

ever have believed "that
man's" words in the face of assuring reports from such authorities as the "New, York Times" and
the "United States News", is beyond us at the moment,

day
sat up. "Well, umn, said, "War Department supSergeant
port for the Army Specialized
-air," he explained, "I've had . .
Training Program and the Navy's
37 In the Army
Sitting down at his bedside, the V-12 program make it appear un.

2.

Engineer, nevpt mynd ye thermodynamics of heat,
Rather concentrate on ye classifications of meat,
On ways of telling ye dead fish from ye alive,

could

m

of Panama
The big question confronting
what will happen
1192 has just as re- SCSU 1192 is not
there's a
cently gained. New 1st sergeant to A.S.TJ*., or whether
new
shipping
list out: the real
Jack Simpson, ex of the "Moswhat the real
quito Coast" of Central and South problem is to find out
America, is the first topkick in the rank of the new supply noncom isi
memory of the oldtimers at the There was a new face in the supwhile Sgt. Colunit here of whom it can really ply room last week,
new face
(and gratefully) be said, "he fits tey was away, but the
was not attached to any single set
in."
of O.D.'s. On Monday, a private disSergeant Simpson, whose home
tributed darned G.I. socks, but on
is in Lowell, Mass., has spent all
Tuesday, when we went to get a
but a few months of his two-andpair of gloves, a T-5 took care of
a-half years Army service in Panus. Wednesday night, a T-4 handed
ama and other Central and South out
F M's, but Friday morning, a
American countries. Shipped to
sergeant took our sheets.
Panama right after Dec. 7th, buck
Determined to solve this problem
1941, Sgt. Simpson spent one year
Q, we boldly sneaked down the
travelling on tuna boats to the Instairs to the Supply Room, and
terior jungle outposts of Central
caught the problem itself unAmerica, supervising the loading
awares. It turned out that the
and unloading of cargoes at the
whole Quartermaster Platoon that
jungle-surrounded military stahad been serving us answered to
tions. At one time he worked for
the name of Raymond Verne
four months with
a
primitive
Knecht. Sgt. Knecht is 20 years old
Central American Indian tribe In
and has seen 27 minus 25 (put your
a solitary jungle
outpost,
far
slide-rule down, the result is two)
from his home station of Panama.
years of Army service. His basic
"The jungles weren't home," was taken at Camp Robinson, Arsaid the sergeant with a wry grin. kansas, and he comes to us from
"Although the climate in the cities Fort Devens.
of Panama, around
the
Canal
Something must have happened
Zone, is bearable by the average between Arkansas and Massachulost,

,

L

27 Again

What

and South America have recently

Y

Theatre.

"Oh, I say soldier." said the secretary, "you can't sit there. The
front is reserved for officers."
"The front I just came backfrom wasn't," the soldier snapped.

mumt

i^mm

LETTS

MAKE

LXXm

Sills Clarifies
Friends

Fill

Up Gaps

Sills

to the kindness of
thoughtful friends, the Presi-

spoke informally to the college on Wednes-

day, February 23rd on the effects of the withdrawals of the
military units from the campus.

ment had been

At

no official statefrom newspaper ac-

that time

received; nevertheless,

counts two things were

clear. First, it

ASTP men assigned to Bowdoin
would not be sent here and secondly the unit already here would be withdrawn in March since they have
1st

completed the second term of their work.
The President stated that he
along that there would be
a curtailment of the program, but
he did not look for such a drastic
announcement. From the informa-

BAND TURNOUT LARGE
AT FIRST REHEARSAL

felt all

hand

believed that the
pre-meteorological unit will be

tion at

file

He

of

BUGLES

will

is

it is

At the rehearsal of

the college

Dick Round y '47
In Leading Roles

to

bother anyone further.

REV. CLARK REVIEWS
LIFE INTERRUPTIONS

"Goodbye Again," which the
Masque and Gown will present in
Memorial Hall on March 17, may
set a record for the number of

The Reverend Cornelius E. changes to be made in the cast of a
pastor of the Woodfords single play. One of the larger male
Congregational Church, Portland, roles has had three actors reading
spoke in Bowdoin Sunday Chapel, the lines, as has one of the prinFebruary 20, on the subject cipal female roles. TwO leading
men have been fried out, and the
"When Life is Interrupted."
Dr. Clark dealt with the inter- play has had two stage managers.
The cast, as at present constiruption in life which is facing so
many Bowdoin undergraduates tuted, includes Mary Young and
liable for service. He said many Dick Roundy '47 in the leading
men with hum-drum lives gladly parts; Betty Warner Smith, Marwelcome such interruptions, but garet Lane, Burt Walker, and Anpointed out, in the undergraduates' son Olds in large supporting roles;
and Marcel le Drapcau, Don Koucase, that the "regular pattern
Clark,

of

ghan

kept here until May but will not
be replaced by any ASTP or Army
Air Force unit. In an official
statement, the Army revealed that
It had curtailed the program, in
order to secure more men for
combat divisions to be sent overseas.

In his chapel

talk,

band on Monday, February 21, Jife has to be broken up and reSome people become
1944, twenty students appeared at arranged.
Adams Hall at 7 p.m. Professor bitter, but most Americans accept
Tillotson expressed the hope that the situation."
with this number and possibly
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
more, the- band could present a
concert sometime in April.
The President Starts
Red
band is under the direction of Lt.
the President Karl Larson of the Naval Train-

unit, housed in Maine
it leaves, in May, is

manager, Dana Little

under the
of Captain Volmar, who
has replaced the original com-

command

drum

two batons,

a'

bari-

doin

undergraduates

'46,

in small-

lines are

amusing

.by themselves, they are strongly

supported by pantomime, much of
which cannot be successfully rehearsed until all lines are learned
and the "hand" properties are
available. Three weeks' work with
properties has been planned.
Ray Paynter '47, assisted by R.
L. .'lichter '47 is in charge of prop-

for transportation.

A

recent donation came for the
national organization when 75,000

!

ASTP

.

*

1

1

.

.

.

,

,
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Saturday Dance Viewed As Fiascos
Skori Notice Decried As A Reason

|

Of Bowdoin

m

Men

Up Woman Employment

—

—
—
—

Coming

—

1

-,

;

.

,.

SUN RISES

—

—

BASEBALL DATES SET
FOR MAINE CIRCUIT

—

FICKETT WINS FIRST

ROUND

CONTEST

—

•

—

—

—

MM

'•
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Tomorrow

afternoon ^Student Council elections will be

men already on the council will retain
Nominations from the various Houses were

held in the gym. Those
their position.

considered and the

meeting

Monday

final ballot

evening.

The men who have been nominated
from the several houses are as 'fol-

Clayton Reed
John Grant

lows:

Cliff Travis

I

who

Vote for three

Chi Psi: R. Boucher, '45,
has just returned to college; Gump
Grant '46, active in varsity trfick.
glee club, interfraternity athletics,
White Key; Bob Miller '47, trackman; and Bill Clark '47, active in
*
summer baseball,
A.D.: John Grant '45.

Deke: Richard Lawlis

Leo Dunn
Bob Miller
Shep Lifshitz
Clarke
Joe Woods

Bill

'46, iriter-

'

leaders
mistic

were

'46,

football, interfraternity athletics; and Leo Dunn '47,* track

Zete: Stan Frederick '46, choir;
and Joe Woods '47, track,
kite

Nine Of 13 Go To
February Class;

W

Key.
Sig.: J. Toeller '45.

More May Follow

'46l in-

terfraternity athletics, yacht cjub.

Eb
of

students

realistic

President K. C. M. StHs_of Bowdoin Col'ege has announced the
of thirteen scholarships to
secondary school seniors. Six of
the awards are prize scholarships,
given after competitive examination; four State of Maine Scholarships, to candidates from Maine,
and two Bowdoin Scholarships to
candidates outside of Maine. The
seven other appointments are to
Alumni Fund Scholarships awarded by a committee of selection
after careful examination of the
candidates' record, character, and
promise of future achievement,
Nine of the winners will be members of the group of Freshmen entering .the college on February the
seventh. The others plan to enter
either in June or October, a$
which time further awards may
be made.

award

and

and

Ellis

Pete Curraji.
Gump Grant

pessi-

about

the
immediate
chances for World Peace. It was
agreed that we must break down
our distrust of Russia and break
down trade barriers. Each individual must help "the biological succession of political development",
grow greater each year by working out by himself his own political and religious faiths.
All agreed that it was

SWIMMERS BEAT OUT
PORTLAND PHALANX
Meeting the tightest opposition so far, Bowdoin's mermen
trounced Portland High last
night 39-27 closing their dual

meet season with

unforstudents did not

tunate that more
enter into these lively discussions.

five wins,

The State of Mains Scholarships
to "Robert W. Burroughs of Portland; Carl H. LeboRobert A. Wood
of Houlton; and Rufus C. Short of

were awarded

one

loss.

vitz of Portland;

Moran shaved his time in the
50-yard breaststroke to 1 rain.
12.5 seconds; the college record
1.11.

is

Curtis and

North Edgecomb.
The Bowdoin Scholarships were
awarded to Corydon R. Dunham,
Jr., of Yonkers, New York;
and
Francis W. K. 'Smith of Somer-

Kern won

their events handily.

Prof. Smith Addresses
Prof. F. W.

Phi Bete Gathering
On Monday evening February
in the lounge of the Moulton
Union, an open meeting of the Phi
Beta Kappa was

held*.

President Kenneth C. M. Sills
opened the^ meeting with a few
remarks, touching upon the history and importance of the Phi
Beta Kappa Fraternity. He introduced the speaker of the evening,
Professor Stanley Barney Smith.
Professor Smith chose for his
discourse "The Jolly Beggars," a
cantata by Robert Burns.
The scene of the Cantata is laid
in
a tavern in the Cowgate,

Mauchline, Scotland, then conducted by Agnes Gibson, and referred to as "Poosie iNansie's." To-

day the inn is known as The Jolly
Beggars Howf.

old Hag, a pickpocket and the
"widow" of a John Highlandman,
An undersized Fiddler,
Poet,
accompanied by three Trollops,
who are politely described as

A

"wives."

.

was the habit of the Beggars
come to "Poosie Nansie's" and

It

Professor

Brown

THORNDIKES GO TO
WINTHROP HALL
With Winthrop Hall left vacated
by the departure of the first part
of the Metes, the Thorndikers took
over one of the ends of the former
Army residence. The 26 non fraternity men who left the several
fraternity houses and Moore Hall
constitute the largest organization on the campus at the present
time.
The men are: L. Brass, S. Lifshitz. W. Court, L. Bell, M. L.ehrman, S. Weinstein, L. Gottlieb, C.
Cohen, A. Altman, B. Guy, A.

Continued on Page 3
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;

land, the

daughter

son of Dr. Travis P. Bur-

was a student in the Dover, Delaware. High School and during the

summer he attended the summer
session at Phillips
Exeter Academy. He has been active in dramatics, track, and band and glee
club work.

staying with
In the
meanwhile
Professor
Eaton
Leith is conducting some of Prohis

Massachusetts.

The Alumni Fund Scholarships
were awarded to James J. Bagshaw of Freeport, New York Robert B. Hunter of Washington. D.
C; John L. Kelley of Lewiston:
Byron E. Keene of Rockland; and
Ralph A. Hughes of Brunswick.
Robert W. Burroughs of Port-

As many students know, Pro-

is

in Boston.

fessor Brown's courses.

[

Continued on Page

3 }

Reporter Investigates The Mysteries
And Vagaries Of The Chapel Organ
bottom as Swell, Great, and Choir.

F. Littlehale, Jr.

about time that something There is also a keyboard for the
about the chapel feet, containing 32 pedals. Directorgan. Just about everyone in ly above the manuals in two rows
College is exposed to it at frequent are the controls of the stops, long
intervals, and must occasionally rectangular pieces of ivory which
wonder what is at the bottom of are pivoted at one end, turning off
all the peculiar goings-on. For in- or on by moving up or down. Bestance, what happened the other low each manual there is a set of
s
day causing the long, dead-silence eight round knobs, each one ofj
(short pause according to the or- which may be set to turn on a
ganist) immediately after the loud different combination of stops for
opening trumpets of the hymn? A that manual.
Then above the
little investigation gives the' an- Choir manual, there
eight
are
It's

was written

!

;

remain there all night drinking
ale, swapping yarns, singing songs,
and making •merry.
Present at the informal meeting were the two new February swer.
initiates: Wallace Copeland PhilAs far as the history of the inoon, Jr., '45 and David William
strument goes, it was installed
Ross "45.
the winter of 1927, and dedicated

£

ville,

fessor Frederic W. Brown has
not been giving classes for some
time.
Information from
the
Dean's office reveals that Professor Brown has left College
temporarily
because
of
ill
health. It is feared that he may
be unable to return to Bowdoin
before the beginning of the next
semester. For the time being,

The persons of the cantata are:
An old discharged soldier, The By Roy
Soldier's Doxy, Merry Andrew, An

to

Brown May Be

Out For The Trimester

21,

Judd Merrill
Fred Spaulding

COLLEGE ANNOUNCES
FROSH SCHOLARSHIPS

ming team. Bugle Staff.
i
D.U.: Eb Ellis '44; Pete Cutran

Beta: Al Long '44.
Sigma Nu: Tom Sawyer

(S)

Charles Curtis

fraternity athletics.
i
T.D.: Clayton Reed '46. track.
B.C.A., Witan; Cliff Travers Ho.
active on the rifle team; and
Charles Curtis '47, Orient, swim-

Kappa

Counql

Stan Frederick
Jack Farrell

—

ry G. Russell.
The majority

of 21 prepared at a

".

—

,

—

Annual Student Council
Balloting Will Be In Gym

American Red Cross. The Greek World Peace" last Sunday with a
A.T.O.: Jack Farrell '46, Orifnt;
War Relief Association also gets talk on the "Economic Aspects of and Judd Merrill '46.
Thorndike: Shep Lifshitz 147;
assisted by J. D. Claffey '47 and a few cents of every dollar contri- World Peace" conducted by Professor
Warren
B.
Catlin
at the and Fred Spaulding '47, Oriknt,
A. D. Dolloff '47. It will be painted buted to the USO.
Chi Psi Lodge.
B.C.A.
by A. F. Wehren '47, B. E. Gorton
I
Other subjects discussed during
•47, and B. J. Guy '47. Work on
THE BALLOT*
(
the
four
week
series
were
the
Vote for two (2)
construction and painting has been Thayer Views Mental
"Political Aspects of World Peace"
Tom Sawyer
under the supervision of the proled by Professor Athern P. Dag'44.
•
.Bob
Sperry
Raymond
advised,
duction
Boucher
Fitness Mark Of Adult
geit, tha "Historical S Aspects"
When the setting is placed on the
Richard Lawlis
Professor Ernst C. Helmreich, and
Jack Toeller
stage, the production manager,
At the noon devotional exercises the "Religious Aspects" Dr. HenAl Long
Frank Gordon '47, will be ,in

.

Takes

CATLIN LEADS CHI
PEACE ROUND TABLE

erties for the play. The
room in a Statler hotel, has been
constructed by A. F. Hogan '45

comprising

officer,

Born in Jamacia Plains, Massachusetts, Senator Burton was educated at Newton High School. After graduating from Newton, he""

•

tone saxophone, a trumpet, a b-flat one of the largest memberships in
Captain Barring- clarinet, an alto horn, glockenspiel the country on a percentage basis
Unit in Hyde Hall equipment, two sousaphones, an will be asked to donate one dollar
command
of
Capis still under the
as a membership to the National
oboe, and a baritone.
Appleton Hall is
tain
Danly.
The following numbers
are Chapter of the American Red
•
closed; Winthrop, at the present planned for this coming season:
Cross.
is used by the Thorndike Club and Excerpts from
It is clearly evident that the
"H. M. S. Pinathe .Naval Officers. From all infore"
Gilbert and Sullivan Red Cross is desperately in need
dications' the Radar School will "Magic Flute"
Mozart of funds and the college hopes to
raise at least 90% of their* quota.
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
College Chapel on
J^held in the
An interesting sidelight concern- charge, assisted by electrician
^,.
Rolfe Glover, R. B. Miner '47 and Saturday, February 26, Professor
ing the Red Cross is that Mr. HarB. E. Keene '47, and of a crew of Albert R. Thayer discussed the
vey Gibson, trustee of Bowdoin stage hands.
theme. "When do You Reach Man
College, and graduate of the class
[ Continued on Page 2 )
hood?"
of 1902 is supervisor of the Red
In asserting that the young man
Cross agencies in Great Britain.
Five Sons
of today has countless daily tests
By W. H. Rosenberg
ed, showing to all \he world the
and responsibilities to face
life,
Professor Thayer cited as a exSchedule to begin at 8 o'clock fact that a "Vic" dance did not
In Entering Class
Bowdoin-Oh-Air
ample of this statement the case
sharp, the dance did not gain mean a housepartyr
The Simpson Sound System, proof a foreign acquaintance, who in
momentum, as far as the size of
Five members of the February 7 order to qualify for the title of
the crowd was concerned, at any vided music throughout the entire
freshman class are sons "of former
time during the evening. Student evening, and the quality of the
Bowdoin men. Of the 37 members manhood in his social group, had
to pass difficult tests of physical
Contrary to
Council accountants calculated a sound was superb.
Tomorrow evening, 7.45 p.m., of the class, the majority of them endurance. In much the same
the Bowdoin Canteen,
total of seventeen paid admissions custom,
came from Maine though there
Bowdoin-on-the-Air will present an
(at 25c per couple), but eye-wit- usually closed on Saturday nights, abbreviated debate between Bow- are representatives of seven states way, Professqr Thayer concluded,
and two foreign countries.
the modern generation
should
nesses report that at no time were was kept open, and refreshments
doin College and Bates College on
Sons of Bowdoin Men
meet certain mental qualifications
there more than five of the seven- were served by the Moulton Union
the subject "Should There Be a Eames, Richard E. Eames, Paul before attaining adulthood.
Dining Service Staff.
teen paid admissions present.
General
Withdrawal
of Women
H. '21.
Chief-ticket-taker
Morton F.
On the rumor wires early this
Jordan, M. Donald, Jr. Jordan,
Page '46, after an unsuccessful at-' week was carried a report that from Industry at the Termination
Maurice D. '22.
Events
tempt to promote his product, the chances of future housepar- of the War?" Lewis P. Fickett, Leadbetter, Guy W., Jr. LeadbetJr. '47 representing Bowdoin will
gave up in despair and was seen ties would be measured
ter, Dr. Guy W., Jr. '16.
the
by
speak on the affirmative. Despina Rochon, Francois J.
heading for the local theatre at 9 success of the unsuccessful,
Rochon,
Wed. Mar. 1-jChapel, The Presiin- Doukas '44,
representing Bates
Frank L. '21.
p.m. Assistant-ticket-takers Tom formal happening on
dent. Inauguration of the camFebruary 26,
Frederick W., Jr.,
Chadwick '47 and Al Wehren '47 but these reports have not yet College will uphold the negative. Willey,
pus Red Cross Drive.
The debate ought to be quite lively
Willey. Frederick W. '17.
took over after Page's departure, been confirmed.
Thu. Mar. 2—Chapel, Frederick
Obvious argumanaged to haul in a receipt of ments were put up by interviewed and entertaining as well since it
Recapitulation
J. Gregory '45, Theta Delta Chi.
is, after all, a "battle of the sexes."
$4.25 before they, too. hopelessly students
Class of 1921
2
Thu. Mar. 2—7.45 p.m. Station
about their failure to atabandoned their task, and left for tend the gala- occasion. In one The same issue was the subject of
Class of 1916
1
WGAN. BOWDOIN - ON-THE
controversy last Thursday evening
Class of 1917
1
parts unknown at 11 p.m.
-AIR. Debate between a Bowclass on Monday the subject was
Class of 1922
1
On Sunday, the day after, many under general discussion and a between Clement Hiebert '47,
doin undergraduate and a repBowdoin, and Dorothy Strout '46,
students first became aware of the
resentative of the woman's disudent, when asked why he was of Bates, wtih the sides reversed
5
something had been not at the Union on
fact that
vision of Bates College on the
Saturday over WCOU, Lewiston.
scheduled at the Union, for on the night, coyly
topic: "Women and Post-War
replied that he was up
19
Maine
Bowdoin-on-the-Air has already
bulletin board was sighted a little studying for the
Industry."
class which at arranged its schedule of broadMassachusetts
8
Frl. Mar. 3—Chapel, The Presislip of paper, inconspipeusly plac- that moment he was attending.
New York
3
casts far into the present semester.
dent. Stanley Altman "37, bariDistrict of Columbia
2
On March 16, 1944, the Bowdointone, will sing.
1
Bermuda
,.
on-the-Air program will feature an
Sat. Mar. 4 Chapel, Professor
Connecticut
1
2
New Jersey
Helmreich.
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
1
Pennsylvania
Sat. Mar. 4— ASTP term ends.
Sun. Mar. 5 4.30 p.m. Chapel,
37
The President of the College.
everything in life. This is a fact too
By John H. Farrell
Bogota, Colombia
1
The choir will sing "Christ in
(Special Student)
"... The atmosphere would be often forgotten by members of a
His Garden" by Tschaikowsky.
much better than it is at the local college community. The townspeoSun. Mar. 5 7.00 p.m. Memorial
38
town hall. We'd be with our own ple of Brunswick or any other colHall. Regular meeting of the
lege
town
are
on
the
same
l?vel
class of people and consequently be
Brunswick Choral Society.
Twenty-five
men
answered
better able to enjoy ourselves." So with any one of us. In such trying
M'on. Mar. 6—Chapel, The PresiCoach Mahoney's call for candistated a certain columnist in the days as we are now living through
dent.
dates for this year's baseball team
it
is
more
important
than
ever
that
last issue of Ye Bowdoin ORIENT.
Informal REVIEW OF CLASSlast Thursday evening. Those signBefore we start to tear thus state- we remember and practice— the
ES for February freshmen. The
IN
words of our own Abraham Lincoln ing up to try out for the team
ment to bits, let us explain.
grades are due at the Dean's
were
Bourthe
following:
Cliff
when
he
said
that this country is
• - r
Office before nine in the morngeois '46, Duncan Dewar '47, John
The statement quoted above "a nation conceived and dedicated
"47,
has
Lewis
P.
Fickett,
Jr.
ing.
Holt '47, Donald Jordan '47, Charwas written In the hope of fos- to the proposition that ail men lie Abbott '47, Bert McKenna '47. been chosen to represent Bowdoin Mon. Mar. 6—7.00 p.m. The
are created equal."
tering the "vie" dance held last
Band Room,
Adams Hall,
Tom Chadwick '47, George Griffin in the regional semi-final competia - r
Saturday evening In the Moulton
Discussion
National
tion
the
of
Weekly rehearsal.
•47, Frank Kimball '47. Bill Silsby
Therefore, let us never forget
Union lounge. It was written
on Inter-American Af'47, Al Wehren '47, Ray Boucner Contest
In
that
the eyes of an American
with the best of Intentions; we
'45.
Alan fairs. The regional competition to March 15 Qualifying examinaKnight
every other American is his '45, Lloyd
don't doubt that for a minute.
tions for the Army and Navy
Michelson '46, Earl Hanson '47, be held at Fordham University on
equal. And in doing this we must
However, It may have sounded
March 27, 1944, will consist of a
A-12 and V-12 programs.
'46,
Gregory
Dick
Hanson
Fred
be
cautious that we allow no
oherwtse to some. It Is for the
hour round-table discussion in March 16— Informal lecture by
'45, Holden Findlay '44. Leo Dunn 1%
phrases that may have "double
purpose of clarification on this
which eight contestants' from 'the
Professor Tiilotson on the mumeanings" to pass our Ups (or '47, Morty Page '46, Bill Clark '47, Northeastern Region will particiscore and also for the sake of
sic included in the program of
pens). In that we can avoid Jack Claffey '47, Jerry Nowlis pate under the guidance of a dismaintaining the college's reputathe Fifth Concert of the Bruns'46, Harry Lindemann '46.
placing a stigma on the good
tion In the eyes of the townswick Chamber Music Society.
Among these prospective play- cussion leader. The general subname that Bowdoin College has
people that we have chosen this
under discussion will be "The March 17 Masque, and Gown
ers "there are only two veterans ject
enjoyed
In
Brunswick
for
the
spring play: "Good-bye Again."
an our topic Such a task is adfrom last year's team, Morty Page Bases for Permanent Cooperation
past 150 yean.
mittedly a ticklish one, however
A Red Cross Benefit.
and Lloyd Knight, both of whom Among the American Republics."
s - r
from our stand-point it Is one
won letters last year. Morty, how- Specific aspects which will be dis- March 18 Special performance
The townspeople of Brunswick ever, may not play this season cussed are:
of the Masque and Gown spring
net to he overlooked. Therefore,
have done a lot for -Bowdoin; they
play for members of the armed
all due apologies to the aabasis of Intera.) Historical
since he is subject to the draft.
are interested in the activities of
forces.
ef said statement we will
American cooperation,
The team has a semi-veteran in
the college. We are sure that you
March 19—Fifth Concert of the
to complete this tinb.) Present treaty basis of PanBill Clark who played on last
have seen them at many of the af- year's summer team. The number
Brunswick Chamber Music SoAmericanism,
fairs given by the college. Many of
ciety: Nobert Lauga, violinist;
Inter-Americ.) Lessons from
out for the team is far smaller
Louis Speyer, English horn and
can economic and military
In perusing this column the read- them have sent their own sons here than last year's turnout when
oboe; and Frederic Tillotson,
undergraduates.
It
is true, of
as
that
we
war.
in
mind
the
bear
.cooperation
during
er should
there were between fifty and sixty
pianist.
have no grievance whatsoever to course, that the college recipro- out for the team.
d.) Plans now being made for
permanent cooperation be- March 24 Reading by Robert
college dances; in fact we think cates in every possible way. As
According to the athletic deFrost (tentative).
tween the American Repubthey're great But neither do we often as is possible, in the busy partment the team will play the
March 27—Concert
by the
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
believe that a college education is
college teams in the state.
[ Continued on Page 3 ]
Brunswick Choral Society.

manding
ton. The

Provided the Republican nomination should end in a dead-lock
at their- annual convention, the
man most likely to enter the ranks
as a' candidate would be Senator
Harold H. Burton of Ohio. He is
considered to be the Presidential
Dark Horse Par Excellence.

The BCA World Relatedness
complete outfits for children, with
a value of $1,300,00, new and hand Commission completed its series of
discussions
on
"Education for
prepared,
were
given
the
by
setting, a

many

sticks,

'47,

J

Although the

On Wednesday, March 1, Presiplayers. Some of dent Kenneth C. M. Sills will
the instruments the College has speak in Chapel, opening the Red
are two bass drums, a snare drum, Cross drive at the College. Bowtions for

Nathan Whitman

BOWDOIN GRAD MAY
BE G.O.P. DARK HORSE

entered Bowdoin College with the
class of 1909. He was not only ^n
excellent scholar but an athlete as
well. He was an undefeated quarterback and a fine track man
while at Bowdoin.
ing of the vital material.
Graduating in 1909, he entered
Many handicaps have been Harvard Law School. Receiving
overcome by the students, who his degree he began law practice
have chopped frozen containers out in Cleveland, Ohio. Although the
of ice, tagged 'and sized each in- father of two children, he joined
dividual article, and made out six the 91st division of the United
different papers for each crate- States Army. He was with this
presumably because of OPA regu- division until it disbanded after a
lations.
All clothing has to be distinguished career in France.
separated into two piles: one pile
is ready for immediate shipment,
another has to be cleaned. Then
the clothing has to be packed in
PSI
wooden boxes. $35 has been spent

Kendrick, and the stage

er parts.

The college will provide instruments and fundamental instruc-

Hall, until

'45,

Tommy

Cross Brive Saturday

ing School.

further discussed the status of the
college as it has been affected by
the withdrawals of the training
pre-meteorological
units.
The

Council

Hard-working Bowdoin undergraduates and townspeople have
almost completed the task of
packing Greek War Relief clothes.
1500 pounds of clothing, including
500 articles, have already been
sent to the New York warehouse
holding war relief until the day
Greece is liberated from the
Krauts. The quota of 1,000 articles presumably will be met by
Saturday, it has been learned.
The nation-wide Greek War Relief Association has a Brunswick
chapter with Professor Thomas
Means as its chairman. Clayton F.
Reed '46 is the head of the undergraduates who work ''on the pack-

Mary Young And

com-

have

not

could be seen that the

additional unit of a hundred

March

dent's
plete.
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1,

MASQUERS AT WORK Greek Clothes Drive
ON "GOODBYE AGAIN" Heading For Success

In

Did Not Expect Complete President's BUGLE Files
Abolishment Of Army Units Thanks
President

IS

Offices Tomorrow
College Status Under Army Program Change

21 Candidates Vie For Five

»

A VOTE FOR BURTON
A VOTE FOR BOWDOIN

ORIENT

BRUNSWICK, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, MARCH

(73rd Year)

—
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IT 100%

GIVE TO THE BED CROSS

VOL.

^
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at the following Commencement.
It was made by the Austin Organ
Company, of Hartford, and was
given by Mr. Cyrus H.
Curtis
of Philadelphia, who gave and endowed the swimming pool at the
same time.
The part of the organ which is
visible from the forms is the console, situated in back of the pul-

K

effectively concealing the organist sitting behind it. The console is electrically operated, and
contains the equipment which sets
the various combinations of 'stops,
the three manuals, and the pedals.
manual is a keyboard similar
to that of a piano, but having only
sixty-one keys, although there are
three manuals, known from top to
pit,

A

1

;

of the. push-buttons, known
technically as pistons, which set

more

the
for
combinations of stops
whole organ, while there arc six

more foot controls for setting up
stops for the three manuals an<f
pedals.
stop is a graduated set of organ pipes of like tone qualities, a
complete stop having one pipe for
eat-h key of that particular manSome
all.
ual, or sixty-one. in
stops have more pipes, other have
less.
The name of each stop is
marked on its control, although
most of the names do not mean
much to the untrained eye. They

A

run the gamut from a pipe which
is called the vox humana, sounding weirdly like a woman singing,
to the viola, which sounds like a
There are 45 stops in ail on
the organ, with the Great manual

viola.

[

C«mtin»«sd

011

Page

2 ]
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THE BOWDOiN ORIENT

The Bowdoin

pong or in short to
on any kind of social life except the
Moulton Union. The Moultdn Union is
cards, to play ping

Orient

carry

splendid for college functions. It

Bronawtrk, Maine

is

ERtebltalMd 1871

suited for fraternity functions.

quires a good deal of effort
HUtcr-ln-riiler

Philip H.

ttarry t

'40

A. Little

'4ff

college

*4S
'46

If this

IllMf

John H. FnrflcO

It re-

and imagina-

tion to simulate anything approaching

Hoffman

Dana

Manmrlng Editors

not

life under
blow should

%

Whenever one

we

a proposal

We offer

it

this

as an alternative. If economy, fuel con-

BOWDOIN

BUSHING COMPANY

PI

Manager

Circulation

John W.

what not make a change
summer or next
why not close some houses and com-

siderations or

Associate Professor A them P. Daggett
Asslntant Professor PlUttp M. tlfftwn
Philip H. Hoffman
Advertialna; .Manager
Judson R. Merrill '44)

imperative, either this
fall,

In that

bine others?

Holt, Jr. *47

way most

Of die

advantages of occupying a fraternity
Publiahad bi-weekly when

held by the Student! of

claxoen are

house could be enjoyed by wartime un-

B»wiMn Collnre. Addreaa aewa eommuniemtioMs to the Editor
and nubxcriirtl*" communication* to the Buaineaa MaMMgcr Of the
Howdoin Publi»hinit Company at the Orient Office in tha Moulton Union. Bowdoin CDlleice, Brunswick. Maine. Entered aa
a**ond claa« matter at the poet office at

Brunrtrtrit,

Maine.

from consolidation could be

resultant

-

nnuMMiai AaVCT USHlg del VIW, UPC

If

PwUisht n Ikpt tmntslin
420 Madison Avi
*ta# To«fc. R. t.
lm *hiui »» Mjaaaaafk
jpjjjj

dormitory

the

Vol.

through,

•

bye

Harry Lindemann

idea should go
goodbye houseparties, good-

it's

fraternities.

we can

In any case

Wednesday. March

1,

be confident that

No. 18

1944

known sym-

cision the benefit of their

pathetic attituae toward the .fraternities.

THAT OLD FEELIHG
When

College authorities feel fairly certain

Army

that classes for the

after the

crack of bats

Although no

4th.

When, above all,

paper reports of the termination of the

ASTP are

mean the
Bowdoin unit.

interpreted to

departure of the

that indefinable feel-

ing of languor, of torpor begins to stroke

early

on the forehead of the

its soft .fingers

average student producing a peculiar

Only two weeks ago the larger segment of the Army Air Forces Techhical
Training Detachment was graduated.
This left Winthrop Hall empty. Jhe
College immediately moved in the non-

feeling of lightness in the

head accom-

panied by the conviction that this

is

a

•wonderful world and that great things
are just around the corner,

Then one can be

fraternity undergraduates.

sure that spring

,

is

and when the ASTP unit leaves
Hyde and Appleton Halls will be vacant.

very, very close.

Moore Hall

happy season was the first Vic' ftance'
in the Moulton Union Saturday night.
We hope that it was the first of a series.
Although the total attendance was quite
good, it was unfortunately rather scattered. Thus, some early arrivals seemed

If

;

heard,

is

the firm icy crust which held
campus in its grip so long begins to
fissure and give way and upperclassmen
begin to talk of the famed Bowdoin Lake,

sources, news-

official

into

the

definite

information to that effect has been sent
the college from

thump

When

"academic break" scheduled to

March

baseballs begin to

gloved hands in the cage and the thrilling

Specialized

Training Program will not be resumed

>

will continue to

Not

be occupied

by radar ensigns and a sprinkling of
un dergraduat es. Maine-Hall will house
the remaining Metes until they leave in

May.

The question that has been rumored
and debated around campus most this
past week is whether the college will
move

undergraduates into the dorms.

all

the least bright „ herald of that

#

to leave early because of the SirWlk at-

tendance at that time and other groups

came and went

•

for'

apparently similar

June 12th for the

reasons throughout the evening. Perhaps

summer trimester Hyde, Appleton, and
Maine Halls would be empty. It is fairly

one remedy for this situtaion might be to
change the hours from 8 to 1 2 to 9 to 1 2.

When

classes begin

This might tend to concentrate our

assume that such a reshuffling of

safe to

lated about

to feel at ease in too small a

would not be considered un-

summer trimester does
around, what then? Many seem to
the

crowd on a
Moulton

floor as large as that of the

the end of this trimester. However,

when

rela-

tively small forces. It is only natural not

the rooming situation as has been specu-

til

Union.

roll

feel

Lloyd Knight, the Student Council,

that then the college leased fraternity

Don Lancaster, and all others responsible

houses would be closed and

all

The

been hazarded again and again in the

or

may

not be true.

tainly a strong

If it

argument

is, it is

cer-

prove you mean

are also strong arguments against the

leterious effect

it

the de-

is

would have on the

Don't overlook the

fra-

The

Their chances of survival during the war, already slim, would be dealt

fact

ing

True, the
house does not make the chapter, but
helps a great deal.

own

A

meeting place

dicapped.

very sadly han-

The problem

of maintaining

the identity of 11 different fraternities

among

fraternity colleges thus far

in enabling the chapters to continue to

occupy

their

own

houses. It

To

unique in

this policy.

distinction

would be a great

almost

is

give

up

this

Combat" out

23

FUTURE SUNDAY
CHAPEL SPEAKERS

of the library.

—V—

Following is the list of the Sunday Chapel speakers for the coming six Sundays:
satirical and very funny, try lisFebruary 20
ornelius E.
tening to "Divertissement" by Clark, Pastor of the Woodfords
Jacques Ibert, in the music room Congregational Church, Portland.
some evening. It's a reecnt acquisiFebruary 27— Robert Y. Johntion on four sides, played by the son, Pastor of the Williston
Con*
Boston "Pops" Orchestra, with a gregatiohal Church, Portland.
guide book to explain it.
*
March 5 The President of the
If you didn't realize that music
(classical, at that) could beq uite

—

—

—V—

The Student Council

College.
is

March 12—Wilmer

rumored

to be planning a big celebration
with the profits of the reecnt "Vic"
dance. Don't spend all the money
ih one place, Lloyd.

i&

consolidation

is

a social one.

If

our dorms

were provided with living roams and
rooms it might not be so bad.

recreational

As

it is, there would be no more plices
to entertain our friends, to dance, to play

mtmMmmmm

Kitchen,

tian Associations.
March 19 Clifford H? Osborne,
Minister of the Methodist Church,
Waterville.

—

Due to the fact that a tempting
March 26— Powel Mills Dawley,
was waved in front of the Dean of the Cathedral Church of
writer as he sat toiling over his Saint Luke, Portland.
key-board, the rest of this week's'
Column appears as a feature story
on the front page.
by-line

Masque & Gown
[

Org:an
i

}

having the largest number. The
sets of pipes themselves are located upstairs behind the row of
silver pipes, which make no noise
at all, but are just fof effect. The
real ones are located in the or-

gan

loft, arranged in sets according to the keyboard to which they
are connected.
Besides the regular stop controls, there are also various controls for allowing the .manuals to
be connected, so that the stops set
on one manual may be played,
with limitations, from the other
keyboards. This allows more variety and. gives the organist greater
control over his instrument, although he could still easily use an
extra pair of bands. The case is
reported of one famous player who
remarked that he used his nose on
occasion when it was impossible
to play more keys with his hands
and feet. Some of the largest organs have as many as five manuals, so that it is not difficult to
see the necessity for such antics.
In front of each set there is a
series of shutters, controlled by
pedals, which may be opened or
closed, according to the volume desired. Theri there is another pedal,
called the crescendo pedal, which
will gradually open all the stops
on the organ until it is making al T
the noise it can. This pedal opens
the stops independently of the regular stop controls, and so mav be
used with the rest of the organ
turned off. That explains what
happened with the trumpets in
chapel last week.
The organist
opened the crescendo for the
opening trumpets, but forgot to
set a combination of stops, so that
when he closed the pedal, and
started to play nothing came out.
Another pedal which is used occasionally is one which instantaneously turns on full organ, similar
to the crescendo pedal.
It also
lights a red light near the keyboard. Sometimes this pedal has
.

i

}

\

The third nationwide test for
candidates who wish to be considered for the Army Specialized
Training Program and the Navy
College Program V-12 will be held
on March 15, 1944. at 9.00 a.m.
The test may be given at any
high school, preparatory school, or
college %\ the United States attended by students who wish to
take the tesL Any student who is
interested should look up the requirements arid notify Professor
Nathaniel C\ Kendrick of his deStudents
sire to. take the test.
who do not meet the eligibility requirements in every respect are
not permitted to take the test.
Students who took the test on
April 2, or November 8, 1943, and"
who are still eligible to apply for
the college programs, must take
the March 15 test if they wish to
Although
be considered again.
eligibility to take the test is not
dependent on a high scholastic record, a student is advised that unless he stands at least in the upper
half of his class his chances of
qualifying are poor. The competition for the college programs of
the Army and Navy is very keen.
Only students who have h gooa

ments

for each program,

,

Red Cross

•

x

first

—

—

—

—

—

members

fac-

ulty and townspeople. All the production work has been done by undergraduates, and the box office

End of an Enemy

—

plane will be blasted
split second this enemy
from one of our antifrom the skies by a shell
ground.
the
on
aircraft guns
miles an
How can a gun hit a plane going 300 shell 15
.when it takes the
hour 20,000 feet up
the plane
time
that
in
and
there
up
get

In a

Bowdoin-On-Air

has always been run by the Masque
[ Continued frim Page » ]
and Gown business manager,
interview of Mr. Franklin Sands, a
Besides contributing hundreds of career diplomat
of long experience
dollars to the U.S.O., the Red
now residing in Brunswick. Mr.
Cross, and the Community Chest,
Sands, who has represented the
the organization has been able to
tJnited States in many far corners
save enough— largely by skillful
Of the globe, has lectured several
use of production material dn
time to both civilian and Army
'hand to frame it's valuable' colClasses here. In the interview Mr.
lection of over 70 photographs,
Sands will relate some of his exprograms, and scene designs, most
periences
i

.

seconds to

on

—

of which were Contributed by former members of the club when its
historical pamphlet was published
in 1939. The collection will be exhibited at the Art Museum next

June when many Alumni will be on
campus for Commencement or the
Sesquicentennial celebration.
The exhibit will cover the forty
years of the club's existence
-J
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The air which makes all' the
noise in the pipes comes .from 'a
large blmver located next to the
organ loft, and is fed into the
wind-*ox and thence to the pipes
at about 15 inches of water pressure. What happens to the air
when the pipes are turned off but
the blower is still running is
something of a mystery.
It is interesting to follow the
student organist as he slides onto
the bench and turns on the organ
preparatory to practicing or a
apel serv */- Not infrequently,
been left on in practice, and when
t
the motor
refuses to start, and an
the organist ((without noticing)
excursion must be made upstairs
starts to play a prelude with a
to the organ loft, and the string
delicate melody to it, the roar, is
not quite the effect intended. This located there pulled. Then amid a
should explain some of the other spectacular display of blue flashes
of electricity, switches open and
peculiar events lately.
slam shut, relays operate, and the
Occasionally a pipe will stick, blower usually starts. The
speed
and fail to elose as it should, so with which the whole operation
is
that it just roars until the air is performed depends
on whether it
shut off and it can be located and is five or ten minutes
before
fixed. Usually if it can be located chapel, and
Coach Magee should
from downstairs just touching the see the organist covering the disproper key will fix it, but it is tance before he makes the final
difficult; to know which is the pro- decision
for his track team this
per key and which stop the of- year. At last the player slides
Infending pipe belongs to, so that if t o place again, and the sound
of a
it has the misfortune to happen in
Bach fugue or even of Irving Berchapel, as it has in the past, you lin's "White Christmas"
announces
just have to grin and bear it.
the beginning of

sor Tillotson.

The

trio

now

if.

its flight.

.

she
a mile? Besides, the
it. Gravity pulls

Wind blows

Evert the weather affpets

its

velocity.

the Gun Director-^
guns. Swiftly it plots the
brain. which .ijms the
^tantly it solves the

The answer

eUctrical

is

,

niSs bSghk U4

;ahd make some observations pertinent to 'present day
happenings.
The broadcast scheduled for
March 30, 1944, will present a musical program featuring Stanley
Altman '47, as vocalist and Thomas
Chadwlck '47, as instrumentalist.
Professor Tillotson of the Bowdoin
Music Department collaborating.

Two weeks; later, Bowdoin-onthe-Air wUl bring a repeat performance of the Bowdoin String
Trio under the direction of Profes-

more than

ha, gone
curvi in

coufse-

continubus^
of the shell to that of
matching the curved path
the
will meet. It even times
the plane so the two
it the exact instant.
fuse to explode the shell

prpbkm
complex mathematical
.

greatly increased
The electrical Gun Director has
develanti-aircraft gunfire. In its
the deadlines of
and its
Laboratones
opment at Bell Telephone
Western Electric, college trained

aWaf^a^u...

production

at

men and women

have played important

parts.-

you can!
Buy War Bonds rt&larly—all

con-

David Demeray '47, violist;
John Friedmann '47, cellist; and
Robert Hunter *47, violinist, the
latter replacing Wallace Jaffe "47,
who has recently left for the Army.
The April 27 program wilJ bring
back Lloyd Knight '45, singing a
group of well known college songs.
sists of

,.

WesternS«»H'Electric
•«"»
«• «t
haCI

»0»a«

'
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^

another chapel

service.
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Bowdoin
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sum

SOLD BY THE ALUMNI OFFICE
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE ALUMNI FUND

Now

it

BASS BOOTS;

convenient to appropriate

money from

the treasury in a

Don't envy others when

down

some might

fail

Boots and join them!

possible

to contribute either

through oversight or because of an

ineffi-

cient solicitation.

Let us be especially careful therefore

such holes should develop in our

Trie

TEMPO

Bowdoin

traditions

they, ski

sign

is

ttftfttMnmnMAMi

is

guaranQuantity

teed to be permanent.

Though supplies at your dealer's
m* lower, you probably can still buy
Bass Boots for men and women Look
for yours soon. And you might even

Glasses for

happen to run across a pair of war-

universities in authentic colors at the

WEEJUNS,

those wonderful

SoM

same

ontr in one docrji lots of a aizc

prices.

all

Wnte

$3.35 dos

10 os

9*-95 doe

7V2 °*

$*-95 doz

3V2

leading colleges -and

Inttrtstint illuttrtttd b**hltt »f

fWaW r

ftr wnn

wtmrm. WtUt G. H. Ban 8- C:,
N. Maim Strut, Wilttm, Main.

D

$a.Q5 do?

o*.

Card

enclosed to be sent with

order.

for- information.
is

enclosed.

ALUMNI SECRETARY, BOWDOIN COLLEGE, BRUNSWICK, MAINE

and
21

$3.65 do*. ......

c*

14

i» oz

Payment
Please ship

Bowdoin Glasses

as noted above to:

Name
Addrew

,ufis»*fc

£>a<i4

in other years.

out clearly and

in

The

wise please add 25 cents.

responsibility to see that the

100%

for his bride.

Prepaid east of the Mississippi; other-

Bast OttMt+r

adverse conditions. Let us

1944 as

with Bowdoin Seal
Black and White

a fine gift for a

wouldn't be without them ... for
Bass Boots help to provide correct

rtll I

under

make it our
Red Cross
on Houses' windows in

seal stands

Hand Blown Tumblers

fine addition to

Wise skier*

after-skiing leisure shoes.

We've done a good job so far

in maintaining

make a

Home and

balance and perfect control.

scarce

solid front.

glasses

the slopes with the greatest of

ease ... get yourself a pair of Bass

vidual contributions will be necessary
it

These

a Bowdoin

Bowdoin man or

Now that may

the case. That makes

-j

lump

not be practicable in some houses. Indi-

if this is

—— ... -

j

rather than go through the business

of individual solicitation.

that

BOWDOIN GLASSWARE

annual

S&i 'Soate

Slfned

(b)

preferred.
No instructions have been issued to
local Selective Service Boards to
defer students on the grounds that
they may be chosen for participation in the ASTP or the Navy
V-12.
is

.

from "She Stoop to Conquer" of
production' and
1904 to "And Miles Around" of
when "Tons of Money" was played 1943.. Such interesting items will
at the Longfellow School and at
be seen as the Hon. Harold Burthe Naval Air Station.
ton '09 the present Senator from
In the two years following Pearl
Ohio who has been mentioned as
Harbor not including the recent
possible Presidential timber in a
one-act play readings the Masque
picture showing him as a negro
and Gown played 18 performances
girl in "Half Back Sandy"; the
of 15 plays. Three performances
"Twelfth Night" cast of 1922,
were played "arena" style at Army
which included four members of
or Navy posts, five were benefits
the present faculty; and Albert
for War Charities, and two were
Fcke '27— now Albert Dekker of
Shakespeare plays for CommenceHollywood—
as Macduff* and Hamment. Only one play has not inlet. Three former directors
Mrs.
cluded undergraduates in the cast,
Arthur F. Brown and Professors
although many productions have
Frederic Brown and Harold Gray
been made possible only by the coare also included.
operation of
of the

in subscrib-

in its

and

programs,

both

eligible for

if

which one

all-student
cast since last July

.

Continued from Page

Continued from Page

This will be the

the test will be the only branch to
test score will "be re
No change in- preference
may be made after the day of the
test.
Therefore, anyone who expects to take the qualifying test
should carefully ih advance consider (a) the eligibility require-

which the

ported.

aaaaa-aaa

that for years

to the

used to find

pity.

against this

a

J.

National Council of Student Chris-

most fraternity treasuries
are not as flush as they might be. Some

lest

The next prat argument

100%

drives.

chapter without

is

crowded into the monotonous sameness
of dormitory rooms would be almost
insurperable. Bowdoin has been a bright
spot

.

it.

have taken pride

fraternities

a very heavy blow indeed.

it

—*

proportional.

school record are likely to qualify.
Students who take the qualifying test will be required to indicate on the day of the test their
preference for the Army program
ior that of the Navy. Taking the
test does not constitute enlistment
in either branch of the armed services; that is. having taken the
test, a student is not obligated to
he is aceriter the program if
cepted. However,
no candidate
wjio expresses a preference for the
Army will be considered by the
Navy or vice-versa;
in
other
words, the branch of the services
marked as preferred on the' day of

RED CROSS DRIVE

ternities.

its

still

These dances
might be used as a gauge of our willingness to support such a weekend. One
might almost say, If you want a houseparty, ,show up at the vie dances to

in favor of the

of the strongest

show by a bigger
we want the

possibility for this spring.

We should like to emphasize that there
One

to us to

fact that Ivy Houseparties are

move.

change.

up

policy continued.

dis-

That

for the college*

It's

turnout next time that

dorm housing would be

more economical

may

body.

argument in support of this
an economic supposition. It has

cussions that

possible

deserve the appreciation of the student

chief

is

make the dance

for helping to

students

assigned to dormitory rooms*

guess

is

Sign of the times: One of the

[

MOVE TO DORMS?

Bowdoin
Front

can*

the college authorities will give the de-

LXXIII

begin

Army

—V—

I'Alttt*

•

ty *$ size

realized.

•eroaacMTio roo matio«al AOtraariMN* «v

MaruMflnjc Editor for This Issue,

while certain economies

dergraduates,

The

.

.

have such a celebration when one captain leaves, think of what a party there should be for the College when the whole Army unit leaves. Especially if the par-

might as well

criticizes

.

F. Littlehale, Jr.

If the

younger rhembej-s of the faculty
has just taken Boyle's "Primer for

should be constructively.

Directors:

By Roy

....

existing conditions.
fall,

join a monastery.

Hub-Editor*: Cfcarlm W. Curtis '47, Roy F. Littlehale '44). fittl W. Motan '4% rVrrurt
Qofton
•47. GMrge H. Griffin '47, Clement A. HeJberi '47,
Lewis P. Pickett '47. Wolfgang H. Rosenber* '47.

VARIETY
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—
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NATATORS STRANGLE Four Team
LEWISTON HIGH,

43-21

Tingle In

Intramural Basketball

RELAY TEAM PLACES
SECOND IN B.A.A. RACE

WHITE KEY PLANS
ffltlDGE TOURNEY

Mustard and

Bowdoins

swimming

team

There are four teams

swept

Ensign Jdnes Helps
Mageemen Beat Out
Northeastern Feb. 12

in the re-

all but two first places as cently reorganized
interfraternity
they defeated a weak LewiatM basketball league: Team A, made
up of members of the ATO and

High School team in the Auburn
YMCA Pool on Friday aftetftawi,
February 18 by a score of 43-21.
Most of Lewiston's score was
gained by Peter
Grant's
first
place* in the 40 yard freestyle and
in the 100 yard freestyle, which he

won

in

1:03 minutes.

Twm

CW

Pal fraternities;
posed of Dekes, Zetes,

Leadbetter

gained second and third in the
hundred. Moran of Bowdoin bettered his own record as he swam
a 1:13 hundred breast stroketwice.
Roux and Parent of Lewiston
The schedule
placed second and third in this
Tues.

Kern and Kyle came

com*

Psi

U's,

Sigma Nus, and RU.'s; Team C,
including Betas and T.D.'s; and
Team D, made up of Thorndikes,
A_D.'s, and Kappa Sigs. The basketball games last Tuesday evening began the series, which is to
continue each Tuesday through
March 28. There are two games
each Tuesday evening, and when
the season is over, each team will
have played every other team

and Miller of Bowdoin placed second and third in the 40 yard dash,
while Erswell and Chamberlain

race.

ft,

in first

and

as follows:

is

8.00

0.00

Teams

Teams

second, respectively, in the
March T
A. D
B, C
220 yard freestyle, Kern's winning
March 14
C. D
A, B
time being 2:36.
Michalide of
March 21
A, C
B, D
Lewiston placed third. Kern won
March 26
B,C
the 120 yWd individual medley in
The four teams, carefully se1:38, being followed at a distance lected from knowledge
of what
by Parent of the opponents. Bow- basketball players are in what
doin's medley relay team of Leadfraternities,
are
quite
evenly
better, Miller, and Moran defeated matched, as was
shown in the
Lewiston's team of Cyr, Jones, and close scores made last week. A
Lown in the time of 1:25:5. Coast- few other men, who have not
ing in in 1:32. the Big White free- played as yet, will participate
in
style relay team of Hughes, Mor- later games, but it
is expected
rell, Hiebert. and Kyle, easily de*
that none Of the scores will be
feated Lewiston's team of Skelton, very lop-sided.
Michalide, Cyr. and Roux.
To open the series, on Tuesday
Coach Bob Miller has announced evening, February 22, Team A
to the team that the New England played Team
B, Team A finally
Intercollegiates will be held this coming out on top by
a score of
ar March 18, in t he MIT Pool in 37 to
jft.
At one time Team B
was ahead of Team A by a score
of 12 to 0, and later by 22 to 10,
but Team A at last pulled the
game out of the fire to Win by six

AD

i

HOT LICKS

y

j

points.

Team A was

Starring for
A.

Silsby,

Wehren

'47,

who gathered

in

Bill

twenty

points for the victors; Joe Woods
'47 was the high scorer of the losing {earn, with twelve points.
That same evening. Team
deanother step feated Team C, 26 to 24, in a close,

Recently Duke Ellington played
a concert

Philadelphia

in

having played

after
at Carnegie Hall.

D

The Negro race made
upward and the Duke began to hard-fought battle. High scorer of
come into his own right. For the winning team was Al Michelmany years Ellington's music was son '46, with fifteen points.
not appreciated
by Americans.

Many had

never heard him. Now
the American people back up the
critics in saying that the Duke
has probably done more for modern music than any other band
leader, living or deed. Anyone who
heard the Duke consistently will
agree that his orchestra is the

most consistent

in
section,

the

business.

Section by
man by man,
it is the best band in the business.
Rarely do you hear Ellington play
a number poorly, no matter what
type it may be. He can jump or
play sweet music as the occasion
demands. For proof listen to him
ori such sweet pieces as "Solitude"
"Mood Indigo" and then hear him
ort the jump tunes,
"Don't Get

Around Much
Anymore"
"Stompy Jones."

and

Cambridge, Mass. Bowdoin expects to send most of the team to
this traditional meet, and sharpening up for this event will be the
keynote of the next few weeks
work. Five other colleges have
signified their intentions to compete, these being Brown, Springfield, Williams, Trinity, and Amherst.

SUNRISES
Continued from Page

[

wartime routine of a

i

]

college, the

the college are placed
hands of the public. The
reader must have seen the children
of the town skating on the college
rink. And why" not? Thus you can
see that for a good many years the
town and the college have worked
facilities of

in the

Sneaking of the Duke makes us
think of Lionel- Hampton.
Of
course Hamp's field is strictly red
hot jive but he, like the Duke is together harmoniously. To cite anterrific. As an example of his abili- other instance of this it is merely
ty, let me tell you a story about necessary to mention the promiLoew's State in New York City. nent positions in the town held by
Loew's State is reputed to be "the many of our faculty members.
s - r
home of the squares." Everyone
Such harmony should, must
who Isn't in the groove goes there
and will continue. It is to this
to hear the worst music played by
end that we have taken it upon
the worst bands. Finally they let
hep Jimmie Lunceford in. No ef- ourselves to discuss this point. It
fect.
Then they moved "Hamp" would be very easy for a Brunswick citizen reading the statein.
For the first time since burment in question to misinterpret
lesque the old place really rocked.
It as derogatory to himself and
Squares began stomping their feet.
his fellows. We realize that It
Jitter-bugging began in the aisles,
waa not meant that way, but
on the seats, and even on the
someone who did not understand
stage. They had to call the riot
the situation would not.
squad out to bring order. One old
a
gent that the police hauled in was
r
We hope that this "expose" will
brought before a judge who asked
him what made him act so wild. not cause friction between
Without hesitating the man as- ORIENT columnists. However, it
serted, "That's the best damned must be evident that the statement
music I've ever heard." Similar was ambiguous and might have ofthings have occurred in Chicago fended- the people of Brunswick.
and Philadelphia. Just don't take We think we have done right in atit from me, take it from
those tempting to clarify the point, and
who've heard the band Hamp is hope all concerned will feel the
-.

—

same way.

terrific.

About

time someone should
give a bouquet of orchids to Jan
this

Garter for giving up his Lorn*
bardo-like music
and
playing
pieces that at least sound like
music. Lombardo may be good but
the age of George Washington Is
over.
We're glad to hear that
Jan's found out.
He's gaining
popularity fast (I mean Garber,

FickettWins
[

Continued front Page

i

}

lies,

e.)

Hemispheric cooperation and
world organization.

The following evening, March

—

Krupa

is

certainly no detri-

ment.

"Vic" dance. How about a little
support next time. It looked like a
faculty affair.

someone has said, should contain a
After several weeks of intensive little of everything. Henceforth,
Bowdoin's wartime relay therefore, this column will be contrack team went to "Boston on ducted in various DEPARTMENTS
Saturday, February 12, to com- designed for the edification of the
pete against
Northeastern and reader and to facilitate skipping
Worcester Tech. Bowdoin placed (lest, someone skip the whole
second, after being oUtndsed by
There
were six students and one Naval
Ensign in the squad training for
the mile race. The four who ran
at the Boston Athletic Association
event were Bob C. Miller 47, John
M. ("Mac") Holmes '47, George
C. Branche '46, and Ensign Jones
of the Bowdoin Radar training
Worcester

)

Mlchelson. G. Younger, R, Doughty. M. Norken,
K. Leborit*, I.
Backman, M. Shapiro, D. Ross, G.
Branche. M. Holmes, E. Hirshler,
Robinson, H. Lifshitz,
F.
E.
SpauMing, L. Hirsch. M. Anthe-

In Certain houses the vacancies
embers will be
of the Thorndike

m

filled

by Navy

the column and the columnist.
Item No. 1: APOLOGIES are due
to Mr. Charles Curtis, one of our
better known physicists and math-

A

First Spring Student

dramatics.

a senior this

is

in

j

|

We

~

•

j

|

j

j

i

•

I

1

is treasurer of his class.
editor-in-chief
of
the
Ralph A. Hughes of Brunswick,
yearbook and newspaper,
active in athletics. He has the son of Harold T. Hughes, a
won his varsity letter in baseball staff sergeant in the Air Corps, is
Brunswick
High
and was manager of the cross- a senior at
School. He is a member of the
country team last fall.
National Honor Society, editor-inCorydon B. Dunham, Jr., the
next offering. Stan Frederick '46, son of Corydon B. Dunham of 100 chief of the "Orange and Black",
played a trumpet solo. Instead of 'Hudson Terrace, Yonkers, New the school year book, a member of
the Beethoven duet for viola and York, is a senior this year at the the swimming and cross-country
'cello, John Friedmann played a

ly, he was suffering from a slight
cold which kept him from singing
a song by Scarlatti which was
vioscheduled oh the program.
loncello solo by John Friedmann
'47, the Toccatta by Frescobaldi,
an old Italian, composer was the

play,

is

school

and

is

j

A

I

I

J

composition
by
'cello,
work,
this
Following
Knight returned with some encores, "Home on the Range" and
The program
an Irish melody.
closed with Czard by Monte which
Tom Chadwick played on his

HILLMAN TRANSFERS
TO NEW AIR BASE

j

I

modern

Word has been received that
Aviation Cadet Alan C. Hilman,
'44,
member of A.D.Ph., former
student at Bowdoin, has reported
for duty at the Army Air Force
Bombardier School, Carlsbad, New
Mexico.

i

Faure.

—

A

Have a "Coke"

thousand miles

is

not too

far to

come

clarinet.

The next

recital will be

devoted

entirely to a program of songs delivered by Lloyd Knight. The date
ij/'tentativeiy set for March 29.

The program was:
Trio

for Violin,
loncello

and Vio-

Viola

Divertimentl No.

Haydn

1

Moderato
Minuetto

m

a small handicap which he could
not make up. Jones, running third,
gained a little in the. second of his
two laps. Branche, as anchor-man,
managed to close the gap still
further, but nevertheless he finished several yards behind the
Worcester Tech runner.

Fuga

LITERARY CORNER— none this

Robert Hunter '48, violin
David Demarary '47 viola
John Friedmann '47 violoncello
Solo for Saxophone
for the
Toreador Song from "Carmen"
.

Week.

("Wait

for

next

week's

/

thrilling installment").

m

-

c

HOUSEHOLD HINTS
busy housewife.

Bizet

Use the tab in opening and closThomas Chadwick
ing slide fasteners. Do not force Solos for
Bass
them. Before washing a "zip" garCome raggio di sol

'47

Caldara

••

ment

close the zipper. Guard it In
pressing so that the teeth will not
be thrown out of alignment.
IN CHOOSING an inner-spring
mattress, look for these: welltempered steel wire colls, longfibred cotton or curled-hair padding
of six regional contests will have
top and bottom, sturdy corners,
his expenses paid to and from the
strong ticking that won't stretch,
held
New
national finals to be
in
and some provision for ventilation.
$500 for study and travel in Mexi-

O

Following these speeches there
will be an open forum discussion
in which both contestants and audience will participate.
The first place winner in each

co during the

summer

of 1944.

ONE OF THE BEST

and

least

cessete di piagarmi

Lloyd Knight

Scarlatfi

"45

Solo for violoncello
Toccatta
Frescobaldi-Cassado

John Friedmann

'47

• . .

or being friendly with

Chinese

Trumpet Solo

flyers

Godard
Stanley Frederick '45

become the happy bond between people of good
SOmED

INC.
Lewiston, Maine

Park Street

PRINTING
had long experience fn
producing for Bowdoin men:

March

Thurs.

with
Joan Davis - Jane Frazee
Short Subjects

Maine Street

March

Fri.-Sat.

ATTENTION

STATIONERY

POSTERS

FRATERNITY FORMS
And Other

and

Printing

ORIENT is

All

-

Sees All

-

Tells All

No

Censorship

3-4

also

FIRST NATIONAL

Paramount News
Short Subjects

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.

March

BANK

S— DAYS—

Greer Oarson

Curie

with
- Walter Pidgeon
also

Paramount News

ONLY

$2.00 a year

Maine

WATCHMAKER - JEWELER

Capital, $175,000

Total Resources 83,000,000

Student

Patronage

with
Eisa Lanchester - Gordon Oliver

ORIENT

The

Passport To Adventure
also

to:

Solicited

146 Maine St.

March 9

Thurs.

Timber Queen
Dick Arlen

-

College
. . . .

Brunswick, Me.

Store

A

PERSONS AND PLACES: George Santayana
A BELL FOR ADANO: John Hersey

THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKIO: T. W. Lawson
LEND-LEASE: Edward R Stettinms, Jr.
BURMA SURGEON: Gordon S. Seagrave

HUaxy ffeth Hughes
Bull U nil

Book

COLLECTED LYRICS: Edna St. Vincent Mil lay
HOW TO THINK ABOUT WAR AND PEACE:
Mortimer J. Adler

rosters •» The orient

Mi

JEWELRY

STORE
of Brnn«wlck,

March 8

Wed.

The RECORD OFFICE

J

BERRIE'S

5-6-7

Short Subjects

Faal K. Nivea, Bowdoin 1916

Maine

-

William Bendix

Visit the

200MaiatStreet
Dm HWlvK

Maine Street
Brunswick

with
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We have

natural for popular names
to acquire friendly abbreviaThat's why you he«r
Coca-Cola called ''Coke".

It's

UNDEI AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY IY

CUMBERLAND

|

aft

"Coke"= Coca-Cola

i

\*

like to have your girls get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus?
There is an easy and Inexpensive way.
Send a gift subscription to the ORIENT to all your girls and
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere In the world. No extra

The

will.

ing best

know what you are doing?
hear of your athletic achievements?

-

I

— has

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS,
171

Would you

Remember

I

here in America for training have found that so simple

north, south, Coca-Cola stands for the pause that refreshes,

does the cook-

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN
like to

i

Chinese cadet

;

PHILGAS

Do you

a

a phrase as Have a "Coie" speaks friendship in any tongue. East, west,

Berceuse from "Jocelyn"

expensive sources of food energy h
This
Inter-American
Affairs
bread.
Contest is sponsored by the Office
CUSTARDS may be enhanced by
of the Coordinator of Inter-Ameria bay leaf boiled in milk.
can Affairs and conducted under
(Queries addressed to this deAmerican partment
the auspices of
the
will be answered)
Council of Education. "The purposes of the contest are to proand cooperation, to stimulate a
nation-wide study of inter-American affairs, to insure more accurate knowledge and intelligent understanding of the other Americas
the bases for permanent cooperation among the American RepubEach contestant to be accepted
had to prepare a written speech on
the general topic "The Bases for
Permanent Cooperation Among
the American Republics."
Do you like to have your friends

Brunswick

AMUSEMENT CENTER

outstanding junior-. He has taken
part in athletics, soccer, track,

t
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\
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Academy

where last year he stood at the
head of his class and received the
Davidson Scholarship Prize as the

flexibility of program."
"Interruption of college does not
necessarily mean the end of education," he pointed out. The valuable personal contacts one receives in college continue.
Dr. Clark then cited the wrample of Saint Paul, who used his
interrupting arrest in Jerusalem
as a means of forwarding Christianity. He added that the Cross
is a great symbol because Jesus
Christ used his final interruption
in life opportunely.
Summarizing, the Reverend Mr;
Clark concluded: "The same faith
evidenced by Jesus is available to
us to guide and empower us, .and
to relate our lives to the eternal
purpose of God.
must accept
an interruption graciously, make
the best of it, let it make the
best of us, meet it, transform it,
and fulfill the Christian faith."

|

m

Yes, We're Interested In

W

.

Wilbraham

J

!

..."

STUART PRINT SHOP
Tel. 89-

j

Roosevelt High School of that
He spent his first three years
of preparatory work at the Halsted School where he was president of his class, editor of the
school paper, and a member of the
baseball and football teams.
•
Francis W. K. Smith, 'the son
of Mrs. Francis W. K. Smith of
22 Dartmouth Street, Somerville,
Massachusetts, is a senior this
city.

at

I

the overlords force many bitter interruptions on each individual. In
the second and more desirable
way of life the "free man discerns his own goal, plan the way,
and then makes interruptions contribute to the achieving of the
goal." Dr. Clark added, "Americans have firmness of purpose and

Class."

year

Continued from Page

James J. Bagshaw of Freeport,
---roughs of 165 Ashmont Street, is
a senior this year at Deering High New York, the son of James J. teams, and President of the DraSchool. His father is a commis- Bagshaw of 301 Smith Street, is matics Club.
Six students took part in the
John G. Lyons, Jr. of Portland,
sioned officer of the U. S. Public a senior at the Freeport High
first Student Recital of the spring
School.
the son of John G. Lyons of 130
trimester held on February 20th Health Service on duty in PortRobert B. Hunter of Washing- Emery Street, is a senior at Portland and his mother is a nurse in
in the Union.
D. C, the son of Mrs. Her- land High School. He has been
First number on the program the same service. Last year he ton.
was a string trio by Joseph Haydn year at Houlton High School. He bert C. Hunter of 3232 McKinley actively interested in the high
played by the reorganized en- is in the top tenth of his class, is Sereet, .N.W., is a senior at the school paper and annual and this
'47
Friedmann
John
semble:
a member of the cast of the Senior Saint Albans School of Washing; year is editor of the latter. He has
'cello, David Demaray '47 viola,
Play, oh the editorial board of the ton. His chief extra-curricular in- also taken part in debating and
and Bob Hunter '47, who re- school
annual "The North Star", terest has been in music and he dramatics.
placed Wallace Jaffe '47 who
Byron E. Keene of Rockland,
and
has been active in the school has been active in glee club and
the
army,
for
left
recently
instrumental work.
the son of Chauncey M. D. Keene
band.
He
is a member of the Nawho recently left for the army.
John L. Kelley of Lewiston is of 105 North Main Street, is a'
Next. Tom Chadwick '47, played a tional Honor Society.
Saxophone solo, the Toreador Song
Rufus C. Short, the son of Mrs. the son of Linwood J. Kelley, the senior at Rockland High School.
from Bizet's "Carmen". Lloyd Clara C. Morton of North Edge- principal of Lewiston High School. He is a member of the student
Knight followed with an Italian comb, is a senior this year at Lin- He is a member of the basketball council and has been active in
team, is in the cast of the senior dramatics and basketball.
song, "Come raggio di sol" by coln Academy, Newcastle. He is
Caldara which he delivered with vice-president of his class, has a play, is editor-in-chief of the
"Folio", the school year book, and
his usual perfection. Unfortunate- leading role in the senior class

—

,

Military Street,

20

Recital Held Feb.

[

The Portland pastor went on to
say that we are fighting for one
of two ways of life. In one way

Professor Albert Rudolph Thayer announced late Monday that
the Stanley Plummer Prize Contest was being cancelled because
of the lack of participants. The
prize consisting of the annual income of a fund of $1,055 established by Stanley Plummer, of the
class of 1867 has been previously
awarded each year "for excellence
in original and spoken composition
in the English Language on the
part of the members of the Junior

Robert A, Wood of Houlton, the
and tennis, and has been active
son of Raymond H. Wood of 151

Fas News

««•

1

statement was made
ematicians.
in the last issue of Mustard and
Cress (where did that name originate, ahyway ? ) that the Metes had
three times as much Math and
Physics as the average undergraduate, to repeat the "average" undergraduate. Mr. Curtis informs us tition will come from free-lance is among the first ten in his class.
that this does not apply to him and teams, and not necessarily from He is a member of the Dramatic
other members of his physics class. each fraternity.
Club and has been active for
We express our regrets at having
three years in the work of the
Classical Forum.
included Mr. Curtis amongst the

—

COLLEGE STUDENTS
I

department

designed for the personal uses of

is

i

Band

Leo Dunn '47, one of the fastest
in college, was unable to run
because he had just been released
from the college infirmary several
days before the race and did not
have enough time to recuperate
completely. Dunn comes from Boston Latin School where he was
very active in track activities. In "average"
and
undergraduates,
the indoor cage here last fall Me herewith except him from the
came close to breaking the college above designation.
record for the 300 yard run.
FROM UNUSUALLY RELIThe other two men who did not ABLE sources we gather that the
compete in Boston were joe name of our column is frequently a
Woods '47, and John Friedman source of perplexion to the simple.
'47. Woods had never gone out for The following quotation from Lewtrack before this year, and sur- is Carroll's "Hunting of the Snark"
prised everyone when he placed (Fit the Third) should clear up the
second in the Inter-Fraternity question of the origin of the phrase
Meet 1000 yd. run last semester, "Mustard and Cress":
when he was surpassed only by
"They roused him with muffins
Fred B. Auten '47, an outstanding
they roused him with ice
long distance runner from Cass
"They roused him with Mustard
City,
Michigan.
Friedman also
and Cress
took part in the Inter-Fraternity And to think that some people
Meet last semester.
have actually ascribed the quotaCoach Jack Magee has express- tion to Thackeray!
-o
ed doubts at first about any track
THE WEATHER is a subject
competition with other colleges
this year, after the Cross Country well suited to the opening of conteam was dissolved last fall. It versations, the WEATHER DEwas not known until very shortly PARTMENT, therefore, will be
before the Boston race whether or used when nothing better to talk
not Ensign Jones would be able about occurs to us.
Freshman: "Is the weather alto participate.
He comes from
Ohio State University, where he ways like this?"
Veteran
of
the
shnh-fieUs,
established
numerous
records.
"No.
Jones did much inter-collegiate equipped with hip-boots:
running throughout the country Sometimes all this ( indicating surwhile he was on the Ohio team.
rounding quagmires) freezes. Then
George Branche was the only one uses skates instead of wading
member of the squad who had had boots."
Freshman: "It is all part of the
any previous track experience at
Bowdoin before this year. Bob Bowdoin Tradition, I take it?"
Veteran (drily): "It is."
Miller was a "Dark Horse" disro -c
covery, whose speed had not been
realized before he applied for the
SOCIAL GOSSIP is just what
relay team.
the
name
implies
excuse me,
m
As one of many events in the hot quite as bad as all that; The
athletic meet in Boston, the Bow- Department reports on the Vic
doin - Worcester - Northeastern Dance: not what It might have
relay race came after a whole day been. Explanation: Apparently net
of races and contests including enough girls are willing to trust
high school competitors from all themselves, or the fellows, or perhaps hot enough fellows are willing
over the state of Massachusetts.
Miller was first runner for the to trust the girls.. Anyway* they
Bowdoin team, and unluckily was Weren't enough couples and too
assigned the outside lane. At the many frustrated (doe to the "No
Stags"
sign)
stags.
Remedy
first turn he was neck-and-neck
with the inside man and could not Physician, cure thyself,
- c
pass him. Holmes ran second with

men

TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERa
t Continual fro* Fife

PERSONALS— this

in the first kip.

group.

,

Winthrop

Qroton

TUB COMPLEAT COLUMN,

training,

NOW OPEN

TewaBldg.

For you who don't know there
were 17 couples at last Saturday's

B. E.

£ Continued from Page

Plans were inaugurated for ih continue at Bowdoin indefinitely.
Ofi
intramural track meet and a col- The President placed emphasis
college can
lege bridge tournament at the the fact that if the
White Key meeting on Feb It. maintain its membership at 190
George Branche is ih charge of students, it can survive the war.
the track meet with Jud Merrill
and Fred Gregory taking care of
the bridge tournament. Both will
be held sometime in March. Plans
£ Continued from Page i ]
are being* considered for. a interfraternity bowling league some- Favorites from Victor Herbert's
time this spring.
t
Operettas
According to Tom Sawyer *4€» Medley from "Snow White" and
the Seven Dwarfs"
the track meet will hot be run as
an inter-eatlng house affair, but Medley of Service Songs and
United Nations Anthems
rather from
specially
selected
Musical events planned for the
teams so as to balance the difference in strength among the various houses.
The forthcoming bridge tourna- Scholarships
ment will take place at the T.D.
[ Continued from Page i ]
house at an announced date sometime in the near future. As beCarl H. Lebovitz of Portland,
fore, thr director of the Moulton
Union, D. D. Lancaster, will pro- the son of Nathan Lebovitz of 140
vide the necessary bridge boards, Grant Street, is a senior this year
cards and refreshments. Compe- at Portland High School where he

MB

Rev. Clark

No One Signs Up
For Plummer Prize

BrunswickHardwareCo.

not Washington) and he's headed 28, 1944, each of the eight particifor big times. Keep it up, Jan.
pants will present a prepared
By the way. you Krupa lovers speech ten minutes in length on a
better not feel too overjoyed at his topic assigned to him in advance.
being free. It's good, sure but
he's still got another charge to
beat. Meanwhile he
tubs with
. . .
Tommy Dorsey who, by the way.
. . .
Just broke attendance records in
central New York.
Maybe if
Tommy can hold onto Krupa, the
old DOrsey band will go 16 the top
again.

By

ASfPMove

By Tom Sawyer

Crets

TttRfift
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THE GHOST TOWH
And

the boys left

Bowdoin

And

the Eagle closed

And

Blondie's

up shop

And

there were

And

no more cowboy

empty

seats at the

Cumberland

And Adam Walsh got flabby

*

And the U S O died of starvation

And the women wept

And

Chandler's sold no more pocket editions

And

the bulldog

on Maine

Street pined

went dry

thrills at

the Pastime

And so did Lenny
And

away

the

women wept

^

And

the

women wept

And

Lizotte

women wept

the

\

And

the

women wept

And Sam

And

Prof.

And Doc Johnson longed for the
the

And Mr.
his lips

And

there were gigless Saturdays

And

no more quivering

And

the

Lorenzo packed away his cribbage board

And Hyde

And

Korgen couldn't smack

Hall was deserted except for "Pop"

lips

monthly parades

women wept

And the women wept

In Mournful

Kingsbury held no more seminars

And

the boys left

And

they went back to the

Bowdoin

Army

And the Army wept.

women wept

Memory

s

of

A.S.TJ>.
recent victim of some peculiar blimt' instrument. Death
was instantaneous, since the assassins did a skilled job.
The body will be in state during the entire month of
March, wiless the stench becomes too great, and the last

expected to be held on April 1st. The ceremony
and simple, *wce-. nothing much can be said
oyer the body of an infant tihat&vas)liiver allowed to reach
maturity and find its place in the world. Pallbearers will
consist solely of octagonal patches showing a bro\en
sword piercing a leading lamp, all upon a goldbric\ background.
rites are

will be brief

Elegy Written Over

A

A

Scottish

Maine Folk

Ballad

Broken Slide-Rule

underneath the one hundred thousand blue and
gold octagonal patches on some lonely hill between Topsham and
Brunswick, so that It will be resurrected in the year 2144 by some
historian of that day, who will read it as a feeble protest against
the blundering powers that were.)
(to be buried

(Wit* apologies to Thomas Gray)

T. S.
The curfew tolls the JjneJI of AST,
The moaning world cries out a sobbing "Why?"
Ten ten thousand soldiers ponder what's to be,

Lowell Thomas

"O

where hoe ye been, Buck Private, my son?
where hoe ye been, my earnest young man?"
"I have been to Bowdoin Tech, mother, where
Shivering lips and threatening brows ruled supreme."

O

And wander dazed, and curse and cry.

How

"But were ye nae in the Army, Buck Private, my son?
did ye do at Bowdoin, my faithful young man?"
"Mostly, mother, I remember parading each month
Before a wee, wee man in a gymnasium room."

What

fades the glamour in that patch of blue and gold,

Ten

ten thousand soldiers lose their look forlorn;

The sword

is

blunt, the flame of the lamp's

Sardonic laughter shakes each

side,

gone cold!

each face

is full

"But what did ye study at Tech, Buck Private, my son?
Did ye nae study aught useful, my sincere young man?"

of

scorn.

Beneath a Physics

Ten

AT LAST
text,

beneath a

lie

in

a moldy heap,

There, frying in the lamp, stabbed by the sword,

That most glorious of

all

THANK GOD!!

slide rule's shade,

ten thousand shoulder patches

is

!

The Mothers

Brunswick's Daughters

laid

gold bricks, in eternal sleep.

of

^jj"

MMMMMMflMI

"Tay, mother, we studied hard doing six inches raise,
Spread, down six, together, up six, drop 'em." \

'

"But what hoe ye accomplished Buck Private, my son?
What talents hoe ye acquired, my hard-working young
man?'*

"Mother, cut me a skillet and build me a fire,
And then sit ye down to wait, for I hoe learned to cook"

iniMIMMIIIIIIIIIMI

—

.

DON'T MISS ROBERT FROST

V

'
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Masque & Gown Readying For "Goodbye Again" Opening
Cancels Tentative Dance

Campus Red Cross Drive
Moves Toward $3 00 Goal

The dance scheduled to be
held after the Masque and Gown
play on March 17 has been called off due to lack of undergraduate interest.

President K. C. M. Sills opened the Annual Red Cross
Drive here in the college in a chapel address on March 1st,
1944. Shortly afterward Lloyd Knight '45, Student Council
President announced that the Council had appointed Lewis
Fickett, Jr. '47 to be Student Chairman of the drive. Fred W.
Spaulding '47 was selected Vice-Chairman.
President K. C. M. Sills opened
the Annual Red Cross Drive here
in the college in a chapel address
on Maroh 1st. 1944. Shortly af-

Knight Introduces

Student Coffin

terward Lloyd Knight '45,
Council President announced that
the Council had appointed Lewis
be Student
to
Fickett. Jr. '47
Chairman of the drive. Fred W.
Spaulding '47 was selected ViceChairman.
In colloboration with Dean Paul
Nixon the chairman set the quota
at three hundred dollars, and announced that the drive's deadline
would be March 27. This year's
quota will require a student conapproximately two
tribution of
dollars per capita.
At the time this article was
written, Gerald Nowlis of Zeta
Psi

was the

Strikingly different is the new
"The Bowdoin
song.

Bowdoin

I

Lloyd R. Knight

KNIGHT SLATED FOR
MARCH 24 CONCERT

folk-song.

Bowdoin, Bowdoin, Bowdoin!
•

Lloyd R. Knight '45. President
of the Student Council, will solo
in a full-length recital in the Moulton Union on March 26 at 2.45 p.m.

Like the face of you.

When

fraternity to anhouse had conto the drive. Fa-

I

was

still in

my

twenties,

Books, sun, and sea
They were three things

his

tributed 1007r
vorable reports from other houses

have been coming

New

wanted
The world to

in.

The program
cially Red
Tillotson,

that I

has several light operatic numbers
namely: "Excerpts from Snow
White," "Excerpts from Show

.

(

Bowdoin, Bowdoin. Bowdoin!

.

world's a shinging place
This year's subject in the Horace That has the unaging
Lord Piper Prize essay competition Bright sun for its face.
is: The Atlantic Charter as a Basis
for Peace Limitations and Possi- The sea is music forever,
bilities. All men who have com- Books are a cry
pleted at least one trimester and For the man to wake and be doing
less than flye trimesters are eligi- Before he die.
ble to enter this contest. Those who
intend to submit papers should Bowdoin, Bowdoin, Bowdoin!
give their names to Professor Dag- Young sun upon the sea.

—

•

.

.

1

'-

-

j

Clark
Ralph
17.
Hughes '47, Harold Lifshitz '45,
Two Boston authorises, having Stanley Frederick *46, Leonard
heard Knight in an audition, de- Gottlieb '47.
clared that his "voice is one in a
million," and has unusual radio
They also stated he
qualities.
Sesquicentennial Plaits
"could go to the top" if he spent
enough time on singing.

gett. The papers must be handed in
Bowdoin. Bowdoin, Bowdoin!
not later than noon on May 27th.
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
( Continued on Page i 1
i
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Alive And Shirts In Shreds,
The Manning Smiths Leave For Vnian

Cats

also

it

Adopted By Alumni

Still

Frederic E. T. Tollotson, Professor of Music, is now investigating
the possibilities of a scholarship for
Alumni and friends of the colLloyd at the Curtis Institute in lege , are uiged to ajark Saturday.
June* 24| 'as the day on which th'ey
[ Continued on Page 2 )
will, relurn (to campus for^en that
day will be held the celebration
IN
of the 150th anniversary of tne
granting of Bowdoin's charter.
There will be a special Convocation in the First Parish Church
Louis Speyer, one of the fore- at 11.00 a.m. At this time the
most English Horn players in the plans call for an address on the
world, will be a featured soloist at significance of the occasion,
a
the Fifth Concert of the Brunswick poem and the Conferring of honChamber Music Society on Sunday orary degrees. The Convocation
afternoon, March 19, at 2.45 p.m. in will be followed by a luncheon for
guests,
Memorial Hall.
delegates.
Alumni, and
Also Norbert Lauga, violinist, friends of the college. This lunchand Professor Frederic Tillotson, eon will replace the usual compianist, will play in the concert, mencement luncheon and will be
next to last of a series. At 8.15 p.m. followed by a few speeches. It is
in the Moulton Union tomorrow. expected, however, that customProfessor Tillotson will discuss in- ary reports and alumni awards
formally modern music in relation will be made at this time.
In the late afternoon or early
to the program. The talk will center around the music of the mod- evening, the Masque and Gown
ern composer Hindemith, who has will present a Shakesperian play.
a composition for the English Horn On Saturday morning, June 25 a
special
service of thanksgiving
in the concert.
Bowdoin College has contributed and remembrance will be observed
650 dollars to the Brunswick in the First Parish Church. A conChamber Music Society. May first cert will be presented in the afis the date set for the last concert ternoon.
in the series, with Alfred Zighera,
Continued on Page 2 ]

teach chemistry to V-12 boys at
in Schenectady, New
York, beginning on March 20.
really
"been
has
Manning
around," for he was born at East
Orange, New Jersey; went to high
school in East Cleveland, Ohio; received his A.B. from Swarthmore
College in Pennsylvania in 1937;
and his Ph.D. from M.I.T. in 1940.
Hearing of Dr. Smith's plans for
departure, one evening we went
over to his house. In response to
our knocks, the door opened and
Mrs. Smith greeted us pleasantly
with "Come right in. My husband
is in the living room, but I don't
know whether you'll be able to find
him." Pleased by the cordial reception and charming smile of our
hostess, but somewhat perplexed
by the latter statement, we entered
and looked around. And in a flash,
like the electric light bulb of the
comic strips, the meaning of Mrs.
Smith's words came to us.
For
from a sea of trunks, suitcases, and

Union College

clothes, up popped a hitherto invisible head, closely followed by a

there have been weird tales about
coming back from a certain
laundry minus sleeves, but these

shirts

were undoubtedly vicious rumors,
and we never believed them until
Mr. Smith, partially obscured by
the proverbial (and hackneyed)
"sea of trunks," stood up, revealing
a shirt with a number (masterpiece of understatement) of holes
in it. Manning, smiling, said he was
running a lottery to see who could
guess most accurately the number
of holes in it.

Having been at Bowdoin for two
and a half years. Dr. Smith expresses his sorrow at leaving with

"no tears, but deep sincerity." His
opinion of Bowdoin is "completely
confined to superlatives," which
was a rather evasive answer, but
sounded like good stuff for the

ORIENT.
After selling us a ticket in his
lottery for 9,274 holes.. Dr.
Smith (perhaps attributing superhuman powers to the business
manager of the ORIENT) remark£ Continued on Page 4 }
shirt

SEVEN FACULTY MEN
When the Bowdoin unit of the
Army Specialized Training program got

their

marching orders

week, it resulted in the departof seven members of the
younger faculty.
last

ure

Robert F. Kingsbury will teach
physics at Bates College. Lawrence
B. Merrill now has a position with
the American Can Company in
Portland. Elroy O. LaCasce '44 is
working at the Naval Research
Laboratory in Washington. D. C.
Richard A. Rhodes. 2nd '44 and R.
Ellis '39 will be working in
physics either in the Army or for
the armed forces. Dr. Manning

Hobart

Smith has accepted a position at
Union College to teach chemistry
to a naval V-12 unit stationed
Willard Streeter Bass

'38.

who has been instructing in
Army Geography course, also

left

there.

last

the

week, but his immediate plans

are uncertain.
Streeter Bass was born in Wilton. Maine. September 24. 1915. After receiving his Bowdoin A.B. he
studied at Harvard in 1939-40. He
became a Teaching Fellow in Ger-

here in 1941. He was a
ber of Delta Kappa Epsilon.

man

mmtm

mem-

A delayed dispatch to the
Portland Press Herald told how
Second Lieutenant John H. Rich,
Jr. '39 performed an unusual
kindness to animals exploit beyond his line of duty as a Japanese Interpreter with the Marines at Kwajalein Atoll, the
Marshall Islands.
Only by his saying "Nekko
Kotohl Roi," Japanese for "Come
here, kitty" was a Japanese cat
lured from Its dangerous position
in a much-bombed building.
Lieut. Rich, who is attached to
the Fourth Marine Division, Is a
former editor of the ORIENT
and staff member of the "Press
Herald" and the "Kennebec
Journal."

HUNT FIREBUG FOR
last Nrrars fires
Brunswick's fire whistle worked overtime last nite as a series
of seven fires of suspicious origin
started Fire Chief Harold Nlckersou and Police Chief Warren
Purington on a hunt for a pyro-

manlao
There was one small fire aa
close to campus as Short's Market, .Maine and Cteaveland Streets.
There were three abortive blazes
la the vicinity of rushing and

Oak

Streets.

Sonata for

is

Violin,

Allegro

Adagio
Allegro
[

C

Sills,

Professor
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men

to

whom

Mar.

15

Chapel,

The

Gymnasium.

WGAN. BOWRolfe E.

8.15 p.m. Moulton Union. Professor Tillotson will discuss informally the music to be played
at the forthcoming concert of

Chamber Music

Society.

Mar. 17 Chapel Professor
Root. Lloyd Knight '45 will sing
a new Bowdoin song. Robert
Peter Tristram Coffin '15 has
written the words.
8.15 p.m.
Hall.

Frl.

Memorial

I

;

j

j

j

eTtherVX'or^^ ^Alumnfs Contributions

plenty of average students to represent the college on the athletic
T Continued on Page 4 ]

d a
iBowdom-on-Air Plans

-'

™

Total $18,000 ToDate

Interview Of Diplomat

|

!

Brown Sees Value

In
For

Well-Led Bull Session

its

program tomorrow night

Bowdoin-on-the-Air

an interview of Mr.
Sands,

I

will

feature
F.

William

retired

1

'

service
lor
men rethe interviewer will cover the turning from the armed forces and
Hubert R. Brown
spoke
in
subject of America's diplomatic other Bowdoin men seeking emChapel on Wednesday, March 8.
relationships after the war.
ployment during the economic
Professor Brown first
cited
From the experience he has crisis.
Charles Beard's "Republic ", an ingained as secretary of the AmeriThe Fund Directors and the
formal discussion on the "United
can Legation in Japan and Korea, Alumni Council have concurred in
States Constitution," as an outMr. Sands is well qualified to dis- urging the establishment
of
a
[standing example of what transcuss America's diplomatic rela- Placement BureaVi at the college
P ires in a "bull session" attended tions with Japan.
His observa- with a full-time placement adviby an authority. Comparing Mr.
tions and deductions will be based sor. Sufficient funds have been seBeard to a "Rock on which many
on his intimate knowledge of the cured to begin the service, and it
a glittering generalization went to
oriental race gained from his ad- is expected that
the governing
smash," Professor Brown said
visory position to the emperor of boards
and the administration
such authoritative talks should be
'46,

!

I

j

|

I

I

1

Korea.

Masque and Gown performance
for the benefit of the Red Cross
"Goodbye Again" by Scott
and Haight. Students admitted
to rush seats on presentation of
of

blanket tax; to reserved seats
for thirty-five cents. Tickets for
general public: reserved seats,
eighty-five cents; rush seats,
fifty-five cents. For reservations telephone Eric Hirschler

from practical discussions of a
like kind. Professor Brown told
of a recent session on swing music in which both "long hairs and
hep-cats"
had
their
say.
A
learned authority was present who
was the source of
Professor
Brown's "delight and admiration."
This man clarified the thinking of
the entire group on the subject of
popular music.
In conclusion Professor Brown

i

Ml

'46 at 8781.
Sat. Mar. 18 Chapel, Professor
[ Continued on Page 4 ]

*~——

take appropriate action.

will

Mr. Sands resides at present in
The Alumni Fund scholarships,
Brunswick and has lectured sev- which in recent years have eneral times before both civilian and

Army

classes.

[

Continued on Page 3

]

2,031 Blue, 25 Gold Stars Now Adorn
Chapel Flag, But Don't Tell All Facts
•

Stopping across the threshold of lhc following citations
havc been
the college chapel, one of the first
awarded
once tQ Bow6otl
things that meets your eye is the
men The Colonial Meda i Croix
college service flag. It is very simGuerre
Distinguished
Service
remarked "There may be some- ilar to the service flags seen in
ion of Meri
^a and
thing to this education business many Brunswick homes except c
Marino c
MedaJ Commander
after all!"
that it is on a larger scale. With a
The complete text of Professor large blue star in its center, it has of the Order of the British Empire.
Citation for devotion to duty, citaBrown's address follows:
recently been made accurate. That
"The editors of "Life" have is, the flag nowbears the correct tion for meritorious service at
Distin g Uishe d Serv
|pcarl Harbo
numeral signifying the Bowdoin
[ Continued on Page 2 ]
ice
Medal (posthumously), and
men in the service. That number is the Navy Cross (posthumously).
2,031. Also on the flag we find a
When one thinks that there are
College "At Sea"
17
smaller gold star bearing the nummerely some 6,000-odd living BowYear-Old Unit Question
ber 25 and signifying that there are
doin men, it must be admitted that
that many Bowdoin men who have
this is a fine record. Over half of
sacrificed their lives for this land
There has been no informathe men in the services from Bowor ours.
tion released as to the possibilidom are commissioned officers.
However, this memorial doesjiot Th e ORIENT takes pleasure in
ty of Bowdoin being sent an
Army 17 year-old unit. The tell us the complete story. Tn fact, listing here the men who have reAS I.P left last Saturday. Due to it says nothing of the many Bow- ceived citations in this war. It is
doin men who have been awarded a gre a t record and one of which
the veils covering military matcitations. Nor does it mention the Bowdoin is justly proud.
ters the ORIENT is unable to
divulge any information as to
men reported as missing or as prisColonel C. W. Ricker 15, DSM
members, destination, etc. Memoners. At the last report there (posthumous); Lt. Comdr. J. E.
bers of the faculty, the Presiwere were 5 Bowdoin men listed as French '21, Purple Heart (postdent, and Dean
missing, 3 graduates named pris- humous); A. M. Stratton '35 AFS,
are awaiting
news from the government c >noners of war, and it was announced Colonial Medal and Croix de
cerning the possible arrival of a
that 43 citations had been awarded. Guerre; «»Maj. Richard Beck '37,
new unit of 17 year-old Army
To recapitulate, the records show DSC and Silver Star; Lt. (jg) M.
trainees under the Army's presthat Bowdoin men have received A. Eaton '37, Navy Cross (postent training program. Whether
the following citations: Air medal humous); Cpl. W. S. Hawkins '38.
or not such a unit will be sent
—9; Distinguished Flying Cross— silver Star: Lt. E. L. O'Neill. Jr.
to Bowdoin in an effort to re8; Oak Leaf Cluster(s)—5; Silver
^g ci ted for devotion for duty;
place the departed ASTP's reStar 4; Purple Heart—3, one!
._
£ Continued on Page 4 i
mains dubious.
posthumously; Soldiers' Cross—2.

^
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So far $18,000 has been contributed to the 1944 Alumni Fund.
Directors of the Fund have announced that this year's goal has
been set at $40,000. Appropriations will be used in part to defray the many expenses arising
out of the emergency, and also to
aid in vocational guidance
and

1

a valuable lesson to Bowdoin undergraduates.
To prove the Army benefits

ories."

the Brunswick

were entirely on an intellectual
plane and required no physical
exertion whatsoever. There were

diplomat
and
Humorously lampooning under- traveler
of wide experience in the
degrees graduate bull sessions and de- Far East, by Rolfe E. Glover
III placement
fending
authorities,
Professor

would deny the op-

DOIN-ON-THE-AIR.

tives,

Coffin is arranging for a visit of
the poet Robert Frost as guest
speaker for the Witan, the undergraduate organization of those interested in literature, in the near
will be a meeting of the
All undergraduates, particularly freshmen, interested in literary matters are urged to be
present at the meeting tonight at
Witan tonight. President David
Tower-Stark announces, at which
refreshments will be served, and
the poetry of Robert Frost will
be discussed in anticipation of his
8.15 p.m. in Conference
room
of the Moulton Union.

Business schools turn out execubut a College is concerned
with making men and developing
the powers that they have.
"A College does not form character," he continued, "character is
formed in the home, schools, and
community. A college can develop
character by setting up goals, and
help one to become a whole man.
While a person is in college, he
should develop sincerity, reliability. and character," he said.
Stressing the characteristic of
reliability, he said that if someone rings the Chapel bell punctually every day, we come to have
faith in that person, but should
the Chapel bell fail to sound one
day. our faith in the character
and reliability of that person is
decreased.

|

Glover '46 will interview William Franklin Sands, Esq., author of "Undiplomatic Mem-

that' various
schools
turn out different types of men:
Medical schools turn out doctors,

FROST ANNOUNCED
AS WITAN GUEST

,

7.45 p.m. Station

nation.
He said

]

!

1

Army A-12 and Navy V-12 programs. Members of the college
desiring to take the tests must
register in advance with Professor Kendrick, the faculty adviser on military affairs.
Thu. Mar. 16 Chapel, George J.
Kern '45. Beta Theta Pi.

of character. He said that the
College was thought of as a spiriminor
tual power-house, concerned with
J. S. Bach
(1685-1750) the Spiritual development of man.
This power-house, transforming
men into higher relations adds
greatly to the spiritual life of a

Continued on Page 3

\

Qualifying examinations for the

Concerto for Violin, Oboe and
Pianoforte in

:

President.
9.00 a.m. Sargent

speaking Sunday, March 5, in
Chapel stressed the development

Allegro

.

|

Wed.

(1653-1728)

President Kenneth C. M.

Emerge

For

Coming Events

Of College To Students

Grave
Poco largo
Andante

.

Book

portunity of securing
should not be allowed to drift into that group of Alumni whose
active and interested support of
the College has been lost for want
of continuing College and Alumni
Association contacts reserved for
degree holders. A committee was
appointed to examine the membership provisions of the Alumni
Association with a view towards
broadening them.
From its study of practices at
[ Continued on Pane 3 ]

Discusses Relationship

Loeillet

.

,

BCA

World War

violin

as follows:

.

j

many Bowdoin

Oboe and

Pianoforte

NEW MEN TO COUNCIL

'

graduate Alumni. Council members expressed the desire that the

ist.

The program

Rich Knows How To
Handle Jap Cats Also
tit.

ARMY GOES, SO DO

]

At the annual meeting of the
Alumni Council last Commence
ment one of the topics "d!™SZd
was Bowdoin's relation with non

I,

and Norbert Lauga,

R£ *f

STUDENTS ELECT FIVE

Changes In Make Up

SPEYER SOLOIST
CHAMBER CONCERT

'cellist;

ppe^;
i

Alumni Council Plans

.

!

Masque and

I

;

I
body, and Dr. Smith welcomed us
About the time this paper goes In and motioned us. to a chair.
The preliminaries over. Dr.
to press. Dr. Manning Smith will
be leaving Bowdoin College to Smith pointed to his shirt. Now,

By Paul W. Moran

drive, the

A large amount of work has been done to get the play

for

i7Kern^^u

|

A

-

marches

ning.

the "grinds" to into shape. Richard A. Roundy '47 has the leading part, that
the dark corners and! of a "literary lion" on a lecture tour. The
leading feminine
G
e J
°f -eaetary to the lecturer-novelist, is
played by
ed°?n a
rsaiss iVlar y ioung. Miss Betty Warner
greater undergraduate participaSmith is cast in an
tion in both athletic and non-ath- important feminine part as an old flame of
the lecturer
letic activities in his chapel talk
m
yesterday.
1
George Jean Nathan has the fol"In fact," the "Head" safd at one lowing to say of "Goodbye Again"
point, "a weekly meeting of some) in "Judge": "A humorously obclub is to my mind as important as servant fable treating of the love
a class, and since I do not wish to! life or a literary gent on a middledeny the grind his pleasure of western lecture tour.
Told its
Merrill Studio grinding, nor the average student story with a saucy
eye to authenMiss Betty Warner Smith
his desire to pass an exam, it be- tic character and with a pretty
Curran, Curtis, Merrill,
comes necessary for those men to good flavor of wit. What was more,
Sawyer, and Frederick
plan their time so that it won't bei it steadfastly avoided most traces
Plans
Drive
necessary to miss a rehearsal be- of banality and in the handling of
Victorious
cause of a forthcoming exam."
the affair between the literary gent
Foreign Students
The "Farmer" opened his speech and his secretary, displayed an
by saying, "As conditions stand originality that the deftest of the
Bowdoin
undergraduates
went
At the completion of the Greek those of you present
are here boulevard comedy
boys might to the polls, a week ago last
War Relief Drive, the Bowdoin by virtue of one of today
three reasons. envy."
Thursday, and filled five vacancies
Christian Association is planning
You are either 4-F. under 18, or! With a rather
on
the
Student
Council.
new „ h
Those
a drive to secure books for fordeferred from pursuit of a scien- eternal
elected from an original ballot of
tria
e
eign students. The drive will be
£
t.fic course of study Why you are
^en called oSe of the gayest and twenty -one were as follows:
carried out in response to a reh
relatively unir
Group
A
(four
or more terms)
successful comedies of the
quest received by President Sills
Thomas Sawyer '46 and Peter
in which a na tiona, drive of the
c
arTai^w!
Students will be admitted free Curran '44. Group B (two to four
terms)
Stanley
A. Frederick, Jr.
to either the Friday or the Satse
s
and those received will probably
urday performance of "Goodbye '46; Charles Curtis '47; and Judif
gcncra ly
'46.
son
R.
Merrill
be sent to New York for distri!
Again".
It they
wish
reserved
n^ftolifi
Clifford
Travis
'45,
Clayton
bution. Ultimately
these
books cation,
and to fulfill that desire, it seats they will be charged 30c, Reed "46, and "Gump'' Grant '46
.
in u
11
will
be sent* all
over .u
the world to
the difference between the prices
~T!
is
rumored, requires a certain
•j
.
j
.
c
j
r
aid students in foreign lands for 1 ,_ „„ . ,
.
\
for reserved and rush seats for were named as alternates for
.T
amount of studying on the part of
.u
.
r
rou
While
Frede"ck W.
whom the acquisition of appropn- ti ......«„..« w, u
\7
e
j the general public, who are bein
9 P
'""?*
17,
0odS
ate books is becoming a problem.
charged 85c and 55c. Student!
* re
i°f?u.
un P lea *a "
Clayton F. Reed '46 reports fiat
and the general public are urged 47, *]* She rd Lifshitz 47. rethroughout the world it
-u
,ved
runner
this drive will begin at the culmiP honors in Grdup
to attend the Friday performR
nation of the Greek War Relief
ance, if possible, since men in uni.
ou ,d ma e
e
opporSaw r who
came from * Fort
Drive. Reed, as president of the t
form from the campus units and
t
£ ^! >*>" hore at
?5
1
"* offered
Bowdoin Christian Association.
from the Naval Air Station are i airneld' Maine, is majoring on
J,"™
President
of
has expressed great satisfaction
*",-«.,
being given free admission on Chemistry Now
*•
_•
„
v
little later Kern continued. "A
^igma Nu he has been active here
with the results of the Greek
Saturday.
ent
I mentioned that
Clothing drive. He expects the
The cast of the play has been in Int«Tiniternity athletics and
r,
u
n * du rin ^ese w ar years is
job to be finished within the next
unchanged in the past two weeks ln e ^wdoin Yacht Club.
?
,
important;
on the other hand Properties
Curran President of DeKa Uptwo weeks. Reed reports that it
have been assembled
there IS
need of carrying 1 to
altham. Massachuhas been a much bigger job than
and the mechanics of stage light- sllon 1S from
jextremes. When Bowdoin was a
was originally thought possible.
ing ond off-stage effects are now setts An ^"omics major. "Pete"
college of 600 men, the so-called
played on Adam Walsh's last footIn connection with BCA plans,
being worked out.
grinds could go through their four
there is to be a panel discussion
It is hoped that a substantial
[ Continued on Page 4 ]
years never bothering anyone or
on the queslkm of -world peace on
contribution to the Red Cross may
March 29 BTthe ^otStonT^fin" *>""* bothered. They did manage resulf from these 'performances:
to become members of clubs which
The organization^ War Fund wilL
[ Continued on Page 3 J
Calling

him, has stated that the program Boat."
has the most interesting series of
A person who can play a tenor
songs for a vocal recital at Bow saxophone is desired to play in the
doin and compares favorably to the ba'nTand~mutuai" benefit' would'be
Boston
programs New York and
achieved Jim QnHer '47 has joined
the band as an accordion player
,
»^
. .,
Lloyd Knights recital on March. and this novel instrument adds
in
College.
26 will be his last while
greatly to the effect of the music
He has presented one previous re- produced. The following are in the
cital in which he was the sole band: Thomas Chadwick '47,
Robartist. He will appear at the sesqui- ert Burroughs '47, George
Kern
centennial anniversary of the Bos- '45, Anson Olds '46, John Toeller
ton Alumni Association on April 16 45 John McMorran 46< Jim Cutler
and again at the Concert by the '47, Rolf Glover '46, Michael AnBrunswick Choral Society on April thonakes '47, Bill
'47.

be.

Bowdoin, Bowdoin, Bowdoin!
Young sun upon the sea

ATLANTIC CHARTER
PIPER PRIZE THEME

stirring

Red Cross Fund

Gown is presenting Goodbye Again tonight and Saturday eve-

He Urges

"Come from

In an interview Professor Tillotson, stated that, "there has been
more enthusiasm over the present
band than ever before since I have
been here." "It is a better band
with this limited enrollment than
in pre-wartimes."
Professor Tillotson is taking over
the band as organizer and director.
Due to the absence of a bass player, Lt. Carl Larsen, who was going
to conduct, is playing bass. There
are four Naval Radar men who are
playing in the band.
There are two clarinets, an oboe,
and a sousaphone available for
students who can play these instruments.
When one thinks of a band, he
mainly thinks of its playing military compositions, but along with
several

will feature espe-

Army songs. Professor
who is to accompany

Benefitting the

Activities;

Plan Time,

FAST GROWING BAND

Sun," which will be introduced in
the Friday noon chapel service by
Lloyd R. Knight '45. The song
was written for Professor Frederick Tillotson by Bowdoin's poet
Robert P. Tristram Coffin in May,
1943. The tune is that of a Cz?ch

first

nounce that

Seeks Support For

Campus

TILLOTSON CONDUCTS

Song In Chapel

Upon Atlantic's blue
The big sun is golden

kern caus grinds

Students To See It
iMiwonr Advise
Tonight; se™,^,, Next

Due To Lack Of Interest

—

1

"

^

—
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whetted and

been

has

so

was agreed

It

T. P. J^ews was a mastersatirical and whimsical lines re-

S.

sallies

made

readers laugh in

1941-43.

to be the sentiments of the

Mothers of

much about

AST

graduates that the farewell edition of

The A.

usually expect to hear from one

— V—

rage.

promptly falls off and knocks it
down. The sign is taking quite
a beating.

Red

Cross.

It is

a privilege. Last year

Manning A. Smith
week for a post
His loss may be

here since 1941, Dr.
is

Bowdoin

leaving

this

Union College.
up to the departure of the
A. S. T. P. Unit which he was helping to
instruct. There is a high priority on men
with the knowledge and teaching ability
which Manning possesses. He naturally
at

chalked
less.

The percentage for the college as a
whole was 98.57' last year. Although all
the fraternities and the Thorndike Club
up

signed

100 /v,

five

independents

feels

now

failed to join.

This spring the college enrollment

ice at

March

1943.

Would it not be an appro-

symbol of our determination to

priate

carry on to double the ordinary mini-

mum

contribution

everybody gave at

one dollar?

of

two

least

could get pretty close to

dollars,

If

we

last year's total

contribution of $323.50.

Most
There

will be possible to see first

mammoth and

the

multifarious

hand
tasks

this organization conducts. It will give

you a feeling of satisfaction to think that
you did your small part to make those
humanitarian

and service man

ian

that

pay
the

all

Red

their fares;

Cross.

who

those

Red Cross

It's

only

GOODBYE TO THE

Ex-

—V—

you

directly or

Do

your part

A.

S.

who have known him

military secret that

A. S. T. P. Unit has
wake it leaves a trail

Bowdoins

pulled out. In

its

of questions con-

cerning the future.

Chief among these

new

is

Will Bowdoin

is,

17-year-old training

units to replace it?

question

both

in

He

filled

whether

An
it

accompanying

S2TTIHG THE GOAL
rapid change

captains have a definite goal

up by boilwhose
in mind and

a course laid out to reach

are the ones

Those

ships

it

most likely to make port.
All of which is a confused way of
the outset

and then to try to go about getting

The

choice

if

a job

is

it.

usually the most

can be bent

toward preparing for

not prefer to maintain our system of

lib-

want

it

commit

rather than

ourselves too much to an essentially competitive system?

plan with
fers in

its

many

Of course,
have both a
of

educational

prescribed curriculum difrespects from our

own.

might well be possible to

it

civilian college

men

17-year-old

might not.

The Army

It brings

and a unit

—

in khaki
and it
up some nice ques-

tions of policy for the college authorities

and Governing Boards to decide.
In the meantime our Army Specialized Training Unit is only a memory, but a
colorful one. Relations

between

civilian

students and the unit were on the whole

good. However,

many will chuckle at fu-

ture dass reunions over such incidents
as last summer's civilian protest

march

around the Hyde army barracks.

Not

the least tangible

hind by the A.
here in

of

relic left

Be-

T. P. unit which cane
August 1943 are the six issues

The A.

S.

S.

T. P.

Hews

published this

tSMssMsmmsmsMmmlm.

sent to their local draft boards. In
addition three pre-med students
accepted in medical schools have
also cleared Washington.
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1.

Strauss

Auf

2.

3.

Fliigeln des

Ganges

j

Felix Mendelssohn
Rest in the Lord from
Elijah ) ....... Mendelssohn
•Italian 17th arid 18th century

A

early, all one's energies
it.

Daily activities

i

(

j

II

songs:
1.

2.

Cdmo raggio di sol

Caldara

.

j

Three Red Army Songs
Irish Songs:

j

The Harp

2.

that Once Thro'
Tara's Halls Thomas Moore
The Minstrel Boy

3.

Bendemeer's Stream

4.

The Wear in'

Thomas Moore

1.

2.
3.

o* the Green
Dion Boucicault

Scotch Songs:
Ballad of Marie Hamilton
Caller Herrin

. . .

That's

keep Long Distance lines busy
why your call may he delayed.

Altho' Thou Maun ne'er Be
Mine
As I Cam Down the Cano'
Every example which seemed
;

Gate
VT.

War calls

i

Thomas Moore

V.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

j

|

.

III.

IV.
1.

V

j

O, cessate di piagarmi
Scarlatti
Carissim
Vittoria, vittoria

Two Songs:

Plasmir d' Armour
Martin
Die beiden Grenadiere
Robert Schumann
VII. Several contemporary songs:
1.
Shortm' Bread
Jacques Wolfe
2.
Home on the Range
David W. Guion
I Got Plenty o" Nothin'
2.

George Gershwin
Bruno Huhn

Invictus

so
beguilingly pure and so engaging-

ly simple, proved in the light of
historical evidence to be seldom
pure, and never simple.
I was reminded of this valuable

lesson which is only a by-product
of Mr. Beard's book by a recent
session on swing music at which
I was an impressed but silent witness. The participants were members of a unit of the armed forces
in the army
training
program
here at the college. The sub-

then "mean something" because they are
related to one's goal.

eral arts education for those 17-year-olds
will

i

1.

it's a good idea to decide at
what you expect from college

saying that

draft age, of

Would we

Continued from Page

German Lied:
Richard
Morgan

I.

an even keel and to go steadily about
one's business. Those ships which are
adrift without any definite course are in

life. If it is

classes.

Four science majors recommend-

|

Organ to Bowdoin.
The program:

to maintain

it is difficult

made

our freshman

their draft boards.

j

Philadelphia. The Institute was
founded by Mrs. Curtis, whose husbandy Cyrus Curtis, gave the Curtis

3.

Surely in these times of stress and

important decision of one's

made up of men below
men of the age who are

Their cards will he sent home to

]

was recognized for his ability in h^dhosfield; he was above all wwPrilced by
all who knew him.
It is with sincere feeling tfyat Bowdoin
says "Goodbye and good luck."

will be the best

policy to seek such a unit. It will be a

who

.

en

volunteer outfit

filling

r

and out

an important p!ace
both in the town and the college: He was*
clear and patient in the classroom; he
go.

Men reaching the age of lrVare
reminded to register with Professor Kendrick on their birthday.

•

of the laboratory are very sorry to see

great danger of being caught

T. P.

mustering-out pay

is

j

Knight's Concert

not fail to absorb a love for Bowdoin.
His departure, according to his own
testimony, is "with regrets." Those of us

ing crosscurrents.

get one of the

is

During the hectic and confusing years
which Manning has been with us he did

pretty certain that

it's

will help

now.

no

2 Unit

travel should

indirectly sooner or later.

It is

1

alike are constantly

being helped by the
fair

Civil-

activities possible.

V

large

studying.

him

of us will 90on be in the service.

it

that he will be of greater serv-

Union where a

is

about a half of die 516 around during

these

to veterans.

Brown

Although gradual, the Navy's
the
in
Searies
Science Building lately is none
the less dangerous because of
its slowness. It seems to be as
inexorable as the rising tide,
and now threatens the chemistry end of the structure. Constant pressure forced College
students finally entirely out of
the Physics end, and now is beginning to creep Into the other
end through the lower floor.
Skirmishes go on daily over the
use M various stools and chairs,
with the early experimenter
getting the stool. The officers
have one unfair advantage, however. They turn on the radios
and tune in to a soap opera.
Which soon has the other side in
a "sick, nervous, and run-down
condition," allowing an easy
victory. This alarming tendency

After being an instructor in chemistry

all

Houses earned 100 r/r signs. This year,
when as every one knows the need is
even greater, we should do more, not

specialized training program, revised, will apparently start some
It is, of
time in the summer.
course, primarily intended for high
school grads of June vintage.
Notification of results is expect-

{ Continued from Page i }
Committees 'of the Board, of
the Alumni, and of the faculty
have for years been planning a
fitting celebration of the Sesquicentennial. In addition to approChapel
priate ceremonies, hopes had been
expressed that the birthday of the
college might witness notable ad[ Continued from Page I ]
ditions of equipment, assets, and
made the pleasant, if somewhat perhaps a new classroom building.
hazardous, assumption, that peo- However these were "pre-Pearl
ple who like to look at pictures Harbor" aspirations, and it need
also enjoy reading
the printed hardly be added that plans for an
word. At any rate, the millions elaborate observance of a truly
of Americans who see this popu- significant date in American edular picture magazine each
week cation have been set aside.
have been given the opportunity
Plans for the celebration* have
to read installments of Charges been arranged by a special comBeard's "The Republic." Like an mittee consisting of: President
earlier and more
famous work Sills, chairman: Messrs. William
bearing
the
same title,
Mr. W. Lawrence, and John F. Dana
Beard's book has something im- of the Trustees; Messrs. Leonard
portant to say about the state. A. Pierce, John W. Frost, Harold
The concern of the present vol- H. Burton, Harrison Atwood, Adume is not with an ideal common* riel U. Bird. Rufus E. Stetson,
wealth, but with ourown Republic and Carl M. Robinson of the Overas strengthened, developed, and seers; and Professors Herbert R.
governed by the Constitution of Brown and Athern P. Daggett of
the faculty.
the United States.
Interesting and exciting as the
subject matter of Mr.
Beard's
ject, which was announced as the
book is, I am primarily concerned
American Spirit in Music, soon
at the moment not with its subwas narrowed to the virtues ofi
stance, but with its form. In orpopular music. All tastes were]
der to dramatize the conclusions
represented in the group: there
of fifty years of study of Amerh
were long-hairs and hep-cats;
can history and government, Mr.
sweet swing had its impassioned
Beard has cast his material in the
champions and hot licks had its
form of a seminar or conference.
ardent
defenders.
Everybody
Friends of varying political opinseemed to be in the groove and
ions and prejudices meet once a
there was a lot of solid sending.
week at the author's house for
The
source of my delight and
what undergraduates might call
admiration,
however,
was the
a "bull
session with
no holds
presence of an authority who
barred. Assertion and corner- asreally knew. He never missed tire
sertion, fact and opinion, princidown-beat. He bobbed up with-]
ples and prejudices, forays and rethe names of unpublicized arbuttals ane exchanged freely by
rangers who really were respon-j
the participants of' each session.
sible for the success of name
The setting, indeed, is very much
bands. He cited parallels between
like that of one of those cherishhit parade favorites and forgotten!
ed undergraduate
sessions
for
melodies from which tin pan alley
Which there is a four-letter word:
composers had unblushingly helpthe lights are low, the air is
ed themselves. He drew diagrams
thick with smoke and statistics,
and derived formulas to reveal the
the discussions often
generate
secrets of haunting melodies.
heat as well as light, and the only
In a word, he clarified the
rules are cateh-as-catch can.
thinking of
the
entire
group.
There is only one difference beWhen
it was all over one of the'
tween the weekly meetings demembers of the discussion -~,aid
scribed in "The Republic" and
significantly: "I mistook a fuzzy
those held nightly in dormitories
impression for a fact; I have been
and chapter houses— the presence
confusing vague
guesses with
of an authority who has devoted a
solid information."
long lifetime to the subject under
I was pleased with this heartondiscussion. For Mr. Beard is an
ing confession.
There
may be
eminent historian. Whenever the
something to this education busiopinions strayed from the sober
ness after all!
facts of the matter, whenever the
disputants failed to square their
arguments with stubborn evidence
Mr. Beard courteously but firmly
fished from
his
sagging bookshelves a forgotten doctoral dissertation which
invariably
contained
the
uncomfortable
but
wholesome truth. This was the
rock on which many a glittering
generalization
went to smash.

theatre a week ago had to show
the same inspiring newsreel twice
to make up the required time for
the entire show.
Or maybe the
Pony Express (better known as
the Maine Central Railroad) was
later than usual with the main
Hills

—V—

As soon as the ground crew
puts up a sign warning of Ice on
the roof of Searles, a large piece

'

"Black

seven

V-12 test and 13 elected the A-12. get advice and information from
however,
not Only three of the latter,
Professor Nathaniel C. Kendrick,
will be under the required 17 and
College Advisor on the Armed
knows 9 months by the rime the July 1 Forces
on several matters. Chief
dateline rolls around. The Army

something to be reckoned
with, and plans should he start'
ed for a hydrogen sulfide bar-

Apparently the output of good
C short subjects has not
been sufficient to fulfill the demand lately, because the Pastime

"attraction,"
press."

who

-

is

is

Grade

MAHNIKG SMITH

DR.

Front
Thirty

Brooklyn.

infiltration

There is no reason why any one
should have to be urged to give to the

.

famous names are an indication, the coming Masque
play should be a big success. Mary Young, in the

with the jHie recently passed
around at lunch. According to
the
usually
well - informed
s-mrce*, * group of one hundred
and flfty WACs is coming to
Bowdoin to replace the late
unit. Weft?

among under-

at least

.

The Rumor Clinic is going to
have to work overtime to cope

should

Brunswick's Daughters we'll say, "So
long and Godspeed."

THE RED CROSS

among

and educational opportunities open

Bowdoin

F. Litttlehale, Jr.

what you

quite

had a thirst for learning as is evidenced
by their use of the library's books. This
thirst

.

leading feminine role, for years

hope that they will
go to these posts better equipped for
their stay at Bowdoin. Certainly many

pointed

John H. Farrell

for This Issue,

Wednesday, March

If

We

tude with them.

Rather than join w^th what purported

LXXin

ed

1st

the leading supporting part. However, a southern accent

.

Gown

and

atti-

minded Orient old-timers of the spirit
of Dick Hornberger whose lively wit and

•

in about one month, by May
anyway.
V-12 candidates must get a birth
certificate to be ready for the
Either a
Navy's interviewers.
photostatic copy or a certificate
with a raised seal and a written
signature is O.K. V-12 men from
here in the past, although scattered
undergraduates somewhat, have gone to Bates in

The

carry that healthy devil-may-care

.

.

i

By Boy

carry over into the postwar era.

iii ii rwi mno«>L
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was the star of the Castle were on deck Wednesday to take the majority of cases. Some choice ed by (he College for deferrment
under the recently inaugurated
Square Stock Company in Boston; and Betty Smith, author the Army-Navy specialized train- may be given.
quota system have been certified
ing exams. Twenty-four took the
Men back from the services can by Washington and their papers
of the current popular book, A Tree Grows in Brooklyn, has

piece. Its

—

VARIETY

and winter on the fourth page of the
Orient. Almost every one will, agree
that its lively columns did much to
brighten the somewhat somber pages of
this paper. Their vigorous and bubbling
style betokened the high morale which
is
so characteristic of Uncle Sam's
khaki-clad young men. We cannot help
but feel that wherever they go they will
fall

Jr. '47

Publiahed bi-woHily *hn rlamcn are held by the Stodents »f
Howrtoln Collffr*. Addrem Hewn communication., to the Editor
and «ubKi i|iti"" ranninnintioiia to the ttaxinemi Maimer of the
liowfloin f'vibli'diinfr Company at the Orient Office in the Mou1ton Union, Howdoin CoMnre. Brurmvrlck, Maine. Entered as
wvond clan* matter at the port office at BronnwicV, Maine.
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Important as such a decision

many

vestigate the facts

to

is,

how

BOWDOIN GLASSWARE.

of us set about deliberately to in-

make the

which will help us
That choice, once

SOLD BY THE ALUMNI OFFICE
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE ALtJMNI FUND

choice?

made, will be an invaluable steadying
influence in our lives. Trie buffeting

winds of

conflicting attractions

These
a

blowing

glasses

make a

so strongly these days will not upset our

Bowdoin man or

mental balance.

seal

There are many unsettling influences
at work about us these days. One needs
this anchor to windward, this motivating
force to see one through the times ahead.
Make your choice of vocation early

teed to be permanent.

now, but make it intelligently. This

is

age of the scientific method. Don't
to apply

it

the
fail

to the most important prob-

lem of your life. Gather your facts;
make your decisions from them. Then

you will know where you are going, and
you can decide how best to get there.
Once you know what you want, it will
be easier to settle down to the work of
getting prepared to obtain

"Shucks? Forgot

my

Sir

Waher

DONT "SMOC* YOUR NEIGHBORS

fine gift for

for his bride.

stands out clearly and

is

with Bowdoin Seal
Black and White
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by smoking, a fuming, foulsmelling pipe. Instead, dean it out regularly and £U it up with
mild Hi' aietlow Sir Walter Raleigh. Yea, air, this hoc blend of
choice Burlcyg sftietis sweet and smokes cool from the first puff
right down to the last. Today, try "the quaUly pipe tobmcco ef

l

Sold only in one doxtn \m\% of a size

Glasses for

all

S

leading colleges and
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THREE

THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
'Bowdoin Independents' Milkr Names Saturday's
Revised Entries At M.I.1*

Teams Out For
Crown In Series
SUrting March 20
11

tries of

A team made up of the remnants
of

believe

campus basketball team ma-

terial will

compete as "Bowdoth In-

dependents"

the recently organ*
kaai Brunswick Basketball tournament.
The committee In charge of the
tournament is composed of Professor Nathaniel C. Kendrick. Neil
Mahoney, Ensign Robert Brooks,
Edward Weebley. Ruth Bangs,
in

Harry Shulman and Mai Morrell.
The teams competing are:
Brunswick Naval Air Base, Lewiston Air Base, Y-Dorm, Pied Pipers; Travelers, K. of C, Br unswick,
Bowdoinham, Bowdom Independents, Bowdoin A.A.F., and the Bow(loin Naval Unit.

»

tula iiitminira In
toe New BHglaad Intercaflegietea to fee toW Saturday, Match
18th at MAT. That teal tot dte•teeea tto I—
rate Ust of entries Ik tto article en tto team
to be fwmd etoewaere ta tfcto to-

As

mention has been given
Inter-dining club track
meet to be held on Friday, March
31, it is my purpose to bring attention to the fact that it will be
a very exciting meet. Little does
anyone realize that several stars

ara: tot yard ni

speak more speciKnight, Branche, Auten,
Holmes, Dunn, Bourgeois, Miller
and Friedmann. All of these men
have fine records, and of course
there are unobserved lads who
will challenge any of these previously mentioned stars. It has
always been maintained that a
race is never won until one crosses the finish line, and for that reason the possibility of new men entering this competition and capturing an event here and there is
not at all far removed.
In the 40 yard dash, Holmes,
Grant, Branche, Bourgeois, Miller,
will perform.

fty relay,

Cur-

lam, Leadhetter, Kyle,
229 yard rreeatyte, Kara, Kyle;
50 yard freeMyfe, ChamaertaJn,
rW yard freestyle,
L aaatoiiu , earns; IM yard toetotretoa, Hemadin;
200 yard
breaststroke,
Moran; 440 yard freestyle, Kern,
Kyle; M0 yard individual medley, Oartls,
Moran; 4#* yard
freestyle
relay,
Chamberlain,
Leadbetter, Kyle, Kara, Curtis,
and o rreH

M

.

.

The

rules are as follows: The
selection and assignment of officials shall be made by the committee. After the scheduled tbne for a
game to start the officials shall be
[ Continued from Page i ]
in complete charge.
No protests lounge. All of Brunswick's young
shall be entertained at any time.
people's groups have been asked
All games must start at the
to participate in this
discussion.
scheduled time, and there can be
Members of the BCA will be on
no postponements.
hand to answer questions after
Before the first game each team
the discussion. If this affair proves
shall present a roster of not more
successful delegates will be sent
than 15 players, and only players
to Portland to conduct a imilar
from the roster as submitted can discussion in
that city.
play for a team in any of the
The Reverend A. Irwin Swift,
tournament games.
missionary to China, will be at
The games shall be played in the college on Thursday, March
ten-minute quarters one minute 23 under the auspices of
tne
between halves one minute for BCA.
He will preside in chapel
time out.
on this day. After
dinner
on
All games will be played in the

Friedmann and Silsby are
competing, while the first five
should put up a good fight for the
first, second and third honors.
Knight, Bourgeois, Holmes, Bill
Clarke, Rosenberg, and Roundy
Zollo,

BC A Books

Bowdoin gym, and the

first

are R. Davis,
Irving Heater,

officials

Yatchak,
George Crimmins. The Official
Scorer is Harry Shulman, and the
official timer is Neil Mahoney,
R.

C.

Thursday evening Reverend
will lead an informal

game Swift

each night will start at 7.30 p.m.
The entry fee for each team entering the tournament will be
$3.00, and the admission price will
be 40 cents, servicemen free.

The game

will finish closely in the forty-five

yard hurdles, but

The Committee for Awards is
made up of Harry Shulman, George

probable

is

it

that the first three will win in
that order. If the 300 could be
arranged so as to have Holmes,

Dunn

Branche, and

one heat,

in

spectators would witness a verythrilling race as these three are
prdbably the fastest men In college.

However,

Miller, Bill Smith,

Zollo, Dolloff
Cuter,
and Bob
Miller, Jr., should provide heats
jof real excitement,

—

—

I

fically of

Bemedhi, Mai an

tis,

little

m

I

'

In the
thousand Auten will
M. probably win the event without
j

,

much trouble. Woods will be a
cussion at the Theta Delta Chi poor second if Gregory doesn*
On April 1st and 2nd the Bow- beat him. Claffey, Maxon. Dewar,
doin Christian Association will Chadwick and Cutler should make
send two delegates to the regional this race one of the best of the
conference of Student Christian evening.
The 600 is loaded for this meet
Associations to be held at the
University of Maine. The dele- with Dunn, Friedmann, Branche,
gates have not been chosen as Willey, Wehren, Lyons, Jordan, J.
B.
Hall, Towle, Bob Miller, Jr.,
yet, but will be selected at the
Dolloff,
Lindemann, Page, and
next meeting.
The discussion group held un- Rosenberg. It will be a close and
der the auspices of the BCA and fast event. Dunn, Friedmann, and
directed by the Reverend Wiimer Branche will probably be out in
J. Kitchen
has been hailed as! front.
Holmes, Knight, Silsby, Lyons,
successful by BCA members and
Rosenberg,
Jordan, and
others attending. The topic was Page,
concerned with the relationship of Friedmann will be close competiraces on campus, and several en- tors in the broad jump with
probably winning the
lightening facts were discussed Knight
event.
and explained.
Harvey, Knight, Gregory, Tosjcani, Travis, Page and Towle are
putting the shot, but the first
four are the, ones to watch.
Five men are entered in the
Continued from Page i ]
high jump with Knight, Auten and
fc
many other colleges and a thor- Curran out leaping Holmes and
ough examination into the history Jordan.
The discus event showfc Knight
of alumni relations at Bowdoin,
the committee reached the con- and Archer heaving around a hunclusion that the job is one "far dred feet With Toseani, Harvey,
greater in scope that merely Page, Clarke and Towle nearchanging Association membership ing this mark.
The mile has an entry of two
provisions. The
committee was
convinced that all colleges, es- men, Auten and Woods and we
pecially smaller independent in- hope more men will turn out for
stitutions like Bowdoin, must in this race so that it can remain on
the future rely more and more the program!
For any other entries please
upon the organized and effective
assistance of their alumni. This see Branche for the A.D. dining
necessary Alumni support could club and Gregory and Grant for
best be assured to
Bowdoin if the T.D. and Chi Psi dining dubs
recently
the Alumni were so organized as respectively. With the
to permit them to conduct their reorganized hand playing, numactivities with greater independ- erous men from each dub comence than is possible under the peting, and the cage filled with
the remaining students and townspresent set-up.
much larger Alumni Council, people, this meet promises to be
meetings at the College at least on an equally high standard with
once a year, and members repre- those that many remember ocsenting all groups would be some curing each year in the pre-war
of the features which would en- days.
dis-

of moving

move would have a

"deleterious
... on the f raternitW
«tithat "Bowdoin
ehapters ta continue
.

m

own homes

to occupy their
Is afcwaut

.

.

unique

.

.

in this policy."

This can he interpreted In two
ways. Depending on ane's point
of view, one may con sid er Bowdoin as being either ahead or behind the other colleges in its
policy of supporting a fraternity
system which does not embody
all the principles of a democracy.

But whatever one's attitude towards the fraternity system
which is, after all, the status quo,
one cannot fail to realize that a
move such as the one outlined
above would be a real test for the
fraternity system. If the fraterwere to demonstrate that
they could sacrifice their facil-

nities

which "to dance, to play

ities in

cards .to play ping pong, or in
short to carry on any kind of sothe present
life" during

da!

emergency, and still survive,
then that would show that fraternities are based on more than
the chapter houses and their
comforts. If, on the other hand,
the fraternities would be unable
to survive a move to the dorms,
where they would have to depend
on their spirit more than on anything

else, It

would reveal a

sys-

j

j

based on mere material
comfort, and hence fmdamentalOne should think
ly unsound.
that all true friends of fraternities
would welcome such a
chance to prove the fundamental
soundness of their organization,
especially if they could help the
college in doing so.

tem

m

c

-

\

Crimmins, and Neil Mahoney.
There will be seven awards: the
Championship
Trophy,
Second
Place Trophy. Third Place Trophy,
a cup for Individual High Score,
single game, cup for individual
high score, tournament, Sportsmanship Award, and All Tourna-

ment Team, five
The schedule is

trophies.
:

Monday, Marctt
First

game

,

Travelers vs. Bowdoinham
Officials - Davis and Yatchak

Man* tl

7.30 p.m.

Bowdoin Naval Unit vs. Brunswick
Officials - Yatchak and Crimmins
Vedneaaajr, Marca Vt
game - 7.30 p.m.
Bowdoin A.A.F. vs. "C"
First

- Davis and Heater
Second game • 8.45 p.m.
Bowdoin Independents vs. K. of C.
Officials - Davis Yatchak

Officials

Friday,

Man*

game

ed circles" an campus were leant
whispering last week that the
Army weuM he replaced by—

-

U

7.30 pjn.

Pied Pipers vs. "AM
Officials - Davis and Yatchak

Second game - 8.45 p.m.
B. N. A. S. vs. "B"
Officials - Yatchak and Heater

Chamber Musk

•

Sounds Like Wallace Wimple
The conversation had turned on
the ways of wives.
"Well," said Brown, "when my
wife and I have an argument I always have the last word."
"Oh," exclaimed someone. "You

do?"

Brown nodded.

"Yes,

apol-

I

have always been

deserv-.

edly popular. That popularity has
doubtless been increased by some
recent additions to Neil's already
well-balanced program. We refer
to the Indian Walk, the Bear
Walk, and the Duck Walk, all of

.1 •:

•

i**ill

I

•

Lobo, mascot of the T.D. House,
disappeared. Located by underground agents at the Air Base, he
was recovere d by Ms owner, Mai

Chamberlain.

we

When

Team A Out In Front

BOWDOIN SWIMMERS
ENTER N.E. TOURNEY

In Basketball League

asked

Lobe to explain why he had left
the T.D. House for the Air Base,
he replied with a wolf howl,
"Aoooo-ooo!" which Mai translated

Silsby High Scorer As
Teams Enter Last Round
Of Intramural League

as "Brother, .you should have seen
those steaks!"

Teams A and B
AN INTERESTING COINCI- w inners of the two
DENCE w«a revealed recently third round of the

emerged the
games as the

Inter-Fraternity basketball league was played
Tuesday night, March 7.

during the rehearsal af "Goodbye
Again*' The play taken place In a
Statler Hotel; Dan Kaughan has
the part off bellboy, and the
aaawe and Gown wrote to the
Boston Statler far a bellhop's
uniform. When it came, Don
found a n a e tag in the trousers. They had been worn by the
father of one of his classmate*

of? last

Bowdoin's swimming team will
get their first taste of intercollegiate competition Saturday afternoon, March 18th, when they
throw their weight into the New
England Interoollegiates at the
MIT pool in Cambridge, Mass.
There was much doubt as to
whether the meet would be held
at all this year, and it was largely
through the efforts of Coach Bob
Miller that definite action was
taken. The whole
program • of
events, including both trials and
finals, will be run off in one day
instead of in two as in former
years, although the meet will not
be as well attended as it usually
was, nevertheless most
the
of
.New England Colleges are sending a few entrants at least.
Coach Miller is entering a team
of "Farmer" Kern, Kim Kyle,
Paul Moran, Charlie Curtis, Mai
Chamberlain, Guy Leadbetter, and
one or two more men to complete
the relay teams. The entrants in
the individual events have not
been definitely decided, but a tentative list is as follows: 220 yard
freestyle, Kern
and/ Kyle;
200
yard breast-stroke, Moran; 100
yard freestyle, Chamberlain; 440
yard freestyle, Kern and Kyle;
and the 300 yard individual med-

The ever powerful
A team
romped over Team D with
the score of 60 to 25. The winners outplayed the losers in every
respect, and
a highly effective
the Cake Walk to his repertoire.
passing attack left Team. D comThat might make Cal even more
pletely bewildered as the opponattractive.
ents left them far behind.
Twice defeated Team B staged
- o
in hljrh school.
when they easily
a comeback
CONGRATULATIONS to our
downed C Team by the final score
fellow-columnist John H. Farrell.
Fraternities
of 35-20. The winners overruled
the
with
We completely agree
any opposition on the part of
theme of his last column, the deTeam C and easily quieted a last
In 'Key Bowling
bunking of the Idea that "we"
quarter rally by the losers.
people.
are a special class af
In the first match Bill Silsby
The students of Bowdom are a
Although the war has reduced was the high scorer for Team A,
cross-section of the country as a
activities of the college, the netting 38 of his teams GO points,
the
whole. Perhaps some have more
ftgtiting while Anthonakes and Court manmoney than to good far them; White Key has kept on
to keep the competition between aged 6 points apiece for the losers.
but in any case It ta foolish to
Auten and Boucher garnered
the
fraternities going. The basspeak of "our own class of peoketball tournament and the track ten points apiece for the honors
ple," especially with reference
meet are two examples of their in the second game of the evening
to dances. We have heard It
have turned to with Rice and Hanson scoring 6
success. They
rumoured that one of the rea- bowling for their latest compe- points each to be high scorers for ley, Curtis. The men swimming
sons why the dance was a nop
best in the final
practices will
tition. A team has been provided the losers.
is that aome fellows were unThe league is running very earn places on the relay teams.
by each of the twelve units on
Bowdoin will also send a few
willing to bring their "friends"
campus and "Gump" Grant '46, smoothly and everybody is enthat
token entries to the Nationals,
to the "atmosphere
satisfied
with
it.
as organizer, has divided these thusiastically
would be much better." How- into two leagues. Each team will Many thanks are given to Gene which are going to be held the
ever that may be, let us hope play every team in its league and Bernardin for his willing and week-end following the New Englands at Yale. This meet will be
that there will be no more statethe two teams which have won in helpful guidance of it as official
held on two days, March 25 and
ments made that, however inno- their groups will compete in the manager.
26. Bowdoin's representatives will
cently intended, might be Interpfinals.
The league now stands:
probably include, Kern,
Kyle,
reted as snobbishness.
The two teams are: team A:
Won Lost Moran, Chamberlain, and Curtis.
- c
T.D., Zetes, Chi Psi, Psi U., D.U., Team A
3
Beta,
Sig;
and
team
B:
and
Kappa
Team
B
1
2
HAVE YOU READ "Behind the
Sigma Nu, Thorn- Team D
2
1
Steel Wall" by Arvid Freedborg? A.T.O., A.D.,
Team C
3
An extremely interesting account dike and Deke.
of life in Germany as it was until
a few months ago, when the writer
had to leave the country. A read- Piper Prize
Tryouts for the Achorn Prize
ing of the book leaves one imDepate will be held at Memorial
pressed with what life in a totaliHall on Monday evening, March
[ Continued from Page i }
tarian state means; it should be
20, at 7.15 p.m. All Freshmen and
The Horace Lord Piper Prize,
read by anyone wha»fias any doubts
Sophomores who are interested jn
[ Continued from Page i ]
"propaconsisting of the annual income of
regarding Allied
left
competing for this prize should
abled 50 men to enter Bowdoin,
prepare a five minute argument on
ganda," the book being written by $1,373, was established by the Hon.
Sumner I. Kimball, Sc.D., of the will be continued after the war any phase of either side of the
a Swedish journalist.
and reserve funds have been set
Class of 1855. It is awarded to that
following proposition: "Resolved
- c
member of the sophomore class aside for this purpose.
that the United States should join
DOES ANYBODY GO who
Since the establishment of the
presents the best "original
in reconstituting the League of
A.W.O.L? A partial explanation, paper on the subject best calculat- fund in 1919, Bowdoin men have Nations."
was afforded the other day when
contributed an amount greater
On the basis of this speech and
ed to promote the attainment and
than $300,000, which has been
maintenance of peace throughout
a* brief rebuttal, two men will be
used to finance many improveselected for each of the teams.
the world, or on some other subject
ments on campus. Of the 6000 livdevoted to the welfare of humanThe Edgar O. Achorn Prize coning Bowdoin men, 2316 contributed
sists of
the annual income of
ity."
to last year's fund. On March 9
$1,214 bequeathed by Edgar. O.
;of this year, there had been S00
In our first year of war, producAchorn, of the Class of 1881, and
tion of small arms ammunition in- contributors to this year's drive; is awarded for excellence in decreased more than 550 per cent and <the total gifts amount to over baling between members of the
which have been lately performed
by panting undergraduates staggering around in a circle. We only
wonder when Neil Is going to add

easily
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at War
Young Private Jones slunk en
minutes
the parade ground ten
late. "So you decided to come on
parade," said the sergeant icily.
signed
a
"We were afraid you'd
separate peace."
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CUMBERLAND

clas.ses.

'

Do you like to have your friends know what yoa
Do you .like to hear of your athletic achievements?

A

able this larger Council to effect a
clearer understanding and a wider
participation in efforts on behalf
[ Continued /torn Page t ]
of the College by the Alumni.
Sonata for English Horn and
suggested
Sweeping as
the
(1895)
changes were and substantial as
Slow
the resulting responsibility restAllegro pesante
ing upon the Alumni appeared, the
Moderato
committee made it clear that
Scherzo, fast
there had been on thought whatModerato
ever of Alumni participation in
Allegro pesante
the govern ent of the College.
Trio for Violin, Horn and
Pianoforte in E flat .... Brahms The sole objective was a' more
valuable, more effctive and more
'
(1833-1899)
readily obtainable Alumni assistAndante
ance to the College, and the
Allegro
streamlining
of alumni organizaAdagio mesto
tion seemed the best way to seFinale: Allegro con brio
cure that assistance.

e

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN

Alumni Changes

Ttt

7.30 pjn.

Lewiston Air Base vs. Y-Dorm
- Davis and Yatchak
Second game - 8.45 p.m.

First

RUMORS are an important
part of war. This applies to the
Bowdoin Front as well. "Inform-

j

-

Officials

Tuesday,

j

HONEY

the students to the doniritories
when Ike Army unit leaves, Is
ana tbat deserves discussion. An
edltot tal hi the last Issue of the
ORIENT paints out that aaeh a
effect

-

all

CALISTHENICS UNDER THE
LEADERSHIP OF NEIL MA-

E. Gorton

THE "QUESTION

leas

ing prospect to contemplate,
the same.

to the

cf

—nothing

or not

have not been abb?
any official comment on
the story. Perhaps it's true. Perhaps It isn't. But if s an Interestto get

Cress

By Joe Woods

it
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S
These Are The Five Newly Elected Members Of The Student Council

DEVELOP SELF FULLY
REV. KITCHEN URGES
Taking as

his

HOT LICKS
By A Wehren

theme the question

1

"What is it all about?" the Reverend Wilmer J. Kitchen of the National Council of Student Christian
Associations concluded in Sunday's
vesper chapel service that each
man's role in life is "to speak the

A

while back I glanced over an
article concerning Frank Sinatra,
which read to the effect that
Frankie, the Swooner, was just a
temporary fad and that his day
would soon be over. That was in
December; here it is March and
Sinatra is still battling Bing
Crosby for top singing honors.

truth that is in him."
President Kenneth C. M. Sills
introduced the speaker as "probably one of the best informed men
on Student Christian Association
work and student thought in gen-

Personally this columnist likes
Crosby, but Frank's popularity
drove me to try to find out the
secret of his success'.

eral."

Two items prompted the Reverend Kitchen's remarks on man's
reasons for existence. The

first

was

JUDSON

MERRILL

FREDERICK

A. CURRAN '44, member of
Delta Upsilon, Football team, Interfraternity Athletics, Economics major.

PETER

SAWYER '48, member of

THOMAS

Physics
M.
CHARLES W. CURTIS
STANLEY A.
Physics
editorial in "The Amherst Stumajor, member of Alpha Tau Omega,
Sigma Nu, Chemistry major, Interframajor, member of Theta Delta Chi,
lish major, member of Zeta Psi, chapel
dent" calling attention to the conAdvertising manager o& the ORIENT,
ternity Athletics, White Key, Yacht
swimming team, Bugle staff, sub-editor
chimes player, Sunday choir.
fused nature of our thinking on
manager
basketball.
of
varsity
Club.
of ORIENT.
current world problems. The other
was Archibald McLeish's account
of a World War I incident. Just beCurtis, from Pittsburgh, Pa.,
At this juncture, when Mr.
At the special Lenten musical
fore an attack a sergeant asked Coffin Song
Events
came to Bowdoin last summer. Smith had apparently run out of
chapel service on March 31st
McLeish, who was in command,
Lloyd Knight '45 will sing "The Majoring in physics and math he words, in came the "little woman"
[ Continued from Page I ]
McLeish
about?"
"Sir. what's it all
Palms"; on April 6th, "The is a member of Theta Delta Chi. with the caustic remark that her
[ Continued from Page I J
Burnett.
answered, "To make the world safe
In addition to his exploits as a husband usually talks enough for
Holy City."
The years put out the sun,
New England Swimming Meet
for democracy."
member of the Bowdoin Varsity two. This started up the verbal
The
sea
became
weary.
granted
Kitchen
The Reverend
at MIT.
basketball league is being Swimming Team, "Charlie" is an motor of the aforementioned genA
Books
turned
dust
each
one.
8.15 pjen. Memorial Hall. Repeat
that such an answer was an overformed in connection with the Orient Sub-Editor and editor-in- tleman ,and he remarked that one
simplification. Yet. he said that life
performance of "Goodbye
of the things that he will miss in
Brunswick recreational pro- chief of the "Bugle."
will allow none of us to evade
Again." The same prices will
from particular will be playing handball
elected
third
Merrill,
gram.
The game will be played
answering that question. He said
prevail for students and for the
Group B. graduated from Deering with the two Deans. It is possible
in the Sargent Gymnasium and
general public as on Friday and
that Christ had the answer, and it
High School in Portland, Maine, that one of the Deans is the fellow
it is hoped that the college may
was to speak the truth that is withthe Red Cross will benefit. Men
now a physics major, "Jud" is a who teaches Latin and sends out
be represented by an "independin uniform will be admitted free
in us.
member of Alpha Tau Omega.
warning notes, but the second
ent" team.
Each man is in effect a "prince
to this performance.
election, Dean is hard to figure out, unless
the
after
Shortly
Sun. .Mar. 19 2.45 p.m. Memoamong men" whose goal should be
Lloyd R. Knight '45, Student it is a reference to the middle
CURRENT
EXHIBIT.
Hubbard
rial Hall. Fifth Concert of the
to fully live out his potentialities.
Council President, announced how name of a man who has something
Hall. The works of Robert
Brunswick Chamber Music SoIt is for that reason that democBurns, arranged under the di- the alternate system would work. or other to do with the Moulton
ciety: Norbert Lauga, violinist;
racy, with its respect for the in"When an upperclassman leaves Union.
rection of Professor Smith.
Louis Speyer, English horn and
dividual, is so precious, Kitchen
the Council," said Lloyd, "one of
Another subject of conversation
maintained. Einstein was cited as
oboe; Frederic Tillotson, pianthe group A alternates will re- was the Smith's two cats, which
realwho
had
ist.
an example of a man
Council Elections
place him. The same procedure Manning has for a long time been
4.30 p.m. Chapel, The Reverend
ized his inner selfs promise. Our
applies to the other group.
trying to take over to the biology
[ Continued from Page I ]
Professor Coffin
environment provides us with a
Clifford H. Osborne .Minister of
lab. A strong, restraining influence
great heritage; it is up to us to
the Methodist Church. Waterwith
reddish hair has hitherto
ball team,
and has also been
make our own particular contribu- Yet still you declare, old College,
ville. The choir will sing "Since
stood in the way, but there is still
Smith
prominent in all Interfraternity
do not, we remain And tell new youth
Christ Our Lord was Crucified"
tion. If we
hope in Dr. Smith's mind that this
—
sunrise
is
and
The
world
sea
a
athletics.
.
stunted and only half alive.
by Shutz.
diabolical plan may be carried out
Frederick, elected from Group
The love and confidence of an- And that is truth.
7.00 p.m. Memorial Hall. Weekl ]
l Continued from Pane
after the move to Union College.
B, came to Bowdoin a year ago
other is often the catalyst which
ly rehearsal of the Brunswick
ed that, although he did not yet
Usually in a place like this
Bowdoin,
Bowdoin!
Bowdoin,
last
New
January
from
Altamont,
Choral Society.
sets men on their way to self-exknow himself where he would live, there would be eloquent,, flowing
Young sun upon the sea.
Formerly President of
pression, the speaker believed.
Mon. Mar. 20 Chapel, The Presi- York.
to
ORIENT
the
expect
he would
oratory about a "gap in our lives
Zeta
plays
the
chapel
Psi,
"Stan"
"In the end," he concluded, "it
dent.
change his address and mail him that can never be filled." but sufchimes, and is one of the col7.00 p.m. Adams Hall, The Band
is not the president, nor the proeach copy without fail. On the ball, fice it to say that every one at
Chapel
•
majoring in English.
fessor, but what do you say to all
Room. Weekly rehearsal.
Holt!
Bowdoin who has known Manning
important."
is
which
this
~~
[ Continued from Page i ]
Smith will miss his cheery way
The Choir sang "Thou Knowest,
about
the write or not you could at least volfraternity
brothers
and friendly smile, and hope
winter slush and spring mud.
Lord" by Purcell.
teams and in the others clubs weekly house meetings and have unteer for an assignment. There is
but a few days strongly that his stay at Union
spring
"With
after-dinner
lead
an
speaker
The
and societies. Today things are three or four men groan because considerable room for improvegive Neil a break and try College will be very pleasant, and
discussion at the Theta Delta Chi changed considerably. There are so of studying that looms so import- ment in the paper, and in carrying away
don't that he will return to visit BowHouse under B. C. A. sponsorship. teams and in the other clubs and ant at the moment. Or again to an- out an assignment you might dis- your hand at baseball. If you
care for that, there is the inter-eat- doin in the not-too-distant future,
and societies. Today things are nounce in the eating houses the cover latent talent in yourself.
ing house track meet toward the Every one who eats at the A.D.
"How about the weekly band re- end 6f this month. Even if you house has had many of his meals
few students that during certain weekly gathering of some club or
Proof of the Pudding
semesters some courses cannot be group and find that half of those hearsals ? Professor Tillotson is
can't run or throw a weight, enter made a little brighter, a little full<#ered, and although Bowdoin concerned have an hour exam or a putting a lot of effopt into revivFhe threa bears w*re takin ? a
anyway and give it a try. You'll er,' through association with this
walk on the deser- so Goldilocks would undoubtedly continue xf quiz. Due to the numerical ad ing', the band. and few more mem- find others who are no better.
a true gentleman in every
left,
of
present
group
but
one
student
vantage
present
a
couple
years
4*ers
unify
the
were
would
.ther*
could eat the little: Twar's rporr
pf the word.
"How about a little nfore interGo-rk
thoca
man
\xrYtrs
Karl
itvamc
nstf
r\t+rl
\
. '/ 1i *^
activities ago, these men who had exams rttfettd..
extra-curricular
ridge. Papa Bear sat' on a cactus U the
*+rest and action in these extra-curi'
could skip occasionally without sejjrpu 4-Fs who
and said, "Ouch!"
would fail to exist.
No matter what ye* do for the,
Mama Bear sat on a cactus, an*; i'A* a result it has become a rious loss to the whole. Today, on figtli^iliWIiiiweift'ik chance in ricular activities t
"Don't be content with leaving Red Crate, whether it is) a gift of
said, "Ouch?" The little, heaf *afr? sel fjev} dent fact that more men the other hand, every man in every sports. Say, the swimming team
time or a gift of dollars, someBowbetter
man,
leave
Bowdoin
a
say any- must show interest
these activ- college organization is important.'' sports so -many pairs of crutches,
where a boy in service' will 'return
doin a better college."
thing just sat.
thanks immeasurably in prayer or
grinds have got to come
Turning to a consideration of the wood alone in them would be
Mama Bear turned to Papa ities. The
thought.
of their perches and from the specific campus organizations Kern sufficient to take the place of the
Bear. "Paw," she said, "I hope down
those dark corners and join the group. said, "Have you thought lately of walks which used to adorn the' following list of Bowdoin 'men who
we're not raising one of
Whether you can campus du
the battle of the! haVe sacr jfi ce d their lives for
It is rather discouraging to remind the ORIENT?
Dead End Kids."

an

R.

'46,

'47,

'46,

Eng-

his

THORNDIKES REVISE
CLUB CONSTITUTION

Coming

Manning

I

j

Myer Norken '47, publicity director of the Thorndike Club, has
committee,
announced that
a
headed by Stanley Weinstein '47
has been appointed to compile a
history of the Thorndike Club to
be published sometime in the near
future.

feminine admirers.

To save

you the trouble of diving headlong for your dictionary, we will
define appoggiatura. Webster says
it means: "an accessory tone proceeding an essential tone as an
embellishment of melody." That's
the story of his success as a
swooner. It also seems to be a
rather deploring and sickening
to employ.
If he's 4-F
advertise it? If he's not why
does he try to kid his draft board,
to say nothing of a few million

method

why

The constitution of the club is people.
Anyone who saw "Higher
being revised, and the revisions
and Higher" will probably painwill be brought up for approval at
fully recall his inflection on the
the next meeting, which will be words
"the music stopped." That,,
on March 15.
gentlemen, is how he makes his
Norken also announced that money. Sure,
Sinatra's not a bad
are
the
Thorndike
'Clubbers
singer. He's all right (?) on balofficial
planning to have some
lads
and anything slow and
club stationery made.
dreamy; but is he
We
Room 1 of Winthrop- Hall has think not. We giveversatile?
you his verbeen fixed up as a reqreation
sion of "Pistol Packin' Mama" for
room.
proof. Bing didn't do too good a
job on this either, but we think
his recording of it was vastly superior to Frankie's.
9
All in all, I think Bing's a much
better singer even on slow num-

"ft

Takes Both'

—

bers. Bob Eberle,
Ray Eberle,
Harry Cool, and Charles Goodman are just as good as, if not

,

Kern

—

We all know Frankies technique which, in short, consists of
feinting a collapse, closing his
eyes,
and frantically clutching
the microphone. Having assumed
said position he lets loose with
an appoggiatura, to the delight of

better than, Sinatra the drooler.
Many critics agree. Yet Sinatra
goes on and on, captivating his
juvenile feminine listeners. Some
got it and some ain't. He's got it.

I

;

Maybe,

someday,

someone will
it is.
If someone
hope he doesn't use it.
It seems
that the columnist
mentioned at the first of this
column may have been wrong in
his prediction.
T.S^ Bud. "*W>at
some of us wouldnx have

What

find out

j

does

|

|

|

let's

'

,

&

1

a Romeo and a''
.
takes both
to dnact itoe; famous love;
scene from the Shakespeare play.: It'^
Wac Bonds and Tastes*?
takes beth ,
It

.

.

.

m

—

.

War Bonds and
to wm this war
Taxes are the price we must pay for
a Victory over the Axia powers.

•

t

.

.

Juliet

.

.

U. c Treasury Department
-

No matter what you do for the
Red Cross, whether it is a gift of
time or a gift of dollars, somewhere a boy in service will return

I

I

their country will not have to be
increased. The list follows:
Col. Charles F. Houghton '15,
USA; Col: G. W. Rlcker '15. USA;
Lt. Comdr. J. E. French- *21 USN;
Maj.
T. Phillips '24 USA; Sea-

R

man

G. P. Reed '26 Merchant Marine; Flying Officer E. S. Parsons
'28, RCAF; Lt. John Creighton '32,

USNR;

Pvt. Stuart K. Davis

USA; Cadet W.

RCAF;

A. Tibbetts

Lt. R. C. Dell

Lt. J. D.

Dyer

'37,

36.

AAF;

'35,

'35.

USNR;

Lt.

M. A.

'37, AAF; Ens. S. W. Allen
USNR; Ens. C. M. Thomquist
USNR; Av. Cadet E. A. Dunlap 3rd '40. USNR; Lt. C. J. Elliott
*41, AAF; Ens. A. W. Littlehale '41.
USNRAC; Ens. G. W. Beal "43,
USNRAC; Lt. H. G. Summers '43.
AAF; Lt. J. M. Walker '44, AAF;

Eaton
'39,

'39,

R. C. Eaton

Banks

'42,

'45,

USA;

AFS; Lt. J. R.
Lt. R. C. Clark

USNRAC; Pvt. J. F.
USMC; Sgt. H. W. Leete
'42.

Lally

*45.

'46, USA.
The following are listed as missing: W. H. Davis '39, AAF, Africa;

Ens.

C.

E.

Boulter

'40.

USNR,

The Bowdoin Bowl

Brazil; Lt. W. D. Bloodgood '42,
AAF. European theater; Lt. R. C.

Clark

(mgr. ),

Coach Neil Mahoney, Finnagan, Schmalz, Here's bow

champions looked. Left
Page, Flannagan, Franer, Johnstone, Dens-Crozier, Knight, Kellenbach. Donahue, Mclntyre, Lord

to right are

Fred T.
Africa.

last spring's state

more, Pendleton, Sweet, Muir.

Service Flag
Continued from Pane i 1
N. Smith '38. Air Medal;
D. Nichols, Jr., '39, Air
Medal; Lt. Col. P. E. Tukey '39, Air
Medal and Oak Leaf Cluster; Lt.
P. M. Johnson '40. Cited for meritorious service at Pearl Harbor;
Capt. R. B. Dunbar '41, Air Medal
[

Lt.

Have

a Coca-Cola

=Muchas

R

Capt.

felicidades

(MANY CONGRATULATIONS)

'42,

J.

USNRAC. South
Clive

'45,

AAF, North

Three men are listed as prisoners: Lt. Comdr. Campbell Keene
'17, taken at Wake Island;
Pvt.
Lawrence Whittemore '29, AAF,
taken at Ba^aan; Lt. Col. John F.
Presnell, Jr.

36,

A NEW EDITION OF BOWDOIN CHINAWARE
PRESENTED IN OBSERVANCE OF THE SESQUICENTENNIAL
OF THE COLLEGE

Pacific;

M T Reproduced
all

from original

Lt. B. T. Haley '41. Air W--THK
Medal, Oak Leaf Cluster, and Purple Heart; Lt. D. M. Morse '41,
DFC, Air Medal, Oak Leaf Cluster,
and Purple Heart; Lt. Converse
Murdoch '41, DFC and Oak Leaf
Cluster; Lt. R. C. Clark '42, Silver
Star; Lt. Comdr. J. B. Freese '18,
Legion of Merit; Brig. Gen. P. H.
Prentiss '18, Commander of the
Order of the British Empire, Silver
Star, and DFC; Lt. (jg) S. C. Beal
'37, Air Medal; Ens. J. D. Goldman
'37, Navy and Marine Corps Medal;
Frazier '38, DFC; Capt.
Lt. C.
R. N. Smith '38, DFC and Soldier's
Medal; Lt. T. J. Abernethy, Jr. *41,
Air Medal and Oak Leaf Clusters;

untKTi
MERCHANDISE MA»TO~*
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World-wide,
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pattse that nfrtsbes,— has

genial (•store of friendliness everywhere ... just as
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with Coca-Cola in your refrigerator.
t
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171 Park
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INC.
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W. McNiven

'41,

DFC

fortunately,
list is

any

it is

possible that the

Sons,

Produced by Jones, McDuffee and Stratton, Boston, agents
for Wedgwood commemorative ware in the United States.

k~

intended that the Bowl will be ready for delivery on or about June 24, 1944, the 1 50th birthday of
the College. (T. There will be manufactured only such Bowls as have been ordered and paid for in adOC It is

vance. (TJAny
ited to the

(~

sums remaining

after

payment of

design, manufacturing

and importing

costs will be cred-

Alumni Fund.

It is still

possible to accept these

advance payment orders.

Thb Bowdoin Bowl

(12Vi x

5H

inches) in Blue or Sepia Gray

$15.00

Shipped, charges prepaid, as received by the importer.

and

Without th co-operatiorr'of friends
and families, however, this work
would have been impossible. Un-

Wedgwood and

Ltd., of Etruria, England.

R

Air Medal; Lt. J. H. Wilson '41,
DFC and Air Medal; Lt. R, B. Janney. II '42, Soldier's Medal; Capt.
A. E. Hacking, Jr. '43, DFC.
Alumni Secretary Seward Marsh
and his staff at the Alumni office
deserve much praise for having
been able to keep the records as j
completely as they have been kept

—

Campus

Modeled and executed by Messrs. Josiah

and DFC;

Lt. R.

Bowdoin Border, the Seal of the College, the Bowdoin
of 1820 and four present day College scenes
sketches by Miss Elinor Trueman.
are the familiar

family Coat of Arms, the

taken at Correg-

idor.

The Alumni
'

Smart and new

glass

jumbo sise
snack server (left). Topped
is this

with a glass knob on its natural
wood lid, the "schooner," meant for
buffet luncheons, will hold a genrous supply of pickles, olives,
ihrimp,
popcorn,
etc.
Equally
level la the plastic place card.
{right). Names may be written or
ettered on such cards and as quicky erased or washed off for repeated

Secretary
Bowdoin. College
Brunswick, Maine
Herewith $
given below
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College Appoints

Sam Ladd

DANCE ON MAY

NO. 20

29, 1944

'29 First
Weekend Dance Set For
6 By Council Vote

ROBERT FROST, POET, May
GIVES LECTURE HERE
Large Audience Crowds
Union Lounge To Hear

dred per cent when the drive closed

last

Monday

Pulitzer Prize

Last Monday evening, March 27.
America's most
Frost.
Robert

night.

SEEKS VIEWS
PEACE QUESTIONNAIRE

PLAN FIVE ONE-ACT
PLAYS FOR APRIL 15

tributions, all three houses reporting individual conrtibutions of
at least two dollars from all their

lished in life, and Samuel A. Ladd, Jr., of Brunswick has been
appointed director of the bureau, according to an announcement today by President Kenneth C. M. Sills of the College.
Active in Brunswick community life, Mr. Ladd comes to the
'
•>
position with wide business experience.

tails will be discussed at the next
Student Council Meeting.

i

j

highly touted poet of the present
day, spoke in the Moulton Union.
IN
He was introduced by President B.C.A.
Sills and opened his reading byi
reminiscing of Bowdoin. remembering particularly that occasion when
"the boy
it was announced that
On the back page will be
was over Ireland," and later, "he
has landed at Paris," while he was found ballots representing several
here. He continued by reciting a important aspects of world peace.
poem of Arthur Clark Shaughnes which have been covered in the
sey, "each age is the dream that is recent discussions
the
held at
dying or the one that is coming to
houses under tne
three eating
earth" connotations to each quessponsorship of the. B.C A. Queues
tion. He then went on to read several selections from his poems. should be filled out as soon as
Among these were "Birches," "The possible after the distribution of
"Woodchuck," the t>RIENT and handed to the
Mending Wall."
'Come In," and a comparison poem following men: A.D. House, Na"Stopping by the Woods on a tna n Whitman '47; Chi Psi Lodge.

•

Theta Delta Chi. Beta Theta
and Zeta Psi led the college
on the basis of per capita conPi.

Bowdoin College will soon establish a Placement Bureau
to assist graduates and returning servicemen in getting estab-

Chaperone and Puband Tickets. Further de-

Housing,
licity,

j

j

j

members.

The

Club

Thorndike

The twelfth annual high school
one-act play contest wiH be presented in Memorial Hall on April
fifteenth. Two plays will be presented before lunch and three
plays after lunch. The first play
in the morning will go on at 11.00
and the first in the afternoon at
2.00.
The entire contest will be

made

the largest aggregate condrive— $48.00.
the
tribution for
and the average, individual student contribution of the entire
college was approximately $1.70.
Chairman Fickett heartily com-

mended Co-chairman

Fred

W.

the Thorndike representative, and the other fraternity presidents for their splendid
cooperation and fine work. Lew
said he felt sure that in voieinj
such thanks, he was reechoing the
sentiments of Dean Paul Nixon.

Spaulding,

Bowdjin
will act as host to the players and
directors at lunch at the Moulton
finished

gave

a

3.30.

I

Robert Frost

The contest is run by a committee of high school principals,
who split the state into sections,
the winners of the various sections
coming to the college. In all previous contests,
the two winning
schools at Bowdoin have been sen*
to represent the state at the Now
England Grammar Festival. This
year, because of travel difficulties, the schools in Northeastern

NEW YORK

26.

^

.

.

on Sunday.
recital
recital was such a

Shortly after the preliminary
competition, held Monday evening.' Marcli 20. 1944, Professor
Albert Rudolph Thayer announced
the participants in the forthcoming Achorn Prize Debate.
The question under discussion
will be Resolved: that the United
States should join in reconstituting a League of Nations. From a
group of five, the
"competing

judges-Professor Athern P. Daggett, Professor William C. Root,
and Professor Albert R. Thayer
selected the

teams.

following

The

I

'

.

j

1

ni Sesquicentennial dinner.

(

Continued on Page

3

"]

Robert Frost Comes Back To Campus
Genuine American

Still Jovial, Genial^

.

;

.

1

Missionaries In China

and 'The Code
Pavnter .47. T D House.
™ . nd„Reed
\ AC ~i
._. „
He also read a few poems from Dayton
„f
46. The results of
his recently published' book "The

Snowy Evening

Maine will have their final conlest Lewis P. Fickett, Jr. '47. and John
success that, acting on Professor at Bangor High School and the Lyons. Jr. '47 will uphold the afSouthwestern Maine firmative, while Clement A. HieTillotson's advice. Lloyd will make schools' at
records in .New York on April 14. will have their final contest at bert '47 and James Hall '47 will
From these records a determina- the college. There will be five represent the negative.
tion of the possibility of future contestants there. The only one
The Achorn Debate, known fadefinitely known at this time is
radio appearances will be made.
miliarly as' the Interscholastic DeBrunswick High School which won bate has been previously, as the
These recordings will be made
its preliminary contest last Friname would imply, a debate bethe day after .Lloyd's next public
jday.
tween the outstanding debaters of
appearance, which' will be in BosAs has been done since the be- the freshman
sophomore
and
ton, on April 13, where he will
sing at the Boston Bowdoin Alum- ginning of the contests,, the Mas- classes. This year, however, the

March

Rev. Swift Discusses

j

,

Before what Professor Frederic
E. T. Tillotson termed "the largest audience ever assembled in the
Moulton Union," Lloyd R. Knight
'45

about

Union. Judges will be supplied by
the oollege but have not yet been
obtained.

KNIGHT WILL RECORD
VOICE IN

at

I

FOUR WILL COMPETE
IN ACHORN DEBATE

\

Bronze," the poll will be posted in the next
issue of the ORIENT.
Clayton F. Reed '46. president
reports that the
of the B.C. A.
he has ever written.
shipping of articles collected durmorning.
yesterday
left
Frost
Mr.
ing the Greek War Relief Dr ve
progressing rapidly. To date
is
4,391 articles have been packed,
Bowdoin-On-The-Air
representing a total of more than
2C00 pounds of clothing. The exGive Musical
penditure thus far have amounted

Witness Tree";

"Triple

!

"The Runaway," "A Considerable

Speck,'' which Mr. Frost described
as one of the two mean poems that

.

The Reverend A. Eryine Swift
on missionary work in
in Thursday chapel. March

'spoke
/China

[

'

!

j

To

He has been working in
an Episcopal mission in the Far
East from 1938 to 1941. when he
was forced to leave on account of
the Japanese invasion.
The Reverend Swift described
23.

j

,

,

authoritatively
the
amount of
work the Christian missionaries
do for foreign people by building
churches, hospitals and
schools.
On April 1st and 2nd, B. C. A. The Chinese are a cultured race
represeptatives will participate in
and are eager to learn, pointed
the Maine Area Conference to be
out Reverend Swift, as he recalled
held at the University of Maine.
his teaching at the University of
The purpose of the conference is Nanking. Concluding his talk, he
to stimulate some "down-to-earth"
made clear the fact that every
thinking on the following quesmissionary and teacher is strongtions: What are the issues that
ly determined to return to China.
we face as we look ahead? Are
A graduate of the Umve*«+4y ©*
tensions increasing?

Program

!

to $49.46.

1

Tomorrow night, Bowdoin-onAir will present a musical program, featuring Stanley Altman
'47,

as

vocalist,

and

'

>

Thomas

'

as instrumentalist.
Professor of Music. Frederic E. T.
Tillotson will accompany on the

Chadwick

'47.

1

1

!

piano.

Tom

j

open the program by racial
How Oklahoma, Reverend Swift atplaying a saxophone solo, the Tor- can we
prejudice?
with
deal
tended the Theology School. Camreador Song by Bizet. Stan will What about jobs after the war?
bridge, Massachusetts.
then sing the favorite old Irish- What can we hope for from 'he
Those
All
If
Me
melody, "Believe
Labor Movement ? What about
Endearing Young Charms," by the international aspects of these
procedure has be< n slightly modi- Thomas Moore. Tom will then
Coming Events
problems? What is being done
fied to meet wartime conditions.
clari
playing
a
program
the
close
to deal with these issues today?
Since both of the frosh partici- net solo,
"Czardas''
by Moati How can we as students partici
Mar. 29—Chapel. The
Wed.,
pants lack extensive debating exClement A. Heibert '47 will be 'he pa te m dealing with these issues?
President.
has
perience. Professor. Thayer
announcer.
Among the speakers to be pres7.30 p.m. Sargent Gymnasium.
debaters,
cllosen the sophomore
Championship round of the
Two weeks hence, Bowdoin-on- ent at the conference are: RayMr. Hiebert and Mr. Fickett, to
Brunswick Basketball Tournathe-Air will feature bass Lloyd R. born L. Zerby. Professor of Relibe team captains.
'45 in a program of rous- gion, Bates College; R. Elizabeth
ment.
Knight
be
The debate is scheduled to
songs, including "The .Johns, Secretary, Student ChrisThurs., .Mar. SO- -Chapel, James
held on April 18. 1914. at 8 p.m. ing college
tian Movement in .New England;
Edward Ellis '44, Delta UpsiThe place of debate has not yet Bowdoin Sun" recently composed
Robert P. T. Coffin Jeannctte Van Allen, New Englon.
been decided upon, although Pro- by Professor
Fickett, Jr. '47, will an- land Youth Secretary, American
10.30 a.m. Moulton Union, Confessor Thayer suggested the Moul- Lewis P.
Committee,
Professor Tillotson Friends Service
ference of the Maine Colleges.
ton Union. Memorial Hall, and the nounce with
Representatives from Bowdoin
7.45
p.m.
Station
WGA.N.
Theta Delta Chi House as the again collaborating on the piano.
will be Dr. Russell, Clayton Reed
BOWDOLN - ON - THE - AIR.
most likely possibilities. Judges
The March 27th program will '46. Fred Spaulding
and
47,
Stanley N. Altman '47, barifor the debate likewise have not summon the Bowdoin String Trio
47
tone and Thomas H. Chadyet been named.
The
performance.
for a repeat
wick '47, saxophone and clariThe most outstanding debater Trio, now composed of David De John Friedmann '47. will be *cnet.
of the contest will receive a prize maray '17. Robert Hunter '47. a id companied by Professor Tillotson.
Fri., .Mar. 31—Chapel, the Presiof twenty dollars.
The second
dent. Lloyd R. Knight '45 will
fifteen
best debater will receive
sing "The Palms.
dollars, and the winning team will
7.00 p.m. Hyde Athletic Buildbe awarded ten dollars.
ing. Intramural track meet.
Last year, thus event was won
by the sophomore team composSat., Apr. 1 —Chapel, Professor
a woman singing. It should be noted of Kendall Martin Cole '14. By Roy F. Littlehale, Jr.
Koelln.
'44.
ed that the stop also on occasion
Wilfred Robert Levin
and
1.15 p.m. Moulton Union. ColTwo issues ago the ORIENT sounds
like a man singing.
Alan Stoddaid Perry '44. Herbert
lege Bridge Tournament.
printed an article by this reporter
unusually
'45
are
The red lines
Hopkins Sawyer
and Luman
Sun., Apr. 2-4.30 p.m. Chapel,
about
the chapel organ. Without
bright under the following senNorton Nevels, Jr. '46 debated
The President. The choir will
realizing it. he had innocently put
tence which says that the viola
for the losing freshmen.
sing "Crucifixus" by Lotti.
his head into an involved intrique.
stop sounds like a viola. Whatever
7.00
p.m.
Memorial* Hall.
After having listened to remarks
the viola sounds like, the criticism
Weekly meeting of the Brunsabout "accurate inaccuracies and
is slightly pedantic, and barring the
wick Choral Society.
inaccurate accuracies" and# "misinpossibility that there is no such
formation," he wishes to clarify
Mon., Apr. S—Chapel, The Presistop on the organ, it must be left
the situation, explain the mistakes,
dent.
up to the listener to decide what it
Prof, and Mrs. Helmreich were and incidentally fill some space for sounds like.
IEW OF CLASSES.
week's
issue.
this
.
guests of the Thorndike Club on
Warnings are due at the Office
Another important error was the
will

—

in

New

which set him high on the

list

of

[

Continued on Page 2

]

For many years the opening of
a Placement and Personnel Bureau has been on the list of
needs of the College. It is nowmade possible by generous provisions made through the Alumni
Fund for the initiation of the undertaking. It is felt imperative to
open such an office at the present
time because of the service that
can be rendered to Bowdoin men
in the armed forces. It is estimated that about one-third of thost
men will wish to continue their
education, about
one-third will
have positions and. opportunities
to which they
can return, and
about one-third will need assistance in making contacts in business industry or professions when
they return. The Bureau is to
function on a permanent basis.

'

J^^ m

^

-
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Reporter Corrects Misdemeanors
In Earlier Chapel Organ Feature

HELMREICHS ARE
THORNDIKE GUESTS

.

By H. Llndemann, Jr.
There are many ways to tell an
educated man from an uneducated
one, if the vast amount of material
on the subject is a trustworthy indication of it. One such method appeared the other day in a paper,
and though not appearing to be a

better than average test, it seems
to state the popular conception of
what a person should acquire during his college career.
s

-

r

How then should four years of
Bowdoin teach us to evaluate?
In the first place it should cause
us to attempt to discard more or
less bogus theories that we may
have previously believed in. Particuarly helpful is a well-run
conference. If a student knows
that he is being marked not only
on his knowledge of a certain
phase of a subject but on the
logic of his reasoning as well he
will learn to avoid theories that
will not stand up under withering analysis.

question is by
President Arthur Cults Willard
s- r
of the University of Illinois. Mr.
We believe too many things beWillard mentions five points
cause we want to. There are too
(1) anility to ose English cormany erroneous legends, too many
rectly, (2) the ability to Judge
and evaluate. (S) the knowledge fallacies, too many high-sounding
theories which are in actuality inof human nature and human actellectual pitfalls* It is undoubtedly
tions, (4) a knowledge of the
true, as a recent Chapel speaker
physical world and lastly. (5) the
stated that one must keep certain
know ledge of a profession.
beliefs before one through life. It is
• r
also true that in the case of most
Few, we believe, will object to
persons it is first necessary to rid
any point, though perhaps there is
oneself of previous prejudices.
an omiasion or two. Of the five

The

listt

in

points mentioned above perhaps
the two moat relevant to a liberal
arts college are points (2) and- (3)
which include the ability to evaluate both abstract conceptions and
human nature.

a- r

s

- r

Perhaps there is more emphasis on analysing abstract theories
than there is
judging human
nature and men. Vet history,
when interpreted correctly is an

m

[

Continued on Page 4

]

A

26.

held

cen-

forthcoming
about
the
Opinions were expressed
regarding an international police
the Balkan
force, the place
of
States in the post war world, and
Russia's
importance in peace
plans. Two- questions of primary
importance asked were "How does
the Monroe Doctrine fit into aur
present policy?" and "Have the
Moscow and Teheran conferences
furthered the possibility of a lasttering
peace.

ing peace?"

After

its

writing, the article

j

\

j
I

I

'

j

j

|

j

I

This discussion is the first of a
series sponsored by the Thorndike
Club to which prominent guests
The dicussions
will be invited.
aim at a better understanding and
greater interest in present day
problems.

,

)

MacMorran Will Give
Organ Recital April 20
John F. MacMorran

'46.

will

a program of organ
music on the pipe organ of the
Bowdain College Chapel, Thursday evening, April 20, at 8.15
present

MacMorran, member of
the Kappa Sigma Fraternity,
has been student organist of the
college for the last two years.
p.m.

was

statement that the pipes are losubmitted to John F.
cated in the organ loft; they are
MacMorran '46, the student organnot. They are located in the organ
ist, for errors to be pointed out.
room, while the organ loft is mere(It was assumed that he knew
ly the balcony above the console.
something about the workings of
Connected with the latter error, is
the organ). One or two obvious
the fact that when one of the highmistakes were noted, but the rest
speed dashes is made to turn on
of the article passed unchanged. It
the recalcitrant organ, it is made,
seems that the organist himself
not to the organ room, but to the
had an ambition to see his name in
room outside the organ room,
print, by writing a scorching arwhere the blower is located.
ticle in rebuttal of the first one.
There is some doubt as to the
However, these "dreams of glory"
meaning of*" the sentence which
have been scotched, and now the
says "theYe are also various contruth can be reported and the
trols for allowing the manuals to
ORIENTS reputation for the truth be connected, so that the stops set
retained unharmed.
on one manual may be played,
A copy of the unfortunate ar- with limitations, from the other
tide has appeared with all the mis- keyboards." What the sentence is
takes underlined in red. tMore of intended to explain is the fact that
the terrible plot is laid bare. From by turning a certain control on one
these underlinings the corrections of the manuals, a few of the stops
will be made, and it is to be hoped set for one of the other manuals
that they are more accurate than may be played without touching
the original.
that manual. It is merely a way of
The first terrible mistake is the giving the organist greater r.o.'sisubstitution of the Choir manual bilities for combinations, and is the
far the Swell when telling the posi- means of getting around the fact
tion of the pistons which set combi- that he has only ten fingers and
nations of stops tor the whole or- two feet.
gan. Remember, then, that the pisIn the hope that it will clear up
tons are located above the Swell some of the confusion surrounding
a\ the first explanation, this article is
manual, not the Choir.
Next is the comparison of the hopefully offered as a fitting sucvox humana stop to the sound of cessor to the prece ling one.
trustingly

IhWgm
member

Cnmmiiaity

of the
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April

Dr. Karl

northern
the

for

school supply

Tourney

Be Next Saturday

Next Sunday afternoon, at
15
the
first
College
Bridge
of the year will be
held in the lounge of the Moulton
Union. The White Key organiza1

p.m..

Tournament

On Monday evening April 17 the tion sponsoring the tournament,
Brunswick Choral Society will expects from twenty to thirty
give a r.-.usical program in Me- participants. The winners of the
morial Hall. The program will tournament will receive a carton
feature Lloyd R. Knight '45 as one of cigarettes by courtesy of the
The other College Canteen.
of the two soloists.
Second prize
soloist, a tenor, is to be Lt. Carl will be two packages of cigarettes.
Larson of the Radar school here Refreshments will be secured by
at the college.
the
Mouhon
t
Union statT.
Featured on the program will
The laurels of the last College
bu such numbers as the Polka Bridge Tournament held on De"Schvande" from Weinberg, "Summertime" from Porgy and Bess,
Mcusorgsky's "Boric Goudounou"
and several Red Army songs.
Following the recital there will
be a semi-formal dance in the
lounge of the Moulton Union. The
Choral Society, through its direc-

cember 11, 1943, went to Fred
Gregory and George "Farmer"
Kern. The Hall
brothers,
Tom
and Bob. placed a strong second,
while Abbott and McCelhan followed
closely
behind.
Twelve
teams competed in all. All those

wishing to participate in the
[Tournament should contact their
has extended an invitation White Key representative and
body, sign. up. A nominal fee of twentyto members of the student
with their guests, to attend this ifive cents will bo chaigcd to all
tor Professor Frederic E. T. Tillotson,

I

function.

entrants.

Al Long And Mary Young Brilliant
In "Goodbye Again" Says Burroughs
By Robert W. Bourroughs

her.

produce a quasi-pantomimc hilarious in
nature.
Playing the
part of a drunk, Al managed to
be efficiently disheveled, taciturn,
and humorous in the general style
of Noah Beery.
The principal technical trouble
with the presentation was the
bungling of a quarter of the cues.
Burt Walker (Art Westlake) was
the worst offender in this respect.
To make matters worse the
prompter forgot he himself was
not a stage actor. As a result the
audience had the disconcerting
and dubious pleasure of hearing
many of the lines twice through.
Exceptionally difficult was the
given to Ken Bixby. but it
almost capably by

part

was played

Dick had an
convinced Ken is faithful to Richard Roundy.
and alarming tendency to become too
Elizabeth . Clochessy
melodramatic. Another fault we
found was his constant use of a
This
short
left-hand
gesture.
routine was varied occasionally by
a supplicating raise of both hands

Kens
a semi-formal dance in the Moul- genius insinuations as to
character. Ken, never really in
ton Union.
love with Julia, realizes how he
April 18 Achorn Prize Debate.
The drama
feels about
Anne.
April 20 Organ
Recital
by ends with a cliche clinch.
John F. MacMorran '46.
AI Long (Harvey Wilson), alcharacter,
only a
bit
April 23 Student Recital (af- though
nevertheless acted brilliantly. His
ternoon).
BCA Panel Discussion on Post- droll humor was the matrix which
held the play together. After a
war Problems (evening).
April 28 Exhibition of Sikor- rather slow first act, Al and Mary
sky Helicopter Film.
Young (secretary) collaborated to

—

Brunswick.

When he took over the
New England territory

Concert For April 17

—

—
—

in

Choral Society Plans

Darrow on "Cosmic Rays."
Arthur Westlake, both related to
Meeting of the Bowdoin Club Julia, horrified by the indiscreet
of Boston at the Hotel Statler.
actions of Ken and Julia, try to
April 15— State of Maine One- divorce Julia and Harvey. ^The
secretary (Anne Rogers), secretly
Act Play Contest.
in love with her employer, gums
April 17 Concert of the Brunswick Choral Society, followed by up the plans of Arthur by in-

—

j

Will

still

13—Lecture by

Town and

t

—

Pictures.

j

Qh c
War Bond and Red College Bridge

War-time presentation of the
play "Goodbye Again" presented
no small difficulties to. the Masque
and Gown, yet they achieved modof the Secretary of the College
erate success in their production
at eight thirty; all grades for
February are due at the Office
Friday. An unusual quality of the
presentation was that the play imof the Dean at nine.
proved as the plot moved forward.
Thus the Masque and Gown was
Servicemen are admitted free to
not handicapped
by a pitiful,
games of the Brunswick Basketdreary opus which starts brilliantball Tournament. For others the
ly but diminishes in quality.
admission is forty cents.
"Goodbye Again" by Allan Scott
and George Haight treats of a lecAPRIL EVENTS
turer travelling with his secretary
April 6 Lloyd R. Knight '45 on a Mid-western tour in 1932.
will sing
"The Holy City" in The lecturer (Ken Bixby) meets
chapel. ,
an old college flame (Julia Wilson t,
World Series married to Harvey Wilson but
April 12—1943

K.

j

Cross campaign committees. Secre-

REV

Sunday evening. March

group discussion was

tary of the district committee of
Boy Scouts, and a member of the
College Club. He demon|strated his executive ability last
fall when, as chairman of the combined National War Fund and
Community Chest drives, he led a
group of enthusiastic campaigners
to success in reaching one of the
largest money quotas ever raised
I

houses which he
represented he chose Brunswick
as his home because of his great
liking for the town.
Mr. Ladd is married and 'lives'
with Mrs. Ladd and their threevear old son, Samuel; 3rd, at 7
Longfellow Avenue. Mrs. Ladd is a
graduate of Bradford Junior ColMr. Ladd is a member of the lege and the Ka'therine Gibbs SecClass of 1929 of Bowdoin College, retarial School of Boston.
and has had several years of busiIn making the announcement of
ness experience in the advertising Mr. Ladd's
appointment
Presibusiness in Boston and with the dent Sills said:
Milton-Bradley Company, of
"The Director of the Bureau will
Springfield and Boston, and has be directly
responsible
to
the
been representative in northern President of the College, will be
New England for several years of a member of the administration of
the J. L. Hammett Company of the College, and will have his ofCambridge. He is very prominent fice in Massachusetts Hall. The
in the community life of Bruns[ Continued on Page 3 }
wick, being President of the Brunswick Rotary Club. Chairman of the

j

.

contemporary American
poets,
By Paul W. Moran
"North of Boston."
For four
Last Monday the author of
years he was professqr of Engsuch poems as "A Boy's Will,"
lish at Amherst, then was "poet in
"Mountain Interval?" and "New
residence" at the University of
Hampshire," arrived on the BowMichigan. When asked about tne
doin campus and read a selection
latter, the modest gentleman refrom his writings in the Moulton plied, "Oh, I guess
they called me
Union at 8.15 that evening. Robsomething like that." He now has
ert Frost, foremost American poet
a large farm at Ripton, Vermont,
of our time, has also dabbled in
a home at Cambridge, Massachuprose and drama, but his "long
setts, and knows Florida and New
suit" is poetry, for which he is the
Hampshire well.
only man to have won four
When the customary question
Pulitzer Prizes.
of "How do you like Bowdoin?"
One of this gentle, kindly man's was put to him,
Mr. Frost gave
favorite diversions is traveling, by
an original answer, saying: "Why,
means of which he has gathered
you know there's only one anan extensive knowledge of local swer
I can give
that I like it."
color, with which his poems are
After a pause sufficiently long for
enriched. Born in San Francisco,
our college pride to drop a few
he was educated at Dartmouth
feet, Mr.
Frost added jovially,
and Harvard, traveled to Eng- "But
I really do like rt here.
I
he published two
land, where
have many triends in Brunswick,
volumes of prose, then lived and
and have been here quite a few
actively farmed at Derry. New
times." As a matter of fact, he
Hampshire. Out of this residence
attempts to visit Bowdoin at least
Hampshire came the poem

Filling

Post Long Sought As Help For Grads

May 6. Tentative plans are being drawn up by the Council-appointed committees on Music,

Winner

War Fund

Alumni Fund Makes Possible

The Student Council has
planned a Senior Weekend for

Approximately $250 was collected from the undergraduate student body during the Red Cross Drive last week,
Chairman Lewis P. Fickett, Jr. '47 has announced. All of the
fraternities and the Thorndike Club had responded one hun-

Director

Placement

Undergraduates Contribute $250 To National Red Cross
All Fraternities Respond
100 Per Cent In Drive

6

toward the ceiling, as if Ken were
imploring the merciful Father to
extricate him from his mess. Due
to the fact that Ken Bixby had
many of the sure-fire lines verging on the shady side, Dick received a goodly share of the
laughs. One or twice he put on
an excellent comedy routine. On
the whole Roundy was not the
success we had hoped for.
Let it be known to his credit,
[

Continued on Page 4

]
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Merrill '46

ft.

six

which they
with

and

but

lost

one to Brunswick,

this

later defeated twice. Pleased

his team's progress,

Coach Miller

decided they were worthy of competing

New

in the

March

England Intercollegiates on

18 at M.I.T. and proceeded to

organize said meet almost single handed.

Only civilian college team entered, they
came up with fourth place, beating out
and Trinity, as well as the

Springfield

six

other association members which didn't

ORIENT

(The

reprints

bekm

excerpt* selected from the address entitled "The Attraction*
of Stupidity" delivered by Bean
Howard Mumferd Jones of the
G radu ate School of Arts of Harvard University at the Tufts
Catteffti convocation,
February
19th.
The complete teat appeared in the March 9th issue of
The Tufts Weekly."—Editor's
Note.)
The object of a college education is supposed to be the training
of the mind. We hold that a student who presents himself at the
door of one of our institutions and
who remains with us long enough,
is bound to go out that door a bet-

home

town

and

Vermont

in

a

"]

t

eration.

We

then waited for our host
enlarge
upon the subject,
which he presently did. telling the
following story. It seems that the
first time Mr. Frost came to Bowdoin, nearly a quarter of a century ago. he gave a lecture to a
small group of male listeners in
the living room of Professor Cotfin's house. Mr. Frost,
then an
to

anti-feminist,

made some remarks

about women in general that
brought forthy hearty laughter on
the part of the men. After the lecture the listeners expressed high
approval, and the lecturer, feeling

sioned a Second Lieutenant in the
Army Air Forces at 1 urner Fit 1(1.
Albany, Georgia.

The

spends a couple of hours holding
class, or, as he put it. "a lecture, because I don't give them
talk.''
Thus we
once every four years, so that he much chance to
discover that Mr. Frost is a very
will get to know each college gen[

Bowdoin

Donald M. Watt '39,
now
bombardier training''
i.-;

ceiving

Roswell

to
addition
in
active man, for
writing poetry, he has spent much
of his life farming, teaching, and
helping others whenever he has
been able to do so.
Paul Eames, Jr., '46 has begun
Mr. Frost remarked that Sun- work as a member of the Naval
day was his birthday, which nat- V-12 program at Brown Univerurally brought up the question of sity. While at Bowdoin, he was
his age. "I'm 100," he said, as
a member of Zeta Psi Fraternity.
serious as if laughing at one of
Aviation Cadent Paul W. MonPhil Hoffman's jokes.
This
reminded him of an interesting in- ahan '45 was recently commiscident that occurred at the Union
of a midwest college. He was living in the tower of the Union, and
of course went up and down the
elevator several times a day. One
time, on the way up, the elevator

Front

ter and brainier man than when quite happy,
as
one naturally
he went in. He is supposed, among would after an unusually success- boy, perhaps in his seventies,
other things, to be better pre- ful lecture, suddenly had a strange turned to Mr. Frost, not knowing
pared to enter upon the profes- feeling as he beheld a half dozen who it was, asked hte age. Mr.

reat

Army

Air Field, Roswell, New Mexico, having rrcc.itly completed a course in navigation at Ellington Field, Texas. il«"
is a member of the Zeta Psi fraternity.

Aviation Cadet Alan G. Hill'44, has just been commissioned a Secrind Lieutenant in the
Army Air Forces, after completing bombardier training
at
the
Carlsbad Army Air Field. He
member of Alpha Dfiti I in.

man

.

.

John W.

Maaa«er
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Bolt. Jr. '47

wound-up

compete. Coach. Miller

the

season by sending a picked group to com*h*n rlaMe* are held by the Student » of
Addremi rn-wn communirationM to the Editor
rommuniraiior . to the Business Manager of the
Company at the Orient Office in the Moulton Union. Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Maine, fcntered aa
ascoaa] <Im«- natter at the i>o»t office at Brunxwick. Maine.
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'46, Charlie Curtis '47,

Managing Editor of Thin Itwue
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Wednesday. March

Dana

A. Little

29, 1944

No. 20

George Erswell
George ("Farmer") Kern '45, Kim

'47,

Kyle

Guy

'47,

Moran

Leadbetter

'47,

—

Paul

and Bob Morrell '47 these
men who have brought the col"fame by deeds well done." They
'47,

are the

AFTER TWENTY-FIVE YEARS

lege

As a consequence of the war, Bowsesquicentennial year will undoubtedly pass without the realization
of many of the dreams long associated
with 1944 in the minds of alumni and
college authorities. Yet one such project
has come to pass. The newly-announced
creation of a Placement Bureau with
doirTs

Samuel A. Ladd '29 as its first director
a significant step forward and a very

have earned the praise and appreciation
of

all

WEEK EHD?

SL/B-FRESHMAN
Sun

In the

Rises column by

H. Rich-

ard Hornberger '45 for April

we

1943

1,

All this suggests that

from high and prep schools within

Agitation for a placement bureau was
spearheaded by the Alumni Council
for a period of about 25 years. Finally
the Alumni Fund has made possible its
inauguration.

'walking distance

»

Needless to say,

it

will not be the func-

tion of the placement director to hand
alumni jobs on a silver platter. What he

can and will be able to do, as a

man

of

wide business experience, is to afford
them valuable guidance in choosing and
finding employment. He can help men to
analyze themselves and discover what
they are fitted to do. He can make it
possible for them to get a fair hearing
from employers.
This achievement should be a source
of satisfaction to all Bowdoin men. They
will follow the bureau's work with in-

May

it

along about 1911 for the junior class to

which

in the course of

they planted a sprig of ivy, sang an ode,

and afforded the college an occasion for
memorable houseparties. Along about
now, we could still get some ivy, but
would have to look sharply for the junior class.

End, formerly traditional round these
parts, has lapsed along with two or
three other things since the war. It

worth resurrecting,
to examine

its

at least long

attributes.

we

for the idea.

think the college

O f course,

it

is

would

—we might

be nothing like in past years

even
sary

call it

a "senior weekend,"

if

neces-

—even though we have fewer

sen-

who, as we noted above,
crowding anybody off the side-

iors than juniors

aren't

walks.

enough

We should

go

reinstatement.

its

used to come in the

we

its

extra-curricu-

accomplishments. There would be a
play, the Glee Club, and a major athletic
event. The neophyte would be impressed
and afforded a preview of what was in
store for him here. Several pledge pins

found

their

Now,
as

way

to coat lapels.

we

of course,

We

on

need the freshmen.

problem could be

Trie transportation

—many

overcome

them would be

of

"within walking distance" anyway.

way -of

could find some
selves to eligible

1

We

feeding them.

Let's think over this chance to

our-

sell

7-year-olds.
4

A.

POSTWAR POLL

"Why?" That

Ivy would brighten things up no end.

The enrollment wasn't much

larger last

December than it is now, and we still
managed to scrape together 90 couples
for a "senior weekend."

We could do

it

is

the

will

you to do some serious thinking
about some important war and peace
questions to be found in the B. C. A.'s
questionnaire printed on page four of
force

It

BOWDOIH S HARDT MERMEN
In prewar days

when

the football

and

has been contended over and over

ords for themselves, there was a tendency
for the tumult and the shouting to center

thorny problems of the peace. Test yourself.

Try

it

questions?

out.

Can you answer

Are you

satisfied

those

with your

reasons?

on these squads and their respective seasons. Other sports, perhaps, did not re-

world should be a primary aim of every-

ceive their fair share of attention.

one

In this war year the deeds of the Big
White swimming aggregation have been

to college at this time. People are going

noteworthy.
>estricted

At

this time of necessarily

athletic

competition

there are few eligible to
victory,

we should

when

wear the palm of

not pass up the oppor-

Preparing to deal with a postwar

who

is

fortunate enough to be going

to expect college

men

to be able to help

solve these problems. If

we

can

we

will

be performing a socially useful function.
If

we^cannot

we may

So-an-so's

course

there some mysterious
effect upon the mind, some impalpable essence engendered in
college, some thing of which everybody admits the existence, though
Is

be contributing to

a third great tragedy of the century.

1/ speeds the fight

characteristic answer was,
women entering the room from Frost's
"I'm 100."
the hall, where they had listened
"Oh, go on!" was the answer of
with eager attentiveness to the enthe
none-too-credulous
elevator
tire lecture.
"boy," "how old are you?"
"I've known Professor
Coffin
'T'm 75," said Mr. Frost, still
for many years,"
went on Mr.
looking for a little fun, for at that
Frost, "and it seems as though
time he was in his fifties.
we've always been on each other's
The elevator boy then came up
trails around to different parts of
with a reply that set Mr. Frost
the country." The two poets are
back a few paces: "Oh. hell! I'm
great friends
and mutual ad75, and you look much older than
mirers, especially Professor Coffin,
who has heard Mr. Frost's I do." By the time Mr. Frost had
re-entered the moving elevator, it
poems read thirty times. Neither
had arrived at his floor, and since
of them has an agent, but whenthat time he has never joked with
ever sufficient demand arises they
make tours, giving lectures and the elevator boy.
Mr. Frost was rather cagey in
reading selections from their respective poems. A dozen or more his predictions about the war. He
times a year Mr. Frost goes to his suggested that the present period
is the "lull before the storm," and
covery. Time stood still while I that things are likely to break
renewed my youth.
loose at any time. He also put
On the other hand, the colleges forth the thought-provoking ques-*
have set their iaces against this tion, "Are the allied armies in
universal law. They continue to Italy really bogged down, or is
battle on the side of the Greeks. the entire Italian campaign, as
They seem to think the great law Churchill has hinted, just a feint
of the survival value of stupidity to cover up an imminent second
can somehow be got around. When front?"
they can lure a student into deWearing the high-laced shoes of
serting
the
Romans for the the farmer, Robert Frost has alGreeks, they are quite shameless
ways been a great supporter of,
in

their treason.

on every front!

in, the common man.
likes to be known as
human
nature poet, and is all for individualism. Having led no easy life
himself. Mr. Frost thinks that a
hard life helps an artist. He believes that working alone is the
only way to succeed as a poe't.
However, he does not encourage
young men to attempt to become

and believer

GREEKS OUTNUMBERED

He

he remains among the Romans, who were, you will recall, a
great political people, he will have
the solid satisfaction of belonging
to a large majority. If he looks
around him in college, he will
discern, as far as the eye can see,
the serried ranks of the Roman
If

interesting people outside
battalions
walls than there are in

drawn up to protect him
and themselves from the inroads
When he graduates, he will graduate into the
world of the Romans— a world

of the Greeks.

:>.

poets, for

his

is

it

that

belief

poets aren't made.
The
being is the central figure
of Mr. Frost's poems.

human
in

most

In this

Two of Mr. Frost's prominent
of comfortable conformity, of conCharacter is tics are his amazing
ventional interests, of tired and
ability to v'think on his feet." says
definition? If
solid satisfaction.
there be such a
Professor Coffin, and his desire to
thing,
it
will
scarcely help us, since one cannot BENEFITS
read his poems twice- "so he, as
What have the Greeks to offer? well as the audience, can get
define the indefinable. Moreover,
as we
look
about among our Not very much. In the first place, something out of them." During
friends on the campus, few of the student will have to abandon the second reading ideas, for anthem seem distinguished by any his natural place in the ranks of other poem often come to him.
impalpable essence, of, for that the Romans, and strike out for
This great man is truly unique
matter, any extraordinary amount himself. From the Roman point
in the history of American literaof intellect. There are always a. of view, he is a deserter, and stuture, for while a few may
have
few who prefer books to activity, pidity is always expert in this, approached
him in literature, none
but the general run of students that it knows how to punish decan approach him in the quadpay only that decent regard to sertion. If he gives himself up to ruple
distinction of being at the
their lessons which represents the intellectual adventure, if he tries
same time a great poet, a farmer
last ditch staaid of the faculty. In to do his own thinking, if he atloving and beloved by the comtruth, if a college education means tempts to reach conclusions for
mon man, a teacher doing his best
no more than is represented by an himself, if he announces
to help educate bur youth, and a
alumni meeting, why bother about stands by his convictions, he may
helping hand, giving freely of his
it? Perhaps we are in the center rest assured his friends will begin
time to tour the country giving
of a good-natured conspiracy in by looking at him askance, *»nd
lectures and
readings of
his
which everybody refuses to call probably end by abandoning him poems.
In fact, his readings are
things by their right names.
altogether. He may find a few acalmost as famous as his poems.
nobody knows

staff officer's

hands, the familiar telephone

is

a

weapon of war. It controls the striking power of our forces
in the whole area. Over it flash orders that help our fighting men to drive the enemy back.

its

OFFERED

Today, Western Electric

is

the nation's largest producer

—

of communications and electronic equipment for war
making many kinds of telephone and radio apparatus for

use on land,

women

the

at sea, in

air.

of varied abilities

College graduates— men and

— are

taking an important part

in this work.

Buy War Bonds

md

'up

regularly— all you can!

««>

Western Electric
SUPPLY TOR THE 8EU SYSTEM.
N WAR. ..ARSENAL Of COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT.

IN PEACE. ..SOURCE OF

GREEKS VERSUS ROMANS
Now I am going to venture up-

quaintances among the Greeks,
but the Greeks have ever been a
on an explanation of this delim- queer sort of people, more rema. I have lately been reading markable for their eccentricities
the essays of Walter Bagehot. and than otherwise. They hold to the
not say they
in his letters on the coop d'etat philosophy (I do
of Louis Napoleon, Bagehot sug- practice it), that every tub should
gests that the English people are stand on its own bottom. The unprotected against any such vio- dergraduate who deserts the ranks
lent upheavals as a French revo- of the stupid has, from the Romlution by their stupidity. He com- ans point of view, queered himpares the English to the Romans self. He fits into no campus pigeon hole.
as a great

Romans, he says:

"Is not

Of the PAIN
a cer-

tain dullness of mind their most
visible
characteristic?
What is

AHEAD

Our young

friend

is.

then, likely

have a painful time. He will
find even the faculty unsympathe history of their speculative
mind? A blank. What is their thetic, for the Greeks .have a
policy of their own, which has no
literature? A copy.
They have assured place for
the converted
not left a single discovery in any
barbarian. He will read
to

books,

abstract science, not a single perfect or well-formed work of high
imagination." He points out that
the Greeks, in contrast, who in-

and disagree with them; he will
take courses, and find the courses
designed and taught for the Romans. And when he graduates, he
vented almost everything worth
will graduate into the world of
inventing, succumbed to the Romans at last, and that in general Romans, which has no use for
non-Romans except to assimilate
the stupid people win and the
A
them.
clever people lose. Such are the
Will he have any durable satisattractions
This is an illuminating theory.,
It sheds a good deal of light on
the colleges. Take, for example,
the classroom.
The classroom
may be described as a scene of
polite warfare between the professors and the undergraduates.

STUPIDITY ADMIRABLE
Perhaps there

that a liberal education is a valuable tool
which will help one in grappling with the

baseball teams established glittering rec-

residue?

of stupidity.

word which

this issue.

again.

this

CLASSROOM WARFARE

think a wartime

still

is

political people.

couldn't put

good a show. But then neither can any

B. C.

In any case,

is

lar

other college.

Nevertheless,
still all

Week

Sub-Freshman

spring and would give the college an

has been the custom since

have a week end

them.

never recaptured.

opportunity to parade
In

more

with the Dean."
There was a great deal of verve and
6parkle in the columns of the Orient
during the years that Dick Hornberger
was a reporter and editor. When he
went into the service last year, the paper
lost a droll and clever touch which it has

a,

What

Professor

college

lege credits

idea of

no speci-

the essence

which the alumnus retains.
Unfortunately one doesn't have
to go to college to acquire pleasant memories, since there are

Sub-freshman week

The week end

WEEK EHD

of

campus dotted with
mothers wheeling baby carriages,
and babes-inarms discussing col-

The

furnishes

There are the pleasant memories

will see the

so far as to suggest

terest.

IVY

cation?

wish to get

college as possible be-

their country.

end

graduates, both old and

who

subject

what people get out of college.
Is there, then, some residue which
courses leave in the mind and
which constitutes a general eduof

fore being called into the service of

of particular potential value to
alumni in aervice, the placement bureau
can be of permanent value to the college
its

much

in as

Now

all

BENEFITS FROM COLLEGE.
fic

"The only non-uniformed creatures about will be young refugees

anniversary present to the college

and to

lead a busy life, you had better
read the classics in college, for
otherwise you will never read
them. If you press the point, il
you ask some alumnus whether
he still reads the classics, he will
look uncomfortable, and probably say something about enjoying
Professor So-an-so's course
in
Shakespeare but he hasn't kept
up his reading, though he remembers the course with pleasure.

find this prediction:

from the alumni.

young.

they will respond, a course in literature is a very good thing. Of
course, people don't generally read
the classics except when they have
to, so that, if you are going to

—

*

is

fitting

Bowdoin men.

sion or occupation of his choice.
When you try to pin these peodown to what it is that is
learned in college, they elude you.
Will a course in chemistry give
you this mysterious general training? Well, they say, a course in
chemistry, but, of course, unless
you are going to be a professional
chemist, you will soon forget your
chemist ry. Well, you ask. is a
course in English desirable? Yes,

ple

nature at work

is

in

a great law of
these masters,

BOWDOIN GLA55WARL

factions? I can think of only one.
He will be master of his own intellectual house.
His thoughts
will be his own thoughts, and not

SOLD BY THE ALUMNI OFFICE
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE ALUMNI FUND

—

borrowed ones the Romans, you
remember, were great borrowers.
He will have his own point of
view, his own scale of values, his
philosophy. And he is headed
for an interesting, if painful, fife,
a life of incessant conflict with
the ideas and standards of the

own

These

glasses

a Bowdoin

make a

Home

Bowdoin man or

for his bride.

out clearly and

The

erous philosophers, including Carlyle, and confirmed in our time by
mental tests invented by educators. Not to know too much, not
to think too much, not to ask too
many questions— these are the
conditions of a normal or medium
existence. Let us have men about
us who are fat, sleek-beaded men,
and men that sleep o" nights. Perhaps the great body of American
undergraduates
are
following

Prepaid cast of the Mississippi: other-

right instinct in resisting instruction as capably as they do. Last

year I taught freshmen and sophomores, and I was delighted to And
them writing the same hazy ideas
in the same bad sentences they
used when I
began teaching
twenty-five years ago. There was
something refreshing in this <Hs

upon them.
If you have any capacity which
may fit you for the life of the
Greeks, and should you choose to
conceal it and live among the
Romans, nobody will be any the
wiser. Even if you elect the Greek
way, your choice may be wrong
because you may lack the intellectual fortitude to go it alone. But
if your choice is made, if you
have deserted the Romans, I can
at least promise you an uncertain,
an uncomfortable, possibly an inglorious, but most surely and emphatically a crowded, interesting
and exciting career.

in

guaran-

seal stands

is

t

with Bowdoin Seal
Black and White

fine gift for a

against which we struggle in vain. Romans.
There is something fresh, sound,
Despite the
superior
attracand admirable about stupidity. tions of stupidity, it happens from
This has been remarked tw num- time to time that college students
really choose the difficult way of
intellectual life.
I
suppose it is
due in some degree to the lamentable influence of the faculty
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Bowdoin

POLAR BEARINGS

NEW ENGLANDS

IN

:H0T LICKS

NATIONALS AT YALE

By Joe Woods

Kern Wins Second In
440; Moran Third
In Breaststroke
By Chart** W. Curtis
Scoring 20

points,

New

England lntercollegiales
Saturday afternoon and evening. March 18th. The score by
colleges was Williams. 50; Brown,
48; MIT. 44; Bowdoin, 20; Trinity,
7, and Springfield, 3 points.
The

tield

of

the

association

S

1

feature.

Paul

W. .Moran

W.

Charles

'47

Curtis

vak?

„
n
Combine Commencement
And Sesquicentennial
Fete
^
"
Arrangements are being made

.

m

to postpone the commencement
exercise* until June 34th to coincide with the college's sesquicentennial celebration. June 3rd
was originally set as the date for
the exercises.
The graduating class has al-

\

m

j

I

(

)

,

y*rd\?**^inl

^

i

-

!

i

(

,

m

|

Curtis fifth place m the 300 yard
individual medley.
The remainder of Bowdoin s points were won
by gaining lourth place in the o00
yard medley, with a team of Curtis, Moran and
Leadbetter. Because Williams 400 yard relay
team was disqualified for a false
start,
Bowdoin received third
place honors in the final relay.

538 seconds; 150 yard back-

lst> Loc kton
(Williams).
2n d. Mumford MIT). 3rd. Granlund (MIT). 4th.
Weller
(Wilhams), 5th, King (Brown), time.
1:45.2 minutes; 200 yard
breast
stroke: 1st, Paulson (Brown), 2nd.

stroke:

(

Nolan Brown

(
3rd, Moran (Bow)
doin), 4th, Sleicher (Brown), time
2:30.7 minutes; 440 yard free,

Bacon (Williams), 2nd,
Rofranc
(Bowdoin),
3rd.

.

.

NOW OPEN

.

.

STUART PRINT SHOP
Alvin Settle, Proprietor

Complete Printing Service
Town

Bldg.

Tel.

(Brown), 4th. Mumford (MIT).
(Bowdoin), time, 3:36
minutes; 400 yard freestyle relay:

5th, Curtis
.

by landed sixteen in all. In the
second tilt Fred Gregory took
the, honors with fourteen points,
while George Branche was highscorer for the Kwsers with six-

On March

21,

team

B romped

well-managed game, and increased the margin from 37 to 25 to
the final score entirely in the last
quarter.
Gathering the most
points in this game was Jack Magee who sunk
eleven
baskets,

George

while

Branche managed

ten points for the losers.

The second game was postponed, and has not yet
been
played.
This habit was the
downfall of the previously organized league and can easily
ruin this one.
certainly
hope it will be the last event of
its kind.
The White Key has

!

I

I

|

!

it is

unable to print picture* of Bob Morrell

managed the League very

Ella Raines

with
- Franchot Tone

Cartoon

indeed be a shame to ruin it
after such an eventful seacod. It is not without prejudice
that we see the Bowdoin Independents as the only foil of the
league.

1

We have

BrunswickHardwareCo.

had long experience in
producing for Bowdoin men:

ATTENTION

POSTERS
STATIONERY
TICKETS ALUMNI LETTERS
FRATERNITY FORMS

COLLEGE STUDENTS

And Other

and

Printing

Ask Us For Quotations

—

Visit the

I

Team D

—A.D.,

Kappa

and

Sig.,

Thorndike.

The League now

stands:

Won
Team A
Team B
Team C

Lost

S
3

2

1

8

1

The

like to
like to

also

Paramount News

Cartoon
April 2-3

in the basket-

in

Time

April 4

Charlie Chan In
Secret Service

AMUSEMENTCENTER

Manager
The Orient

Printers of

has helped to place
of the
College in
business and professions, hut the

gym

problem of assisting men returning from the armed forces makes
Ihe project one which will require
the services of a full time Director of Placement.

Brunswick

,

,

Have a "Coke" =

-

The

ORIENT

ONLY

is

girls

No

Deliver the

ORIENT

sessions,

City, State

Chops

Steaks

Fancy Groceries

Hallo, Bracie

TONDREAl) BROS.

HOT DOGS
BOTTLED BEER
ITALIAN SANDWICHES

M

Student

Park Street

Lewlston. Maine

Phone 328-M for delivery

Ltd., of Etruria,

released

;

is

vance.

JEWELRY

STORE

Maine
/

Solicited

College

intended that the Bowl will be ready for delivery on or about June 14, 1944, the

ited to

<£

<(

There

will be

(fAny sums remaining
the Alumni Fund.

It is still

1

50th birthday of

manufactured only such Bowls as have been ordered and paid for in adpayment of design, manufacturing and importing costs will be cred-

after

possible to accept these

The Bowdoin Bowl

WATCHMAKER - JEWELER

advance payment orders.
(12ft x

5W

inches) in Blue or Sepia Gray

$15.00

Shipped, charges prepaid, as received by the importer
146 Maine St.

Book

GOOD NIGHT, SWEET PRINCE
THE LOOM OF LANGUAGE: Bodmer
SELMETS 4k LIP8TK K Lt. Ruth G. Haskell
r—
IX'1 *T •> «• cumndn g s
WHILE STILL WE LIVE: Helen Maclnnes

F.

England.

Maine

BERRIE'S

Patronage

The

It's natural for popular name*
to acquire friendly abbreviations. That's why you hear

"Cok«".

album

m

album
entitled: "Up-Swing," which contains discs by Benny Goodman,
Tommy Dorsey. Artie Shaw, and
Glenn Miller. The album consists
of: "Stompin' At The Savoy," and
"Dbnt Be That Way" by BennyIndeed!"
ond
"Yes
Goodman
"Song Of India" by Tommy Dorand
Beguine,"
sey; "Begin the
"Oh, Lady Be Good," by Shaw;
and Glenn Miller's versions of
String
"Tuxedo Junction" and "A
of Pearls." For you who like jive
here is an album you can't afford
to overlook. You had better get
them while they're hot in case
Victor has

Produced by Jones, McDuffee and Stratton, Boston, agents
for Wedgwood commemorative ware in the United States.

the College.

•?

called

"FreBeguine," and

Modeled and executed by Messrs. Josiab Wedgwood and Sons,

Maine Street

Brunswick, Me.

Alumni Secretary

a

-.

.

.

$3.75
$2.50

given below
I prefer

Blue

Q

,

payable to Bowdoin College, for which please ship to

me

at the address

Bowdoin Sesquecentennial Bowls.
Sepia Gray D-

I understand that shipment will be

made, charges prepaid, as soon as received by the importer.

$2.00
$2.75

W. CHANDLER & SON

laM»>Wa«Ma^aMattSS«Ma«i

Date

^
$8.50

'.

j^'.tf'.t*.

Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Maine

Store

:

Coca-Cola

the

—

Herewith $

I
3

••Coke" = Coca-Cola

Ml COCA.COU GQMfthMV «V
THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS, INC.

•OfTUS UNOU AUTNOtltT Of
171

6

be greets you a* a brother;

(he global high-ugo of the kind-hearted.

Shaw

"Moonglow."

Reproduced are the familiar Bowdoin Border, the Seal of the College, the Bowdoin
family Coat of Arms, the Campus of 1820 and four present day College scenes
from original sketches by Miss Elinor Trueman.

TrTE

home.

contains such

["

Total Resources $3,000,000

at

pre-

It

as:

"Begin

"Deep Purple." It's an
definitely worth having.

The' Bowdoin Bowl

Brunswick

Capital, $175,000

w aathsr he offers it away from hone or from his icebox
Axooadtha wori4Q>ca-Cols smmisior <jaj>«ai»ia<

To get away from the abstract
a moment there is a
newly released Artie Shaw album in cir-

A NEW EDITION OF BOWDOIN CH1NAWARE
PRESENTED IN OBSERVANCE OF THE SESQUICENTENNIAL
OF THE COLLEGE

MIKE'S PLACE

all

mm* tbtag when he aaya Hsw m "Cikr,

has taken to "faking" notes, slurring over them and shooting to
the top ones. Harry represents
that class of popular musicians
who hit top without anyone being able to explain why, except
by casually remarking that he's
"just a fad."

.

Moulton Union, Brunswick, Maine

Short Subjects

of Brunswick,

ib i

and he no longer has the ability
to run up a line of true notes. He

:

,

Office,

BANK

Tbe a awinn

the

1

notice a vast difference. His tone
has changed for the worse lately

to:

(^ It

fl aarife

but

™ v™*

<

!

1

and

FIRST NATIONAL

Hslh,

even listen to him when he was
playing in boogie-woogie combinaTh
m
™ wi,h tJl„
,
l °!If:
Jamas
of T
today. I think you will

the College Oracle

Brunswick

flyer says

'

B.

paratory school committee for 'he
welcomes the opportunity
this year of continuing a traditional service to the high schools.
In past years the college
has
given prizes to the first and second place winners at Brunswick.
T his year one jze wi „ be
*
to tho winner
aX Brunswick
Rmnswick and
* ,nner at
prexy Petriollo decides to put the
one to the winner at Bangor.
The fina , rcporl on lh £ sdloo]s lid down again. He changes quickto be represented and the plays er than the spots on a pair of
they will show will appear in he- dice. (It you don't believe that,
just ask Dave Ross.)
next issue of the ORIENT.
,

|

I

some

sides on

;

Maine Street

a Polish

be placed.

has deof Harrys
G. discs! or

ability

Listen to
the old

clin ed.
I

extra

Name

Always Top Quality

Miller - Larry Parks
also

...a way to say "Pardner"to a visitingPole

cyclorama of black draperies
which doors and windows

*„™

.

any of these gents. Ever
Harry left Benny Goodman

trumpeting

$2.00 a year

(HELLO, BROTHER)

When

into

travel conditions,

j

and pitching and fielding advice
comprises the work of the daily

have your friends knew what you are doing?
hear of your athletic achievements V

crew

Last year the contest had to be
abandoned entirely because of

The baseball team is coming
right along and coach Neil Mahoney is making plans for the first
game with Bates on April 19. Bat,
,
..
/,.
A
ting fundamentals, infield practice,

...

production

may

in a

j

to

nesi,"

]

'college

PLAN GAME WITH
BATES APRIL 19
1

Gown

1

will set the stage for the contest.
All plays must be presented with-

j

April 5-6

Fox News

que and

'

to decide the championship. Third place honors will
go to the winner of the second
feature the Bowdoin Independents vs the Pied Pipers.

the

Continued from Page

[

hks

culation.
favorites

One-Act Plays

a

with

Ann

first

up
I

Hears All - Sees All - Tells All - No Censorship
Bring Your Subscription Today
to the ORIENT Office - Moulton Union

The Orient

Hey Rookie

Paul K. Nlven, Bowdoin 1916

200 Maine Street

their first meet last fall which resulted in a defeat by Brunswick
High School to placing tenth in
the entire country.

Address

with
Sidney Toler - Gwen Kenyon

Wed.-Thurs.

their

to be congratulated for their fine work this season,
progressed from

The team has

and Reporter

also

Tues.

were victorious
round encounter

tournament. They edged
their
opponents
the
Bath
Knights of Columbus by a score
of 34 to 26. Monday night they
were defeated by the AAF, the
final score being 76 to 20.
The AAF (Metes) clash with
the naval radar men tonight in

many alumni

gift subscription to the ORIENT to all your
other friends. Copies mailed anywhere in the world.
charge for foreign delivery.

with
Wallace Beery - Marjorie .Main

of

Independents

The RECORD OFFICE

— Telephone S —

ming team are
i

like to have your girls get acquainted with the customs and doings on the campus?
There is an easy and inexpensive way.

Rationing

Paramount News
March

Bowdoin

ball

the College

UPPERCLASSMEN
FRESHMEN
Do you
Do you

ready been canvassed on the
matter by the Dean. President
Kenneth C. M. Sills plans to propose the change at an early
meeting of the Executive Committee of the Governing Boards.

76-20 In Second Tilt

}

setting

[

with
- Susan Howard

also
Selected Short Subjects

MEN

Continue c^ffom Page
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Hoopmen Team Stopped

up of the Bureau and the
appointment of the Director have
been made only after most careful consideration and consultation
Teams A. B. C. and D Thev are: with many alumni groups, and the
Team A Chi Psi and A.T.O.
College is very fortunate indeed
Team B -Zete, D.U., Sigma Nil, in inaugurating this Bureau in the
capable hands of Mr. Ladd."
Deke, and Psi U.
For many years Dean Nixon of
Team C— Beta, and T.D.

Remember

The Fighting Seabees

Sun.-Mon.

PRINTING

[

now

Bead a
.March 31 -April

ALL Your

ing best

Guy Leadbetter

Placement Director

would

it

'47,

the 400-yard freestyle
plating tenth for th=

Would you

also

Fri.-Sat.

Yes, We're Interested In

suc-

Eugene A. Bernardin,
'47 and George Erswell

Jr. '47

H

March 29-30

Phantom Lady

3rd, Bowdoin (Chamberlain,
better, Kyle, Kern).

does the cook-

and

cessfully thus far,

CUMBERLAND
Wedv-Thurs.

1st, MIT, (Sherman, Stoops, EiBrown
senhardt,
Smith),
2nd,
(Lee .Williams, Houck, Ajootian),

Lead-

'46

We

Fox News

89-W Brunswick

SERVICE

I

teen.

over team D with a final score
ending 61 to 29. B played an easy,

John Wayne

PHILGAS

Malcolm Chamberlain

'47

regrets that

style: 1st,

Coach Robert Miller was re- Kern
warded for his work in organizing (Trinity), 4th, Ajootian (Brown),
the meet by being made Head
5th, Fabens (MIT), time, 5:27.9
Judge of the Finishes. He and ihc minutes- 300 yard individual medmanager, Cliff Travis, were oorh ley: 1st, Paulson (Brown), 2nd,
active in
the
meeting of the Weller (Williams), 3rd, Nolan

.

Kim Kyle

ORIENT

The

;

record, and also
j(Mumford, Chulada, Schwartz)
pool record of 23.6 seeCurtis
Moran,
Paulson swam the 300
Leadb° tter) 22° yard trees le
individual medley in 3:36 minutes
1st, Bacon (Williams, 2nd. Rofrato establish a new NEISA record,
(Trinity),
3rd,
Ajootian
lopping 8 seconds ofi" his old mark no
Kyle
Bowdoin i.
of 3:40.2 minutes. Bacon of Wil- (Brown), 4th,
(MIT); winning
liams was also a double winner, 5th. Sherman
gaining his laurels in th<« 220 and time, 2:23.8; 50 yard freestyle, 1st.
Case
(Williams),
2nd.
Smith
the 440.
(MIT). 3rd, Lee (Brown),
1th.
The performance gaining mosr MacKensie (Williams), 5th, Wilrecognition from
the spectators liams,
(Brown), winning time,
was Kern's capturing of second 24.4 seconds; Diving:
1st, Eisenplace in the 440. Moran of Bowhardt (MIT). 2nd, Aguila (MIT);
doin gained a close third in the
100 yard freestyle: 1st, Case (Wil
220 yard breast-stroke, and Kyle , iarns)> 2n d, Schwartz (MIT), 3.-d.
of Bowdoin fought for the 4th
Edwards (Springfield), 4th, Bent
Place
the 220. The only other
(Wi]liams)i 5tn
Lee
(Brown)f
individual scoring in the meet was
time

new MIT

.

,

(

in

In

they're af- since

__

^

a

If its versatility

wrong with Eldridge?
Certainly James can not measure

country, the usual high standards
co
es wnen
was decided
ol performance were equaled this
h ave this meet placed on the pcr
year. The most outstanding feats
anent records, and to have meciwere accomplished by Dan Case als given for all places as in :he
of Williams and Carl Paulson of past
Brown, both of whom were double! --,,«_.,,*«-. wi ,.„„j
^i
rhe summaries:
300 yard medwinners. Swimming in the second
»"»"«
Lockheat of the 50 yard freestyle preBrown
liminaries. Case established a new
King. Paulson, Nolan
3rd, MIT
Williams College

w
^
^J^SSj^j,.**

it's

ter what's

|
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If

—

.

.

tact

jsax section

wm

.

— in

it's mediocre, his
being its only good
not the band it
must be James himself. How he
has gotten where he is is beyond
me and many other followers oi
popular music. If it's high notes
they want why don't they look to
Armstrong? If they want a sweet
trumpet why not listen to Spi

tional

1

'47

fourth
relay.

Armstrong, and Eldridge are the meet, Bowdoin tied with Princemost well known. Certainly the ton and Penn State.
"Horn's" orchestra is not sensaCoach I5ob Milk-r ami the swim-

I

-

in abiButterfield, Spivak,

whom

lity, of

^ma

the

who supersede James

bugle

I

I

I

of

S^

I

1

not

X
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Competing with a group of coland universities from all
country, the Bowdoin
tt,c
swimming team placed tenth in
le

wer
!

i

competing were Amherst, Boston

!

',

I

i

B

|

to-

day concerns trumpeters. c-:?cialthe National Intercollegiate Swimly Harry James. The •Horn", is
one of the most popular band min e Championships at New HaFriday and Saturday,
leaders in the country and yet it ven last
March 24 and 2d.
is difficult to explain why critics
The only points scored by the
generally agree that
there are
other blowers of the glorified team were received by placing

,

game in every respect. Oulguarding and playing heads-up
ball hi wig ht the long-awaited
triumph to the victors.
University. Connecticut UniversiIn the second game of the evety, Mass. State,
Weslayan. and
ning, team C played along with
Worcester Polytech.
team D and surged ahead in the
The meet this year, by the con- third overtime period. The final
census of opinion of all the
.core was 94 to "». This t IK
Coaches present, was a great suc-| very
eating in that the winners
cess, and plans have already been
came froni
in
last
the
e
r a tWO day
*?eeX nex \ Quarter to tie up the score at 28
,£U
UTnmg
an " Ual 'all and then finally win the gameb
ZZjr
„
afTHir to \
its pre-war basis.
....
...-*_.
*
Bow- in' ...the third overtime period.
dflin's team was the only all civiIn the first match of the evelian team at the meet. Because of
ning, Fred Auten achieved highthe fact that the colleges having
V-12 units were able to choose scoring honors f.»r the winners
with twelve
»ints while Sillsswimmers from all parts
members

it

'>

lead of the laagae a* it forced
the favored team A to drop it*
first game to the tune of 35 to
26. The losers were missing t\%o
of their regular players. At any
rate team
played a very fine

in

of ar-

'

Tuesday evening. March 14.
A sparky team B brought 4tBowdom's sai/ oae faose nssrer to the

swimming team placed fourth
the

By Al Wehren
One of the chief topics
gument in the music world

Team B continued on its winning streak, and team C won its
first game as the Inter-fraternity
Basketball League continued on

Name
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Class
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OSBORNE SPEAKS
IN SUNDAY CHAPEL

.

.

[

ORIENT LISTS

SUNRISES

Play Review
Continued from Page

i

Continued from Page

[
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evidence has cropped up to support the
law of probability. According to this omnipotent rule, if a
thousand pennies are thrown on the floor a thousand times,
there will be five hundred heads and five hundred tails the
greatest number of times. Therefore, when the last issue of the
Orient was put together, and the captions under the pictures,
of the newly-elected members of the Student Council were inserted by guess-work, there was one chance in five that one
would be correct. (This on tne authority of one taking Math
100.) Sure enough, one of the five was correct; the one in the
middle at that.

Dick did not blush when he stripTaking as his theme a parable, ped to his underwear. Surpris"The Man You Might Become," ingly, this expose had little, effect
the Reverend Clifford H. Osborne, on the ladies in the audience. We
Minister of Waterville's Method- ascribe this negative reaction to

bit of

There's a bit of local color for
this week's issue in the story about
the woman who used to go around
chasing dogs and .men. About the
time of the first World War, a

Brunswick woman was married
one morning to a man who disappeared before evening. She never
saw him again. Not unnaturally,
she immediately took a strong disto all men, and less understandably, to all dogs. She claimed
that men were no better than dogs,
and that all dogs were as bad as
like

men.

ist

deleterious

Church, asserted that "there the

are certain relationships in life movies.
which will never be settled on the
The scenery
present level" in his chapel address,

order.

Sunday, March 19th.

of

the

in very

good

effect

was
Hard work

excellent guide to

offset

ing

the more common fallacies Is in
the belief In a steady progress
in what may be called the goodness of human souls. One can
Judge people of today by studying figures prominent In history.
Anyone encountering political
candidates In the pages of American History should be expected
to spend a little more time hi
Judging the qualifications of the
candidates In 1944.

by

—

In introducing
the
Reverend the fact that the seats in MeOsborne, President Kenneth C. M. morial Hall are on a flat plane,
Sills mentioned that the speaker's so the audience can see only the
church has close connections with faces of the players. AdvantageColby College.
ous placing of the lights practiThe Reverend Osborne opened cally overcame the effect of the
knocked him cleanly from his prehis talk by recounting a parable absence of overhead lighting.
The ability to evaluate does not
carious perch. By the time he had
which he said was true of all
Betty Warner Smith
(Julia come in any one course. Rather it
recovered she was gone.
of us. There is a man ever knock- Wilson) was extremely forced in comes in integrating the uses of
V
ing at the door of our lives whom,
many courses. If one can test a
The other encounter took place altho he is strangely familiar, we her interpretation. It has been theory by analysing let us say its
one evening before that brand-new cannot quite recognize. He is, said rumored that she spoke with a legal, ecoonmic, and psychological
southern accent, but from where
marvel, the Pastime Theatre. At- Osborne "The
man we might beaspects and by attempting to test it
tacking with even more than her come." He represents that part we sat she sounded like an animated New Yorker cartoon. At if possible by the lessons of history,
usual swiftness, she struck one of of us which is "the son
of God." least she was earnest, as she in- we should certainly be able to dethe customers smartly on the head, Why do so many of us refuse to
dicated by a constant washing- cide whether to accept the theory
knocking his soft hat clear down open the door
and let him in? machine morion with her hands.
or whether to discard it better
to his chin, once again making a asked the Reverend Osborne. He
than a person who will study a
The part of Anne Rogers was
Brunswick is a concluded it was because we were
clean get-away.
dangerous town to live in, with too certain of our failings and played most naturally and unaf- theory by whether or not it appeals
armed women and firebugs running shortcomings. "Thinking thus, we fectedly by Mary Young, although to him on first reading. The ability
around.
come to live thus," observed she did not have a difficult part. to discard all that is rubbish and
Mary did what she could to speed to retain those theories that bear
Osborne.
V
up the slow-moving first act, in
The Reverend Osborne stated which the plot had necessarily to the brunt of searching, skeptical
Just in case anyone wants a pair, that it was the role of the ChrisWe could find no tech- analysis is one that can be most
one of the down-town shops has tian not only to strive to attain be woven.
readily be obtained from a liberal
nical fault with her acting.
"ladies' welding gloves" for sale.
the perfection symbolized by the
We are wondering why direc- arts college.
phrase "the man you might be-

_ —

—V—

of the books recently added
to the College Library always
draws a second, somewhat incredulous glance from persons browsing around. The title is "Jazz"; it
was written by Robert Goffin.

—V—

brella.

At

least
in a

Just before he left
Dr. Manning Smith confided that
although he had not had an opportunity to build a cage for his two
cats, he didn't think he would have
much trouble with them on the
trip. He planned to put them in
the back seat along with about
everything else that he could get
in, and then let them amuse themselves by learning to find their way

two of these encounters
complete rout of the obAt the time there

jective attacked.

was a young man

in

insoluble

town who was

learning to ride a high-wheel bicycle, and one day while he was
wobbling cautiously along, she
suddenly noticed him and rushed at
him,
one well-directed swoop

forward movement of

would disappear.

The choir sang
Brunswick,
Our Lord Was

—V—
ended

to seek to see that tor George Quinby did not cut the
"other person" looking over the last ten minutes or so in the secshoulders of his fellows. If this ond act, in which practically a
Surely
practice were follwed the level on dead silence prevailed.
which relations among men are Dick Roundy's undressing, no matcarried on would be raised and ter what muscles he showed, conmany problems which now seem tributed little or nothing to the

come" but

One

the amatory situation.

of the play

Christ
Crucified"
by

Shutz.

—

frightful was the fiasco? Just why
was there "Lack of undergraduate

"Goodbye

president; Clifford K.
secretary; and Malcolm
'46, treasurer.

'45,

'45,

the

we regret to say I
repeat: we regret to say. Lobo
shot while trying to escape
no, excuse me, while trying to
raid a chicken
That's
coup.

gentlemen,

— —

International Opinion Poll

Taking

what the
But

said.

feller

who

"carrying on."

say that

and time, "Good aye
Again" might be called another

(a)

6.

Would you

we hate

to see

him

ton

secretary.

'46,

Sigma Nu: Tom M. Sawyer

Alpha Tau Omega: Lloyd R.
Knight '45, president; and Judson
R. Merrill

treasurer.

'46,

ThorndBie Club:

Shepard LifMaurice

shitz '47, president; and
Lehrman '46, secretary.

watch amazed, they disappear
into the distance
(fad emit and

orchestral

music rising to a crescende as Scene Two
flashes onto the screen
dim shapes are seen
fluttering in the wind; a barred
gate looms high, bearing the
sign "Westbrook
Junior College"; sentries with watchdogs

"...

m

c

men

.

.

ft c
Ladies and gentlemen,

we
we have demonstrated

that college life is still not without its excitements.

—

"And in case you still don't
know it, two fraternities had hell
And now.
nights last week.
signing off. we beg to remain,

carrying a pail of water

yours faithfully, your reporter ex-

and some seaweed for we know
not what mystic purpose.

go;

".

hope that

.

.

.

traordinary,

Jasper Q. Featherstone"

As we

be willing to have your food and shoes rationed for a period after the war, and would you

be willing to put up with shortages of other things to provide for:

Name of college

Sex:

,

M.:.

.

Location

Under 18

Student's age:
.

F.

.

Association member?
1

.

.

(

18-24

)

College class (F,

.

Yes.

.

.

No.

.

.

(

S,

Over 25

)

)

Major

Sr.)

Jr.,

(

subject

Allied and liberated nations?

Yes.

No.

Undecided

Defeated nations

Yes.

No.

Undecided

.

After this war, do you think lasting peace is

(b)

To assure our future peace, do you think the United

Probable?

Would you

States should rely mainly:

On

Possible?

its

be willing to pay taxes to send such aid

i

to:

Allied and liberated nations?

Yes

No

Undecided

Defeated nations?

Yes

No

Undecided

armaments and on bases throughout
*

the world?

Unlikely?

OR
Comments:

Impossible?

(Jn an international organization?

Why?

Undecided

Why?

...'
»

(1)

7.

3.

In deciding where postwar boundaries are to be
set,

and' whether small

should

countries

(like

Suppose you were offered a job doing work you
take

it if

you had to work

side

by

with satisfactory hours and salary, would you

like,

and on an equal

side

basis

with people such as those

listed

below?

Do

you think that these steps are an essential part
of the peace settlement? (Check if you think they

Latvia)

be independent, which of these factors

are):

(2)

Would you take the job if your immediate superior was one of these

(3)

Suppose you

people?

should have the most weight:
a.

b.

a.

Independence for India?

b.

Defeated nations to have no colonies or sub-

Security of victorious powers?

own

a business or factory after the

Independence or international control over:

territory

and

( 1 )

its

on an equal

basis

In

all

parts of the question,

it is

i

assumed that

all

of the people are equally qualified to do

Subject territories of the victorious powthe

work

required.

Be sure

to

answer "yes" or "no" for each space and chec\

in the last

ers?

neighbors?
d.

hire these people

r

i

IMPORTANT NOTE:
Economic welfare of the

— \iould you

ject territories?
c.

c.

war

with other applicants?

Wishes of the peoples concerned, based on nationalism and historic rights to the territory?

column the spots where you yourself

•

Undecided?

(2) Territory reconquered from Japan?

Why?

Comments:

(1)

Work

'

Yes

,

with

No

fit:

(2)

Wor\

under

No.

Yes

0)

Hire

(4) I am one

No.

Yes

t

1

Here are a number of things

that might be done with

Germany

after victory.

Do you

•

Physically handicapped people

3.

People

who

don't need to

•

work

1

.

Should
a.

Abolish the Nazi party?

b.

Completely demobilize the German
from having any army again?

Sliottld

not

Undecided

Catholics

5.

Protestants

6.

Jews

7.

Negroes

8.

American Indians

9.

Japanese-American citizens

d.

Break Germany up into small states?

e.

Prevent the Germans from rebuilding their
automotive industries?

Make German labor rebuild devastated
at the rate usually paid prisoners of

l

*

Govern Germany with an occupation force

1

!

4.

Army and keep them

c.

.

women

2.

think the United Nations

should or should not:

f

Married

.

for several years?

steel,

chemical and
•
1

-

1

areas in other countries

war?

10.

Chinese- American citizens

11.

Mexican- American

12.

Foreign-born citizens

|

(Used by permission of Fortune Survey, January 1944)

citizens

Why?

a
1

1

13.

V

1

Aliens

1

MM
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'46,

president; and Robert L. Morrell
'47, secretary.

while sirens scream,

m&

Indi-

manifestation of the remarkable
success with which Bowdoin is

manpower

like to cor-

dark, ragged clouds go
scurrying across the midnight
sky somewhere
over
Mere
Point. Three tiny dots can be
seen on the road which writhes
along the peninsula. We move
closer
lo and behold! the three
figures stand revealed as fresh-

may

not be the
full story;
it
now looks as
though Lobo was the victim of
a miscarriage of justice. Anyway, friends, we would like to

Beta Tjheta Pi: George J. Kern
president; and Richard S. Nor-

'45,

"...

shot him

reports

latest

cate that this

of

'47,

week.

—

into

shortage

the

Philip H. Hoffpresident;
Paul
W.
secretary; and Roy F.
Littlehale '46. treasurer.
'45,

Moran

pace to and fro. Two shadowy
figures approach what is now revealed as a clothesline bearing
female garments.
The sentry
falls, felled by a
swift
commando maneuvre. An intimate
garment is removed from the
clothesline, and replaced by a
50-cent piece. The roar of a
high-powered car dies away

j

consideration

Kappa Sigma:

man

of countless backs hunched over
innumerable tomes while feebly
glimmering lamps burn the midnight oil. Now while this may be
true of some it is not therefore
necessarily true of all. Let us cite
a few examples to prove that the
spirit of adventure has not yet
died in these towered halls; let us
take a little trip in the old time
machine and see what happened
on a certain moonless night last

was

|

Zeta Psi: Gerald Nowlis '46,
president; Joseph W.- Woods '47,
secretary; and Lewis P. Fickett
'47, treasurer.

->

—
—

We

all.

c

rect a little misapprehension. Ladies and gentlemen, the impression is current that Bowdoin is
a place of sweat and bitter tears,

interest in
just possible,

"Well, folks, this isn't

]

peace times.

c
"And now we would

have a real sad piece of news
for a change. Remember Loba
(famed descendant of Rin-tintin), whose escape to the Air
Base Gorton mentioned In his
last column? Well, ladies and

third act was superb. An- congratulated upon producing
i
son Olds, the supporting character play which would
be fairly accept-

m

is

'47,

he sure was a

sir,

Edward

James

'44, president; Leo J. Dunn
secretary; and Peter A. Curran '44, treasurer.

Ellis

dog"

mA

m

—

able

lost

the weaker sex. It

Yes,

fine ihoun'

however, that that interest might
not find its full expression in what
was termed the "better atmosphere" of the Moulton Union. Gee
whiz, could that be it?
A c

In general Professor Quinby and
the Masque and Gown are to be

j

have

institution

The

Mr. Clayton, banged out a good
laugh when his saucy remark as
around the maze. It was supposed to which lady was compromised.
to keep them mystified until the From then on a deluge of laughexpedition reached Syracuse.
ter settled in our ears. Art Westlake stopped missing cues and
V
Professor Tillotson was seen at moved right on. There was nothe play Friday night wearing a tedious building up of plots, but
white shirt.
only Bob Hope style cracks on

agree.

as the student coucil
put it? We refuse to believe that
the red-blooded students of this
interest,"

The climax

at exactly

lived

Philoon, Jr. '45, president; Edwin
Cutler '47, secretary; and
B.
Duncan H. Dewar, Jr. '47, treasurer.

Chi Psi: Donald R. Maxson '15,
'46,
council members. Well,', fellows, president; Francis H. Grant
let's see if we can make this a secretary; and Morton F. Page
house- '46, treasurer.
bumptious
scrumptious,
Delta Kappa Epsilon: Dana A.
party you know, what the Navy
wives would call "Simply Daaaa- Little '46, president.
Theta Delta Chi: Frederick J.
arling!!!!" Which brings up the
fact of the Frightful Fiasco of the
Vic Dances. Question is, just how
and we're sure our listeners will

moment. Thus the third act
up to the billing "A rollicking comedy."

right

Again."

"Since

came

"Jasper Q. Featherstone" pitchYeah, they knocked Groton
out after that last column of his.
Just as well One of those hopeWell, folks, the big
less cases.
news of the week is the houseparty planned for the first weekend in May. Didn't believe we'd
have any, but the new student
council sure proved that it could
Despite the
get things done.
ORIENTS attempt to sow confusion as to the identity of the new
ing.

— —

She carried an umbrella with her
winter and summer, rain or shine,
and frequently demoralized traffic
on Maine Street by chasing a dog
up the middle of it at top speed.
Before long, all the local dogs gave
her plenty of room. Another disconcerting habit she had was to
take every opportunity she got to
rap solidly any unfortunate male
head that happened to be exposed
to the range of her trusty um-

Gregory
Travis

Chamberlain

Several of the fraternities havrecently held elections, the
ORIENT publishes herewith a list
of their officers. The Psi L'psilon fraternity has not had its
election yet
to replace James
Hedges '44, who recently left college and is now at Bates in the
Navy program. The other house
officers are as follows:
Alpha Delta Phi: Wallace C.

human

nature.
Human nature Is consistent
down through the yean. One of

of the stage

managers however was

NEW

HOUSE OFFICERS

}

Delta Upsilon:

F. Uttiehale, Jr.

One more

i
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